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PREFACE. 

CfH  E  following  Book  confifts  of  fever  al  Articles •,  in 
divers  'parts  of  the  Mathematics,     I .  The  Laws 

of  Chance  •,  the  -principles  of  which  are  delivered  in 
a  fhort  method^  and  is  preparatory  to  what  follows* 

■  2.  Of  finding  the  values  of  Annuities  on   Lives; 
here  the  principal  Problems  concerning  annuities  and 
r ever/ions  are  folved.     3.  The  inftituting  or  forming 
Societies  ;  a  thing  much  in  vogue  now.     Here  feveral 
cf  the  cafes  are  calculated  upon  true  principles ;  by 

which  it  will  appear ',  that  hardly  any  of  thefe  Societies 
now  in  ufe  can  ft  and  for  any  length  of  time  upon  the 
principles  they  have  been  calculated.     In  thefe  three 
Articles ,  to  avoid  long  calculations,  I  have  frequently 
ufed  approximations^  which  in  moft  cafes  may  ferve 
well  enough^  for  fuch  an  inconftant  fubjecl  as  Chance. 

4.  Of  the  Moon's  Motion,  where  feveral  of  her  ir- 
regularities are  calculated,     5.  The  Conftruction  of 

Arches  ;  here  are  laid  down  feveral  methods  of  per- 
forming this.     6.  The Preceflion  of  the  Equinoxes; 

which  is  univerfally  folved  upon  all  fuppofitions.     7. 
The  Conftrudtion  of  Logarithms,  by  the  roots  or 
indices  of  powers.     8.  Interpolation  of  Quantities, 
the  bcfi  methods   cf  doing   this.     9.  Of  finding   the 
Longitude  at  Sea ;  this  method  is  the  fame  as  that 
which  1  gave  a  fhort  account  of  in  page  3  64,  cf  my 
Aftronomy  -,  which  took  up  but  afingle  page  \  and  yet 
I  got  my f elf  abufed  for  it,  by  an  anonimous  fcribbler. 
I  never  knew  before,  that  it  was  any  crime  tofeekfor 
new  methods  for  folving  difficult  Problems.     If  I  had 
failed  in  it,  there  was  but  one  page  of  the  Beck  loft. 
But  here  I  have  improved  the  method^  and  compleated 
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iv  THE      PREFACE. 

it -,  and  have  fhewn,  that  it  will  anfwer  the  purpoje 
as  near  as  there  can  be  any  occafion  for.  Indeed \  I  have 

conflrucled  no  "Tables  to  eafe  the  calculation*  For 
though  it  requires  a  little  more  time,  J  Jhould  fconer 
chufe  to  go  along  the  common  high  road,  rather  than 
go  over  hedge  and  ditch  for  the  fake  of  a  little  gain. 
And  this  method  I  defign  only  to  be  ufed  occafionally  $• 
as  the  common  known  methods  arefufficient  in  moderate 
weather.  For  certainly  no  body  can  be  fo  filly  as  to 
think,  that  my  methods  by  the  Moon  ought  to  be  prac- 
tifed  every  day*  Thefe  that  are  reckoned  the  bell  me- 
thods,  have  fo  many  calculations  attending  them,  that 
there  is  infinite  danger  of  making  mifiakes,  and  there* 
fore  ought  to  be  ufed  fparingly. 

10.  The  computation  of  Intereft  upon  all  manner  of 
fuppofitidm.  ii.  The  Figures  of  Sines,  Tangents, 
&c.  and  fever al  things  depending  thereon.  12.  For- 

tification, a  (loort  tratl,  laying  down  the  general  rules. 
13.  Gunnery,  fhewing   the  principles  of    that   art. 
14.  Architecture,  or  the  Art  of  Building,  containing 
the  rules  and  praclice  of  this  art.  15,  Mufic,  the 
nature  and  principles  laid  down.  16.  A  general  Me- 

thod of  Fhilofophifing,  or  rules  to  be  obferved  in 
Philofophical  Enquiries,  with  Examples.  17.  Op- 

tics-, I  have  here  tran/lated  fever  al  papers  of  Sir  J. 
Newton's  Optical  Lectures,  Part  II.  which  never 
was  tranjlated  into  Englifh.  The  Phenomenon  of  the 
Rainbow  is  here  computed  in  a  way  fomeihing  different 
from  what  it  is  in  his  Optics,  be.ng  here  illujlrated 
and  wrought  out  in  numbers,  and  therefore  will  be 
more  int eligible,  1  wonder  this  latter  part  of  the 

Optical  Leclures  has  never  been  tranfated.  For  thoi* 
the  [ubftance  of  it  is  contained  in  the  Optics,  yet  here 
are  a  great  number  of  curious  experiments  not  men- 

tioned there,  which  defer  ve  to  be  made  public.  18.  A 
collection  of  curious,  uieful,  and  important  Pro- 

blems, many  of  them  new  ;  and  thofe  that  are  not, 
have  new  Solutions. 

I  have 
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/  have  done  all  I  could  to  keep  clear  of  errors,  but 

among  fo  many  things,  fome  may  poffibly  efcape,  for  I 
have  no  pretence  to  infallibility  ;  and  if  my  Readers  will 
not  excufe  me  in  this,  they  muft  not  read  my  Book. 

But  I  cannot  difmifs  this  affair ',  without  taking  no- 
tice of  a  certain  obfcure  Critic ;  who  infulted  and  abufed 

me  in  the  Gentleman's  Magazine,  for  fome  trifling  nu- 
merical errors  in  the  Afironomy,  that  any  body,  with 

the  leaft  fmattering  of  Mathematics,  might  reclify. 
Tet  this  Drawcanfir  kept  barking  at  me  out  of  his 
hole,  in  feveral  of  the  Magazines,  and  pretended  to 
criticize  my  Book,  though  he  acknowledged  he  did  not 
under fl  and  it,  A  fine  fort  of  a  Critic  in deed \  to  rail 
at  me  for  his  own  dulnefs.  Tet  this  doughty  Author, 
when  he  came  to  be  unkennelled,  proved  to  be  no  more 
than  a  little  paltry  Schoolmaffer,  who  did  not  fo  much 
as  underftand  his  own  native  Language  \  nor  (by  re- 

port) fcarce  ever  writ  a  line  of  Mathematics  in  his 
life*  This  mighty  Hero,  in  the  laft  paper  (which  his 
trufty  friend,  the  Compiler  of  the  Magazine,  put  in 
for  him)  has  infer  ted  no  lefs  than  a  J core  if  fat/hoods, 
either  diretlly  fuch,  or  firongly  infinuated,  Tet  this 
fame  impartial  Compiler  refufed  to  do  me  thejuftice  to 
put  in  my  Remarks,  which  expo  fed  thefe  enormous  lies, 
becaufe  his  Friend  and  Favourite  was  going  to  give  up. 
So  that  my  paper  is  flill  in  the  hands  of  Mr.  Nourfe, 
where  any  body  may  fee  it  that  pleafes. 

Therefore  my  Readers  may  pie  of e  to  take  notice, 
that  if  any  envious,  abufvve,  dirty  Scribbler,  (hall 
hereafter  take  it  in  his  head  to  creep  into  a  hole  like  an 
Affaffin,  and  lie  lurking  there  on  purpofe  to  fcandalize 
and  rail  at  me  •,  and  dare  not  fhew  his  face  like  a  Man  ; 
I  fh  all  give  myfelf  no  manner  of  trouble  about  fuch  an 
Animal^  but  look  upon  him  as  even  belozi)  contempt. 

W.  E  MERS  G 

P  O  S  T- 
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POSTSCRIPT. 

Since  Mayer's  Tables  came  into  my  hands,  I  had  d 
mind  to  try  their  exaElnefs,  by  comparing  them  with 

Br.  Halley's  Observations.  Accordingly  1  found  them 
to  come  very  near  in  mo  ft  cafes,  but  not  in  all.  For  in 
many  cafes  Dr.  Hallefs  Tables  come  nearer  ;  andfo  do 
feme  other  Tables  that  I  tried.  And  in  making  thefe 
compnrifons  here  and  there,  I  found  fometimes  an  error 
cf  2  minutes  or  more,  and  J  ever  al  not  muchfhort  of  2 
minutes.  For  example,  Dec.  %\ft,  1725,  the  error 

is  —  21  45".  Jan.  31/,  1726,  the  error  is  +  2'  21". 
And  Apr.  15th,  1728,  the  error  is  -f-  2  3".  So  that 
it  may  be  truly  f aid,  that  no  Tables  extant  can  be 

depended  upon  to  give  the  Moon's  place  true  to  two 
minutes  ;  contrary  to  the  confident  offer tions  of  our  lit- 

tle A,  B,  C,  Critic,  who  has  beenfo  hot  upon  the  matter. 
And  here  I  call  upon  this  fiery  Zealot,  this  boafiing^ 

upftart,  nominal  Aftronomer,  that  among  the  many 
ji  range  p  of  tions  he  has  laid  down,  he  will  explain  to 
the  public  the  following  particulars. 

1 .  How  he  can  make  it  intelligible,  or  evenfhew  its 

pofjitility  *,  that  in  taking  the  dijlance  of  two  objetls,  it 
ts  only  neceffary  to  obferve  or  look  at  one  of  them. 

2.  How  be  can  make  it  appear,  that  the  depriving 
a  luminous  body  of  its  light,  is  an  abfurdity. 

3.  That  he  will  point  out  thefe  Corollaries  (being 
near  half  in  the  Book  of  Aftronomy)  that  have  no  de- 
pendance  upon  the  Propofitions  they  are  placed  under. 

4.  flow  he  makes  it  out,  that  I  have  calumniated 

and  condemned  Mayer's  Works  ;  and  wilfully  and 
kedly  calumniated  the  Nautical  Almanack. 

And  particularly  to  /hew  what  actions  1  have  com- 
mitted, which  he  Jays  are  worfe  than  robbing  the 'atheriefs. 

5.  How 
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5.  How  it  comes  to  be  a  fundamental  principle  in 

Philofophy,  to  afcribe  the  'properties  of  a  f olid  body 
to  a  mere  image. 

6.  That,  for  the  public  good,  and  to  keep  men  out 
of  error,  he  will  acquaint  them  with9  and  expofe,  the 
fever al  abfurdities  he  has  lately  found,  and  is  always 
finding  in  my  Book. 

7.  To  qffign  a  reafon  why  the  Eclipfes  of  Jupiter9 s 
Satellites  are  not  vifible  till  long  after  the  time  expetled, 

perhaps  a  quarter  of  an  hour. 
8.  By  what  authority  he  perverts  the  meaning  of 

my  words,  and  impofes  his  own  fenfe  upon  them,  di- 
re ftly  contrary  to  mine. 
This  agronomical  Conjuror  will  eafily  find  his  way 

into  the  Magazine ,  and  when  he  has  fully  explained 
and  cleared  up  all  thefe  Articles,  men  will  be  able  to 
form  a  judgment  of  his  mathematical  abilities,  as  well 

as  of  his  moral  charatler,  and,  doubtlefs>  the  impar- 
tial world  will  judge  accordingly. 

W.  E. 

vii 
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ART.        I. 

THE 

LAWS  of   CHANCE 

THOUGH  Chance  may  feem  a  fickle  and  lu- 
dicrous fubject  to  treat  upon,  becaufe  there 

is  no  certainty  or  conftancy  in  it.  Yet  all  the  events 

that  happen  have  fome  certain  degrees  of  proba- 
bility for  their  happening  or  not  happening;  and 

thefe  degrees  of  probability  come  under  a  mathe- 
matical confideration.  Although  it  is  impoffible 

to  determine  with  certainty  how  an  event  fhall  hap- 
pen, yet  it  may  be  determined  mathematical,  what 

likelihood  or  degree  of  probability  there  is  for  its 
happening  or  failing ;  and  this  is  all  that  is  in- 

tended by  the  calculation.  For  fcarce  any  thing 
falls  out  as  it  is  determined  by  calculation,  except 
there  be  made  an  infinite  number  of  repetitions, 
and  then  one  with  another  will  always  bring  it  to 
the  fame  thing  as  the  calculation  makes  it. 

The  Dodtrine  of  Chances,  therefore  will  be  very 
ufeful  to  fuch  perfons  as  engage  in  play ;  for  by 
this  means  they  may  know  what  advantage  or  dis- 

advantage they  have  on  their  fides ;  and  how  to 
manage  things  to  the  beft  advantage  in  the  play. 

It  is  likewife  a  fit  fubjecl:  for  the  exereife  of  rea- 
fon,  for  many  problems  about  Chance ;  though 
they  feem  to  be  very  fimple,  are  attended  with  a 
long  train  of  confequences,  before  we  come  at  the 

B  cc»4- 
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conclufion,  which  is  often  quite  different  from  what 

one  would  expect.  And  thus  it  corrects  fuch  mif- 
takes  as  we  are  apt  to  make  in  our  judgment. 

DEFINITION    I. 

Chance  is  an  event,  or  fomething  that  happens 

without  the  defign  or  direction  of  any  agent  •,  and 
is  directed  or  brought  about  by  nothing  but  the  laws 
of  nature. 

Therefore  Chance  has  a  natural,  but  not  a  final 

caufe.  It  is  the  very  nature  of  Chance  to  be  in- 
conftant. 

D  E  F.      II. 

The  probability  or  improbability  of  an  event  hap- 
pening, is  the  judgment  we  form  of  it,  by  com- 

paring the  number  of  Chances  there  are  for  its 
happening,  with  the  number  of  Chances  for  its 
failing. 

D  E  F.     IIL 

Expectation  in  play,  is  the  value  of  a  man's 
Chance  ;  that  is,  of  the  thing  played  for,  consider- 

ed with  the  probability  of  gaining  it ;  and  there- 
fore is  the  product  of  its  value  multiplied  by  the 

probability  of  obtaining  the  prize. 
And  the  advantage  ±  expectation  —  the  Jlake. 

D  E  F.     IV. 

Rijk  is  the  value  of  the  flake  con fidered  with  the 
probability  of  lofing  it  •,  and  therefore  is  the  pro- 

duct of  its  value  multiplied  by  the  probability  of 
lofing  it. 

D  E  F.     V. 

Events  are  independent  when  they  have  no  man- 
ner of  connection  with  one  another;  or  when  the 

happening  of  one  neither  forwards  nor  obftructs  the 
happening  of  any  other  of  them. 

Thus 



Art.L      laws  of  chance* 
Thus  if  A  undertake  to  throw  an  ace  at  two 

throws  with  one  die;  thefirft  throw  he  has  i  Chance 
to  win  and  5  to  lofe  ;  and  the  fecond  throw  he  has 
alfo  the  very  fame,  viz.  1  chance  to  win  and  5  to 
lofe ;  and  the  like  as  often  as  he  pleafes,  and  there- 

fore thefe  events  are  independent. 

D  E  F.      VI. 

An  event  is  dependent  when  the  probability  of  its 
happening  is  altered  by  the  happening  of  forne 
other* 

Thus  if  A  undertakes  to  draw  the  ace  out  of  13 
cards  of  a  fuit,  at  two  trials  or  more.  At  the  firft 
trial  he  has  1  Chance  to  win  and  1 2  to  lofe  ;  at  the 
fecond  trial,  a  card  being  now  taken  away,  he  has 
1  Chance  to  win  and  1 1  to  lofe  ;  and  at  the  third, 
1  Chance  to  win,  and  10  to  lofe,  &c.  therefore 
thefe  events  are  dependent. 

AXIOM      I. 

In  computing  the  number  of  Chances,  it  is  fup- 
pofed  that  all  Chances  are  equal,  or  made  with 
equal  facility. 

AXIOM      II. 

The  whole  expectation  for  any  prize,  is  the  fum 
of  all  the  expectations  upon  the  particulars. 

AXIOM    III. 

The  value  of  any  Chance  or  expectation  is  what 
would  purchafe  the  like  Chance  or  expe&ation,  in  a 
fair  game. 

PROP.      I. 

Putting  1  for  abfolute  certainty,  a  for  the  number 

cf  cafes  (or  chances)  for  the  happening  of  an  event. 
B  2  bfor 
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b  for   the   number  of   cafes  for  its  failing.     Then 

.  a     is  the  probability  of  its  happening ;  and     is a+b  a+b 
the  probability  of  its  failing  :  and  the  probabilities  of 

happening  and  failing  are  as  a  to  b. 
For  fiippofe  a  and  b  to  be  equal ;  no  reafon  can 

be  given  why  fuch  an  event  will  not  as  often  fail 
as  happen.  And  therefore  the  probability  will  be 
equal  for  both.  And  if  a  be  greater  or  leflerthan 
by  the  probability  will  accordingly  be  greater  or 
lefs  for  happening  than  for  failing,  and  that  in  the 

ratio  of  a  to  b9  or  of   -  to   -. 
a+b      a+b 

Cor.  The  probability  fubtrafted  from  i,  gives  the 
probability  of  failing. 
~  a  a+b — a  b      ̂   , 
For  i —     ~  — ■ — —  zz  .    the  proba- 

a+b  a+b  a+b 
bility  of  failing.  And  here  i  reprefents  the  fum 
of  all  the  cafes  or  chances,  for  and  againft  happen- 

ing. For  it  is  a  certainty,  that  fome  out  of  the 
whole  muft  happen. 

Example. 

If  I  undertake  to  throw  an  ace  with  one  die ; 
it  is  plain  I  have  but  i  chance  out  of  6  for  its  hap- 

pening ;  and  5  out  of  6  for  its  failing ;  therefore 

my  chance  is     or  _,  being  the  probability  of 

1+5       6  r  7 

its   happening;  and  £  is   the  probability   of  its 6 
failing. 

Scholium. 

As  i  reprefents  a  certainty,  or  when  an  event 
has  an  infinitely  great  probability  of  happening. 
So  i  will  reprefent  an  equal  probability  for  happen- 

ing or  failing.     For  i — i~{-. 
PROP. 
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PROP.      II. 

If  ale  the  number  of  chances  for  happenings  and  b 
the  number  of  chances  for  the  failing,  of  one  event. 

And  c  the  number  of  chances  for  happening,  and  d 
the  number  of  chances  for  failing  of  another  event  in- 

dependent of  the  former.     Then 

The  produft  a+bXe  +  d  or  ac+ad~\-bc-\-bd  will 
he  the  number  of  all  the  chances,  or  of  all  the  poj/ible 
cafes  of  the  happening  and  failing  of  thefe  events. 

For  a+b  denotes  all  the  chances  in  the  firft  e- 

vent,  and  fince  a-\-b  may  be  connected  with  every 
one  in  c+d,  therefore  the  fum  of  all  the  cafes  will 

be  a+ixc+d. 

Cor.  i.  By  the  fame  reafoning,  if  a*  c,  e,  &c.  be 
the  chances  for  happening  ;  and  b,  d,f,  &c.  thefe  for 
failing,  in  3  or  more  independent  events.  Then 

a+bXc+dXe+f,  &c.  will  be  the  number  of  all  the 
chances  or  poftible  cafes  for  all  thefe  events,  to  happen 
cr  fail. 

Cor.  2.  If  there  be  propofed  two  events,  the  num- 
ber of  cafes  for  the  happening  of  the  firft,  is  ac+ad-9 

for  its  failing,  bc-\-bd.  That  both  ft)  all  happen,  is  ac  \ 
for  the  contrary,  ad+bc+bd.  That  one  fhall  hap- 

pen-, is  ac-t-ad+bc;  for  both  failing,  bi\  that  the 
firft  fhall  happen  and  ]ad',for  the  contrary,ac+bc+bd. 
the  latter  fail,  is     J     and  fo  of  others. 

Cor.  3.  And  by  the  fame  way  of  reafoning,  if  three 
or  more  events  be  propofed  \  the  number  of  cafes  of 
their  happening  or  failing,  in  any  manner,  will  be  had 
by  multiplication  only.  So  that  by  taking  one  or  more 

terms  according  to  the  nature  of  the  queftion,  any  pro- 
blem about  chance  will  eafily  be  anfwered. 

B  3  PROP. 
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PROP.     III. 

The  probability  of  happening  of  feveral  independent 

events  (-^->  — ,,  — ,>  &V-)  u  the  product  of 
\a+b   c+d    e+f         ' 

ace 
the  feveral  probabilities  taken fmgly>  ~^7      :   -— > 

For  in  one  event,  -JL.  is  the  probability  of  hap- a+b 

pening,  by  Prop.  I.  and  in  two  events,  where  the 

probabilities  are  ~^—  and  — — .;  a+bXc+disthc 
*  a+b        c+d 
number  of  all  the  cafes  or  chances,  and  ac  the  num- 

ber of  cafes  where  both  events  may  happen  ;  there- 

fore  ==£=  =  probability  of  both  happen- 

ins;.     In  like  manner  ===== — == — =  —  proba* 
&  a+bxc+dxe+f      r 

bility  of  three  events  happening.     And  the  Prop. 
holds  in  refpect  of  failing,  as  well  as  of  happening 
of  events. 

Cor.  i.  If  x,y>z9  &c.  denote  the  probabilities  of 
feveral  events  happening  as  A,  B,  C,  &c.  then  i — x9 
i — y9  i — z,  &V.  will  be  the  probabilities  of  their 
failing.     Then 

xyz  zz  probability  of  their  all  happening. 

i — x  X  i—y  X  i — z  zz  probability   of  their  all 
failing.             

i — i — xx  i — yX  i—  z  —  probability  of  fome  of 
them  happening. 

xyxi — z  —probability  of  happening  of  A,  B,  and 
failing  of  C. 

And  fo  of  others. Cor. 
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Cor.  2.  What  is  faid  about  the  probability  of  hap* 
pening,  is  equally  true  about  the  probability  of  fail- 

ings viz.  that  it  is  equal  to  the  producl  of  the  proba- 
bilities of  failing  of  the  fever al  particulars. 

Cor.  3.  ¥0  determine  the  probability  of  happening 
of  fever  al  dependent  events  \  diftinguijh  them  into  firft, 
fecond,  thirds  &c.  Then  the  probability  of  the  firft 
muft  be  looked  upon  as  independent \  the  probability  of 

the  fecond*  s  happening,  muft  be  determined  on  the  fup- 
pqfition  of  the  firft  having  happened  fome  way  or  o- 

ther  ;  and  the  probability  of  the  third's  happening,  is 
to  be  determined  from  the  fuppofition  of  the  firft  and 
fecond  having  likewife  happened ;  and  fo  on.  And 
then  the  probability  of  the  happening  of  them  all  will 
be  the  producl  of  the  fever  al  probabilities  as  thus  de- 
termined. 

PROP.     IV. 

If  4  be  the  number  of  chances  for  happening,  and 
h  for  the  failing  of  an  event ;  the  probability  of  hap- 

pening at  leaft  t  times  in  n  trials  will  be 
Ott+nan"1b  +  n.n — ian~2bz  +  &c.  till  a1 

that 

a+bn 
iV,  ////  the  index  of  a  be  /. 

For  by  Prop.  II.  and  its  corollaries,  if  a,  b,  and 
c,  d,  and  e,  f,  &c.  be  the  chances  for  happening 
and  failing  of  3  or  more  events  A,  C,  E  ;  then  the 
terms  (of  the  multiplication)  where  a  is  concerned, 
will  be  the  numerator  of  a  fraction,  {hewing  the 
probability  of  the  firft  event  happening.  And  the 
terms  where  a  and  c  are  concerned,  give  the  nu- 

merator of  a  fraction  where  the  firft  and  fecond 

events  both  happen,  and  fo  on ;  and  whofe  deno- 
minator is  a+b  x  c+d  X   &c. 

B  4  Now 
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Now  let  f-f  &+  e+f  &c.  be  the  fame  event  as 

a+h  and  then  a±bXc+dXe+f  &c.  zza+bX 

a+bXa+b  &c.  zza+b"-,  and  r,  e,  &c.  being 
zz  *z ;  the  happening  of  a  and  r  is  aquivalent  to 

•  the  happening  of  a  twice,  and  the  happening  of 
a,  c9  e-,  is  equivalent  to  the  happening  of  a  thrice, 
and  fo  on.  And  therefore  the  terms  with  a  relate 

to  the  happening  of  the  event  once,  and  where  aa 

is  concerned,  relate  to  happening  twice  ;  and  a3  to 
h.  vening  thrice.  Therefore  all  terms  with  a  as 
far  as  a*9  muft  be  taken  into  the  numerator  for 
happening  /  times,  and  the  denominator  will  be 

a+bn  \  and  the  fraction,  mewing  the  probability 
of  happening  /  times,  will  be  that  above  laid  down. 

Cor.  i.  If  a  and  b  be  the  chances  for  happening 
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Cor.  2.    'The  probability   of  happening  precifely  t T 
times  in  n  trials  is  —  where  T  is  that  term,  where 

a-\-b 
the  index  of  a  is  t. 

PROP.      V. 

If  a  per f on  has  an  equal  chance  for  the  two  prizes 
A-4-B 

A>  Bj  the  value  of  his  expectation  is  — _-. 
2 

For 
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For  fince  there  is  no  reafon  for  one  chance  hap- 

pening fooner  than  another,  in  an  equality  of 
chances  ;  therefore  (by  Prop.  I.)  the  probability  of 
the  happening  of  each  of  the  two  is  f  ;  and  there- 

fore the  expectation  for  A  is  ~  A  •<>  and  the  expec- 
tation forB  is  likewife  ~B.  And  if  1  would  pur- 

chafe  the  whole,  I  muft  give  the  value,  which  is 
1XA+B. 

For  the  fame  reafon,  the  probability  of  taking 
any  one  of  3  things  A,  B,  C,  (by  equality  of 
chances)  is  ~  (by  Prop.  I) ;  whence  the  expectation 
of  A  is  ~  A,  and  of  B,  is  j.  B,  and  of  C,  4  C  ; 
and  the  whole  value  zz  ?X  A+B+C,  whence  this 

Cor.  If  there  be  an  equal  chance  for  3  prizes  A, 
A  1  B  l  C 

B,  C ;  the  expectation  zz.  — ""*"    T.  .      And  for  4 3 

things  A,  B,  C,  D ;  the  expectation  is  A+B+C+D  . 4 
andfo  on. 

SchoL  The  two  laft  proportions  are  very  fer- 
viceable  for  folving  many  problems  of  Chance. 

PROP.      VI. 

If  there  be  a  chance  for  the  prize  A,  and  b  chances 
for  the  prize  B ;  and  all  the  chances  happen  with 
equal  eafe  j  then  the  value  of  the  expectation  is  worth 
*A+£B 
a+b 

For  (by  Prop.  I.)  the  probability  of  the  happen- 

ing of  any  chance  for  A  is  —  7  •,  and  for  B,  is 
a  +  b 

  -.     Therefore  the  expectation  for  A  is —  -9 
a-\-b  *  a-x-b 

and 
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ID 

and  for  B  is    ..     Therefore  if  I  would  purchafe 
a+b 

thefe  expedtations,  I  muft  give  the  value  of  the 

whole,  (by  Ax.  2.)  which  is  aA+m. a+b 
And  by  the  fame  reafoning,  if  there  be  3  prizes 

A,  B,  C  ;  and  the  chances  for  each  be  a7  b9  r,  re- 

ipe&ively .    Then  the  probability  for  A  is  — 2   ^ a+b+c 
h  r 

and  for  B,   —  5  and  for  C,   And  the 
a+b+c  a+b+c 

expectation  for  A  =  .   "f    ,  for  B   =   *L-t a+b+c  a+b+c 
cC 

for  C  =    = — .    Whence  this 
a+b+c 

Cor,  If  a,  b9  c>  be  the  chances  for  A,  B,  C,  reflec- 

tively ;  the  value  of  the  expectation  zz  <*A+£B+fC  . 

andfo  on. 

PROP.    VII. 

If  a  and  b  be  two  numbers  of  particular  cafes  re- 
lating to  A  and  B.  Andp  be  fome  number  of  chances \ 

alike  related  to  a  and  b.  Then  thefhare  of  p  belong- 

ing to  A  is    p  j  and  B's/hare    p. a+b  a+b 

For  fince  p  is  promifcuoufly  and  alike  related  to 
the  whole  a  and  b ;  it  muft  be  divided  between 
them,  in  proportion  to  the  numbers  a  and  b.  And 
the  greater  number  muft  have  the  greater  fhare, 
and  the  lefler  number  the   JelTer.      Therefore  if 

a+bzzs,  it  will  be  as  s  :  p  :  :  a  :  ?f  zz  A's  fharej s 

and  s  :  p  :  :  b  :  £-  zz  B's  fhare. 
Cor. 
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Cor.  If  there  be  feveralfubj eels  A,  B,  C,  D,  &V. 
whofe  numbers  are  a>  b,  *,  d,  &c.  And  the  number 
of  chances  or  things  p  be  alike  related  to  them  all. 
tfhen  the  Jhares  of  A,  B,  C,  D,  £sfc.  are  refpeclively 
ap    bp    cp    dp    , , 
s      s      s      s 

S  C  H  0  L. 

What  is  meant  here  by  A,  B,  C,  D,  &c.  is  any 
fpecies  of  beings  ;  and  by  a,  b,  c>  d,  the  like  fpe- 
cies  of  beings  under  particular  circumftanccs ;  and 
which  may  belong  equally  to  any  of  them. 

PROP.     VIII. 

If  there  be  n  equal  chances  in  all,  and  i  for  an  event 
given  \  that  event  will  happen  once  in  n  trials,  taking 
one  time  with  another. 

For  taking  an  infinite  number  of  trials,  that  e- 
vent  in  the  whole  will  happen  once  in  every  n  trials, 
becaufe  all  chances  fall  out  with  equal  facility  or 
difficulty.  And  confequently  the  more  trials  the 
more  it  will  approach  to  that  ratio.  And  in  an  in- 

finite number  of  repetitions,  it  approaches  infinitely 
near  a  certainty,  to  fall  out  once  in  n  trials.  And 
therefore  at  a  medium  we  ought  to  reckon,  that  this 
one  chance  will  fall  out  in  n  trials. 

Cor.  i .  If  there  be  n  equal  chances  in  all  •,  //  is  an 
even  wager  that  a  given  chance  will  fall  out  in  ~  n 
trials.  Or,  there  is  an  equal  probability  for  its  hap  - 
pening  or  failing  in  £  n  trials,  taking  one  time  with 
another. 

For  in  a  great  number  of  repetitions  of  n  trials, 
one  chance  will  fall  out  for  every  repetition  of  n 

trials,  or  in  every  2  repetitions  of  f  n  trials  There- 
fore in  thefe  2  repetitions  one  will  happen  and  one 

will 
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will  fail  continually  ;  and  therefore  it  becomes  e- 
qually  probable,  whether  it  will  happen  or  fail  in 
in  trials. 

Cor.  2.  Hence  9  to  know  how  any  event  will  fall 
cut  at  a  medium  \  it  will  be  proper  to  conjider  what 
the  refult  will  be,  by  an  infinite  number  of  trials. 

For  innumerable  trials  take  away  all  irregulari- 
ties, and  fet  all  things  in  due  proportion. 

PROP.     IX.     Prob. 

If  a  be  the  chances  or  number  of  cafes  for  happen- 
ing,  and  b  the  number  for  the  jailing  of  an  event.  To 
find  at  how  many  trials,  it  is  equally  probable  to  hap' 
pen  or  fail. 

Let  x  be  the  number  of  trials.     Then  (Cor.  i. 
bx 

Prop.  IV.)  i —      =  probability  of  happening, 

which  therefore  is  zz  i,  whence  a+bx  zz  2bx.  And 
x  X  log,  a+b  zz  log.  2  +x  X  log.  b ;    therefore 

x  X  log.  a+b~-  x  X  log.  b  zz  log.  2  zz   .30103, 
-3°io3  -3OI03 

and  x  zz   ==   : — —  zz    ~ rr- 
log.  a+b  —  log.  b         log  :  f±l b 

Cor.  1.  If  azzb,  then  xzzi. 

For  log.  !±-  zz  log.  —  =  log.  2  =  .30103, 
I?  a 

and  therefore  x  zz  l£   -  zz  1. 
.30103 

Cor.  2.  If  b  is  very  great  in  refpecl  of  a,  then 

x  zz  1-  X  -zz  .7  — ,  nearly. 10       a  a ,  neariy. 

For 
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For  log.  a-±t  =  log.  1  +  £;    where  ±   is   a 

very  fmall  quantity  ;  and  therefore  by  the  nature 
of  logarithms   (Alg.    Prob.    84.  Cor.    I J  putting 

vzz  fL  log.  1  +  v  =  .4343  Xi>—  — »  &c-  that  is, 
t?  *- 

log.  1  +  2L  zz  .4343  X  4-»    &c-   therefore  *  r= 0  b 

-30*03      =    -30^03     =  -30*03  x  t  =  602V 

log.  1  +  iL       -4343X^1  "  .4343        *      '  ̂ 
b  & 

b  b  , 
—  =  .7X-I  nearly. 

Cor.  3.  If  b  is  very  fmall  or  o,  /&#  #  becomes  very 
fmall  or  nothing. 

Thus  if  1+  —  ±  10,  ioo,  1000,  10,000,  &c; 

then  will  x  zz  .3,  !l,  ̂,   -2,  &c.  refpe&ively. 
2      3      4 

PROP.     X.      Prob. 

ijf  /for*  fo  a  chances  for  happenings  and  b  chances 
for  failing  of  an  event  at  1  trial  \  to  find  in  how  ma- 

ny trials  it  is  equally  probable  or  improbable  for  hap- 
pening t  times. 

If  the  trials  be  continued  ad  infinitum^  the  event 

will  happen  a  times,  and  fail  b  times  in  every  a-\-b 
trials.     And  therefore  one  time  with  another  it  will 

happen  once  in  every  *"*"    trials,  and  confequently a 

7^1  times  in  ~i  x  —  trials-     To  this  add  the a 

number  of  trials,  in  which  there  is  an  equal  chance 
for  happening  once,  which  [ by  Cor.  2.  Prop.  IX.) 

15  lZ_ ,  when  b  is  large,  and  the  number  of  trials a 

for 
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for  happening  n  times  will  be  l2£  +  / — i  x  a a  a 

zz  /—  -i-x  _-  4-  /—i. 
10       ̂  

Therefore  in  / — JL  x   h  / — i  trials,  it  is  an 
10       tf 

equal  chance  whether  the  event  will  happen  /  times 
or  not.     But  if  a  and  b  be  nearly  equal,  the  num- 

ber of  trials  will  be  _  +  / — i. a 

This  method  is  the  more  exact  as  b  is  greater. 

Otherwife,  more  exaclly. 
Put  x  zz  number  of  trials,  then  (by  Prop.  IV,)  we 

a*+xa*~lb  +  x.x-lax-2bb  +  &c. 
fhall  have  2  —  »  . .   , —  ■■          --   —   -4  > 

the  feries  to  be  continued  till  the  index  of  a  be  equal 
6*  +xbx-la+x.x-1bx-2aa  •+-  &c. 

to  /.  Or  elfe  make   2       

a~+b* S2  t>  continuing  the  feries  till  the  index  of  a  be 
/ — 1  ;  and  from  either  of  them  find  the  value  of  *. 
The  former  to  be  ufed  when  /  is  great,  and  the 
latter  when  /  isfmall.  But  when  x  is  a  large  nun> 
ber,  this  will  prove  a  very  difficult  calculation. 

PROP.      XL 

If  A  and  B  play  together ',  and  A  has  a  chances  to 
win,  and  B  has  b  chances.  The  probability  of  A's 
winning,  is  to  the  probability  of  B'j  winning,  as  a to  b. 

This  is  the  foundation  of  all  gaming ;  for  the 
more  chances  the  greater  the  probability  of  win- 

ning-, and  the  greater  the  probability  the  greater 
the  fuccefs,  taking  one  time  with  another.     Now 

the 
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the  probability  of  A's  winning  is  _£_,  and  that  of 

B's  winning,   ;  and  thefe  arc  as  a  to  b. a+b 

Cor«  1.  Hence  the  odds  in  any  wager  laid  upon  a 

game,  Jhould  be  as  the  chances  •,  that  is,  the  money 
laid  on  A,  to  the  money  on  B,  (hould  be  as  a  to  b9  in 
a  fair  game.  And  the  flakes  Jhould  alfo  be  in  the  fame 
ratio. 

Cor.  2.  Hence  alfo,  one  time  with  another ',  A  will 
win  a  games,  for  BV  winning  b  games. 

PROP.     XII. 

To  refolve  a  Problem  by  the  Laws  of  Chance. 

1.  The  firft  thing  to  be  done  in  any  problem  re- 
lative to  chance,  is  to  find  out  how  many  cafes 

there  are  in  which  the  event  will  happen  or  fail ; 
and  likewiie  the  number  of  all  the  cafes  poflible. 
So  you  will  have  the  number  of  chances  for  and 

againft  you  •,  this  gives  the  probability  of  the  event. 
But  great  care  muft  be  taken  to  allow  no  more  nor 
fewer  chances  for  an  event,  than  really  there  are ; 
for  it  is  a  frequent  error  to  allow  too  many. 

2.  Oftentimes  the  probability  of  the  failing  of 
an  event,  or  the  number  of  cafes  that  fail,  may  be 
more  eafily  found,  than  thofe  for  the  happening. 
Therefore  find  thefe  firft,  and  from  thence  thofe  for 
the  happening  will  be  eafily  found. 

3.  When  feveral  conditions  are  contained  in  the 
problem,  each  of  which  requires  its  proper  degree 
of  probability  ;  then  thefe  feveral  probabilities  muft 
be  feparately  found,  and  all  added  together  for  the 
total  probability. 

*  In 
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4.  In  many  complicated  problems,  there  will  be 
fo  many  cafes  for  the  happening  and  failing  of  an 
event;  that  it  will  be  a  very  tedious  piece  of  work 
to  count  them  up.  In  fuch  cafes,  recourfe  muft 
be  had  to  the  do&rine  of  combinations  and  permu- 

tations, to  obtain  a  complete  folution. 
5.  Many  problems  require  the  help  of  Prop.  V. 

and  VI,  efpecially  for  two  things  A,  B.  In  apply- 
ing them,  we  muft  find  the  expe&ation,  both  when 

the  event  happens  and  fails,  and  take  the  fum  as 
the  Prop,  directs  5  and  fo  proceed  from  the  fimple 
cafes  to  the  harder. 

Scholium. 

Having  laid  down  the  foregoing  propositions, 
containing  the  foundation  of  the  Do&rine  of 
Chances  ;  I  mail  now  give  a  few  problems,  to  fhew 
the  ufe  and  application  thereof  in  fome  eafy  cafes, 
as  an  introduction  to  that  art  -,  referring  the  reader 
to  that  excellent  treatife  of  M.  de  Moivre's,  for  the 
determination  of  problems  of  greater  difficulty. 

PROB:      I. 

If  I  have  fix  equal  chances  for  2,  3,  5,  8,  10,  and 
1 1  fallings  {and  4  chances  for  nothing)  what  is  the  va- 

lue of  my  expectation* 

The  probability  of  gaining  each  of  thefe  prizes, 

is  -L,  therefore  the  fum  of  my  expeftations  is  —  x 
10  10 

2  +  3  +  5  +  8  +  io+n  =  22  z:  3.9  (hillings   the 10 

value  required. 

Or  thus,  2  +  3+5  +  8  +  io+J>j  _  39  _  3     by IO  IO 

Prop.  V. 

PROB. 
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P  R  O  B.      II. 

If  I  have  3  chances  for  4  fhillings,  6  chances  for  8 
{hillings,  and  5  chances  for  5  fhillings  \  what  is  the 
value  of  my  expectation,  thefe  1 4  being  all  the  chances 

pqfible. 

By  Prop.  VI.  A,  B,  C,  are  refpectively  equal  to  4, 
8,  5,  fhillings;  and  a,  b,  c,  equal  to  3,  6,  5.  There- 

fore my  expectation  is  worth  3*4+6 X  8+5x5 

zz  12+*8  +  25  zz  £*  zz  6-L  (hillings. 14  14  14 

P  R  O  B.      III. 

To  find  the  pr  oh  ability  of  calling  an  ace  in  three 
throws  with  one  die,  or  at  one  throw  with  three  dice. 

By  Prop.  VIII.  the  ace  will  be  caft  in  6  throws, 
taking  one  time  with  another ;  and  in  3  throws  it 
will  be  an  equal  chance  whether  it  be  caft  or  not. 
According  to  ihis  the  probability  of  calling  it  in  3 
throws  is  ~,  nearly. 

Otherwife.  By  Prop.  IV.  put^zzr,  bzz$,  0=3, 
,       as  +  ia2b+7abb  ,    ....  .      . 

/zzi ;  then   *l  ̂  ■  3 —  zz  probability ;  that  is, 

*  +  *5  +  75  =    $M_# 
2 j 6  216 

bi  j  2/j 

Or,   —  ■  zz  — I  rz  probability  of  failing;  and 

therefore  1 — — >  ==  — 7   is   the    probability    of 210         216 

happening,  as  before. 

C  PROB, 
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P  R  O  B.     IV. 

To  find  the  probability  of  cajiing  an  ace  in  6  throws 
with  one  die. 

Though  this  event  will  happen  in  6  trials,  tak- 
ing one  time  with  another  (by  Prop.  VIII.)  $  yet  in 

barely  6  trials  it  cannot  be  depended  on.  For  in 
an  infinite  number  of  repetitions  it  continually  ap- 

proximates to  a  certainty  of  throwing  an  ace  in  6 
throws  •,  yet  in  one  repetition  only,  it  has  but  a  cer- 

tain degree  of  probability.     To  find  which, 

Put  a~i>  b—fr  nzz6,  tzzi.     Then  (Prop.  IV.) 
—  zz  probability  of  failing  z:  :L  r:  LLJJ^and  the 
n6  66      46656 

.....  c   1  •  '5^25  21021 
probability  of  happening  s  1   =-~-^  z=  - — 2L 

zz  —  nearly* 

Otherwije. 

Let  1"  be  the  prize.  At  the  lft  throw  there  is 
1  chance  for  me  and  5  againft  me,  (and  the  like 
every  throw).  Therefore  (by  Prop.  VI.)  I  have  1 
chance  for  \\  and  5  for  o;  therefore  my  expecta- 

tion  z:  1X1+5X°  1  *■  for  j  throw. 6  6 

For  2  throws.     If  1  hit  the  firft  time  I  gain  1,  if 

I  mifs  it,  I  have  1  throw  remaining  zz  JL.There- 6 

fore  I  have  1  chance  for  1,  and  5  for  JL,    and  my 6 

expectation  z: 
_  1+5  x  i  _  1 

For 
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For  3  throws ;  my  expectation  I+5*TB'  =  -£I> 6  216 
as  in  Prob.  III. 

Proceeding  thus  to  6  throws,  we  get        ̂     7m 6 

3=  - — 2J,  as  before. 
46656 

PROB.    V. 

In  how  many  throws  may  one  undertake  for  an  even 
wager  to  caft  an  ace  with  one  die  ? 

Let  x  zz  number  of  throws,  a  s  1  zz  chance  to 
hit,  b  zz  5  zz  chances  to  mifs.     Then  (Cor.  1.  Pr. 

b* 
IV.)      zz  probability  of  failing,  which  (in  an 

a+b 
even  wager)  is  equal  to  the  probability  of  happen- 

6*  1    

ing-,  therefore  —ji  =— ,  and  2^*zz <*+£*. 

19 

Whence  log.  2  +  log.  h  zz  log,  a  4-  bx9  or 
log.  2  +  x  x  log.  b  zz  xx  log.  rf  +£ ;  and  #  x  log. 
d  +  £  —  #  X  log.  b  zz  log.  2.       Therefore  x  zz> 

  [og^    =:  log.  2.  _  .3010^ 
log.  a+b  —  log.  b  log.  6  —  log.  5  .079 1 8 
=z  3.82,  that  is,  between  3  and  4  throws  ;  or  near- 

ly at  4  throws,  one  may  undertake  to  throw  an  ace. 
Otherwife,  proceed  (by  Prop.  VI.)  as  in  the  laft 

example,  till  the  expectation  be  zz  f . 

PROB.     VI. 

In  how  many  throws  with  one  die3  may  one  under* 
take  to  throw  an  ace  4  times  t 

C  2  Let 
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Let  x  ±z  number  of  throws,  azzt,  b—$,  /=4, 
then   proceeding  as   before,    we    lhall   have   (by 
Prop,  iv.; 
ax+xax—tb+x.x^lax—2^  &c. 
   2      zz  _L,  or  ax*\-xax—lb 

a+bx  2    ^ 

+x.*=la*-2ii  Sec.  till  #4  =  —  X  a+bx  =  l££. 2  2  2 

To  find  x9  the  eafieft  way  is  to  take  it  by  guefs, 
and  add  i  every   trial,  which  will  increafe  a  term 

of  the  feries  every  time  •,  proceed  till  you  find  the 
two  fides  of  the  equation  nearly  equal,  and  then 
you  have  the  value  of  x  nearly.     But  to  (horten 
the  work,  proceed  thus.     Since   an   ace  may  be 

thrown  every  6  throws,  taking  one  time  with  an- 
other for  a  great  many  repetitions ;  and  by  Prob. 

V.  at  one  turn  only,  (or  a  few  turns)  it  will  happen 
once  in  3.82  throws ;  therefore  the  ace  to  be  thrown 
4  times,  requires  at  lead  4  times  3.82  throws,  or 

15.28  throws-,  but  to  be  thrown  at  6  throws  al- 
ways, requires  4  times  6,  or  24  throws  at  moil. 

Therefore  x  will  probably  be  between   15  and  24. 
And  therefore  I  mail  fuppofe  it,  at  a  mean,  to  be 

19.   Then  we  have  ax9-{-iga**  b  +  19.  —  a^bb  &c. 

n  —   But  fince  here  will  be  a  great  number 

of  terms  before  we  come  at  the  index  a*  ;  therefore 
Lt  will  be  (horter  to  take  the  other  end  of  the  fe- 

ries, for  the  failing  ;  fince  in  an  equal  wager,  they 

are  of  equal  value;  and  then  we  have  bXJrxbx—la 

+x.x^ibx-za*+x.x^zL.x=^bx-3ai  zz  *+b* .  and  thus 2  2     3  2 

we  have  but  4  terms  to  add  up.     In  the  prefent 

fuppofition  5»9+  19  X518  +  171  X517  +  969X51* 
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3E    ,  where  a  is  ssfei     Thefe  put  into  numbers 
2 

by  help  of  logarithms,  will  give  517,  which  mould 
be  305,  neglecting  fuperfiuous  numbers  or  places. 

Again,  taking  x  —  20,  we  get  tbe  feries  207, 
which  mould  be  183,  therefore  x  is  ftill  too  little  -9 
therefore, 

Take  x  z:2i,  then   the  feries  is  115,  which  is 

621 

nearl
y  

=109
,  

or  rz — .     Agai
n, 

2 

Take  #1=22,  and  the  feries  is  zz  642,  which  is 

fomething  more  than  656,  the  2  2d  power  of  6  di- 
vided by  2 ;  therefore  here  x  is  too  great. 

Whence  we  find  x  between  21  and  22,  being 
very  little  more  than  21,  the  number  of  throws  re- 

quired. 

Cor.  1 .  Hence  in  this  example,  the  number  of  throws 

required  is  nearly  Jo  many  times  6,  abating  one, 

-f  3.8  —  1 8 +3.8  —  2 1.8.  And  probably  is  nearly  the 
fame  in  other  like  cafes. 

As  if  it  were  required  to  find  how  many  throws 

are  required  to  throw  an  ace  6  times  -,  the  anfwer  is 
5x6  +  3.8=33.8,  or  near  it. 

Cor.  2 .  And  hence  may  be  collecled,  at  how  many 
throws,  the  fame  may  be  done  zvith  fever at  dice. 

As  if  it  be  required  to  find  in  how  many  throws 
one  may  undertake  to  throw  4  aces  with  6  dice. 
Having  found  the  number  of  throws  with  one  die, 

21 21  ;  divide  it  by  the  number  of  dice  •,  fo  -7-  zz  3f, 

the  throws  required  with  6  dice. 

Scholium. 

Many  queftions  in  chance  of  this  fort,  require 
{uch  an  infinite  deal  of  labour  in  calculating,  that 

C  3  few 
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few  people  can  have  the  patience  to  go  through  it. 
And  therefore  it  is  better  in  fuch  cafes  to  be  content 
with  fuch  approximations  as  come  near  the  matter, 
fince  chance  is  but  chance  ̂   or,  in  other  words, 
fmce  chance  affords  nothing  certain  5  hardly  any 
thing  ever  falling  out  as  it  is  calculated. 

Lemma. 

Tofnd  the  number  of  cafes  to  throw  a  given  num- 
ier,  with  any  number  of  dice. 

Let  the  given  number  of  points  zzp  +  i9 
n  —  number  of  dice, 

Then  the  number  of  cafes  is 

+  L  x^^  X?—^9  &c.  (to  n—  1  terms) 123 

_£Z6X£=ZX?=?,&C .  x:« 123  1 

I  2  312 

_V— 18    yP— 19  yP—  2QX.   £    y  n~l    y  n~2 
1  2  3  '     1  2  3 

+  &C 
Which  rows  of  feries  muft  be  continued  down- 

wards, till  fome  of  the  factors  in  each  become  o  or 

negative  5  taking  n  —  1  factors  in  each. 

This  is  dcmonftrated  by  Mr.  D'  Moivre,  but  I 
have  no  room  for  it  in  this  place. 

Exam, 
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Exam. 

How  many  chances  are  there  for  throwing  16 
with  4  dice. 

Here  pzz  1 5,  #=4,  whence 

12  3  ™ 

1        2       3        1  66 

+  lx-x-1  x-xl       =  +     6 
12312 

Sum         125 

And  the  whole  number  of  chances  is  6*  or  1296. 

P  R  O  B.      VII. 

What  is  the  probability  of  cafiing  15  points  with 
6  dice? 

Here/>=:i4,  #:z6,  whence 

*i**3k-,J^*J2  =   +   2002 12  3  4  5 

^1x2x^x^x1  X  6  =  -,   336 
12345 ■  ,    ,1   ,   - 

Numb.'  points    -  *i666 

But  66  =z   466565   therefore  the   probability   is 

1666  "":.\    , 

46656"
 

P  R  O  B.      VIII. 

A  undertakes  to  throw  10  with  3  <&?,  before  B 
throws  1 2  w/VA  4  <//Y<? .  JFto  ft  the  odds  of  the 
game  ? 

C  4  Firft, 
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Firft  for  the  probability  of  catling  10  with  3 

dice  j  here  p  zz  9,  n  zz  g,  then 

+  ~X~  =  +   36 
1        2 

3        2        2 
—  •*-  X  —  X  ~  =   —    9 121 

Number  of  cafes         27 

But  the  whole  number  of  cafes  is  6*  or  216, 

therefore  the  probability  at  one  throw  is  2iL  for  A. 
216 

Secondly,  for  the  probability  of  cafting  12  with 
4  dice.     Here  p  zz  11,  n  zz  4,  therefore 

11       10       9 

+  rxTx-|  =  +  165 

Number  of  cafes         125 

But  here  the  whole  number  or  cafes  is  6+,  or 

1296,  therefore  B's  probability    at  one   throw   is 

— =?£     Whence  A's  chance  is  to  B's  as  £L  to "290  216 
125  27       125       162       125     f 

^96'  or  as  6T  t0  JT  or  TT  t0  64'  that   ls>  as 
162  to  125  5  fo  that  A  has  the  better  of  the  wager. 

P  R  O  B.      IX. 

Any  number  (n)  of  dice  being  given  ;  to  find  the 
probability  of  cafting  2  faces  of  afort^  at  one  throw. 

In  two  dice,  to  avoid  having  2   faces  of  a  fort, 
the  6  faces  of  one  die  can  only  be  combined  with 

5  faces 
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5  faces  of  the  other,  and  this  number  of  combina- 

tions will  be  6  x  5  zz  30. 
In  three  dice,  the  30  throws  of  2  dice,  which 

have  no  two  of  a  fort,  can  only  be  combined  with 
4  of  the  third  die ;  for  being  combined  with  5, 
there  would  be  feveral  times  two  of  a  fort.  And 

the  number  of  thefe combinations  will  be  6x5  X  4 
zz  120. 

Again,  in  4  dice,  to  avoid  2  of  a  fort,  the  126 
of  3  dice  can  only  be  combined  with  3  of  the  4th 
die ;  and  thefe  combinations  are  6x5X4X3  = 
360,  and  fo  on. 

Therefore  there  will  be  had  the  probability  of 

failing;  which  will  be,  for  2  dice,      x^;  for  three 6x6 

,.  6X5X4         r         r  ,.  6X5X4X3     fl  A dice  - — - — -  \  for  four  dice  - — z— Z — ^,&c.  and 
6x6x6  6x6x6x6 

•      r  11    r        j-        6  X  5  X  4  (to  n  terms) univerially  for  n  dice,  2 — ^ — F-   ;    be- 
6  X  6  x  6  (to  n  terms) 

caufe  6x6  x  6  to  »  terms  is  the  whole  number  of 

chances.     Whence  we  have  the  probability  of  hap- 
6  £»4 

pening  zzi~    '£  "1  (to  n  terms.) 

Example     I. 

What  is  the  probability  of  cafting  2  faces  of  a  fort 
with  4  dice. 

6-5-4-3  _   360 
6.6  6.0        1296 

1296 — ,60         936     .  ,    ....         X  . 
and   ■ —  zz  — —  the   probability  of  hap- 

1290  1296 
pening. 

Exam.     II. 

What  is  the  probability  of  throwing  2  faces  of  a  fort 
with  6  dice. 

Here 

Here    '  '  '     zz  -2 — -  the  probability  of  failing, 
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6.5.4.3.2.1        120    .         .....        -/., 
Here  ;,        zz    the  probability  of  fail- 

*   6.6.6.6.6.6       7776        r  # 

ing,  and  — -?  the  probability  of  happening. 

Exam.     III. 

To  find  the  probability  of  throwing  two  faces  of  a 
fort  with  7  dice. 

6.5  4.3.2.1.0  o        .  .    .  ...         » 

Hcre  fiMsZS  =  4-6676  the  Probabl,ltr  °f 46656 
failing,  and  -■■■       -  zz  1  the  probability  of  happen- 

ing, which  is  a  certainty. 
Therefore  in  7  dice  or  more,  there  mud  neceffa- 

rily  be  two  of  a  fort. 

P  R  O  B.     X. 

In  how  many  throws  may  one  undertake  to  throw  all 

the  faces  of  a  die. 

It  is  impoffible  to  perform  this  in  lefs  than  fix 
throws.  And  taking  one  time  with  another,  the 
old  faces  are  as  likely  to  come  up  as  new  ones, 
which  will  require  twice  the  number  atleaft.  There- 

fore to  throw  all  the  faces,  will  require  at  lead  1 2 
cafts. 

Otherwife. 

At  the  firft  throw  fome  of  the  faces  mull:  necef- 
farily  be  caft.     At  the  2d  throw  the  probability  of 

calling  a  different  face  is  -—.     At  the   3d  throw, 

the  probability   of  calling  one  of  the  remaining 
4 

faces  is  -g-,     And  at  the  4th,  5th,  and  6th  throws, the 
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the  probability  of  (till  cafting  one  of  the  remaining 

Q       2  I 

faces  will  be  -g-,  -jr,  and  -jr,  refpedtively.      Then 
to  find  the  number  of  throws  requifne  for  each. 

The  probability  -r  requires — if  throws. 
4 

The  probability  ~  requires — if  throws. 
o 

The  probability  —  requires — 2  throws. 
2 

The  probability  —  requires — 3  throws. 

The  probability  —  requires — 6  throws. 

in  all         13.7 
for  the  firft  add  1.0 •4-7 

Therefore  in  14  throws  all  the  faces  will  probably 
be  caft. 

Mr.  D'  Moivre  by  a  difficult  calculation  finds  13 
throws  for  cafting  all  the  faces,  which  doubclefs  is 
more  exact  than  mine,  which  are  only  fo  many  ap- 

proaches towards  truth. 

PROB,      XI. 

A  per/on  undertakes  with  4  dice  to  throw  12,  13, 
14,  or  is  every  throw.     What  is  the  odds ? 

By  the  Lemma  (Prob.  VII.)  we  (hall  find, 
The  chances  for  12  —  125 
The  chances  for  13  —  140 
The  chances  for  14  —  146 
The  chances  for  15  —  140 

All  the  chances  for  him      551 
All 
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All  the  chances  on  4  dice  zz  46  zz  1296. 
And  1296  —  551  zz  745  the  chances  againft  him. 
Then  the  odds  againft  him  is  as  745  to  551. 

P  R  O  B.      XII. 

Jo  find  the  probability  of  cafting  m  aces  only*  at  n 
throws  with  one  die,  or  at  1  throw  with  n  dice. 

Here  n  mud  be  equal  to,  or  greater  than  m.  Let 
C  zz  combinations  of  all  the  aces,  taken  by  ones,  or 
by  twos  or  threes,  &c.     Then, 

1.  Suppofe  only  one  ace  to  be  caft,  then  mzzi, 
therefore  letting  afide  one  die,  the  remaining  dice 

will  be  n  —  1  •,  and  to  avoid  aces  with  thefe,  only 
5  points  of  each  muft  be  taken.  And  the  number 

of  combinations  of  all  thefe  will  be  5s—1,  which 
combined  with  all  the  aces  in  each  fingle  die,  will 

be  C  x  5"""S  where  one  ace  is  caft. 
2.  Suppofe  m  zz  2,  then  fetting  afide  2  dice,  the 

number  of  combinations  without  any  ace  in  n  —  2 

dice,  will  be  $n~z  ;  and  thefe,  combined  with  every 
2  aces  in  the  remaining  dice,  will  be  C  X5*~2. 

3.  If  in  ±  3,  the  combinations  without  any  ace 

will  be  5*~3,  and  thefe  combined  with  every  three, 
will  be  C  x  $—*. 

And  in  general,  the  combinations,  without  any 

ace,  in  n  —  tn  dice  will  be  5"— /77 ;  and  thefe  com- 
bined with  all  the  m's  out  of  n  aces,  will  be 

C  x  5m~~n  for  the  number  of  cafes  that  m  aces  can 
be  caft,  excluding  all  aces  whatever,  befides  thefe. 

Now    by    the   doctrine   of  combinations,  when 

BZZli  Czzn,  and  when  mzn  2,  C  =:  —    .  And 

n.n — \n when  mzz  3,  C  zz  J   :   ,  and  in  general,  for 
j   .  2   .  3. m  aces, 
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m  aces,  C  zz  n.n—i.n—i.n—z  (tQ  m  tcrms)<    And 1.2.3.4 

fince  6*  is  the  number  or  all  the  chances  on n  dice; 

therefore  ̂ _-nZZl'n     2  (to  w  terms)  x  5*—*,  is  the 
1      2        3      * number  of  all  the  cafes  that  m  aces  only  can  be 

_  »  « — 1  w — 2  ,  S""""7* 

caft,  and   •  — -  (to  m  terms)  x  — tt  zz  pro* 123  o 

bability  of  calling  them. 

E  x  A  M  P  L  E. 

What  is  the  probability  of  calling  3  aces  only,  with 
10  dice  ;  or  with  10  throws  of  1  die. 

Here  mzz^9  #zzio,  and  the  number  of  chances 
.      IO       O      8  r,  «       , 
is  —  •-  •  -  X  57  zz  120X  78125  zz  9375000.  And 1      23 

610  zz  60466176  -,  therefore  the  probability  is  zz 

/  Z     ,  =  -  nearly. 60466176        13 

P  R  O  B.      XIII. 

What  is  the  probability  of  throwing  both  an  ace  and 
a  fix,  with  three  dice* 

By  Prop.  IV.  the  probability  of  cafting  an  ace 
once  in  three  throws  of  1  die,  or  in  one  throw  of 

,.  bi  a  +  bz—b*      63—/:3 
3  dice,  is  1  —  .   zz              zz   Z_,  where 

a+b"  cl-yP  6* 
a  zz  1,  b  zz  5.     And   the  number   of  chances  zz 

,  Set  afide  the  fix,  then  for  the  fame  reafon   the 

number  of  chances  for  the  ace  is  53  —  4*. 
Reifcore  the  fix,  and  the  chances  for  the  ace  to 

come  up  without  the  fix,  will  be  the  fame  as  if  the 
fix  was  wanting. 

Now 
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Now  from  the  chances  for  the  ace  to  come  up, 

with  or  without  the   fix  (63  —  53),  fubtract   the 
chances  for  the  ace  to  come  up  without  the  fix 
(53  —  43)  ;  there  will  remain  the  chances  for  both 
the  ace  and  fix  to  come  up  (63 — 2  x  53  +  43.     Con- 

63— 2X53+43         30  5    .     . 
fequently   —  =z  — -  zz  —  is  the  pro- 

^         J  6*  216       36  r 
bability  required. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

By  the  fame  method   6^
  X5'+ 3  X4<-3* J  64 

will  be  the  probability  of  calling  3  given  faces  with 
4  dice. 

P   R   O   B.       XIV. 

A,  B,  C,  play  with  two  dice^  the  higheft  number 
take  ail ;  and  A  has  cafl  8.  What  is  the  value  of 
his  expectation  for  the  prize  S  t 

The  mean  number  on  two  dice  is  7,  which  muft 

be  reckoned  for  B  and  C,  without  calling.  There- 
fore S  is  to  be  divided  in  proportion  to  the  num- 

bers 8,  7,  7,  for  A,  B,  C.     Whence  A's  (hare  is 8  4 
—  S  =  —  S. 22  ii 

P  R  O  B.    XV.     (L.  Diary,  1741.) 

A  per  Jon  with  fix  dice  undertakes  to  bring  up  four 
faces  of  a  fort  at  one  throw \  in  f even  trials.  What  is 
the  odds  againfi  him  ? 

The  number  of  combinations  of  4  aces  out  of  6 

is  ■  zz  15.     And  in  any  one  cafe  of  thefe i.2.3.4 

'5* 
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15,  any  two  left  out  are  capable  of  25  variations, 

where  no  ace  is  found -,  therefore  25  X15,  or  375, 
is  the  number  of  caies  where  only  4  aces  can  be 
call.  But  becaufe  5  or  6  aces  may  be  caft,  the 
number  of  chances  for  thefe  muft  alio  be  added. 

Now  the  number  of  combinations  of  5  aces  out 
of  6,  is  6  ;  and  fince  any  one  left  out  is  capable  of 
5  variations  where  no  ace  is  found  ;  therefore  6x5 
or  30  is  the  number  of  cafes  wherein  only  5  aces 
can  be  caft  with  6  dice,  Laftly,  there  is  but  1 
cafe  wherein  6  aces  can  be  call  with  6  dice ;  there- 

fore the  fum  of  all  the  cafes  wherein  4  aces  can  be 
caft  with  6  dice  is  375  +  30  +  1  z:  406. 

Now  fince  there  is  the  fame  variety  for  duces, 
trays,  &c.  therefore  406x6  zz  2436  is  the  whole 
number  of  cafes  wherein  4  points  of  any  fort  can 

be  call.  Put  j  zz  66  zz  4.6656,  and  46656 — 2436 
zz  44220  zz  a\  then  (^by  Cor.   1.   Prop.  IV.)  the 

17  — ~~[n odds  againft  the  thrower  will  be  as  i-    to  1  —  1}  y s  s 

that  is,  as  .68  705  to  .31295,  or  as  2.195410  1. 

P  R  O  B.      XVI. 

A  undertakes  with  5  dice,  to  throw  3  aces,  a  three, 

and  a  four  at  a  throw  -,  before  B  throws  2  duces,  a 
five,  and  2  fixes.  To  find  their  probabilities  of 
winning. 

All  the  chances  on  5  dice  amount  to  6s  zz  7776. 
Let  a,  b,  f,  d,  e,f,  ftand  for  the  ace,  duce,  3,  4,  5, 

and  6.  Then  A's  chance  is  a^cd;  and  E*s  chance 
is  b2ef2,  where  the  indices  only  (hew  the  repetitions 
of  each  letter.     The  number  of  permutations  of  5 

things  a^cd  is  ■■■  '  '  v  zz  20  (by  Prop.  IV.  Permu- 1.2.3.1.1 

tations.)     And  the  number  of  permutations  of  the 

5  things 
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5  things  fref2-  is    *  zz  30.     Therefore  A's °  °  J  ..2   I.i.2  J 
20  30 

chance  of  winning,  is  to  B's,  as    to   -,  or 
7776      7776 

as  2  to  3. 

P  R  O  B.     xvir. 

tfo  find  how  many  ways^  three  aces^  two  duces  >  * 
tray?  and  a  four >  can  be  caft  with  f even  dice. 

Let  d,  £,  c,  d,e9f,  fignify  the 
ace,  duce,  tray,  four,  five  and  fix, 
of  any  die.  And  fince  one  face 
of  every  die  is  to  appear,  fet  down 
feven  rows  of  them.  Then  &b2cd 

will  exprefs  the  numbers. 

Now  the  three  a's  will  fall  in 

fome  of  the  feven  rows,  the  two  b's  in  fome  of  the 
remaining  four,  the  c  in  one  of  the  remaining  two, 
and  the  d  in  the  remaining  one  row,  as  they  are  fet 
off  in  the  figure. 

The  number  of  combinations  of  3  a's  out  of  7, 
7.6. £ 

is  — —  ~  35>  an<3  fo  often  may  3  a's  be  combined 
1.2.3 

with  the  remaining  4  b's. 
The  number  of  combinations  of  2  b's  out  of  4 

is  —  zz  6;  therefore  the  number  of  combinations 1.2 

of  the  a's  and  b's  is  35x6.      And  fo  often  may 
the  a's  and  b's  be  combined  with  either  of  the 
two  ̂ 's. 

The  number  of  combinations  of  1  c  out  of  2,  is 
2 

— -  z=  2,  therefore  the  number  of  combinations  of 1 

the 

a b 
c   d   e  f 

a    b   c    d   e  f 
a    b    c    d   e  f 

a b    c    d   e  f 

a b    c   d   e  f 

a b 
c   d   e  f 

a b c\3  e  f 
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the  a's,  b's,  and  c's,  is  =35x6x2.  And  laftly, 
the  combination  of  1  d  is  but  1 ;  therefore  the  num- 

ber of  all  the  combinations  is  =z  35X6X2X  1,  or 

7-6-5  x  ll3  x  —  X—  z=         i.2.3'4-5-6.7        — 
I.2.g  1.2  I  I  I.2.3  X  1.2   X  1   X  I 
420,  all  the  ways  thefe  can  be  cad,  or  the  number 
of  chances.  But  the  number  of  all  the  chances  on 

7  dice  is  6?,  or  279936. 

Cor.     Hence  the  probability  of  cafting  3   aces,  2 
duces,  1  three,  and  1  four,  with  7  dice,  at  a  throw  is 

-  42Q  .     —     nearly. 
279936         1333 

In  general 

Let  a?  bq  cT  d*  &c.  be  propofed,  where  p,  q,  r, 
&c.  denote  the  number  of  aces,  duces,  &c,  or  of 

any  other  faces  that  are  named.  Let  p-\-q+r+s 
&c.  —  n  z=  the  number  of  dice. 

Then  obferving  the  procefs  that  went  before,  we 
n    „  ,  1^2.3.4  (to  »  terms) 
Ihall  have   -i-ZJ:   —   ^   ^^ 

i.2-3(p  terms)  x  1.2.3  (?)  x  I-2,3  (r)  &c* 
1^  number  of  all  the  cafes  for  calling  p  aces,  q 
duces,  &c. 

P  R  O  B.     XVIII. 

tfo  find  how  many  ways  3  faces  of  one  fort,  2  of 
another  fort,  1  of  a  third  fort,  and  1  of  a  fourth,  can 
be  caft  with  7  dice. 

Let  a^b2cldl  denote  the  quantities,  where  a,  b,  c, 
d,  (land  for  any  four  different  faces  ;  the  indices  3, 
2,  1,  1,  the  number  of  each. 

Set  down  the  7  rows  as  in  the  lad  problem. 

Then  it  is  plain,  the  combination   of  3  a*s  out  of D  7  = 
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7  —  £—5  •,  and  that  of  2  b's  out  of  4  =2  111;  that 1.2.3  2 

of  i£  out  of  2  n  2,  therefore  we  have  7**5  a\  x 

1.2.3 

111  x  —  c  X  ̂ .  But  fince  *z,  £,  £,  ̂   may  ftand 
1.2  1 

for  any  fort,  there  will  be  6  variations  for  a>  (viz. 
a\  £>,  <:',  dJ,  £35/0>  and  5  variations  for  £2  ;  4  va- 

riations for  c9  and  3  for  J,  and  the  combinations  of 

c  and  d  zz.  111.    Then  the  whole  number  of  combi- 
2 

nations  will  be  £-^  x6x^X5X-  X^  = 
1.2.3  1.2  1  2 

7,6.5^.2.1^  x  6.5.4-3  =  42Q  x  Ig0  =      6oo# 
1.2.3  X  1.2  X  1  1.2 

Hence  in  general,  let  G  ~  number  of  cafes, 
when  all  the  faces  are  named  (as  in  Prob.  XVII)  % 
I  zz  number  of  quantities   mentioned,  and  H  *fc 
6.5.4  (/  terms^     Then  Q  H  _  numbef   of  Gafes  , 
KxSxT&c, 
fought,  where  R  n  1.2  when  any  index  is  twice  re- 

peated, or  1.2.3,  when(  thrice  repeated,  &c.  and 
the  like  for  S,  T,  &c. 

Exam. 

Suppoie  a^cd  as  before,  then  G  zz.  420,  and 
/=  4,  R=i,  S  ±  i,  T  ™  x.2.      Therefore  GH 

z=  420  X  ■   g'4'3  =  420  X 180  rz  75600. 1.1.1.2 

PROB.      XIX. 

7/  A  and  B  £<?  playing  together,  and  A  Zw  £0/  1  of 
the  game  ;  what  advantage  has  he  of  the  game  ? If 
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If  2  be  up,  then  A  wants  1,  and  B  wants  2  •,  and 

therefore  A's  chance  againft  B,  is  as  2  to  1. 
If  they  be  up  in  1000,  10,000,  &c.  then  A  has 

no  advantage  over  B,  and  their  chances  are  equal, 
or  as  1  to  1. 

Therefore  A*s  chance  is  always  between  1  and  2, 
to  B's  1.  And  the  fewer  games  up,  the  nearer  it 
approaches  to  2  to  1,  againft  B. 

Otherwife,  more  exaftly. 

Let  n  be  the  number  for  being  up,  and  A  has 

got  1,  put  l'2'f>'7  (to  n — 1  terms)  zz  x ;  then  A's 2.4.6.8 

advantage  to  B's,  is  as  i+#  to  1 — x\  and  if  they 
leave  off  play,  the  money  mull  be  divided  in  that 
proportion. 

Exam.  Suppofe  4  be  up*  then  x  ~  i~2-5  —  JL 2.4.6         16 

then  A's  (hare  is  — ,  and  B's  —  ,  or  rather  H  and  ii. 16  16  32        32 

P  R  O  B.     XX. 

A  and  B  playing  together,  A  wants  2  of  being  up% 

and  B  wants  3  •,  what  is  the  advantage  of  either  ? 

A's  advantage  or  chance  to  B's  chance,  is  as  3 
to  2  nearly. 

Or  thus,  more  exaftly* 

It  is  evident  the  play  will  be  ended  in  4  games. 
Take  all  the  uncice  of  the  4th  power  of  a  bino- 

mial, 14-4+6+4+1;  take  2  of  the  firft 

terms,  1  +  4  —  5,  for  A  5  and  3  of  the  laft  terms 
for  B  zz  1  +  4  +  6  —  11  j  and  A's  chance  is  to 
B's  reciprocally  as  n  to  5. 

D  2  Or 
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Or  thus,  more  generally. 

i.  Let  i/.  be  the  flake ;  andfuppofe  each  perfon 
wants  i  of  being  up,  then  the  expectation  cf  each 

(by  Prop.V.)  is  i  X  iL  zz  f. 
2.  If  A  wants  i  of  being  up,  and  B  2.  If  A 

gets  1,  he  gets  the  itake  1  -,  if  B  gets  1,  then  each 
wants  1  of  being  up,  and  they  are  in  the  fame  con* 

dition  as  in  Art.  1.  and  A's  expectation  is  f.  There- 
fore (before  the  game  be  played)  A  has  an  equal 

chance  to  get  the  whole  or  the  half,  and  therefore 

A's  expectation  =  — ti  zzJL?   And  B's  zz  JL 24  4 
3.  Let  A  want  1,  and  B  3.  If  A  gets  one  he  is 

up.  If  B  gets  1  he  will  want  2  of  being  up  •,  and 
they  are  in  the  fame  ftate  as  Art.  2.  therefore  A's 
expectation  zz  A.  Therefore  (before  the  play)  A 
has  an  equal  chance  for  1  or  ~,  and  his  expectation 

-  L±izz-Z 

2  
8* 4.  Let  A  want  1  and  B  4 ;  if  A  gets  1  he  is  up ; 

if  B  gets  1,  he  wants  3,  which  is  the  cafe  of  Art. 

3.  and  A's  expectation  is  then  zz  -},  whence  A  has 
an  equal  chance  for  1  or  ̂   •,  and  his  expectation  zz 
1  +  -f   -15^ 
2  16 

5.  If  A  wants  1  and  B  5 ;  if  A  gets  1  he  is  up ; 
if  B  gets  1,  he  wants  4,  in  which  cafe  (Art.  4.) 

A's  expectation  is  l^-*  Whence  (before  the  play) 
he  has  an  equal  chance  for  1  or  44.     Therefore  his 

1  -4-  — s         °  1 

expectation  zz     ̂   '6  zz  2~,  and  fo  forward. 2  32 

6.  Hence  in  general,  if  A  wants  1,  and  B  n  of 

being  up,  then  A's  expectation  zz  ,   . 

Again, 
7.  Suppofe  each  wants  2  of  being  up  5  then  the 

expectation  of  each  is  zz  1. 
8.  Sup- 
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8.  Suppofe  A  wants  2,  and  B  3  ;  if  A  gets  1, 

then  he  will  want  1  and  B  3,  then  (Art.  3.)  in  that 

cafe,  A's  chance  is  worth  -J-.     But  if  B  gets  1,  they 
will  both  want  2,  and  then   A's  expectation  zz  f. 
So  that  (before  the  play)  A  has  an  equal  chance  for J-  -4-  7 

-J  or  £.   Whence  A's  expectation  is  ==  *        s  zz  II. 

2  l6 9.  If  A  wants  2  and  B  4 ;  if  A  gets  the  game, 
he  wants  1  and  B  4,  as  in  Art.  4,  where  his  exp. 

zz  j|.  But  if  B  gets  1,  then  A  wants  2  and  B  3, 

as  in  Art.  8,  where  his  exp.  zz  ~  Whence  he  has 

an  equal  chance  for  j|  or  ~,     And  his  expectation 

__   76  +  16    .  .  26         £J 
2  32        16 

10.  If  A  wants  2  and  B  5;  if  A  gets  1,  he  will 
want  1  and  B  5  ;  but  if  B  gets  1,  A  will  want  2 
and  B  4.      Therefore  (Art.  5,   9,)  A  will  have  an 

equal  chance  for  ̂   or  -,  and  his  expectation  zz 

S  +  sl-gZ- 
'    2  64 

11.  If  A  wants  2  and  B  6.  If  A  gets  if  he 
will  want  1  and  B  6.     But  if  Bgets  1,  A  will  want 
2  and  B  5.     Whence  (Art.  6,   10.)  A  has  an  equal 

chance  for  ̂   or  *-;  and  A's  expectation  zz   ~. 
Again, 

12.  If  A  wants  3  and  B  4.  If  A  gets  1,  then 
he  wants  2  and  B  4.     But  if  B  gets  1,  then  A  wants 

3  and  B  3  (whofe  chances  are  equal  zz  ™ ).     There- 
fore (Art.  11.)  A  has  an  equal  chance  for  ~  or  \ 

and  his  expectation  zz  7  "*"  16   —-   2ji.     ̂ nd    tjlus 2  32 

you  may  proceed  as  far  as  you  will. 

D  3  P  R  O  B. 
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P  R  O  B.     XXI. 

A  and  B  play  together  ;  A  wants  2  and  B  3  of 

being  up  ;  and  A'j  dexterity  or  Jkill  is  to  BV>  as  4  ta 
3  •,  what  is  the  odds  of  the  game  ? 

Since  the  play  will  be  ended  in  4  games  ;  involve 

a+b  to  the  4th  power,  a*>  4-  ̂   b  4-  6^z^  4-  4^' 
4-  £%  where  ̂   =  4,  £  —  3.  Then  for  A  take  all 
the  terms  where  a  is  of  2  or  more  dimenfions  a^  4- 
4^  J>  4-  6  <32  £a  =z  1 888  •,  and  for  B,  thole  where  b 
is  of  3  or  more  dimenfions,  4  #£;  4-  ̂4  —  513  * 

then  A's  chance  is  to  B's,  as  1888  to  513. 
Otherwife. 

Divide  the  fkill,  by  the  defect  from  being  up ; 
for  the  chances  of  each.  Thus  A's  chance  is  to 

B's,  as  -%  to  ~,  or  as  2  to  1  nearly  ;  but  not  fo  ex- act as  the  former. 

P  R  O  B.      XXII. 

Three  gamefters  A,  B,  C,  play  together ,  whofe  pro* 
portion  of  Jkill  is  as  a,  b,  c\  they  play  till  A  wants  1, 
B  2,  C  3,  of  being  up.  What  are  their  fever al 
chances  ? 

Here  the  play  will  be  concluded  in  4  games ; 
therefore  raife  the  binomial  a  4-  b  4-  r,  to  the  4th 

power,  which  will  be  a4-  4-  \a^b  4-  6  aabb  4-  izabbc 
4-  ±bH  4-  ̂ bo  4-  4**J  4-  b*  4-  4*J'  4-  i2^r  4- 
6^V  4-  iiabcc  4-  6  Wo*  4-  4^5  4.  c*t 

Take  all  the  terms  for  A,  where  <3  is  of  1  or 
more  dimenfions,  (where  he  wants  i)  and  where  b 
and  c  are  of  fewer  dimenfions  than  2  and  3  (the 

numbers  they  want).  So  will  A's  chance  be  a4  4- 
4a*b  4-  naabc  4-  4^  4-  iiabcc  +  6^rr. 

And  B's  b*  4-  4<^  4-  6/>to. 
And  C's  4^j  4-  *♦.  The 
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The  reft  of  the  terms  mud  be  divided  among  them, 
according  as  they  favour  one  or  another  of  the 

players. 

Otherwife. 

Take  the  proportion  of  their  (kill,  which  divide 
refpectively  by  what  they  want  of  being  up.     Thus 

the  chances  of  A,  B,  C,  will  be  — ,  — ,  _,  nearly. i     2     3 

P  R  O  B.     XXIII. 

A  and  B  playing  together,  A  has  a  chances  for  the 
game,  and  B  has  b  chances  \  alfo  A  flakes  £,  and  B 

flakes  q  ;  to  find  the  advantage  or  difad-jantage  of  the 
players. 

Since  A  has  a  chances,  and  B  has  b,  in  any 

game  •,  therefore  in  playing  a  +  b  games,  A  will 
win  a  games,  and  B  will  win  b.     Therefore, 

A  gets  a  xp-\-q9  and  wins  axp  +  q — a  +  bxp 
zz  aq  —  bp. 

B  gets  bxp-t-q*  and  wins  bxp  +  q —  a-\-bxq 
zz  bp  —  aq. 

Therefore  the  advantage  of  A  is  aq  —  bp  ;  and 
that  of  B,  bp  —  aq.  Therefore  if  a  :  b  :  :  p  :  q, 
then  aq  zz  bp,  and  aq  —  bp,  and  alfo  bp  —  aq  zz  o, 
and  neither  of  them  has  the  advantage.  But  if  q 

is  greater,  then  A  has  the  advantage  -,  but  if  p  is 
greater,  then  B  has  the  advantage. 

P  R  O  B.      XXIV. 

A  and  B  playing  together  with  n  bozvls  a-piece  -,  to 

find  the  probability  cf  A's  getting  all  his  bowls  at at  end. 

Let  a,  b,  c,  </,  e,f,  &c.  be  all  the  bowls  that  both 

have,  being  equal  to  in  in  number  -,  a,  b,  r,  being 

1)  4  A's 
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A's,  and  d9  e,  /,  B's.      The   number  of  permuta- 
tions thai  they  are  all  capable  of  is  i  2.3.4  (to  in 

terms,)  being  the  number  of  all  the  chances.     The 

number  of  ail    the   permutations,  that  the  bowls 

d,  e,  f,  ■  furthelt  from  the  jack)   are  capable  of  is 

1  2.3  (to  n  terms),  when  at  the  fame  time  a,  b,  c, 

are   neareil  the  jack.     Theie   are   the   number  of 

chances  for  any  one  pofuion  of  the  bowls  a,  b,  c  \ 

when  d,  e,  U  arefurthcft  from  the  jack.     But  lince 

c,  h  f«  are  likewife  capable  of  the  fame  number 

or    permutations    1.2.3    (to    n    terms),    therefore 

Ii2l;  v:o  ■:  terms]  X  1.2.3  (to  n  term?)  is  the  num- 
ber of  all  the    chances    for   *,  b,  cr    being  near- 

eft,  and  d,  e,  U  furthcft  from  the  jack.     Therefore 

1.2.3    n  terms)  X  i.:.j  (»  terms)  __  the  probabiiity 
1.2.3.4  [to  in  terms 

.     ,       ,  1  2.3  (to  n  terms)  _ 
reauired  ;  that  is,  .     —      — 

5  ;;  +  i.»  +  2  ;;  +  3  (to*  terms) 

probability.     Or  thus,  —  X  — -  X  ̂ ^  (to  n *  *.  271        2H —  I         2/1 — 2 

terms.  =  probability  of  all  A's  bowls  being  neareft the  jack, 

P  R  O  B.      XXV. 

A  and  B  playing  together  with  n  bowls  a-piece,  to 

.  ̂ability  of  A's  getting  m  bozvls  at  an  end. 

The  number  of  permutations  of  2?i  —  m  bowls, 

(the  number  furtheft  from  the  jack)  is  1.2.3  •  •  •  to 

2W   m.     Here  are  n  bowls  of  B,  and  n  —  m  bowls 

of  A.     But  the  number  of  combinations  of  n  —  m 

things  out  of  ;;,  is  nn~l  'vto  n  —  m  terms)  •,  and 

fo  many  different  ways,  will  thefe  permutations  be 

varied,  all  which  will  become  —      (to   n  —  m 1.2 terms) 
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terms)  X  1.2.3  ...  to  in  —  ;;;*     Like  wife  the  per- 
mutations of  A's  m  bowls,  will  be  1.2.3  .. .  t0 

and  the  number  of  permutations  of  in  things  be- 
ing  1.2.3...  to  m>  therefore  the  probability  re- 

quired is 
n.n— -1 

1.2.3  (to  m  terms)  X  1.2.3  •  "'ro  2«— ><;v  X    t~:  (»—/*  terms)   

1.2.3  ...  to  2» 
1.2.3  (m)  1 .1.-   ...  to  in 

1. 2.:    n— ^tcr^T)   X   I...   -  -rrr.>     X  n'n— *  ("~ m  term0    ~ 

I.2.3  ...   tO   211 

1.2.3(00  ^   *•* — :      —  ;  terms)    
1.2.3  \?;  —  w  ternis;  in.  in  —  1    [;n  terms) 

n.n  —  1  .  .  .  .  to   1 

1.2.3  (n  —  m terms)   ''    in.  in — 1    (m  terms) n.  n  —  1  .  .  ,    to   1 

1.2.3  (»  ~~  m  terms)  x  in.  in  —  1    [m  terms; 
n.  n  —  1   ...  to   1 

,2.3    ...  to  « 

X     2  n  •  2  n  —  1    (;;;   terms)    — n.   n  —    1    (m    terms)  v  ' 

"  n-i.n-z  (toj*  terms)   ̂   forthe       babi, 2n.  in  —  1.  in  —  2  (to  m  terms,) 
lity  of  getting  m  bowls  at  an  end. 

P  R  O  B.      XXVI. 

Any  number  (n)  of  things  being  given,  a,  b,  r,  J, 
&c.  out  of  which  m  things  are  to  be  taken  one  by  one. 
To  find  the  probability  of  their  being  taken  in  the  order 
they  are  written. 

The  number  of  permutations  of  n  things  taken 
m  and  mt  is  n  X  n  —  1  X  n  —  2  &c.  to  m  terms. 
But  fince  the  taking  a,  b,  c,  &c.  in  that  order  is  but 

one  cafe  -,  therefore  the  probability  of  happening  is 

_      I   

n.n  —  1 . n  —  2  (to  m  terms) 

Exam. 
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Exam. 

What  is  the  probability  of  taking  4  letters  out  of  6% 
in  the  order  a>  b,  c,  d. 

Anf    =    ~  the  probability. 6.5.4.3       360 

P  R  O  B.      XXVII. 

Any  number  (n)  of  things  a,  b,  c,  d,  &c.  being 
given ;  out  of  which  m  things  are  to  be  taken  at  once  j 
to  find  the  probability  of  taking  thofe  propofed. 

The  number  of  combinations  of  n  things  taken 
•     n  n  "^~"  1   n  ■■■  % 

m  at  a  time,  is  „   1   ,  (to  m  terms)  ;  but 1-2.3 

the  taking  m  things  propoied  is  but  one  cafe  of 

thefe,  therefore   : — — * —   (to  m  terms)  is  the, n.n  —  i.»  —  2 

probability  required. 

Exam. 

What  is  the  probability  of  taking  the  three  d,  e,  f% 
out  of  the  6,  a%  b9  c,  d,  e/f? 

Anf  Here«zz6,  -— 2  zz  —  istheprobabilitv. 
6.5.4         20 

P  R  O  B,      XXVIII. 

What  is  the  probability  of  throwing  the  fix  faces 
with  6  dice  at  a  throw  ?  And  in  how  many  throws  may 
one  undertake  to  do  it  ? 

Let  a  be  the  number  of  chances  for  happening, 
and  b  for  failing.  The  number  of  permutations  of 
6  things,  is  the  number  of  chances  for  happening, 
and    that    is    1X2x3X4X5x6.      And   the 

number 
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number  of  all  the  chances  is  66  •,  therefore  the  pro- 

'.'.,.  r    ,  •        I.2.3.4.5.6  4.5 
bab.hty  of  happening  iS  ̂ ±6  =  ZJI76  = 

•i-.  Herein/;,  and  b  zr  324—  5  =  3 '9-  There-. 324 

fore  (by   Cor.    2.  Prob.  XI.)   '7  X  3'9  =  44.85 5 

therefore  in  44  or  45  throws,  it  is  an  equal  chance 

for  its  happening  or  failing. 

PROB.     XXIX. 

Three  perfons  A,  B,  C,  draw  blindfold  1  counter 
at  a  time,  out  of  a  heap  containing  1 2  counters,  8 

black  and  4  white  cms.  They  draw  in  the  order  A, 

B,  C,  A,  B,  &c.  till  one  of  them  gets  a  white  coun- 
ter, and  then  wins.  What  is  the  probability  of  each 

for  winning  ? 

A's  probability  at  firft  drawing  is  x\.,  and  his  ex- 

peculation  of  the  flake  sz  A  X  1  5=£*  This  being 

taken  out  of  the  (lake,  there  remains  1  —  ~  rz  ~, 

B's  probability  is  ~>  an<^  ms  expectation  of  the 

remaining  flake  is  —  x     -;    then  the  remaining D  12       11 

8  8.4    _    8.7 flake  is 
12  12.11  1 2. 1 1 

C's  probability  is  X,    and  his  expectation  zz 

.  4     7_.  and  the  remaining  flake    zz  — '1—  — 12. 11. 10  12. II 

4.8.7  8.7.6 
10.12. 11  12. II. IO 

A    5?    *7    6 

Then  A's  expectation  again  is  __ Tl_l?_   ,  and  fo 12. 11. 10. 9 

on  till  the  flake  is  gone. 

Hence 
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Hence  we  have  the  feries  -i-,    4'     ,  ~lu2__, 12     12. II       I2.II.IO 

4.8.7.6       o_  _  4    .     8  p    .     7  o    i    6 ,,&c.ori  +  lp+I  Q^+  -2    R 
12.11.10.9  12        11  10  9 

4-  A  S  &c.  in  which  we  muft  take  9  terms,  in 
8 

which  a  white  counter  muft  neceflarily  be  drawn. 
Then  take  for  A,  the  firft,  fourth,  feventh  terms  ; 
for  B  the  fecond,  fifth,  eighth.     For  C  the  third, 
fixth,  &c.     And  the  fums  will  be  the  refpecTive 

probabilities;  that  is,  for  A,  Hi;    for   B,  ili  ; 
r  495  495 
for  C,  1^,  which  are  as  yy9  53,  and  35. 495 

And  if  there  be  more  gamefters,  the  fame  feries 
will  anfwer  all. 

P  R  O  B.      XXX. 

Three  gamefters  A,  B,  C,  throw  in  their  turns  a  ball 
with  4  white  faces  and  8  black  ones.  What  are  the, 
refpeclive  probabilities  of  throwing  a  white  face  firft , 
andfo  to  be  the  winner  ? 

Put  a  — 4,  b  =  8,  n  =  12,     Then  A\  probabi- 

lity at  the  firft  throw,  is  —  zz  his  expectation;  this '  n 

taken  out  of  the  ftake  1,  is  1 — ~  nz  n      a  tz  — n  n  n 

Then,  as  the  number  of  faces  do  not  diminilh, 

B's  probability  will  be  alfo  — ,  and  his  expectation n 

~  £  5  and  the  remaining  ftake  zzL  —  al-ll] nn  n       nn       nn 

In 
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In  like  manner  C's  probability  is  —  and  his  ex- n 

pectation  — . ;  and  fo  on. 

Therefore  we  fhall  have  the  feries  —  +  —   + n        nn 

aIl  +  a±  +  a±,  &c.     Then   take  every  third ni  ni  ns 

term  (beginning  at  the  firft,  fecond,  third)  for  the 
refpe&ive  expectations  of  A,  B,  C.  But  thefe  3 
feries,  will  be   in   geometrical  progreflion,  which 

therefore  are  to  one  another  as  _ ,  — ,  — ;   or  as 
n   nn    n* 

the  numbers  9,  6,  4. 
And  if  there  be  more  gamefters,  their  expecta- 

tions will  be  as  n9  b,  — ,  — ,  &c.  refpe&ively. n     nn 

If  the  rule  of  the  play  be,  that  each  man  throws 
twice  together;  then  take  the  2  firft  terms  for  A, 
the  2  next  for  B,  and  fo  on. 

P  R  O  B.     XXXI. 

There  is  a  heap  of  counter j,  containing  4  white  ana 
8  black  ones.  And  A  engages*  in  taking  7  out  of  the 
heap*  that  3  fhall  be  white  ones.     To  find  his  chance. 

If  1 2  counters  in  all  give  4  white  ones ;  then  7 
counters  will  give  2~  white  ones.     But  as  A  was  to 

take  3,  his  chance  is  -2  or  -Z.. 3  9 

Otherwife. 

All  the  cafes  in  which  4  black  ones  out  of  8  can 

be  combined  will  be  '"?'   '^  z=  70,  and  (in  taking 1.2.3.4 

out 
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out  7)  4  X  70  will  be  the  number  of  cafes,  where- 
in 4  black  ones  and  3  white  ones  (out  of  4;  can  be 

combined  zz  280  -,  becaufe  the  combinations  of  3 
things  out  of  4  is  4. 

But  4  white  ones  and  3  black  ones  may  alfo  hap- 
pen -,  and  the  number  of  combinations  of  thefe  is 

the  fame  as  the  number  of  combinations  of  the 

three  black  ones  alone,  and  that  is  _lZl_  zz  56 ; 

1.2.3 

becaufe  the   number  of  combinations   of  4  white 

ones  out  of  4  is  but  1  -,  and  56X  1  zz  56. 
Therefore   the   number  of  cafes  for  happening 

is  280  +  $6  zz  336.      And    the    number    of   all 
the  cafes  that  7   out  of  12   can  be  combined  is 
12.1 1. 10.9,8.7.6  .       r  ... 

< —   —   zz  792  ;  therefore  As  probability 
1.2.3.4.5.6.7 

336 
of  winnin

g  
is  -^-,  and  his  chance

  
of  winnin

g  
to 

792 

the  chance  of  lofing,  as  ̂ ^6  to  456,  or  as  14  to  19. 

PRO8,     XXXII.     (L.  Diary,  1756.) 

Suppofe  12  half -pence  thrown  up,  and  thofe  that 
come  up  heads  to  be  taken  away  \  and  the  remaining 

ones  thrown  up  again,  and  fo  on  ;  //'//  at  loft  all  the 
half-pence  are  thrown  up  heads.  In  how  many  throws 
is  it  equally  probable  for  happening  or  failing. 

Since  one  time  with  another  half  will  be  taken 

away  every  throw  ;  we  mud  proceed  to  bifecl  the 
number  till  we  come  at  1,  then  the  number  of  bi- 
fections  +  1  zz  number  of  throws  required.  Thus 

12,  6  (1),  3  (2),  if  (3),  -I-  (4)  •,  whence  between 
4  and  5  throws  are  required. 

Therefore  take  a  feries  of  terms  in  geometrical 
progreflion  as  1  to  2,  viz.  I,  2,  4,  8,  16,  &c.  and 
take  that  term  which  is  neareit  the  number  given, and 
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and  its  place  in  the  feries  will  (hew  the  number  of 
throws. 

P   R    O   B.       XXXIII. 

In  a  lottery  where  there  are  13333  blanks  to  a  prize  \ 
what  is  the  probability  of  geting  a  prize  in  8000 
tickets  ? 

8000  8 

The  probability  is   zr  —  nearly. 
*3333        13 

P  R  O  B.      XXXIV. 

In  a  lottery  containing  a  great  number  of  tickets* 
having  13333  blanks  to  a  prize.  How  many  tickets 
muft  be  taken  to  make  it  an  equal  chance  for  getting 
a  prize. 

Here  a  z=  1,  b  zz  13333,  and  /zi,  then  (by 

Prob.  XV.)  /  —  .3  X   h  /  —  in  .7  X  —    =: a  a 

•7  X  13333  ==  9333  tne  number  of  tickets. 

S  C  H  O  L, 

It  may  be  obferved,  that  in  many  of  thefe  pro- 
blems, to  avoid  more  intricate  methods  of  calcu- 
lation, I  have  contented  myfelf  with  a  more  lax 

method  of  calculating,  by  which  I  only  approach 
near  the  truth.  For  fome  problems  require  fuch 
laborious  computations,  as  no  body  can  be  able  to 
go  through ;  and  which  is  worfe,  they  often  only 
ferve  for  particular  cafes.  And  thefe  1  have  endea- 

voured to  avoid,  upon  account  of  the  uncertainty 
of  chance,  as  not  requiring  any  fuch  {tridtnefs.  For 
in  a  fingle  trial  hardly  any  thing  ever  anfwers  calcu- 

lation •,  yet  being  often  repeated  it  comes  nearer 
and  nearer. 

Hence 
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Hence  we  may  obferve,  that  altho'  we  may  by  an 
equality  of  chance,  contend,  that  a  Tingle  event  will 

happen  in  a  certain  number  of  trials  •,  yet  the  fame 
will  not  happen  twice  in  double  that  number,  nor 
thrice  in  tripple  that  number,  &c.  But  the  time 

will  grow  longer  and  longer •,  and  therefore  at  long 
run,  thefe  events  will  not  happen  oftener  than  in  the 
proportion  of  the  chances  they  have  for  happening 
at  firft  ;  but  will  keep  conftantly  to  that  ratio. 

Hence  we  may  fee,  that  in  a  great  length  of  time, 
chance  very  little  difturbs  fuch  events,  as  were  de- 
figned  to  happen  according  to  fome  determinate 
law  •,  for  however  irregular  thefe  events  may  be  at 
firft,  or  in  a  few  trials,  yet  in  time  they  continually 
converge  to  a  certain  regular  proportion  ;  all  irre- 

gularities continually  correcting  one  another,  fo  that 
thefe  events  continually  tend  to  fome  determined 
rule.  Whence  follows  this  wonderful  conclufion, 
that  regularity  arifes  out  of  irregularity,  and  order 
out  of  diforder. 

And  as  we  find  that  the  happening  of  all  events 
continually  approach  to  fome  rule  or  law,  accord- 

ing as  experiments  and  obfervations  increafe.  So 
on  the  other  hand,  when  we  find  by  multiplicity  of 
obfervations,  that  thefe  effects  of  chance  ultimately 

converge  to  fome  determined  law  •,  we  conclude 
that  this  is  the  very  law,  according  to  which  thefe 
events  were  originally  defigned  to  happen. 

And  hence  we  may  conclude,  that  all  fuch  laws, 
by  which  the  various  effects  and  productions  of 
chance  are  regulated,  are  the  effects  of  intelligence 
and  defign  ;  and  were  inftituted  by  fome  powerful 
agent,  and  intended  to  ferve  for  fome  wife  and  ufe- 
ful  purpofes,  which  are  necelTary  for  preferving  the 
order  and  ceconomy  of  the  univerfe.  So  that  the 

great  Author  of  Nature  can  make  even  Chance  exe- 
cute his  defigns. 

A  R  T. 
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ART.         II. 

ANNUITIES    upon    LIVES. 

THIS  is  a  branch  of  the  Doctrine  of  Chances  ; 
and  befides,  depends  on  the  laws  of  morta- 

lity of  mankind.  The  former  has  been  briefly- 
treated  on  ;  and  the  latter  depends  entirely  upon 
obfervation  and  experience.  To  proceed  regularly 
in  this  affair,  the  rate  of  people  dying  every  year 
muftbe  extracted  from  the  bills  of  mortality  of  fomc 

populous  place  or  places,  and  put  regularly  into  a 
table,  which  mud  ftand  as  the  bafis  of  all  calcula- 

tions to  be  made  for  the  purpofe  of  annuities  on 
lives. 

Notation. 

J.  AB,  fignifies  the  joint  lives  of  the  two  perfons 
A,  B.  And  J.  ABC,  the  joint-lives  of  the  three 
perfons  A,  B,  C. 

L.  AB,  fignifies  the  longed  of  the  two  lives  A,  B. 
And  L.  ABC,  the  longeft  of  the  three  lives  A,B,  C, 
&c. 

PROP.      I. 

Suppojing  a  number  of  children  born  in  any  year ;  the 
decrements  of  life  will  be  nearly  in  arithmetic  progref- 
fion  •,  or  an  equal  number  yearly  will  die  every  year,  till 
they  be  all  dead,  which  will  be  about  8y  or  88  years 
after. 

This  appears  from  the  following  table,  which  is 
made  by  comparing  four  or  five  different  tables  with 

£  one 
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one  another  ;  which  tables  were  each  of  them  made 

from  the  bills  of  mortality  of  fo  many  different 

places.  So  that  this  here  being  a  mean  among  all 

thefe,  is  likely  to  be  more  true,  and  more  generally 

ufefui  than  any  one  of  the  reft. 

From  this  table  it  appears,  that  from  the  birth 

to  the  age  of  7  or  8,  mankind  die  falter  •,  for  out 
of  1000  that  are  born,  151  die  in  the  firft  year, 

108  in  the  fecond,  52  in  the  third,  &c.  But  from 

the  age  of  eight  to  twenty*  two  thefeweft  die,  which 

is  only  5  or  6  in  a  year ;  and  afterwards  7,  8,  or  9, 

till  80.  And  if  7  or  8  was  to  continue  to  die  year- 

ly, all  the  lives  would  then  terminate  about  88. 

Now  fince  thefe  numbers,  which  are  the  differ- 

ences of  the  people  living  each  year,  are  fo  fmall 

in  refpe&  of  the  numbers  themfelves  •,  and  conti- 

nue equal  for  large  intervals  of  time  ;  therefore  the 

number  of  perfons  living  year  after  year,  for  thefe 

intervals,  will  then  be  exadtly  in  arithmetic  pro- 

greffion  •,  and  through  the  whole  from  8  to  88  may- 
be accounted  fo  without  any  fenfible  error. 

A  Table 
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ATable  of  the  people  living  at  all  ages  ;  from  the  Bills 
of  Mortality. 

Age. iivin. 
of.  1 

ag- 
liv. dif. ag- 

liv.  dif. ag- iiv. 
dif. 

born. 1000 1 1 
I 

849 '51 108; 

!26 

$00 

5i 

3C7 

76 

88 
2 

741 

27 

493 7 
8 

52 

298 
9 
0 

77 
79 9 

3 
689 

52 

28 

.28 

485 
53 

290  ; 

78 70 

9 
8 
8 

7 
7 

4 661 

29 

478 

7 
8 
8 
8 

281  l 

s 
62 

5 642 

l9 

T  f" 

30 

470 

^55 

i± 
6 

02- 

J5 

J2 V 

462 

i5* 

-5 

9 
81 

47 

7 
615 

1  r. 

32 

454 8 

7 
8 
8 

57 
250 8 

9 
9 
8 

82 

40 

6 

5 
5 
5 

8 
605 

8 33 

446 

58 

248 

83';  34 

9 597 
0 

34 
439 59 

239 

84 

19 

10 
S9° 

7 
6 35 

43i bo 
?3o 

85 

it 
ii 584 5 

36 

4*3 
7 
8 

|6r 

222 
8 86 

19 

12 579 5 

5 
4 
5 
5 

37 
4t6 

62 

214 

9 
8 

87 

14 

5 x3 
574 

38 
408 

63 

205 

88 
9 5 14 

569 39 

401 

7 
8 
8 
8 

64 

197 

I 
9 

89 

4 4 15 
jh 

40 

3^3 

65 

j  88 

90 

0 

16 

560 

4* 

38: 66 
180 

31710 

17 
555 

5' 

5 

42 

377 
7 

67 

171 9 fumofall. 
18 

550 

43 

370 

8 
68 

162 1 0 '9 
545 6 

44 

362 

8 

;69 

152 9 
9 

20 539 6 
45 354 7 

70 

'43 

21 533 6 

46 

m 8 V 

134 

ro 
22 527 6 

47 
339 8 

72 

124 

9 23 

521 
7 

48 3
31 

8 
73 

us 

9 
9 

9  " 

24 5*4 

7i 
7' 

49'323 8 74 106 
2C 

co- 
co  3 1 5 .  8 75 97 

This  table  needs  little  explanation  ;  for  the  firfl: 

col.  is  the  age  •,  the  fecond  is  the  number  of  per- 
fons  (out  of  1000)  living  at  that  age  ;  the  third 
fhews  their  differences,  or  the  perfons  that  die  in  a 
year,  at  that  age. 

Cor.  If  a  right  line  he  drawn,  and  divided  into  £3 
equal  parts,  and  at  the  fever al  points  of  divifion, 

E  2  '  fendiculars 
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pendiculars  be  ere  tied  proportional  to  the  numbers  in  the 
table,  and  a  line,  be  drawn  through  the  tops  thereof  ; 
this  figure  will  represent  the  ft  ate  of  mankind  in  all 

ages  •,  and  will  be  very  nearly  a  triangle. 
If  there  be  taken  78  children,  each  10  years  old  ; 

then  one  will  die  every  y  ear  y  till  they  be  all  extinff. 

PROP.     II.     Prob. 

Tojhew  theufe  of  the  foregoing  table,  in  matters  re- 
lating to  human  life. 

1.  To  find  how  many  people  there  are  of  any  age, 
compared  with  the  whole  number  of  people  in  a  nation. 
Suppofe  it  be  required  to  know  how  many  perfons 
there  are  from  21  to  25  years  old  (incluiive).  Add 
up  thefe  5  numbers,  from  21  to  25,  and  the  fum 
is  2602.     And  the  whole  number  by  the  table  is 

31710.     Therefore    x   number   of  inhabi- 

31710 tants,  (hews  how  many  there  are  of  thefe  ages. 
2.  To  find  how  many  years,  it  is  an  even  wager, 

whether  a  perfon  of  a  given  age  jhall  live  or  die  -,  as 
fuppofe  his  age  be  38.  Take  the  number  againft  38, 
which  is  408,  and  half  it,  which  will  be  204;  then 
feek  it  in  the  table,  which  will  be  at  63.  There- 

fore it  is  an  even  wager  that  he  lives  till  6$,  that  is 

25  years. 
3.  To  find  the  difference  of  infurance  upon  different 

lives  ;  as  between  30  and  50.  Here  it  is  470  to  8, 
or  59  to  1,  that  a  man  of  30  dies  not  in  a  year  ; 
and  only  315  to  8,  or  39  to  1,  for  a  man  of  50. 
The  price  of  infurance  then  ought  to  be  as  59  to  39, 
or  as  3  to  2  nearly. 

4  ■  To  find  the  probability  of  a  perfon  of  a  given 
age  a,  living  any  number  of  years  /.  Let  N  zz  num- 

ber of  perfons  living  at  the  age  a,     L  zz  perfons 

living 
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living  at  the  age  a  +  /,  then  —  zz  probability  of 

his  living  /  years.     And  .    zz  probability  of 

his  being  dead  in  /  years. 
5.  To  find  the  chances  of  two  lives  ̂   A  and  B,  whofe 

ages  are  a  and  b.  Thus  by  the  table,  let  /  —  any 
time,  and 
N  =  number  of  perfons  living  at  the  age  a* 
n  zz  perfons  living  at  the  age£. 

L  —  perfons  living  at  the  age  a  -j-  /. 
/  zz  perfons  living  at  the  age  b  +  t. 
DzN  —  L  zz  perfons  dead  in  /  years  (after  a), 
d  zzn  —  /  zz  perfons  dead  in  /  years  (after  V). Then, 

hi 
—  zz  probability  of  both  A  and  B  living  t  years. in  n 

—  zz  probability  of  both  being  dead  in  /  years. 

Dd        Kn  —  Dd  ■  , 
1  —  — ,  or  — ^ —  zz   probability  of  one  of 

them  living  t  years. 
Ld 
—  zz  probability  of  A  being  alive  and  B  dead  in 

/  years. 
6.  To  find  the  chances  for  three  lives,  A,  B,  C, 

whofe  ages  are  a,  b,  c. 
Denoting  the  numbers  as  in  Art.  5.     And  more- 

over putting^  zz  perfons  living  at  the  age  c ,  m  zz 
perfons  living  at  the  age  c  +  /,  /  zzp  —  wz  per- 

fons dead  in  /  years  after  c. Then, 

Urn 

tz —  zz  probability  of  all  three  living  /  years. 

j^v      zz  probability  of  all  being  dead  in  /  years. 

E  3  1  — 

53 
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Nxp  —  Vdf 

or       'Unp-      = 
of  them  living  t  years. 

—  probability 

dead  in  t  years. 

1  -  j§' or     n«p  ■ 
"  =  Probabihty  of  fom

e 

of 
T  //f 

— -  =  probability  of  A  being  alive  and  the  reft 

   zz  probability  of  A  and  B  being  alive,  and ISnp 

C  dead  in  /  years. 

7.  To  find  the  value  of  afumof  money,  due  t  years, 
hence,  for  one  or  more  lives.  It  is  plain  the  purchafer 
ought  only  to  pay  fuch  a  part  of  the  prefent  value, 
as  there  are  chances  for  the  perfons  living.  There- 

fore (by  Art.  4,  5,  or  6,)  find  the  probability  of 
the  perfon  or  perfons  living  /  years  hence,  and 
multiply  this  by  the  prefent  worth  of  il,  and  that 
product  by  the  fum  given,  for  the  value  required. 
As  for  example,  to  find  the  value  of  ioo/.  due  12 
years  hence ;  upon  the  longer!:  of  two  lives,  aged 
40  and  50,  at  4  p.  cent.  Here  (Art.  5.)  t  zz  12. 

N  zz  393,  nzz  31$,  D  =393  —  298  =£95,  dzz 
315  —  214=  10L     And  prefent  value  of  il.zz 

,624.6  ;    and    the    probability    zz       nT~  zz 

114200  zz  .9225.     Then  .6246  X  ̂ 9225  X  100  = 

57h.62,  the  preient  value. 
8.  To  find  the  value  of  an  annuity  for  one  or  more 

lives?  or  to  continue  t  years,  if  the  perfons  live  as 

long.  By  Art.  7.  find  the  prefent  value  of  the  an- 
nual rent  for  1  year,  for  2  years,  for  3  years,  and 

fo  on  tjll  you  get  /  years  ;  then  the  fum  of  all  thefe 

is  the  value  required  for  /  years.  But  if  /  is'  not 
given,  this-procefs  is  to  be  continued,  till  the  terms 
be  o,  or  fo  fmall  as  to  be  inconfiderable,  which  will 

at  the  extremity  of  old  age.     This  often  requires 

a  la- 
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a  laborious  calculation,  and  therefore  fhorter  me- 
thods  will  be  fhewn  after. 

9.  Any  number  of  equal  ages  being  given-,  to  find 
the  value  of  the  longeft  life.  Take  the  number  in 
the  table  againft  the  common  age  given,  and  di- 

vide it  by  the  number  of  lives.  Seek  the  quotient 

(or  the  next  lefs)  in  the  table,  and  take  the  age  a- 
gainft  it,  from  which  fubtracT:  the  given  age  \  the 
remainder  (hews  how  long  an  annuity  certain  is  to 
continue>  which  is  equal  in  value  to  the  longeft  life. 

Suppoie  5  perfons,  of  38  years  old.     Againft 

38  is  408,  and  - —  ==  8ii,  and  againft  81  is  yy ; 5 

whence   yy —  38=39  years  continuance  for  the 
value  of  the  longeft  life. 

1  o.  To  find  the  value  of  the  reverfion*  after  one  or 
more  lives.  Find  the  value  of  the  annuity  for  the 
life  or  lives  propofed,  by  Art.  8  >  and  fubtracT:  it 
from  the  value  ok  the  perpetuity. 

n.  To  find  the  complement  of  life  for  any  age  by 
this  table,  or  any  fuch  table  made  from  the  bills  of 
mortality. 

Find  the  difference  between  the  number  of  that 
age,  and  the  nu mber  of  5  years  difference.  Then 
as  that  difference,  to  5  :  :  fo  is  the  number  of  ei- 

ther age,  to  its  complement.  Or  inftead  of  5  years, 
one  may  take   any  other  difference  of  years. 

Exam,  Take  the  ages  5  and  10  ;  then  642 — 
590  zz  52,  and  52  :  5  :  :  590  :  57,  the  comp:  life 
for  10.  This  makes  the  extremity  of  old  age  only 
67,  fo  that  people  die  very  faft  at  this  age. 

Again,  for  the  ages  20  and  25,  539  —  507  zz 
32,  and  ̂ 2:5:2539:  84  the  comp.  of  life  for 
20  •,  which  j  treinityof  old  age  104,  fo 

.  now  ja  very  flow. 

Laftly,  take  the  ages  48  and  53,  321  — 290  zz 
/   ,  an  ,  the  comp.  life  for  53, 

E  4  and 
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and  35  +  53  —  88,  the  extremity  of  old  age  at 
this  rate. 

If  this  be  done  for  every  5  or  every  10  ages  from 
8  to  88,  by  this  table;  the  mean  quantity  for  the 
extremity  of  old  age,  will  come  out  94. 

12.  Any  number  of  equal  lives  being  given  ;  to  find 
the  time  in  which  any  number  of  them  will  fail. 

Let/>  be  the  number  of  all  the  lives,  and  q  the 
number  of  thefe  to  die.     Take  the  number  againft 

f)  — —  n the  given  age  in  the  table  ;  and  take  -   -  x  that P 
number,  and  feek  it  in  the  table;  againft  which  is 
the  age  that  q  of  them  will  be  dead.     The  differ- 

ence of  thefe  ages  (hews  the  time. 

Exam.  Suppofe   12  lives  of  40,  and  5  to  fail. 
7 

Againft  40  is  393,  and  —  X  3^3  n  229,  againft 

which  is  60  nearly  ;  then  60  —  40  zz  20  years,  the 
time  required. 

13.  To  find  the  probability  of  a  per f on  of  a  given 
age  (a)  living  t  years  \  and  afterwards  dying  in  v 

years. Find  the  number  p  in  the  table  againft  his  age 

#,  alfo  the  number  q  againft  a  +  /,  and  the  num- 
ber r  againft  a  +  /  +  v  ;  then  the  probability  re- 

quired  is  =z   . 

Suppofe  the  age  a  =  48,  t  zz  13,  v  zz  5%  then 
f  zz  331,  qzz  222,  r  zz  i8o,  then  the  probability 

222 —  180         42 

*~        33l      '  ~  331* 
PROP.     III.     Prob. 

*to  find  the  expectation  of  a  finale  life,  or  the  time 
aperfon  of  a  given  age%  may  reafonably  expeft  to  live. 

This 
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This  has  been  refolved  by  the  table  in  Art.  2.  of 

the  laft  Prop.  1  fhall  here  refolve  it  by  calcula- 
tion, fuppofing  the  decrements  of  life  to  be  equal. 

Let  x  be  the  time  fought,  a  the  perfons  age,  and 
88  —  a  zzn  zz  the  complement  of  life;  then  the 

.  ■     .   x 
probability  of  living  x  years  is  zz  — ,  and   fuppof- 

ing  it  an  equal  chance  for  living  or  dying  in  that 
x         1  1 

time,  we  have  —  zz  •— ,  whence  x  zz  —  a,  or  half 
n         2  2     ' 

the  complement  of  life. 

Exam.  Suppofe  a  zz  38,  then  n  zz  50,  and  \  n 
zz  25,  his  expectation  of  life. 

PROP.     IV.     Prob. 

The  ages  of  two  perfons  being  given,  to  find  the  ex- 
fettation  of  their  joint  lives  ;  or  bow  long  they  may 
reafonably  expett  to  live  together. 

Let  »,  ?//,  be  the  complements  of  life,  n  being 
the  leaft.  Then  the  probability  of  their  joint  con- 

tinuance for  1,  2,  3,  &c.  years,  will  be   X m 

n — 1        m  —  2      n  —  2        m  —  1        n  —  q^ 
   +   X    +   ~  X    -&c. n  m  n  m  n 

to  n  terms  *,  that  is, 

—  X  into      mn  —  ix»i  +  »+  1 mn 

+  mn  —  2X«  +  »  +  4 

-\-  mn  —  3X^+»  +  9 
-+-  mn  —  4X  m  +n  +  16 
&c.  to  n  terms. 

But 
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But  the  fum  of  all  the  firft  column  zz  n  x  mn^ 

And  the  fum  of  the  fecond  column  zz   

n  X  m  +  n 
n  +  i 

And  the  fum  of  the  third  column  z=  n  X    X 
2 

272  "I-   I 
  ,  by  the  differential  method. 

2 

.    .     r  mnz        mn       tf  —  n         _ And  the  whole  fum  z:   —  \  and 
z  2  6 

dividing  by  mn,  the  expectation  will  be  =; 
n  —  i        nn  —  i 

2  6m 

But  this  may  otherwife  be  folved  by  finding  n 

r  <  .     mn       m- —  i       n  —  i       m — 2 
terms  of  the  feries  ■   1   x   h   ■ mn  m  n  m 

&c.  that  is, X 
n —  2 

n 

I 

mn X  into mn  —  o  X  m  +  n  +  o 

+  mn  —  l  x  m  -\-  n  +  i 
-f-  mn  —  2  x  ̂   -I-  «  +  4 

+  mn  —  $Xm  +  n  +  9 
&c. 

And  the  fum  found  as  the  foregoing,  and  divid- 

ed by  mn,  will  be  L  n  —  —  +  —  +  — ,    that 
2  tm         2  bm 

is,  n  +  X  —  m  ~  l ,  for  the   expectation.      And 2  t  /72 

taking  the  mean  between  this  and  the  former,  we 

{hall  have  —  —  nn  ~  *.,  for  the  true  expectation. 2  6/# 

And  neglecting   —  as  being  very  fmall,  the  value 

of 
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of  the  expectation  of  the  two  joint  lives  will  be 

59 

nn 

Cor.  If  both  the  lives  are  equal,  the  expeUatiort 
'will  be  y«3  or  ~  their  common  complement. 

PROP.     V.     Pros. 

"The  ages  of  three  perfons  being  given*  to  find  the 
expectation  of  their  joint  lives  ;  or  the  time  they  may 
expect  to  live  together. 

Let  n,  m,  p,  be  their  complements  of  life,  and 
n  the  lead.     Then  the  probabilities  of  continuing 

together  for    i,  2,  &c.  years   will    be     X m 

n—^yp  —  i  +  m-~2   x  n~  2  x  P—  2   + 
n  p  m  n  p 

1  
l &c.  to  n  terms ;  that  is,    x  into 

mnp 

mnp  —  1  x  R  +  ixS  —  1 
+  mnp  —  2  x  R  +  4  S  —  8 
-f-  mnp  —  3R  +  9  S  —  27 
4-  mnp  —  4R  +  16  S  —  64 
&c.  where  Rzzmn-\-  rap  +  np.     S—m+n+p. 

Then  by  the  differential  method, 

The  i'um  of  the  fir  It  column  zz  n  x  mnp. 
The  fecond  column  zf   x  n  R. 

2 

ru       i  •     1        1  0  +   I      2»  +   I 1  he  third  column   zz  n.    .    S. 2  3 

lhe  fourth  column  =:  — 
4 

And  the  fum  of  all,  divided  by  mnp,  will  be 
n  —  1        rf'  —  i        if  —  1     .    nz  —  r   —   7    +    * 
2  op  bm  limp 

Eut 
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But  if  it  be  folved  by  finding  n  terms  of  the  feries, 

mnp  —  o 
-+-  mnp  —  i  R  +  i  S  —  i . 
+  mnp  —  2R+4S  —  8. 
-J-  mnp  —  3  R  ■+  9  S  —  27. 

&c. 

™,        ,        r  ,      .„  ,     n  +  1        ri  —  l       n% —  l Then  the  refult  will  be   ^~   —  — - — 
2  6p  om 

nz  —  1 

+    0. I2*»p 

And  the  mean  between  the  two  is  —  —  ■ 2  6p 

+   n,  for  the  expectation  of  3  joint 
bm  \imp 

lives.     Or  leavings  out  fome  very  fmall  quantities, 

the  expectation  will  be   7   —  -\   . 2         6^        bp  limp 

Cor.  7/*  # //  the  lives  are  equals  then  the  expectation 
will  be  ̂   n* 

Scholium. 

After  the  fame  manner  the  expectation  of  4Joint 
v              , ,  ,       1            nn        nn         nn    .       n% lives  would  be  —  n  —  —  —  — -  —  —    +    

2  6m        6p         6q  limp 
n*      .      n*  n*  ,  .1 

+  — -—  —   >  where  q  is  the  com- 
limq        i2pq        lompq 

plement  of  the  4th  life. 
And  if  all  the  lives  are  equal,  the  expectation 

zz  \  n.  And  in  general,  if  r  be  the  number  of 
equal  lives,   then  the  expectation  of  the  joint  lives 

will  be    . 
r  +  1 

PROP.    VI.     Prob. 

To  find  the  expectation  of  the  longeft  of  tivo  or  more 
lives  wkofe  ages  are  given. 

Let 
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Let  m,  n,  p,  q,  &c.  be  the  complements  of  the 

feveral  ages  from  the  youngeft  to  the  oldeft  •,  that 
is,  m  being  the  greateft,  ?i  the  next,  and  fo  on  in 

i                nn               p*                 a* 
order.     1  hen  —  m  -\   ■    -i   - —  -\   2   

+  &c.  (continued  to  as  many  terms  as  there  are 
perfons)  will  be  the  expectation  of  the  longeft  life. 

For  in  one  life  the  expectation  will  be  \  m  ,  and 
in  two  lives  thefecond  perfon  has  a  chance  to  out- 

live the  firft,  which  mull  be  added  to  the  former, 

and  this  chance  is  —  ;  being  the  fame  chance  as 

6m  5 the  value  of  the  fhorteft  life  was  diminimed,  for  two 
joint  lives  (Prop.  IV.) 

And  in  three  lives,  the  third  has  a  chance  to  out- 

p*
 

live  the  other  two,  which  is     -,    this    muft   be 12m 
added  to  the  former. 

And  in  four  lines,  the  fourth  has  a  chance  to  out- 
live the  other  three,  which  is  alfo  to  be  added,  and 

js    ;  and  10  on. iomnp 

Cor.  1.  If  all  the  lives  are  equal,  andr  their  num- 

ber 9  then    n  expectation  of  the  longeft  liver. 

For  in  two  lives  the  expectation  zz\n  -\-  \n  zz 
£  n  =  \  n. 
And  in  three  lives,  it  is  =:  4- *  +  i*  +  -A  »  — 

^%nzz  I  n. 

And  in  four  lives  it  is  =  i  n  +  -■  -  n  +  TV  n  + 

\  n  zz  I  n  +  ~-<-n  zz  |*  n  =  4  };-  ***&  io  on- 

Cor. 
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Cor.  2.  If  there  be  r  equal  lives  \  the  time  wherein 

Or p-  of  them  will  fail  will  be  — ~ —  ». 6  J  y  r  +  i 
r 

For  if  r  zz  r,  then  the  time  zz    :  n,  by  Cor.  i$ r  +  i 

and   if  if  zz   i,  the  time    zz    »,  by  Schol„ 

Prop.  V.  and  there  is  the  fame  reafon  for  the  reft, 

PROP.        VII; 

The  joint  lives  of  two  perfons  +  the  long  eft  life  of 
the  fame  two  perfons  is  zz  fum  of  their  Jingle  lives. 

Let  the  two  perfons  be  A,  B.  Their  joint  lives 
is  the  fame  as  the  fhorteft  life ;  and  which  ever  dies 

firft  (as  A),  being  the  fhorter  life ;  the  other  (B 
that  remains)  is  the  longer  life;  fo  that  one  always 
makes  up  the  other ;  and  their  fum  is  tlie  life  of 
A  +  the  life  of  B.  Therefore  the  joint  lives  of 
A,  B  +  longed  life  of  A,  B  zz  life  of  A  +  life 
of  B. 

Cor.  The  longeft  of  two  lives  is  equal  to  the  fum  of 
the  Jingle  lives  —  the  joint  lives, 

PROP.      VIII. 

If  ABCFGH  be  feveral people,  and  Z  a  life  equal 
to  the  longeft  life  of  ABC  ;  and  Y  a  life  equal  to  the 
longeft  of  the  reft  FGH.  Then  the  value  of  the 
longeft  life  of  ZY  is  zz  value  of  the  longed  life  of  the 
whole  number  ABCFGH. 

For  the  longeft  life  of  ABCFGH  is  the  very 
fame  as  the  longeft  life  of  the  two  parts  ABC  and 
FGH,  or  of  the  two  Z  and  Y.     Coniequently  the 

prefenE 
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prefent  values  are  equal ;  that  is,  value  of  /. 
ABCFGH  :=  value  of  /.  ZY.  Where  /.  fignifies 
longed  life. 

Cor.  i.IfZzz  longeft  life  of  AB  ;  then  longeft  life 
of  ZF  =  longeft  life  of  ABF.     Or  /.  ZF  =  /.  ABF. 

Cor.  2.  IfZzzl.  ABC  ;  then  I.  ZF  =  /.  ABCF. 

Cor.  3.  #  Z  =  /.  AB;  Y  =  /.  FG  5  then  L  ZY 
zz  /.  ABFG,  &c. 

PROP.      IX. 

If  ABCFGH  &c.  be  feveral  lives,  and  Z  a  life 
equal  to  the  joint  lives  of  ABC  ;  and  Y  a  life  equal 
to  the  joint  lives  of  the  reft  FGH.  Then  the  value  of 
the  joint  lives  of  ZY  zz.  value  of  the  joint  lives  of  all 
ABCFGH.     Orj.  ZY  zzj.  ABCFGH. 

For  the  joint  lives  of  any  number  of  people,  is 
the  fhorteft  life  among  them.  And  the  fhorteft 
life  of  ABCFGH  is  the  fame  thing  as  the  fhorteft 
life  of  the  two  parcels  ABC  and  FGH,  or  of  the 
two  lives  Z  and.  Y ;  that  is,  the  joint  lives  of 
ABCFGH  zz  joint  lives  of  ZY,  and  therefore  their 
prefent  values  are  equal. 

Cor.  1.  If  Z  zz  joint  lives  of  AB  ;  then  the  joint 
lives  of  ZF  zz  joint  lives  of  ABF;  orj.  ZF  zzj. 
ABF. 

Cor.  2.  If  Z  zz  joint  lives  of  ABC  ;  then  /.  ZF 

zzj.  ABCF. 

Cor.  3.  If  Z  zz  joint  lives  of  AB,  Y  zz  joint  lives 
cf  FG,  thenj.  ZY  zzj.  ABFG. 

And  fo  of  others. 

Cor.  4.  If  A,  B,  C,  be  three  Jives,  and  Z  —  /. 
,AB-,  thenj.  CZ  zzj.  AC  +/  BC  — /.  ABC. 

For 
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For/.  CZ  =/  C  and  /.  AB  =/  Cand  A  +  B 

—  j.  as  (Prop.  VII.)  =y.  AC  +  /.  BC  —  /. 
ABC. 

Cor.  5.  If  A,  B,  C,  be  three  lives  ̂   and  Z  zzj. 
AB;  /&«  /.  ZC  =  /.  AC  +  /.BC-/.  ABC. 

For/.CZ=/.  C  and>.  AB=/.C  and  A+B— /.AB 
(Prop.  VII.)  =  /.  AC  +  /.  BC  —  /.  ABC.  And 
fo  of  others. 

PROP.      X. 

"The  value  of  an  annuity  for  the  longeft  life  of  any 
number  of  perfons  ABCFGH  —  the  value  of  the 
longeft  life  of  any  part  of  them  ABC  z=  value  of  the 
r ever/ion  of  the  longeft  life  of  the  reft  FGH  after  the 
longeft  life  of  ABC.  Or  I.  ABCFGH  —  /.  ABC 
—  rever.  1.  FGH  after  1.  ABC,  where  L  Signifies  the 
longeft  life. 

For  the  intereft  or  advantage  that  ABC  have  in 
the  annuity,  and  alfo  what  FGH  have  in  it,  is  e- 
qualto  the  whole  advantage  that  they  all  (ABCFGH) 
have  in  it,  and  that  is  for  the  longeft  life  of 
ABCFGH.     Therefore 

From  the  value  of  the  longeft  life  of  ABCFGH, 
Subtract  the  value  of  the  longeft  life  of  ABC, 
The  remainder  is  the  value  of  the  reverfion  of  the 

longeft  of  the  lives  of  FGH  after  thofeof  ABC. 
That  is,  /.  ABCFGH—  /.  ABC  =  rev.  /.FGH 

after  /.  ABC. 

Cor.  1.  The  value  of  I.  AF  —  life  of&zz  revers. 
F  after  A. 

Cor.  2.  Value  of  L  AFG  —  a  =  rever.  I.  FG  af- 
ter A,  where  a  zzl  life  of  A. 

Cor.  3.  Value  of  l.  ABF  — /.  AB  r=  rev.  F  after 
I  AB. 
&c.  PRO  P. 
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PROP.      XI. 

The  value  of  an  annuity  for  the  joint  lives  of  FGH 
—  the  value  of  the  joint  lives  of  ABCFGH  zz  value 
cf  the  reverjion  of  the  joint  lives  of  FGH  after  the 
joint   lives   of  the   reft   ABC.     Or  j.    FGH  — j. 
ABCFGH  zz  rev.j.  FGH  after  j.  ABC. 

Put  Y  zzy.  ABC,  Z  zzy.  FGH ;  then/  YZ  zz 
j.  ABCFGH.  But  /.  YZ  zz  is  the  fame  as  the 
fhorter  life,  which  here  is  Y  becaufe  Z  (j.  FGH) 
is  fuppofed  the  value  of  the  whole.  Therefore/ 
ZY  being  the  life  of  Y,  Z  —  j.  ZY  zz  life  of  Z 
after  Y;  that  is,  (reiloring  the  letters)/  FGH — j. 
ABCFGH  zz  rev  J.  FGH  after/  ABC. 

Cor.  1.  Joint  lives  of  FG  — joint  lives  of  AFG 
zz  rever.j.  FG  after  A. 

Cor.  2.  J.  FGH  —  j.  AFGH  zz  rever.j.  FGH 
after  A. 

Cor.  3.  F  —  j.  ABF  zz  rever.  F  after  j.  AB. 

Cor.  4.  F  —  j.  ABCF  zz  rev.  F  after  j.  ABC. 

Cor.   5.  j.  FG  — J.  ABFG  zz  rev.  j.  FG  after 
j.  AB. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

By  help  of  the  foregoing  propofitions,  the  value 
of  annuities  for  joint  lives,  or  for  longer  lives, 
when  they  are  many,  or  for  reverfions  of  fuch 
lives,  may  be  far  eafier  found,  than  by  the  labori- 

ous and  intricate  methods  hitherto  ufed  for  thefe 

jnirpofes.  And  indeed  many  problems  cannot  be 
folved  by  that  way,  which  are  eafily  managed  by 
this  new  and  fhort  method. 

F  PROP. 
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PROP.     XII.     Prob. 

Suppojing  the  decrements  of  life  to  be  equal ;  to  find 
the  prefent  value  of  1  /.  due  t  years  hence,  if  a  perfon 
of  a  given  age  lives  fo  long. 

Let  n  be  the  complement  of  the  perfon's  age ; 
then  fince  the  money  is  to  be  valued  according  to 

the  chance  there  is  for  the  perfon's  living,  and  that 

chance  is   9  therefore      is  to  be  multi- n  n 

plied  into  the  prefent  worth  of  i/.  due/  years  hence, 

which  is  —  where  R  is  the  amount  of  i/.  for  a  year. 

n     1 1        i 

Therefore  the  prefent  value  will  be     X  tt, 

n  K* 
n  —  t 

or  — — . 

nR* Cor>*  i.  If  Sis  any  fum of  money  due t years  hence 

for  a  life  \  its  value  zz  — —  S. 

nRt 

Cor.  2.  If  fever al  f urns  of  money  S,  T,  U,  be  due 
en  a  life,  /,  v9  w9  years  hence.     The  prefent  value  zz 

n  —  /q        »■ — v  r~.n  —  w  y 
nRl  nRv  nRw 

Exam. 

What  is  the  prefent  value  of  i/.  due   10  years 
hence,  if  a  perfon  40  years  old  lives  fo  long ;  at  4 

per  cent. 

By  Tab.  I.  ̂7  zz  .6755,  0  zz  88  —  40  zz  48 ; 

and  /  zz  10,  and  ;;  —  /  zz  38,  then  r-r  X  .6755  zz 
1.  s.  d.  00 

J292  zz  5  —  10. 
PROP. 
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PROP.     XIII.    Prob. 

To  find  theprefent  value  of  an  annuity  of  iL  a  year \ 
for  t  years  \  if  a  perfon  of  a  given  age  lives  fo  long. 
But  if  be  does  not,  the  annuity  is  to  ceafe  at  his  death. 

Let  n  be  the  complement  of  the  given  age  ;  and 
R  zz  amount  of  1/.  for  a  year,  r  zz  its  intereft. 
Suppofe  the  feveral  payments  not  to  be  at  1, 2,  3, 
&c.  years  diftance,  but  fooner  by  the  time  v  ;  then 
l  —  v,  2  —  v9  3  —  v,  &c.  will  be  the  times  of  the 
payments.     Therefore  (by  Cor.  2.  Prop.  XII.)  the 

prefent  value  of  the  annuity  will  be    Ri_y 

n  +  v —  2        n  +  v  — -3 

+  ~FR^~  +      11  R3^     &C-  t0  '  terms;  for 
in  /  years  the  annuity  is  fuppofed  to  be  ended.     And 
this  will  be  divided  into  the  two  feries, 

R*  X  fL±l  X  ±  +  £i  +  4-  &c- t0'  terms- n  R        K  R3 

—  _  x  —  +  —    +  —  &c  to  /  terms. 
n        R        Ra        RJ 

The  former  feries  n  *L±Zr»  x  l~Kt  (Prop. 

Rv 

XXV
I. 

 
prop

orti
on) 

 

and
  

the 
 
latt

er  
 
~   X  : 

R  /  R 
~—  —  —  —  :  (increments,  Prop.  XXX.)  put 

/>=:—,    and  the  fum  of  the  two  feries    =2  Rv 

X   *  +  !?   x    I—j>   —  —     +   2.+    5£  :   in 
Fa  0  + 
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n  +  v  —  n  +  v.  p  +  tp  Rv  _  i—p  RI+V  __  y^ nr  nrr 

lue  of  the  annuity,  where  p  zz  ■—. 

Cor.  1.  If  the  payments  begin  at  a  year's  end,  rozzoy 

and  then  the  'value  zz  ̂ ' — 2lJL  —   L  R. nr  nrr 

Cor.  2.  If  the  payments  begin  immediately,  add  i 
to  the  value  found  by  Cor.  I. 

EXAMP, 

Suppofe  the  age  be  $6,  and  the  annuity  be  for 
1 6  years,  at  5  per  cent.  Here  (by  Tab.  1.)  p  zz 

.458,  and  1  — p  zz  .542,  n  z=  32,  t  zz  16.  Then 
by  Cor.  I. 

nr  3 
^  R  =      7.1, 

nrr 

8.31     the  value  req. 

If  the  payments  begin  immediately,  the  value 

■  =  9.31. 

PROP.    XIV.    Prob. 

To  find  theprefent  value  of  an  annuity  of  il.  for  the 

life  of  a  given  age. 

1  Way. 

I  fhall  fuppofe,  as  in  the  laft  Prop,  that  the  firft 

payment  is  not  exactly  at  a  year's  diftahce,  but 
fboner  by  the  time  v  •,  and  that  the  decrements  of 
life  are  equal,  and  that  the.  extremity  of  old  age  is 

88, 
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88,  as  agreeable  to  my  general  table.  Now  the  fe- 
veral  rents  being  fo  many  fums  of  money  payable 

at  different  times,  all  at  a  year's  diftance  ;  there- 
fore proceeding  as  in  the  laft  Prop,  (according  to 

Cor.  2.  Prop.  XII.)  the  prefcnt   value  of  the  an- 
•11    u      n  ~\- v — i       i      n  +  v —  2 nuitv    will    be    — L-       +     — Z.   _    4. 

n  Rl~v  n  R2-* 

— utz^ —  &c.  to  n  terms  •,  for  in  n  years  the  life 

will  be  extinct.     This  confifting  of  two  feries,  the 

fum  will  be  found,  as  in  the  laft  Prop,  to  be  Rv  x 
n  +  v       i  —  p         R    .  np     .    Rp      , 

into  _L—  x    ■—  —  +  -£  +  —  :  that  is, 
n  r  nrr      nr        nrr 

the  value   of  the   annuity    rz   Rv  — 

I  —  p  I 
  R'+^j  where/)  =  rr-  the  prefent  value  of 
nrr  *        Rn 

iL  annuity  due  n  years  hence. 

Cor.  i .  If  P  is  the  prefent  worth  of  i  /.  annuity  to 
continue  n years  certain;  then  the  value  of  the  an- 

nuity for    the  life  whofe    complement   is   nt    is   zz 
n  —  R  —  vr.P    

  Rv  ;  or  for  Rv  take  i  +  rv, nr  '      J 

For  (by  Prob.  XXXIV,  Algebra)  P  =  ~~ 

whence  Rn  =    -,  and  —  zz  i  —  r  P  =  p9 

which  put  for  />,  will  give  the  rule  as  above. 

Cor.  2.  If  the  payments  begin  at  the  year's  end> 
i         i—p  n—RP 

V  ~  o,  and  the  value  zz   R  zz  — — — . r  nrr  nr 

Cyr.   3.  If  the  payments  begin  immediately \  then 
.   .        ,  nr — i+P«        » — P  ̂ 

V  zz  1,  and  the  value  zz    R  zz   R. nrr  nr 

Or  elfe  add  1  to  the  value,  by  Cor.  2. 
¥    3  ExAMf 
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E  X  A  M  P. 

Suppofe  a  life  of  40,  intereft  4  percent,  n  zz  48^ 

R  zz  1.04,  rzz.04}  p  —.152.  P  zz  21.195. 
Then  by  Cor.  2. 
1  _ 

—  zz    25.00,  Or, 

1—  />  **— RP 
   R  zz    1 1.49.  —      zz  13.52 
nrr  nr  °  J 

Annuity  zz    13.51 

Or  if  the  annuity  commence  at  prefent  13.52  -}- 
I  zz  14.52,  the  value.     Otherwife  by  Cor.  3. 

nr—  1  +  p  1. 115 
—   —     R     ZZ         ^r     ZZ     I4.52 
/zrr  .0768  ^ 

»—  P  27.877 
Or    R       zz  —   '-  zz   14.52 #r  1.92 

2.  Otherwife  thus. 

Let  the  complement  of  life  be  #,  R  the  amount 
of  1/.  for  a  year,  r  its  intereft,  then  the  probability 

or  living    1,  2,  3,  &c.  years   is    ,      , 
n  n 

ft  —  $ 
■   ,  &c.  and  the  prefent  value  of  all  the  rent$ 

•hi     n — l        n — 2        ft — 3  „ 
will  be  — —  -\   —  -}   1  &c.  for  n  terms ; 

»K  »R2  #R? 

but  as  R  zz  1  +  r,  Rl  zz  1  +  2r,    R'  zz  1  -f  3**, 
&c.    very    near,  we  fhall  have  the   prefent  value 
aforefaid,  that  is,    the   value  of   the   annuity   zz 

ft —  1       .       ft —  2  n —  2      0    +  —  '  ■   .u.  -f  — .  „  ,  &c.  to  ft  terms. 
0.  1  -f  r       ».  1  +  2r       ».  1  -f  3r 
And  to  find  the  fum  S  by  the  method  of  incre- 

ments, 
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n  —  z  +  i 

ments,  here  j,  or  the  z  -f-  \th  term  zz 

   v  —  i 
put  v  =  -i  +  z  +  i.r,  then  z  +  i  zz   ,    and r 

;/   vnl    _nr  +  i  —  v   nr  +  i  i 

— .     But  by  Ex.  12,  Prop.  XIII.  Increments,  the 
nrv  * 

.    c    l        %>■  log.  w         i            v 
integral  of  —  zz   °     :_  &c. 

But  v  zz  rz  zz  r,    becaufe  z  zz  i  ;  therefore •  *  * 

int.  or  —  zz  - — £ —  —   —  —    <xc.    Alfo 
v  r  2V        iivv 

(by  form  i,  or  Cor.  Ex.  io,)  the  integ.  of  —  or nrv 

i  v  v       rr,       c        -  „    nr  +  i  i —  zz  —  zz   Therefore  int.  — JL   JL 
nr       nrv        nrr  nrv  nr 

-  nl±±  X  into  ̂ 2^  -  ±  -  J-  :  - 
v 
— .     But  when  s  zz  o,  2  zz  o,  and  v  zz  i  +  r  zz 

R,  therefore  ;oro=  Z±J  X  ̂ i*  -  -I nr  r  2R 
r  R 

—   :  —  —  ,    which   fubtracted    gives  s  zz i2vv  nrr 

nr  4-  1        h.  log.  v        1     __      r              v      , 
nr  r  2v         iivv  nrr 

»r  r  2R  12RR 

*,    But  L=*  =  *:=:£.    Therefore  put- nrr  nrr  nrr        nr 

F  4  ting 
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r\       nr  A-  \       h  loo-.  R tingO  —  — J—  X   2 
nr  r 

+  —  •,  the  value  of  the  annuity  zz  nr  +  '  x  intQ nr  nr 

tljLl  ~  JL  —  J—  :  —  Q. 

Exam. 

Suppofe   a   life  of  40  as  before,  n  zz  48  zz  z, 
#r  +  1 

R  zz  1.04,  r  zz  .04,  *y  zz  2.96,    then nr 

ll2^.  zz  1.5208,  and—   zz  -—  zz  25  •,  whence  Q 
1.92  nr         r 

=  25-7 '55>  and 

#r  +  1       £•  log;.  ̂   1  r   '  •  ''1  ..  O'  "*• #r  r  21;         12W 

40.996  — i$*T$5  ~  I5-24»  f°r  tne  value  of  the 
annuity  •,  which  is  fomething  too  great, 

3.  Or  /£#/. 
Let  n  be  the  complement  of  life,  then  fum  up 

71  —  i  terms  in  Table  II,  the  fum  of  which  divide 

by  n  -,  and  the  quotient  will  be  the  value  of  that 
life  whofe  complement  is  n. 

This  is  fo  eafy  it  needs  no  example. 
To  prove  the  rule  ;  fuppofe  there  are  n  perfons, 

and  that  one  dies  every  year,  and  each  of  them  dies 
before  the  year  be  out.  Then  the  firfl:  gets  no- 

thing ;  but  the  red  get  the  value  of  an  annuity 
certain  for  1,  2,  3,  &c,  years,  to  n —  1  years  in- 

clusive. The  fum  of  all  which  is  n —  1  terms  of 
Table  II.  And  fincethe  number  of  men  is  »„  there- 

fore that  fum  is  to  be  divided  by  0,  for  the  mean 
value  of  a  Tingle  life  whofe  complement  is  n.  And 
this  exactly  agrees  with  Cor.  2,  before  going. 

S  C  H  O  Im 
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SCHO  fe. 

This  Prob.  may  be  folved  near  enough,  without 

introducing  Rv  into  the  computation,  by  finding 
,     r         cn — i    .    n  —  2     ,    n  —  3   .« the  Turn  of    +     +   £   &c.    to    n 

nK  nR*  nR* 

terms,  and  multiplying  the  laft  reiult  by  Rv  or  by 
1  +  vr. 

From  this  Prop,  and  its  Cors,  tables  may  be  con- 
ftrued,  to  fhew  the  prefent  worth  of  an  annuity  of 
il.  for  the  life  of  any  age;  and  fuch  a  table  you 
have  farther  on,  for  feveral  rates  of  intereft.  And 
as  the  eafieft  way  of  conftru&ing  fuch  rabies,  is  by 
ufingpor  P,  that  is,  the  prefent  worth  of  il.  or 
of  the  annuity  certain  of  1/;  therefore  I  have  alfo 
inferted  two  tables  for  that  purpofe  at  the  fame  rates 
of  intereft. 

I  mud  take  notice  that  this  Prob.  may  be  folved, 
though  not  fo  exactly,  by  the  expectation  of  life, 
thus.  Find  the  value  of  the  annuity  certain,  for 
the  time  ~n9  which  in  this  example  will  be  15.25  ; 
but  it  will  always  give  fomething  too  much.  The 
reafon  is,  the  former  methods  find  the  prefent  worth 
of  the  annuity  every  year,  and  fo  gets  the  mean 
value.  But  the  method  by  the  expectation  of  life, 
only  takes  the  prefent  worth  of  the  mean  age,  which 
is  a  different  thing.  But  as  the  difference  is  not 
very  great,  it  may  ferve  in  feveral  cafes  for  an  ap- 
proximation. 

If  we  fuppofe  money  to  bear  no  intereft  •,  then 
in  the  preceding  calculations,  R  —  1  ;  and  then 
we  have  nothing  to  do,  but  to  fum  up  an  arithme- 

tical progreffion,  which  is  'x  #,  or  halt  the  comple- 
ment of  life;  which  fliews  that  when  money  bears 

no  intereft,  the  value  of  a  life  coincides  with  the 

expectation  of  life,  being  eqiul  to  an  annuity  for 
In  years,  without  intereft.  But  this  method  ap- 

plied to  the  foregoing  example,  would  make  the 
value 
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value  of  fuch  a  life  24/.  which  is  far  from  the  truths 

being  almoft  double.  Therefore  in  ufing  the  ex- 
pectation of  life,  we  muft  allow  intereft. 

PROP.     XV.     Prob. 

The  ages  of  two  perfons  being  given  ;  to  find  the 
value  of  an  annuity  of  il.for  their  joint  lives  5  that 
isy  till  one  of  them  dies. 

1  Way. 

Let  the  complements  of  life  be  m  and  #,  n  be- 
ing the  leaft.     R  zz  amount  of  iL  for  a  year,  r  its 

intereft.     Then  proceeding  as  before,  the  probabi- 

lity of  each  living  a  year  being    ,     i m  n 

therefore  the  probability   of  both  living   r,  2,  3, 

&c.  years,  will   be    —  x   ,      ■*    X mum 

          X  ___ — 2  &Cg  whence  the  value  of 
n  m  n 

the  joint  lives  will  be  m~l  x  ̂ — ̂   +  m~2  X m  nK  m 

n~~2   +  ILZil  x  **~3  &c.  to*  terms  5  for  in  *? nlV  m  ri&} 

years  one  muft  neceffarily  die.     That  is, 
1  mn  m  -\-  n         1 
—  x  into       -~  —  1.  —   h  p- mn  R  R  R 

«»#  m  +  /z        4 

+  F-  ~  2'  "ITT"  +  R> 
^«  m  -\-  n        9 

+  R~*  _  3'   "llT  +  R* 
&c. 

But  the  fum  of  the  firft  column  zz  mn  X 

l~k 

zz  mn  X    ■  (by  Prop.  XXVI.  proportion)  and 

the 
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pn       pR       tn+n 
the  fecond  column  zz  m  +  nX  —  +  —  — T  if  ii 

R  (by  Increments,  Prop.  XXX.) 
RR  +  R                  nn 

And  the  third  col.  =   g   p  X  :   h 

*jfo  +  RR  +  R  :  (ib.)  and  the  whole  divided  by 
rr  r* 

I  Win 

mn.     Now  the  fum  of  all  thefe  is  —    x    into   — 

»'  +  «r  +  r_±_Lr  +  !^r_r  +  i rr  rJ  rr  r* 

p  R  ;  where  p  =  ̂   the  prefent  worth  of  i/.  due 

#  years  hence.     Therefore  the  value  of  the  annuity 
i  mn       m -\- n —  m — *n.p         R+r 

—  —  X  into   —  R-l   — 
mn  r  rr  rl 

x  r  x  i  —  p.      If    the    payments    begin    fooner 
than  after  a  year,  fuppoie  fooner  by  the  time  v  ; 
then  multiply  the  refult  by  R*,  or  by  i  +  vr.  This 
is  the  moft  exact  way  of  any. 

Cor.  i.  If  the  lives  a?e  equal,  the  value  of  the 
nr  —  2R       RR  +  R       

joint  lives  will  be  zz       ̂        +      ̂       X  i  —  p, 

exactly. 

2.  Otherwife  thus. 

Let    M,  N,  be   the  values  of   the  two   fingle 

lives,  and  put  q  zz  *rm%  s  zz  I  —  ft    t  zz  i  —  q, 

x   

c  =  P  +  !•  And  afifume  ~~~       — ~T         ~~ — T77Z Fnr  M+i  xN+i— RxMN 
zz  value  of  the  joint  lives  j  to  find  x. 

By 
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i                 sR 

By  the  laft  Prop.  M  =  —  x   i   ■,   and   N 

I  /R        id  n 

z=  —  X  i   ,  and  M  +  i  x  N  +  i  =  —  X T  mr  rr 

s                  t          RR               ms  4-  nt  ,      st 
I  —  _X  i   =    XI   — — -+   . 
nr  mr  rr  mnr        mnrr 

And  RMN  =  £  X  i  -  *"  +  »f   R  +  'i** rr  mnr  mnrr 

therefore  M  +  i  x  N  +  i  —  RMN  =  RR~R 

rr 

RR  — R?       _  Rr       ™/RR_R  j/RR 

"*"       tnnr*  ~~  rr  ~      mnr*    ~"   t  mnr*  * 

Tkrefore  frnnTrri^i  == 
^^  zr  value  of  the  annuity  found  the  firft R 

r 

r  «w  +  nc   r>     i     RR  +  R  a 
way  =  —  —  — —  -   R  +    1      J   =  A. i        r  mnrr  mnr* 
*j  Rw»        ms  +nc  n    .    RR  +  R 
And  x  zz  —  X  1  —  .  R  +   !   s  — rr  mnr  mnrr 
stTL 

  A,  from  which  fubtradt 
mnr 

MNR^R-xi-^^  R   +  £**    and rr  mnr  mnrr 

i                     n,XTn        R             »r  —  nt  _ we   have    *  —  MNR  =:  —  x   R   + rr  mnr 

RR  +  R  —  /RR  j/R  ,      ,      -       A/rXT„     j   A,    therefore    M  N  R »#rr  ;##r.     : 
RR 

falls  fhort  of  the  true  value  at,  by    x   into  — . rr 

p  +  q         R  +  i  — /R  5/ 

-ST  +    mnrr—  s  ~  mw  A  =  ̂    whence MNR 
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MNR  +  y 

-       ,        —  r=  value  of  the  two 
M  +  1  X  N  +  1  —  MNR 
loint  lives.     But  fince  y  is  always  very  fmall  and 
affirmative,  it  may  be  fet  afide,  and  then  the  value 

MNR 
of  the  joint  lives  will  be  ■  —  ;   , 

M  +  ixN  +  i—  MNR 
being  a  fmall  matter  too  little,  and  is  one  of  Mr: 
Moivre's  rules. 

It  may  here  be  obferved,  that  fince  the  correc- 
tion y  is  irregular,  the  rule  is  not  genuine  \  that  is, 

not  derived  from  true  principles. 

Cor.  2.    "The  value  of  the  two  joint  lives  is  = 
MNR         i  nearly. 

M+N-rMN 
MNR 

For 
M  +  i    X    N   +  1    —   RMN 

        MNR    
JVlN-r-M  +  N+i  —  MN—  rMN 

MNR                   1  MNR 

M+N+i-rMN  M+N  —  rMN* 
for  throwing  out  the  1  in  the  denominator,  helps  to 
correct  it  and  bring  it  near  the  truth.      Or  as  Mr. MN 

Moivre  has  it,  _^  _  leaving  out  R. 
A  very  eafy  rule,  but  is  fomething  too  little. 

Cor.  3.  If  the  lives  are  equal,  then  the  value  of  the 

joint  lives  will  be  zz.   _,  or  rather 
2  —  rM  2  —  rWl 

E  x   A   M. 

Let  the  ages  be  40  and  50,  intereft  at  5  per  cent. 

Then  m  zz  48,  n  =  38,  p  zz  .1566;    and  -L  — r 

m  4- 
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m  +  n  —  H^.p  R  =  354go  _  90.3  —  1.6443 
mnrr  .0025 

RR  4-  R       
=  1017.72,  and    X—  x  1  — p  =  U523,  and 

1017.72  +  14^23         «  r       1 

»»=1824        =  8,25>  f°r  the  Value  0
f  the 

joint  lives. 
Or  thus. 

ByTab.IIf.  M =1209,  and  Nrz  10.68.  Whence 
MN  ==  129.12,    and    M  +  N  z=  22.77.      An& 

MNR  z=  135*57,  and  MNr  ~  6.45;    therefore 

  L35:57        j-  J35-57  =  8tg0f  the  value> 
22.77  —  6.45         16.32 

3.  Otherwife. 

The  fame  may  be  alfo  refolved  by  the  method  of 
increments,  another  way9  as  in  the  laft  Prop. 

The  value  of  the  ioint  lives  was    X   ■ m  nR. 

+  *zzlxizz±  +  ffl-3  x  i=-3  &c.  = 

w-1  x  -»~-'   +  m~2  x   n-z    &c. 
m  n.  1  -\-  r  m  n.  i  +  zr 

Then  to  find  n  terms  or  z  —  1  terms  of  this  feries, 

we  ihall  have  the  zth  term  or  s  zz    -T 
mn  x  1  +  *r 

put   1  +  zr  zz  v,  then  2  =z  ?       *,  whence  s  zz 

rm  +  1  — v  X  m  -f-  1  —  1;  _  /> —  vxq  —  v  /^ 
rrmnv  rrmnv 

fubftitution)  zz  M  —  p+J-v+w  =  (putting  / rrmnv 
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=  p  +  q)  — —  X  into  v  — /  +  ~>  and  the   in- 
V   V 

te^ral    zz  — ?—  X  into    =i-  —  tl    +    pq    X rrtnn  2r  r 

hAog.v  _  1    _     r    %  beeaufe^zzr.     Orjzz 
r  2Z/  12VV 

-i-Xintot>-r-2/  v  +  *  X  ills  -  J- rrw»  2r  r  zv 

&c.  but  when  j  is    zz  o,  z  —  izo,  and  z  zz  1, 
whence  ̂ ^i+rzR;  therefore  the  int.  eorrec- 

ted  is  ,=  _L  X  into  ̂ ElE2LZ±MEI^ 
mnrr  zr 

,  ̂   ̂   .  i.  /.  v  —  h.l.R     .      1  1 +  pq  x  :  —      +  __-_: r  2R         iv 

Thus  in  the  former  example,  m  zz  48,  #  zz  38, 
r  zz  .05  ;  z  —  1  =  38,  or  z  zz  39,  and  v  zz  2.95, 
rm  zz  2.4,  r«  zz  1.9,  /  zz  6.3,  pq  zz  9.86,  and  rra» 
zz  4.56,  whence 

v  —  r  —  2/.V  +  2/ — i.R   _ 

—  164.35 
206.73 

2r 
and/>£  X   &c                zz 

42.38 

And      '3     zz  q.io  the  value  of  the  annuity,  which 

is  fomething  too  great. 

PROP.     XVI.     Prob. 

The  ages  of  three  perfons  being  given,  to  find  the 
value  of  an  annuity  of  1  /.  for  their  joint  lives. 

1  Way. 

Let  the  complements  of  their  lives   /,  m%  n\  n 
being  the  lead.     R   the  amount  of  \\.  for  a  year, 

r  its 
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r  its  intereft.     Then   by  reafoning  as  in  the  laft 

Prop.     The  value  of  the  joint  lives  will  be  l I 

m  nK.  I  m  nRz 

— -^  X  — — 2  x  — ^  &c.   to  n  terms  :  that  is, /  m  n)sj 

(putting  S .~  Im  4*  In  +  mnt  T  =  /  +  m  +  »)  the 
value  z=  —  X  into 

Imn        iS     ,    iT  i 

X  ""  R  R  "  "  R 
,    Imn        2S     ,    4T  8 

"R~*  "  "  R^        "57  '  "  Ra 

27 

R* 

64 

R* 

&c. 
Then  finding  the  fuifi  of  each  column  (by  the 

method  of  increments,  Frob.  XXX.)  as  in  the  lafl: 
Prop,  we  fhall  have 

1  col.  zz  Imn  x    ->  where  p  zz.  — . 
r  R" 

2  col.  —  Sp  x  —  +  —  —   r         rr         rr 

1         ̂          R2  +  R  nn     ,    2»R   j 
3  col.  =  T  x  :   -^  —  />  X  :  —   +    + ri  r  rr 

Rz  +  R 

4  col.   =    ~R8+4R'  +  R+?k:*l    + r+  r 

+  "Ri _  3S  .  9T  . 
R*          R> 

_,    imn +     Ri 4S         16T 

R4               R4- 

3^  +3"R-R  +  1   +  £±i£+5  :  and  the rr  rJ  r4 

whole  fum  *r 
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r  rr  rr 

Rl±RxT-^Ti>  +  3^-R3+4R1  +  RX r>     r4 

j— —  _lmn    .    3»-2Tx^R-Sx  I—^R 

i — />.     And   dividing  by  lmn>  the  value  of  the 
I  IfHfl 

joint    lives    will    be     r    - —    X    into    —    + Imn  r 

in  —  2Tx?»R-  RSxi  —  p    ,    RR  +  R   ̂  1   ' — —    "T   "-     /v 
r  r  p* 

T-l>  +  3>p  -  RR  +  4R  +  J  x  Rx  n=£ 

Cor.  i.  7f  /£*  lives  are  all  equal;  the  value  of  the 
i  #J 

annuity  upon  three  joint  lives  will  be  —  x  *#/0  :  —  — - nl  r 

SnnR         in  xRR  +  R      _  Rz  +  4R  +  1  R rr  rl  r^ 

i—p. 

Z.  Otherwife  thus. 

Let  M,  N,  Q,  be  the  values  of  the  fingle  lives, 
dnd  Z  a  life  equal  to  the  joint  lives  M,  N  ;  then 
by  the   laft   Prop.   Cor.    2.   we  lhall  find    Z  =z 

tt   rr   -rrr;>  and  by  the  fame,  the  value  of 
M  -t-  N  —  r  MN  J 

the  joint  hves  Z  and  Q,  M+N_rMN    X  Q. 
G  mil 
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WlH  bC  Z  +  Q^ZQ  =  M+N-rMN  +  ̂ '^ 

  mn    ==  (multiplying  by  M+N-rMN) 
M  +  N-rMN MNQ 

MN  +  Q^x  M  +  N  —  r  MN  —  r  Q  x  MN 
  MNQ   

MN+MQ+NQ-2rMNQ;  **"
*  *  *  rU,C 

of  Mr.  Moivre's,  but  is  fomething  too  fmall,  part- 
ly  by  leaving  out  R. 

Cor.  2.  If  all  the  lives  are  equals  the  value  of  the 
M 

three  joint  lives  will  be   -. 

3  —  2rM Exam.     I. 

Suppofe  the  three  ages  45,  56,  and  68  ;  whole 
complements  are  /  zz  43,  m  zz  32,  n  zz  20.  la- 

tere It  at  4  per  ceot. 
Here  Imn  zz  27520,  p  zz  .4564,  i  —  f  =2  .5436, 

R  zz  1.04,  r  zz  .04,  S  zz  2876,  T  zz  95.     Then 
Imn        27/520  ,       roo —    zz  — i2 —     zz  +     688000 
r  .04 

+  3k-*Txj>kR~SRxi-/>  =  _  I7g700O 
rr 

r-r  fiR  +  R  x  T  — 1>  +  300      ==  +  2619700 

r5 

-  R*  +  4R  +  1  x  fzip.  R         =  _  1378500 

+   3307700 
—    3*655°o 

142200 

Then  I422QO  zz  5.16  the  value  of  the  annuity  re- 
27520 

quired.  3.  Or 
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3.  Or  thus. 

By  Tab.  III.  Mzz  12.68,  N  —  10.47,  Q^=7-33« Then 

MNQ^z:  973.05,  MN   ==   132.74 
2rMNO  =    77.84,  MQ  z=     92.94 

NQ  =     76.74 

MN  +  MQ  +  NQ  =  302.43 
—  2rMNQ   s  —     77.84 224.59 

072. o£ 

Then  ̂   =4-33  for  the  value  of  the  three 224.59         / 
joint  lives,  which  is  too  little;  but  if  it  be  multi- 

plied by  RR  22  1.08,  the  product  is  4.67  more 
exact.  . 

E  X  A  Mi       II. 

Suppofe  each  life  be  68  5  then  n  ±£  20,  and  n%zz 
8000.     R  —  1.04,  r  z=  .04.     Then 

S£    +      200000 

+ 

3»»R 
rr 

*c  —     780000 

3»  X  Rl  +  R 

RI+f+IRx7: 
y4 

=    +     I989OOO 

~p  zz  —  1378500 

+21 89OOO 
— •      215850O 

+            305OO 

30500 
Then   —  3.81,  the  value  of  the  joint  lives. 

G  2  Or 
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Or  thus. 

By  Table  III.  M  zz  7.33  *  7.33' 
.08 

2rM  z     .5864 

3.0000 
2.4136 

J.Q2 Then  ~^~  ==  3,04  the  value  of  the  joint  lives,  too 2.41 

little. 
S  C  H  O  L. 

Mr.  Moivre  has  given  another  general  rule  by 
the  expectation  of  life,  which  is  this.  Add  1  to 
each  age,  and  then  find  the  expectation  of  thefe 
joint  lives,  by  Prop.  3d,  4th,  or  5th.  Find  the 
complement  of  twice  this  number  to  88,  and  take 
it  as  a  iingle  life,  which  being  found  in  Tab.  III. 
will  give  the  value  required.  At  the  fame  time  he 
informs  us,  that  he  does  not  pretend  that  any  of 
thefe  rules  are  ftrictly  true,  but  only  near  approxi- 
mations. 

PROP.     XVII.    Pro*. 

To  find  the  value  of  an  annuity  of  \l.  for  four ',  five, 
fix,  or  any  number  of  joint  lives,  of  any  ages. 

1  Way. 

This  Prob.  is  to  be  refolved  by  rinding  fuccef- 
fively  the  value  of  three  lives,  and  then  the  value 
of  four,  and  then  of  five,  and  fo  on,  by  the  fore- 

going propofitions.  Thus,  let  A,  B,  C,  D,  E,  &c. 
be  any  number  of  perfons,  then 

1.  To  find  the  value  of  the  four  lives  ABCD ; 

firft  find  the  value  of  the  joint  lives  of  the  three ABC, 
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ABC,  by  the  laft  Prop,  and  let  Z  be  a  Angle  life 
equal  to  thefe  three.  Then  by  Prop.  XV.  find  the 
value  of  the  joint  lives  of  ZD,  which  will  be  the 
value  of  the  four  joint  lives  ABCD,  by  Prop.  IX. 

2.  To  find  the  value  of  the  lives  ABCDE.  Hav- 
ing found  the  value  of  the  four  joint  lives  ABCD 

as  before,  put  a  fingle  life  Z  zz  thefe  four ;  then 
by  Prop.  XV.  find  the  value  of  the  joint  lives  ZE, 
and  that  will  be  the  value  of  the  joint  lives  ABCDE, 
by  Prop.  IX, 

3.  Again,  put  Z  zz  joint  lives  of  ABCDE,  and 
then  find  the  joint  lives  of  ZF,  which  will  be  the 
joint  lives  of  ABCDEF.  And  thus  you  may  goon 
as  far  as  you  will. 

Exam. 

To  find  the  value  of  the  four  joint  lives  whofe 
ages  are  31,  45,  56  and  6$,  at  4.  per  cent.  The 
value  of  the  three  joint  lives,  whofe  ages  are  45, 
56  and  68,  is  5.1$  zz  Z,  by  the  lalt  Prop.  Then 
by  Table  IJL  the  value  of  a  life  of  31,  is  14.81  ; 
then  (by  Cor.  2.  Prop.  XV.)  5.16X  14.81  ==  76.42, 
and  .04  X  76.42  zz  3.06;  and  5.16  +  14.81 — 3.06 

zz  16.91;  and  — —  zz  4.52,  for  the  value  of  the 16.91 

four  joint  lives. 
2.  Or  thus. 

Seek  the  value  of  the  life  5.16  (zz  Z)  in  Tab. 
III.  againft  which,  or  the  neareft  to  it,  is  the  age 
75,  whofe  complement  is  13.  Alfo  the  comple- 

ment of  the  given  age  (31)  is  $y.  Then  by  the  two 
complements  13  (n),  and  $7  (m),  the  value  of  the 
joint  lives  31  and  75  is  eafiiy  found  by  Prop.  XV. 
firft  way. 

S  C  H  O  L, 

To  avoid  a  deal  of  trouble  in  finding  the  value 
gf  many  joint  lives,  take  the  following  approxima- 

te 3  tior\, 
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tionr  Add  all  the  ages  together,  which  divide  by 
the  number  of  lives,  the  quotient  is  the  mean  age. 
By  the  help  of  this,  find  the  value  of  the  annuity, 
for  fo  many  equal  joint  lives,  by  the  following 

propofition. 

PROP.     XVIII.     Prob. 

To  find  the  value  of  an  annuity  of  \l.  for  fever al 

equal  joint  lives,  whofe  number  is  /#,  and  comple- 
ment of  life  n. 

Rule. 

The  prefent  value  =A-i  +  £  —  2  + 
n  nn       nl 

T?  TT  7  — — — — 

tL  —  £-  +  &c.  ̂    X    I  —  i9    continued   to 
n±        n*  n™ 

m  +  i  terms.     Where  p  =z  ̂   the  prefent  worth 

of  il  due  n  years  hence,  and  Z  the  laft  term,  which 

is  always  to  be  xd  by  i  — 'p.  And  the  co-efRci-v 
ents  are, 

rh.  =  i,  or  A  =  — . 

■          .        mR 
rB  =  m X A  +  i,  orBr  — . rr 

m —  i       R 
rC  zz  m,   X  —  +  m  —  i.  B. 2  r 

2  2  r  I  2 

rf-   m  —  2  .  C. 

m- 
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m — 2     m — 3  3     1     »»■— 2  #  *» —  3  Q    4. 

w  —  3.  D.     And  fo  on,  where  the  progreffion 
is  evident. 

This  is  proved  by  induction  as  follows  ;  we  have 
by  the  corollaries  of  Prop.  14,  15,  16,  the  value  of 

1         R          
1  life  =   Xi  —p. r        nrr 

y         J       2R  4-  RR  +  R  s, ; — I 2  lives  zz  —   -r     r— —  X  1 — pi 
r         nrr  nr* 

1  3R     .     3  X  RR  +  R 
3   lives    z:   —    +      -T-z   o  r  nrr  n  r* 

R'  +  4RZ  +  R 
X  1 

&c.  where  the  law  of  progreffion  is  evident. 
And  the  calculation  of  the  quantities  A,  R,  C,  &c. 
is  founded  upon  Prob.  30th  of  my  Increments.     For 

R    RR  +  R    R'+4RR4-R 
it  will  be  found  that  — ,    ,  —   , rr         rJ  r* 

&c.  (the  terms  into  which  1  —  p  is  multiplied)  are 
the  laft  terms  in  the  feries  for  fummingup  the  late- 
rals,  fquares,  cubes,  &c.  as  in  Prob.  30,  of  the 
Increments.  But  it  is  not  neceffary  to  ftay  to  re- 

duce the  coefficients  to  thefe  forms,  but  take  them 

as  chey  lie  in  the  rule,  when  you  make  ufe  of  it. 

PROP.     XIX.     Prob. 

To  find  the  value  of  an  annuity  of  tl.  upon  the  long- 
eft  of  two  lives,  whofe  ages  are  given. 

1  Way.. 

Let  m  and  n  be  the  complements  of  their  ages 
to  88.      The,  probability  of  each  living  one  year 

G  4  will 
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will  be     and    ,  and  the  probability  of m  •   n 

eacii  jailing  will  be  i   -,  i  —   ,  or  — m  n  m 

and  — ;  and  the  probability  of  both  failing  in  % 

year  will  be  —  X  —  or  — ,    and   therefore   i  — 4  m         n       mn 

—  is  the  probability  of  feme  being  alive  at  the mn 

year's  end. 
Again,  the  probability  of  both  failing  the  fe- 

cond  year  will  be  —  x  —   or  Z,  and  i  —  JL  is m        n  mn  mn 

the  probability  of  fome  being  alive  at  two  year's end. 

After  the  fame  manner  the  probability  of  fome 
being  living  after  3,  4,  &c.  years  will   be  1  — 
9  l6  o 
— ,  1  —  —  &c. mn  mn 

Therefore  the  prefent  values  being  found  for  1, 
2,  3,  &c.  years,  the  value  of  the  annuity  will  be 

R         mnK        Rz       mn&1       R'       wnR*        R* 

—  ? — —  &c.  to  n  terms  at  leaft,  in  which  time  one 
mnR* 

muft  neceffarily  die.     But  fince  the  other  may  live 
longer,  the  feries  mull:  be  continued  to  more  terms, 

W  +  n  ....     .  A.£ 
put  v  z=  — — ,  and  the  feries  mult  be  continued 2 

to  v  terms  nearly.      But  this  confifts  of  two  feries 

i.   +  JL  +  JL  &c.  for  v  terms,  zz  1  —  —    — 

X 
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-  XT5   +  4i  +  #i  &c'   ̂   terms>   =  -   X ;«#        K         K  K5  mn 

<vv    ,    2R1/        i—  ̂ >      R2  +  R      ,T —  +     —   -  X  — i—  ,    (Increments, 
r  rr  mn  rl 

Prob.  30.)  putting  p  zz  ̂     to  be  found  in  Tab.  I. 
1  — •  p 

Therefore  the  value  of  the  annuity  55    -  + 

•±-  X  —  +   —    X  — —  R,    a  near mn       r  rr  mn  r5 

approximation. 
If  the  lives  are  equal,  m  zz  n  zz  y. 

2.    Or  thus, 

Put  M,  N,  for  the  values  of  the  fingle  lives,  j% 

MN  for  their  joint  lives;  then  by  Cor.  1.  Prop. 
VII.  the  value  of  the  longeft  of  the  two  Jives  is  zz 

M  +  N  —  j.  MN. 
If  the  lives  are  equal,  then   the  value  of  the 

longeft  life  will  be  2M—       ̂ , 

E  x  a  m  p. 

Let  the  ages  be  45  and  $6,  then  m  zz  43,  n  zz 

32,  v  zz  2ji.  R  =  1.04.  p  zz  .230,   1  —pzz.yjo. 
1  — -  p 

Then     =  I9*25 

p         vv        2R1; 
—  X   ~  +  -ZyT  =5  J4.02 

.        33-27 I  — p  R   4-  !  - 
  £  X    R=    —  18.55 
mn  r*    
The  value  required  1472 Or 
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Or  thus. 

The  value  of  the  joint  lives  found  by  Prop.  XV* 
is  8.285  then  by  Tab.  III.  M  =z     12.68 

N  zz     10.47 
23^5 

—      8.28, 

The  value  required  14.87 

PROP.    XX.    Prob. 

*fo  find  the  value  of  an  annuity  of  iL  upon  the-long- 
efi  of  three  lives,  whofe  ages  are  given. 

1  Way. 

Let/,  m9  n>  be  their  complements  to  88;  then 
/— —  1     m  — —  1     71  — —  1 
*- - — f     ,     ~  are  the  probabilities  of  liv- l  m  n 

1           /—  1             m —  1 
wg  one  year,  and  1  —   ,  1  —   ,    1  —, /  m 

n       *,  or-I>  —  >  —,  are  the  probabilities  of  fail- n  I      m     n 

ing  in  a  year,  and  —  zz  probability  of  all  failing  -% 

and  1  —  - —  zz  probability  of  fome  living  a  year. 
222 

Like  wife  -j,   — ,  —    are   the    probabilities  of 

failing  the  fecond  year,  and  -r  x  —  X  — ■  or   — I        m        n  Imn 

zz  probability  of  all  failing  the  fecond  year  -,  and 

I  —  - —  ==  probability  of  fome  living  two  years^ 

Alfo 
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Alfo  1   —--,   1  —  -7 —  &c.  —  probabilities  of Imn  Imn 

fome  living  3,  4,  &c.  years.     Then  finding  the  pre- 
fent  worth  for  1,  2,  3,  &c.  years,  and  putting  v  zz 
/     1     yyi     I     ̂   j 

  ;  the  value  of  the  annuity  will  be   1- 3  R 

j£5  +  £j&c.  (for*;  terms)  =  i— ,  where/)  rz  ~, 

1.1  8         27 

X  into  g  +  ̂   +  j^j  &c.  (v  terms)   zz 

1  R*-j-4R*+R 
V  •"— ■   ov: ,  *"»-* Imn 

r4
 

—  />  X    ; r 3wR 
+                + 3v  R  X  R  +  1 

r* 

+ 

R*  +  4R2 

r* 

  :  therefore  the i  whole  fum,  or  va« 

lue  of  the  annuity  is  : 
1  — 
r 

'p          p            vl 
-  +  7— X:  — 

1 

-r 

rr 3^R 

r* 

xR  +  i 

+ri
 

+  4RZ  +  R 

1 

Imn 

R' 
X  — 

+  4R1  +  R 

2. Or  thus. 

This  problem  may  alfo  be  folved  pretty  near  the 
truth,  by  the  expectation  of  life,  thus  ; 

Let  /,  m9  #,  be  the  complements  of  life  as  be- 
fore, and  x  z:  years  certain  that  the  annuity  is  to 

continue.  Then  the  probability  that  fome  one  will 
be  alive,  and  the  reft  dead,  at  the  end  of  x  years,  is 
/  —  x         ,    m  —  x         ,    n — x  1     . 
  xx  +   xx  +    xx  \  and  the  pro- Imn  Imn  Imn bability 
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bability  that  they  mall  all  be  dead  in  x  years, 

#? 

— ,  which  is  equal  to  the  other  per  quell.  Therefore 
Imn 
l  —  x  +  tn —  x+n —  x  zz  x9  and  4*  zz  /  +m+ny 

l  +  m  +  n 
and  x  zz   A  near  approximation,  but 

4 

fom^thing  too  little. 
By  the  fame  reafoning  if  there  were  4  lives,  then 

k.  -4—  /  » 1  *  m  "4™  71 

p  -—   .  and  univerfally,  if  N  be  the 5 

number  of  lives,  then  x  zz   —   -;  which N-fi 

will  come  the  nearer  to  truth,  as  the  number  N  is 

greater, 

3.     Other  wife  thus. 
By  Prop.  XIX.  find  a  life  Z  equal  to  the  longeft 

of  two  of  them  A,  B  ;  and  then  (by  the  fame 
Prop  J  find  the  value  of  the  longeft  of  the  two  Z 
and  C  (a  third  life) ;  and  that  will  be  the  value  of 
the  annuity,  by  Cor.  1.  Prop.  VIII. 

4.  Or  thus. 

A  +  B  +  C  — ;.  AB  —  j.  ZC  n  /.  ABC.  That 
is,  take  the  fum  of  the  three  fingle  lives,  from 
which  fubtradt  the  fum  of  the  joint  lives  of  AB, 
and  of  ZC,  for  the  value  of  the  longeft  of  three 
Jives. 

For  /.  AB  =  A  +  B  —  j.  AB,  and  L  ABC  or  /. 
ZC  =  Z  +  C  —j.  ZC  ±  /.  AB  +  C  —  j.  ZC  = 
A  +  B  — -j.  AB  +  C  —  j.  ZC. 

5.  Or  thus. 

A  +  B  +  C  —  j.  AB  —  j.  AC  —  /  BC  +  j, 
ABC.  That  is,  to  the  fum  of  the  three  fingle 
Jives  add  the  value  of  the  three  joint  lives,  from 

which 
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which  fubtract  the  fum  of  the  joint  lives  taken  two 

and  two.     Which  is  Mr.  Moivre's  rule. 
For  by  Cor.  4,  Prop.  IX.7.  ZC  zzj.  AC  +  /. 

BC  —  j.  ABC,  whence  A  +  B  +  C  —  /.  AB  —j. 
ZC  =  A  +  B  +  C  —j.  AB  —  j.  AC  —  j.  BC  + 
j.  ABC. 

E    X    A    M    P. 

Let  A,  B,  C,  be  three  perfons  whofe  ages  are 

45>  56,  and  6$  -,  intereft  at  4  per  cent,  here  /  == 
l+m+n 

43,  m  =  32,  n  zz  20,  i;z:     zr  32  nearly  * 

whence  p  z=  .289,  1  — j>  =  .711  ;  then 
I    p  .711 

r  .04 

x7-77 

p         ̂ 5        3?;i>R  d  _    > 
£-  X   h  -    &c     =       89.62 Imn        r  rr 

Ri  +  4R*  +  R    _ 

Imnr*  °  '  * 

value  of  the  annuity. 

Or  thus* 

+     107.39 

*5-25     the 

Here  *  =      sc  —  =24  nearly. 4  4 

And  by  Tab.  II.  the  prefent  worth  of  an  annuity 
certain,  to  continue  24  years  (at  4  per  cent.)  is 
15.24  for  the  value  fought. 

Or  thus. 

By  Tab.  III.  the  value  of  the  lives  of  45  and 

56,  are  12.68  and  1047-,  anc*  (by  Cor.  2.  Prop. 
15.)  the  value  of  the  joint  lives  is  7.44-,  whence 
(Prop.  XIX.)  the  value  of  the  longeft  life  of  AB 

=  2Zl5  — -  7-44  =  15.71-  =  Zi  alfo  the  life  C 

(68) 
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(68)  x  7.33  ;  and  the  joint  lives  of  ZC  x  6.24  % 

and  then  Z  +  C  — /.  ZC  at  16.80  x  /.  ZC  zr  A 
ABC,  that  is,  longed  life  of  ABC  x  16.80,  the 
value  of  the  annuity. 

PROP.     XXI.     Prob. 

To  find  the  value  of  an  annuity  of  il.for  thelongeft 
of  any  number  of  lives,  vjhofe  ages  are  given. 

This  performed  by  finding  fuccefiively  the  value 

for  three  lives  (as  above),  then  for1  4  lives,  then  for 
five*  and  fo  on,  by  Prop.  VIII.  Thus,  let  A,  B,  C, 
D,  E,  F,  &c.  be  feveral  perfons,  then, 

1.  Having  found  the  value  for  the  longeft  of 
three  lives,  as  above,  put  Z  zz  value  for  the  three 
lives  A*  B,  C  ;  which  reckon  as  afingle  life.  Then 
find  the  value  of  the  longeft  life  of  ZD*  by  Prop. 
XIX.  and  that  will  be  the  value  of  the  longeft  of 
the  four  lives  ABCD. 

2.  Again,  put  Z  x  afingle.  life  equal  to  the 
longeft  of  the  four  ABCD,  and  find  the  value  of 
the  longeft  life  of  ZE  as  before,  which  will  be  the 
value  of  the  longeft  of  the  five  lives  ABCDE.  It 
is  evident  this  procefs  may  be  carried  on  as  far  as 

you  will  with  little  trouble. 

E    X    A    M    P. 

Let  the  ages  be  45,  56,  68,  and  31,  intereft  at 
4  per  cent.  By  the  laft  Prop,  the  value  of  the 

longeft  of  the  three  firft  lives  is  15.25  X  Z  -,  and 
by  Tab.  III.  the  value  of  a  life  of  31,  is  14.81  zzE. 
Then  j.  ZE  x  10.74,  and  E  +  Z  =  30.06,  and 

30.06 —  10.74  x  13.32  the  value  of  the  longeft 
of  the  four  lives. 

PRO  P. 
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PROP.    XXII.    Prob. 

To  find  the  value  of  an  annuity  of  i/.  to  continue  as 
long  as  any  two  out  of  three  perfons  Jhall  be  alive. 

i  Way. 

Let  /,  m9  #,  be  the  complements  of  life,  and  x 
the  years  certain  for  the  continuance  of  the  annuity. 
Then  the  probability  of  fome  two  being  alive  and 
the  third  dead,  (or  perhaps  all  being  alive)  at  the 

end  of  x  years,  will  be    -, —      + 

95 

i 

I  —  x.m —  x.x    ,    / — x  .  n — x .  x       m — x.n — x.x 
Imn  Imn  Imn 

zz  4-»  by  the  nature  of  the  queftion,  being  an  equal 
chance.     Therefore 

Imn  —  lm-\-ln+mn.x  +     l+m+n.xx —    x* 

+  Im+ln  +  mn.x  —  2/ — 2m — zn.xx  +  %x% 

zz  i  Imn  ;    and  reduced  ixl  —  I  +  m  +  n.xz  +  4 
/  +  m  +  n  '      . 

Imn  zz  o,  and  #?  —     xx  +  -J  Imn  zz  o. z 

And   the  root  extracted  will  give  x>  a  near  ap- 
proximation. 

2.     Or  thus. 

Let  A,  B,  C,  be  three  lives  ;  the  three  joint 
lives  takes  away  one  life  out  of  ABC.  Another 
life  is  taken  away  by  finding  the  reverfion  for  each 
joint  life  by  Cor.  1.  Prop.  XI.  thus, 

+  /  ABC  zz  1  life  extinct. 
4-/ AB— /  ABC  zz  rev./  ABafterthe  iftlife. 
+  /AC— /  ABC  zz  rev./ AC  after  the  iftlife. 

+  jt  BC— /  ABC  zz  rev  /  BC after  the  iftlife. 

Sum/ AB  +  /  AC  +/  BC  —  2/  ABC  zz  total 
value  of  the  annuity  for  two  lives  out  of  three. 

E  X  A  M  P- 
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E    X    A    M    P. 

Suppofe  three  peribns  A,  B,  C,  whofe  ages  are 
45»  569  and   68  9  here  /  zs  43,  ̂   —  32,  #  zz  20* 

intereft  at  4  p*r  cent.     Then  xz  —  —  xx  +  6880 2 

2;  o,  and  the  root  will  be  found   zz  14.42  5  and 
the  prefent  worth  of  an  annuity  to  continue  14.42 
years  (by  Tab.  II.)  is  10.79  tne  value  of  the  two 
lives. 

Or  thus. 

By  Prop.  XV.  and  XVI.  we  fhall  find, 
j.  AB  zz     8.27     .  j.  ABC  zz  5.16* 
j.  AC  zz     6.27 
j.  BC  zz     5.91 

—  y.  ABC 

10.13     the  value  of  the  two  livesV 

PROP.     XXIII.    Prob. 

¥0  find  the  value  of  the  reverfion  of  an  annuity  of 
1/.  for  one  life  after  another ;  their  ages  being  given* 

1  Way. 

Let  the  two  perfons  be  A,  F ;  then  by  Cor.  i. 
Prop.  X.  the  value  of  /.  AF  —  life  of  A  zz  rever- 

fion of  F  after  A.  That  is,  from  the  prefent  value 
of  the  longed  liver,  fubtradt  the  life  of  the  poffef- 
for-,  and  the  remainder  is  the  value  of  the  rever- 

fion due  to  F. 

2.     Or  thus. 

From  the  prefent  value  of  the  life  of  the  expec- 
tant, fubtracl:  the  prelent  value  of  their  joint  lives ; 

and 
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and  the  remainder  is  the  value  of  the  expectant's 
life  after  the  pofleflor's. 

For  (by  Prop.  VII.)  /.  AF  +j.  AF  =  A  +  F, 
and  /.  AF  —  A  zz  F  —j.  AF  =  reverfion. 

Cor.  Let  A.  zz  value  of  the  poffeffofs  life, 

F  zz  value  of  the  expectant's  life, 
r  zz  inter  eft  of  \l ;  then 

i  — mm  v  A 

-7 — ;   r  x  F  —  value  of  the  expectation  near* 
zL  +  i  —  r  A  y  * 
F 

/y,  but  too  great. 

For  (Cor.  2.   Prop.  XV.)  F—  /.  AF  =  F  — 
AF  FF  — rAFF    __       1  —  rA 

A+F  — rAF  ~"  A+F  — rAF  *~  A+F— rAF 

FF  -   a  l~rA  A    X  F- ±+1 — rA F 

E    X    A    M    P. 

Let  the  pofieflbr's  age  be  $6,  and  the  expectant's 
4.5  ;  intereft  4  ̂ r  cent,  then  Azzio  47,  Fzzi2.685 

j    A         0  '        .  m  „  1— rA and  —  -.83,  and  1— rA  =.58  and  a      _rA F 

X  F  zz  5.23,  the  reverfion,  but  is  too  much  ;  and 
vill  be  more  exaclly  done  by  finding  the  value  of 
he  joint  lives  by  Prop.  XV.  firft  way,  which  will 
Je  8.27  ;  then 

F     zz   12.68 

j.  AF  zz     —     8.27 

val.  annuity     zz.     4.41 

S  C  H  O  L.       I. 

If  it  was  required  to  find  the  value  of  the  annuity 
or  the  fecond  perfon  and  his  heirs.  From  the  value 
f  the  perpetuity  fubtract  the  value  of  the  pofief- 
k\s  life, 

H  Schol 
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S  C  H  O  L.       II. 

If  it  was  required  to  find  the  value  of  the  rever<* 
fion  of  an  annuity,  for  the  life  of  any  perfon  F,  after 
t  years. 

From  the  value  of  F's  life,  (Tab.  III.)  fubtraft 
the  value  of  the  fame  life  for  /  years  certain  (found 

by  Cor.  i.  Prop.  XIII.  annuities)  -,  the  remainder  is 
the  reverfion. 

PROP.     XXIV.     Prob. 

%*o  find  the  value  of  the  reverfion  of  an  annuity  of 
il.  for  one  life  after  the  longeft  of  two,  their  ages 
being  given. 

i   Way. 

Let  the  perfons  be  A,  B,  F  •,  F  being  the  ex- 
pectant. Then  (by  Cor.  3.  Prop.  X.)  value  of  /. 

ABF  —  /.  ABm  reverfion  of  F  after  both  the  lives 
of  AB.  That  is,  if  from  the  value  of  the  longeft 
life  of  all  three,  the  value  of  the  longeft  life  of  the 
two  poffefibrs  be  taken,  the  remainder  is  the  value 
of  the  reverfion  of  one  life  after  two. 

2.     Or  thus. 

The  life  of  F— /  AF— j.  BF+j.  ABF -value. 
That  is,  to  the  life  of  the  expectant,  add  the  three 

joint  lives  •,  from  which  fubtracl  the  fum  of  the 
joint  lives  of  the  expectant  and  each  of  the  pofief- 
ibrs ;  the  remainder  is  the  value  of  the  reverfion. 

For  let  Z—l  AB,  then  /.  ABF  =  /.  ZF  =5  Z 

+  F  —j.  ZF  =  Z  +F  — j.  AF—  j.  BF-f-y.  ABF 
(bv  Cor.  4.  Prop.  IX;  >  and  therefore  I.  ABF  —  /. 
AB=F— >.  AF—  j.  BF  +j.  ABF. 

E    X    A    M    P» 
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E  X  A  M  P. 

Let  the  ages  of  the  pofifeflbrs  be  45  and  6S,  and 
the  expectant  56 ;  intereft  4  per  cent.  Then  by 
Prop,  XIX,  and  XX. 

/.  ABF  =:     15.24 
— ./.  AB     zz     13.74 

palue  —  reverfion 1.50 

Or  thus. 
F  3 

./.ABF  = 

10.47 

5.16 15.61 

j.  AF      == 
j.  BF      =s 

8.27 

5.90 

reverfion 

14.17 
1.44 

S    C    H    O    L. 

If  it  was  required  to  find  the  prefent  value  of 
an  annuity  for  a  life  after  two  joint  lives.  By  Cor. 

3,  Prop.  XI.  we  (hall  have  this  rule,  F  —  j.  ABF 
3=  revers.  F  after  j.  AB.  That  is,  from  the  value 

of  the  expectant's  life,  fubtradt  the  value  of  the 
three  joint  lives  -,  the  remainder  is  the  reverfion. 

PROP.     XXV.     Prob. 

To  find  the  value  of  the  reverfion  of  an  annuity  of 
1/.  for  the  longeft  liver  of  two  perfons,  after  the  life  of 
one  perfon  •,  all  their  ages  being  given. 

Let  the  pofTeflbr  be  A,  and  expectants  F,  G. 
Then  (by  Cor.  2,  Prop.  X.)  value  of  /,  AFG  — 

H  2  life 
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life  of  A  =  reverfion  of  /.  FG  after  the  life  of  A. 
That  is,  from  the  value  of  the  longeft  of  the  three 

lives,  fubtract  the  poflefTor's  life  -,  the  remainder  is the  value  of  the  reverfion. 

E  x  A  M  p. 

Let  the  pofTeiTor's  age  be  $6^  and  the  ages  of  the 
expectants  45  and  68.     Intereft  4  per  cent.     Then 
(by  Prop.  XX.)  /.  ABF1Z15.24,  and  (by  Tab.  III.) 
life  of  A  zz  10.47, 

/.  ABF  =     15.24 
life  of  A        ~     10.47 

reverfion  4-77 

S  c  h  o  L. 

If  it  was  required  to  find  the  prefent  value  of  an 
annuity,  for  two  joint  lives  after  the  life  of  one 
perfon.  Then  (by  Cor.  1.  Prop.  XI.)  j.  FG — j. 
AFG  zz  value  of  the  reverfion  of  j.  FG  after  A. 
That  is,  from  the  value  of  the  joint  lives  of  the 
two  expectants,  fubtract  the  value  of  the  three 
joint  lives,  the  remainder  will  be  the  reverfion. 

PROP.     XXVI.     Prob. 

To  fnd  how  much  the  value  of  an  annuity  ought 
to  be  increafed  j  when  the  payments  are  half-yearly 
or  quarterly. 

1  Way. 

Suppofe  the  year  divided  into  m  parts,  and  d  zz 
intereft  of  1/.  for  the  mth  part  of  the  year,  and  r  zz 
intereft  of  1/.  for  a  year,  /  —  number  of  years  the 
annuity  continues.     Then, 
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*"*"r      f  zz  value,  for  the  yearly  rents. 

And  lit — . —  zz  value,  for  the  -*th  yearly  rents, ma  m 

zt 

Cor.         2  zz  value  for  half  yearly  payments. r 

^^  *    zz  *;#&£  /tfr  quarterly  payments. r 

All  this  follows  from  Prob.  33,  Algebra,  aug- 
menting the   time  and  diminiftiing  the  intereft  and 

the  rents,  in  the  fuppofed  ratio. 

2.     Otherwife. 

Let  V  zz  value  of  the  yearly  payments,  then 

m  V  zz  the  value  of  the  half  yearly,  or r 

quarterly   payments,  according   as  —   denotes  i 

year  or  -J  the  year. 
For  r   is  the  fimple  intereft   for   a  year,  and 

i  +  —    — 1  is  the  compound  intereft  for  all  the  mth 

parts  of  it,  through  the  year. 

PROP.     XXVII.     Prob. 

If  A  enjoys  an  annuity  of  \l.for  bis  life*  and  at  his 
death  has  the  nomination  of  a  fuccejfor  B,  who  is  to 
enjoy  the  annuity  for  his  lifet  both  their  ages  being 
given  y  to  find  the  value  of  the  fucceffive  lives. 

1  Way. 

Let  M  be  the  value  of  A's  life,  and  N  the  value 
of  B's,  both  taken  out  of  Tab.  III.  let  V  be  the 

H  3  prefenf 
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prefent  value  of  N,  for  A's  life,  then  the  prefent value  of  the  fuccefiive  lives  iszM  +  V.  That 
is,  find  M  in  Table  II,  againft  which  you  have  the 

,  years  find  this  year  in  Table  I,  againft  which  is  a 
number  (a),  by  which  multiply  N  %  then  M+^N 
•z:  value  of  the  fucceflive  lives. 

2.     Or  thus. 

Let  M,  N,  be  the  values  of  the  two  lives,  as 
found  in  Table  III.     Alfo  fuppofe  the  fame  values 

M,  N,  to  be  the  values  of  an  annuity  certain  for 
fome  numbers  of  years  as  m,  »,  (as  in  Table  II.) 

i 

Then  (Algebra,  Prob.  34,  B.  II.)    zzM,and 

1   zz  rM,  and  -—  zz  1— rM  ;  by  the  fame 

reafoning  —  =1  — rM.    Whence  •■  zz  1 

—  rM  —  rN  +  rrMN.     Now  let  S  zz  value  of  an 
annuity   certain  to   continue  m  +  n  years ;    then 

—? —  zz  1  —  rS  zz  1  —  rM  —  rN  +  rrMN  ;  and 

reduced  S  zz  M  +  N —  rMN,  which  is  the  thing 
required. 

Exam. 
Let  the  ages  be  40  and  60,  then  M  zz  12.09, 

N  zz  8-83,  at  5  per  cent.  Then  12.09  found  in 
Table  II,  gives  19  for  the  years ;  and  19  found  in 
Table  I,  gives  .3957,  and  .3957  X  8.83  zz  3.49^ 
then  12.09  +  3-49  —•  15-5^^  the  va*ue  required. 

Or  thus. 
Here   MN  zz  106.7,  and   rMN  zz  5.34.      And 

M  +  N  zz  20,92,    and    2092  —  5.34  zz  15.58, 
as  required. 

PROP, 
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PROP.    XXVIII.    Prob. 

If  A  enjoys  an  annuity  for  his  life,  and  at  his  death 

has  the  nomination  of  a  fucceffor  B  -,  who  alfo,  at  his 
death,  has  the  nomination  of  a  fucceffor  C,  who  is  to 
enjoy  the  annuity  for  his  life.  To  find  the  value  of  the 
three  fucceffive  lives. 

1  Way. 

Let  M,  N,  Q,  be  the  values  of  the  three  lives 
by  Table  III.  Find  N  in  Table  II,  againft  which 
you  have  the  year.  Find  the  year  in  Table  I,  a- 
gainft  which  is  a  number  a,  by  which  multiply  Q- 
then  N-MQ  is  the  value  of  thefe  two,  at  the  time 
of  A's  death. 

In  like  manner  find  M  in  Table  II,  againft  which 
is  the  year  ;  find  the  year  in  Table  I,  againft  which 
is  a  number  b  \  by  this  multiply  N  +  aQ  ;  then 
M+£N+*£Q=  value  of  the  three  fucceffive  lives. 

2.     Or  thus. 

Suppofe  M,  N,  Q,  to  be  the  values  of  an  an- 
nuity certain,  each  for  fome  number  of  years,  as 

tn,  n,  q.  And  S  the  value  of  an  annuity  certain 
for  m+n+ q  years ;  then  S  will  be  the  value  re- 

quired.    Proceeding  as  in  the  laft  we  mall  have 

i;  =  i_rM,  -  =  i-rN,  and  ±  zzi-rQ. 

Whence  =— 7-5-  or  1  —  rS  =  1  —  rM  X  1  —  rN 

X  i-rQ-  i  —  rM  —  rN  —  rQ+rrMN+rrMQ 
+  rr  NQ —  r*MNQ.  Which  being  reduced  we 

have  SrM  +  N  +  Q-rx  MlT^MQ~+NQ +  rrMNQ, 

H  4  Exam. 
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Exam. 

Let  the  ages  be  30,  40,  and  60,  at  5  per  cent, 
then  M  zz  13.19,  N  s  12.09,  Q  =%-$3-  In  Tab. 
II,  12.09  gives  19  for  the  year,  and  in  Tab.  I,  19 

gives  .3957  —  a  -9  and  aQ  1=  3.49,  and  N  +  #Q 
SI5.5I. 

Again,  13.19  in  Table  II,  gives  22,  and  22  in 

Table  I,  gives  .3418  zz  br  then  M  +  b  X  "N  +  aQ zz  18.51,  the  value. 

Or  thus. 

M  +  N  +  Q     zz 
*  rr  MNQ     zz 

34-H 
3>52 37-63 i-rxMN  +  MQ  +  NQ  z= 

The  value  required 
18.50 

Here  follow  the  tables  of  the  prefent  value  of 
I  pound,  and  of  1  pound  annuity  certain,  for  any 
number  of  years  under  90 ;  and  a  Table  of  1 

pound  annuity  for  any  age.  This  laft  Table  is  con- 
ftru&ed  by  Prop.  XIV,  or  more  eafily  by  Cor.  2, 
by  help  of  the  nrft  and  fecond  Tables,  which  Ta- 

bles may  be  proved  true,  or  corre&ed  where  wrong, 
after  this  manner. 

Let^  zz  prefent  worth  of  1/.  for  any  time  /. 
P  zz  prefent  worth  of  an  annuity  of  1/. 
a  zz  amount  of  1/. 

A  zz  amount  of  1/.  annuity,  all  for  /  years. 
r  zz  rate  of  intereft  of  1/.  for  a  year.     All  at 

compound  intereft. 

R  =  1  4-  r9  the  amount  of  1/.   for  a  year. Then, 
1.  ap 
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i.  ap  =z  i. 
2.  rA  zza—> i. 

i 

3.  —  =  perpetuity. 

4.  A  +  a  35  amount  of  1/.  annuity  for  /+  1  years, 

3  a  r  r  rBJ 
6.  Sum  of  n  terms  in  Table  I,  zz  the  nth  term  in 

Table  II,  by  the  nature  of  annuities. 

7.  The  fum  of  n  —  1  terms  in    Table  II~»X 
num.  in  Table  III,  vvhofe  age  is  88  — n.     Sec 
Prop.  XIV. 

Thefe  equations  (hew  the  relation  of  the  numbers 
in  the  rwo  firft  Tables,  and  how  one  may  be  con- 
ftru&ed  from  the  other. 

It  appears  by  the  Table  Prop.  I,  that  the  num- 
bers are  irregular  as  far  as  8  years  of  age.  And 

therefore  the  numbers  in  Table  III,  under  8  are 
fupplied  by  another  rule,  which  is  this.  In  the 
Table  Prop.  I,  let  <z,  £,  r,  &c.  to/,  be  the  num- 

bers (or  perfons  living)  againft  the  ages  A,  A  +  i, 
A+2,  &c.  to  A+>  And  let  V  zz  prefent  worth 
of  an  annuity  for  the  age  A +7.     Then  the  prefent 

worth  of  an  annuity  for  the  age  A  ism  —  X  into — a  R 

+  _1    +i&c,to/x  into  1  +  V.     Or  to  find 
Rs        R'  IP 

them  number  by  number,  take  only  one  term,  then 

—  X  1  +  V  zz  prefent  worth. 

Table 
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Table  I.  The  prefent  value  of  i  found,  due  any 
number  of  years  hence.  At  3  per  cent,  compound 
znterefi. 

years. 
value. 

yeavs. 

value. 

years. 

value. 

I .97087 

31 

-39999 61 

.16479 

2 .94259 

32 

.38S34 

62 
.15999 

3 .91514 

36 

.37702 

6.? 

-l5533 

4 .88848 

34 

.36604 

64 

.15080 

5 .86261 
35 

.555538 

65 

.14641 

6 .83748 

36 

•34503 
66 

.14215 

7 
.81309 37 

•33498 

67 

.13801 

8 .78941 

38 

.32522 

68 

•I3399 

9 .76642 
39 

•3*575 

69 

.13008 10 
.74409 

40 

4i 

.306^6 

70 

.12630 

11 .72242 

.29763 

7» 

.12262 

12 .70138 

42 

.28896 

72 

.11905 '3 
.68095 

43 .28054 

73 
.11558 

H .661  12 44 

.27237 

74 

.IT22I 
»5 

i6~ 

.64186 
45 

.26444 

75 

.IO894 

.0231/ 

46 

.25674 

76 

•t°577 
17 

.60502 

47 

.24926 77 

.10269 

iS 
•5S739 

48 

.24200 

7& 

.09970 
*9 

.57028 

49 
•23495 

79 

.0969 

20 •55367 

50 

5( 

.22811 80 

81 

.09398 

21 -63755 .Z2 146 
.09124 

22 
.52189 

52 

.21501 
82 

.08858 23 

.50669 
53 

.20875 

83 

.08600 24 

•49<93 

54 

.20267 

84 

.08350 25 

.477^° 55 

.I9677 

85 

8* 

.08106 

26 .46369 

56 

.I9IO3 .07870 
27 

.45019 57 

.I8547 

87 

.07641 

28 
.43708 

58 

.18OO7 
88 .07418 

29 

.42434 59 
.17482 

89 

.07203 

20 .41190 
60  1 

.16Q73  1 

90 

.06993 

Table 
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Table  I.  The  prefent  value  of  i  pounds  at  $\  per 
cent,  compound  intereft. 

age,  |   value. age,  j   value. age. 
value. 

I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

.96618 
-93351 
.90194 
.87144 
.84197 

31 

32 

33 

34 35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

-to. 

4i 
42 

43 

44 45 

.34423 

.33259 

•32I34 
•3*°47 

.29998 

61 

62 

63 

64 65 

66 
P 
68 

69 

70 

7' 72 

73 

74 75 

76 

77 

78 

79 
80 

81 
82 

83 

84 *5 

«6 

87 

88 

89 

90 

.12264 

.II849 
.II449 

.11061 .10687 

6 
7 
8 
9 

lO 

n 
12 *3 

14 
15 

16 *7 

18 

20 

21 

22 23 
24 
26 

.81350 
•78599 

75941 •73373 

.70892 

.28983 

.28003 

.27056 

.26141 .25257 

.IO326 
-°9977 
.09639 

-093i3 
.08998 .08694 

.08400 

.081  \6 

.07842 

.07576 

.68494 

.66178 

.63940 

.61778 

.59689 

.24403 

.23578 

.22780 

.22010 

.2126^ 

-5767° 
-557?° 
'53*36 
.52015 

.50256 
46 

47 

48 

49 

50 
5* 

52 

53 

$4 55 

.20547 

.19852 

.19180 .18532 

.17905 

.07320 

.07073 
.06833 

.06602 
.06379 

•48557 

.46915 

.45328 

.43796 
■4*315 

.17300 .16715 

.16149 

.15603 

.15076 

,o6i6j -05955 
-°5754 
•05559 

•05371 

26 
27 

28 29 

30 

.40084 

•39501 
•3*l65 
-3^75 

.35628 

56 

57 

*s 

59 

60 

.  <456e> .14073 
•13,597 

.13138 .12693 

.05189 

.05014 .04844 

.04681 

.04.522 

Taclk 
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Table  I.  "The  prefent  value  of  i  pound,  at  4  per 
cent,  compound  inter  eft. 

years. 
value.     1  j fears. 

31 

value.       ) fears.  | value. 

I .96154 .29646 
6l 

.09140 
2 •92455 

52 

.28506 
62 

.08789 

3 
.88899 

33 
.274OQ 

63 

.08451 

4 .85480 

34 

^355 64 
.08126 

5 
.82193 

35 

36 

.2534i 

65 

.07813 

6 
.79031 

.24367 66 
.07513 

7 •7599* 
37 

.2343° 

67 

.07224 

8 .73009 

38 

.22528 
68 

.06946 

9 
.70259 

39 
.21662 

69 

.06679 

10 
11 

•67556 

40 

.20829 

7o 

71 

.06422 

.64958 

41 

.20028 

.06175 

12 .62460 

42 

•I9257 

72 

•05937 
13 

.60057 
43 .18517 

73 
.05709 14 

•57747 44 .17804 

74 

.05489 15 

16 

.55526 
45 

46 

.17120 

75 

76 

.05278 

•53391 .16461 

.O5O75 
17 

•5^337 
47 

.15828 
77 

.04880 
18 •49363 

48 

.15219 

7* 

.04692 
'9 

.47464 

49 .14634 79 

.04512 
20 .45638 

50 

.14071 
80 

.04338 

21 .43883 

51 

.i353o 81 .04171 
22 .42195 

52 

.13010 
82 

.0401 1 

23 

.40572 
53 

.12509 

83 

•03857 

24 

,39012 
54 

.12028 

84 

•03708 
25 

•z6 •37512 
55 

56 

.1 1505 

^5 

•03566 
.36069 .11121 

86 

.03429 27 

.34682 

57 
.10693 

87 

.03297 

28 
.33348 

58 

.10282 
88 

0317O 

29 

.32065 59 .09886 

89 

.03048 

30 

.30832 

60 

.09506 

90 

.02931 

Table 
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Table  I.     The  prefent  value  of  1  pound,  at  4 
per  cent,  compound  inter  eft. 

years. 
value. 

years. 

31 

value.      1 

years. ' 

6j 
value. 

I .95694 
.25550 

•068  2>2 2 •9*573 

S2 

.24450 
62 

.06528 

3 .87630 33 

•23397 

63 

.06247 

4 .83856 
34 

.22389 

64 

.O5978 

5 
.80245 

35 

36 

.21425 

65 

66 

.O572O 

6 .76789 
.20503 

.O5474 

7 •73483 37 .I962O 

67 

.05238 

8 
.70318 

3» 

.18775 68 .C5OI3 

9 .67290 

39 
.17966 

69 

•54797 

10 

1 1 

.64393 

40 

41 

•I7I93 

70 

7' 

.O459O 

.61620 
.16452 

•04393 

12 
.58966 

42 

•15744 

72 

.O42O4 
13 

.56427 
43 

.15066 
73 

.0402  2 
H •53997 44 

.14417 

74 

.O3849 

15 

16 
.51672 

45 

46 

.13796 75 

76 

.O3683 

.4944; .13202 

•03525 
17 

•473I7 

47 .12634 

77 

.°3373 

18 
.45280 

48 

.12090 

78 

.03228 
19 

•43330 

49 .11569 

79 

.o^oSg 

20 

21 

.41464 

•39^79 

50 

51 

.11071 

80 
81 

.02956 
.10594 

.02829 

22 -3797° 

52 

.10138 82 

.02707 

23 
•36335 53 

.09701 

83 

.02590 

24 
-34770 54 .09284 

84 

•02470 

25 
•33273 So 

56 

.08884 

85 

86 

.02372 

26 
.31840 .08501 

.02270 
27 

.30469 57 
-°Xi35 

87 

.02172 

28 .29157 

5« 

•°7785 88 .02078 29 

.27901 59 
.07450 

89 

.01989 

30 
.26700 60 

.07129 

90 

I    .01903 

Table 
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Table  I.     The  prefent  worth  of  i  pound,  at  § 
per  cent,  compound  intereft. 

years. 
1 

value. 

.95238 
years. 

31 

value. 

years. 

61 

62 

value. 

.22036 .05098 

2 .90703 

32 

.20986 

.O4856 

3 .86384 

33 

.19987 

03 

64 

.04624 

4 .82270 
34 

.19035 .04404 

5 

6 

•7*352 
35 

36 

.18129 

65 

66 

.04*94 

.74621 .17266 

•03995 

7 
.71068 

37 
.16443 

67 

.03805 

8 .67684 

3« 

.15660 

68 

.03623 

9 .64461 39 
.14915 

69 

•0345  * 

10 

ii 

.61391 

40 

41 

.14204 

/o 

71 

.03286 

.58468 .13*28 
.03130 

12 .55684 

42 

.12884 

72 

.02981 
*3 

•53032 
43 .12270 

73 

.0**39 
14 

.50507 44 .11686 

74 

.02704 15 

16 

.48102 
45 

46 

.III30 

75 

76 

•02575 

.02452 

.45811 
.10600 

'7 

•4363° 47 

.10095 

77 

.02336 

18 .41552 

48 

.09614 

78 

•.02224 *9 

•39573 49 
.09156 

79 

.021 18 
20 

2r 

.37689 

50 

.08720 80 

81 

.02018 

•35^94 

5* 

.08305 
.01921 

22 •34i85 

5^ 

.C7909 82 .01830 
23 

•32557 53 

•07533 

83 

•01743 

24 

.31007 54 

.07174 

84 

.01660 
25 

26 

.29530 
55 

56 

.06832 

85 

86 

.01581 

.28124 .06507 
.01505 

27 
.96785 S7 

.06197 

87 

.01434 

28 .25509 

5« 

.05902 

88 
.01366 

29 

.24294 59 
.05621 

89 

.01300 

3° 

•23138 bo 

•05353 

90 

1    .01239 

Table 
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Table  II.     The  prefent  value  of  an  annuity  of  i 
pound  per  annum^  at  3  per  cent^  compound  inter  eft. 

years. 

1 

value. 

years. 

31 

]   value. years. 

6l 

value. 

27.84035 

O.97087 

20.OC043 

2 i-9I347 

32 

20.38876 

02 28.00034 

3 2.82861 33 
20.76579 

63 

28.15567 

4 
371710 

34 
21.13184 

64 

28.30648 

5 

6 

4-5797* 

5.41719 

35 

36 

21.48722 

65 

66 

28  45289 

21.83225 
28.59504 

7 6.23028 
37 

22.16723 

07 

28-73305 

8 7.01969 

38 

22.49246 

68 
28.86704 

9 
7.78611 

39 22.80821 

09 

28.09713 

10 

Sf 

8.53020 

40 

4' 

23-lH77 

70 

7* 

29.12342 

9.25262 23.41240 
29.24604 

12 
9.95400 

42 

23.70136 

72 

29.36509 13 
10.63495 

43 
23.98190 73 

29.48067 «4 11.29607 44 
24.25427 

74 
29.59288 

15 

16 

JI-93793 45 

~4<T 

24.51871 

75 

76 

29.70183 

12.56110 
24-77545 

29.80760 17 
13.16612 47 25.02471 

77 
29.91029 

18 I3-5735I 

48 

25.26671 

7" 

30.00999 
19 

14.32380 49 25.50166 79 30.10679 

20 

21 

14.87747 

50 

5* 

25.72976 

25.95123 

80 

81 
30.20076 

15.41502 
30.29200 22 15.93692 

52 

26.16624 82 30.38059 *3 
16.44361 

53 

26.37499 

83 

30.46659 24 
16  93554 

54 
26.57766 

84 

30.55009 25 

26 

x7-4i3i5 
55 

56 

26-77443 

85 

86 

30.63115 

30.70986 
17.87684 26.96546 27 
18.32703 

57 

27.15093 
87 

30.78627 
28 18.7641 1 

^8 

27.33100 

88 
30.86045 29 

19.18845 
59 

27.50583 

89 

30.93248 

1  3° 
19.60044 

60 
27.67s  5b 

90 

30.00241 

Table 
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Table  II.     The  prefent  value  of  an  annuity  of  i 
pound  per  annum^  at  3  ~  Per  cen^  compound  inter  eft. 

years 

I 

value. 

years 

31 

value. 

years. 
61 

value. 

O.966.8 
18.73627 25.06738 

2 1.89969 

32 

19.06886 

62 
25.18587 

3 2  8C164 33 
19.39021 

1  63 

95.30036 

4 
3.67308 

34 
19.70068 

64 

25.41098 

5 

6 

4.51505 35 

|  36 

20.00066 

65 

66 

25.51785 

5-3285S 
20.29049 

25.62112 
7 

6.  i  j  454 
37 20.57052 

6, 

15  72089 
8 

6.87395 

!  38 

20.84109 
68 25.81727 

9 7.60769 i  39 
21.10250 

69 

25.91041 
10 

11 

8.31660 

|  40 

i 
!  41 

21.35507 

70 

71 

26.00040 

9.00155 21.59910 

26.08734 

12 9.66333 

i  42 

21.83488 

72 

26.17134 13 

10.30274 

i  43 

22.06269  ; 73 26.25251 14 

10.9.052 44 
22.28279 

74 

26.33092 15 

16 

11.51741 
45 

46 

22.49545 

75 
z6. 40669 

12.09412 22.70092 

76 

26.47989 *7 

1 2.65  j  32 47 

22.89944 77 
26.55062 

18 
13.189^8 

48 

23.09124  j 

7« 

26.61896 *9 

13.70984 
49 

23.27656 79 
26.68498 

20 

21 

14.21240 

50 

5i 

23.45562 
80 
81 

26.74878 

14.69797 
23.62861 

26.81041 

22 
j  5.167 12 

52 

23.79576 82 
26.86996 23 

15.62041 53 
23.95726 

«3 

26.92770 24 
16.05837 54 24.11329 

84 

26.98309 25 

26 

16.48151 
55 

56 

24.25405 

«5 

27.03681 
16.89035 24.40971 

86 
27.08870 

27 

17.28536 
51 

24.55045 

«7 

27.13884 

28 17.66702 

58 

24.6864 1 

88 
27.18729 29 

18.03577 

59 
24.81780 

89 

27.23399 

30 

18.39204 60 
24.04473 

go 

27  27032  J 

Table 
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Table  II.  The  prefent  value  of  an  annuity  of  1 
found  per  annum,  at  4  per  cent,  compound  inter  eft  % 

years 

I 

value. 

yean 

3r 

value. 

Jyear 

61 s.l  value. 

O.96154 17.58849 22.7148c ) 
2 I.88609 

3* 

I7>87355 
62 22.8027$ 

3 2.77509 
33 

18.14764 

63 

22.88729 

4 3.62989 
34 

18.41120 H 
22.96855 

5 4.45182 35 
18.66461 

\    b5 

23.04668, 

6 5.24214 

36 

18.90828  |  66 23.12181 
7 6.OO205 37 19.14258 

t>7 

23.19405 

8 6.73274 

3« 

19.36786 

1  68 

23.26351 

9 7-43533 39 19.S8448 

I  69 
23-33°3<> 

10 

ii 

8.11089 

40 
U 

10.79277 

19.95305 

1  <° 

!7< 

23-3945* 

8.76348 
23.45626 

12 9.38507 

42 

20.18563 

72 

23.51564 *3 
9.98565 

43 20.37079 
73 

2357273 

H IO.56312 44 20.54884 

74 
23  62762 15 

16 

II.  11839 

U.65229 

45 

46' 

20.72004 75 

76 

23.68041 

20.88465 
23.73116 

'7 
12.16567 47 

21.04293 77 2377996 
18 12.65930 

48 

21.19513 

?8 

23,82689 
'9 

I3-I3394 
49 21.34147 79 

23.87201 
,  20 '3.59032  50  | 

21.48218 
80 

23-9*539 

,r 14.02916 

5* 

21.61748 8i 23-957" 
22 14.451 1 1 

52 

21.74758 

82 

23.99722 23 14.85684  1 53 
21.87267 

«3 

24-03579 

24 
15.24696  J 54 

21.99296 

84 

24.07287 
25 

26 

15.62208  1 55 

56 

22.10861 

85 

86 

24  10853 

24.14282 15.98277  1 22.21982 
27 16.32958 57 22.32675 

87 

24.17579 

28 16  66306  ; 58  22.42957 
88 24.20;  49 

29 
16.98371  j 59  22.52843 

89 

24.2379- 
30 

17.29203 60  !  22  62349 1|  90 24.26728 

Tablb 
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Table  II.     The  prefent  value  of  an  annuity  of  i 
pound  per  annum^  at  4  ̂  per  cent,  compound  inter  eft. 

value. 

6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 
14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
24 
25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3° 

o.95*94 

1.87-267 
2.74896 

3  58752 
4.38998 

5.15787 

5.89270 
6.59588 
7.26879 

7.9,272 

years. 

I    3I 
I    32 
33 34 

35 

value. 

8.52892 

9.11858 
9.68285 
IO.22282 
J  0.7  3954 

1 1.2340 1 
11.70719 
12.15999 

12.59329 
13.00)93 

13  40472 
13.78442 I4-f4777 

I449548 

14.82821 

15.14661 
15-45 » 30 
15.74287 
46.02189 
16.28889 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 52 

53 
54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 60 

16.5.439 

16.78889 

17.0228b 17.24676 

17.46101 

17.66604 
17.86224 18.04999 

18.22965 

18.40158 

years, 
61 
62 

63 

64 
65 
value. 

18.56611 
I8-72355 

18.87421 
19.01838  ; i9-I5635 

19.28837 

19.41471 

19.53561 
19.65130 

19.76201 
19.86705 
19.96933 
20.06634 

20.15918 

20.24802 
20.33303 
20  41439 

20.49223 20.56673 

20.03802 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 
74 75 

76 

77 

7« 

79 
80 

81 
82 

83 

84 
85 

20.70625 
20.77152 
20.83399 

20.89377 

20.95098 

86 

87 

88 

89 

QO 

21.00572 

2I.O58II 2I.I0824 

2f.I562I 
21.20211 

21.24604 

72  2I.288o8 

73  21.32830 

21.36679 

21.40363 

21.43888 
M.4726J 21.50490 
21.53578 
21.56534 

21.59303 

21.62070 

21.64600 
21.67139 

21.6951 1 

21.71781 
2'. 73953 

21.76031 
21.78020 
21.7999.4 

Table 
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Table  II.     The  prefent  worth  of  an  annuity  of  i 
pound  per  annum,  at  5  per  cent,  compound  intereft. 

years. 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

!  1 
12 13 
*4 
15 

16 17 

18 19 

20 

21 

22 23 

24 
25 

26 27 

28 29 

30 

value. 
years. 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36
 

p 
39 

40 !  41 !  42 

|43 

!  44 

45 

\  ̂  

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 
55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

value. 

years. 6i 
62 

63 64 65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7° 

71 72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

/8 

79 

80 

81 
82 

83 84 
85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

9d 

value. 

O.95238 
I.85941 
2.72325 
3-54595 

4.32948 

15.59281 
15.80268 16.OO255 

16.19290 
16.37419 

18098027 

19.02883 

19.07508 

19.11912 19.16107 

5.07569 
5.78637 

0.46321 

7.10782 
7.-2173 

8.30641 
8.86325 

9-39357 

9  89864 
10.37966 

16.54685 
16.71129 
16.86789 

17.OI704 

17.159^8 

19  20102 '9.23906 19.27530 

19.30981 

19.34268 
I7-?9437 

17.42321 17.54591 

17.66277 
17.77407 

J9-37398 19.40379 

19.43218 
i94;922 
19.48497 

19.50949 

19.53285 

19.55510 
19.57628 19.59646 

10.83777 

1 1.27406 1 1  68959 

12.08532 
12.46221 

17.88007 

17.08101 

18.07-16 18.16872 
18.25592 

12.82115 

13. 16300 
13.48857 
13.79864 
14.09394 

18.33898 
18.41807 
18.49340 
18.56514 
*  8.63347 

19.61568 19  63398 

19.65141 

19.66801 
19.68381 

14.37518 
14-64303 
14.89813 
15.14107 
J5-37245 

18.69854 

18.76052 18.8195* 18.87575 

18.92929 

19.69887 

19.71321 19.72687 

19.73987 

19.75226 

1    2 Tabls 



II ANNUITIES. 

Table  III.  The  prcfent  value  of  annuities  upon  a 
life  of  any  age  \  at  3  per  cent. 

age.  i 

value.  ,| 

age. 

value.  || a^e.  1 value. 

O  ! 14-53  i i 
I 

1663  | 

?I 

16.97 

6l I0.02 
2 

18.63 

32 

16.79 

62 

9.72 

3  1 19.O4 33 l6.6l  1 

63 

9.42 

4 
20.07 

34 

l6-43  j 

64 

9.II 

5  1 
0  1 

20  29 

20.40 35 

36 

16.25 

65 

66 8.80 
16.06 

8.47 

7 20.42 37 
1586 

67 

8.I4 

8 20.38 

38 

15.66 
68 

7.80 

9 2C.26 39 
15.46 

69 

7-45 

10 

11 

20.12 

40 

41 

15.26 

70 

7i 

7.10 

20.00 
15-05 

6.75 

12 19.8? 

42 

1484 

72 

639 

13 

19-74 
43 

14.62 
73 

6.02 

14 

19.60 44 14.40 

74 

5-64 
1.5 

16 

19.45 45 
1  46 14.18 

75 

76 

5^5 

19-31 

13-95 
4.85 

17 

19.17 

47 

13.72 77 
4-44 

18 19.03 

48 

13-49 

78 

4-03 

*9 

18.89 
49 

*3-25 
79 

3.62 

20 

2 1 

1 8.',  6 

50 

5* 

13.01 
80 
81 

3  2I 

18.01 
12.76 

2.79 

22 18.46 

52 

12.50 82 2.36 
23 

18.31 53 
12  24 

83 

1.91 24 

18.15 

54 
11,98 

84 

1.46 

25 

26 

18.00 55 

'56 

11.72 

85 

86 

1. 00 

17.84 

11.44 

0.50 

27 

17.67 57 
1 1   16 

87 

0.00 

28 l7-5° 

58 

.  [088 

29 

17.32 
59 

10.60 

30 

1  I7-15 
60 10 .32 1 

Tab*.e 
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Table  III.     The  prefent  value  of  annuities  upon 
a  life  of  any  age  \  at  %\  per  cent. 

age. 
value. 

age. 

3- 

S2 

33 

34 
35 

36
 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4i 

42 

43 

44 45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

5l 
52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

value. 

age. 61 

62 

63 

64 

% 

67 

68 

69 

70 

7« 

72 

73 

74 
75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

value. 

O 

I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

13.28 

15.21 

17.02 *7-95 
18.35 

18.56 

15  84 

I5.69 l5-53 
«5-37 

15.20 

9.64 

9  36 

9.07 S.yS 

8.49 

6 

7 
8 

9 
IO 

18.67 

18.70 
18.68 

18.58 

jl8.48 

J5°3 

14.86 14.69 

14.52 
H-34 

6.J8 

7.86 

7-54 

7.22 

6.90 

1 1 

12 13 
1-4 
i5 

18.37 

18.26 18.15 

18.04 

?7-93 

14.16 
*3-97 

13.78 *3-59 

13.40 

6.57 
6.23 

5-*7 

5-*4 
16 17 

18 
J9 

20 

17.82 

17.70 

17.58 

17.46 
'7-34 

13.20 

12.99 

12.78 
12.57 

12.  ?5 

4,76 

437 

3*97 

3-57 

3  16 

21 
22 23 

24 
25 

26 
27 

28 29 

3° 

17.22 

17.10 
16.98 
16.85 "16.73 

12.13 

11.90 .1.67 
n.44 

U.20 

2.74 

2.31 

1.87 

1.42 

098 

049 

o.co 

1658 16.43 

.  16.28 
16.13 

15.98 

10.96  1 
10.7*  1 
10.45 

10.18 

9.91 

I  3 

Table 
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Table  III.  The  prefent  value  of  annuities,  upon 
a  life  of  any  age ;  at  4  per  cent. 

age. 

value.    || acre. value.      1 

age.  | 
val  ue. 

O 
12.23 

I 13.98 

31 

14.81 
6l 9.27 2 

15.66 

52 

14.68 

62 
9.01 

3 16.51 
33 

*4-55 

63 8.74 

4 16.90 

34 

14.41 

64 

8.47 

5 
17.O9 

35 

36 

14.27 

H 
8.20 

6 
17.20 

14.13 66 

7.92 

7 17.24 
37 13.98 

67 

7-&3 
8 17.23 

3* 

I3-83 

68 

7-33 

9 17.14 39 
13.68 

69 

7,02 

10 
11 17.06 

40 

13.52 

70 

7i 

6.  - 

16.97 

41 

13-36 
12 16.88 

42 

i|M9 

?2 

6a '3 
16.79 

43 

13.02 73 
5-7 

14 

16.70 
44 

12.85 

74 

j 

15 

16.60 

45 

46 

12.68 
5-°3 

16 
16.50 

12.50 

76 

4.67 

17 

16.40 
47 

12.32 

'7 

4«39 

18 16.30 

48 

12  13 

78 

3-9 l 

19 

16.20 

49 
11.94 

79 

3-52 

20 16.10 

50 

ii-75 

bo 

3i2 

21 
15-99 

51 

ii-55 

Si 2.71 
22 

15.88 

52 

n>34 

82 
2.28 

23 

*5-77 53 

11. 13 

«3 

1.85 

24 

15.66 

54 

10  92 

84 

1.40 

25 

15-55 
55 

56 

10.70 

85 

86 

0.95 

26 
15-43 

10.47 

0.48 
27 

^5-3^ 

57 
10.24 

«7 

0.00 
28 

15,19 

5* 

10.01 

29 

15.07 
59 

9-77 

30 

14.94 

bo  | 
9-53  1 

Table 
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Table  III.     The  prefent  value  of  annuities,  upon 
a  life  of  any  age  ;  at  4i  per  cent. 

age. 
O 

I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

value. 

age. 

31 
32 

36 

34 35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

value. 

age. 

value. 

II.31 

12.92 

15.26 *5-63 

15.82 

13-79 

*367 l3-55 
l3>43 

l3>31 

13.18 i3-°5 
12.91 12.77 

61 
6z 

63 

64 

§5 

$93 
8.69 
8.45 

8.20 •  7#4 

6 

7 
8 
9 

IO 

15.92 *597 

15.96 
15.89 

15.82 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

7.07 

7.40 

7.12 

6.83 
6.53 

1 1 
12 '3 
'4 
J5 

16 
'7 

18 
*9 

20 

2  I 
22 23 
24 
25 

l5-7S 

15.68 
15.60 

!5<44 

4i 

42 

43 

44 45 

12.63 12.49 

12.34 

12.19  i 
12.03 

71 72 

73 

74 
75 

6.23 

5.92 

5,60 

5-27 
4-93 

*5-36 
15.28 

15.10 

15. OF 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

5' 

52 

53 

54 
55 

11.87  i 

IT. 71  I 

11.54  1 
ll-37 
if. 19 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

1  4-58 

4.22 

3.85 3-47 

3-07 
14.92  j 
I4.83 
I4.74 
I4.64 
14.54 

1 1 .01 

10.82  : 10.64 
10,44 

10.24 

8i 
82 

83 

84 

85 

80 

87 

2.t>J 

2.26 

1.83 '•39 

O.Q4- •6 

27 

29 

I4.44 

H-34 
14.24 
1413 

14.02 

56 

57 

58 

59 60 

10.04  ■ 9*3 

9.61 

9-39 

9.16 

O.4S 

O.OO 

1 
I  4 

Table 
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Table  III.    The prefent  value  of  annuities^  upon 
a  life  of  any  age  ;  at  5  per  cent. 

age 
O 

I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

value. 

age. 

value. 

age. 

value. 

IO.52 

I2.0I 

13-44 

14.18 
14.52 

I4-70 
31 

32 

33 

34 
35 

36 

37 

38 

39 
JfL 

41 42 

43 

44 45 

13.09 
12.99 

12. 8q 

12.78 
12.67 

6l 
62 

% 

64 
65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 
72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 
80 

8.62 
8.40 

8.17 

7-93 

7.68 

6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

14.81 1485 

14.85 

14.80 14-73 

12.56 
12.45 
12.33 

12.21 I2.O9 

7*43 
7.17 
6.91 6.64 

6.36 

11 
12 

*3 

14 15 

16 

*7 

18 

J9 

20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

14.67 

14.61 
i4»55 

14.48 
14.41 

II.9O II.83 

II.70 
n-57 
n-43 

6.07 

5-77 

546 

5-*5 483 

1434 

14.27 

14.20 
M.13 
14.05 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5° 5i 

52 

53 

54 
55 

11.29 

11.14 
10.99 

10.84 

10.68 

4.49 

4,14 

3-7* 

3-4i 

3-°3 '3-97 

13.89 

13.81 
13-73 

13.64 

10.52 
i°-35 

10.18 
10  00 

9.82 

81 82 

83 

84 
85 

86 

87 

2.64 

2.24 

1.82 
1.36 

0.94 

26 27 

28 

29 

30 

l3>55 

13.46 13-37 

13.28 
1  l3-*9 

56 

57 
59 

|  60 

9-63 

9-44 
9.24 

904 

8.83 

0.47 

0.00 

ART. 
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ART.         III. 

The  Inflitution  of  Societies  -,  or  the  Calculation 
of  Annuities  to  be  paid  in  any  Society,  injlitnt- 
edfor  the  Benefit  of  old  People,  &c. 

TH  E  Calculation  of  Annuities  for  perfons  en- 
tering into  Societies,  depends  upon  the  Laws 

of  Chance,  and  alfo  upon  the  Rules  of  Annuities 
delivered  in  the  laft  Article.  But  fome  queftions  of 
this  fort  are  fo  intricate,  involve  fo  many  conditions, 
and  require  fo  many  calculations,  as  to  render  them 
extremely  difficult  and  laborious  to  perform.  In 
fuch  cafes  we  muft  be  content  to  make  ufe  of  fuch 

approximations  as  will  fhortenthe  work,  and  come 

near  the  truth.  Every  fociety  ought  to  be  eftablifh»' 
ed  upon  fuch  principles,  that  it  may  be  able  to 
continue  for  ever;  and  therefore  all  the  conditions 

muft  be  duly  adjufted  to  this  end.  And  although, 
by  the  variablenefs  and  chances  of  things,  the  fund 
may  fometimes  lofe  ;  it  will  at  other  times  gain  as 
much,  and  fo  will  never  fail.  Several  Problems  of 
this  fort  here  follow. 

Axiom     I. 

The  prefent  value  of  what  is  paid  to  the  fund, 
muft  be  at  leaft  equal  to  the  prefent  value  of  what 
is  received  by  the  annuitants. 

Axiom     II. 

It  is  the  fame  thing  whether  a  number  of  people 
all  enter  at  once,  or  fome  at  one  time  and  fome  at 
another. 

P   R   O   B. 
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P  R  O  B.      I. 

A  per/on  whofe  age  is  a9  puts  a  fum  of  money  s, 
into  the  hands  of  fome  fociety,  which  fum  is  to  lie  dead 
fory  years i  after  which  be  is  to  receive  an  annuity 

for  his  life.  'To  find  that  annuity,  reckoning  at  4 
per  cent. 

Let  x  2=  annuity,  m  the  complement  of  a9  and 
n  the  complement  of  a+y.  Then  fuppofe  (Ax.  2.) 
there  are  m  perfons,  one  will  die  every  year ;  and 

in^  years y  of  them  will  die,  and  receive  no  annui- 
ty. Now  the  money  paid  is  zz  ms,  and  let  the  va- 

lue of  a  life  whole  age  is  a  +  y  be  zz  v9  then  7tvzz 
money  received  by  the  remaining  n  people,  this  is, 
the  fum  of  all  the  annuities.  Find  p  the  prefent 
worth  of  nv  due  y  years  hence  j  then  (Ax.  1.)  pxzz 

ms 
tns9  and  x  zz  — ,  the  annuity  of  each  perfon, 

E    X    A    M. 

Suppofe   a  life   of   42  zz  a,  and  y  zz  10   years, 
s  zz  50/.  then  m  zz  46,  n  zz  36  -,  and  by  Table  III. 
a  life  of  a  +y  or  52  zz  11.34  zz  v,  and  nv  zz  36  x 
11.34  zz  408.38  ;  then   the  value  of  this  10  years 
fooner  is  (by  Table  I.)  408. 38 X. 6755  zziy^zzp, 

1  2300 and  ms  zz  46X50  zz  2300,  and  x  zz    —$-33* 

275.8 the  annuity. 

Therefore,  if  by  this  method  the  annuity  for 
every  age  be  computed,  a  table  will  be  had,  which 
will  ihew  the  annuity  for  any  age. 

Cor.  1.  If  y  zz  o,  and  s  zz  11.34;   then  tf  zz  J, 

for  the  annuity. 
Cor, 
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Cor.  2.  If  x  be  given,  and  the  fine  s  be  required, 

px 
then 

 
s  zz  — . 

m 

S  c  h  o  L. 

If  no  intereft  be  reckoned,  then  the  money  paid 
will  be  2300  as  before.     But  the  money  received 

will  be  1+2+3+4&C.  to  35  zz  35  =6305 2 

whence   630  x  zz  2300,    and  x  zz  -~ —   zz  3.65. 

Therefore  the  greatefl  part  of  the  annuity  arifes 
from  the  intereft. 

P  R  O  B.      II. 

A  per/on  vohofe  age  is  a,  pays  no  fine,  but  pays  b 
pounds  a  year  to  fome  fociety  for  y  years,  To  find  what 
annuity  he  mujl  have  afterwards  for  his  life,  at  4  per 
cent.  (London  Union  Society.) 

Let  x  zz  annuity,  m  zz  compl.  of  a,  n  zz  comp. 
of  a  +  v.  Then  fuppofe  m  perfons  to  enter,  y  of 
them  will  die  \ny  years. 

1.  Then  the  money  paid  by  the  dead  menjy,  is  to 
be  found  by  Cor.  2.  Prop.  XIV.  Annuities,  putting^ 
for  n.  Or  (which  is  the  lame  thing,)  leek  the  age 

83  — y  in  Table  III.  againft  which  is  v9  the  value 
of  that  life;  this  multiplied  by^,  that  is  vy  zz  mo- 

ney paid  by  thejy  dead  men,  at  1/.  annuity.  And  bvy 
zz  whole  that  is  paid  by  thefe  dead  men. 
Then  to  find  what  is  paid  by  the  remaining  n 

perfons  ;  here  each  of  thefe  perfons  pays  an  annui- 
ty certain  for^  years.  In  Table  II.  againfljy  find 

p  the  prefent  worth,  then  bpn  zz  fum  paid  by  the  n 
perfons.  Whence  bvy  +  bpn  zz  whole  fum  paid 
by  all. 

2.  The 
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2.  The  money  received  is  the  annuity  #,  for  i, 

2,  3,  4,  &c.  to  n —  i  years  zz  nq,  q  being  the  pre- 
fent  value  of  a  life  of  the  age  a  -f  y.     Then  qnx  zz 
money  received   after  y  years.     Find  /  in  Table  I. 
the  prefent  worth  of  j/.  due^  years  hence.     Then 
qnxt  zz  prefent  worth  of  all   the  money  received  ; 
whence   (Ax.   i.)   qnxt   zz  toy  +  bpn,  and  x  zz 
bvy  +  bpn 
  the  annuity  fought. 

Exam. 

Let  the  age  be  42  zz  a,  b  zz  1,  y  zz  10  ;  then 
m  zz  46,  n  zz  36. 

The  age  8S  — y,  or  78  in  Table  III.  gives  v  zz 
3.91,  then  iy  zz  39.10,  and  bvy  zz  39.10. 
Agam,  Table  11.  aga  in  it  10  is  811  z/>,  and 

then  bpn  zz  291  96  and  bvy  -f-  bpn  zz  331  06,  all 
the  money  paid. 

Then  a  -\-  yzzp,2.  and  againft  52  (Table  III.)  is 
11.34ZZJ,  and   t  zz  .67^5    by   Table   I.    whence 

qnt  zz  275.7,  and  x  zz  dill —  zz  1.20,  the  annu- 

-757 

ity  received. 
S  c  h  o  L. 

By  the  help  of  thefe  two  problems,  that  cafe 
may  be  folved,  when  both  a  fine  and  an  annuity  is 

to  be  paid  into  the  fund  •,  and  the  annuity  required, 
for  the  furviving  members.  As  in  the  lad  exam- 

ple, let  /  zz  fine  or  prsemium  that  each  pays,  then 
46/ or  mf  is  te  be   added  to  the  money  paid,  and 

we  (hall  have  *  zz  "/+%+»».     And  if  the  an. 

qnt 

nuit
y  

rece
ived

  
(x)  be  give

n,  
the  annu

ity 
 
(b) 

 
to  be 

paid
,  

mayb
e  

found
.    

 
(Yor

k  
Univ
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l  

Socie
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) 

P  R  O  B. 
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P  R  O  B.      III. 

A  per  [on  of  the  age  a,  enters  into  a  fociety  (infti- 
tuted  for  young  people,)  and  pays  b  pounds  a  year  for 
y  years,  and  then  lies  dead  for  z  years.  To  find  what 
annnuity,  he  fhall  have  afterwards  for  his  life,  at  4 
per  cent. 

Let  x  annuity  to  be  received,  mzz  comp.  a,  nzz 

comp.  a  +  y,  w  zz  comp.  a  +  y  -{-  z.  Then  fup- 
pcfe  m  perfons  in  the  beginning  ;  then  y  of  them 
will  die  in  y  years,  and^+z  injy-fz  years. 

1.  The  money  paid  by  the  dead  men  is  found 

thus,  feek  the  number  88  — y  in  Table  III.  againft 
which  is  v,  then  bvy  zz  wade  money  paid  by  thejy 
dead  people. 

For  the  other  »  perfons,  againft  y  in  Table  II. 
find  p  \  then  bpn  zz  money  paid  by  thefe  n  perfons, 
and  the  whole  is  zz  bvy  +  bpn. 

2.  The  money  received  is  the  annuity  at  for  1,  2, 
3,  &c.  to  w — 1  years  ;  and  this  is  zz  wq,  where  q 
is  the  value  of  a  life  whofe  age  is  a+y+z,  found 
in  Table  III.  Therefore  qwx  zz  money  received 
after y  +  w  years.  In  Table  I.  find  /  the  prefent 
worth  of  1/.  due^y  +  2  years  hence :  then  qwxt  zz 
prefent  worth  of  all  the  money  received  for  the  an- 

nuitants.      Whence  qwxt  zz  bvy  +  bpn,  and  x  zz 

-        *  ,  the  annuity  for  each  perfon. 
qwt 

Exam. 

Suppofe  the  age  be  40  zz  a,  b  z=5,  y  zzy,  zzz6, 
and  m  zz  48,  n  zz  41,  w  zz  35,  88  — y  zz  81, 

S'+y  +  zzz53,  y  +  z=  x3- 
1.  Againft  81  (fable  III.)  is  2.71  zz  %  then 

kvy  zz  94.85  the  dead  money. 

Againfl: 
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Againft  7  (Table  II.)  find  6.002  zz  p,  then  bpn 
zz  1230.41  5  and  the  whole  fom  bvy  +  bpn  zz 

1325.26. 

2.  Againft  S3  (Table  III.)  is  if.  13  zz  q,  and  a- 
gainft    13   (Table  I.)   is  .6005  zz /.     Then  qwt  zz 

233.9  >  whence  a:  si    -   J'  ■  ZZ5.67,  the  annuity. 
233-9 

P  R  O  B       IV. 

A  per f on  whofe  age  is  a^  enters  into  fociety^  and 
pays  }  for  a  fine,  and  the  annuity  certain  of  b  pounds  a 
year,  for  y  years.  And  afterwards  a  perfon  of  the 
age  c  (nominated  at  fir  ft  ̂)  is  to  receive  an  annuity  for 
his  own  life.  But  if  the  nominee  dies  within  the  termj 
the  payment  ceafes*     To  find  the  annuity ,  at  4  per  cent. 

(York  Union  Society.) 

1.  Let  x  zz  annuity,  m  zz  comp.  a,  n  zz  comp. 
c  +y.  Suppofe  m  contributors  at  firft,  then  mfzz 
fum  of  all  the  fines  :  and  thenjy  nominees  will  die 

in  y  years ;  and  then  the^y  contributors  will  pay  the 
annuity  b  for  1,  2,  3  —  toy  —  1  years  zz  by  A, 
where  A  zz  number  in  Table  III.  againft  the  age 
88—  y. 

The  other  n  contributors  will  pay  nv/\  where  v 
is  the  number  in  Table  II.  againft  y.  Therefore 

mf '+  byA+  bnv  zz  whole  money  paid. 
2.  The  n  nominees  remaining  will  receive  the 

annuity  x  for  1,  2,  3 — to  ;; — i  years  zz  tpnxy  where 
/  zz  number  againft  y  in  Table  I.      And  p  is  the 
number  againft  c  +  y  in  Table  III.     Then  ptnx  zz 

r    .    7    \    .    1  a  mf-\-byA-\-bnv 
mf  +  by  A  +  bnv,  and  x  zz    .,  ̂   J — —   . 

ptn 

■i 

Exam. 
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Exam. 

Let  <2~40,  /zz  10,  bzzfr  jy=ri7,  c~  30,  m  zz 

48,  «zi4i.  Then  *»/":=:  4  80.  Againft  71  (88 — y) in  Table  III.  is  6.39ZZA,  then  £jAzz543.i5. 
Againft  17  (Table  II.)  is  tz*i6$zzv9  then  bnv 

ZZ2493.82  •,  the  fum  is  3516.97. 
Againft  47  U  +  y)  in  Table  III.  is  12.32  zz  p. 

And  againft  17  in  Table  I.  is  .5134  zz  t.    Whence 

ptn  3  259.33,  and  *  zz   35 r   "9?  =  13.56. 
259-33 

P  R  O  B.      V. 

A  man  and  his  wife  enter  into  a  focietyy  on  thefe 
terms  \  that  every  man  jh all  pay  a  premium  or  admif- 
fion  fine  f>  and  b  pounds  a  year^  till  one  of  them  be 

dead.  After  the  hujband's  death,  the  wife  {if  living) 
is  to  receive  an  annuity  for  her  life.  "To  find  this  an- 

nuity ;  fuppofing   money   at   4   per  cent. 
(Laudable  Society.,) 

Let  a  be  the  man's  age,  c  the  woman's,  x  zz  an- 
nuity. 

This  Prob.  is  folved  by  finding  the  value  of  the 
reverfion  of  an  annuity  for  one  life  after  another, 
by  Prop.  XXIII.  Annuities.  Therefore  (by  Prop. 
XV.  ib.)  find  G  the  joint  lives  of  the  two  perfons. 

And  by  Table  III.  find  W  the  value  of  the  wife's 
life ;  then  W  —  G  zz  value  of  the  reverfion,  at 
1/.  per  annum. 

It  is  evident,  that/+  bG  (the  value  of  the  joint 
lives)  is  all  the  money  paid  by  the  hufband;  and 

the  reverfion  W — G  X  x  is  all  the  money  received 

by  the  wife.     Therefore  W — G  X  x  zz  bG  +/, 
1  £+Gb      1 

and  #  zz  —----,  the  annuity, W — G 

if 



If  both  hufband  and  wife  are  to  have  the  chance, 

then  it  is  evident,  the  annuity  will  be  but  half  fo' 
much. 

Exam. 

Let  azz^.6^  c  zz  30,  /~io,  bz±fa  then  the  va- 
lue  of  the  joint  lives  is  io,28rzG,  and  Wzzi4,945 

then  #  ==  ■  I,4°-  =  13.1 8,  the  annuity. 

4  66 If  a  and  c  ~  40,  /  and  b  zz  1.     Then  W  m 
13.52,  G1Z9.63,  (by  Cor.  3.  Prop.  15.  annuities,:) 

whence  x  zz  i—A  —  2.73  :  but  finding  Gziio.12 3-89 

(by  Rule  1.  Prop.  15.)  then  x  will  come  out  3.27, 
more  exact. 

If  women  live  longer   than    men,  or  there  be 
more  widows  than  widowers,  as  ibme  aflert;  fup- 

pofe  as  3   to  2  -,   then    inftead   of  W  —  G,  take 

W  — G  x  1  +  3~2  orW-G  X  1 j. 

3+2 
S  C  H  O  L. 

If  it  be  required  to  find  how  many  contributors 
and  annuitants  there  are  in  any  year.  It  may  be 

found  thus,  when  the  lives  are  equal  •,  as  fuppofe 
they  are  both  40.  Here  48  is  the  comp.  life ; 
therefore  fuppofe  48  perfons  of  either  fort,  then 
one  will  die  conftantly  in  a  year.  Let  nzz  48,  and 
dzz  men  or  women  dead  in  d  years,  and  /(or  n — d) 
zz  thofe  living. 

Since  the  living  or  dead  belong  promifcuoufly  to 
the  whole   number,  therefore  find  by  proportion 
(by  Prop.  VII.  Laws  of  Chance)  how  many  living 
men  belong  to  the  living  women.     That  part  will 
I  II 

be  — ;  that  is,  out  of  48,  —   men    have    wive3, n  n 
and  therefore  that  is  the  number  of  contributors  at 

d  years. 
Again, 
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Again,  find  how  many  living  women  there  are 
d 

belonging  to  the  dead  men  ;  and  — X /is  the  num- 

ber, and  this  is  the  number  of  widows.     Whence 

r         j  l  ll  -l  ,  dl 
after  d  years,  there  are  —  contributors,  and  —  an- n  n 

nuitants,  let  d  be  what  it  will  :  and  confequently 
the  number  of  contributors  will  then  be  to  the  num- 

ber of  widows,  as  /  to  d. 

And  from  hence,  by  help  of  Table  I.  one  may 

compute  what  the  widow's  annuity  will  be,  if  any 
one  will  be  at  the  pains  to  do  it,  after  the  following 
manner.  Let  the  annuity  paid  by  each  contributor 
be  il.     Then  make  a  column  of  all  vears  to  48, 

// 

againft  which  put  down  for  each  year  —  X  by  the 

n  J 
correfpondent  number  of  Table  I.  The  fum  of 
all  thefe  48  numbers  added  to  the  praemium,  will 
be  the  prefent  worth  of  all  the  money  paid,  during 
the  whole  term. 

Again,  put  down  againft  thefe,  in   another  co- Id 

lumn,  for  each  year  —  X   by  the  correfpondent 

number  of  Table  I.  fas  in  the  former  column,)  and 
the  fum  of  all  thefe  numbers  X  d  by  x,  will  be  the 
prefent  worth  of  all  the  money  received  by  the  wi- 

dows. And  therefore  the  common  annuity  x  will 
be  known  by  divifion,  and  this  is  at  1/.  annual 
contribution. 

Purfuing  this  method  for  the  age  of  40  for  man  and 

wife,  and  1/.  fine  and  annuity  •,  I  found  the  widow's 
annuity  3^.27  •,  agreeable  to  what  was  fhewn  before. 

And  hence   it  follows,  that  in  this  fcheme,  the 
//  x 

number  
of  contributors  

f  —  J    is  greateft  
at   firft> 

and  continually  decreafes  to  the  laft. 
K  And 
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And  the  number  of  widows  (  — ) ,    is   greateft v  n  ' 

^when  dznly  that  is,  when  d  or/-  |»,  and  then 
the  widows  and   contributors  are  equal  •,  and  each 
number  is  =  ~  n.     Afterwards  they  continually  de- 
creafe  to  o. 

PROB,      VI. 

A  man  and  his  wife  of  the  fame  age  (between  2  1 
and  45J  enter  into  fociety  j  and  pay  2 1,  admijfwn  fne> 
and  1  /.  a  year  for  his  life.  And  afterwards  the  wi- 

dow is  to  enjoy  an  annuity  for  her  life ;  which  will  be 
more  or  lefs,  according  as  her  hufhand  has  contributed 
a  longer  or  a  ftoorter  time ;  that  is,  for  1 ,  7,  or  15 
years.  To  find  the  annuity  to  be  paid  in  each  of  thefe 
intervals,  at  4 per  cent.  (London  Annuity  Society.,) 

The  age  of  the  perfons  muft  be  given,  or  elfe 
the  Prob.  is  unlimited.  Suppoie  the  age  40,  the 
complement  48. 

Let  a  zr  age,  y  ±  time  of  continuance,  m  ~ 
comp.  a,  nzi.  comp.  a  +  y,  f  zz  fine,  xzz  annuity, 

v—  value  of  an  annuity  certain  for  y  years,  Table 
I!,  pzz  value  of  the  life  a+y,  Table  III,  tzz  num- 

ber againftjy,  Table  I. 
Suppofe  there  be  m  contributors  at  firft  ;  at  the 

end  of  y  years,  there  will  only  be  n  contributors ; 
therefore  at  a  mean,  through  the  timej,  there  will 

m  1  ti 

be   contributors.     And  at  the  end  of  y  years, 

there  will  be  n  widows ;  but  fuppofing  only  one 
m  1  n 

widow,  then  we  mult  reckon   contributors, or 
2# 

which  is  the  fame  thing,  one  contributor  and   2# 

X   an- 
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A2    1    yi 

X  annuity  paid,  put    .  —  s.      Then  will  x  = in 

f+sv 

P* 1.  Let  the  time  be  4  years,  the  middle  between 

1  and  7  •,  then  mzz 48,  ̂   =:  4,  //z=44,  #  +y  1=44, 
/  =  2,  V  =  3.63,  p  ass  1 2.85,  /  zz  .855,  5  s  1 JL. 

Then  a:  ;=    —  .52,  the  widow's  annuity  from 

1  to  7  years. 

2.  The  middle  between  7  and  15  is  ii~j,  then 
«+jyz:5i3  0  =  37,  <y  =8.76,  pzzn. 55,  jzii.i6s 12.15 

/  zz  .649  ;  then  x  2:   =  1.60,    the   annuity 

7-5° from  7  to  15. 
3.  The  middle  between  15  and 48  is  32=7,  and 

i+yzzfa  *=zi6,  vzzij.Xj,  p  =16.07,  /2Z.285, 

jzi2.     Then  at  =  37-74   —    21.81,    the    annuity 

*-73 

from  15  to  the  end. 
ThisProb.  may  alio  be  fclved  by  Prob.  IV.  But 

this  fcheme  is  very  imperfect.  For  the  annuity 
fhould  be  computed  for  every  year,  or  at  lead  for 
every  5  years;  and  that  for  all  ages  between  21 
and  45. 

PROB.      VII. 

A  per  [on  enters  into  fociety,  and  pays  a  fine  /,  and 

b  pounds  a  year  for  y  years  ;  after  which  he  is  to  re- 
ceive an  annuity  for  life.  But  if  he  dies  before y  years 

be  out^  the  payment  ceafes.  To  find  this  annuity  for 
life  ;  at  4  per  cent.  (Provident  Society.) 

This  Prob.  is  refolved  like  the  reft.     Let  a  zz  the 

age,  m  its  complement.     Then  if  there  be  m  peo- 
ple at  firit,  y  of  them  will  die  in  y  years.     And  the 

money  paid  by  thefe,  excluding  the  fine,  is  ±:jA, 
K    2  where 
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where  A  is  the  value  of  a  life  whofe  complement  is 
jy.     This  is  at  \L  a  year. 

If  n  zz  com  p.  ̂   +  ̂   ;  then  thefe  #  contributors 
(in  jv  years)  pay»i;,  where  i;  is  the  prefent  value  of 
i/.  annuity  for  v  years* 

After  y  years,  there  are  alfo  n  annuitants.  And 
they  in  all  receive^,  where  p  is  the  value  of  a  life 
whofe  comp.  is  n.  But  the  value  of  this,  y  years 
fooner,  is  tnp*  where  /  is  the  prefent  worth  of  \l, 
due  y  years  hence. 

But  to  reduce  all  to  one  perfon's  annuity  zzx$ 
divide  by  »,  and  then  the  money  paid  is  zz  —  /  + n 

  1-  bv ;  and  the  money  received  zz  tpx. 

Therefore  put  m  zz  comp.  of  ay 
n  zz  comp.  a  -}-  y. 
A  zz  number  in  Table  III.  againft  88  — -y. 
v  zz  number  in  Table  II.  againft  y. 

p  zz  number  in  Table  III.  againft  a  -\-  \\ 
t  zz  number  in  Table  I.  againft y. 

Then  the  annuity  x  zz  I   *   

pt 

Exam. 

Suppofe  the  age  40  zz  a9  and^zzio,  /zzo,  bzz 
12.8;  then  ̂   zz  48,  n  zz  38,  AZZ3.92,  vzzS.ik, 

/>zzii.75,  /zz.6755;  then  *  zz  H2^-?  zz  1474 
7-93 

the  annuity. 

If/zz3ii,  ̂ zzS^-,  then  xzz  14.69,  theannuity. 

Cer.   If  the  conditions  be  to  pay  f  'fine ',  and  b  pound* 
a  year^  for  half  the  complement  of  life  {to  88) ;  then 

yzzlm,  and  A  zzp.     Whence  x  zz  gf+A+g.3 
At And  this  is  a  very  rational  fcheme  to  proceed  on. 

P  R  O  B. 
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P  R  O  B.     VIII. 

A  man  ijohofe  age  is  a,  enters  into  fociety,  and  pays 
j  I.  a  year  for  life.  What  fum  of  money  fhall  bis  heir 
&c,  receive  at  his  death ;  reckoning  4  per  cent. 

(Amicable  Society.) 

Let  n  zz  88  —  a,  feek  a  in  Table  III.  and  put  jzz 
its  value.     And  fuppofe  there  are  n  perfons  at  firft, 
then  1   will  die  every  year  ;  and  the  amount  of  1/. 
prefent  money  for  1,  2,  3,  Sec.  ton  years,  will  be R»—  1 

R  +  R*  4-  R*  &c.  to  R\  whofe  fum  is       R r 

for  n  perfons,  and   the  mean   of  all   thefe  fums  is 
R*—  1 

  R,  or  putting   M  zz   amount  of  \l,  for  n 

M— 1 
years,  bv  Table  I.  then  the  mean  zz     R  the 

nr 

fum  that  his  heir,  &c.  mail  have  at  his  death,  for 

1/.  paid  at  firft.     And  confequently  — —    RS   is 
nr 

the  fum  that  his  heir  receives  at  his  death  for  paying 
1/.  annuity  for  his  life,  or  S  at  firft. 

Exam. 

Suppofe  a  life  of  32,  its  value  Szz  14.68,  at  il. 

a  year  for  life  •,  then  n=z$6,  and  M  zz  8.992,  then M— 1 

  R  zz  3.71  j  and    3.71  x  i4-°"8  zz  54.46  zz 
fum  paid  at  his  death,  which  is  too  much. 

Or  thus. 

Suppofe  there  be  n  perfons,  and  each  pays  1/  at 

bis  death-,   then  the  prefent  worth  of  iL  due  1,  2, 
K   3  3,  &c. 
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3,  &c.  years  hence  is  zz  _L  +  JL  +  —  &c.  tQ 
R         Ra        RJ 1 

i  whofe  fum  zz    —  zz  l~l ;  and  the  mean K"  r  r 

prefent  worth  of  iL  for  each  perfon,  is _    i—p 

  > 

nr 

where  p  zz  prefent  worth  of  1/.  due  n  years  hence. 

But    l-  :  1/ :  :  1/ :     zz  money  paid  at  his 
nr  1 — p 

death,  fuppofing  iL  paid  at  firft.     Or    S    zz 

money  paid  at  his  death,  iuppofing  S  (or  1/.  annui- 
ty) paid  at  firft. 

fif 
In  a  life  of  32,    zz  2/. 52  the  money  paid  at 

laft,  for  \l  paid  at  firft. 

P  R  O  B.      IX. 

The  fame  things  fuppofed  as  in  Prob.  V.  and  that 
all  the  members  are  of  the  fame  age  at  firft ;  and  alfo 
that  the  fame  number  of  members  is  conftantly  kept  up^ 
by  admitting  new  ones^  when  the  old  ones  die.  To  find 
the  number  of  contributors^  and  number  of  annuitants 
in  any  one  year. 

In  the  Schol.  Prob.  V.  I  (hewed  how  to  find  the 

number  of  contributors  and  annuitants  in  any  year, 
when  no  new  members  were  admitted;  in  which 

cafe,  one  will  die  every  year  out  of  n  (or  48),  and 
therefore  all  will  be  dead  in  48  years,  the  comple- 

ment of  life.  But  here  as  there  are  more  members 

coming  in,  they  will  die  fafter  and  fafter,  till  at 
laft,  or  at  the  end  of  n  (or  48)  years,  there  will  be 
people  of  all  ages  from  40,  the  year  of  admiffion, 
to  the  end  of  life  5  at  v/hich  time,  two  will  conti- 

nually die  every  year,  which  1  thus  prove. 

1.   Sup- 
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1.  Suppofe  there  are  n  (or  48)  couple,  of  the 
age  of  40,  47  of  the  age  of  41,  46  of  the  age  of 

42,  45  of  the  age  of  43-,  and  Toon  to  1.  Then 
it  is  plain,  by  the  laws  of  mortality,  that  one  will 
die  out  of  every  parcel,  every  year ;  and  therefore 
48  will  die  in  a  year,  out  of  the  whole  number ; 
that  is,  out  of  1  +  2  +  3  +  4  &c.  to  48,  or  24X4S  > 
and  confequently  1  out  of  24  will  die  in  a  year,  or 
2  out  of  48.  And  therefore  one  woman  will  die 
every  half  year.  And  always  at  the  death  of  a 
woman  a  new  couple  enters. 

2.  To  find  the  number  of  contributors  yearly. 
By  Cor.  Prop.  IV.  annuities,  the  expectation  of 
two  equal  joint  lives  is  \-n\  and  this  muft  be  fup- 
poied  to  be  the  life  of  a  contributor.  For  in  a 
great  number,  if  fome  be  longer,  orhers  will  be 
fhorter;  and  after  \-n  years,  they  will  go  off  as 
fail  as  they  come  on  %  and  after  that  will  admit  of 
no  increafe  or  diminution  ;  therefore  there  will  be 
then  conflantly  2Xj»,  or  \n  contributors. 

3.  For  the  number  of  widows.  By  Cor.  1, 
Prop.  VI.  annuities,  the  expectation  of  the  longeft 
of  two  lives  is  \n  \  therefore  ~n  is  the  life  of  the 
longed  liver,  be  it  man  or  woman,  and  therefore 
\-n  is  the  length  of  the  life  of  the  furvivor,  after 
the  death  of  the  other;  confequently  in  thefe-f» 
years  \  n  furvivors  will  come  in,  as  before  of  wi- 

dows, and  conftantly  be  the  fame  afterwards.  But 
as  half  of  this  number  is  the  number  of  furvlving 
men,  the  other  half  or  ~n  will  be  the  number  of 
furviving  women  ;  that  is,  there  will  be  conftantly 
■\-n  widows  or  annuitants.  All  this  will  be  more 
clear,  by  confidering,  that  there  are  conftantly  n 
women,  wives  and  widows  ;  and  fo  many  wives  lb 
many  contributors  ;  and  ~  n  contributors  +  \n  an- 

nuitants zz.  «,  the  whole  number. 
4.  To  make  an  eftimate  for  the  intermediate 

years.     Let  d  denote  any  year  from  the  beginning  •, 
K  4  then 
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then  by  alike  computation  I  find,  that  after  d  years, 
i  out  of  n  —  id  perfons,  will  die  in  a  year,  of  the 

fupplemental  people  \  or  that   —  perfons  will n  —  id 

die  in  a  year. 

In  the  feries  A  below,  one  perfon  dies  every  year, 
which  is  to  be  fupplied  by  a  new  one  coming  in. 
But  inftead  of  one,  let  48  come  in,  (that  1  may 
die  in  a  year),  as  is  denoted  by  the  feries  B,  C,  D, 
&c.  out  of  each  of  which  alfo  1  dies  in  a  year. 

A  =  48,  47>  46>  45i  44,  43*  42>  &c- 
B  =  48,  47,  46,  45,  44> 
C  zz  48,  47>  46,  45, 
D  =  48,  47,  46, 

&c.     Now  proceeding  as  in  Schoi.  Prop.  V.  afTume 
any  number  for  d9  the  year.      The  number  for  d 

in  the  feries  A  is   For  d — 1,  in  the  feries  B,  is n 

l  +  1\     For   J— 2,  in   feries  C  is  Ltll.     For n  n 

I  1    22 
d — 3,  in  feries  D,  is    ̂   5    &c.  for  d —  1  terms n 

beginning  at  B.     The  fum  of  all  which  (divided 
by   n)   is   the    number  of   contributors  •,    that   is, 

1+1     4.  /+2     4-  /+3    &c#  --   nUmber  of  con- nn  nn  nn 

tributors,  the  fum  of  all  which  (by  the  differential 
,     ,     .         inn — in+i   „        2//+3/  +  1   /_ 

method)  is  r=   5  n —    —^   /  — 
bnn  vnn 

JC      j,n — dxd—i     .    zdd—zd+x 
(putting  n — d  for  /)    +    ~   

i  _.  n-Jxd—i    +  2d— 3  dd  neariV( o»» 

5.  In 
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5.  In  like  manner  for  the  widows,  the  number 

for  d  in  the  feries  A,  is — .     For  d — i,  in  feries n 

B,  is  *Zll£±I,     For  d—  2,    in   feries   C,    is n 

d-=±d±l  ■  for  J-  3,  in  feries  D,  is  ̂-3  ■ '+3 

&c.  for  J —  i  terms,  beginning  at  B.     The  fum  of 
which  (by  the  differential  method)  divided  by  »,  is 

dl    ,-r- —  ,   d—l.d — i   j       2dd-*-zd+i       , 
—  x  d—i  +   a —   /     V    =z  (put- ##  inn  onn 

ting  «  —  J  for  /)  _ZL_1  ̂  —     .      ?   dd9     for   the 

number  of  widows. 

6.  But  as  no  fupply  has  been  made  for  the  peo- 
ple dying  in  B,  C,  D,  &c.  which  in  n  years  are  re- 

duced to  half.  Therefore  mukiply  each  quantity  by 

l  +  — ,  and  putting  P  =:      ~?  ddy  then  we  have n  tnn 

n  +  d  __     n — d .  d —  i    ,    r>     r       -  u        r — ! —  x  :   +  r  :  for  tne   number  ot 

contributors.     And  n  "^      x  :    d  —  P  :  for n  in 

the  number  of  annuitants  ;  exclufive  of  the  feries 
A.  And  the  fame  in  proportion  for  any  number 
greater  than  n. 

7.  Therefore  if  N  be  the  number  of  couples  in 
this  fociety.     The  number  of  contributors  at  the 

end  of  d  years,  will   be  —  NT   +  n_±A  N  X  : nn  nn 

n—d.d—i        p  # n 
And 
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And   the  number  of  annuitants  upon  the  lift, 

will  be  dl  N  +  2-±iN  X  :  tzl  d—F:  near- nn  nn  2/z 

ly,  including  the  original  number  (A). 

8.  And  after  n  years,  the  conftant  number  cf 
contributors,  will  be  £  N„  And  the  conftant  num- 

ber of  annuitants,  -J-  N,  nearly. 

ART. 
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Fig. 
ART.        IV. 

OF       THE 

MOON'S     MOTION. 

P  R  O  B.      I. 

To  find  the  abfolute  Force  whereby  the  Moon  is  drawn 
from  its  Orbit,  by  the  Aclion  of  the  Sun  ;  fuppofing  the 

Moon's  Orbit  nearly  circular. 

LET  QAZ  be  the  moon's  orbit,  P  the  place  of  u 
the  moon  at  any  time.  Let  the  fun's  diftance 

zz  r,  moon's  diftance  PT  zz  a,  fine  PKzzjy,  arch 
QP  zz  z9  verfed  fine  QK  zz  x,  p  zz  earth's  perio- 

dical time  in  feconds  zz  31556940,  g  zz  force  of 
gravity,  h  zz  fpace  defcended  in  a  fecond  by  gra- 

vity, 7T  zz  3.14159265. 
The  arch  defcribed  by  the  earth  in  a  fecond  is 

-^-,  and  _47r77Tr  or  27rujr   ;s   jts   verfed   fine,  and p  2rpp  pp 
this  is  the  fpace  through  which  the  earth  is  drawn 

by  the  fun  in  a  fecond,  which  meafures  the  fun's 
force.     By  Cor.    1,  Prop.    27,  centr.   forces,  the 

fun's  difturbing  force  atPzz_r-Czz-^x  — — r  r         pp 

zz  1—2  *,  and  this  is  the  difference  of  the  forces 
PP 

at  K  and  P  \  and  therefore  1—2  is  the  force  that pp 

draws  the   moon   from  her  orbit,  directly  towards 
the  fun,  or  rather  the  fpace   through   which  it  is 
drawn  from  its  orbit  in  a  fecond.     Hence,  if  F  be 

the 
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Fig-  the  force  required,  then  b  :  g :  :  ̂l  :  F  -AIIlg 
H  &        pp  ppbS 

=  L  x  * 
/&    *  25224933618000" Cor.  If  s  be  the  fine  of  QTP  /o  f£«  ra&w  1,  then 

jr  zz  sa,  and  F  zz  -   g  zz 
pph    '         21432.5b 

P  R  O  B.      II. 

To  find  how  far  the  moon  is  drawn  from  its  orbit \ 

in  a7iy  time,  from  the  quadrature ',  by  the  fun's  difturb- 
ing  force,  fuppcfing  her  orbit  nearly  circular. 

Let  QPZ  be  her  original  orbit,  P  her  place. 
Suppofe  a  body  P  revolving  in  the  orbit  QPZ,  as 
the  moon  would  do  if  it  was  not  difturbed  by  the 
fun.  And  fuppofe  the  line  PS  always  drawn  from 

the  body  P  to  the  fun  -,  and  that  the  moon  is  drawn 
away  in  the  line  of  vagation  PS  to  D  ,  having  de- 
fcribed  P  D  in  the  time  of  moving  from  Q^to  P. 

To  find  the  length  P  p  •,  and  the  velocity  at  D  ,  a- 
long  the  line  PS. 

Denoting  the  quantities  as  before,  alfo  putting 

/  zz  the  moon's  fynodic  time  in  feconds,  P  3)  zz  w. 
Then  —  zz  arch  of  the  moon's  orbit  defcribed '       tz 

in   a  fecond.     And   %-na  :  /  :  :  z  :    =  time  of 

palling  through  z.  But  (by  Prob.  I,  Seclion  III. 

Fluxions)  v  OC  F  /  (v  being  the  velocity  at  D  ), 
and  in  the   cafe  of  falling  bodies,  v  zz  2ht,  and 

F  zz  *.      Therefore  ibt  :  hi  ::v:  *—l    x    — , 

/>/>  2  n-a 
or 
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2*tyz       ,        r         *         47r*  . or  2  :  1  :  :  v  :  — —>  therefore  v  zz  —  X  yz  zz 
app  app 

—  X  ax,  by  nature  of  the  circle.  Therefore  v  zz app 

ilff  zz    *   ,  or*  zz   i      X  verfed 
PP  3lo595°3  3'°595oo 

fine  of  the  moon's  diftance  from  the  lad  quadra- 
ture, radius  zz  1.  And  fuppofing  V  zz'  that  verfed 

fine,  a  zz  1176948000-,  then  v  zz  37.8934V. 
Again,  (Fluxions,  ib.)  s  OC  vh  and  in  falling 

bodies   s  zz  2bt,  and  v  zz  2b  -y    therefore    zht  :  2b 

Xt  :  :  w    :       X  - — .      Therefore  w  zz   
PP  2-rra  app 

   2ttx         ax    __  2/£   y^   xx    __  2tt  XX 

app  y  PP         y  PP      \/2ax—xx 

zz    -Iff-    X      axk  But    the    fluent    of 
ppa  is/2ax — xx 
axx 

z—7   —  is  known  to  be    zz   fegment  QHP. 2 v  2ax — xx  °  ^• 

Therefore  w  zz    x  fegment  Q HP.     Or  w  zz 

ppa 
 ° Aftta  a 

X  fegment  QHP,  to  the  radius  1  zz 
PP  ■  38-2436255 
X  fegment  QHP,  radius  zz  r. 

Cor.  1.  Hence  in  tbe  fyziges  at  A,  tbe  moon  is 
drawn  from  its  orbit,  with  a  velocity  of  37.894  feet 
in  afecond.  And  at  tbe  next  quadrature  with  a  ve- 

locity of  75.788  feet,  wbere  tbe  force  nearly  ceafes. 

Cor.  2.  And  in  tbe  fyziges fhe  has  departed  9402985 
feet,  or  1780  87  miles  from  her  orbit.  And  at  tbe 
next  quadrature  51752450  feet,  or  9801.6  miles* 
wbicb  is  about  if  tbe  earth's  diameter,  or  4^  of  tbe 
moon's,  amounting  to  about  40  42'. Cor. 
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Fig.     Cor.  3.  The  moon's  perp.  difiance  from  its  true  or± 
lit  in  any  place^  is  as  w  X  fine  of  the  arch  QP. 

For  the  perp.  diftance  of   D  from  the  orbit  PA 
is  P  D  X  fine  of  the  angle   1>  PA  or  QTP. 

SCHOL, 

t  Strictly  fpeaking,  the  moon  perhaps  may  not  al- 
ways keep  in  the  line  PS,  but  fall  a  little  back,  or 

be  a  little  forward,  in  different  parts  of  the  orbit. 
But  this  cannot  be  certainly  known,  for  want  of 
knowing  the  original  orbit. 

2#  Befides  the  line  P  D  defcribed  by  the  moon,  has 
been  here  fuppofed  to  be  a  right  line,  upon  fuppo- 
fition,  that  the  fun  ftands  ftill,  and  has  no  motion 
in  longitude.  But  fmce  in  the  time  of  half  a 
fynodic  revolution,  the  fun  has  moved  forward 
about  14  -  degrees,  therefore  the  line  defcribed 
by  the  moon,  moving  towards  the  fun,  will  be 
in  the  form  PBM  -9  of  fbch  a  nature  that  the  ex- 

treme tangents  P  D  ,  MC  will  interfedt  at  D  in  an' 
angle  of  14!°.  And  the  radius  of  curvature  at  any 
point  B>  will  be  as  the  velocity  of  the  moon  at  B, 
that  is,  as  the  verfed  fine  of  the  correfpondent 
arch  QH.  Suppofing  PB  defcribed  in  the  time 
QH  is  defcribed  by  P. 

After  a  like  manner  the  velocity  and  fpace  de- 
fcribed, along  the  curve  QP,  or  along  the  radius' 

TP  may  be  calculated.  And  fince  I  have  perform- 
ed the  calculations,  by  a  method  fomewhat  differ- 

ent, I  mail  here  fet  down  the  refult  thereof. 

The  velocity  gained, 

along  the  curve  at  A         —       20.32  feet, 
in   the   radius     at  A         —       32  04 
in  the  line  PS    at  A         —      40.64 

Ths 
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Pi  or. 

The  fpace  gained, 

in  the  cure  at  A  —  -r-^r  of  TP. 
in  the  radius  TP  at  A  —  ^T  of  TP. 
in  the  line  PS      at  A      —       Ti-T  of  TP. 

P  R  O  B.      III. 

7*  find  the  place  where  the  moon  is  furtheft  from  the 

original  orbit ,  in  the  line  perpendicular  to  it.  ^* 

Let  O  be  the  moon's  place  in  the  time  of  vaga- 
tion  KPO,  draw  TP  3)    from   the  center  T,  and 
O  D  parallel  to  the  orbit  at  P.     Let  QJtC  zz  *,  KP 
zzy9    PO  zz  w9    QT  zz  i,    then   TK  =  x  —  i. 
Then  i :  :  y  :  :  w  :  P  3)  zz  wy  zz  maximum,  and  yw 

itt         .       Atty 

+  wy  zz  o,  that  is,  —  xxx  -\    X  feg.  QHP 
pp  ppa 

tz  o,  and  xx  ̂    X  feg.  QHP  zz  o.     Or  ##  + 

2«x— 2x*  x  feg>  Q^p  =  o>  or  ̂   +  2a_ 2x  x 

feg.  QHP  =o,  or  t  ax  =  ̂ ^  X  QHP ,    put 

*z  zz  i,  therefore  --     zz  feg.  QHP  zz  f  arch # —  i 

QHP  — f>     And  arch  QHP  zzj?  +  — 5L-  zz x  —  I 

i  i  c  v                  y 

(putting  TK  zz  0  J  H    =  V  H   —  tan. 

ZP  +  2  fine  of  ZP.      Whence  arch  QP  zz  135* 

46'  nearly.     And  then  P  D  zz  —  the  greateft  dif- 

59 

a 
tance  from  her  orbit,  and  Po  zz  — . 

Or 
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Fig. 

Or  thus. 

4-  Draw  5  ATD  and  D  FKG,  and  put  x  zz  5  A5« 
then  red.  A  ]>D  zz  rect.  PjG,  or  xx+2ax  zz  'k;1 
4-  2jyA*,  and  #  is  to  be  a  maximum,  put  w  for  x9 

then  02*  +  2am  zz  «?*  +  2jyw,  in  fluxions  2ww  +* 
,      .            **        2feg.QHF 

ajw+zwyzzo ;  that  is,  w-\-y  X  —  +  — "-  r- — 

y  a ax — xx  ■     *  2  feg.  QHP X   ~  o,  and  wx  +  yx  -j   x 
y  a 

avx  wxa 
a  —  x  zz  o,  and  -1— —  zz  fe^.  QHP  — 

x  —  a  °  2.  x  —  a 
2ttX 

zz  feg.  QHP  —  — =  x  feg.  QHP  ;  where,  if 

pp.  x — a the  laft  term  be  neglecled^  as  being  very  fmall,  it 
comes  to  the  fame  as  the  firft. 

^  ,         iaxy  i-fr 
Put  a  zz  1,  x  —  1  zz  r,  then    ±fx   x—  a  c 

y                   tan.ZP  +  S.ZP       .      ̂ „    . 
y±:*L-+iyzzZ    ttfeg  QHP- C  £t 

i+f  feg.  QHP  .  • 
  X      r    n — •      For   feg.    QHP,    put   arch 
c  764872  °      ̂  

QP  — PK       QP—y        ,       r      . 
   zz  —   ,  and  profecuting  the  calcu- 

lation, there  will  be  found  x  or  D  A  zz  .0153  — 

- — ,  and  ZP  zz  43°  33',  or  QP  zz  1 36°  27',  1PA 

zz  i°  6',  P  })  or  w  zz  ,02213  =  — • 45 

P  R  O  B 
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Fig. 

PROB,      IV.  4f 

"To  find  the  area  QP  ]> ,  defcribed  by  the  line  of  va- cation P  D  . 

The  fluxion  of  the  area  QP])  isPD  X  x  zz  wx 
4-tlx 

==    X  fegment  QHP.     But  fegment  QHP  ±z 

^=2f ,  therefore  the  flux,  area  ==  *J*  x  *=3£ 
2  £/>0  2 
2//         — ,   

rz  —  X2i  —  yi.     But  fluent  of  yx  zz  area  OKP 
PP  ' 

and  let  the  fl.  zxz±  zx+s9  then  zx  =  zx+xz+s 
i    •               •             axx                     axx 

and  szz—xzzz  —  —   zz   - —   and 
jy  v  2^ — ## 

therefore  s  or  the  fl.  — -  zz  2  area  QHP 
\Ziax — xx  ^ 

Therefore  the  area  QP  d   —  —  x  :  zx  +  2   area 

QHP  —  area  QKPH  :  zz¥LX:zx+  feg.  QHP PP    

—  triangle  QKP  :  zz  ̂L  X  :  zx  +  z~y  •  *-y*  t PP  2 

where  2JL  zz  _i_. 
PP         76«4^725 

Cor.  i.  In  the  fyziges  at  A,  the  area  will  be  zz 

-£  aax  3.1416  —  aa:x~   =  — . 
4  /p  56.4 

Cor.  2.    yf/  /£*  #<?#/  quadrature  Z,  /fo  #mz  zz 
2"  -  '         4* X  2^<ra  X  3.1416  zz 
#  974 

L  PROB, 
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1 

P  R  O  B.      V. 

To  find  nearly  the  original  orbit  of  the  moon. 

We  found  in  Prep.  II.  how  far  the  moon  is  drawn 
from  its  orbit,  at  any  place  therein,  or  in  defcrib- 
ing  any  arch.  But  fince  the  time  of  defcribing  that 
arch  is  proportional  to  the  fynodic  revolution  ;  that 
arch  nmft  be  reduced  to  the  periodical  time. 

Therefore  in  the  quadrant  QA1Z900,  fay  as  the  fy- 
nodic, to  the  periodic  time-,  fo  15,90°,  to  83°  16'. 

The  area  of  the  fegment  QHP  for  830  16'  is 
^2301 1  -,  whence  the  line   of  vagation   P  3)    is  zz 

1 
— — -  a. 

166.1b' Let  QAZ  be  the  prefent  orbit.  Make  QA  n 

90°,  and  draw  AT,  and  fet  .^  TQ  from  A  to  a% 
and  the  femi-circle  Q^N  being  drawn  will  be  near- 

ly the  original  orbit,  or  that  defcribed  without  per- 

turbation, wherein  ZN  n  T'T  TZ.  And  TZ  :  TN 
:  :  83  :  82.  The  fame  contraction  will  be  made  in 
the  other  half  of  the  orbit.  And  therefore  the 

diameter  of  the  prefent  orbit,  is  to  the  diameter  of 
the  original  orbit,  as  83  to  82. 

If  the  arch  of  90  had  not  been  reduced  to  83  i6> 
the  diameter  of  the  difturbed  orbit,  would  be  to 
the  diameter  of  the  undifturbed  orbit,  as  6y  to  66. 

Cor.  Hente^  by  the  action  of  thefuny  the  moon's  cr~ 
bit  is  lengthened  at  leafi  TV  part  of  itfelf\  and  the 
periodical  time  is  increafed  accordingly  j  which  will  be 

Txr  party  or  near  1 2  hours  more. 
S  c  h  o  L. 

From  the  foregoing  problems,  it  appears  how 
much  the  moon's  motion  is  difturbed,  and  her  or- 

bit diftorted,  merely  by  the  fun's  variable  force  ad> 

ing 
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ing  upon  her.     From  which  fo  many  irregularities  Fig, 
arife,  both  in  her  place  and  diftance  ;  that  notables 
have  ever  been  made,  to  anfwer  truly  for  any  con- 
fiderable  length  of  time. 

If  her  undifturbed  orbit  and  periodical  time  in 

it  were  given  -,  and  the  time  of  the  moon's  being 
in  the  quadrature  known  •,  I  doubt  not  but  one 

might  find  the  moon's  place  very  near,  by  the  fe- 
cond  Prob.  for  a  given  time  ;  and  be  able  to  com- 
pofe  tables  to  find  her  place  from  any  time  till  the 
next  quadrature,  but  no  longer.  For  after  thac 
fhe  will  be  put  into  a  new  tract,  which  being  dif- 
turbed  over  again,  will  differ  from  the  former,  and 
after  that  into  another  ftill  different,  and  fo  on.  So 

that  after  every  femi- revolution  fhe  will  be  put  into 
a  new  path  different  in  fome  degree  from  the  for- 

mer. Yet  in  time  (lie  may  defcribe  orbits  which 
will  converge  to  fome  regularity.  But  I  have  nei- 

ther time  nor  ieifure  to  profecute  thefe  things  any 
further. 

The  action  of  the  fun  on  the  further  fide  of  the 

moon's  orbit  is  fomething  lefs  than  that  on  the  near- 
eft  fide,  which  alio  caules  fome  error.  But  then 
the  moon  (as  all  the  other  fatellites  do)  moving  the 
fame  way  about  the  earth,  as  the  earth  moves  about 

the  fun  -9  the  centrifugal  force  of  the  moon  is  great- 
er on  the  outfide,  which  compenfates  for  the  lefs 

force  of  the  fun.  For  on  the  outiide  of  the  orbit* 

the  moon's  abfolute  motion  is  the  fum  of  the 
motions  of  the  earth  and  moon,  in  their  orbits  5 

but  on  the  infide  it  is  their  difference  -,  and  the  cen- 
trifugal forces  are  as  thefe  motions. 

La  ART. 
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0 

ART.       V. 

The  ConJiruSiion  of  the  Arches  of  Bridges,  &c\ 

UPON  account  of  the  great  ufe,  importance, 
and  curiofny  of  this  fubjecl,  I  took  the  pains, 

in  my  book  of  Fluxions,  to  calculate  the  nature  of 
the  curve,  upon  which  all  the  parts  of  an  arch  will 
be  in  equilibrio.  And  in  the  Mechanics,  1  have 
given  numbers  for  the  conftruclion  of  fuch  arches. 
For  no  architect  or  engineer  that  knows  what  he  is 
about,  will  venture  to  build  any  arches,  but  what 
(hall  be  the  ftrongeft  and  moft  durable  that  can  be 
made.  And  that  can  only  be  when  all  the  parts  are 
in  an  exacl  equilibrium ;  fo  that  they  cannot  thruft 
out  one  another,  and  fall  down.  And  here  it  is 

fuppofed  the  (tones  have  no  cohefion  with  one  an- 
ther, but  are  entirely  fuftained  by  the  figure  of  the 

arch.  So  that  if  they  were  laid  in  oil,  and  could 
eafily  Aide  by  one  another,  they  would  ftill  keep 
their  places.  But  being  laid  in  lime  or  mortar  to 
make  them  cohere,  they  could  then  bear  any  ad- 

ditional weight  that  could  come  upon  them.  I 
lhall,  in  what  fallows,  give  the  investigation  of  the 
numbers  by  which  the  curve  is  to  be  drawn,  to- 

gether with  fome  other  things  relating  to  the 
fubjecl. 

PROP. 
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Fig. 

PROP.     I.    Prob. 

Several  inflexible  right  lines ,  moveable  about  the  5# 
points  B,  F,  H,  L,  O,  being  given  in  a  vertical 
plane  ;  but  the  extreme  points  A,  R,  fixt  immoveable. 
To  find  the  proportion  of  the  weights  or  forces  infifling 
on  the  angles  B,  F,  H,  &c.  fo  that  tkejlgure  may 
ft  and  in  equilibria,  in  that  poftiion. 

Through  the  angles  B,  F,  H,  &c.  draw  perpen- 
diculars toihe  horizon,  Br,  Fe,  Hi,  &c.  which  are 

the  direction  of  the  weights  or  forces ;  and  taking 
Be  of  any  length  compieat  the  parallelogram  aBbc, 
likewife  take^F  =r  B£,  and  compieat  the  parallelo- 

gram dFfe.  In  like  manner  make gHzzFf,  kLzz 
hH,  #OzzL/,  compleating  all  the  parallelograms 
gHhi,  kLlm,  nQcp.  Then  the  forces  or  weights  on 
the  angles  B,  F,  H,  L,  O,  are  refpc&ively  as  the 
diagonals  Be,  Fe,  Hi,  Lm,  Op. 

For  the  force  Be  is  equivalent  to  Ba  and  Bb.  Ba 
ads  towards  the  immoveable  point  A,  and  Bb  acts 
towards  F.  Alio  the  force  Fe  is  refolved  into  the 

forces  Fd  and  Ff  But  Fd  acls  towards  B,  and  is 
oppofed  and  kept  in  equilibrio  by, the  equal  force 
Bb,  becaufe  Bb  zz  dF,  by  con (1  ruction.  After  the 
fame  manner  the  force  Hi  is  refolved  into  H^,  Hh: 
the  force  Lm  into  Lk,  LI:  the  force  Op  into  On, 
O*.  Of  thefe  the  forces  F/,  H#  ;  and  Hh,  L£ ; 
and  L/,  0«,  dedroy  one  another,  being  equal  and 
contrary  -,  and  the  force  <Jo  acls  againft  the  im- 

moveable point  R  -,  and  therefore  all  the  points  B, 
F,  H,  L,  O,  will  remain  unmoved. 

After  the  fame  manner  may  the  forces  be  found, 
when  they  ad  not  perpendicular  to  the  horizon,  but 
tend  towards  a  given  point ;  and  that  is,  by  draw- 

ing the  lines  Be,  Fe,  Hi,  &c,  to  that  point,  and 
L  3  compleating 
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Fig.  compleating  the  parallelograms,  and  proceeding 
6.  as  before. 

Now  the  force  on  any  point  B,  is  to  the  force 
on  any  other  point  O  :  :  Be  to  Op.  But  Be  to  Qpv 
is  in  the  complicate  ratio  of 

Be  to  Bb  or  dF  ~\  (  cab  :  cBa 
}dF  to  ds  ox  gW  /that  is,yFH  :  eFB 
gW  tb  gi  or  Lk  S  as  the  <  *HL  :  iHF 
Lk  to  km  or  nO  V  fines  of)  mLO  :  mLH 

,nO  to  Op  J  C  pOR  :  ROL 

But  j.^FH,  and  sJHF  are  ratio's  of  equality  •,  and; 
j./HL  and  j.^LH  are  ratio's  of  equality.  There- 

fore Be  :  Op  :  :  J.<r*z£  X  J.wLO  x  s.p  OR  :  s.cBa, 
X  ̂ FBx-r.ROL  :  :  j.ABF  x  j.;OL.XJ.?OR  s 

s.cBA  X   J.<  BF  X  s.  ROL  :  :   — _iiMZ_^  : j.£  BA  x  s.c  BF 

  jRQL    :  :  force  on  B  :  force  on  O. 
s.pOL  X  s.pOR 

Cor.  i.  The  forces  on  any  two  angles  B.  L,  in  di- 

rections "BA,  LO ;  are  direclly  as  the  fecants,  or  re-, 
ciprocally  as  the  cofines  of  elevations,  that  isy  as  s.mLO 
to  J.dBA. 

For  the  forces  Ba  and  L/,  are  in  the  complicate 
ratio  of 

Ba  to  Be  1        s.cBF  :  j.ABF. 

Be 

Lm 

to  Be  1  s.cBF  :  j.ABF.                              1 

tohml  ::        "ABF—  :.        '-HLO     A I  j.rB A  X  J.fBF     j.^LH  x  i.^LO  1 
» t0  L/  3  j.HLO             :  j.^LE             J 

"  j.cBA  '  j.raLO 

Cor.  2.  7"£<?  weights  or  forces  upon  the  angles  will 
continue  the  lame  \  if  the  inclinations  of  the  lines  to 
me  another,  and  to  the  horizon,  continue  the  fame ; 
ikoug  h  the  lengths  of  tfte  lines  be  never  fo  much  varied. 

For 
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For  the  lengths  of  the  lines  do  not  come  intoFig* 
the  computation,  6. 

Cor.  3.  The  direftion  of  the  force  on  any  point  F  is 
in  the  line  FB  downwards^  and  in  the  line  FH  up- 
wards. 

This  appears  by  the  conftru&ion. 

Cor.  4.  The  force  infifting  on  any  angle  F  is  as  the 
fum  of  the  cotangents  of  eFBt  ̂ FH,  when  they  are 
both  acute  \  but  as  the  difference^  when  one  is  obtttfe. 

r  RRHF 
For  the  force  on  F  is  as    ■   ,   -.     But 

s.eFB  X  s.eFH 

s.BFFl   =  s.BFe  X  cof.  eFH  4-  s.e  FH  X  cof. 
BFe.      Therefore   the   force   on  F    is    as 

j.  BFf  x  cof.  <?FH  +  s.  fFH  x  cof  BF*  __  cof  eFH 

s.eFB  x  s.eFH  ~s.*FH 
cof.  BFe  __  CQt>  ̂ pH       cQU  BF^     But  here  h s.BFe 

angle  *FH  being  obtufe,  the  cofine  and  cotan.  will 

be  negative  •,  therefore  the  force  at  F  is  as   cotan. 
BFtf  —  cotan.  *FH. 

Cor.  5.  If  any  external  angle  A  Bat  be  infinitely 
fmall,  then  any  weight  pr  effing  at  B  will  aft  as  much 
againft  F  as  againft  A. 

For  if  AB#  or  Bac  be  infinitely  fmall,  ac  coin- 
cides with  aB  ;  and  the  forces  in  directions  BF, 

BA  (being  as  the  equal  lines  ac>  aB)  will  be  equal. 

PROP.      II. 

If  a  weight  is  fuftained  by  the.  curve  AFV,  in-  a  7. 
vertical  plain  ;  and  is  kept  in  equilibrio  by  the  weight 
infijling  on  every  point.  Then  the  weight  or  preffure 
upon  any  point  F  is  as  the  curvature  at  F  direftly,  and 
the  fquare  of  the  fine  of  the  angle  eFy  or  ITF  recipro- 

cally. TFy  being  a  tangent ',  and  TI  per  p.  to  the. horizon. 

For  draw  the  external  angle  BFy  by  producing 
HF  (Fig.  6.)  and  fuppofe  all  the  lines  AB,  BF, 

L  4  FH. 
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Fi^.FH,  &c.  to  be  equal.     Then  (by  Prop.   I.)   the 

7-    r                 cr                       ,  V-             S'BFH force  or  pretlure  on  any  angle  JK  is  as  —  _ ,   — - , r  J       ■  s.Bbexs  eFH 
Now  let  the  number  of  the  equal  lines  be  aug- 

mented, and  their  length  diminifbed  ad  infinitum, 

and  the  figure  AFOR  will  become  a  curve  line  • 
and  the  p refill  re  will  act  on  every  point  of  the 
curve  ;  and  the  infinitely  fmall  ev^nefcent  angle 
BF>'  becomes  the  angle  of  contact,  and  eFB  be- 

comes =  eFy  *,  and  the   preflure    at    F   being   as 

jBF'H                   s.BFy         .          s  BFy      0 — L_± — —  or  —         Jt         is  ~      =i.     But 
s.Bbexs.eFtL        s.ebBxs.eFy  s.eFy2" 
when  the  infinitely  fmall  part  of  the  curve  is  given, 
the  fine  of  the  angle  of  contact  BFy  is  as  the  cur- 

vature. Therefore  (in  Fig.  7.)  the  force  on  F  is  as 
the  curvature  at  F  directly,  and  the  fquare  of  the 
fine  of  eFy  or  iTF  reciprocally. 

8,  Gor.  i.  If  a  weight  like  a  wall  APQR  be  incum- 
bent on  the  arch  AFR,  /landing  in  a  vertical  planer 

and  all  the -parts  kept  in  equilibria  \  then  I  fay  the. 
height  Fg  on  any  point  F,  is  as  the  curvature  at  F  di- 
Yeftly,  and  the  cube  of  the  fine  of  ITF  reciprocally. 

For  the  weight  on  the  given  part  of  the  curve 
C 

Fr  is  as  p,  C  being  the  curvature  at  F,  and 

the  weight  of  the  column  Fghr  is  as  FgXwr  ~  Fg 

XFrXJ.FTI  —  Fg  x^.FTi,  becaufc  Fr  is  given. C 

Therefore  F^  x  J.FTI   is   as  -        --i,  and  Fg  as s*  t  il 

:■  a  to  keep  the  parts  in  equilibrio. 

Cor.  2.  If  R  be  the  radius  of  curvature  in  F,  then, 

the  height  Fg  is  as  ̂ ==,. Cor. 
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Cor.  3.  If  ZI  =  *,  FI  =j>,  ZF  ==%  ;  then,  F^Fig- 

j j  ̂    — ±.9  where  x  is  conftant. r 
For  z  : y  :  :  FT  :  TI  :  :  rad.  1  :  j.FTI  =  -£* 

2; 

zz 

therefore  Fr  z=.   r-.     And  R  may  be  found  by 
6       R  xy' 

fuppofing  either  x  or y  given.     If  x  be  given,  R 

zz    ?*.-.     Therefore  Fg  is  as  —  x  — ^  *  zz  — =2-. 
— xy  yz        z*  yl 
In  my  book  of  Fluxions  I  have  calculated   the 

height  F^,  for  feveral   curves  by  the  method  of 
Fluxions,  by  Cor.  3.    I  (hall  in  the  next  Prop,  do 
it  by  Cor.  2.  for  the  fake  of  fuch  as  do  not  under- 
fcand  Fluxions. 

PROP.      III.     Prqb. 

tfhe  nature  of  the  curve  AFZR  being  given  for  the  8< 

figure  of  an  arch  •,  to  find  the  height  Fg,  of  the  wall 
in^fting  thereon,  at  every  pint  F-,  fo  that  all  the  parts 
fhall  remain  in  equilibria. 

Draw  the  ordinate  FI,  and  let  ZI  1=  x,  FI  zz_y, 
ZF  zz  z,  ZS  z=  a,  R  zz  rad.  curvature  in  F,  draw 

the  tangent  FT,  which  will  be  found  from  the  na- 
ture of  the  curve.     Find  the  S.  angle  FTI  -,  then 

1 

take  F§-  as  ~  .,  for  the  height. 

Exam.       i. 

Let  FZ  be  the   arch   of  a  circle,  radius   zz  r, 

Z\—x,  cof.  FZzzc,ZS—a,  then  czzs.FTl,  whence 

F^  is  as  —  or  as  — ,  which  at  Z  is  — .  Therefore 
rcl  cl  r} 

11  ^         ar* —  :  —  :  :  a  :  F?  zz  — 
r*       c>  *        c* 

And 
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Fig.     And  fubtracling  ZI  or#  zzr  —  r,  then  ZS  zr 

  r — f,  for  the  height  in  any  place  F,  above  Z. 

Exam.     2. 

q.  Let  the  curve  FZ  be  an  ellipfis,  tzz.  AC  the  femi- 
traniverfe  parallel  to  the  horizon,  ̂ zzZC  the  femi- 
conjugate,  ZI  zz#,  FIzzjy,  ZS  zz*z,  ttzz FQ  perp. 
to  the  tangent  FT.     Then  (Ellipfis,  Prop.  XI.  Cor. 

   tt   

i.)cc  i//:  :  <:  — *  (CI)  :  —  x^  —  *  zz  QI.     And 

FQ  W  :  rad.   (1)   :  :   QI  :  S.  QFI   or   FTI  zz 

/*X£  —  #         A     J       J  IT  4*"3      ,   .     And  rad.  curvature  at  F  z  — -,   b car  bb 

itt 
being  the  parameter  (to  CZ)  =  — .       Therefore c 

1  ___     bb  ^  __      4/4. 

RxsTFrT  ^  x  t6Xc^xl  4^"? 
;,  which  is  as  Fg  5  whence 

tt  /  c*  \  c* 
QZ  zz  — ,  and  ZS  ( —  )  :  a  :  :    ===r  :  F? 
^  c*  \ttc*'  ttxc  —  xl        * 

Alfo  =-  —  x  zz  the  height  of  £ ^  —  # 5  <;  —  x. 
above  Z. 

Exam.      3. 

lo.  Let  AFZ  be  another  ellipfis,  whofe  femi-tranfr 
verfe  CZ  is  perp.  to  the  horizon,  and  femi  conju- 

gate AC  equal  to  the  femi-tranfverfe  of  the  other. 
Let  AC  zz  /,  ZC  zz  #,  ZI  zz  x>  FI  zzy,  and  equal 
to  the  former  FI.ZS  zz  a,  ir  zz  FQ  perpen.  to  the 
tangent  FT.     Then  as  before,  the  parameter  b  zz 
ztt  tt          
— ,   and   QI    zz    —  x  n  —  x>    and    S.FTI    zz n  tin 

tix 
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.,  ;■„  ~ Z  Fig. -,  and  the  radius  or  curvature  at  F  zz  io. 

—  zz    ;  therefore     •  zz   •- 
bb         nm*  RxS.FTI5         ttxn—x1 

is  as  F^,  and  Yg  zz  ,. 

And  -,  —  x  zz  height  of  r  above  Z. 

# —  x* 

S  c  h  o  L. 

From  thefe  three  examples  it  will  appear  what  is 
the  comparative  ftrength  of  thefe  three  arches,  the 
flat  ellipfis,  the  circle,  and  the  (harp  ellipfis,  hav- 

ing all  of  them  the  fame  breadth,  and  the  fame 
height  ZS  at  the  top  Z.  For  taking  FI  the  fame 
in  all  j  then  in  the  fiat  ellipfis  (Fig.  9.)  tt  :  cc  :  : 

ccyy  zz yy  :  cc —  zz.  and  zz  zz  cc —   and  —   zz   1  — • —  tt  cc 

yy        tt—yy  cc        CZ*        tt~yy —  zz   -,  and  —  zz  — - -  zz    — ,  or  Ff  zz 
tt  tt  zz       CT  //  ■     ° 

CZ* 
zz    \/tt  — jy,  where  /  and  y  being  al- 

ways the  fame,  the  height  F^  is  precifely  the  fame, 
in  all  the  three  figures. 

But  if  the  top  of  the  wall  is  bounded  by  a  hori- 
zontal right  line  palling  through  S,  the  height  then 

will  be  Yg —  a  — #zz£  —  x.  Therefore  when  x  is 
greateft,  the  height  above  S  is  the  lead,  which  is 
in  the  (harp  ellipfis,  and  in  this  figure  the  want  of 
balance  at  F  is  the  lead ;  and  in  the  flat  ellipfis, 

it  is  the  greateft.  Therefore  upon  that  account, 
the  (harp  ellipfis  is  ftrongeft,  the  circle  next,  and 
^he  flat  ellipfis  weakeft. 

Exam, 
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Exam.      4. 

'       Let  FZ  be  a  parabola,  rx  zzyy9  the  fubtangent 

JT  —  2X,  and  FT  z=  ̂ /yy  +  4*#  ~  s/rx  4-  4*tf> 
FT  :  FI  :  :  rad.  (1)  :  S.FTI,  that  is,  ̂ /rx+^xx  : 

yr
x 

 
 

~  S.F
TI*

  
and 

 
rad.

  
curv

a- 

rx  -f  +xx 

ture  at  F  zz  —^^JL^  whence  F^  f-   -—7— -7) 

zrr  rx+AXx\i         wr      . 
is  as  ,3    X  — ~~   =  —  a  given  quan- 

rr+^rx-i  rx\i.  r* 
tity.     And  fince  Zd  z=  *z,  the  height  every  where 
is  equal  to  a. 

I  omit  the  hyperbola,  becaufe  the  curve  FSQS 

continually  approaches  to  the  hyperbola,  and  there- 
fore is  unfit  for  an  arch. 

Exam.      5. 

Let  FZ  be  the  catenary.     Then  by  the  nature  of 

zy 

the  curve  zz  zz  irx+xx,  and  fubtangent  IT  zz  — , r 

and  FT  =  y/yy  +  52^,  and  y/yy  -f-  ̂ -^  :  j  :  : rr  rr 

y  1 rad.    1   :  S.FTI  = 
Jy  rr  rr 

rr-\-zz 

;  and  the  rad.  curvature  at  F  — s/rr+zz 

Whence  F?    (  7- — —-— 7,'  )    IS   as 
*    V  R  X&.F1P  / 

rr±^i  =  V^+zz  .  and  in  Z  it  is  1,  therefore rr  r 
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r rr 

a\/rr-\-zz  __ 
r 

"Fig- 

8. 

— a  + 
ax 

r 
' 

Cor.  1.  If  a  zzr,  then  Fg  is  every  where  zz  IS, 

and  PSQjj  a  right  line. 

Cor.  2.  If  a  be  greater  than  r,  Fg  will  he  greater 

than  IS  ;  and  therefore  the  curve  PS  runs  upwards ', 
and  is  convex  towards  Z. 

Cor.  3.  If  a  be  leffer  than  r,  /&*#  F^  ze;///  be  leffer 
than  IS,  tf#i  the  curve  PS  r«»j  downwards ,  0r  *  j  <:0/z- 
^zitf  towards  Z. 

Moreover  if  a  be  very  finally  the  perp.  thicknefs  of 
the  arch  is  the  fame  every  where. 

For  if  p  be  the  perp.  thicknefs  of  the  arch  j  then 
F^  :  p  :  :  rad.  :  S.FTI  :  :  FT  :  FI ;    that   is,    FT 

(J^+fSSL)  :  FI  (J)  :  :  Fg  (l±^if)   :  p  zz 
^Xr-f#  aXr+x  aXr  +  x 

r^/yy  +  ̂S  '     Vrr+zz  '  "  Wr  +  2™  +  ** tf  Xr 
—  zz  a :  confequently  a  heavy  flexible  line 

r  +  x 

put  into  this  figure  would  fnpport  itfelf. 

Exam.      VI. 

Let    FZ  be   the  logarithmic  curve,    HD  then, 

afymptote,  FT  a  tangent  at  F.     ZD  zz  r,  fubtan- 
gent  HR  zz  /,  which  is  always   the  fame.     Then 
FH  zz  r  +  y,   FR  zz  s/tt  +  rr  +  2rx  +  xx,  then 

FR  {s/tt  +  rr+  irx  +  xx)  :  HR  (/)  :  :  rad.  ( 1)  : 

S.HFR  or  FTI  zz     .-  And  the  rad.  cur- 

vtt+r+x* vature 
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Fig.  /T+FH1!*       tt+7+$*     ~, 
1 1.  vature  at  F  =     ;     ,,._,    =     ̂   ̂   There- txbti  /xr+Ai 

fore  F£  is  as  — -\{  X  'f-rr+x       -.      , 
tt+r+x  '*  /J  n 
T  T  Y-\~X 

which  at  Z  is  — ,  therefore  —  :  a  :  :    :  Ffiz 
//  //  //         6 

—  X  Mhtf,  the  fame  as  for  the  catenary. 

Cor.  Hence  if  a  zzt,  /to  S^  becomes  the  ajymp- 
tote  DH,  <2^^  is  therefore  a  right  line. 

If  a  is  lefs  than  r,  the  curve  Sg  is  concave  towards 
Z,  defending  towards  g.  If  a  be  greater  than  r,  it 
is  convex  towards  Z,  rifing  upwards. 

PROP.      IV. 

12.  V  ̂ere  ̂ e  iwo  arc^es  °f  equilibration  of  the  fame 
kind,  AFZR  and  AfzR,  upon  the  fame  bafe  AR  \ 
the  ftrength  of  the  high  arch  is  to  the  ftrength  of  the 
flat  arch  throughout ;  reciprocally  as  the  radius  of  cur- 
vature  at  z  to  that  at  Z. 

In  the  Schol.  to  Exam.  3,  of  the  laft  Prop.  I 
fliewed  the  weaknefs  of  the  fame  arch  in  different 
points,  by  an  undue  weight.  Here  I  fhew  the 
comparative  ftrength  in  different  arches  of  the  fame 
kind,  by  which  I  mean  thofe  whofe  ordinates  N/, 
NF  are  every  where  in  a  given  ratio, 

The  materials  whereof  any  bridge  is  made,  are 
not  of  infinite  ftrength,  but  there  is  a  certain  de- 

gree of  prefiure  that  will  crufh  them  to  pieces,  or 
thruft  out  the  butment. 

Let  H  (in  Fig.  6.)  be  the  vertex  of  the  figure. 
In  the  demonftration  of  Prop.  I.  I  have  (hewn, 
that  if  Hg,  Hh  are  the  forces  along  the  lines  HF, 

HL, 
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HL,  that  the  weight  Hi  is  the  diagonal  of  the  pa- Fig. 
rallelogram^H^i.     Now  fuppofe^H,  Hh9  the  ele-  12. 
ments  of  a  curve,  and  the  arches  gH9  Hb,  to  be 
given,  being  the  greateft   forces  they  can  iuftain  9 
then  Hi  is  twice  the  verfed  fine  of  the  arch  gH9 

gblz
 

whic
h  

repr
efen

ts  

the 
 
weig

ht. 
    

 

Ther
efor

e  

- — .  r= 

gHz
 

twice  the  radius  of  curvature  ~  2R,  or  - —  zz  R, Hi 

whence  R  is  reciprocally  as  the  weight  Hi,  or  the 
weight  H  reciprocally  as  the  radius  of  curvature 
at  H.     Therefore  (in  Fig.  12.)  the  weight  at  Z  to 
the  weight  ai:  z9  is  as  rad.  curvature  at  z9  to  rad. 
curvature  at   Z 9    which  is  all  thefe  bridges  can 
fuftain. 

Cor.  1.  If  AFZ,  Afz  be  two  ellipfes ,  their ft? -engths 
are  as  their  heights  CZ  and  Cz*  And  fo  it  is  for  the 
circle  and  ellipjis. 

AO 

For  the  radius  of  curvature  at  Z  is  -^,  and 

AO 
the  rad.  curvature  at  z  is  ~-=r-  9  and  thefe  are   as 

Cz 
CZ  to  Cz. 

Cor.  2.  If  AfzR  be  an  ellipjis •,  the  ftrength  of  the 
arch  at  the  vertex  z9  is  no  greater  than  that  of  a  cir- 

AC2 

cley  whofe  radius  is  — —-,  the  radius  of  curvature  in  z. Z\* 

PROP.      V. 

In  an  arch  of  equilibration  AFZR,  the  preffure  at  13. 
any  point  F,  arifing  from  the  incumbent  weighty  is  in 
direclionof  the  tangent  TF/,  the  tangent  at  F. 

For  (Fig.  6.)  it  was  fliewn  in  Cor.  3.  Prop.  I. 
that  the  direction  of  the  force  at  F  is  in  direction 

of 
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Fig*  of  the  line  FB.     And  when  the  lines  BF,  FH^ 
13.  &c.  are  diminifhed  ad  infinitum,  and  come  into  the 

form  of  a  curve  (Fig.    13);  the  direction  of  the 
preffure  is  ftill  in  direction  of  the  particle  of  the 
curve  at  F,  that  is  in  the  tangent  TF/. 

Cor.  1.  The  weight  of  the  part  of  the  arch  gz% 
the  preffure  along  the  tangent  TF/,  and  the  lateral  or 
horizontal  preffure  in  direction  IF  \  are  refpettively  as 
TI,  TF  and  IF. 

For  the  weight  acts  in  direction  TI,  and  the  pref- 
fure in  the  tangent  acts  in  direction  TF,  and  the 

lateral  preffure  acts  againft  the  plain  TI  in  direction 
FI  perp.  to  that  plane.  And  thefe  forces  areas  the 

.  three  lines  TI,  TF  and  IF. 

Cor.  2.  If  the  arch  is  not  truly  in  equilibria,  and 

if  there  is  a  defeat  of  preffure  at  F  •,  then  the  preffure 
cf  the  arch  ZF  at  F,  will  be  in  a  direction  higher 
than  the  tangent  Ft.  But  if  there  is  an  excefs  of 
preffure  at  F  ;  the  preffure  at  F  will  be  lower  than  the 
tangent  Ft. 

This  follows  from  the  compofition  of  motion. 

PROP.      VI. 

In  any  arch  of  a  bridge,  &c.  the  joints  in  every 
place  F,  muji  be  perpendicular  to  the  curve  of  the  arcL 

14.  Every  body  acting  againft  a  plain  furface,  acts 
in  lines  perpendicular  thereto ;  but  if  a  body  prefles 
obliquely  againft  a  plane,  it  will  endeavour  partly 
to  Aide  along  that  plane.  And  if  two  furfaces  be 
prefted  together  by  an  oblique  force,  thefe  furfaces 
will  endeavour,  according  to  the  degree  of  obliqui- 

ty, to  Aide  by  one  another.  Therefore  to  prevent 
that  effect,  theie  furfaces  muft  be  prefted  together 
by  a  force  which  ads  perpendicular  thereto.  Hence, 
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if  CF  be  a  joint  where  the  furfaces  of  two  arch  Fig. 
flories  meet,  and  as  B  A  is  the  direction  of  the  force ;  14. 
therefore  CF  mud  be  perp.  to  the  arch  AB,  at  F  5 
fo  that  AC  and  CB  may  remain  at  reft. 

Cor.  Hence  if  the  joints  be  not  perpendicular  to  the 
curve,  there  will  arife  a  lateral  preffure,  whofe  direc- 

tion is  not  along  the  tangent ;  and  wanting  a  force  to 

fuftain  it,  will  dejlroy  the  equilibrium  *,  and  fome  of 
the  Hones  will  endeavour  to  fly  out. 

Schol, 

What  has  been  faid  of  a  linear  arch,  muft  be 
underftood  of  arches  of  any  thicknefs,  or  fuch  as 
are  contained  between  two  parallel  plain  arches ; 
fuch  as  we  fee  in  churches,  bridges,  &c.  Thefe 
may  be  fuppofed  to  be  generated  by  the  motion  of 
a  linear  arch,  and  its  plane,  in  direction  of  a  line 
perp.  to  that  plane.  Likewife  what  is  faid  of  the 
height  F^,  muft  be  underftood  of  the  fection  of 
a  plane  palling  through  Fg,  and  perpendicular  to 
the  plane  of  the  arch. 

I  muft  obferve,  that  the  tops  of  the  arch-ftones 
at  C  muft  be  formed  as  you  fee  in  the  figure,  one 

Dart  of  each  being  parallel,  and  another  part  per- 
Dendicular  to  the  horizon. 

PROP.     VII. 

]f  AFZR be  anarch  of  equilibration,  and  APQR  15. 
he  incumbent  weight.  Then  if  all  the  ordinate*  ZS, 
g,  AP,  RQ,  fcfc  be  divided  at  D,  E,  B,  b,  &c. 
v  any  given  ratio  \  and  the  arch  £DEB  be  drawn 
hrough  all  the  points  of  divifion  D,  E,  &c.  Then 
he  weight  ABD^R  will  alfo  keep  the  arch  AFZR  in 
luilibrio. 

For  the  points  at  Z*  F  are  kept  in  equilibrio,  by 
ie  heights  of  the  wall  or  arch  at  Z,  F  -,  that  is, 

M  bv 
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Fig.  by  ZS  and  Fg-,  and  ZD,  FE  being  in  the  fame  ra- 
1 5.  tio   as   ZS  and    Fg",  the   lame   equilibrium  muft 

remain. 
Or  it  may  be  confidered  thus  ;  fince  all  the  parts 

of  the  wall  keep  all  the  points  of  the  arch  in  equi- 
librio  •,  let  ZD,  FE,  be  \  or  f  &c.  of  ZS,  F^ ; 
and  then  let  the  wall  DEFZ  be  twice  or  thrice, 
&c.  as  denfe  matter,  as  S^FZ ;  then  it  is  plain 
there  will  be  the  fame  preffure  upon  every  point  as 

before  •,  and  the  arch  will  ftill  be  kept  in  equilibrio. 

Cor.  Hence  if  the  figure  of  the  arch  AFZ  be  given, 
and  alfo  the  figure  at  top  SgP  ;  we  can  find  another 
curve  DEB,  nearly  refembling  any  figure  we  pleafe  (if 
poffible),  which  fhallftill prefer ve  the  equilibrium.  And 

that  is  by  dividing  ZS,  Fg-,  infuch  a  ratio  atD  and 
E,  that  the  points  D,  E,  may  fall  in  the  figure  re- 

quired. For  an  infinite  number  of  curves  DE  may  be 
drawn  by  fuch  a  divifion ;  and  fome  or  other  of 
them  will  nearly  reprefent  the  figure  we  want,  when 
the  th^ng  is  poflible. 

Exam.      i. 

16.  Let  AFZ  be  a  circle,  Sg  the  curve  at  top,  found 
by  Ex.  1.  Prop.  II.  To  find  the  pofition  of  the 
horizontal  right  line  DE,  fo  that  the  weight  ZDEF 
may  keep  the  part  of  the  circle  ZF  in  equilibrio  ; 
for  it  is  impoflibie  to  do  ic  for  the  whole  circle. 

Let  AF  be  30  degrees,  CFzzr,  CI  zzc>  ZSzza, 

ar* 

ZD  =  z.     Then  Fg  2=  — >     Then  CI  zr  IZ,  IC 

=  i-r+z  =  FE,  whence  ZD:  ZS  :  :  FEorlD 

ar* 

Fg  ;  that  is,  z  :  a  :  :  f  r  +  z  :  j—  or  8a  j  theref
on 

%az  zz  iar  +  az,  or  jz  zz  fr,  whence  z  zz  -^r. 

1  Exam 
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Exam.     2; 

Let  the  arch  AZR  be  the  catenary  whofe  latus  rec-  *7* 
turn  is  r.     To  erecl  the  wall  AB£R  upon  it*  fo  that 
all  the  parts  of  the  arch  may  remain  in  equilibria^  and 
that  the  top  or  curve  BEDF  may  have  a  proper  de- 

gree of  afcent. 
Make  ZS  =  r  in  the  axis  CZ,  and  through  S 

draw  the  horizontal  line  PSQ.  Then  the  (olid 

APQR  will  keep  all  the  parts  of  the  arch  in  equi- 
librio.  Affume  a  point  D  at  pleafure,  and  make 
as  ZS  :  ZD  :  :  F^  :  FE  :  :  AP  :  AB.  Draw  BED 
for  the  top.  If  the  afcent  through  BED  be  too 
little  or  too  great ;  it  is  too  near  PQ  or  AZ  ;  and 
then  a  new  point  D  muft  be  taken  nearer  Z  or  Sj 
refpe&ively ;  and  the  points  E,  R,  found  anew  j 

till  at  laft  the  curve  BED  be'fuch  as  was  required. 

PROP.     VIII.     Pros. 

To  inveftigate  and  conftrutl  the  curve  or  arch  AFZ,  18. 
of  equilibration ;  having  given  the  points  A,  Z,  C, 
and  ZS  the  diftance  of  the  horizontal  line  SP ;  fo 
that  the  weight  APSZ  may  keep  the  arch  AZ  in 
equilibrio. 

By  Cor.  2.  Prop.  II.  F?  is  as    (Fit*. 

8.)    But  S.FTI  =  II  =  i-,  and  R  =  *!  when FT         z  yx 
r 

y  is  given  ;  therefore  R  X  S.FTI5  =2    •  -   x   ■—  zz yx        gj 

Vi  and  Ff  is  as           ■.    or  as  JL. 
x  6  RxS.FTllJ  y% 

Put  ZS=«f  Zl=:#,  Fizzy,  (Fig.  18.)  then  Fg 

.     /        x  rr'x 
or  a+x  is  as  ■—»  or  a+x  =2  — ,  and  rrxzz  ay1^ y  -  >. 

M  2  *y\ 
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Fig.  xjr,  affuming  r  conftant.     Therefore  rrx3c  =  aky~ 
18  ,«,  rr^2  •         xx  .. 

+  xxy\  and  the  fluent  is       —  dxjy*  A   y &  2 

rx or  rri*  =  2#*  +  xx  Xjk\  whence  j/  zi  •  , 

and  the  fluent  is y  ==  irL,  X  log.       —   > 

T       1       a-\-x+</iax+xx        . .  , 
or  y  =  rL  x  log.  _»__ Lx   1 —      which   is  to 

the  ordinate  of  the  catenary,  as  r  to  <z.  See  Ex. 

12.  Prop.  XIII.  Fluxions.  Hence  affuming  #  fuc- 
ceffively  1,  2,  3,  4,  &c.  the  correfpondent  values 
of  y  will  be  found,  which  may  be  put  into  a  table. 

Otherwife  thus. 

Since  rr'x  zz  ay7,  +  xy\  affume 
x  =  Ayx  +     B?*     +     Cy6     +  Dy8  &c. 

then  x  =i2Ay+   ̂ By*    +   6Cys    +  8Dy7  &c. 

and  S  =  2A  +  3-4^/  +  5«6Cy+  +  7.8Dy6  &c.' 
putingj/  zz  1. 

Whence   rrx  z=  2rrA  +  3.4rrBy*  +  $.6rrCy*  + 
7.8rrDy6  &c. 

+  *£}   =         *  +  A^  +  By*  + 
Cy6  &c. 

a 
And  equating  the  co-efficients  A  zz  — ,  B  za 

  ,  C  z:  —7^-,  D  =:    ,  &c.  whence  x  ~  — 
3.47T  5.6rr  7.87T  2 

X  3L  +  £  x  —  X  —  &c  put  p  =  S,  then 
;r  2        3.4       r*  rr 

*  =  —  p  +  —f—  pp+  -±-p*+"    pi  &c. 1.2  J.  2. 3.4  x...b  I...8 

i  Orl 
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Or  putting  A,  B,  C,  D,  for  the  preceding  terms,  Fig. 

1.2  3.4  5.6  7.8  9.10 
D  &c. 

To  find  r,  put  x  zz  ZC  ~  30  feet,  jyzz  ACZZ30 

feet,  tf=3i  feet,  then  iL=^.  +  .£_A+-^- 
a  1.2        3.4  5.6 

B  +  JL  C  &c.  zz  i-  zz  8.57143,  and  by  rever- 
7-8  34- 
A.  C  &c.  n  12  = 
?.8  34- 

fion  of  feries  0  zz  8.69774  zz  —  zz  2 — ,    whence rr  rr 

900 rr  zz  —  zz  103.4754,  which  being  known,  put 
P 

y  fucceflively  equal  to  o,   1,  2,  3,  4,  &c.   from 
which  the  feveral  values  of  p  will  be  found,  by  the 

yy 
equation  —  zz  p  \  and  from  thefe  the  refpe&ive 

values  of  x  by  the  feries  above. 

Exam. 

Let  y  zz  10,  then  p  zz   zz  .96642,  then 103.475 
ap 

x  zz  
—      

zz   
1. 69130 

Ap 

^   zz   ,13621 
3-4 

Bp 

L+  -Jgr    =      .00439 
Cp 

-}-    
-L     

zz   .00007 7-*         

I.83197    ZZ  A? 

M  3  By 
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Fig*     By  this  method  I  computed  the  following  Table, 
1 8.  and  from  this  Table  I  made  that  which  I  published 

in  my  book  of  Mechanics.     Ex,  106. 

values values values i 

of  y. 

feet  i 

of  p. 
of  X. 

16 

/• 

if. 

O.OO967 
0.0169 

2.47402 
5.2991 

2 .03867 
0.0678 

17 

2.79294 
6.1366 

3 
.08699 

**333 

18 
3.13120 

7.C673 

4 .15463 0.2741 

J9 

3.48877 8. 1 001 

5 
6 

.24161 
0.4314 20 

21 

3.86567 9.2451 

*34792 

0.6267 
4.26190 

10.5136 

7 •47356 

0.8619 22 
4.67746 

11.9174 

a 
.61853 

i-i393 

23 

5.11234 13.4704 

9 
.78280 

1. 4016 

24 

5-5t655 

15.1875 

IO 

ii 

.96642 
1.8319 

25 

26 

6.04010 

17.0855 

19.1825 1. 16938 

2.2537 
6.53298 

12 1. 39165 2.7312 

27 

7.04518 

21.4788 

V3 1.63326 3.2690 28 7.57670 

24.0569 14 

1.89420 
3.8722 

29 

8.12755 26.8815 i5 

2.17444 
'4-5467 

3° 

8.69774 

30.0000 

I  alfo  computed  another  Table  upon  the  fame 
principles,  making  a  or  ZS zzy  feet;  and  this  Ta- 

ble is  alfo  publifhed  in  the  lad  edition  of  the  Me- 
chanics. By  the  fame  method  other  Tables  may  be 

computed  for  any  other  values  of  a.  1  fhall  here 
let  down  the  values  of  p  and  rr  for  fome  other  va- 

lues of  a. 

If  a  zz  4  feet,    then  p  az  8.007403,   and  rr  zz 
112.396 ; 

«  =  5»  t  =  6-9375I2,  rrzz  129.7295. 
<z  zz  6,  ̂   zz  6.139939,  rr  zz  146.5813. 
d  zz  7,  />  zz  £.518200,  rr  zz  163.0970. 
*zzz24,  />  zz  2.104166,  rr  zz  427.7229* 
0ZZ28,  />  zz  1. 842124,  rr  zz  488.5665. 

Cor. 
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Cor.  1.  When  rzza,  this  curve  becomes  the  cate*^ig. 

nary,  whofe  latus  reclum  is  a.  18. 
For  then  they  have  every  where  the  fame  ordi- 

nates,  aL  X  log.   . 

Cor.  i.Asr\to  ^/lax+xx  : :  rad.  tan.  angle  FAC. 

For  rad. :  tan.  FAC  :  : y  :  x  :  :  r  :  s/  lax  +  xx  •, 
where  x  —  ZC,  and  the  like  for  the  angle  at  F, 
when  ZI  zz  x. 

Cor.  3.  If  Zlzzx,  the  radius  of  curvature  at  F  is 

rr+2ax+xxli 
r  X  a+x 

z 

For  this   rad.    =  -rr.  ;  and  y  zz 

rx 

yx  •*  ^y^ax  4-  xx 
,            .         \/iax-\*xx  f  s  ,  .. 

whence  x  zz    (putting  y  zz  1),  and  x  zz 

,  therefore  *I  =  51  X  -2L  =  X%^W rr  yx        y        a+x  y 

Cor.  4.  Hence  an  arch  of  equilibration  AZR  may 
be  found  of  any  given  height  and  breadth  CZ,  AR  ; 
and  to  have  any  degree  of  afcent  BED. 

For  initead  of  taking  AC  =r  CZ  as  before,  take 
them  equal  to  any  given  numbers,  and  proceed  as 
before.     Thus  if  x  =  2o,  and^n^o,  azz$.    Then 

12  or  4  =  JL  +  J-  A  +  -L  B  &c.  and  by  re- 
5  l2         3-4  5-6 

yy        900 verfion  p  is  had,  then  rr  =  —  z:   ,    and  then 
P  P 

M  4  each 
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Fig.  each  value  of  y  is  found  as  before.     And  the  point 
D  is  found  by  Prop.  VII.  for  the  afcent  BED. 

Or  having  the  curve  conftructed,  where  the  height 
and  half  the  breadth  are  equal,  as  in  this  Prop. 
a  fegment  AZR  may  be  cut  off  by  trials,  whofe 
height  to  the  breadth  is  in  any  given  ratio,  lefs 
than   i  to  2. 

PROP.     IX.    Prob. 

i  p.  Let  AFZR  be  an  arch  fupporting  a  fluid  APQR, 
fo  that  all  the  parts  F  of  the  archfhall  remain  in  equi- 

libria j  gSQ  being  a  horizontal  right  line.  To  find  the 
nature  of  the  curve  ZF. 

Let  ZS  -a,  SI  =  x,  FI  zzy,  ZFzz  z.     Then 
fince  the  preflure  of  the  fluid  at  F,  againft  the  arch 
is  as  the  depth  F^  ;  and  the  flrength  at  F  is  as  the 

curvature  at  F  •,  therefore  the  height  Fg  is  as  the 
curvature  at  F,  or  reciprocally  as  the  radius  of  cur- 

zx vature,  and  that  is  reciprocally  as    - — ,  z  being 

—y 

given;  that  is  —r^-  is  as  x,  or   4-  zz  zxx    (a*- ZX  2 

rr  \ 
fuming  the  given  quantity  —  1  -,    and  taking   the 

fluent,  —  rry  zz  xxz9  and  by  correction  rrz —  rry 
=2  xx  —  aa  X  £>  and  rr  +  aa  —  xx  x  z [  zz  rry,  or 

(putting  rr+aazzbb)  blj — xx.z  zz  rry,  and  bb — xx 

X  $?  zz.  bb — xx"  x  x"-\-yL  zz  r*y\    which    reduced, 
1)1)  i        v"Y  X  X 

gives y  —  — ~       -■•    — ,  far  the  nature  of ifr* — b*-\-2bbxx — x+ 

the  curve  ;  andjy  may  be  found  by  infinite  feries. 

S   C    H    O   L. 
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S  c  h  o  l.  Fig. 

From  hence,  if  a  fluid  could  be  made  to  fland  iq# 
upon  an  arcfv  the  curvature  at  F  being  as  the 
height  F^,  mud  be  greater  at  the  bottom  and  lefs 
at  the  top  of  the  arch.  But  if  the  fluid  mould  be 
congealed  into  ice  or  fome  folid  body,  the  prefTure 
would  not  be  the  fame  ;  for  the  preilure  would  then 
be  dire&ed  downward,  and  not  directly  againlt 
the  arch. 

PROP.      X. 

If  AZFR  be  an  arch  fupporting  the  wall  APQR,  2o. 
which  wall  confiUs  of  perpendicular  columns  F§-,  and 
that  each  of  thefe  ftand  upon  the  part  of  the  curve 
Fo ;  and  was  only  kept  fromjliding  down  the  arch  by 
the  next  adjoining  column.  I  fay  the  curvature  at  F, 
muji  be  as  the  height  F^,  that  all  the  parts  may  remain 
in  equilibria. 

Let  ZIzz  #,  IF  zz.y%  ZFzz.  Then  fince  z  is 
given,  the  weight  of  the  column  Fog  will  be y  x 
height  or y  x  Fg.  Draw  Fs  perp.  to  the  curve, 
and  sr  perp.  to  IF  or  perp.  to  the  horizon.  Then 
rs  will  rep  relent  the  weight  of  og,  rF  its  prefTure 
againlt  F^,  and  Fs  the  prefTure  againft  the  curve. 
Whence  the  weight  (y  x  F^)  :  prefTure  again!!  the 
curve  :  :  rs  :  Fs  :  :  y  :  z.      Therefore  the  prefTure 

z  X  v  X  Fp 
againft  Fo  =  —   ~Fg  X  z.     But  the  cur- 

vature at  F  mull   be  as  that  prefTure,  that  is  as 

Fg  X  %'>  that  is,  the  curvature  muft  be  as  Fg-, 

Cor.  Hence  the  curve  ZF  is  the  fame  as  that  in 
the  laft  Prop.  For  it  comes  to  the  fame  cafe  as  in 
that  Prop. 

PROP. 
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Fig. 

PROP.     XL 

If  ZFA  be  an  arch  fupporting  tfre  wall  ZSgf* 

9  which  is  made  of  arch  Hones  GFfg  lyirfe  aflope,  fo  that 
all  the  joints  GF,  gf  may  be  perpendicular  to  the  curve 

of  the  arch  ZFf.  'To  find  the  length  FG  of  any  arch 
ftone,  in  any  place  \  fo  that  the  whole  arch  may  reft  in 
eauilibrio. 

Let  Z  be  the  vertex  of  the  inner  curve  of  the 

arch,  ZS  the  height  of  the  wall;  HZ  the  rad.  of 
curvature  at  Z,  OF  the  radius  of  curvature  at  F. 

Take  CB  ±  v/HSa  —  HZ%  and  through  B  draw 
BE  parallel  to  the  horizontal  line  CA.  And  fup- 
pofing  F/,  the  bafe  of  the  ftone  FGgfy  to  be  a 
Imall  part  of  the  arch.  Draw  the  radii  FO,  /O  ; 
and  CD,  Cd  parallels  thereto ;  then  the  angle  DCd 
z=  angle  GO^,  Note,  the  triangle  CBD  may  be 
taken  more  commodioufly  out  of  the  figure. 

The  ftone  FGgf  is  kept  in  equilibrio  by  its  weight 
and  the  preiTure  of  the  two  plains  GF,  gf.  But 
three  forces  fufraining  one  another  are  as  three  lines 
drawn  perpendicular  to  their  directions  ,  therefore 
if  Dd  reprefent  the  gravity  of  the  ftone,  DC  will 
be  the  preflure  againit  the  joint  GF,  and  dC  the 
preflure  againft  the  joint  gf\  and  the  fame  dC  mud 
alfo  be  the  preiTure  againit  the  next  ftone,  fince  ac- 

tion and  re- action  are  equal.  And  for  the  fame  rea- 
fon,  DC  muft  be  the  preiTure  of  the  next  ftone  to- 

wards Z,  againft  thejoinr.  GF,  to  preferve  the  equi- 
librium, &c 

The  fe&ors  OG^,  OF/,  and  CDd,  as  alfo  the 

fluxions  thereof,  are  as  OG2,  OF\  and  CD1. 
Whence  OG"  —  OF" :  CD4  :  :  area  GFfg  :  triangle 
DC^.  And  in  the  vertex  it  is  HS1  —  HZZ  :  CBZ :  : 
area  SP  :  triangle  CBb.  But  by  conftrudion  HS* 
_  HZ*  =  CB*  i  therefore  area  SPzz  triangle  CBb. And 
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And  confequently,  to  preferve  the  equilibrium,  the  Fig. 
area  FGgf  =  triangle  CDd,  and  OG*  —  OF*  zz  22. 
CD%  and  OG*  =  OF*  +  CD2.  18. 

Therefore  to  conftruft  the  exterior  curve,  find 
the  center  of  curvature  O  for  any  given  point 
of  the  curve  F,  and  draw  FO,  and  CD  parallel  to 
it,  and  produce  OF  to  G,  and  make  FG  zz 

v'OF^CD*  —  OF,  and  G  is  a  point  in  the  curve. 
And  thus  as  many  points  may  be  found  as  you 
pleafe,  and  the  curve  SGg  drawn  through  all  thefe 
points  will  be  the  top  of  the  arch  required.  An 
arch  thus  conftru&ed  will  remain  in  equilibrio,  as 
long  as  the  arch  (tones  have  liberty  to  Aide  down 
their  inclined  planes  on  which  they  lie. 

Exam.     i. 

Let  AZR  be  the  arch  of  a  circle;  and  let  ZS  be  21. 

the  height  at  the  vertex  Z,  and  make  CB  zz 

^/HS2— HZs  and  draw  BE  parallel  to  AR.  From 
the  center  C  draw  CF,  and  produce  it  to  G,  fo  that 

FG  may  be  equal  v/CF2  +  CD*  —  CF.  Then  G 
will  be  in  the  curve.  If  CZ  zz  8,  ZS  zz  1, 

<ZCFzz45°-5  then  CD  zz  5.83,  FGzzi.9. 
E  X  A  M.       2. 

Let  ZFA  be  an  ellipfis,  whofe  latus  rectum  is  /.  22. 
Take  any  point  F,  at  which  point  fuppofe  a  tan- 

gent to  the  curve  to  be  drawn,  and  draw  FG  per- 
pendicular to  the  tangent,  and  whofe  length  FO  zz 

FI' 
  .     And  from  O,  draw  OI<G,  Ofg  \  and  let  S 

11 

be  the  top  of  the  arch.  Take  CB  zz  v/HS* — HZ% 
and  draw  BE  parallel  to  CA,  and  CD  parallel  to 

OF-,  and  make  FG  zz  v/OFr+CDT—  OF,  and 
G  will  be  a  point  in  the  curve. 

If  ACzz8,  CZ  zz6,  ZS  zz  1,  and  ZHzzio.66, 

SHzzu. 66,  whence  CBZZ4.73  j  then  if  the  ordi- 
nate 
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Fig.  nate  at  F,  perpendicular  to  ZC  be  zz  5,  then  the 
22.  fubtangent  to  the  axis  ZC,  is  zz  2.99  •,  whence  the 

angle  BCD  zz  30  si->  <  EIA  zz  59  7,  and  FI  = 

5.46,  and  FO  zz  (5. —  J    8.06,  where  /  zz  9,    the 

latus  reclum  of  AC,  and  CD— 5.51,  whence  at  laft 
FG  zz  1.71. 

Exam.  3. 

If  ZFA  be  a  parabola  whofe  latus  rectum  is  8, 
CZ=4,  ZSzzi,  CA=4.  Having  taken  any  point 
F  ;  by  the  help  of  the  abfchTa  and  ordinate,  find 
the  fubtangent,  and  the  angle  the  tangent  makes 
with  the  ordinate,  which  is  the  fame  angle  the  per- 

pendicular FI  produced  makes  with  the  axis  ZC ; 
fuppofe  the  fubtangent  and  ordinate  to  be  equal, 
that  angle  will  be  45  degrees,  and  BCD  =45  deg. 
let  R  zz  radius  of  curvature  at  Fz  2^32,  rad. 
curvature  at  Z  zz  4,  whence  CB  z=  3,  CDzz  v/i8. 

And  FG  zz  v/RR  +  CD*  —  RzzFGzz.77. 

E  X  A  M.       4. 

Let  ZF  be  the  catenary,  and  let  the  tangent  at 
F  make  an  angle  of  45,  with  the  axis,  and  FI  will 
make  the  fame  angle,  and  in  this  cafe  ZF  zz  a,  let 
tfzz6,  ZSzzi,  radius  of  curvature  in  Z  zz  a  zz  6, 
whence  C3  zz^/\^  and  angle  BCD   alfo  =45, 
therefore  CDzz  ̂ /i6.     And  radius  of  curvature  in 

zz 
F  zza-\   zz  2^  zz  1 2,  becaufe  z  zz:  a.    Whence a 

FG  ̂ 1444-26 —  12  zz  1.04. 

Exam.     5. 

Let  ZF  be  a, cycloid,  the  diameter  of  the  gene- 
rating circle  CZ  zz  6,  ZS  zz  r,  rad.  curvature  in 

Z  zz  2CZZZ12,  and  fuppofe  the  ordinate  drawn  to 
F,  to  pafs  through  the  center  of  the  generating  cir- 

cle ; 
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cle  ;  then  the  tangent  at  F,  and  alfo  the  perp.  GlFig. 
will  cut  the  axis  ZC  at  an  angle  of  45  ;  in  which  22. 

cafe   the  radius  of  curvature   at  F  zz  v/2CZz  zz 

y/Tz"  zz  8^48,  and  CB  ±5,  CDzz  ̂ 50.    Whence 
FG  zzv/i22  —  8«48  =2.56.      This  is  the  bed 
curve  tried  yet  for  the  figure  of  an  arch  of  this  fort. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

None  of  the  three  cafes  mentioned  in  the  three 

laft  propofitions  can  hold  good  in  the  conftrudtion 
of  arches.  For  the  wall  is  not  in  the  nature  of  a 

fluid  (Fig.  19.)  nor  do  the  columns  endeavour  to 
Aide  down  in  direction  oF  (Fig.  20.)  or  in  direction 

gf  (Fig.  21.)  For  when  the  parts  are  cemented  to- 
gether by  the  mortar,  they  will  all  act  perpendicu- 

lar to  the  horizon,  and  are  each  fixed  to  the  parts 
of  the  arch,  as  fuppofed  in  Prop.  III. 

What  has  been  demonftrated  in  Prop.  VII.  in  re- 
gard to  the  arch  AZR  (£ig.  15.)  holds  true  in  thefe 

laft  arches  alfo,  only  taking  the  joints  inftead  of 
perpendicular  lines.  That  is,  if  ZS,  FG,  fg9  and 
all  the  other  joints,  be  divided  in  any  given  ratio, 
and  a  curve  line  drawn  through  all  the  points,  for 

the  top  of  the  arch  •,  the  arch  will  ftill  remain  in 
equilibrio.  Or  if  the  joints  be  increafed  in  any 
given  ratio,  the  line  drawn  through  all  the  points 
will  be  the  top  of  the  arch,  which  will  ftill  be  in 
equilibrio.     See  alfo  Prob.  5%.  Art.  18. 

PROP.      XII. 

If  SM  be  a  line  parallel  to  the  horizon,  and  ZQ^ 
a  curve  of  fuch  a  nature \  that  drawing  LQM,  and 
CN  parallel  to  it 9  fo  that  L.QJte  the  radius  of  cur- 

vature at  Q,  and  2LQ^+  QM  x  QM  be  always 

equal  to  CNZ ;  then  all  the  farts  of  the  arch  ZSMQ 
will  remain  in  equilibrio. 

For 
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Fig.     For  by  Prop.  XI.  if  CB  c±  v/HSa  — HZ%  and 
22.  LMl  —  LQ*  ~  CN%  then  the  arch  ZQ  will  ftand 

in  equilibrio.     But  LM  zz  LQ  +  QiM,  and  LMa 

—  LQ*  zz  LQ*  +  2LQ  x  QlM  +  QM*  —  LQ1 
—  CN",  that  is,  2LQ  X  QM  +  QM*  —  CN% 
therefore  all  the  parts  of  the  arch  bounded  by  the 
right  line  SM  and  the  curve  ZQ  will  remain  in 

equilibrio. 
But  the  calculation  of  fuch  a  curve  is  fo  very  in- 

tricate, that  it  czn  be  of  no  manner  of  ufe  in  the 

building  of  bridges. 

P  R  O  P.      XIII. 

2  3-  If  any  curve  AFZ  be  made  to  revolve  round  its  axis 
ZC,  and  form  thereby  a  concave  fur  face  or  vault  \  and 

if  a  wall  SZF^  be  erecled  thereon,  which  is  to  be  fup~ 
for  ted  by  that  fur  face,  like  an  arch.  Then  the  height 
of  that  wall  at  any  point  F,  fo  that  ail  the  farts  may 

FT* 

ftand  in  equilibrio,  that  is  Fg,  will  be  as  —   — , 

where  FT  is  a  tangent  at  F,  FI  an  ordinate,  and  R 
the  radius  of  curvature  in  F. 

Let  ZAC,  Z^C  be  two  planes,  comprehending 
the  fmall  part  of  the  vault  ZAa;  then  the  diftance 
F/  at  any  place  F  will  be  as  the  ordinate  FI ;  and 
the  incumbent  weight  on  the  line  Ff  will  be  FgxFf9 
or  as  Fg  X  FI. 

Let  ZIzz x,  Fizzy,  ZFzzz,  and  let  z  be  a  given 

part  of  the  curve  ZF  ;  and  y  a  fmall  part  of  the 

/        2  y  FI         ,    '  •         FI 
ordinate  FI.     Thcny  zz     £    ■-,  and  y  is  as  — ; , rl  FT 

becaufe  z  is  given.     Then  the  incumbent  weight 

on  the  fmall  part  of  the  furface  at  F  is  as  F^*  X 

FI 
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,  FI1  Fig. 

FI  X  y  or  as  Fg  x  ™.     By  Prop.  II.  the  preffure  23* 

.     ,-,  .        Czzcurv.       _,     FT2  TTrl 
at  any  point  F  is  as  zz  C  X-prr.  Whence 

FP  .        „      FT1  FT2 

F^  X  p^  is  as  C  X  TF  or  as  ̂ p-^,  and  Fg  as 
FT* 

FI^xR 

Cor.  1.  Hence  Fg  is  as  IZ^I,  putting  x  invariable. 
.      yyl 

For  — -   =  4->  and  R  zz  JL_  ;  therefore  Fg 
Fi         7  — xy 

being  as  *      is  as  -21  or  as  ?i  X  ~^    2= &     Fi*xR        yyR         yyl        z* 

-J-,  as  is  alfo  fhewn  in  my  book  of  Fluxions, 

yyl %%        ... 
Or  thus,  Rz-  when  y  is  given,  whence  F?  is  as 

yx  
^ 

&      yx  __  x_ 

yj1*      z>    ~  yyc 
Cor.  2.  £fc»^  #0  curve  can  produce  the  figure  of  a 

true  vaults  except  the  radius  of  curvature  in  the  ver- 
tex be  infinite. 

For  in  the  vertex,  FT  zz  FI,  and  F^  in  the  ver- 

tex is     zz     zz  infinity,  when  R  is  fi- 
FI*xR        FixR  J 

nite,  and  FIzzo,  therefore  to  make  F^  a  real  quan- 
tity, R  mull  be  infinite;  otherwife  ZS  will  be 

infinite. 

Exam.     i. 

Let  FZR  be  the  common  parabola,  rxzzyy%  then  24; 
IT  zz  2xf  and  FT  zzy^+^tf  zz  s/rx+^xx,  and 

R  zz 
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R  zz  -~-J~-feZ_-.     Therefore  Fg  is  as  — Z_z    or 
irr  j4R 

2rr 
as      ̂ ^         x   ,3    that  is,  Fg  is  as  — *z. 

rrx  x  rr-\-6srx\  w  r{xx 

or  as  «— ~,  or  Fg  is  as  —  ;    and   therefore   at  the 
\/x  y 

vertex  Fg  is  infinite.     And  fo  it  will  in  the  circle. 

Exam.     2. 

25.      Let  AFZR  be  a  cubic  parabola,  whofe  equation 

is  x  zzj?.     Here  IT  zz  %x,  and  FT  zz  x/yy+yxx 
•— — ——— —  I— 1— QV2,  'T 

zz  s/yy+gy6.    And  R  zz  — g± — ,  whence  F^  13 

FT*  yy-fqf>H    T        fo  6yxy* 
as     or  as  ̂ _L^__  x  l3    zz    J  J    ©r 
FI4R  v4  l+9jshr  jy+ 

as  6  a  given  quantity.     Therefore  F^  is  every  the 
fame,  and  the  curve  Sg  is  alfo  a  cubic  parabola, 
the  fame  with  the  former,  but  in  a  higher  pofition. 

After  the  fame  manner  if  AFZ  be  a  biquadratic 

parabola,  where  a:™ y4,  there  will  come  out  Fg  as 
y  j  and  therefore  the  height  at  the  vertex  is  o. 

PRO  P.     XIV.    Prob. 

2gw  To  invefligate  and  confirucl  the  curve  or  arch  AFZ, 
by  whofe  revolution  a  vault  AZR  is  formed,  upon 
which  the  wall  or  building  APQR  being  erecled,  and 
being  bounded  by  the  horizontal  line  PQ,  the  height 
ZS  being  given ;  all  the  parts  may  remain  in  e* 
quilibrio. 

Draw  ZG   parallel  to  QSP,  and  let   SZ  zz  ay 
Zizzx,  Fizzy,  AC=£,  ZC=*.     Then  Fgzza+ay 

x 
but  (by  Cor.  r.  Prop.  XIII.)  Fg  is  as  — • ;  whence XT.  _* 
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x  -.  Fig. 
—  is  as  a+x ;  and  taking  the  conftant  quantity  r\  2g 
ft*.  ...... r*x  zzayy*  +  xyyz9  y  being  zz  1. 

Finding  the  indices  (by  Rule  III.  Prop.  X.  Sect. 
1.  Fluxions)  to  be  3,  6,  9,  12,  &c. 

Aflame* =       Ay3  -f  Bj6  +         Q?9  +  Dy2&c. 
then      x—     3-V2  +  6B?S  -f       9Cy8  4-  I2Dfx,&c 
and      3c=2.3Aj»    -f-      5-6By*+    8  9C77 -f-    ii.i2Dy°&c. 
then  rr*  zzz. 3*^  +  5. 6r3  B>4  •+8.9r3Cy74-u.i2r3Dy°&c. 

+  *;] *>-f  Aj>*  +         By-f  CyIO&c. 

And  equating  the  co-efficients  A  zz   ,  B  zz 

— _,  C  zz   : ,  D  zz   ,  &c.  put p  zz  dL. 
5.6rJ  8.9^  ii.i2rJ  r* 

Whence  x  =  _^L  +      ̂       +   % 
2-3r5         2.3. 5. 6r6       2.3.5.6.8.9^ 

&C.  ZZ—V  +  —1—f  +   *__    p9    &c. 2.3  2.3.5.6  2.3.5.6.8.9 
Or  putting  A,  B,  C,  D,  &c.  for  the  preceding 
terms, 

2.3  ̂   5.6  8.9  11.12  I4.I5 

Let  SZ  or  #zzi,  #  —  £zzio,  yzzbzzi$.     Then 

to  find  r,  we  have  ̂   zz  L  +  JL  A+  JL  B  ̂  
a  6        30  72 

  C  &c.  zz  10.     And  by  reverfion  of  feries  flzz 
132 

26.37  zz  —,  and  rJ  zz  —    zz  3.?75 ,  —  I28. 
rJ  26.37        26.37 

AndrJ  being  known  ;  put^zzo,  J,  2,  3,  4,  &c. 
from  which  find  the  feveral  values  of  p  by  the  equa- 

tion  —  zip,  and  from  thefe  the  correfpondent  va- 

lues of  x  by  the  foregoing  feries. 

N  EaM 
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Fig.  Eafier  thus. 

2&*      Inilead  of  afluming  fome  value  for  a,  affume  the 

value  of  r\  then  the  equation  —   zz  p,  gives  p  j 

which  being  known,  the  feries  1_  +  ¥-  A  +   — 
6         30  72 

B  &c.  gives  —  •,  whence  a  will  be  known.     But  if a 

a  is  not  of  a  commodious  length,  affume  rJ  anew, 
till  a  be  of  a  proper  magnitude. 

For  example,  take  r*  zz  120,  then  p  zz  — -- 
130 

—  25,9615,  in  this  cafe.     Then  —  zz  ̂   p  -\   
B  C  D 

p  +  —  />  +   ^>  +   p  &c.  zz  9.72285,  and 
72  132  210 
10  yl a  zz    zz  1. 02851.     Now  put  p  zz  — -,  and 

9.72285  °  Y     *       r*' 
affume  y  zz  o,  1,  2,  3,  4,  &c.  fucceflively,  then 
fo  many  values  of  p  will  be  had,  and  then  the  cor- 

lefpondent  values  of  x,  by  the  feries  x  zz  —  p  + 

2.3 

iA+lB+      p     C  &c.    And  thefe  being 
§.6  8.9  11.12 
all  computed  will  be  as  in  the  following  Table. 

It 
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values values values values values 
values 

of  y, 

I 

of  p. 

.OO769 

of  AT. of  y. 

9 

of/. of  X, 

.OO13 
5.60770 

l-*555 

2 .06154 1OI06 10 7.69231 

1.6950 

3 .20769 .Q358 
11 

10.23846 2.4461 
4 

5 

•49231 .0858 

.1702 

12 13.29231 

16.90000 

3-4945 

.96154 
4.9652 6 1. 66154 .3009 

14 

21.10769 
7-0425 

7 2.63846 
•4935 

15 

25.96154 10.0000 

8 
3-93846 .7687 

179 

Fig. 

It  is  eafy  to  conftruft  this  curve  by  the  Table, 
fetting  off  ZD  or  y  by  the  firft  column  ;  and  DF  or 
#,  by  the  third  ;  and  drawing  a  curve  through  all 
the  points.  The  curve  is  very  flat  at  the  top,  and 
at  the  bottom  rifes  at  an  angle  of  about  7 1 1 
degrees. 

N  i ART- 
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Fig. 

ART.        VI. 

The    Precefficn    of  the    Equinoxes. 

IN  Prob.  XXVI.  of  mv  book  of  Fluxions,  I 

have  given  a-  calculation  of  the  Preceflion  of 
the  Equinoxes,  ab  origine^  that  is,  depending  up- 
♦on  nothing  but  the  laws  of  motion.  What  1  give 
here  is  deduced  primarily  from  the  motion  of  the 

moon's  nodes,  which  makes  the  calculations  vaft- 
ly  fhorter. 

PROP.     I.       Prob. 

27.  Suppofing  the  denfity  of  the  earth  the  fame  through- 
out^ to  find  the  precejfion  of  the  equinoxes ',  by  thefurCs 

force.  , 

Let  Q AR  be  the  earth,  CA  its  radius,  and  put 

a  zz  earth's  radius  CA, 

b  zz  72706",  motion  of  the  moon's   nodes  in  a 

year, n  zz  1436',  a  fyderial  cfey, 

d  zz  40iiyf  the  moon's  periodic  time, 
e  zz  52441  the  matter  in  the  earth, 

/  zz  459  the  matter  in  the  crufr, 

x  zz  col.  50,  and  c  zz  cof.  230  f,  /  zz  generating force. 

By  Cor.  3.  Prop.  28.  Centripetal  Forces^  d  :  n:  :  b  : 
bn 

-j  the  yearly  motion  of  the  nodes  of  a  moon,  re- 

volving in  the  time  77,  or  of  an  equinoctial  ring. 
Now  by  Prop.  59.  Mechanics^  the  lame  angular 

motions  will  be  produced,  if  the  bodies  of  the 
ring,  and  of  the  earth,  be  placed  in  their  centers  of 

gyration, 
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gyration,  or  at  the  diftances  a^/^  and  a*/\\  there  Fig. 

fore  (by  Cor.  2.  Prop.  $6.  ib.)  it  will  be  as  --^- —  :     '* iXfaa 

-   L    :  :  fo  angular  motion  of  the  equi- 

lX\aa+eX\aa  n 

bn       \lxbn noctial  rins:  —  :  - —  .  ■    ■     zz  motion  of  the  nodes 
d     dx±l+*e 

of  the  whole  earth  5  that  is,  when  the  force  (/)  acls 
altogether  upon  the  matter  /  in  the  equinoctial  ring. 
But  the  force  upon  the  cruli  or  exterior  part,  dif- 
fufed  over  the  whole  furface  of  the  fphere,  is  but *  x  -4bn 

y  of  the  equinoctial  force.     Therefore  -j — ^    — 
Ibn 

or  - —  ,  zz  motion  of  the  eartn's  nodes,  fup- 

pofing  the  equinoctial  elevated  above  the  ecliptic, 
no  more  than  the  moon's  orbit.  But  the  force 
(and  confequently  the  motion)  will  be  lefs  in  pro- 

portion to  the  cofines  of  elevation  ;  therefore  x  :  c 

r         cttn  I '/.     , motion  or  e  :  — —  zz  the  true  motion  of  the  c- xdw 

quinoxes,  by  the  fun's  force ;  putting  11  +  2e  zzw 
106030. 

Operation. 
log.  c  zz  9.962398 

/  zz  2.661813 
b  zz  4.861570 

n  zz  3.157154- 20.642935 

.v  zz  9-99*344 
d  zz  4.604409 
w  zz  5.025429 

19.628182 
log.     1.014753 

Motion  of  the  equinoxes     io".345,  by  the  fun. 
N  3  PROP. 
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Fig. 

ffr  PRO  P.'     1% 
Suppofe  the  denfity  of  the  earth  to  be  reciprocal} 

as  the  nth  power  of  the  di fiance  from  the  center  ;  the) 
the  angular  motion  of  the  nodes  in  the  uniform  fphere 
is  to  the  angular  motion  of  the  nodes  in  this  variabl 

fphere  :  :  as  5  :  to  5  —  n  5  fuppcfing  both  of  the  f am 
denfity  at  the  furface. 

Let  CA  zz  r,  CB  or  CO  zz  #,  c  zz  3.1416,  dz 
rnd 

denfity  at  A  at  the  furface.     Then  —  will  be  th 

denfity  at  B  ;  and  thefpherical  furface  atBz=4tf# 
and  by  the  variable  denfity,  the  matter  in  the  or 

at  B  zz  4cxzx  X  — -  d  zz  4cdrnx*-*x.     But  (by  E> x 

5.  Prob.  23,  Fluxions),  the  diftance  of  the  cente 
of  gyration  of  the  orb  BO,  is  zz  x<y\  —  Cp,  an 
of  the  fphere  ry/£.  Therefore  (by  Cor.  2.  Proj 
56.  Mechanics)  the  force  remaining  the  fame,  th 
angular  motion  of  the  nodes  in  the  uniform  fphere 

to  that  in  the  invariable  fphere  :  :    
\rr  x  iphere 

    But  the  fphere  zztcM 

ium  of  all  cpz  x  4-cdrnx*—nx 
Alfo  the  fum  of  all  the  Cpz  X\cdrnxz*~nx,  or  of  all  tr 
*xx  xWr^'^or  of  all  \cdrnxk— nxzz\cdrn  X  fluer 

v5— "ft ef  x*— nx  zz  \cdrn  X  -■   But   when   n  zz 

5— n lcdrn  X  A.  —  —  4^y  X  log.  x.     Whence  the  at x 

gular  motion  in  the  uniform  fphere  :  to  the  at 

gular  motion  in   the  variable  fphere  :  :    g       ̂  
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  ^— •  or  when  *  =  r,  as  \cdf  X  £=*  :    * 
•afr«  x  —  5— »       7* 

5—  » 

iV^r*»  or  as  -^--  :  3f5>  or  as  5  t0  5  —  »• 

5— » 
Cor.  1.  /Ffo/z  #  —  1,  <?r  '/&*  denfity  reciprocally  as 

the  diflance  from  the  center  \  the  angular  motions  in 
the  uniform  and  variable  fpheresy  will  be  as  5  to  4,  for 
the  motion  of  the  equinoxes. 

Cor.  2.  If  »— 5,  /&*  motion  of  the  equinoxes  will 
be  nothing. 

For  the  motion  of  the  uniform  fphere  is  as  log. 
x  ,  but  when  #z=o,  log.  #  z:  infinity,  and  the  mo- 

x 
tion  as  log.  x  —  log.  o  ==  log.  —  r=  infinity.   And o 

therefore  the  motion  of  the  variable  fphere,  is  o  in 
refpect  to  it. 

Cor.  3.  If  n  is  greater  than  5,  the  motion  is  nega- 
tive or  backward. 

Cor.  4.  If  n  is  negative,  or  which  is  the  fame 

thing,  if  the  denfity  be  as  xn ;  then  the  motion  of  the 
equinoxes  in  the  uniform  and  variable  fpheres>  will  be 
as  5  to  5  +  n. 

PROP.      III. 

Suppofe  the  denfity  at  the  center  C greater  than  that  28 , 
at  the  Jurface  A,  in  any  ratio  as  n  to  1.  The  motion 
of  the  equinoxes  in  the  uniform  fphere,  is  to  that  in  the 

variable  fphere  •,  as  n  4-  5  to  £>  ;  fuppofing  them  both 
of  the  fame  denfity  at  thefurface,  and  in  the  latter  to 
increafe  uniformly  from  A  to  C. 

Let  ADzz  d  the  denfity  at  the  furface  A,  CG  r: 
nd  the  denfity  at  the  center,  BCz^j  draw  BH 

N  4  parallel 
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Fig.  parallel  to  CG  or  AD?  then  BH  will  be  the  den- 
28.  fity  at  B.     Draw  DF  parallel  to  AC,  and  FG  = 

tZ-iJ.    By  fimilar  triangles  DF  :  FG  : :  DE  :  EH, 

that  is  r  :  n—iJ  : :  r —  x  :  EH  =  -ZL.  X  n—  ud\ 

and  BH  =  !-—  X  0  —  1.  d +  d  =    denfity   at r 

B~D,  by  fubftitution.     Then  ̂ .cxzxx  D  zz  mat- 
ter  in  the  orb  at  B.     Then   reafoning  as   before, 
motion  in  the  uniform  fphere,  to  the  motion  in  the 

variable  one  5  as  -JL.  *jratfaU^^^ 
or  as  fum  of  all  the  \cix*x.  X  D  to  ̂ cdr*  ;  but 
the  fum   of  all  \cx*x  xDz  fum   of  ̂ cx*xD  zz 

fluent  of  ̂ cx*x  X  by  nd  —  _  x   »  —  1    :    ==-  fl| 

J'j\':        %cd       .               8       ,  8^.»— 1 *cndx*x   #*#  x  # —  1  =  -A-cnaxi  —  — ; — __ 
yr  i8r 

X  a;6.     Therefore  the  motions  in  the  uniform  and 

variable  fphere,  are  as    *cndx*  —  —  _*J?_ZL_L  x6. ibr 

to  ̂ Tcdrs.  And  when  x  zzr,  thefe  motions  are 

as  :  -j-V^  — !  -r'W-  ̂ —  *  :  X  rs  to  ~-fcdr'^  or  as  T8T 

»  —  tV  »  +  A  •'  tV>  or  as  :  T'T  —  TV  x  n  +  T^  1 
T\.n  that  is,  as  «  +  5  to  6. 

Cor.  1 .  If  n  zz  o,  or  the  denfity  be  o  at  the  cen- 
ter •,  the  motion  of  the  equinoctial  points^  in  the  uni* 

form  and  variable  fpheres  \  will  be  as  5  to  6. 

Cor.  2.  If  n  zz  j  9  mtheje  motions  will  be  equal. 
For  then  they  are  both  uniform. 

?  R  O  P. 
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Fig. 

PROP.    IV.    Prob.  29. 

Let  AR  be  a  fphere  fo  formed \  that  the  decreafe  of 
denfity,  in  going  from  the  center  to  the  circumference, 
as  at  B,  may  be  as  CB*%  that  is,  as  any  power  m  of 
the  diftance  from  the  center,  to  find  the  motion  of  the 
equinotlial  points. 

Let  AD  zz  d,  be  the  denfity  at  A,  CGzzbzznd, 
be  the  denfity  at  C ;  and  let  DHG  be  the  curve  of 
denfity.  Draw  BEHO  parallel  to  CG  •,  and  let  CB 
or  GO  zz  *,  FG  zz  a9  C  A  or  GK  zz  r.  Then  by 
nature  of  the  curve  GH,  GK>  or  CA™  :  FG  cr 
KD  :  :  CB7*  or  GO7*  :  OH  ;  that   is,  rm  2  a  :  :  xm 

:  OH  zz  —  a,  the  decreafe  of  denfity  at  B ;  there- 

fore  b-   a  zz  denfity  at  B  ;  and  ̂ cxzx  x  b —  —  a 

zz  matter  in  the  orb  at  B.     And  the  fum  of  all 

the  \xx  x  4«*i  X  b  —  —  a,  or  the  fluent  of  lcx*x 

~  ~^n  3  Scaxm  +  S X  b  —  —  a  zz  —  cbx*   ===.     Whence 
rm  %  5  %rm  xm  +  $ 

the  motions  in  the  uniform  and  variable  fpheres  are 
o  8  caxm  ~f~  5 

as  —  cbx*     and  -iVir5 ;  and  (when 
3.5  3^X^  +  5 

.  _  arm+$ 
x  zz  r)  as  4-  £r*   ==  to  4  dr*,  or  as  b  — rm  Xm  +  5 

5* to  d,  that  is  as  nd   X  n  —  i.d  to  d, 
m  +  5  m  +  5 
whence  the  motions  in  the  uniform  and  variable 

r  ,  5  X  » —  1 
fpheres  are  as  0   to  1,  or  as  mn  +  z m  4-5 
to  w  +  5. Cor. 
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Fig'     Cor.  If  m  —  i,  the  motions  are  as  n  +  5  to  6, 
29*  agreeable  to  Prop.  III. 

PROP.     V.     Prob. 

27.       Suppofe  the  denfity  of  the  earth  at  any  -place  B,  to 

be  as  -—  3  £0/Vf£  upwards  from  B  /<?  A  ;  £#/  /to  *V 

CBS 
«  hollow  below  the  furface  BFD  ;  to  find  the  motion 
of  the  equinoctial  points  in  this  hollow  fphere  ;  having 
that  of  a  fimilar  hollow  fphere  of  uniform  denfity \  both 
having  the  fame  denfity  at  A. 

Let  CA  =:  r,  d  zz  denfity  at  A,  CB  —  #,  pro- 
ceeding as  in  Prop.  II.  The  furface  at  B  ~  4cxx, 

and  the  matter  in  the  orb  ~  $cxxX  x  d  for  the  tlhU 

form  fphere,  and  for  the  variable  fphere  zz  4cxzx  x 

1—  d  or  \cdrnxx—nx  \  thefe  multiplied  by  \xx  (the 

fquare  of  the  diftance  of  the  center  of  gyration), 
will  be  \cdxs>x  for  the  uniform  fphere,  and 
%c£rnx*~-*X  for  the  other.  Therefore  the  motion 
in  the  uniform  fphere  :  motion  in  the  variable  one 

:  •  as    - — . — -  :      *       ,  : ;  fluent  of 
fum  :  \cdx*x      fum  :  tcdrnx*—nx 

\cd  x  rnx*—nx  :  fluent  of  ̂ .cdx^x  : :  fluent  of  r"x+— nx  : rnx*>~~n      x* 

fluent  of  x+x  :  :     :   — ,  for  the  hollow  parts 5~n       5 

r$ 

BOFD
.   

  

Put 
 
.v  z=  r,  and 

 
the  fluen

ts  
are   

 
and-

 

  ,  for  the  whole  fpheres.      Subtract  the  refpec- 
5 

tive  parts  from  the  wholes,  and  the  motion  of  the 
equinoxes,  for   the  uniform  and  variable  hollow 

fpheres,  will  be  as         —  to    . 
*  5  —  *  5 Cor. 
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Fig. 

Cor.  The  motion  in  the  whole  uniform  fphere,  is  to  2y. 

the  motion  in  the  variable  hollow  fphere ;  as  -§—  to 

5  —  n 

For  the  motions  of  the  uniform   and  variable 

fpheres  are  as    r  and  - — I   .,  or  as  —  and 
fl.  x+x  n.  rnx*— nx  %xs 

.,  or  as  A-  and  5      n  ;  and  the  mot. 
1      v>  rnxs— *  Xs  rnX5—n 

in  the  whole  uniform  fphere,  to  the  motion  in  the 

variable  hollow  fphere -,  as  JL   to  — 5^n—.. rs  rs — r"xs— n 
What  is  done  here  with  regard  to  the  fecond  pro- 

pofition  ;  may  as  eafily  be  done  upon  the  fuppofi^ 
tions  laid  down  in  the  3d  and  4th  proportions  ;  and 
therefore  1  fhall  not  trouble  the  reader  with  them. 

I  (hall  only  give  one  example  of  this  Prop,  and 
its  Corol. 

Let  »=i,  x  zz \r  z=CB.  Then  the  mot.  in  the 

uniform  and  variable  hollow  fpheres  ABFDQ^  are 

as  ̂   X  ̂  to  1-^ri  or  as  _L£_  to  -lL 4  5  4X10        5x32 
that  is,   as  75  to  62. 

And  the  motion  in  the  whole  uniform  fphere,  to 

that   in   the  variable  hollow  fphere,  is   as  —    to 

\   ,  or  as  5  to  1   l—  or  as  75  to  64. 
r* — r  x  r-r  * 5 

Hence  if  the  motion  of  the  equinoxes  be  known 
for  a  earth  of  uniform  denfity,  the  motion  of  a 
earth  formed  according  to  any  law  of  denfity  will 
alfo   be  known,    by    the   foregoing   proportions. 

And 
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Fig.  And  thus  I  have  compieated  that  difficult  problem 
of  finding  the  preceflion  of  the  equinoxes  by  the 

fun's  force,  upon  any  fuppofnion  of  denfity. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

The  moon's  difturbing  force  is  not  precifely 
known,  and  we  have  not  fufficient  data  to  deter- 

mine it.  Let  P  zz  earth's  periodical  time,  or  a 
year,  and  p  —  earth's  periodical  time  about  the 
moon  at  reft;  then  the  moon's  difturbing  force  zz PP 

—  X  fun's  difturbing  force.   But  as  p  is  unknown  ; tP 
we  muft  judge  as  well  as  we  can  from  the  forego- 

ing propofitions. 
Preceflion  of  the  equinoxes  by  obfervation  50". 3 
in  a  earth  of  uniform  denfity,  by  the  fun   10.34 
by  Prop.  2.  Cor.  1.  n  zz  1.  8.27 
by  Prop.  3.//Z2.  8.86 

Hence  this  may  be  concluded  in  general,  what- 
ever be  the  law  of  denfity,  if  it  be  greater  within 

the  earth,  the  motion  by  the  fun's  force  will  be  lefs ; 
and  confequently  the  moon's  force  fo  much  greater. 
Neither  is  there  any  way  to  make  the  moon's  force 
lefs,  but  by  making  the  earth  hollow,  or  elfe  rarer 
within,  which  is  not  probable.  Hence  we  cannot 
well  iuppofe,  that  the  preceflion  by  the  fun  is  great- 

er than  10.34  ;  nor  confequently  that  by  the  moon 

to  be  lefs  than  (50.3  —  10.34)  39.96  •,  then  ̂ -JL 

10.34 

=z  3.86  for  the  moon's  force,  fuppofing  the  fun's 
force  t.     But  by  the  foregoing  Props,  the  precef- 
fion  by  the  fun  muft  probably  be  lefs,  and  therefore 

its  force  lefs,  and  therefore  the  moon's  bigger  than is  here  fet  down. 

ART. 
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ART.        VII. 

Tie    Conjlru&ion    of  Logarithms. 

IDefign  not  heie  to  treat  of  the  beft  and  moit 
expeditious  methods  of  making  logarithms,  I 

have  already  done  that  in  my  book  of  Fluxions. 
I  (hall  here  only  (hew  how  this  may  be  done  by  the 
indices  or  roots  of  numbers  ;  by  fuch  methods  the 

Tables  of  logarithms  were  with  great  labour  con- 
flicted at  firft.  And  though  thefe  methods  are 

very  tedious,  and  require  a  great  deal  of  time  and 

pains  to  perform,  yet  they  fhew  the  nature  of  loga- 
rithms, and  their  relation  to  the  numbers  themfelves 

in  the  cleared  and  plaineft  manner. 

P  R  O  B       I. 

To  make  logarithms  by  the  indices  of  the  roots  of  10. 

This  method  depends  on  aflfuming  fome  number 
as  the  logarithm  of  10,  and  the  feveral  multiples 
thereof,  for  the  logarithms  of  the  correfponding 
powers  of  10  ;  and  then  finding  the  logarithms  or 
indices  for  the  intermediate  powers.  According  to 

this  method,  fuppofe  log.  izzo,  io°  — 1,  ioT  — 10, 

ioizzioo,  io'zziooo,  ~&x.  where  o,  1,  2,  3,  &c. 
are  the  aflumed  logarithms  of  i,  10,  100,  ioco  -, 
then  to  find  the  logarithms  of  the  intermediate 
numbers,  fuppofe  an  immenfe  feriesof  geometrical 
proportionals  from  1  to  10,  &c.  Then  all  num- 

bers may  be  fuppofed  to  be  contained  in  this  feries, 
and  every  number  may  be  fome  power  (or  root)  of 
10  ;  and  the  index  exprefiing  this  power  or  root, 
will  be  the  logarithm  of  that  number  j  and  the  bu- finefs 

Fig. 
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Fig.finefs  is  to  find  that  index  or  logarithm.     This  fe- 
rks  may  be  denoted  thus,  i,  x>  #%  a",  x\  #*,  x6i 
&x   to  tfI0OCO00°  zz  10.     And  therefore  to  find 
the  logarithm  of  any  number  is  to  find  its  place  in 
the  feries.  And  this  may  be  done,  by  help  of  the 
following  Table  of  the  fquare  roots  of  10.  This 
Table  is  made  by  continually  extracting  the  fquare 
roots  of  10,  till  the  indices  of  x  all  vanifh,  as 
follows. 

Square  roots 
powers  of 

.? 

of  10. 
; — ;     #10000006 

3.1622776 
ZZ    tf5°ooooa I.7782794 —    #2500000 

^3335214 
ZZ    #1250000 I.1547819 — —    #625000 

I.0746078 
zz  #312500 

I.0366329 
-~  #156250 

1.0181517 

zz  #78125 I.OO90350 

zz  #39062
 

I.OO45073 

ZZ    #1Q53* I.00225II 

ZZ    #976S 
I.OOII249 

ZZ    #48»3 
I.OOO5623 

ZZ    X2^1 
I.OOO2811 

ZZ     #12** 
I.  OOO 1 405 

zz   #6l° 
I.OOOO703 

ZZ    #3°S I. OOOO351 

zz  #Js2 
I. OOOO175 

ZZ    #7° 
I.OOOO087 

ZZ    #38 
I.OOOOO44 

zz    #I$> 
1. 0000022 

ZZ    X9 I. OOOOO 1 1 
ZZ    X* I.OOOOOO5 

=    #2 I.OOOOOO3 

ZZ    X1 
I.OCOOOOI 

ZZ    X1 In  this  Table  it  may  be  obferved,  that  any  in- 
dex of  #,  divided  by  iooooooo,  is  the  logarithm 

of 
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cf  its  correfpondent  number.  Thus  1  is  the  log.  Fig, 
of  10,  and  .5  is  the  log.  of  3.1622776;  and  .25 
is  the  log.  1.7782794  ;  and  fo  on  through  the  Ta- 

ble. And  fince  the  addition  of  thefe  indices  or  lo- 

garithms, anfwers  to  the  multiplication  of  the  cor- 
refpondent numbers  ;  therefore  to  find  the  log.  of 

any  number  by  this  Table,  we  mud  feek  out  luck 
numbers  in  the  Table,  that  being  multiplied  toge- 

ther (or  perhaps  divided),  they  will  produce  the 
given  number ;  fo  the  indices  being  added  (or  per- 

haps fubtracled)  will  give  the  log.  of  that  number. 
Therefore  to  find  the  logarithm  of  any  number, 

Proceed  thus.  Take  the  neareft  number  thereto 

in  the  Table  (on  the  left  hand),  which  fci  down 
with  the  power  or  index  of  x  againft  it.  If  it  be 
too  little,  multiply  by  fome  following  number  in 
the  Table,  found  by  trials,  fuch  that  the  product 
may  come  the  neareft  to  the  given  number ;  but  if 
it  was  too  great,  divide  by  fuch  a  number.  Set 
down  that  number  and  the  index  of  x  againft  it; 
then  below,  fet  down  the  product  (or  quotient)  of 
the  numbers,  and  againft  it,  the  fum  (or  difference  J 
of  the  indices. 

Go  on  the  fame  way,  by  continually  multiplying 
(or  dividing)  by  lefs  and  lefs  numbers,  and  adding 
(or  fubtracling)  their  indices,  as  you  proceed,  and 
thus  you  will  continually  approximate  to  the  num- 

ber and  to  its  logarithm,  bo  that  at  laft  when  you 
have  obtained  the  number,  and  its  index;  divide 

the  index  by  10000000,  and  you  have  the  lo- 
garithm. 

Note  1.  To  find  the  next  multiplier  expeditioufly 

without  too  many  trials)  •,  divide  the  given  num- 
er,  by  the  laft  number,  fo  far  as  to  get  a  figure  or 
wo  in  decimals;  then  the  quotient  will  point  out 
he  multiplier  in  the  Table,  Or  divide,  to  get  a 
ivifor. 

Note 
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Fig-  Note  2.  You  may  always  ufe  multiplication  if 
you  pleafe,  provided  you  never  make  a  product  to 
exceed  the  number  given  *  but  the  work  will  go 
on  flower. 

Exam. 

To  firid  the  logarithm  of  2, 
Num.        Indexer. 

I.77 S 2 794    25OOOCO 

X  1. 1547819    625000 

pr.  2.0535247 
-r-  LO366329 

qu.  1  9809567 
X  1  0090350 

pr.  1.9988546 

X  1.000-623 

pr. 

X 

pr. 

X 

pr. 

1.99997x5 
1  00000S7 

i.e.:,: 
1.0000022 

2.0000002 

31 25000 
: ^6250 

290S750 

39062 
3007812 2441 

3010253 

  _3^ 
3010291 

  9 3010 <oo 

then  ̂ 0I°3—  z=  3C10300  the  log.  2. 1 0000000 
Here  the  nearelr.  number  to  2  in  the  Table,  is 

1.7782794,  which  I  fet  down,  and  the  index  of  x, 
2500000.     Then  the  neareft  multiplier  to  produce 
2,  is  1.1547819,  which  I  fet  down  and  its   index 
of    *,  625000.      And    below    I    fet  the  product 
2.0535247  ;  and  the  fum  of  the  indices  3125000. 
Then  this  lad  number  being  greater  than  2,  1  find 
the  divifor  1.0366329,  which  I  fet  down,  and  the 
index  of  *,   156250.     And  below  1  fet  the  quotient 
1.9S09567  i    and    the    difference    of   the    indices 
296S750.        The   next    multiplier   I    find    to    be 
1.00903-^0,  which  I  fet  down,  and  its  index  39062, 

Then 
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Then  I  fet  down  the  product  1.9988546  •,  and  the 
fum  of  the  indices  3007812.  And  thus  I  proceed 

till  I  get  2  and  the  index  3010300  -9  and  thence  the 
log.  3010300. 

To  get  the  multipliers  as  I  proceed,  I  divide  2 

by  1.77,  and     zz  1.13,  and  the  neareft  num- 

ber  in  the  Table  is  1.1547819.      To  get  the  divi- 

for,  2,°53  —  1.026,    and  the  neareft  number  is 2 

1.0366329.     To  find  the  next  multiplier, 
1.9009 

=z  1.009,  and  the  divifor  is  1.0090350.      And  fo 
On  to  the  laft. 

Where  note,  a  greater  number  (than  2.)  requires 
a  divifor,  and  a  lets,  a  multiplier. 

Exam.     2. 

To  find  the  log.  of  a  great  number  as  37. 
Firft  find  the  log.  of  3.7   as    before,  which   is 

0  5682017  j  and  then  the  log.  ̂ 7  *s  1. 5682017. 

C    H  O    L, 

On  the  contrary,  the  number  may  be  found  by 
the  fame  Table,  anfwering  to  the  given  logarithm  ; 
that  is  done  by  continually  approximating  to  the 
given  index,  as  before  you  did  to  the  number. 
Which  is  done,  by  continually  adding  (or  fubtract- 
ling)  fuch  indices,  as  to  make  the  fum  (or  differ- 

ence) the  neareft  the  given  index  ;  and  at  the  fame 
time  multiplying  (or  dividing)  the  numbers. 

Exam, 
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Ex 

What  is  the  number 

Firft  find  it  for  .54067 

Number. 

3.1622776 
I.0746078 

3.3982080 
I.0181517 

3.4598912 
I.0045Q73 

3.4754858 I.O005623 

3^7353*7 
1.00028 1 1 

3.4725561 1.0000351 

3.4726785 1. 0000175 

3.4727392 
1.0000005 

3-47274io 

A    M. 

of  the  log.  2.5406725. 

25,  thus 
Index. 

50OOOOO 

3.I250O 

53125OO 78125 

539o625 *953' 

5410156 

  2441 
5407715 —  1221 

5406494 
152 

5406646 

_   76 5406722 2 

5406724  , 

So  that  3,4727410  is  the  number  of  the  log; 
,5406724;  and  therefore  347.27410  is  the  number 
of  the  log.  2.5406725.  But  in  fuch  cafes  the  ge- 

neral Table  ought  to  be  made  to  more  places  of 

figures. 
In  this  example,  I  take  the  neareft  index 

5000000,  and  its  number  3.1622776.  Then  t 
take  the  index  312500,  as  the  neareft  to  406724$ 
and  I  fee  it  down  and  its  number  1.0746078.  Then 
adding  the  indices,  we  have  53 12500 ;  and  muki 
plying  the  numbers,  gives  3.3982080.  Then  ! 
take  the  index  78125  (the  neareft  to  .0094225, 

what 
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what  is  wanting  to  make  up  5406725),  and  its 
number  1.0181517.  Then  I  get  the  index  5390625 
and  its  number  3.4598912.  And  fo  proceed  to 
to  end, 

SCHOL       2,1 

Inftead  of  making  a  Table,  by  taking  the  fquare 
roots  of  10  continually,  one  may  ufe  other  roots, 
as  the  cube  root,  &c.  But  in  working  by  it,  the 
numbers  will  not  converge  fo  fad.  And  obferve, 
the  nearer  1,  the  index  of  the  root  is,  the  fafter 
the  numbers  will  converge,  but  there  will  be  more 
labour  in  making  the  Table.  Thus  inftead  of  4 
(the  index  of  the  fquare  root)  take  -J-  or  rather  4-  for 
the  index,  for  making  the  Table.  In  working 
with  4,  each  number  mud  be  cubed,  and  the  fquare 
root  twice  extracted,  to  get  the  next  fucceeding 
number  in  the  Table.  In  fuch  a  Table  the  differ- 

ences are  lefs,  which  makes  the  numbers  approxi- 
mate fafter.  The  index  \  or  rather  -V  would  be 

exceeding  good,  but  for  the  labour  of  calculating 
the  Table.  In  4*  tne  CUDe  °f  every  number  muft 
be  cubed,  and  the  fquare  root  of  the  5th  root 
taken,  which  would  be  an  immenfe  labour.  But 
then  fuch  a  Table  will  ferve  for  all  numbers ;  and 
it  will  converge  6  or  7  times  as  fa  ft  as  the  fquare 
roots. 

PROB,      II. 

tfofind  the  relation  between  the  indefinite  root  of  any 
number \  and  its  logarithm. 

The  indefinite  root  of  any  number  is  1  -f-  fome 
very  fmall  quantity,  as  1  +  x  ;  and  if  m  be  that 

toot,  then  1  +  xm  may  reprefent  any  number,  m 
being  indefinitely  great.  Let  N  be  that  number, 

O  2  the** 
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then  i  -{-  xm  zz  N,  or  N  m  zz s  +  x9  whence  x  zz i 

N  m  —  i.     But  by  the  property  of  the  logarithmic 

curve,  if  /  be  the  fubtangent,  then  mt  xN  m  — i 

zz  log.  N ;  where  if  /  zz  i,  it  will  be  Neper's  Lo- 
garithm ;  if  /  zz  .43429448,  it  is  the  common  lo- 

garithm. 

Cor.  1.  If  r  be  any  other  indefinite  root,  rt  X 

N~  —  1  zz  log.  N. 
1  1 

Cor.  2.  m  X  N  m  —  izrxNr  —  1  5  for  they 

are  both  equal  to    . 

Cor.  3.  If  P be  any  other  number \  then  N  *  —  r 
T 

:  p V  —  1  :  :  log,  N  :  log.  P.      
r  1 

Cor.  4.  m  X  N~  —  1  :  r  x  P7"  —  1  : :  log.  N  ̂  
/«.  P. 

1 

Cor.  5.  £,*£.  N  =  iijirii.     This  follows  from 
io~ —  r 

tar.  3.  £y  p*///»£  Pzio,  4ft/  */jj  &£.  zz  1. 

P  R  O  B.    III. 

7*0  wtffo  logarithms  by  the  indefinite  roots  of  the numbers. 

From  the  laft  Prob.  or  from  Cor.  3.  the  loga« 
rithm  of  a  number  N  may  be  found,  if  its  inde- finite 
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finite  root  can  but  be  extracted,  which  indeed  is  all 
the  difficulty. 

To  find  the  log.  N. 

Involve  2  to  fome  power  large  enough  for  the 

index,  as  fuppofe  2XJ  zz  8388608  —  m,  which  is  to be  made  ufe  of  for  all  numbers  N.  Then  mt  zz 

8388608  X. 43429448  zz  3643126.  Then  extract 
the   fquare  root  of  N    23    times,  which   will  be 
r  i 

N"%  then  mt  X  N  m  —  1  zz  log,  N,  for  the  com- mon log. 
Exam. 

To  find  the  log*  2. 
1 

Here  Nzz2,  andN  m  zz  1.0000000826295879  ; 1 

and  N  m  —  1  =  .0-826295879  (o?  denoting  7  cy- 

phers),    then   mt   X    N m  —  1    zz   3643126.    X 
.0^826295879  zz  .3010300  for  the  log.  2. 

Or  thus. 

Let  7T"?3886°8  =Nz2,  Then  by  the  me- thod  of  extracting  the  roots  of  adfected  equations, 
taking  the  3  firft  terms  only,  we  (hall  have   1  + 

8388608,  +  83«86°«  x  8388607  x>  &c>  =  2)  or 

*  +   4i943<>3r**  =    o     '       >    whence  x   = 

'°  *2  *.  zz  .o78  -y  and  repeating  the  operation  once 
r 

•r  twice,  at  laft  x  zz  .07826295879  •,  zz  N*  —  r; 
na  mtx  zz  .3010300.  as  before,  for  the  log.  2. 
Kit  involving  the  quantities  here  is  extremely  diffi- 

O  3  cult  5 
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cult  •,  and  befides,  it  does  not  anfwer  in  large  num- 

bers, but  diverges. 

Or  thus. 

Extract  the  fquare  root  of  10,  for  23  extractions, 
Y  1 

then  10 w  —  1.00000027448957,  and  10 *  — i- 

.o627448954i  then  by  Cor.  5.  Prob.  II.  log.  N  sj 1 

N~ —  1 
.0*27448954 

Exam. 

cTo  find  the  log.  2. 
1 

Here  Nz2,  and  Nw  —  1  =  .0782629587^ 

therefore  -^26295879  =     OI030oforthe  j       I .o627448954 

If  you  chufe  to  have   1 0000000  &c.  for  the  in« 

dex  m,  you  mud  extract  the  $h  root,  and  then  the 
fquare  root  of   that,  which   gives   the    10th  root. 
Again,  extracl:  the  5th  root  of  this,  and  then  the 
fquare  root,  for  the  \ooih  root ;  and  proceed  thus 
as  often  as  you  have  cyphers  in  the  index,  which 
here  requires  7  repetitions;  and  the  lafl  root  will 
be    1  +  x.      Or  eife  extracl  the  io*A  root  at  once, 
by  Rule  III.  page  269,  Algebra  5  which  is  the  quick* 
eft  way. 

It  is  evident  all  thefe  methods  are  impracticable, 
from  the  great  labour  required  in  extractions  anc 
involutions.  Yet  as  difficult  as  it  is,  the  method, 
by  continually  extracting  the  fquare  root,  was  thaj 
made  ufe  of,  at  the  hrrt  invention  of  logarithms 
But,  however,  thefe  methods  fhew  us  very  clearl) 
the  nature  and  conflitution  of  logarithms,  and  the 
dependence  they  have  on  the  numbers  themfelves, 

ART 
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ART.        VIII. 

The    Interpolation    of   Quantities. 

P  R  O  B.     I. 

To  invefligate  a  general  rule  for  the  interpolation  of 
quantities. 

LET  in,  n,  p,  q,  &c.  be  a  feries  of  numbers, 
and  abed,  &c.  a  feries  of  quantities,  a- 

mong  which  another  is  to  be  interpolated.     Let  x 
be  the  number  in  the  firft  feries,  and  y  the  number 
to  be  interpolated  in  the  fecond  feries. 

Affume  the  powers  of  #,  affected  with  unknown 
coefficients,  to  reprefent  y,  thus,  let  y  zz  g  +  hx 
+  hex  +  be*  &c.  then  to  determine  £,  hr  k,  /,  &c. 
we  mud  take 

g  +  hm  +  km1  +  lm*  &c.  s  a. 
g  +  hn  +  kn%  +  In*  &c.  zz  b. 
g  +  hp  +  kpz  +  Ip*  &c.  zz  c. 
g  ±  hq  +  £f   +  /f  &c.  zzi,  &c. 

Here  having  as  many  equations,  as  unknown  co- 
efficients, £,  b9  ky  l-y  thefe  coefficients  will  be  de- 

termined.    Hence  for  4  quantities  we  get, 

a  X  q — p  .p — »  .  q  — ;/—  h  X  q — p  •  q — tn  .  p — m  -j-cXn — m. 

q — m  .  q — a — dX  p—m  .  p — «. ;;—-;/* 

^ — z«  .  n — m  .  q — p  ,p — n  .  q — m  .  n — q. 

_  ix£rEzL-S£z£t££j52  -  /  x  JTF7J7. 
/>  —  n  . p  —  m  .n  —  /» 

h  zz  -ZZ—  — /x  mtn-\-nn+mn  —  k  Xw+n* n — m 

?  —  aH-^~ —  +  Imnxn  -\-m  +  hnn% J  n — m 
O  4  Therefore 
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Therefore  all  the  numbers  and  quantities  m9  n% 
/>,  q,  and  a9  b,  c9  d9  being  known,  g,  b9  k9  /,  will 
be  known. 

Then  aflume  any  value  for  #,  according  to  the 
place  it  is  to  have  in  the  feries  ;«,  //,  p9  q ;  and  the 
correfpondent  value  of  y  will  be  known,  in  the  like 

place,  among  a9  b9  c>  d:  that  is,  y  z=r.  g  +  bx  -}-? 
kxx  +  IxK 

Cor.  If  only  3  quantities  are  concerned,  as  mr  n9  p  ̂ 
andayb9c.     And  y=g+bx~\~kxx  •,  /£*» 

*  = **,/> — » — b.p — m~\-c  n—m 

p — n  .p — m .  n — m 
b  —  a 

h  zz   k  x  m  -\-n n  —  m 
an — bm 

g  zz    +  kmfu n — m 

Scho  L. 

Some  other  methods  of  interpolation  may  be  feer^ 
in  my  Treatife  of  the  Differential  Method. 

PROB,      II. 

To  find  a  rule  for  tbe  interpolation  of  a  quantity  9 
among  4  quantities,  at  equal  dijlances. 

Suppofe  the  numbers  (in  the  lad  Prob.)  m,  n,  pt 

q9  to  be  o,  1,  2,  3.  Then  by  fubftituting  num- 
bers for  thefe  letters,  we  (hall  have 

ia — 6b+6c — 2d        d — tf+3  X  b — c 
—  12  6 

a  —  2b+c 
1= — .   3/ 

b  -b  —  a  —  l—k 

(5* All 
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AH  thefe  methods  are  the  fame  with  M.  De  la 

Cail's,  but  are  very  laborious, 
Otherwife  thus. 

Suppofe   as  before  a,  b,  c,  d,  are   cquidiftant, 
and  that  x  lies  between  b  and  c.     By  Prop.  V.  Dif- 

ferential  Method,  y  zz  A  +  xB  +  x.  -  ~  f  C  +  *, 2 

#  —  I       X —  2 

  .  — ■ —  -D,  or  putting  i  +  v  for  x9  and  #, 

d\  d'\  d",  for  A,  B,  C\  D;  then  jz:0  +  i+v.d'+ 
  .  d  H   d  .     But  b  +  c — b.v  is 2  6 

the  value  of  y  by  the  mean  motion,  and  bzza+d\ 

and  c — bzzd+d'\  then  this  value  of  y  is  tf  +  i+v. 
d+vd"\  this  fubtracted  from  the  true  value  of  y, 

leaves  l+™  <f-W" +  iSli^^^  !^El 
2     0  2 

<f  +  *•«-'-'+*  <T  for  the   correftion    B 6 

i-  d' 
i  +  v    *„ 

3 
But  (Cor.  i.  Prop.  II.  Diff.  Method). 

bzza  +  d 

c  —  a  +  zdf  +  d" 
dzz  a  +  %d'  +  3 4"  +  <f ',  whence 

i  +  c  =  2a+  %d  +  d" 
a  +d  zz  ia  +  3d  +  3/'  +  d\  fubtra&ed 
b  +  c  —  #  -|-  ̂  ~  —  id''  —  d'\ 

2  2  2  2 

md  this  is  extremely  near  the  correction  required, 

an4 
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and  when  v  zz  -£>  it  is  exactly  fo.      Therefore  if 

M  zz  value  of  y  by  mean  motion,  M  +  ̂Xl~"~v 

..c.   a  zzy  required,  where  M  zz  b  + 

C  —  b.v* 
Cor.  J .  If  there  he  only  three  equidijiant  quantities, 

find  d  wanting  j  then  y  zM-j   x    . 2  2. 

Cor.  2.  If  there  be  only  three  equidijiant  quant  i* 

ties,  and  a  wanting ;  then  ;zM+   v.i  —-     ̂  2 

2  Exam. 

Four  longitudes  of  the  moon  being  given,  as 

follows;  to  find  it  at  i6A  22'  i6;/.     July  16,  1767, 
July  16.  Noon  n<  290  29'  34"  ==-*# 

Midnight     o     6  40  25  zz  b  ,      n 

17  Noon     o    13  47  4^   z  ̂       /    /     5j 
Midnight     o  20  51   27   zz  d 

Here  rf  zz  —  30'  26",  then  c  —  b  zz  y°  j'  23'',  and 
v  zz  4*  22'  1 6',    and    1  —  v  zz  Jh  37'  44"  ;    an4 

M  =  o<  6-  40'  25"  +    7°  ?'  23"  x  ̂  22'  l6"  - 

o'  90  1 6'  6''. 
Z'  +  f  zz  200  28'  13" fub.  ̂ +Jz  20   21     1 

4-         07   12 

_  4  22  16      7  3744  _ 
v.i-v.z;    x^^=.23i6 12  12 

-    .2316  7'    12"  • 
and  —2—   X    '    zz  25" 
22^ 

Therefore  j  zz  M  +  25"  zz  oc  90  i6f  31^ but 
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but  the  befl  way  is  to  turn  the  quantities  into  de- 
cimals. 

P  R  O  B.      III. 

Five  or  more  quantities  a9  b,  c9  d,  e,  being  given  at 
equal  difianus  ,  to  interpolate  a  quantity  between  b  and 
c  y  or  between  c  and  d. 

By  Prop.  V.  of  the  Differential  Method,  we  have 

2  23 

+  *.  °Lz± .  ̂Zl .  in£ e.   Put  i+vzz L 234 

and  J9  d»9  d!\  d,!"  5=  B,  C,  D,  E.     Then  y  3 
i-rvv    v,        i+v,v*i*<~ v 

a+i+vJ+  l^vu  <T  —  L2Zi±l—ld"  + 

^    <f ",  between  £  and  c. 

24 

But  if  j  is  to  Hand  between  c  and  d,  put  2  +  v 
2-\-V.I-\-V 

Si  #,  and  then  jr«  +  2  +  u^  -f-      : — : —  rf 

■        2-j-V.  l+V.V    m    m    m    2-{~V.  I-\-V.V.l   V     £u^ 

6  24 

where  d\  d\  d\  d"",  are  the  firft,  of  the  firft,  fe- 
cond,  third,  and  fourth  orders  of  differences.  In 
6  quantities,  put  alfo  x  zz  2  +  v. 

They  that  want  to  fee  more  of  this  matter,  may 
confult  the  faid  Differential  Method,  where  he  will 
find  general  folutionsto  allqueftions  of  this  nature, 
whether  the  quantities  ftand  at  equal  or  unequal 
cliftances. 

ART. 
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ART.        IX. 

Of  finding    the    Longitude    at    Sea. 

HAVING  in  my  book  of  Aftronomy  given 
a  fhort  fketch  of  a  method  for  finding  the 

longitude,  by   the  moon's  diftance  from  a  ftar ;  I 
fhall  here  profecute  the  fubject  further,  and  com- 
pleat  that  method  ;  and  alfo  lay  down  fome  other 
rules  of  like  fort,  by  which  the  fame  thing  may  be 
performed.     But  I  do  not  advife  fuch  methods  to 
be  commonly  practrfed  at  fea,  for  they   take  too 
much  labour  and  calculation  -,  and  befides  we  are 
not  to  expect  that  any  method  by  the  moon,  can 
be  fo  exact  as  one  could  wifh,  owing  to  her  flow 
motion  from  the  fun  ;  being  only  12  degrees  in  a 
day  out  of  360.     If  we  were  blefled  with  fuch  a 
fatellite  as  Jupiter,  that  revolves  in  lefs  than  two 
days,  nothing  would  be  more  eafy.     But  as  the 
cafe  flands,  we  cannot  reafonably  expect  fuch  ac- 

curacy, without   the  moil    laborious  calculations, 
and  an  incredible  degree  of  care  and  exactnefs  in 
making  obfervations;  and  even  the  frequent  re- 

peating of  them.     At  this  rate  fome  people  ought 
to  have  nothing  elfe  to  do  a  fhip-board  ;  but  there 
is  feldom  cccafion  there  for  fuch  fupernumerary 
hands.     The  right  ufe  then  of  thefe  methods  is  in 
time  of  diftrefs,.  when  a  (hip,  by  ftrefs  of  weather, 
has  loft  her  way,  and  cannot  purfue  her  reckoning. 
In  fuel)  a  cafe  as  this,  fuch  a  method  becomes  ufe- 

f  ill  •,  for  if  the  (hip's  longitude  can  be  found  this 
way  to  a  degree  or  two,  it  will  generally  anfwer  the 
lame  purpofe,  as  if  they  had  it  to  a  minute  or  two. 

It  would  not  be  difficult  to  make  Tables  to  faci- 
litate the  calculations,  as  well  in   this  as  in  other methods, 
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methods,  but  that  would  not  be  worth  the  while,  Fig, 
as  the  method  is  to  be  ufed  fo  ieldom.  And  when 

that  happens,  a  man  need  not  grudge  the  labour  of 
3  or  4  hours,  to  let  the  fhip  right ;  which  may  not 
happen  above  once  in  a  voyage.  To  do  it  often 
would  be  flavery,  indeed,  when  the  common 
known  methods  are  fufficient  to  guide  a  fhip  in  mo- 

derate weather.  And  therefore  the  feamen  will  ne- 
ver thank  us  for  impofing  fuch  a  talk  upon  them  ; 

nay,  they  will  curfe  us  for  it,  as  being  a  thing  as 
needlefs  and  ufelefs,  as  taking  in  the  ipheroidical 
figure  of  the  earth.  And  yet  in  the  time  of  dan- 

ger and  diftrefs,  when  the  reckoning  is  loft,  and 

when  a  fhip  is  rambling  fhe  knows  not  where ;  they* 
will  be  glad  of  fuch  a  rule,  to  fet  them  right  j  and 
this  is  all  the  ufe  it  can  have. 

PROB,      I. 

Having  the  apparent  dijlance  of  the  moon  from  a 

ftar^  and  their  zenith  diftances*,  to  find  the  true 
difiance. 

Let  M  be  the  apparent  place  of  the  moon,  and  31. 
S  that  of  the  ftar ;  and  m>  s,  their  true  places ; 

where  Mm  is  the  moon's  parallax  lefTened  by  the 
refraction,  and  Sj  is  the  ftar's  refraction,  both  which 
are  known,  for  the  known  altitudes.  And  let  Z 
be  the  zenith. 

Then  in  the  fpherical  triangle  MZS  ;  there  is 
given  the  diftance  MS,  and  the  fides  ZM,  ZS,  the 
co-altitudes  ;  to  find  the  angle  Z,  by  Cafe  1  ith  of 
Spherical  Trigonometry. 

The  angle  Z  being  found  \  in  the  fpherical  tri- 
angle mZs,  there  are  given  the  fides  Z^,  Zi,  and 

the  angle  Z  ;  to  find  the  diftance  mst  by  Cafe  8th 
of  Spherical  Trigonometry  ;  and  ms  will  be  the 
true  diitance. 

S  C  H  O  L. 
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Fig.  S  c  h  o  l, 
S1-  In  Prob.  XVII.  Seel.  VI.  Aftronomy,  I  have 

given  a  folution  to  this,  by  approximation.  And 
in  the  Appendix,  an  accurate  method  by  the  na- 

tural fines  *,  and  I  believe  a  ihorter  method  cannot 
be  found. 

Note,  the  difference  of  the  fides  MS*  m$>  can 
never  amount  to  a  degree. 

PROB.      II. 

To  find  the  longitude  of  ajhip  at  fea. 

i.  To  perform  this,  we  muft  have  Tables  /hew- 
ing the  right  afcenfion  and  declination  of  the  fun 

and  moon,  to  minutes  and  tenths,  every  day  at 

noon,  made  for  a  certain  place  as  Greenwich  •,  and 
likewife  of  the  principal  fixt  ftars,  that  lie  near  the 

moon's  way. 
2.  At  the  place  propofed,  the  moon's  diftance 

from  fome  known  ftar,  muft  be  truly  taken  with  2 
oood  inftrument  •,  and  alfo  their  altitudes  at  that 
time,  and  the  exact  time  noted  down,  which  (re- 

duced to  degrees)  is  the  fun's  wefting  from  the  fhip. 
3.  The  altitudes  muft  be  cleared  of  refraclion 

and  parallax,  and  the  apparent  diftance  reduced  to 
the  true  diftance,  by  Prob.  I. 

4.  Take  the  longitude  as  near  as  you  can  by  the 
dead  reckoning,  and  convert  it  into  time,  which 

reckon  weft  from  Greemvich^  becaufe  the  fun's  ap- 
parent motion  is  weftward.  Add  this  time  to  the 

time  of  obfervation,  gives  the  hour  (h)  at  Green- 
wich, or  the  time  elapfed  fince  noon  at  Greenwich^ 

(rejecting  24  hours,  if  it  exceeds).  Reduce  it  to 
the  decimal  of  a  day,  which  put  zz  /,  and  the  re- 

mainder of  the  day  tz  %  and  get  tv. 
5.  Lay  the  Tables  before  you,  and  take  the 

moon's  right  afcenfion  for  four  days ;  two  before, 
and 
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and  two  after,  the  time  at  Greenwich,  which  call  Fig. 
A,  B,  C,  D.     Then  fubtracl:  the  fum  of  the  ex-  31, 
tremes  (A,  D),  from  the  fum  of  the  means  (B,  C), 
and  call  the  remainder  F.     Then  the  mean  change 

of  right  afcenfion,  in  the  time  ty  is  —  /  X  C  —  ij; tv 

and  the  true  change   r=  *  x  C  — B-|   F  z:  y. 

4      _ 

And  the  moon's  true  right  afcenfion  zzB+/xC — B 

H    B  +^. 
4 

6.  In  like  manner,  for  the  moon's  declination  ; 
take  four  days  declination ;  two  before,  and  two 
after  the  time,  which  call  a,  b,  c>  d -,  and  thefe  of 
a  contrary  denomination  muft  be  marked  negatiye. 
Then  fubtract  the  fum  of  the  extremes  (a,  d\  from 
the  fum  of  the  means  (£,  c\  which  call/.  Then 

the  declination  by  mean  motion,  is  z=  b  +  /  x  c — b\ tv 

and  the  true  declination  — i  +  txc  —  b  +  JLf, 4 

7.  Then  having  the  diftance  of  the  moon  and 
ftar,  and  their  polar  diftances,  find  the  angle  at 

the  pole,  (by  Cafe  1  \th  of  Spherical  Trigonome- 
try), which  is  the  difference  of  right  afcenfions  of 

the  moon  and  ftar.  This,  with  the  ftar's  right  af- 
cenfion, gives  the  moon's  prefent  right  afcenfion. 

8.  The  moon's  prefent  right  afcenfion,  and  her 
right  afcenfion  at  noon  (by  the  Tables),  being  now 
known ;  we  mail  have  the  right  afcenfion  gained 

(G),  in  the  time  /,  or  h  hours. 

9.  Then  —    zz  fun's  welling  from  Greenwich y 

in  hours-,  from  this  fubtracl  the  time  at  the  fh'p  ; 
the  difference,  turned  into  degrees,  is  the  longitude 
of  the  mi  p. 

10.  If 
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Fig.  10.  If  more  exactnefs  be  required,  either  take 
the  laft  refult  for  a  new  operation,  or  elfe  the  near- 
eft  round  number*  fortheeafe  of  calculation  •,  and 
find  t  and  h  anew ;  and  then  repeat  the  operation. 
But  if  the  longitude  was  near  the  truth,  ̂ tvF  and 
\tvf,  may  remain  the  fame,  as  alfo  g  and  h.  And 
when  mod  of  the  quantities  remain  the  fame,  a  new 
operation  will  foon  be  done. 

30.  1 1.  The  moll  expeditious  way  of  working,  is  to 
ufe  decimals  for  all  the  quantities.  And  to  give  a 
true  notion  of  the  work,  always  draw  a  figure. 
Here  So  is  the  time  at  the  fhip,  Go  the  time  at 

Greenwich,  and  GS  the  fhip's  longitude. 
This  method  may  be  equally  applied  to  the  fun, 

as  well  as  to  a  ftar-,  but  with  iomething  more  trou- 
ble. For  the  change  of  his  right  afcenfion  and  de- 

clination muft  alfo  be  found. 

Note,  the  procefs,  Art.  5  and  6,  is  founded  on 
Prob.  IJ.  of  the  laft  article.* 

II.     Oiherwife  thus. 

Here  we  muft  have  Tables  of  longitudes  and  la- 
titudes of  the  moon  and  ftars.  And  inftead  of  the 

right  afcenfion  and  declination  of  the  fun,  moon, 
and  ftars ;  make  ufe  of  their  longitudes  and  lati- 

tudes •,  and  work  by  the  very  fame  rule  as  before. 
Thus  Art.  5.  gives  the  moon's  true  longitude,  and 
Art.  6.  her  true  latitude.  And  Art.  7.  finds  the 
diff.  longitude  of  the  moon  and  ftar,  and  confe- 

quently  the  moon's  pre  fen  t  longitude.  By  Art. 
8.  is  had  the  moon's  longitude  gained  in  the  time  ft And  fo  on. 

It  is  worth  obferving,  that  the  very  fame  rules 
will  anfwerfor  the  Tables  of  longitude  and  latitude, 
as  well  as  for  thofe  of  the  right  afcenfion  and  de- 

clination, mutatis  mutandis.  And  it  is  the  peculiar 
advantage  of  this  method,  that  the  problem  may 
be  folved  either  way  j  and  therefore  it  may  be  done 

by 
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by  fomeof  the  common  almanacks,  provided  theirFig. 
numbers  be  true  and  correct.  30. 

S  C  H  O  L.       I. 

When  the  moon  has  little  or  no  declination,  one 
need  not  find  the  quantity  F  nor/,  nor  the  correction. 

In  addition  and  fubtraction,  the  figns  of  the 

quantities  mull  be  carefully  obferved.  And  there- 
fore when  a  greater  quantity  is  to  be  fubtracted 

from  a  lefTer  •,  the  remainder  mull  be  fet  down  ne- 
gative, as  may  happen  in  Art.  5  and  6.  Alfo  in 

Art.  9.  when  the  time  at  the  (hip  is  greater ;  the  re- 
mainder is  negative,  and  the  longitude  eaft. 

When  the  fhip  lies  eaft  of  Greenwich,  it  may  do 
as  well  to  reckon  that  diftance  negative. 

Note,  mod  of  the  work  will  be  bed  done  by  lo- 
garithms. 

III.     Otherwife  thus. 

1.  From  the  affumed  longitude  and  given  time 

of  obfervation,  having  got  the  moon's  right  afcen- 
lion,  by  Art.  5.  from  the  Tables ; 

And  likewiie  having  got  her  right  afcenfion  by 
calculation,  by  Art.  7.  compare  them  together.  If 
they  are  the  fame,  you  may  be  fure  your  longitude 
is  right :   if  they  differ,  note  the  error. 

2.  Make  a  nearer  fuppofition  for  the  longitude, 
as  you  may  eafily  do.  Then  having  found  the 

moon's  right  afcenfion  twice  (by  Art,  5.  and  7  )  as 
before;  if  they  differ,  note  the  error  again. 

Then  by  the  method  of  trial  and  error,  the  true 
longitude  of  the  fhip  will  be  found. 

And  the  fame  thing  may  be  done,  by  making 

ufe  of  the  moon's  longitude  (inflead  of  her  right 
afcenfion),  according  to  Rule  II. 

Note,  one  may  eafily  know,  as  foon  as  the  firft 
operation  is  over,  by  comparing  the  right  afcen- 
fions,  &c,  whether  the  firft  longitude  be  taken  too 

P  great 
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Fig.  great  or  too  little  ;  and  take  the  next  accordingly: 
3°'  This  Rule  comes  very  near. 

S  C  H  O  L.       2. 

After  the  mean  proportional  part  of  the  decli- 
nation is  found  ;  if  you  would  not  take  the  trouble 

of  finding  F  or/;  take  -J-  the  degrees  of  declina- 
tion ;  and  add  (always)  fo  many  minutes  (z)  to  the 

declination  •,  and  J-  of  that  to  or  from  the  (mean) 
right  afcenfion.  Or  more  exactly,  for  o,  3,  6,  or 
9  hours  before  or  after  noon,  take  o,  TV,  T%-5  or 
T9T  of  the  greateft  correction  (z),  to  be  added  (al- 

ways) to  the  mean  declination.  When  the  decli- 
nation decreafes,  add  ;  when  it  increafes,  fubtracl, 

the  correction  to  or  from  the  right  afcenfion. 

IV.     Or  thus. 

1.  From  the  fuppofed  longitude,  and  given  time 
of  obfervation,  proceed  by  the  firft  Rule,  to  get 

the  moon's  right  afcenfion  (m)  by  the  Tables ;  and 
likewife  her  right  afcenfion  (n)  by  calculation ;  and 
find  the  angle  at  the  moon.     Then, 

2.  Put  r  zz  cotan  <Z  at  the  moon. 

s  3:  fine,  moon's  polar  diftance. 
qzz  c  —  k  1  p  3X  C  —  B,  then 

1*_?ZL?  =   correction  of  the  longi- 

tude of  the  (hip  in  degrees;  to  be  added  or  fub- 
tractcd,  according  as  the  fign  directs. 

Note,  p  and  q  are  in  degrees,  but  n  —  m  is  in 
minutes  ;  and  r  is  negative,  when  the  angle  is  great- 

er than  90  degrees. 
For  let  /  -f-  x  be  the  true  time,  x  being  the  in- 

crement of  /,  then  qx  —  variation  of  declination, 
oj  of  the  polar  diftance.     And  (by  Cotes,  Theor. 

23; 
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23,  pa.  17.)  s  :  t  :  :  qx  :  —  qx  zz  variation  of  right     §* 

■J 

afcenfion.     Then  #2  +  />*  z=  /z  +  —  $#,  and  px  — s 

l.qx  rz  n  —  mm  degrees  5  or  px  —  -1  j#  zz  T*w  X 

«  —  02   (»  —  0*    being  minutes)  j    therefore  at  == 

'hJSJLZZHl,  the  increment  of  time  in  days,   and 
P  —  -TZ 

n  —  m  ...  ,  24X  15 
ij-  X    =  mcr.  time  in  hours,  and  ■■*       J 

^-tJ          6o 
x  &Z*  or  6x»-«.  _  increment of  the de. 

p-lq        p-J^t 
grees  of  longitude. 

This  is  eafily  wrought  by  logarithms ;  and  this 
correction  will  come  very  near,  when  the  fuppofed 
longitude  is  within  a  few  degrees  of  the  truth. 

This  is  as  eafily  done  by  making  ufe  of  the 

moon's  longitude,  inftead  of  her  right  afcenfion. 
But  then  the  angle  at  the  moon  muft  be  found  in 
the  triangle  whofe  two  fides  are  the  co-latitudes  of 
the  moon  and  ftar,  inftead  of  the  co- declinations. 

Exam.     i. 

On  April  4/A,  1767,  at  4*  28^  apparent  time, 
the  diftance  of  the  moon  from  the  fun  was  obferved  to 

be  740  16',  and  altitude  of  the  fun  220  iS',  of  the 
moon  8o°  53'.  The  longitude  by  the  reckoning  17  46 
w(~  1*  \im  in  time,)  To  find  the  flip's  true  lon- 
gitude. 

Here  $s  zz  3',  Mm  n  9'.      Therefore  there    is  3 1 
given,  ZM,  ZS,  MS,  and  Zm,  Z$\  then  by  Prob. 

I.  ms  is  found  z=  740  12'. 
P  2  Preparation. 
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Fig. 

30. 
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Preparation. 

By    Rule    I. 
Long 

time  c 
time 
>f  obfervat. 

4    28-i 

=  5 

5    39x  = 
.655=5 

5-655 
24 

=  .2356 
.7644 =.'}» 

= 

.18, 

A  zz 
B  zz 
Czz 
D  zz 

7i°.050 85-533 

99.483 112.706 

a 
b 
c 
d 

zz  26°.483N zz  26.783 

zz  25.650 

zz   23.300 

B+C  zz   185.016 
A+D  zz   183766 

F  zz 
B  zz 

1.250 

13.950 

b  +  c  zz  52.433 
a  +  d  zz  49.783 

/zz     2.650 
c— b  zz  —     1.133 

C— 8  X  t  zz       3.286 
^tv¥  zz          .056 

tXc — b  zz  —       .266 

£/*/■==       .119 

J  zz        3.342 
£  zz  26.783 

B+^zz     88.875 D  's  true  declin.  26.636 

the  D  's  right  afcenfion. D  'spol.  dift.  zz  63.304 

630  22' 
O's  change  of  declin.in  a  day 

is  22'.  8 
and  .235x22.8  sz  5T3 
G  decl.  Ap.  4th  5  42.8 

O  prefent  decl.       5  48.1 

Change  0  r.  afc  in  a  day,  54'^ 
and  .2354  X  54  5    ==  i2.8 
O  r.  afcenf.  Ap    4.      13    19.5 
O  prefent  r.  afc.  13  32.3 

Operation^ 
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Fig. 

Operation. 

Bafe,  o  dift.  from  D  740  12  32# 

S.  D  polar  dift.  63  22,       co.  ar.  0.0487142 
S.  o  polar  did.  84  12,       co.  ar.  0.0022290 

diff.  fides  20  50 

4-  bafe  95  02 
half  47  31,    S. 

»—  diff.  fides  26  41,    S. 
9.8677466 9-65?3035 

S.  37  36>$ 
2 

2)19.5709933 

9.7854966 

<;P  ~  75   12.6  diff.  right  afcen. 

13   32«3  Of.  afcenfion 

88  45      D  s  r.  afcen.  now 
85  32       Dr.  af.  at  noon 

G  5:     313      r.  af,  gained 
or     3.216 

then  3-2x6x5^55  =  5„44  =  5*  a6. 

3342 
And  56  26^  o  weft  from  Greenwich 
—  4    28    time  at  the  fhip 

o    58    zz  14^  deg.  the  longitude  weft. 

The  fame  Ex.  by  Rule  II. 

The  quantities  ms,  b,  /,  v  and  tv  remain  the 
fame  •,  then, 

P  3  Preparation* 

, 
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Fig.  Preparation. 

A  zz     73.053  a  =  4-13°^ 
B  zz     86.006  b  zz  3.364 
C  =     9$  556  c  z=  2.454 
D  z:  no.782  ^  zz   1.454 

B+C  zz  184.562 
A+D  i  183.835 

F  =        .727 

C  —  B  zz     12.550 

3* 

C— Bx/  zz       2  957 
^tvf  zz       0.033 

jy  zz       2.990 

B  +  y  zz     88.99$  D  *s  true  lat. 
D  -s  longitude  D  ss  co.  lat.  86.744 

or     86  44'f 

Operation. 
In  the  quadrantal  triangle  MPS,  where  P  i$ 

the  pole  of  the  ecliptic,  and  PS  the  fun's  polar 
diftance  zz  900 ;  MP  the  D  's  colat.  86°  44^ ;  MS 
the  diftance  of  the  fun  and  moon  74**  12'.  To  find 
the  <:  P. 

Cof.  Mn  or  S.  86  444     9-9991473 
rad.   10. 

cof.  74  12     94350161 

cof.  «S,  or  cof.  P,  740  id    9.4358688 

then  dif.  Ion.  of  O  and  ])  zz  740  io' 
©'s  long.   14  42? 

D  longit.  now  88  52-* 
D  long,  at  noon  86  oof 

longit.  gained     2  52  zz  2.866 

then   —  zz  5^.42  zz  $h  2$m  0  weft  from  Greenr 

wich.  —  4  28  time  at  the  fhip. 

o  57  zz  14^-  the  long.  weft. 

If 
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If  this  had  been  wrought  by  mean   motion,  we  p- 

fhould  have,  the  moon's  right  aicenfion  88°  49'  ?* 
the  moon's  declination  26     31  "" 

and  the  longitude.     16  degrees.  1 

Exam.     2. 

Sept.  5th ,  1767,  0/  1 5*  7*4.  apparent  time,  the 
torrefied  dijtance  of  the  moon  from  the  far  a  pegaft 

was  440  07  ;  the  longitude  by  the  reckoning  64 °  32'  E 
( zz  \h  1 8M  fMHj.     2~0  /» 

d  the  true  longitude. 

By     R 
ULE       I. 

Preparation. 

4A  18' 
1  longitude time 

—  J5     71 ■  time  at  the  (hip. 
—  10  49i -  zz  ̂   hour  at  Greenwich. 
or  10.822 

==** 

and  10.822 zz  .4509 =  <U  = .2475 24 

•549 1 zz  *y.j 
A  = 

2900  16' 
^  zz 

23°  i3'  S B  = 3°5     5 3  zz 
19   19 

C  zz 
319  31 

f  zz H     7 

D  - 
333  35 d  zz 

7  58 

B4-C  = 624  36 £+<  = 

33  26 
A+D  =2 623  5* a-\-d  zz 

31    11 
0  45 

/=  + 
2   15 

or  F  zz 

•73 

pr/  = 

2.25 

C— B  zz 14  2b c — b  zz  — 5  I2ZZ— 5.2 
or  zz 14  433    * — bxt  5=  — 

2-345 

C— B  X  /  = 6.508 i»/  = 
.138 

$tvF  zz 
.046 

b- 

19.316 

jy  zz 
6.554   D 's  true  decl. 

17.109 

B  zz 
305;°8^ 

17  6.7 

B+j  zz 311.637 d's  polar) 
diftance   j 

1070  6.7' 
the  d's  right 

aicenf. 
P 4 

Operation* 
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Fig.  ^ 
„  °  Operation. 

34- 
Bafe3  or  #  dift.  from  d  ,     44     o^- 

S.  d 's  polar  dift.   107     6.7  coar.  0.019662* 
S,  m's  polar  dift.     76     2      coar.  0.0 1303 30 

diff.  fides  31  4.7 
+  bafe  75  5 

half  37  32.5,  S.       9.7848584 
—  dif.  fides  6  27.8,  S.       9.0514496 

2)18. 8690031 

S.    15    46,8  9-4345015 

<Pz     31     33.6  diff.  right  afcenf. 
343      18      #  right  afcenf, 

311     44.4    d  's  right  af.  now 

305     5         d's  r.  afc.  at  noon 

G  zz       6     39,4   d 's  r.  af.  gained. =       6. 656 

then  —  zz  10199  zz   ioA  S9m-Z-»    °    we^    frorr* 

J. 

Greenwich. 

~  15    7.3       timeat  the  fhip, 

4    8    zz  620  the  longi.  E. 

The  longitude  by  mean  motion  comes  out  630  45', 

Again,  for  another  operation. 

A  flu  me  60  for  the  longitude  of  the  fhip   zz  4 
hours. 

Preparation^ 
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Preparation.  Fig. 

4h  o     fuppofed  time  34« 
—  15    74-  time  at  fhip 

11    77  zr  u.i22z;£,  Retime  at  Greenwich. 
,   11.122  r 

and     z:  .4024  ~  r>   .  0  . 

f  X  C— B  =       6.688     /x  ̂   =  —     2.409 
B  =  305-083  i*vf=      tI3s 

ItvF  zz         .046  b  ==   19.317 

P+7  ==  Si1-8^  17.046 
D's  right  afcenf.  the  d's  declination: 

and y  zz    6.734,      d's  polar  did.  zz  720  57" 
Operation. 

Bafe,  or  D  did.  from  #     44     0.3 

S.  d's  polar  did.   107     3,      coar.  0.0195 197 S.  m  polar  dift.     76     2,      coar.  0.0130330 

diff.  fides  31  1 
+  bafe  75  1.3 

half  37  30.6,  S,       9.78455^9 
—  dif.  fides  6  29.6,  S,       9.0534890 

2)18.8705986 

s*     15  4$i  9^252991 2 

<  p  =     3*  37  dif-  ̂ ght  afcenf. 
343   J8  #  right  afcen. 

3U  41    d  right  afcen.  now 
305     5    d  right  af.  at  noon 

G  zz       6  36   j)  right  af.  gained or       6.6 then 
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§•     then  —    n    ioA.o  0  weft  from  Greenwich, 
34-  jy 

—  15*7.3*  =  — 15.12  time  at  the  (hip, 

4.22  the  long,  in  hours  E. 

4.22Xi5~63°.3  :=  630  18'  the  longitude  E.  in 
degrees. 
Calculation  of  the  fame  for  62  °  40'  (zr  4*  io«.6) 

Preparation. 
k  m 

4     10.6  fuppofed  time 

—  15       7.3  time  at  the  fhip 

10     56.7  z=  10.945  —  hy  hour  at  Greenwich* 

IO>945       -  .456  zz  4  /v  zz  .248 

24 

fXC— Bzz       6.581   txc—bzz—    2.37 
^F=         .047         itvfzz       .14 

j  *r       6.628  b  zz   19.317 

B  2=  305.083       D'sdeclin.  1 7.087 zz  170  5'.2 

B+jzz  311. 711  D'spol.  dift.  107  5.2 
zz   o,ii  42.6 

the  d's  right  afcen. 
Operation. 

Eafe,    d  dift.  from  *     44     0.3 

S.  d's  polar  dift.   107     5.2     coar.  0.0196038 
S.  #  polar  dift.     76     2        coar.  0.0130330 

diff.  fides  31     3.2 
4-   bafe  y5     ̂ .§ 

half  37  31.7  S.         9.7847214 
—  diff.  fides  6  28.5  S.        9.0521923 

2)18.8695505 

9*4347752 
S.     15    47-5  s- 
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S-     »5    47-5  Fig. 
   34* 

<C  P  zz     3  1     35  diff.  right  afcen. 
343     1 8  #  right  afcen. 

311     43    D  's  right  af.  now 

3° 5       5D's  right  af.  at  noon 
G  z       6     38  right  afcen.  gained 
or  =3       6.633 

then  —  zz  1QK95  zz   10  57 
y 

—  *5     7«3 

—  4  10.3  zz  620  35' the 
longitude  E. 

The  fame  Exam,  by  Rule  II. 

Preparation. 

Having  found  as  before  /  zz  .451,  tv  zz  .2476,  +£ 
and  bzz  10.882,  from  the  Tables  of  longitude  and 

latitude,  we  (hall  have 

A  zz  288,566 
0 

^  zz  —  1.043  S 

B  zz  3°2-847 £  zz  +  0.242  N 

C  zz  3i7'55% 
c  zz  1.548 

D  zz  332.613 
d  zz  2.772 

B+C  zz  620.405 £+£  zz   1.790 

A+D  zz  621.179 
a+d  zz   1.729 

F  zz  —       0.774 /  zz     .o6j 
C — B  zz      14.711 

c — b  zz    1.306 

c—bxt  zz     .588 

C— &  X  /  zz       6634 \tvf  zz     .004 
++tvFzz—         .048 

£  zz     .242 

j  zz       6.^86 p*$  true  lat.     .834 

B+j>=  3°9-433 D's  polar  dift.  Sg.166 
the  d's  longitude. 

or  890  10' 

Operation. 
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„*  Operation. 

Bailor  #  dift.  from  d  —  44    o.  3 

S.  D'sco-lat  89  10       coar.  0.0000459 
S.  #'s  co-iat.  70  35.3   coar.  0.0254155 

diff.  fides  18  34.7 
+  bafe  62  35 
S.  half  31   17.5  S.         9-7I54976 

—  diff.  fides,  S.   12  42.8  S.         9.3425671 

2)19.0835261 
s.   20  22.45  9-5417^30 

<  P  r=     40  44.9     diff.  Ion.  ])  and  %j 

350  145     long.  * 

3090  297.6      D  's  long,  now 
302  50.8      D  Js  long,  at  noon 

6.38.8      longitude  gained, 
or     6.646       ==  G, 

then  —   zz   10^.92 
y 

— .  time  at  the  fhip  —  15.12 

4.20 and  4-20X  15  =  63°  the  long.  eaft. 

Otherwife  thus^  by  Rule  III. 

1.  Suppofe  fas  in  the  firfl  calculation)  that  the 

longitude  is  640  32',  then 
D's  right  afcenfion  is  3110  38'.2  by  the  Tables* 
and  her  right  aicen.  311    44-4  by  calculation. 

difference     +     6.2  long,  too  great. 
2.  Suppofp 
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2.  Suppofe  (as  in  the  fecond  calculation)  that  the  Fig. 

longitude  is  6o°  oo',  then  34. 
D's  right  afcenfion  is  3110  49'  by  the  Tables, 
and  her  right  afcenfion  311    41  by  calculation. 

difference        —  8  long,  too  little. 

Then  by  the  rule  of  falfe,  4VJ33  X  6.2  =        g ;  6.2  +  8 

zz  i°  59/ the  correftion,  and  640  32'  —  i°  59'  zz 
620  33'  for  the  longitude,  where  4°»533  z:  64  32 —  60. 

Exam.     3. 

7^«.  13'*,   1767,  at  \oh  27^4,  the  diftance  of  the 
moon  from  regulusy  when  correfted,  was  460  32'^.  T<?  35- 
jfcd  /#£  longitude. 

As  here  is  no  longitude  given,  we  fhall  aflume 
o  longitude,  for  the  firft  trial. 

Preparation. 

long,  in  time     oh    om 
time  of  obferv.        10    27T 

10    27^  =  10.454  zz  b. 
j   10.454 

and    £Z  zz.4356  =  /)  ■'  m     Q 24  I?3     _     >  /v  zz  .2458 
*  .5644  zz  v)  *° 

Az  83  11  *z  zz  27  7N 
Bz  96  59  ^  z  26  15 
C  zz  110  13  r  zz  24  7 
D  zz  122  d  zz  20  56 

B4-C  zz  207     12  £+r  zz  50     22 
A4-D  zz  205     5^  *+</  =  4B       3 

F  zz  113  /zz  2     19 
or  F  zz  1 . 2 1 7  or  /  zz  2.317 
C — B  zz  13     14  <; — b  zz  —  2        8 

or  zz  13.233  or  zz  —  2.133 tx 
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Fig.  /xC— B  sa      5.751     /  x  <— I  ±  — 

25* itoF 

•o75 

B  =     90.983 
102.809 

or  102    49 

the  D  right  afcenfion. 

.927 

TftVf  ~  ,142 
#    =     26.250 25-465 

or  25     28 
]>'s  declination. 

D  pol.  dift.  64     3I 

Operation. 
0     / 

36-Bafe,    d  dift.  from  #,  46  gif 
s. $  's  polar 

dill. 

64 

3*> 

coan 0.0443910 

s. 
*  polar 

dirt. 

76 

54, 

coar. 0.0114518 

diff".  fides 
12 

22 
+ bafe 

58 

54* 

half 

29 

27, 
S. 

9.6916683 
—  diff.  fides 

17 

5 
S. 

9.4679960 

2) 

19.2155071 

<P 

S. 

23 

54i 2 

dif.  righ 

9-6o77535 

47  49 t  afcenfion 

148 
59 

*  right  afcenfion 
IOI 

10 2)  right afcenf.  now 

96 

59 

D  right af.  at  noon 

G = 4 11 right  afcenf.  gained 

or 

4. 

183 

=  G 

then  91  = 7*-5°5  = 
—     r 

7h    QQm 

y -  10    27 
-     2 -    57 

and  2*  57*  ±  44°i  longitude  E. 
Then 
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Then  for  a  fecond  trial,  take  the  long.  440  •,  orpjg 
rather  400  E.  here  now  /  &c.  being  found,  and  the  „6„ 
operation  performed,  the  true  longitude  will  come 
out  43^  E. 

If  only  the  mean  motion  had  been  ufed,  the  lon- 

gitude would  have  come  out  430  o'. 

Otherwife  fohed,  by  Rule  IV. 

In  the  foregoing  Example,  fuppofe  the  longitude 
400  E.  then 

long.  4©0  E.  =  —     2h  40™ 
time  at  fliip  =z   10    27.2 

7    47.2  ==  7*787 

p£  =.3244  -  n 
24         .6756  ~v$  tv  --2I92< 

and  ̂   - 

Preparation. 

having  found  25* 

C— B  z=     13.2331=^    c—bzz—    2.133-j 

then  /xC — B  =      4. 2  9  3      txc — b  z±  —      .  69 1 
~tvF  zz         .066  b  zz  26.250 

y  =       4  359  itvfzz       .127 

B  =     96.983  25.686 

101.342  or  25    41 

m  zz   1010  20'  d's  declination. 

the  D  right  afcenfion.    D*s  polar  did.  64     19 

Operation 
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Fisr. 

3g#  Operation  for  the  <  P. 

Bafe  SM,   D  dift.  frorti  *  46  32t 

D  poi.  diftance  64  19     coar,    0.04518 

*  pol.  dift.  76  54     coar.    0.01146 
diff.  fides  12  35 
+  bafe  59  71 

half  29  34    S.         9-69323 
—  difF.  fides  16  59     S.        ̂ 46552 

2)i9-2I539 

S.     23  54.3  9.60769 2 

<  P  =:   "47  481  diffi  right  afcen.- 
148   5Q^    *  right  afceru 

»  zz   101   11      D  right  afceru 

Operation  for  the    <  M. 

S.  SM  (46  321)  eoar.  0.13914 

S.   P  (47484)  9.86976 
S.  SP  (76    54)  9-98855 
S.    M  (96    12)  9-99745, 

then    » =   101     11 
0?  iz   101    20 

»— m  =  —  9'         6xn—m  z=  —  54 
?  zz  —         .109         £  zz   13.233 

F-      2.133 
0  zz     13.233  12  978  zz  13  neaf 

*r 

- 1  -        <255 i 

—  40   o        54  *  #m 
—  4t>         13 

44    6  E.  long* But 
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But   this  method   requires   too   much   labours  Fig. 
therefore  rather  work  by  Rule  III.  %6. 

S  e  h  o  l. 

Any  method  of  finding  the  longitude  by  the 
moon  is  clogged  with  many  difficulties  ;  as, 

i.  The  uncertainty  of  the  fun's  declination,  when 
an  obfervation  is  made  for  getting  the  time. 

2.  The  uncertainty  of  the  fhip's  latitude,  at  the time  of  obfervation. 
3.  The  difficulty  of  taking  the  diftance  of  the 

moon  exadtly  from  the  fun  or  a  ftar,  particularly 
the  fun. 

4.  The  inaccuracy  of  the  Tables  made  ufe  of  irt 
the  calculations. 

5.  The  danger  of  miftakes  by  the  numerous  cal- 
culations to  be  gone  through  by  any  of  thefe  me- 

thods. 

ART. 
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A      R      T.        X.  ' 
Of    Intereft. 

HE R E  I  (hall  compute  the  intereft,  and  a- 
mount,  of  any  fumsor  annuities  for  any  time 

in  general,  as  well  as  whole  years,  at  both  Am- 
ple and  compound  intereft  5  and  alfo  their  prefent 

worths. 
Let  p  zz  principal  or  prefent  worth. 

a  zz  annuity  or  yearly  rent. 
s  zz  amount  or  fum  of  all  the  arrears, 
T  zz  whole  time  of  continuance. 
b  zz  fractional  part  of  a  year. 
/  si  the  even  years. 
R  zz  the  fum  of  1/.  and  its  intereft  for  a  year* 
r  zz  the  intereft  of  1/.  for  a  year, 

hence  T  zz  t  +  b%  andR=i+r, 

PROP.      I. 

The  principal,  time,   and  rate  of  intereft  being 
given ;  to  find  the  amount  or  arrears  at  fimple  intereft. 

As  1  :  r  :  :  p  :  rpy  the  intereft  of  p  for  a  year. 
And  1  :  rp  :  :  T  :  Tr/>,  the  intereft  of  p  for  the 
time  T.  Therefore  p  +  Trp  zz  whole  arrear  at 
the  end  of  the  time  T  ;  whence  p+prT  or  p-±-prt 
+prb  zz  whole  amount  zz  s. 

Cor.  1 .  pTr  zz  intereft  of  p  for  the  time  T. 

sTr 
Cor.  2.   fz    zz  the  dif count  of  s  for  the  titm Tr+i 

T,  whereof  p  is  the  rebate. 

Coil 
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Cor,    3.    In    equation    of    payments^    time    m 

fum  of  the  difcounts 
fum  pref.  worths  x  r 

PROP.     II. 

Annuity \  /*W,  *»</  r# /*  0/  intereft  being  given ;  /<? 
j?#^  /£*  amount  or  arrear,  at  the  end  of  the  time,  at 
fimple  intereft. 

By  Cor.  1.  Prop.  I. 
bra  zz  intereft  of  the  rent  due  at  /  years  end. 

1  +b.ra  zz  intereft  of  the  rent  due  at  /-—  1  years  end. 
2+b.ra  zz  intereft  of  the  rent  due  at  /— 2  years  end. 
2+b.ra  zz  intereft  of  the  rent  due  at  t — 3  years  end. 
4+b.ra  zz  intereft  of  the  rent  due  at  t — 4  yean  end. 

and  fo  on  till 

t — 1  +b.ra  =  intereft  of  the  rent  due  at  1  years  end 
Therefore  if  a  be  the  rent,  the  fum  will  be  bra+ 

l+b.ra  +  2+b.ra  +  3+b.ra  &c.  to  n — i+b.ra 

zz  b  +  1+6  +  2+b  +  z+b  .  .  .  /— i+b  :  X  rai 
for  the  whole  intereft.     But  the  ferieSj  confiding  of 

/  —  terms,  its  fum  is  ss        *"*" —  X  tra>  to  which 2 

add  the  fum  of  the  rents  Ta,  then  s  zz  t4~ l+2ht 2 

Xra  +  Ta> 

Cor.  1.  a  zz 
tt—-t  +  2btXr+2T 

£  —  2T 
Cor.  2.  r  zz 

tt — t+2bt 

Cor.  3.  To  find  T,  put  b  zzo,  then  iszztt — t.ra 

+  2/,  and  //  +  2Z^f  /  zz  if,  whence  t  will  be ra  ra 
Q  2  found, 
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found,  which   will  be  fomething  too  big,  but  the 
next  lefTer  whole  number  is  to  be  taken.     Then 

to  find  by  we  have  2s — 2ta — ibazz  tt—t  +  zbt  xra> 
and  ibtra  -f-  ibazzzs  —  2ta+tra —  tira>  and  b  zz 

IL—Jit+tr—ttr  ■ 
~ ;  when  this  does  not  aniwer,  put 

2tr  +  i 
another  whole  number  for  t. 

PROP.      III. 

Having  given  the  annuity,  time  of  continuance^  and 

rate  of  fimpk  inter  eft  -,  to  find  theprefent  worth. 

By  Prop.  I.^+i>rT=J,andbyProp.  II.  //~/+
2^ 

Xra +Tazzs-,  therefore  ;> +prTzz  U    t+2~  xra 

-n        i.  tt—t+2bt  X  ra  +  2Ta 
4-Ttf,  whence  p  zz    ^       ~ — 5   2rT  +  2 

zr'L+zxp 

Cor.  i.  a  zz  - 

Cor.  2.  r  zz 

//— /-H2^/Xr+2T 
2Ttf — 2/> 

2/>T+/— //— -2bt  x  a 

Cor.  3.  To  find  T,  put  b  zzo>  then  in  the  equa- 
//  —  t 

tion  p  +  prt  zz    r#  +  /a,  /  will  be  found, 2 

the   neareft  whole  number.     Then  proceed  as  in 
Cor.  3.  of  the  laft  Prop,  to  find  b. 

S    C    H    O    L. 

In  fimple  intereft,  each  fum  of  money  is  to  gain 
intereft  after  it  becomes  due.  And  compound  in- 

tereft, or  intereft  upon  intereft,  fuppofes  that  the 
intereft  kfeli  fhall  alio  gain  intereft. 

PROP,! 
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PROP.     IV. 
i 

Having  given  the  principal,  rate  of  intereft,  and 
time  of  continuance  >  to  find  the  amount-,  at  compound 
intereft.  . 

R  —  amount  of  il  in  a  year. 
1  :  R  :  ;  R  :  K%  amount  in  2  years, 

1  :  R  :  :  R2  :  RJ,  amount  in  3  years. 
1.:  R*  :  :  R' :  R*+*,  the  amount  in,/  +  b  years, 
whence  1  :  R'+^  :  :  p  :  pRt-yb  the  amount  of  p  in 
the  time  t+b  or  T.     Therefore  pRt+£>  —  s. 

Cor.  1.  R'+* —  ix?  =  the  compound  inter  eft  of 
p  for  the  time  T. 

C°r-  2'  f  ~    R7T> 

Cor.  2.  R/  +  ̂~1**  =-  AVf^w/  0r  r*fo/*  of  s 6  R'  +  * 
/<?r  the  time  T. 

For  the  difcount  is  the  difference  between  the 
s 

fum  j,  and  its  prefent  worth,  ~s  —  p  —  S —  tTTt^ 

PROP.      V. 

Having  given  the  annuity,  time,  and  rate  of  in- 
tereft  ;  to  find  the  money  due  at  the  end  of  that  time, 
at  compound  intereft. 

By  Prop.  V.  we  (hall  have 
la  ==  rent  due  at  the  end  of  T  or  t+b  years  with- 

out intereft, 

aRb—  rent  due  at  /  years  end,  and  its  intereft  till  T. 
*R>+*:=rentdueat/— 1  yearsend,  and  intereft  till  T. 

Q  3  aR 
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aRz + h =rent  due  at  /— 2  years  end,and  interefl:  till  T, 
aRl  +^ = rent  due  at  / — 3  years  end,  and  interefl:  till  T, 

and  fo  on,  till 

#R'—  *+*  =  rent  due  at  1  yearns  end,  and  interefl 
till  the  end  of  T  years. 

Therefore  s  zz  ba  +  Rb  +  R1**  +  R2+*  +  R3+* 
....  Rf— i+&  :  x  into<7.  =Z^+^,  by  fubftitution. 

But  by  Cor.  3.  Prop.  XXVI.  Geom.  Proportion, 
the  fum  of  the  feries  R*  +  Ri+*  +  R2+£  &c.  con- R'  —  1 

filling  of  /  terms  =  -    RJ  z:  Z:    therefore 0  R  —  1 R'  ~  1  Mi 

s  zz  ba  +  Za  zz  ba  -\   R*  X  a. r 

Cor.  1.  a  zz 
R*+£~  Kb+hr 

Cor.  2.  R/+*  — RM-JR— —  zzh—±. a  a 

From  which  equation,  R  may  be  found,  by  ex- 
tracting its  root. 

Cor.  3.  'To find  T  ;  put  bzzo,  then  aRt  —  Rszz 
a  —  if,  whence  t  will  be  found,  the  neareft  whole 
number.  Then  by  the  equation,  Cor,  2.  b  will  be 
found  the  fame  way. 

PROP.     VI. 

Having  given  the  annuity,  time,  and  rate  of  in- 
ter eft  •,  to  find  its  prefent  worth  9  at  compound  inter -eft. 

By  Prop.  IV.  szzpRt+69  and  by  Prop.  V.  szzba 

+  ~   — —  X  a  ,  therefore  p  R'+*  zz  ba  + r 

R/  +  J  —  R* 
a,  then  prRt+b  zz  bra  +  R/+£_R* 

X«»  and p=  *"+*'
+'« ~R'« 
rRt+b 

Cor; 
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Cor.  2.  pBj+t+i  —  pR*+Z>  zz  baR —  ba  + 
Rt+t,a  —  Rba, 
By  which  equation  R  may  be  found  by  extracting 
the  root. 

Cor.  3.  To  find  T;  put  £zzo,  then  prR<  zz  R'# a 
—  0,  or  R'  zz   ,  whence  t  will  be  found  a a — pr 

near  whole  number,  which  being  had,  b  will  be 
found,  with  a  deal  of  trouble,  by  the  equation 

prR*  X  R*  =  bra  +  Rr— 1  X  Rba. 

Cor.  4.  If  t  be  infinite,  then  pr  zz  ̂  ,  # #i  p  zz      , 

<z#i  iL  zz  —  zz  number  of  years  pur  chafe. a  r 

For  then;>rR'+£  zz  R'+^  a,  as  all  the  other  quan- 
tities  are  infinitely  lefs,  whence  pr  zz  a. 

Thefepropofitions  and  corollaries  are  beft  wrought 
by  the  help  of  logarithms ;  and  l-f-r  may  be  put 
for  R,  as  there  is  occafion,  and  the  contrary  ;  and 
alfo  t+b  for  T. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

If  b  be  put  zz  o,  in  thele  propofnions ;  then 
will  be  had  all  the  rules  which  are  commonly  laid 
down,  by  the  writers  upon  intereft. 

Thefe  lad  proportions,  fuppofe  compound  in- 
terefl to  be  paid  for  parts  of  a  year,  which  admit 

only  of  fimple  intereft  by  law.  Whence  they  are 
indeed  no  more  than  a  mathematical  fpeculation  ; 
as  that  method  is  not  practifed.  Under  a  year  com- 

pound intereft  converts  to  fimple  intereft. 

Q^4  ART. 
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37- 

C   232   3 

ART.        XI. 

The  Figures  of  Sines,  Cojines,  &c.  ereEled  up^ 

on  all  Points  of  the  Arch ;  their  Areas  -,  and 
Solidities  when  eredled  upon  the  Surface  of  the, 

Sphere. PROP.      I. 

<To  find  the  area  of  the  figure  of  verfed  fines,  fines, 
cojines,  tangents  andfecants. 

HE  R  E  we  fuppofe  the  arch  of  the  circle,  di- 
vided into  an  infinite  number  of  equal  parts, 

upon  each  of  which  is  erected  the  fine,  cofine,  &c. 
belonging  to  that  arch.  To  find  the  area  of  the 
curve  formed  thereby. 

1.  For  the  verfed  fines.  Let  radius  AC  +z  r,  arch 
AB  n  z,  verfed  fine  AP  z=  v,  fine  BP  zzjy,  cofine 
CP  =  x,  tangent  AT  =  t,  fecant  CT  =/$  then 

2rv  —  vv  zzyy,  and  rv  —  vv  zzyy.  Make  Ab  zz 
arch  AB,  and  ordinate  bp  zz  Ap  zz  v.  Then  the 
fluxion  of  the  area  Abp  zz  vz,  but  by  the  nature 

of  the  circle  zzz™,  and  vz  zzrvii y  y      y 2rv — vv 

rv~v >  -i 

\/<ir — v 
But  by  Form   10^,  Fluxions,  the 

fluent  of    v~^   =  arch  AB  =  ,.     And  (Form \/ir — v 
viv 

1  Vk )  fluent  of  •  y   %     ■•    —  r<P  —  \Zirv  —  vv  — 
V  IT   V 

rvfv  rw 
arch  AB^j  -,  and  fluent  of  — --2—  or 

s/ir — V        V  2TV — vv 
7 
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zz  r  X   arch  AB  —  finejy,    for  the   area   of   the  Fig. 
curve  Abp. 

And  when  Ab  zz  quadrant  AD,    the   area   zz 
fi.iA.16rr 
2—L   —  rr. 

2 

And   when   Ab  zz  a  femi-circle,    the   area    zz 
3. 141 6rr  zz  AFG. 

2.  For  the  fines.     Make  Ab  zz  areh  AB  (fig.  37.)  38; 
and  ered  the  ordinate  bp  zz  fine  BP,  then  the  flux- 

ion of  the  area  zz  yz  zz  rv9  and  the  fluent  is  zz  rv 
zz  r  X  AP,  for  the  figure  of  fines. 
And  when  Ab  is  a  quadrant,  the  area  zz  rr. 
And  when  Ab  is  a  femi-circle,  the  area  zz  <irr. 
3.  Far  the  figure  of  coftnes.     Make  Ab  zz  arch  30; 

AB,  (Fig.  g.70  and  at  b,  ered  bp  zz  CP  the  cofine ; 
rv 

then  the  fluxion  of  the  area  is  zz  xz  zz  x  X    —  zz 
y 

— rxx  —rxx 
-  ,  ,  and  the  fluent  is  zzr^/rr— xx V  rr — xx y 

zz  ry.  When  Ad  is  a  quadrant,  the  area  zz  rr9 
and  there  the  curve  ap  interfects  the  axis  at  d,  and 
forms  the  fame  figure  on  the  other  fide.  This  Fig. 
is  the  fame  as  Fig.  38,  beginning  at  the  center,  that 
js  dbp  zz  Abp. 

When  Ab  is  a  femi-circle  the  whole  figure  zz2rr, 
as  in  Arc.  2. 

4.  For  the  figure  of  tangents.    Make  Ab  zz  arch  40* 
AB  (Fig.  37.)  and  at  b  erect  the  ordinate  bt  zz  the 
tangent  AT.     Then  the  fluxion  of  the  area  zz  tz. 

ry 

But  
by  

Trigonometry,  

x  :  y  :  :  r  :  /  zz  
—  ,    

then  
tz x 

_  ryz  ~  u 
X  X 

rv 

2 

rrv   __ 

X 

3015$ 

rrv 

r — v 

Xlog> 

— 

-rrtf 

y 
9 

AT rrx 

?•— 

kV. 

But 

—  X 

when 
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Fig.  when  the  area  zo,   v  zz  o,  and  the  fluent  cor- 
40.  r 

refted  is  2.30258  x  log.   for  the  area. 
YTX 

Or  thus  5  fluent  of  —  —  zz  — rr  X  2.302  log, 

x ;  but  when  the  area  is  o,  x  zz  r,  therefore  the 

correct  fluent  zz  2.30258  x  log.  — .. x 

Otherwife  thus. 

Since  x :  y  :  :  r  1  t9   therefore  xx  :yy  :  :  rr:  ?t> 
and  xx  :  xx+yy  (rr)  :  :  rr  :  /r+//.  Whence  ##  x 

rr+//  =z  r+,  in  Fluxions,  2*x  x  rr  +  //>  +  2//  x 

a:#  1=  o,    and  //  X  x  zz  — x  x  rr+tt,    therefore 

.  u  ,  -r^.  But  /*  zz  1-12:,  therefore  /*  = 
rr+tt  x  x 
rrtt 
  the  fluxion  of  the  area ;  and  (Form  4th ),  the 
rr+tt    

MM        |         J.  J. 

fluent  is  2.30258  rr  x  log.    -.=  area  Kit.  Or 

   rr 
If 2.3025  log.  —  Xrr  zz  that  area. rr 

Since  the  tangent  of  90  degrees  is  infinite ;  if 
Ad  be  a  quadrant,  the  ordinate  dc  will  be  an  afymp- 
tote  to  the  curve. 

It  is  evident  when  Ad  is  a  quadrant,  the  area  Adc 
is  infinite. 

41.  5.  For  the  figure  of  fe emits.  Make  Ab  zz  arch 
AB,  and  ordinate  bp  zz  fecant  GT.  Then  the 
fluxion  of  the  area  zz  fz  ;  and  by  Trigonometry 
x  :  r  :  :  r  :  f>  and  fx  =  rr>  in  fluxions  fx+xfzz  o, 

— */*         ,  •        ry        — rx 
r 

and  £  zz   — ^  i  and  z  zz  —  zz       zz    X 
/  y        y        y 



Miscellanies 
¥L.lK.pa.2j4 
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Z2f=  rX  ̂dfz  zzl  X  rf.    But  iL  a  2LF* 
f       fy  y  y        t  *u 
r  .  rrf 

—     ,  \  whence /&  zr     y  -   ;.;.,     And    (by 

Form  oth ,  Fluxions,)  the  fluent  of  -7-  -  ' 
V—rr+ff  ""        I 

2.30258  log.  \/ff+  s/^rr+Jf.     But   when   the 
area  is  zz  o,  /zz  r;  therefore  the  fluent  corrected 

is  2.30258  x  log.    -   5  and  the  fluent  of 

-/-^—  zz  2.30258/T  X  \ogJ+SJt?Z :  for  the vff—rr  r 
area  A^. 

If  A^  be  a  quadrant,  the  ordinate  dc  will  be  an 
afymptote  to  the  curve  j  and  the  area  Adca  will  be 
infinite. 

From  hence  the  meridional  parts  in  Mercator's 
Chart  may  be  calculated  for  any  latitude  AB  or  Ah 
For  the  men  parts  for  any  latitude  :  is  to  the  arch 
of  latitude  Ab  :  :  as  the  fum  of  the  fecants  :  to  the 
fum  of  as  many  radii  :  :  or  as  the  area  Aapb  :  to 
Ab  x  radius  Aa. 

6.  It  is  evident  the  area  made  by  erecting  the 

j*adii  at  all  points  of  the  arch  AB  is  zz  zr  ov  Abxr* 

prop.    ir. 

¥0  find  the  fum  of  the  fquares  of  all  the  fines,  co- 

fines,  ver fed  fines,  &c.  erecle'd  upon  every  point  of  the arch  AB  \  or  to  find  the  folidities  of  the  bodies  formed 
thereby. 

1.  For  the  verfed fines.    Denoting  the  quantities  37- 
as  in  the  firft  Prop,  we  (hall  have  vvz  for  the fluxion 
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Fig. 
'*  fluxion  of  the  folid  ;  but  z  zz    —  zz 3r*  y  y/irv — vv* 

whence  vvz  zz  — <  zz  -  ,,        ,.    But  (by 
^/irv — w        %/2r — v 

Form  io'A,)  fluent  of  — ZZlL  =  ̂?,  and  fluent 

s/ir — v  r 

of      v&      zz  1!I  x  ill  X  —  +  ̂ v^^^ v/2r — v  x        2.1         r  — 2 

_  ilr  A  zz  Ir  X  AB  -  *\A™-™  +  £   X   V  2  V 

H2  ̂ 2^ — Wy   and   the   fluent  of    .  rv*v    .  or 2  s/ir — v 

rv 
■v  —  3rr  v   AR  _  3rr+H>     /r   

s/irv — vv  2 
for  the  folid  content  of  all  the  verfed  fines. 

When  AB  is  a  quadrant,  v  zz  r,  and  the  folidity 

3.1416 
4 

And  when  AB  is  a  femi-circle,  the  folidity  zz 
^r*  X  3. 141 6. 

■  «       2.  i^r  the  fines.    The  fluxion  of  the  folid  zzjyyi, 

but  by  the  nature  of  the  circle  z  zz  r2.  =  — -J— > #        v'Vr — j^ 

ryy 

whence  
yyz  zz  — — •—,     

But  (Form  
io/A.j  

fluent v/*r — jyy 

of — y         zz  fL,    and   (Form    n**.)   fluent  of \/rr — yy 

—&—   zz    2  —  y\/rr—yy,    and   fluent   pf 
y/rr  —yy  2  2 

°^       =  r^?  r  zz  area  APB  X  r  (Fig.  37.) vrr — jy  2 
for  the  folid  of  fines. 

Wheq 
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When  kb  is  a  quadrant,  the  folidity  zz  quadrant  Fig. 
ACD  x  r  =  -7854^.  38- 

When    A£   is   a   femi- circle,    the  foiidity    = 
J.1416 r3. 2 

3.  Fw  /A*  f^»w.    The  fluxion  of  the  folid   is  39. 

xxz  zz  xx  X  —  =  r#y  =  ry  y/rr—yy  ;    the   fluent 

r        v               arch  AB     1       ̂   . '"    '■     ' of  —  ̂     =     5    by   Form    io**.      And 
y/rr--yy  r 

fluent  ofy>/?F=xy  =  ̂ ^  ?  +  ̂ v/^-jy. 2  2 

and  (Form  13.)  fluent  of  ry  y/rr—yy  zz  rxAB+*? 2 

f  z-4-#v 
r  zz    r,  for  the  folid  of  cofines  (Fig.  37.) 

When  A^  is  a  quadrant,  the  foiidity  zz  rrX 2 
zz  quadrant  AD  x  r. 

4.  F^r  /£<?  y^//rf  0/  tangents.  Here  the  fluxion  of    ̂ 1 

the  folid  is  //z  =  _  =  ~~"rx.      But   by  Art. 

4'*  of  the  lad  Prop.  —  *  -     Xtt  ,  and  JL  =  ZL rr+tt  y         t 

therefore  tfz  =  ZJOJ  =  f*T  x  JUL  =  L  x 
y  y  rr+tt  y 

zz  —  x      =:   But  (by  Form 
rr-\-tt  t        rr+tt         rr+lt 

t  AB 
5rA,)  the  fluent  of      zz  —  ;  and  (Form  1  I'M 

rr  +  tt         rr  ' 

the  fluent  of  1L-  zzZZtl  <p+  L£  =  —  AB  + 
rr-\-tt  \  1 

/  zz 
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Fig. rrtH 

AQ.tzz.t~Z)  and  the  fluent  of    —  /  —  z  X  rr rr+tt 

—  AT  —  AB  X  rr,  for  the   folid   of    tangents 
(Fig-  37*) 

When  Ad  is  a  quadrant,  the  folidity  is  infinite, 
becaufe  the  tangent  is  infinite. 

5.  For  the  fecants.  The  fluxion  of  the  folid  is 
41-    ffrx 

ffz  zz  _±— >     But  by  the  ffh  Art,  laft  Prop.  —  * 

zz  ̂   and  —   as     /  Wherefore  ̂     = 

/'  y        vff—rr 

d££=r£x£'&£x  rff=     f$~;  and 
y         y      f   y_  ^ff—rr 

the  fluent  is  rr  y/ff —  rr  ==  rrt,  for  the  folid  of 
fecants. 

It  is  plain  when  the  arch  AB  or  Ab,  that  is  Ad9 
is  a  quadrant,  the  folid  is  infinite. 

6.  For  the  fum  of  all  the  fquares  of  the  radii 
trebled  on  the  arch  AB,  we  have  rrz  for  the  fluxion 
of  the  folid  -,  and  the  fluent  is  rrz  for  the  fum  of 
all  the  radii  fquare,  or  the  folid  formed  thereby. 

Cor.  1 .  It  follows  from  the  three  laft  Articles,  that 
the  folid  of  fecants  is  equal  to  thefe  two  folids,  th6 
folid  of  tangent s,  and  the  folid  formed  of  all  the  radii 

Cor.  2.  Hence  alfo  the  fum  of  the  fquares  of  all  the 

fines  in  the  quadrant  —  half  the  fum  of  the  fquares  oj 
as  many  radii.     From  Art.  2.  and  6. 

PROP.      IIL 

To  find  the  fum  of  all  the  fines,  co fines,  v  erf ed fines  i 

&c.  eret'kd  upon  every  point  of  the  fphericat I  fur  face \ 
or  to  find  the  folids  made  thereby. 

42.      Here  we  fuppofe  the  circle  ABD  to  revolve  about 
the  axis  AC,  and  to  defcribe  a  fpherical  furface 

And 
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And  that  upon  the  annulus  defcribed  by  BP,  there  Fig% 
is  erected  at  every  point  of  it,  perpendiculars  equal  42. 
to  BP  for  the  fines,  or  CP  for  the  cofines,  Sec.  and 
fo  for  every  annulus.  But  this  is  to  be  underftood, 
that  every  annulus  is  laid  down  in  a  plain,  upon, 
an  abfcifla  equal  to  the  arch  AB ;  then  each  annu- 

lus will  be  the  bafe  upon  which  we  are  to  erect  the 
faid  perpendiculars.  Then  thefe  form  fo  many  fo- 
lid  bodies  whofe  contents  we  muft  inveftigate. 

1.  For  the  verfed  fines.  Suppofing  the  quantities 
denoted  as  in  Prop*  I.  and  let  c  zz  3. 141 6,  then 
2cyz  is  the  area  of  the  annulus  at  B  ;  multiply  this 
by  the  verfed  fine  v,  and  we  have  2cvyz  zz  fluxion 

of  the  folid.  But  by  nature  of  the  circle  yz  -z  rv\ 
therefore  the  fluxion  of  the  folid  zz  2crvv9  and  the 
fluent  zz  crvv,  for  the  folid  formed  by  all  the  verfed 
fines  {landing  on  the  fpherical  furface  defcribed 
by  APB. 

When  the  arch  AB  becomes  the  quadrant  AD, 
then  the  folid  zz  cr^  :  for  then  v  zz  r. 

And  when  the  arch  becomes  a  femi-circle,  or  the 
furface,  that  of  the  whole  fphere,  the  folidity  zz 
4crK     For  then  c  zz  ir. 

2.  For  the  fines.  The  general  area  of  the  annulus 

BP  is  2cyz-,  which  multiplied  by  the  line  jy,  is 
2cyyz\  expunge  yz,  by  taking  its  equal  rv  \  then 
the   fluxion  of  the  folid  is  icryv.     But  the  fluent 

of  yv  zz  area  BAP.     Therefore  the  fluent  of  icryv 
zz  2cr  X  area  ABP,  for  the  folidity. 
And  for  the  hemifphere,  the  folidity  zz  2cr  X 

ccr* quadrant  ADC  z=    ,  for  the  folid  of  all  the  fines, 

upon  the  hemifphere. 
And  confequently  the  fum  of  all  the  fines  upon 

the  whole  fphere  z:  ccrh 

7.  For 
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Fig.  3.  For  the  cofmes.  The  area  of  the  annulus  BF 
42.  is  2cyz,  which  multiplied  by  the  cofine  x  is  2cyxz, 

put  —  rx  zzyz,  and  the  fluxion  of  the  folid  is 
—  2crxxy  and  the  fluent  is  —  crxx.  But  at  A  the 
folid  ±z  o,  when  x  zz  r,  therefore  the  fluent  cor* 

rected  is  <r?  —  crxx  zzcrxrr  —  xx  zz  cryyy  for  the 
folidity.  And  hence  the  fum  of  all  the  cofmes  up- 

on the  hemifphere  zz  crl. 
4.  For  the  fum  of  all  the  tangents*  The  area  of 

the  annulus  BP  r?  2cyz,  which  multiply  by  the 
tangent  />  then  2cytz  zz  fluxion  of  the  folid,  but 

ry 

Z  zz  —  \    therefore  the   fluxion   of   the  folid  zz x 

*<rM  w-.  ?«®y^      But    by   Trigonometry  x x  *v  rr  — —  yy 
— — — — .  rv 

Wrr—yy)  :  y  :  :  r  :  t  zz  -,    therefore   the 
x/rr—yy 

fluxion   of  the   folid 

y/rr — yy       y/rr — yy 

2crryy  zz  icr*  x  -i   2crry.     But  (Form  6,) rr — yy  rr — yy 

the  fluent  of  J—   =  !l^?5?  log.  M£  There. 
^r — ^y  2r  r — jr 

r-f-y 

fore  the  fluent  rz  2,30258  rr5  X  log.    : — 2*rryr 

the  folid  content  of  all  the  tangents. 

And  in  the  hemifphere,  the  fum  of  all  the  tan- 
gents is  infinite. 

5.  For  the  fum  of  the  fecants,  Here  2cyz  zz  area 
of  the  annulus,  and  by  Trigonometry  x  :  r  :  :  r  if, 

and  fx  ~  rr,  in  fluxions  fx  +  xfzz  o,  and  x  zz 
mmmm,xT  m—rx 

but  z  zz    ;  whence  the  fluxion  of  the 
/ 

folid 
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folid  zz  icyfz  zz —  2cfrx  zz  —  icfr  x  *^L  zz^S' 
/  42. •             .       «**•         icr^  y  r 

2crxfzz  2crfX  —   =    -^,  and  the  fluent  zz 
J  J        f      .       / 

2<t*>  x  2.3025  log.  yj  for  the  folid.     But  when  the 
folid  is  o,  /zz  r;  therefore  the  fluent  corrected  zz. 

2cr*  x  2.30258  log.  4-i  f°r  the  fum  of  all  thefc- * 

cants  on  the  furface  ABP. 

And  in  the  hemifphere,  the  film  of  all  the  fecants 
is  infinite. 

6.  For  the  fum  of  all  the  radii.  The  annulus  zz 
2cyz  zz  2crx.  And  the  fluxion  of  the  folid  zz 
lcrzx.  And  the  fluent  is  2crrx>  for  the  fum  of  the 
radii  upon  the  furface  defcribed  by  BAP. 

And  the  fum  of  all  the  radii  upon  the  hemif- 
phere, is  2cr*  j  and  upon  the  whole  fphere  ̂ .crh 

Cor.  1.  The  fum  of  all  the  ver fed  fines  on  the  hemif- 
phere is  equal  to  all  the  cofines  on  the  hemifphere. 

Cor.  2.  The  fum  of  the  fines  >  cofines*  and  radii ', 
upon  the  hemifphere *,  are  as  fr,  1  and  2. 

f  cv^ For  they  are  as  — ,  cr\  and  2crK 
2 

R  art; 



[  *4*  ] 

ART.        XII. 

FORTIFICATION. 

FORTIFICATION  is  an  art  that  teaches 

how  to  fortify  any  place,  city,  or  town,  by 
inclcfing  it  with  walls  and  other  works  to  make  it 
fecure  againft  the  attack  of  an  enemy ;  where  a 
fmall  number  of  men  may  clefend  themfelves 

againft  an  army.  It  is  called  regular  fortification 
when  it  is  built  upon  a  regular  poligon,  as  a  penta- 

gon, hexagon,  heptagon,  &c.  and  irregular  foriii 
ftcation%  when  the  figure  is  irregular,  the  parts  not 
uniform,  the  angles  and  fides  unequal. 

DEFINITIONS. 

D  E  F.      I. 

ao%  The  poligon  is  the  figure  upon  which  the  fortifi- 
cation is  built-,  the  exterior  poligon  is  the  figure  of 

the  outfide,  and  the  interior  poligon  is  the  figure  oa 
the  infide.  Thus  ABOPQ  is  the  exterior  poligon, 
and  GKLMN  is  the  interior  poligon,  GK  the  fide 
of  it. 

D  E  F.  II. 

A  baftion  is  a  great  work  or  bulwark  built  before 
an  angle  of  the  poligon,  Handing  out  towards  the 
field,  as  FDAEH.  It  is  built  of  (tone  or  brick, 
or  lbmetimes  of  earth.  There  are  feveral  forts  of 

thefe,  as  a  full  baftion  is  one  quite  filled  up  with, 
earth.  A  hollow  baftion  is  that  wherein  an  empty 
fpace  is  left,  to  hold  magazines,  provifions,  &c. 
Aflat  baftion  or  plat  baftion^  is  that  made  upon  a 
right  line  and  not  at  an  angle.     Irregular  baftion^ on< 
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ne  whofe  parts  are  out  of  due  proportion.     A  cut  Fig. 
aftion  is  one  with  two  points.     A  detached  bafiion,  43. 
ne  feparated  from  the  body  of  the  other  works. 
l  demi-bafiion  is  but  half  a  baftion,  as  ADFG.     A 
ouble  baftion  is  one  built  upon  another ;  or  one 
ith  another. 

D  E  F.      III. 

The  demi-gorge  or  gorge  line,  is  a  part  of  the  fide 
f  the  interior  poligon,  from  the  outfide  to  the 
snter  of  the  baftion,  as  FG. 

DEF,      IV. 

The  face  is  the  outfide  of  the  baftion  facing  the 
eld,  as  DA. 

DEF.      V. 

The  flank  is  that  part  of  the  bafiion  joining  t6 
le  face,  as  DF.     It  is  called  a  right  flank  when 
rpendicular  to  the  curtain.  An  oblique  flank  is 
le  that  makes  oblique  angles  with  the  curtain. 
retired  or  covered  flank  is  one  made  hollow.  The 

oulder  of  the  flank  is  the  point  D.     Afecondflank 
tes  in  a  part  of  the  curtain. 

DEF.      VI. 

The  capital  is  a  part  of  the  radius  of  the  extc- 
)r  poligon,  contained  between  the  angle  of  the 
terior  poligon,  and  the  extreme  point  of  the  baf- 
>n,  as  GA, 

D  E  F.      VII. 

The  curtain  is  that  part  of  a  fide  of  the  interior 
iligon,  that  lies  between  two  baftions,  as  HI. 

DEF.     VIII. 

|The  line  of  defence  is  the  line  drawn  from  the  end 
the  flank  to  the  extreme  point  of  the  baftion, 
AL 

R  2  DEF. 
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Fig. 

43- 

FORTIFICATION. 

D  E  F.      IX. 

The  angle  at  the  center,  is  the  angle  that  a  fide  of 
the  poligon  fubtends,  as  GCK. 

D  E  F.      X. 

The  angle  of  the  -poligon  is  the  angle  made  by  two 
fides  of  the  poligon,  as  NGK.  And  the  angle  of 
the  triangle  is  CGK  half  the  angle  of  the  poligon. 

D  E  F.      XL 

The  angle  of  the  baftion,  is  the  angle  made  b) 
the  two  faces  of  the  baftion,  as  DAE.  Some  cal 
it  the  flanked  angle. 

D  E  F.      XII. 

The  angle  of  the  Jhoulder,  is  that  made  by  the  fac 
and  the  flank,  as  ADF. 

D  E  F.     XIII. 

The  angle  of  the  flank,  is  that  made  by  the  flan] 
and  the  curtain,  as  EHI. 

D  E  F.      XIV. 

The  angle  of  tenail,  is  that  made  by  two  lines 
defence,  as  ATB,  called  alfo  the  flanking  angle. 

D  E  F.      XV. 

Angle  diminijhed,  is  the  angle  which  the  flank  ful 
tends  at  the  oppofite  end  of  the  curtain,  as  E1H| 

D  E  F.     XVI. 

A  line  ralfant  is  a  line  running  in  direction  of 
other  line,  as  the  face  of  the  baftion. 

D  E  F.      XVII. 

A  re-entrant  angle,  is  that  which  has  its  point 
wards  i  it  is  alio  called  a  tenaile  angle.      And  a 

//J 
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Uant  angle  is  one  that  looks,  or  points  with  its  legs,  Fig, 
inwards,  or  has   the  angular  point  outwards,  con-  43. 
trary  to  the  entrant  angle. 

Befides  GCH  is  the  flank- forming  angle  \  and  GI 
the  lengthened  curtain. 

General  Rules  and  Maxims  in  Fortification. 

I. 

Every  part  of  a  fortified  place  ought  to  be  de- 
fended from  another  place,  and  therefore  ought  to 

lie  open  to  its  view.  For  if  any  part  of  the  forn- 
ication is  not  flanked  or  defended,  the  enemy  could 

odge  there  and  be  covered  >  and  fo  the  place  would 
3e  more  eafily  taken. 

II. 

The  line  of  defence,  or  which  is  nearly  the  fame 
hing,  the  fide  of  the  interior  poligon,  ought  to  be 
within  mufket  fhot ;  and  therefore  ought  to  be 
bout  700  feet,  or  between  500  and  800  feet.  For 
hough  both  cannons  and  mufkets  are  ufed,  yet  the 
ength  ought  to  be  adapted  to  the  reach  of  a  muf- 
let ;  becaufe  a  cannon  requires  a  deal  of  time  and 

rouble  to  charge  and  diicharge  •,  and  con  fumes  a 
ieal  of  powder ;  often  makes  random  (hots  ;  and 

s  liable  to  be  difmounted  by  the  enemy's  battery; 
b  that  mufkets  muft  be  provided  for. 

III. 

The  line  of  defence  mult  be  a  line  raifant,  when 
lere  is  no  fecond  flank  ;  and  muft  terminate  in  the 
ngle  of  the  flank.  When  the  face  of  the  baftion 
rftinued  cuts  the  curtain,  the  fpace  between  this 
int  of  interiecYion  and  the  angle  of  the  flank,  is 

lat  which  is  called  the  fecond  flank.  And  the  line 
:  defence  mult  never  interact  the  flank,  for  then 

R  3  there 
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Fig.  there  would  be  a  part  of  the  flank,  from  which  the 
face  of  the  baftion  could  not  be  feen  •,  the  baftion. 
ought  to  be  defended  from  the  whole  flank. 

IV. 

The  flanks,  demi-gorges  and  fecond  flanks,  ought 
to  be  made  as  great  as  poffible,  provided  the  refl 
of  the  works  are  not  injured  thereby.  For  then  they 
are  fitter  for  defending  a  place,  and  can  hold  more 
foldiers,  and  more  cannon. 

The  angle  of  the  baftion  ought  to  be  about  yt 
or  80  degrees,  not  fo  well  when  90.  Here  regan 
is  to  be  had  to  the  number  of  baftions  or  fides  o 

the  poligon.  For  a  lefs  number  of  baftions  require 
a  more  acute  angle ;  and  a  greater  number  a  mor 
obtufe  one.  When  the  angle  of  the  baftion  is  to< 
acute,  it  is  fo  much  the  fooner  battered  to  pieces  b 
the  enemy.  The  baftion  itfelf  ought  to  be  of 
middling  fize,  neither  too  great  nor  too  little,  gres 
ones  are  too  expenfive,  and  fmall  ones  want  root 
and  convenience.  The  face  ought  never  to  be  le: 
than  half  the  curtain, 

VI. 

It  is  better  to  have  a  fecond  flank  than  pthe 

ivife.  For  by  this  means  more  room  will  be  gain* 
for  fire,  Alfo  by  this  one  may  fhoot  further  into 
breach  made  in  the  baftion,  and  hinder  the  enen 
from  lodging  there  ;  and  one  may  do  more  hurt 
the  enemy  palling  the  ditch,  as  more  of  the  dit< 
can  be  difcovered. 

VII. 

The  flank  ought  to  be  perpendicular  to  the  raifa 
line,  or  rather  fomething  greater  than  a  right  a 
o;le,  otherwife  it  ought  to  be  drawn  to  the  cent 
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of  the  place.  Some  draw  it  perpendicular  to  the  Fig. 
face,  but  this  makes  the  gorge  too  narrow.  Others 
make  it  perpendicular  to  the  curtain,  but  this  is 
attended  with  the  fame  inconvenience.  And  both 

thefe  methods  make  the  flank  too  oblique.  But  if 
the  angle  be  much  greater  than  a  right  angle,  the 

flank  is  too  muchexpofed  to  the  enemy's  cannon. VIII. 

The  greater  the  angle  between  the  fide  of  the 
outward  poligon  and  the  face,  the  better  is  the  face 
defended  ♦,  for  it  is  better  feen  from  the  flank ;  and 
befides,  a  fecond  flank  may  be  obtained  by  this 
means. 

IX. 

A  part  of  the  flank  ought  to  be  covered.  As 
the  flank  is  the  chief  part  that  defends  the  place, 
and  fights  for  its  fafety;  every  thing  that  can, 
ought  to  be  done  for  its  ftrength  and  prefervation, 
and  to  hinder  it  from  being  demolished.  There- 

fore an  orillon  is  very  ufeful  to  cover  the  flank. 
An  orillon  is  an  additional  part  of  the  baftion,  be- 

ing built  farther  out  at  the  flioulder,  by  which 
means  the  flank  will  be  hollow,  and  is  better  fecured 

from  the  enemy's  Ihot. 
X, 

A  fort  ought  to  be  equally  ftrong  throughout  *, 
and  be  fo  high  as  to  command  ail  places  round 
about.  And  all  outworks  mud  be  lower  than  the 

body  of  the  place.  If  a  fort  be  weaker  in  one 
place  than  another,  the  enemy  will  certainly  attack 
it  in  that  place.  If  any  place  be  out  of  fight  of 
the  fort,  the  enemy  could  cover  his  defigns,  and 
carry  on  his  approaches  unnoticed. 

XI. 

The  works  that  are  mod  remote  from  the  center 

Of  the  place,  ought  to  be  open  to  thofe  that  are 
R  4  nearer. 
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Fig.  nearer.  And  therefore  thofe  that  are  neareft  the 

center  ought  to  be  higher  than  thofe  that  are  further 
off.  For  thofe  that  are  furtheft  off,  are  moft  li- 

able to  be  taken  by  the  enemy  •,  but  lying  open  to 
the  fort  they  may  more  eaiily  be  defended,  and  the 
enemy  hindered  from  covering  himfelf  therein. 

XII. 
The  more  acute  the  angle  at  the  center  isr  the 

ftronger  the  place  is  ;  for  then  there  will  be  more 
fides  of  the  poligon. 

XIII. 

All  thefe  maxims  muft  be  fo  pracYifed,  as  to  con- 
fpire  and  agree  with  one  another,  as  far  as  poflible. 
Yet  it  often  happens  when  we  adhere  too  ftrictly  to 
one  maxim,  we  deviate  confiderably  from  another. 
Thus,  if  we  increafe  the  fecond  flank,  either  the 
oppofite  face  of  the  baftion  muft  be  increafed,  or 
the  flank  diminilhed ;  if  the  angle  of  the  baftion 
be  made  very  great,  the  defence  it  has  from  the 
flank  or  fecond  flank  is  diminilhed,  and  it  is  more 

expofed  to  the  enemy's  cannon.  If  the  gorge  be 
made  great,  it  caufes  the  face  of  the  baftion  to  be 
too  great.  There  is  always  advantage  attended 
with  difadvantage,  and  our  reafon  muft  judge  how 
far  we  may  ftretch  one  maxim,  and  not  encroach 
too  much  upon  another ;  but  endeavour  t©  make 
them  all  agree  as  near  as  can  be. 

Likewife  the  expence  of  the  works  is  a  material 
article,  and  ought  to  be  well  confidered  ;  left  more 
money  be  laid  out  upon  the  defence  of  a  place,  than 
all  the  advantages  of  it  amount  to. 

P  R  O  B. 
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P  R  O  B.      I.  Fg- 
To  defer  He  a  regular  fortification  about  any  place 

given. 

It  very  feldom  happens  that  a  place  is  regular  of 
itfelf,  yet  when  there  is  field  room  enough  about  it, 
one  may  make  it  a  regular  one. 

In  thefirft  place  fix  the  fide  of  the  figure,  as  fup-  ** 
pofe  700  feet,  then  divide  the  circumference  of  the 
place   by  that   number,  and  the  quotient  gives  the 
dumber   of  baftions.     The   quotient   will   feldom 
come  out  a  whole  number,  therefore  make  the  fide 

fomething  more  or  lefs  than  700,  that  the  quotient 
may  come  out  an  integer.     Suppofe  then  there  are 
5  fides,  or  that  the  figure  is  a  regular  pentagon. 

The  angle  at   the  center  GCK  is  —  720,  and  the 
half  is  36.     Then  S.36  :  i-GK  (350)  :  :  rad.  :  CG 
the  radius  of  the  circumfcribing  circle  595.  There- 

fore with  the  radius  595  defcribe  a  circle  from  the 
center  C.     And  in  this  circle  inferibe  the  pentagon 
GKLMN,  each  fide  being  700  feet.     Produce  CG, 
fo  that  GA  may   be   194  feet,  or   thereabouts,  for 
the  capital.     From  G  fet  off  GF  and  GH  =1  146 
for   the    demi-gorge.     Through   F    and    H  draw 
CFD,  CHE,  and   fet  off  FD,    HE  =  117  feet, 
for  the  flank.     Then  draw   AD  and  AE,  for  the 

face.     Or  elfe  fet  off  the  demi  g-org-es  NS  and  KI 
as  before-,  then  through  D  and  E  draw  SDA  and 
}EA   to   interfe£t  in  A,  the  angle  of  the  baftion. 
Or  the  flanks  EH,  DF  may  be  otherwife  drawn,  to 
make  a  certain  angle  with  the  curtain  HI  and  FS  : 
or  with   the  raifant  lines  I  A,  SA.     And  thus  if  a: 
each  of  the  other  angles  K,  L,  M,  N,  a  baftion 
be  drawn  •,  then  the  fortification  will  be  finifhed, 
when  the  counterkaip  or  outride   of  the  ditch   is 
drawn,  akdef  &c.    being  parallel  to  the  faces  of 
the  baftions,  20  fathom  wide. 

If 
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Fig.     If  inftead  of  drawing  AD,  AE  to  S  and  I,  they 
43.  be  drawn  to  fome  point  of  the  curtain,  then  you 

will  have  a  fecond  flank. 
Note,  all  thefe  things  may  be  laid  down  on  the 

ground  as  well  as  on  paper,  by  the  help  of  the 
Proportions  in  Sect.  I.  of  the  Surveying.  And  to 
fave  the  labour  of  making  a  deal  of  calculations, 
I  have  here  inferted  (rrom  Mr.  Ozanam)  a  Table 
containing  all  the  lines  and  angles  of  a  fortified 
place,  from  the  fquare  to  the  dodecagon,  fuppof- 
ing  the  fide  of  the  interior  poligon  120  fathom. 
As  for  triangles,  they  are  hardly  to  be  fortified  any 
other  way  but  with  half  baftions. 

poligons 
IV. 

V. 
VI. VII. VIII. 

45     0 

IX. 
X.     |    XI.    }  XII. 

angle  at 
the  center 

0 

90 

/ 
O 

0     ' 
72     0 0    ' 

60    0 
0 

51  26 0    ' 40     0 

9     '1    0     ' 
36     0    32  44 

144     ol47   16 1 

0     ' 

30     0 angle  of 
the  poligon 

90 

O 108     0 120    0 

128  34 

135 

0 140    0 150    0 

angle  of 
the  flank 120 

5* 

112  59 108     3 

105     7 

125  21 

102 

126 

28 

14 

100  39 

127  55 

99  16 130     0 

]  98   32 
97  38 

angle  of 
the  fhould. 130 

40 

126  18 
124  56 129  21 

128  54 

angle  of 
baftion 

70 36 

81  22 86  22 
88      6 

27 

87 

28 
85  28 

82  34    85  3« 
87  28 demi 

gorge 

24 

0 

0 

25 

26, 28 

29 

30 
30 

3° 

curtain 

72 70 

68 

66 

64 

62 

60       |  °o 

60 
flank 

16 20 

24 

28 

32 

3* 

40       I  40 

40 

line  of  de 
fence 

F 117 / 
3 

/ 117  :  5 119. / 120  :  3 
(22 

45 

53 

/ 

•  5 

■2 

'  4 

5 

126 

129 

127 

125  :  4 

face 

36 

2S'. 

/ / 
37  *  & 

f 

40  :  1 
4?-  :  2 48  :  5 52:  3 

50  :  0 

49  •"  j 

"67  :  3 

capital 33  :  3 
39  :  4 46  :  1 

61  :  2 
69  :  4 67  :  5 217-5 

1     radius 

84 

:  s\lcz  :  l 120 
138  :  2 

156 i75  :  2 194  :  * 

231-5 

The  Table  above  will  be  ready  for  laying  down 
the  fortification  of  any  place  that  has  no  more  than 
12  fides.  And  the  computation  of  it  is  as  follows, 
for  any  of  the  figures,  as  fuppofe  a  pentagon. 

i.  The 
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1.  The  fide  of  the  poligon  GK  being  120  fa- Fig, 

thorns,  the  demi-gorge  FG  is  25  for  the  pentagon,  43, 
the  flank  FD  z£  20. 

From  the  fide  of  the  poligon  GK     120 

fubtract  twice  the  demi-gorge  GH      50 
2.  Remains  for  the  curtain  70 

3.  If  360  be  divided  by  5  the  number  of  fides, 
the  quotient  is  72  the  angle  at  the  center  GCK. 

And  72  taken  from  180,  leaves  108,  half  of 
which  54  is, 

3.  The  angle  at  the  bafe  CGK,  or  half  the  angle 
of  the  poligon. 

4.  To  find  the  radius  CG,  by  Trigonometry, 

As  cofine  of  CGK     540  9.76921 
to  half  GK  60  1. 77815 
red.  10. 

CG         102. 1  2.00894 

5.  To  find  the  angle  of  the  flank  DFS  or  CFG, 
CG  +  GF  :=  127. 1,  and  CG  —  GF  zz  77.1,  and 

180  —  FGC  (54)  =  126  -  fum  of  the  angles  F 
and  C,  the  half  is  63. 

Then  fum  Jides         12 7.1  2.1 0401 
difference  jj.i  1.88705 
F  4-  C 

tan.      ̂       (63)  10.29283 

12.17988 

p   r tan.    ,   49  59  10.07587 2 

then  63   +  49  59  =z   112  59   n  angle    DFS  of 
the  flank, 

and  63  —  49  59  =  13  :  1  =  angle  GCF. 
6.   To  find  the  angle  of  the  moulder  ADF  or 

SDF,  SF  +  FD  =  90,  and  SF  —  FD  zz  50,  and 

j8o  — DFG  (113)  zz  677  half  is  33  30  zz  2±^2. 2 

Sum 
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Fig.     Sum  fides  90  1.95424 
43.      diff.  fides  50  1.69897 

ian*  ,33     3°  q. 82078 11.51975 

ta#.    ,         20     12         9*56551,    and 
2 

33  30  +  20  12  z=  53  42  =  FDS. 
Then  180  —  S3  42  zz  126  18  =  angle  ADF  of 

the  fhoulder. 

Alfo  33  30  —  20  12  =  13  18  z=  angle  DSF, 
•  7.  To  find  the  angle  of  the  baftion  EAD.  To 
ADC  (126  18)  add  DCA  or  FCG  (13  1),  the 
fum  is  139  19,  which  taken  from  180%  leaves 
40  41  for  DAC  half  the  angle  of  the  baftion; 
therefore  the  angle  of  the  baftion  is  81   22. 

8.  To  find  the  line  of  defence  SA,  and  capital 
AG.    SG  =  SF  +  FG  =  95. 

Then  S.SAG  (40  41)  9.81416 
GS  (95)  1.97772 
S.AGF  or  SGC  (54  00)        9-90795 11.88567 

SA     117.9                           2.07151 

S.ASG^DSF(i3  18)        9.36182 
J1  33954- 

GA     33.5                        ,      1.52538 

So  the  line  of  defence  is  ujv  5/",  and  the 
capi< 

tal  33F  /. 
9.  To  find  the  face  AD.  CAzzCG-fGAn *35-6. 

Then  S.ADC  or  SDF  (^  42)         9.90629 
AC  (135.6;                          2.13225 
S.ACD  (13  1)                      9.35263 

11.48488 

AD     37.9  *-57%59 
So  the  face  is  37  fathoms,  5  feet. 

And  after  the  fame  manner,  the  requifites  may 
be  calculated  for  any  figure  or  poligon. 

To 
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To  confer  u%  the  figure  from  the  Table.  ^ig. 

The  tide  of  the  poligon  being  120  fathom,  the  ̂" 
radius  for  the  pentagon  is  i02F  :  i/-,  with  this  ra- 

dius, and  center  C  defcribe  a  circle,  in  which  in- 
fcribe  the  pentagon  GKLMN.  Through  the  points 
G,  K,  L,  M,  N,  draw  the  lines  CA,  CB,  CO, 
CP,  CQ.  A.nd  let  off  the  capital  %$  fathom,  3 
feet,  from  thefe  points  z=  GA,  KB,  LO,  MP, 

NQ.  Then  the  demi-gorge  being  25  ;  make  GF, 
GH,  NS,  KI,  &c.  each  =  25.  Through  F,  H, 
&c.  draw  the  lines  CD,  CE,  &c.  And  the  flank 

being  20,  make  FD,  HE,  &c.  =z  20.  Then 
from  S,  I,  &c.  draw  lines  through  D,  E,  &c.  to 
interfedt  in  A,  &c.  making  DAE  the  angle  of  the 
baftion,  and  lb  of  the  reft,  till  all  the  parts  be 
finifhed. 

Note,  if  you  would  have  the  fide  of  the  poligon 
more  or  lefs  than  120  fathom,  it  is  but  taking  a 
length  proportionally  bigger  or  lefs  than  a  fathom, 
and  dividing  it  into  6  parts.  Then  all  the  num- 

bers may  be  taken  out  of  the  Table  the  fame  as 
before,  and  let  off,  after  this  new  meafure  or  fcale, 
either  upon  paper,  or  on  the  ground. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

We  have  laid  down  in  this  Prob.  a  general  way 
of  drawing  a  fortification,  as  is  commonly  prac- 
tifed.  But  different  engineers  have  different  ways 
and  meafures,  for  every  article  here  mentioned. 
I  (hall  therefore  mention  the  feveral  methods  that 

different  writers  have  laid  down  for  that  purpoie. 
1.  In  the  method  before  laid  down,  the  faces 

DA,EA  of  the  baftion  are  formed  by  drawing  lines 
from  the  angle  of  the  flank,  SA  and  1A.  But 
fonae  choofe  rather  to  make  the  angle  DAE  a  right 
angle,  by  which  means  they  will  generally  have  a 
fccond  flank,  if  the  poligon  has  muny  fides.     Now 

if 
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Fig. if  DAE  =  900,  its  half  is  45,  which  taken  from 
43.  SGC,  half  the  angle  of  the  poligon,  leaves  the  di- 

minifhed  angle  ASG,  to  which  add  the  angle  of 
the  flank  DFS,  gives  the  angle  of  the  fhoulder 
ADF.  The  fccond  flank  is  found  by  producing 
AD  to  cut  the  curtain. 

2.  Others  make  the  gorge- line  FH  equal  to  the 
capital  GA.  Here  the  demi-gorges  FG,  GH  be- 

ing given,  and  the  angle  of  the  poligon  FGH ; 
the  right  line  FH  will  be  found  by  plain  Trigono- 

metry i  then  CG  +  FH  (AG)  ~  CA.  Then  the 
angle  of  the  flank  DFS  or  GFC  will  be  known  by 
the  Table-,  and  in  the  triangle  CFG,  all  the  angles 
being  given,  and  the  fides  FG,  GC  ;  the  fide  CF 
will  be  found.  To  this  add  the  flank  FD  (taken  as 

you  pleaie),  gives  CD.  In  the  triangle  ACD,  the 
fides  AC,  DC,  and  angle  ACD  (frorh  the  Table) 
being  given  ;  the  fide  DA  and  angle  DAC  will  be 
found  ♦,  and  2DAC:zDAE  the  angle  of  the  baftion. 

3.  Others  conilruc>  the  Problem  after  this  man- 
ner* Let  P  be  zz  the  length  of  the  perpendicular 

drawn  from  the  center  C  to  the  middle  of  any  fide 
of  the  poligon,  n  zz  number  of  fides  of  the  poli- 

gon.    Then  make  the  demi-gorge  GH  or  GF  ss 

_,  2      P,  and  the  capital  AG  £3   _i—  P.    Then n+  1  n  +  1 
draw  the  raifant  lines  SA,  IA;  and  through  F  and 
H,  draw  from  the  center  C,  the  flanks  FD,  HE. 
This  is  a  good  conftruclion.     If  you  have  a  mind 
to  compute  the  quantities  by  Trigonometry,  you 
will  have  this  proportion, 

radius^ 

tan.  half  the  angle  of  the  poligon  KGC, 
Jo  half  the  fide  GK, 
to  the  perpendicular  P. 

Then  we  (hall  have  FG  or  GH,  and  AG.     Then 

GK  —  GH  s  HK  or  GI.     Then  in  the  triangle 
AGI,  there  is  given  AG,  GI,  and  the  angle  AGI  j 

to 
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to  find  the  angle  GIA,  and  the  angle  GAI,  or  Fig* 
half  the  angle  of  the  baftion.  The  radius  CG  4J- 
is  found  by  this  proportion. 

As  the  fine  of  half  the  angle  of  the  foligon  CGK, 
to  the  perpendicular  P, 
fo  is  radius^ 
to  CG. 

Then  AC  is  known.  And  in  the  triangle  CGFJ, 
there  is  given  CG,  and  GH,  and  the  angle  CGH ; 
to  find  the  angle  CHG  or  EHI,  the  angle  of  the 
flank,  and  the  fide  CH,  and  the  angle  GCH  or 
ACE,  then  the  angle  of  the  fhoulder  AEC  is 
known.  And  in  the  triangle  CAE,  the  fide  CA, 
and  all  the  angles  are  given ;  to  find  the  fide  AE, 
the  face.  Laitly,  in  the  triangle  IEH,  all  the  an- 

gles are  given,  and  the  fide  HI  5  to  find  the 
flank  HE. 

It  may  be  obferved,  that  this  method  makes  no 
fecond  flanks. 

4.  Another  way  of  fortifying  is  this.  Let  AB 
be  the  outward  fide  of  the  poligon.  Make  the 
angles  CAI,  CBH,  each  45  degrees.  Biffed  the 

angle  CBH  by  the  line  BI,  to  cut  AI  in  I  •,  and 
draw  1H  parallel  to  A B,  to  cut  BH  in  H-,  then 
HI  is  the  curtain.  Then  draw  the  flank  HE  per- 

pendicular to  AI,  and  fo  of  the  reft  ;  fo  the  fhoul- 
der will  be  a  right  angle.  This  is  to  be  performed 

from  the  fquare  to  the  octagon.  But  in  poligons  of 
more  fides,  the  flank  HE  mud  be  perpendicular  to 
the  curtain  1H.  And  all  the  requilites  may  be 
computed  trigonometrically  like  the  reft.  But 
enough  has  been  faid  about  fuch  computations. 

5.  This  is  another  method  of  fortifying.  Make 
the  exterior  fide  BO  zz  180  fathoms,  to  the  middle 
of  BO  draw  the  perpendicular  CR.  Make  VR  n 
30  fathoms  (but  in  the  fquare  only  24) ;  draw 
through  V,  the  lines  of  defence  OX,  BY.  Make 
the  faces  Bi,  O2,  each  =:  55  fathoms,      Then 

draw 
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Fig  draw  the  flanks  iX,  2Y,  perpendicular  to  the  ra?- 
43.  fant  lines  XO,  YB,     And  through   the  points  of 

interferon  X,  Y,  draw  the  curtain  XY. 
6.  Another  way  of  fortifying.  Make  the  inner 

fide  of  the  poligon  GK  zz  120  fathom  •,  make  GH 
and  IK  zz  a  fifth  part  of  GK,  for  the  demi-gorges ; 
and  FD,  HE  zz  a  fourth  part  of  GK,  for  the 
flanks.  And  make  the  angle  of  the  flank  SFD  or 
1HE  3:  100  degrees.  Through  D  and  E  draw  the 
raifant  lines  SDA  and  IEA  interfecting  in  A,  the 
angle  of  the  baftion,  and  the  faces  are  DA  and  EA. 

7.  Or  thus,  if  the  inward  fide  GK  be  140  fa- 
thoms, the  demi-gorge  GH,  IK  muft  be  28;  the 

curtain  HI  zz  84,  and  the  flank  EH  zz  35;  then 
make  the  angle  of  the  flank  EHI  zz  100  degrees. 
Then  draw  through  E,  the  line  of  defence  IEA; 
likewife  draw  the  line  of  defence  SDA,  to  interfect 
1A  in  A,  the  angle  of  the  baftion,  whofe  faces  are 
AD,  AE. 

8.  Oiherwife  thus  ;  let  n  zz  number  of  fides  of 

the  poligon  *,  then  make  the  diminiftied  angle  AIH! 

zz  45  —  —  degrees  zz   angle  ASF.     Then  the n 

lines  IA  and  SA  being  drawn,  the  interferon  gives 
the  angle  of  the  baftion  at  A.     Or  rather  make  the 

angle  ABH,  and  BAI  zz  45  —  112,     Make  BH, n 

AI  each  zz  -/-0-  of  AB.     Draw  HI  for  the  curtain. 
Let   AE  zz  ET  zz  AD,  then  AE,  AD,  will   be 
the  faces  of  the  baftion.     And  draw  EH  for  the 
flank,  and  fo  of  the  reft. 

9.  Or  thus  •,  upon  the  outward  fide  BO  let  fall 
the  perpendicular  CR,  which  bifTe&s  BO  -,  take 
RV  zz  -{BO  for  the  fquare,  ̂ BO  for  the  pentagon, 
or  ~-BO  for  the  hexagon,  heptagon,  &c.  through  V 
draw  the  lines  of  defence  OVX,  BVY.  Make 
O2,  and  Bi,  each  zz  JBO.     And  make  iY,  2X 

each 
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each  -  12,  a  line  drawn  from  1  to  2.  Then  draw  Fig. 
XY  for  the  curtain ;  and  iX,  2Y,  for  the  flanks.  43. 
This  is  a  very  good  method. 

10.  Or  thus-,  make  the  inner  fide  GK  130  fa- 
thom •,  make  the  demi-gorges  GF,  GH,  each  zz 

25,  and  likewife  the  flanks  DF,  EH  zz  25  5  and 
draw  the  flanks  perpendicular  to  the  curtain  HI, 
FS.  And  make  the  fecond  flank  3  fathom.  From 
which  point  draw  a  line  through  E  or  D,  will  in- 
terfecl:  the  radius  CG  produced,  in  A  the  point  of 
the  baftion.  But  thefquare  or  pentagon  are  better 
without  fecond  flanks. 

Or  one  may  make  the  flanks  and  demi-gorges  a 
fixth  part  of  GK.  And  make  the  angle  of  the  baf- 

tion DAE  a  right  angle,  efpecially  in  the  hexagon, 
heptagon,  &c.  whence  the  capital  will  be  equal  to 
the  gorge  line. 

There  are  feveral  other  methods  of  fortifying  ; 
and  in  all  thefe  methods  each  of  them  has  fome  ad- 

vantages, which  the  others  have  not  •,  but  which, 
to  choofe,  muft  be  left  to  the  judgment  of  the  en- 

gineer, who  muft  take  that  method  which  bell  fuits 
his  particular  purpofe. 

P  R  O  B.      II. 

To  conjlrucl  an  in  egular  fortification  ah  out  a  "place. 

Many  places  cannot  be  inclofed  by  a  regular  fi- 
gure or  a  regular  fortification-,  in  which  cafe  all 

that  can  be  done  is  to  reduce  it  as  near  to  a  regular 
form  as  is  poffible -,  and  then  we  muft  apply  the 
rules  of  a  regular  fortification,  as  far  as  the  nature 
of  the  place  will  admit  of.  The  principal  defign 
both  in  regular  and  irregular  fortification  is  to 
make  all  the  parts  equally  ftrong.  For  if  fome  be 
weaker  than  others,  they  will  certainly  be  attacked 
in  the  weakeft  places.     Longer  fides  of  a  poligon 

S  are 
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Fig.  are  ftronger  than  fhorter  fides,  provided  they  be 
44.  within  mufket  (hot.     Alfo  greater  angles  of  a  po- 

ligon  are  ftronger  than  lefs  or  more  acute  angles* 
But  to  come  to  particulars. 

1 .  Let  GKLMN  be  an  irregular  poligon  •,  find 
the  center  C  of  a  circle  whofe  circumference  paffes 
through  three  of  the  mod  diftant  points  K,  M,  N. 
Draw  lines  from  the  center  C  to  all  the  angles  of 
the  poligon,  CK,  CG,  CN,  &c.  and  meafure  all 
the  angles  at  the  center  KCG,  GCN,  &c.  and 
compare  them  with  the  angles  at  the  center  in  the 
general  Table,  to  find  which  they  come  neareft  to. 
Then  fortify  that  fide  by  the  rules  of  that  poligon, 
that  is,  divide  that  fide  into  120  equal  parts,  which 

will  ferve  for  a  fcale-,  then  fet  off  the  gorge  and 
flank,  by  the  numbers  in  the  Table  belonging  to 
that  poligon.  As  if  the  angle  GCK  be  46  degrees, 
360  divided  by  46,  give  almoft  8  for  the  quotient, 
therefore  GK  muft  be  fortified  as  an  octagon.  And 
then  the  demi  gorge  will  be  28,  the  flank  32,  which 
muft  be  drawn  from  the  center  C.  After  the  fame 

manner  muft  the  demi- gorges  and  flanks  be  made 
for  the  reft  of  the  fides,  and  the  baftions  drawn. 

2.  Or  thus;  when  the  poligon  is  very  irregular, 
take  two  adjoining  fides  GK,  GN ;  and  find  the 
center  of  a  circle  O,  pafling  through  the  three 
points  K,  G,  N.  Then  meafure  the  angles  KOG, 
GON.  Then  the  flanks  and  demi-gorges  are  to  be 
taken  from  the  Table  as  before,  according  to  the 
poligons  they  agree  to,  and  the  half  baftions  for 

each  fide  com  pleated.  "When  the  poligon  has  an 
odd  fide ;  bifiect  the  two  angles  at  the  ends  of  it, 
by  two  right  lines,  whofe  interleclion  will  give  the 
center  required ;  then  make  two  half  baftions  as 
before  :  a  good  method. 

3.  Otherwife  thus  ;  bifTecl:  all  the  angles  of  the 
irregular  poligon  by  right  lines.  The  two  lines 
drawn  from  the  two  ends  of  any  one  fide,  will,  by 

their 
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bcir  inter fection,  give  the  center  of  a  fuppofed  re  Fig. 
ular  poligon,  one  fide  of  which  poligon  is  the  in-  44. 
luded  fide.  And  that  fide  is  to  be  fortified  accord- 

lg  to  the  angle  at  the  center.  Thus  if  the  angles 
r,  K,  be  bifiecled  by  the  lines  GC,  KC ;  then  C 
ill  be  the  center  of  the  poligon,  and  GK  a  fide  of 
*  And  the  angle  GCK  (hews  by  the  Table  what 
oligon  it  agrees  to.  And  two  femi-baftions  are  to 
e  conftrucled  at  G  and  K. 

4.  Let  GK  be  a  fide  of  the  poligon.  Biffed:  the 
ngle  K  by  the  line  KC,  and  bitted:  the  fide  GK 
y  the  perpendicular  *»0,  to  interfeft  KC  in  #,  and 
is  the  center  of  a  regular  poligon  whofe  fide  is 
jK  ;  and  angle  at  the  center,  2Knm.  According 
3  which  the  demi-gorge  and  flank  muft  be  fetorT 
rom  the  Table,  and  the  half  baftion  made  at  K. 
Lgain,  divide  the  angle  G  into  two  equal  parts, 
y  the  line  GO,  to  interfect  mO  in  O ;  which  mult 
e  taken  for  the  center  of  a  regular  poligon.  whofe 

de  is  GK,  and  angle  at  the  center  iGOni  •,  accord- 
lg  to  which  the  demi-gorge  and  flank  muft  be  fct 

ff*  at  G,  from  the  Table,  and  the  half  baftion  A 
rawn.  And  this  work  mud  be  performed  for  all 
le  angles  and  fides  in  the  poligon. 
5.  Otherwife.  Let  AB,  AQ^,  be  two  fides  of 

le  exterior  poligon,  biffecl  them  in  s  and  w\  and 

*aw  the  two  lines  sO  and  wp  perpendicular  to  thefe 
ies  AB,  AQ^  to  interfecl  in  p.  Then/)  will  be 
le  center  of  a  regular  poligon,  whofe  angle  at  the 
nter  is  spw.  Then  for  a  hexagon  or  more  fides, 

ake  st  ~  ̂ AB,  and  wq  —  4AQ,  but  take  4. for 
fquare,  4  for  a  pentagon.  Then  the  demi* gorges 
d  flanks  are  to  be  ice  off  from  the  Table  ;  and 

e  lines  At  and  Aq  drawn  to  form  the  baftion  at  A. 
nd  fo  of  the  reft. 

6.  To  fortify  a  fide  that  is  too  long,  as  MP. 
his  fide  being  too  long  to  be  defended  by  mulkets, 
reaion  that  the  baftion s  at  M  and  P,  are  too  far 

S  2  diftant 
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Fig.diftant  to  defend  one  another ;  there  mud  be  ere&r 
44.  ed  in  the  middle  of  MP,  aflat  baftion  Z,  in  whict 

the  gorge  mutt  be  about  60  fathoms,  and  the  flankj 
about  30.  And  the  flanks  mull:  be  perpendiculai 
to  the  iide  MP.  And  the  capital  mull  be  equal  t( 
the  gorge,  and  the  angle  of  the  baftion  a  right  an- 

gle. And  thus  two  baftions  may  be  placed  on  \ 
iide  that  is  very  long. 

7.  When  a  fide  is  too  long,  but  not  longenougr 

to  require  a  flat  baftion,  as  PL  •,  it  muft  be  forti 
fled  with  a  curtain  retired  inwards  as  F.  In  thi 

cafe,  the  demi  gorges  of  the  baftions  at  P  and  I 
are  -^PL,  and  the  flanks  the  fame,  which  are  per 
pendicular  to  the  curtain,  the  retired  curtain  a 
P  =  gPL,  and  the  flanks  of  it,  -J-LP.  And  the! 
flanks  muft  alfo  be  perpendicular  to  PL. 

8.  In  all  forts  of  fortification,  regular  or  irrj 
gular,  for  the  greater  fecurity  of  the  flanks,  it : 
very  common  to  make  them  hollow  as  in  the  ba 
tion  at  R.  This  is  called  a  retired  or  covered  flank 
for  it  is  covered  by  the  butment  at  the  fhoulde 
called  the  oriilon  •,  and  this  is  called  a  round  orilk 
when  it  is  round,  and  a  fquare  oriilon  when  it 
iquare.  This  flank  is  fometimes  an  arch  of  a  circ 
clefcribed  from  the  angle  of  the  oppofite  baftic 
Q  ;  and  fometimes  a  right  line,  and  then  its  tv 
ends  are  equally  dill  an  t  from  Q.  This  retired  flar 
is  half  the  length  of  the  whole  flank,  by  foriK 
and  .J.  of  it,  by  others,  or  more.  And  half  of  tr 
is  allowed  for  the  depth  -3  but  fome  allow  but  hi 
as  much  for  the  depth. 

9.  When  an  angle  is  too  acute,  it  is  eafily  b< 

tered  down  by  the  enemy's  cannon  ;  therefore 
muft  be  defended  by  fome  additional  works, 
the  adjoining  fide  be  long,  demi-baftions  muft 
erected  on  thele  fides  ;  the  greater  flank  towar 
the  angle,  and  near  double  the  lefTer  flank  ;  ai 
both  of  them  perpendicular  to  the  fide  it  ftands  d 
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But  if  the  angle  be  very  acute,  it  may  be  fortified  Fig; 
y  cutting  off  the  angle,  and  making  it  into  a  cut  44. 

haftioriy  called   a  bajl Hon  with  a  tenaile-,   which   will 
3e  two  demi-baitions,   where  the  longed  flanks  are 
tthe  angle  ;  and  thefe  flanks  mud  be  perpendicu- 
ar  to  the  fides,  as  you  fee  at  M. 

io.  To  fortify  an  inward  angle  (of  which  there 

s  none  in  this  figure)  -,  you  may  conftruct  a  curtain 
•etired  inwards,  as  is  done  at  F,  in  the  line  PL. 
Dryou  may  make  a  platform  before  it,  as  V  in  the 
ide  KL.  There  are  other  ways  of  defending  an 
.ngle  ;  inftead  of  making  the  platform  a  parallelo- 

gram, it  may  be  made  a  triangle,  &c. 
1 1.  Along  a  river  fide,  or  by  the  fea  ;  it  is  ufual 

0  have  an  indented  line  made,  which  runs  in  and 

)utj  and  thefe  lines  are  called  faw- works,  as  being 
riangular  like  the  teeth  of  a  faw.  The  lines  per- 
>endicular  to  the  fide  are  the  flanks,  being  about 
o  or  25  fathom,  and  furnifhed  with  cannon.  Ma- 
ly  other  methods  may  be  ufed  in  fortifying  irregu- 
u  fides  and  angles,  which  the  experience  and 
jdgment  of  the  artift  will  eafily  find  out. 
As  to  the  different  fituation  of  places,  fome  are 

dvantageous,  and  fome  the   contrary,  and    want 
lore  help.     In  a  town  already  walled  about,  the 
veral   parts  of  the  wall  will  ferve  for  curtains ; 
id   baftions  are  to  be  made  at  the  angles  ;  and 
kewife  flat  baftions,  when  the  angles  are  too  far 
under.     If  the  wall  be  bad,  and  no  ditch  -,  it  will 
;  neceffary  to  circumfcribe  the  town  with  a  new 
)ligon,  and  then  fortify  it  according  to  art. 
When  an  eminence  is  very  near  the  place,  it 
uft  be  taken  in  with  the  fortification,  or  elfe  build 

cattle  on  it,  to  hinder  the  enemy  from  taking  pof- 

fion  of  it.     But  if  it  be  in  the  enemy's  poffeflion, 
t  baftions  muft  be  made  folid,  and  full,  and  the 
rapets  raifed  higher  than  ordinary  ;  fo  that  they 
ly  command  fuch  an  eminence,  if  poffible. 

S  3  When 
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Fio-.     When  a  town  is  fituated  upon  a  rock  or  a  moun- 
4?  tain,  it  is  hardly  accefiible  without  great  difficulty  ; 

and  therefore  requires  lefs  fortifying-,  and  it  may 
be  fufficient  to  fortify  the  avenues  that  lead  to  ir, 
which  are  generally  very  few. 

If  a  town  be  fituated  near  a  river,  that  fide  next 
the  river  muft  be  defended  with  a  rampart,  and  if 
it  be  very  long,  muft  have  one  or  more  flat  baftions 

placed  on  it-,  and  fometimes  outworks  muft  be 
made  the  better  to  guard  the  river  fide,  Or  if  the 
place  be  fituated  near  the  fea,  it  muft  be  fortified 
t>y  the  fame  rules ;  and  to  hinder  great  (hips  from 
entering  the  harbour,  baftions  muft  be  placed  on 

the  oppofite  fides. 
Places  that  are  fituated  in  an  ifland  need  not  be 

regularly  fortified  ;  for  the  enemy  can  erect  no  bat 
teries  upon  the  water.  Here  the  water  is  a  natura, 
fortification,  and  therefore  requires  lefs  artificia 
work.  And  inftead  of  baftions,  redoubts  that  de 
fend  one  another  may  be  fufficient. 

Places  of  a  high  fituation,  have  a  good  air,  fe« 
all   the  works  of    the  enemy,  and  command    al 

places  round  about,  and  therefore  can  do  more  exe- 
cution.    No  works  of  the  enemy  can  be   raifed, 

but  what  may   be  eafily  demoliihed.     The  defen- 
ders can  fee  without  being  feen.     Mountains  being 

naturally  ftrong,  are   fortified  more  eafily,  and  al 
lefs  expence.     But  on  the  contrary,  it  is  more  dif 
ficult  to  fhoot  downwards  with  cannon  •,  and  then 
is  often  a  want  of  water  in  fuch  places.     And  thefi 
places  often  want  room  as  well  as  regularity,  whicf 
makes  them  very  troublefome  to  fortify. 

Places  fituated  in  a  plain  have  plenty  of  fielc 
room,  where  one  may  fortify  to  the  beft  advantage 
It  is  more  eafy  to  get  necefiaries  in  fuch  a  place 
But  then  the  defenders  have  no  more  advantage 
from  the  fituation  of  the  place  than  the  enemy  has 

Place 
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Places  fituated  in  vallies  have  all  the  difadvan-  Fig. 
tages  poflible  ;  they  are  encompafifed  with  hills  that 
command  the  place,  whence  the  enemy  will  deftroy 
all  their  works,  difmount  their  cannon,  and  demo- 
lifh  every  thing.  The  fortifying  fuch  a  place  to 
any  purpofe  is  an  immenfe  expence  ;  and  therefore 
it  is  better  to  abandon  it. 

Places  fituated  in  marihy  grounds  are  well  fi- 
tuated, for  they  can  be  attacked  but  in  few  places, 

which  may  be  foon  fortified.  The  enemy  cannot 
get  earth  near  to  make  batteries,  nor  can  they 
make  any  mines.  Yet  fuch  places  having  only  foft 
earth,  their  baftions  often  fink  or  fall  down.  And 
fometimes  the  place  may  be  laid  under  water ;  or 
the  water  that  furrounds  the  place,  may  be  let  off 
and  drained. 

Places  near  a  river  or  the  fea,  have  this  advan- 
tage, that  near  the  water  they  are  eafily  fortified. 

And  the  town  may  eafily  receive  neceffaries  by  (hip- 
ping. Great  Ihips  cannot  flay  long  to  annoy  the 

place  for  fear  of  ftorms  •,  and  it  requires  more  force 
to  befiege  and  take  it.  Yet  the  enemy  has  the 
fame  advantage  of  the  fea  as  the  befieged,  and  may 
prevent  fupplies  coming  to  the  town. 

In  iflands  fituated  at  a  good  diftance  from  the 
fhore,  the  people  have  nothing  to  fear  from  the 
land.  And  they  can  eafily  hinder  the  defeent  of 
the  enemy.  Generally  thefe  places  may  be  fortified 
with  little  expence.  Yet  they  may  be  furprized  by 
the  enemies  fleet,  who  may  do  them  a  great  deal 
of  mifchief.  But  the  town  has  an  equal  advantage 
of  receiving  fuccours  by  (hipping. 

The  advantages  of  a  good  fituation,  are  good 
air  and  good  water.  Bad  air  breeds  the  plague, 
and  bad  water  the  fever  and  fcurvy.  The  place 
ought  to  be  fo  high  as  to  command  without  being 
commanded.  It  is  neceiTary  the  earth  be  good  to 

work  with  -,  that  its  fituation  may  make  it  difficult 
S  4  to 
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fig.  to  befiege ;  and  that  it  may  be  fuccoured  in  fpite 
of  the  enemy.  Near  the  lea  a  good  harbour  for 
{hipping  is  one  of  the  greater!:  advantages  \  and 
likewiie  places  fituated  upon  fome  large  navigable 
river,  not  far  from  the  fea,  are  proper  for  carrying 
on  trade  and  commerce. 

PROB,      III. 

To  defcribe  the  profile  or  fettion  of  a  fortification, 
its  rampart^  parapet,  ditch,  &c. 

The  Rampart. 

46.  The  rampart  is  a  great  bank  of  earth  made 
round  a  town,  to  defend  and  fecure  it  from  the  ene- 

my, as  ABCD£  ;  the  earth  it  is  made  of,  is  taken 
out  of  the  ditch  EFGH.  The  height  of  the  ram- 

part Ba  is  generally  about  3  fathom,  and  its  breadth 
at  bottom  Ab,  about  15  fathom.  The  fides  AB 
and  Db  are  doped,  becaufe  earth  cannot  irand  if  it 
be  built  upright;  the  flope  within  at  A  is  fuch, 

t  that  the  bale  Aa  is  about  equal  to  the  height  Ba, 
and  the  flope  without  at  D  is  but  half  as  much,  or 
fuch  that  cb  zr.  ~Dc.  But  thefe  dopes  depend  much 
upon  the  confidence  of  the  earth  they  are  built 
with  ;  for  loofe  earth  requires  a  greater  bafe,  or  it 
cannot  fland.  And  the  dope  on  the  infide  may  be 
as  great  as  you  pleafe,  that  the  people  may  eafily 
go  up,  or  convey  the  guns  to  the  top  (called  the 
terre  plain),  for  the  defence  of  the  place.  The 
rampart  is  built  upon  fome  poligon,  and  at  the  cor- 

ners or  angles  are  placed  the  badions  alfo  made  of 
earth,  as  defcribed  before.  Sometimes  thefe  bas- 

tions are  folid  earth  and  fometimes  hollow,  to  ferve 
for  magazines  to  keep  ammunition  and  provifions. 

The  Parapet. 

Upon  the  out- edge  of   the  rampart,    or   that 
facing  the  field,  there  is  raifed  a  bank  of  earth, called^ 
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called  the  parapet,  or  breaft-work9  CDc.  This  is  Fig. 
about  20  feet  thick,  and  6  feet  high  towards  the  46. 
place  or  on  the  infide,  and  4  or  5  feet  high  towards 
the  field.  Which  difference  of  height  at  C  and 
D,  makes  a  (lope  for  the  mufketeers  to  fire  down 

into  the  ditch  ,  d  is  a  foot-bank  to  ftep  upon  ;  on  the 
infide  is  left  a  fpace  bE  called  the  berm,  3  or  4  feet 

'wide,  to  receive  the  earth  that  falls  from  the  para- 
pet, and  to  hinder  it  from  falling  into  the  moat. 

The  ufe  of  the  parapet  is  to  cover  the  befieged, 

and  to  defend  the  men  from  the  enemy's  {hoc. 
All  along  the  parapet  at  certain  diflances,  there  are 
openings  called  the  embrafures  for  the  cannon  to  firq 
through  j  they  are  generally  about  12  feet  diftant. 

The   Ditch. 

The  ditch  or  moat  is  a  hollow  channel  made  be* 

yond  the  rampart,  as  EFGH,  and  goes  round 
about  the  place.  The  level  of  the  ground  is  EH  ; 
this  ditch  is  made  at  the  fame  time  the  rampart  is 
made,  for  the  rampart  is  built  of  the  earth  that 
comes  out  of  it.  The  edges  of  the  ditch  EF  and 
HG  are  made  doping ;  and  the  flope  EF  next  the 

place  is  called  the  fcarp -,  and  that  next  the  field 
HG  is  the  counter/carp.  The  counterfcarp  is  made 
round  or  circular  over  againft  the  point  of  a  baf- 
tion,  the  reft  of  it  is  parallel  to  the  refpedtive  fides 
of  the  baftions.  But  the  counterfcarp  fometimes 
means  the  covert-way  and  glacis.  The  breadth  and 
depth  of  the  ditch  cannot  well  be  determined,  as 
it  depends  on  feveral  c i re um (lances,  as  particularly 
upon  the  nature  of  the  foil,  whether  it  is  dry  or 
watery.  But  it  mud  be  wider  than  the  longeft 
trees  can  reach,  and  ought  never  to  be  lefs  than 

70  feet. 
The  edge  of  the  ditch  towards  the  field,  over 

againft  the  middle  of  the  curtain,  where  it  is 
broader  than  over  againft  a  baftion,  is  terminated 
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Fig.  by  a  re-entrant  angle,  called  the  angle  of  the  coun- 
46.  t  erf  car  p.  So  that  each  part  may  be  ieen  and  de- 

fended from  the  oppofite  baftion.  Ditches  may  be 
either  dry  or  rilled  with  water  ;  in  dry  ditches, 
there  is  made  a  lefier  ditch  /,  about  the  middle 
called  a  cunette^  which  mufl  be  funk  to  the  water. 
And  in  ditches  full  of  water,  ltakes  or  banks  of 

fond  muft  be  placed  about  the  middle,  to  flop  the 

enemy's  boats. 

The  Covert-way. 

The  covert-way  is  a  way  left  upon  level  ground, 
beyond  the  counterfcarp,  whofe  breadth  is  about  4 
fathoms,  it  goes  all  round  by  the  edge  of  the  moat ; 
it  is  denoted  by  HI ;  it  is  about  1 8  feet  wide.  At 
the  end  I  is  a  breaft-work  or  parapet  6  feet  high, 
as  KI ;  and  a  foot-ftep  at  I.  Upon  the  covert- way 
at  a  little  diftance  from  the  parapet,  pallifadoes  are 
placed,  which  are  great  (lakes  let  faft  in  the  ground 
with  {harp  points  at  the  top,  and  4  or  5  feet  high, 

and  fo  clofe  as  one  may  juft  put  a  mafket  thro'. 

The  Glacis, 

This  is  the  part  beyond  the  covert-way,  as  KL, 
it  is  made  Hoping  from  the  top  of  the  parapet  K 
to  the  level  ground  at  L,  being  about  20  fathom. 
The  (lope  KL  ought  to  be  fueh,  that  the  line  LK 
continued  will  pafs  through  C. 

Befides  the  parts  mentioned,  there  are  fome 
others  that  are  fometimes  made  ufe  of,  as  xhtfalfe 
bray>  which  is  a  parapet  made  between  the  rampart 
and  the  ditch,  about  6  feet  high,  and  a  way  left 
between  it  and  the  rampart  3  fathoms  wide,  called 
the  chemin  des  rondes.  From  this  one  may  fee  what 
is  done  in  the  ditch. 

PROB, 
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PROB,    IV.
  FlS' 

To  defcribe  the  out -works  of  a  fortification,  and 
their  ufes. 

All  the  works  made  beyond  the  ditch  are  called 
cut-works,  as  ravelins,  half  moons,  horn~works% 
crown-works,  &c.  Thefe  are  defigned  to  cover  the 
body  of  the  place,  and  are  made  one  before  an- 

other ;  thefe  that  are  nearer  muft  be  made  higher, 
fo  as  to  command  thofe  that  are  further  off.  The 

out- works  are  the  mod  important  places  in  a  forti- 
fication, and  are  the  main  ftrength  of  it.  For 

however  ftrong  a  rampart  may  be,  if  it  is  not  de- 
fended by  out- works,  it  cannot  Hand  out  long,  be- 

ing continually  battered  by  the  enemy.  But  out- 
works flop  the  enemy,  retard  his  progrefs,  and 

gain  time  for  the  befieged.  I  (hall  here  lay  down 
the  plan  of  each  of  thefe  ;  for  their  heights  differ, 
according  to  the  fituation  of  the  place. 

A  Ravelin. 

A  ravelin  is  a  work  placed  upon  the  angle  of  the  45» 
counterfcarp,  over  againft  the  middle  of  the  cur- 

tain, as  CDE,  the  angle  is  towards  the  field  •,  it 
is  like  the  fore-part  of  a  baftion  with  the  flanks 
cut  off.  The  two  faces  CD,  DE,  make  an  angle 
of  60  degrees  or  more.  A,  B,  are  two  baftions, 
CEGF  the  ditch.  Its  ufe  is  to  cover  the  flanks  of 

the  baftions  A,  B  ;  and  alfo  a  bridge  or  a  gate. 
There  is  a  ditch  on  the  outfide  of  it,  half  the 
breadth  of  the  great  ditch.  The  faces  CD,  DE, 
point  to  the  centers  of  the  baftions  A,  B.  It  has 
a  rampart  and  a  parapet,  to  be  cannon  proof;  and 
all  thefe  are  parallel  to  the  faces.  They  are  gene- 

rally made  of  earth,  but  fometimes  for  greater 
ftrength  and  laft,  they  are  walled,  efpecially  againft 

gate* 
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Fig.  gates  and  bridges,  which  ought  to  be  well  defend- 
ed. Flanks  are  fometimes  added  to  a  ravelin,  and 

then  they  mud  be  perpendicular  to  the  curtain  -, 
but  thefe  flanks  are  of  little  advantage. 

A  Half-moon. 

47.  This  is  an  out-work  confiding  of  two  faces, 
which  make  an  angle  whofe  point  is  from  the  field. 
Its  gorges  bend  in  like  a  bow  or  crefcent,  and  is 
always  placed  before  the  baflion.  ABCDE  is  a 
half-moon,  ED  is  the  counterfcarp,  CD  and  AE 
are  each  zz  half  the  demi-gorge  of  the  badion  F, 
and  in  the  dire&ion  of  the  faces  HI,  KI ;  and  AB, 
CB,  muft  be  parallel  to  the  counterfcarp  at  E  and 
D,  or  to  the  faces  of  the  baflion  HI,  KI.  On  the 
outfide  there  is  to  be  a  ditch  of  the  fame  bignefs  as 
in  the  ravelin.  Theufe  of  this  is  to  cover  and  de- 

fend the  point  of  the  badion  from  the  enemy's 
cannon. 

A  Horn-work. 

48.  Horns  are  placed  before  the  ravelin,  towards  the 
field,  to  cover  it  and  the  curtain.     Thefe  are  made 
feveral  ways,  fome  have  long  fides  parallel  to  one 
another  and  perpendicular  to  the   curtain ;  thefe 
iides  are  called  wings.     Some  grow  narrower,  and 
fome  wider  towards  the  place.     But  the  bed  way 
is  to  make  them  with  two  demi-badions.     From 
the  (boulders  of  the  badions  B,  D,  draw  BA,DC, 
perpendicular  to  the  curtain    LM,  and  equal  to 
j  20  fathom.     Draw  IK  for  the  breadth,  which  di- 

vide into  3  equal  parts  at  F,  H.     Making  AI  zz 
IF,  and  KC  zz  KH  ;  raife  the  perpendiculars  £E, 
HG,    each    zz  4FH,    and  draw   AE,    GC,  and 
.AEFHGC  is  the  horn- work,  which  is  to  cover  the 
ravelin  N.     There  is  a  ditch  on  the  out  fide,  as  in 
the  other  works.     The  horn-work    mud  have   a 
rampart  and  parapet,  made  of  the  earth  that  comes 
out  of  the  ditch.     It  will  be  proper  to  place  a  rave- lin 
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Jin  before  the  curtain  of  the  horn,  to  cover  its  Fig, 
flanks  and  curtain,  constructed  the  fame  way  as  an-  48. 
other  ravelin  before  defcribed. 

A  Crown-work. 

A  crown  is  a  kind  of  horn- work,  made  up  of  49; 
two  demi-baftions,  and  a  whole  baftion  in  the  mid- 

dle.    To  conftrucl:  a  crown  ;  from  the  fhoulders 

of  the  baftion,  draw  two  lines  AI,  BC,  perpendi- 
cular to  the  curtain,  and  not  fo  long  as  mufket- 

ihot :  perpendicular  to  them  draw  the  line  AB,  fo 
that  the  angle  AOI,  and  BOC  may  be  30  degrees.; 
or  AIO,  BCO,  60  degrees ;  from   O   (the  middle 
of  ABJ  defcribe  a  circle  with  radius  01,  and  make 
the  angles   IOD,  DOC,  60  degrees,  or  elfe   ID, 
DCzzIO.     And  let   I,  D,  C,  be  the  centers  of 
three  baftions  ;  at  D  make  a  whole  baftion,  and  at 

I,  C,  make  two  femi- baftions,  fuch  that  the  demi- 
gorge  and  flank  in  each  be  a  fourth  part  of  ID,  or 
DC.     It  muft  have  a  ditch  and  rampart,  like  other 
works.     The  ufe  of  thefe  is  to  cover  fome  large 
fpot  of  ground,  to  fecure  fome  riling  ground  from 
the  enemy.     The  fides  AI,  BC,  are  not  drawn  to 
their  full  length,  to  fave   room.     Thefe  are  the 
largeft  fort  of  works   that  are   made,    and   often 
placed  before  a  ravelin  or  other  works.     When  the 
lines  AI,  BC,  are  without  rnufket-fhot,  fhoulders 
(or   flanks)  fhould  be  made  in  the  middle  of  the 
fides,  which  will  ferve  to  defend  the  crown-work. 

*  There  are  other   ways  of  making   thefe   crown- 
works,  as  when  the  out-lines  AI,  BC,  are  not  pa- 

rallel, as  when   the  work  is   broader  at  the  crown 

than  towards  the  town,  it  is  called  a  /wallow's- tail. 
There   are    alio    feveral   other    forts   of    out- 

works, as 

Tenails  -,  ABCDE  is  a  Jingle  tenaiU  making  a  re-  50. 
entrant  angle  at  C.  ABCDEFG  is  a  double  tenail,  ̂ l4 
making  two  re  entrant  angles  at  C,  E.     In  both 

thefe 
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Fig.thefe   the  fides  AB,    DE,    or   AB,  FG,  are  pa- 

50.  rallel. 
ri.  A  lunette*  is  a  work  placed  on  both  fides  of  a 

ravelin  to  ftrengthen  it.  It  is  almoft  in  form  of  a 
ravelin. 

Bonnet,  a  fmall  work*  confirming  of  two  faces* 

making  an  angle  faliant,  like  a  fmall  ravelin. 

Priefts-cap,  this  is  a  fwallow's-tail  with  two  te- 
nails  or  angles  ,  it  confifts  of  3  faliant  angles,  and 
2  re  entrant  angles,  it  is  ufed  to  take  in  fpringss 

and  high  ground. 
Counter-guard,  a  work  fomething  like  a  ravelin, 

and  placed  before  a  ravelin,  or  before  a  baftion  ; 
and  has  its  fides  parallel  to  that  ravelin  or  baftion. 

Coronment,  fome  fmall  additional  work  to  a  crown. 

*Traverfes,  trenches  with  parapets,  made  flanting 
towards  the  enemy,  and  are  defigned  to  hinder  him 

from  paiTing  through  fome  narrow  place-er-pafTage. 
And  they  ferve  to  cover  the  pioneers.  Traverfes 
may  be  made  many  different  ways,  and  generally 
run  in  feveral  directions,  making  many  angles. 

Redouts,  thefe  are  little  fquare  works,  with  a 
ditch  and  parapet,  but  not  fo  ftrong  as  to  refill 
cannon.  They  are  ufed  to  fecure  the  lines  of  ap- 

proach, and  often  made  on  the  trenches  to  fecure 
the  workmen,  or  pioneers. 

Lines  of  circumvallation,  lines  or  trenches  with  a 
parapet,  thrown  up  by  the  befiegers,  round  the 
place  befieged,  and  at  a  cannon  (hot  diftance.  This 
is  to  cover  and  defend  the  befiegers. 

Lines  of  contravallation,  are  trenches  with  a  pa- 
rapet, made  nearer  the  town  than  the  lines  of  cir- 

cumvallation.  Between  thefe  lines  of  circumvar- 
lation  and  contravallation,  the  foldiers  lie  that  bc- 

iiege  the  place. 
Trenches  or  approaches,  are  works  carried  on  by 

the  befiegers,  being  cut  into  the  ground,  and  pa- 
rapets made  of  the  earth.     By  thefe  the  befiegers 

gain 
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gain  ground,  and  draw  nearer  and  nearer  the  place.  Fig. 
And  trenches  made  againft  the  befiegers,  to  flop 
their  progrefs,  are  called  counter -trenches. 

Fort,  a  fmall  fortification,  made  at  a  fmall  dif- 
tance  from  a  town ;  made  to  fecure  fome  fpot  of 
ground,  or  fome  pafs ;  or  to  defend  the  trenches. 
They  are  of  feveral  forms,  as  triangular,  fquare, 
pentagonal,  &c.  ABCD  is  a  fquare  fort  with  half  52. 

baftions  •,  and  ABCDEF  is  a  liar  fort  with  6  points,  53, 
made  of  faliant  and  re-entrant  angles.  It  is  a  work 
intrenched  on  all  fides. 

A  citadel  or  caftle,  is  a  fmall  fort,  ere£ed  in  a 

town,  containing  4,  5,  or  6  baftions.  It  is  placed 
on  high  ground  to  command  the  town,  or  hinder 
the  approach  of  an  enemy. 

Caponier  ey  a  lodgment  funk  4  or  5  feet  into  the 
ground,  and  raifed  2  feet  above  ground.  Here  15 
or  20  mulketeers  are  lodged,  who  fire  through 
loopholes  made  in  the  fides.  Thefe  are  generally 
made  on  the  glacis  or  in  a  dry  moat. 

Cavalier e,  a  heap  of  earth  raifed  high,  at  the 

top  of  which  is  a  platform  or  battery,  with  a  para- 
pet to  cover  the  cannon  planted  on  it. 

Battery  or  platform,  a  place  to  plant  guns  on,  it 
is  laid  with  planks,  that  the  wheels  of  the  carriages 
may  not  fink.  They  dope  or  defcend  a  little  to- 

wards the  parapet,  that  the  guns  may  not  recoil 
much,  and  be  more  eafily  drawn  back.  The  guns 
are  12  feet  diftant.  A  funk  battery,  is  one  laid 
deep  in  the  earth.  Crofs  batteries  thofe  that  play 
athwart.  Murthering  battery ,  is  one  that  beats  up- 

on the  back  of  any  place,  &c. 
Sappe,  a  deep  trench  funk  far  into  the  ground, 

and  defcending  by  fteps,  and  covered  over  head. 
This  is  ufed  when  there  is  a  hot  fire  from  the  place, 
to  avoid  which,  the  befiegers  work  by  fap,  that  is, 
under  ground  till  they  come  to  the  covert- way  and 
the  ditch. Gallery, 
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Fig,  Gallery,  a  paflage  made  from  the  fap,  acrofs  the 
ditch,  and  covered  over  head  with  trees  and  earth. 
This  leads  to  the  place  where  the  enemy  intends  to 
have  a  mine. 

Mine,  a  hole  dug  under  ground,  being  a  long 
paflage,  with  many  turnings  and  windings  in  it ; 
at  the  end  is  the  chamber  of  the  mine,  made  under 
fome  place  defigned  to  be  blown  up.  In  this  is 
lodged  a  quantity  of  gun-powder  for  that  purpofe. 
The  chamber  is  a  hollow  cube  6  feet  every  way. 
If  the  ground  be  wet,  the  powder  is  in  barrels ; 
if  dry,  in  facks.  They  are  fired  at  once  by  feveral 
faucidges  or  pipes  of  tarred  cloth,  which  reach  from 
the  mine  to  the  place  where  the  engineer  (lands  to 
fpring  the  mine.  The  befieged  alio  make  fuch  a 
hole  and  gallery  under  ground,  to  find  the  ene- 

my's mine,  and  give  it  air ;  and  this  is  called  a 
counter -mine. 

Enfiled,  or  enfiladed •,  the  fituation  of  a  poft  that 
can  fee  and  fcour  all  the  length  of  a  ftreight  line 
or  parapet,  which  by  that  means  is  rendered  almoft 
defencelefs. 

Thus  I  have  defcribed  the  principal  out-works, 
and  other  additional  works  of  a  fortification.  Thefe 

out-works  are  made  one  before  another  all  manner 
of  ways,  to  fill  up  the  field.  And  their  greate: 
life  is  to  advance  forward  in  the  campaign,  to  hiri? 
der  the  fudden  approaches  of  the  enemy,  and  to 
fpend  his  time  before  he  comes  to  the  main  works. 

All  ditches  that  are  made,  ought  to  communi- 
cate with  one  another,  when  filled  with  water  j  anc 

then  one  will  fupply  another. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

If  it  be  required  to  find  the  folidity  of  any  o 
thefe  works,  and  to  caft  up  the  expence  requifit< 
to  do  them.  The  content  may  be  found  by  th 
rules  of  Menfuration,  and  it  is  no  matter  whethe 

th 
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the  rampart  or  ditch  be  meafured,  for  one  is  nearly-pj^ 
equal  to  the  other,  as  the  matter  of  the  rampart 
once  rilled  the  ditch.  But  fome  engineers  fay,  that 
the  earth  dug  out  of  a  moat,  being  beat  or  ram- 

med down,  goes  into  a  lefs  room  by  ~  part.  Now 
fuppofe  the  ditch  to  be  EFGH  (Fig.  46.)  the  area 
or  lection  is  eafily  found  in  fquare  yards,  and  this 
multiplied  by  the  length  of  the  curtain  or  rampart, 
gives  the  folidity  of  the  rampart  for  that  length. 
But  if  the  breadth  of  the  ditch  be  not  the  fame  all 

the  way  ;  take  the  greateft  fection  and  the  leaft 
fection,  half  the  fum  gives  the  mean  fection,  for 
that  length  of  the  ditch.  Now  the  fection  multi- 

plied by  the  length,  gives  the  folid  yards  in  that 
part.  And  the  like  for  every  part,  and  for  every 
other  ditch. 

As  to  the  expence,  workmen  will  dig  earth  for 
pence  or  three  pence  a  yard ;  but  if  it  is  to  be 

carried  off,  the  price  will  be  greater,  Likewife 
the  time  may  be  computed.     For  if  a  man  can  dig 

or  5  yards  in  a  day,   1000  men  will  dig  4  or  5 
houfand  yards.      And  the  rule  of  proportion  will 
tell  us  how  many  days  1000  men  will  be  in  digging 
any  number  of  yards. 

Laftly,  if  you  would  reprefent  any  work  in  per- 
fective, you  muft  follow  the  rules  laid  down  in 

rop.  L  Perfpeftive,  to  which  I  refer  the  reader. 

P  R  O  B.      V. 

To  defcribe  the  manner  of  befieging,  and  defending 
town. 

When  proper  fortifications  have  been  made  about 
town,  and  a  fiege  be  feared  •,  provifion  mult  be 

nade  for  a  fuhncient  quantity  of  victuals,  accord- 
ng  to  the  number  of  people,  and  the  time  of  con- 
inuance.     Alfo  the  town  muft  provide  plenty  of 

T  arms 
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Fig,  arms  and  ammunition,  as  cannon,  mufkets,  pow- 
der and  ball,  &c.  Alfo  all  forts  of  implements  to 

work  with,  as  fpades,  fhovels,  pick  axes,  carriages, 
&c.  and  a  fufficient  number  of  foldiers  to  defend 

the  place,  as  about  300  men  for  every  baftion,  fo 
that  2000  may  be  reckoned  a  good  garrifon,  if  the 
place  is  not  very  large. 

The  town  being  thus  fupplied  with  all  neceffa- 
ries,  and  the  flanks  well  lined  with  cannon.  All 
the  foldiers  muft  be  called  to  their  particular  pods, 
the  inhabitants  ordered  to  keep  in  their  houfes,  ob- 
fervations  muft  be  made  on  all  fides  to  difeover  the 

motions  of  the  enemy. 
When  an  army  propofes  to  befiege  a  town,  they 

are  obliged  to  attack  the  out-works  firft.  In  orde 
to  this,  they  muft  pitch  upon  a  proper  place,  with 
out  mufket-fhot,  to  begin  the  line  of  contravalla 
ticn  or  breaking  ground.  This  line  is  to  be  carriec 
about  the  town,  if  the  garrifon  be  veryftrong;  01 
elfe  only  inclofing  a  part  of  it. 

When  it  is  probable  that  an  army  will  relieve 
the  place,  a  line  of  circumvallation  is  to  be  mad< 
further  into  the  campaign,  this  line  is  to  be  carriec 
round  about,  inclofing  ground  enough  for  the  be 
fiegers  to  lodge  in ;  its  parapet  is  thrown  up  to 
wards  the  campaign;  and  at  proper  diftances,  ar 
forts  and  redoubts  to  be  placed,  to  defend  the  folj 
diers  and  workmen. 

The  next  thing  is  opening  the  trenches,  or  begin 
ning  the  lines  of  approach,  which  are  to  be  carrie 
on  obliquely  towards  the  town,  fo  as  not  be  en 
laded  by  any  of  the  outworks. 

As  foon  as  the  befiegers  approach  towards  th 
town,  the  befieged  are  to  (hoot  off  feveral  canno 
for  a  fignal  that  all  may  come  into  the  town.     A 
feveral  fhoc  are  to  be  made  to  keep  off  light  hot 
men  and  fpies. 
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The  befiegers  will  endeavour  to  ftop  all  ways,  Fig. 

paffages,    and  communications  of    the  town  and 
country,  to  hinder  any  fuccours  or  any  intelligence 
that  may  be  fent,  this  is  blocking  up  the  town. 

While  the  trenches  are  drawing  near  the  town, 
the  garrifon  ought  to  make  a  fally  every  opportu- 

nity, to  annoy  them  in  their  works ;  this  will  pro- 
bably draw  the  army  nearer  to  the  town,  which  may 

be  cannonaded  from  the  town,  and  perhaps  fome 
of  the  principal  officers  cut  off. 

When  the  garrifon  is  ftrong,  and  the  enemy  at- 
tacks any  out-works,  makes  any  mines  or  the  like, 

the  garrifon  is  to  counter- mine  them,  andobftinately 
defend  them,  and  to  make  retrenchments  and  barri- 
cadoes  all  along,  and  lofe  all  things  inch  by  inch. 

As  the  trenches  go  on,  batteries  muft  be  erected 
againft  fallies,  and  when  they  come  nearer  the  town,  . 
others  muft  be  made  to  ruin  the  defences.  At  the 

fame  time  the  cannon  from  the  town  muft  play  up- 
on thefe  batteries  of  the  enemy  to  demolish  them. 

If  the  befieged  conftantly  do  this,  the  befiegers  may 
be  forced  to  raife  the  fiege. 

The  befiegers,  while  they  work  in  the  trenches, 

muft  be  fupplied  with  faggots,  facks  of  earth,  gabi- 
ons, &x.  for  defence.  And  to  avoid  mufket-fhot,  thefc 

trenches  muft  be  carried  on  in  the  night,  and  are 
beft  carried  on  by  turnings  and  windings,  from  right 
to  left,  but  never  to  go  directly  towards  any  work 
of  the  place,  for  it  would  be  impoflible  to  ftay  in 
fuch  trenches.  And  near  the  trenches,  bodies  of 
foldiers  muft  be  pofted  to  defend  the  pioneers. 
When  the  enemy  is  come  to  the  glacis,  againft 

all  the  efforts  of  the  town.  They  muft  dig  thro* 
the  counter/carp^  or  work  by  fap,  till  they  come  to 
the  ditch.  A  battery  then  muft  be  raifed,  to  facili- 

tate the  pafting  of  the  ditch ;  the  next  thing  is  to' 
make  a  gallery,  which  muft  be  defended  by  the  bat- 

tery.    In  the  mean  time  the  cannon  from  the  town 
T  2  will 
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Fig.  will  endeavour  to  cleftroy  the  enemy's  battery  ;  and 
if  it  does,  it  retards  the  work,  which  cannot  go 
forward,  till  the  battery  be  repaired  or  another  erec- 

ted. If  the  enemy  befuccefsful  in  getting  through 
the  ditch,  working  in  the  night  efpecially,  if 
they  want  to  blow  up  the  baftion,  the  miners  muft 
be  fct  to  work  to  make  a  mine ;  and  as  foon  as  it  is 

fprung,  the  befiegers  go  and  give  the  affault.  But 
if  the  befieged  by  help  of  their  counter-mines,  give 
air  to  it,  it  will  have  no  effect. 

If  making  a  mine  be  imprafticable,  the  befiegers 
batteries  muft  continually  play  upon  the  flanks  of 
the  fortification,  to  difmount  their  cannon  ;  while 
other  batteries  are  employed  to  make  a  breach,  or 
to  break  the  faces  of  the  baftion,  which  being  done. 
The  enemy  muft  mount  the  breach,  or  fcale  the 
place,  and  take  it  by  ftorm.  If  the  befieged  be 
out  of  hopes  of  defending  the  place,  they  muft  ei- 

ther furrender,  or  capitulate. 
After  this  manner  the  whole  time  of  the  befiegers 

is  employed  in  erecYing  works  of  defence,  and  raif- 
ing  batteries,  to  fire  upon  and  deftroy  the  fortifi- 

cations. While  on  the  contrary,  the  time  of  the 
befieged  is  taken  up  in  deftroying  the  others  works, 
and  driving  them  back.  And  this  muft  continue 
till  the  place  is  either  taken  or  the  fiege  raifed. 

Thus  I  have  given  a  (hort  account  of  the  manner 
of  proceeding  in  a  fiege;  but  my  room  will  noc 
permit  to  make  a  longer  dilcourfe. 

ART. 
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Fig: 

ART.        XIII. 

GUNNERY. 

GUNNERT  is  an  art  that  teaches  how  to 

fhoot  with  great  guns,  by  finding  what  ele- 
vation any  gun  ought  to  have  to  hit  a  mark  whofe 

fituation  is  given  ♦,  as  lrkewife  what  quantity  of 
powder  is  requifite  for  that  purpofe.  It  teaches 
the  method  of  managing  all  forts  of  artillery,  in 
fighting  an  enemy,  or  in  defending  or  attacking  a 
town.  It  is  a  proper  fequel  to  fortification,  and 
both  together  make  but  one  compleat  art,  which 
is  the  art  of  war.  This  art  of  .gunnery  depends 
upon  the  motion  of  projectiles,  which  gives  rules 
for  finding  the  velocities,  diflances,  elevations,  &c. 
and  all  requifites  concerned  in  mooting,  fo  far  as 
the  refinance  of  the  air  is  fuppofed  to  be  nothing, 
or  very  fmail ;  for  when  the  refinance  of  the  air  is 
confidered,  it  makes  the  Problems  of  Gunnery  too 

■  complex  to  be  of  any  ufe.  When  the  refiftance  of 
the  air  is  fo  great  that  the  rules  for  projectiles  do  not 
anfwer,  then  recourfe  mud  be  had  to  tables  made 

from  experiments. 

DEFINITIONS. 

D  E  F.      I. 

Random  or  amplitude,  is  the  diflance  to  which  a 
ball  is  (hot,  from  a  gun,  which  is  meafured  upon 
the  plane  of  projection. 

D  E  F.      II. 

Elevation,  is  the  angle  to  which  the  axis  of  the 
barrel  of  the  gun  is  raifed  above  the  plane  of  pro- 
jection. 

T  3  DEF, 
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Fig. 

D  E  F.      III. 

Altitude,  is  the  height  a  ball  acquires,  above  the 
plane  of  projection,  or  the  higheft  point  of  its 
tract. 

D  E  F.      IV. 

Battery,  a  place  to  plant  guns  on.  It  is  laid 
with  planks  and  fleepers,  to  reft  on  ;  that  the 
wheels  of  the  carriages  may  not  fink :  the  guns  are 
generally  placed  about  12  or  14  feet  from  one 
another. 

D  E  F.      V. 

Charge,  is  the  quantity  of  powder  and  ball  pro- 
per for  any  gun. 

D  E  F.      VI. 

Cannon  or  great  guns,  are  round  hollow  cylinders, 
made  either  of  brafs  or  iron,  charged  with  powder 
and  ball  to  moot  with,  and  mounted  upon  carriages, 
to  be  eafily  moved  from  one  place  to  another. 
There  are  feveral  fizes  of  them,  called  by  feveral 
names,  as  whole  cannon,  baftard  cannon,  demi- 
cannon,  or  24  pounders,  whole  culverin  or  12 
pounders,  demi- culverin  6  pounders,  fakers,  mi- 

nions 3  pounders,  drakes  and  pedereroes,  &c. 
Cannon  royal,  the  bore  is  8  inches  diameter,  12 
feet  long  ;  charge  32  pounds  of  powder,  ball  71 
inches  diameter,  or  48  pounds  weight.  There  are 
particular  terms  ufed  in  Gunnery,  as 

To  tertiate  a  gun,  is  to  try  whether  a  cannon  has 
a  due  thicknefsof  metal  in  every  part. 

To  difpart  a  cannon,  is  to  fet  a  mark  on  the  muz- 
zle-ring to  be  of  an  equal  height  as  the  bafe-ring ; 

fo  that  a  line  drawn  between  them,  mall  be  paral- 
lel to  the  axis.  This  mark  is  for  the  gunner  to 

take  aim  by. 

Point 
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Point  blanks  is  the  diftance  a  ball  can  be  (hot  Fig, 
from  a  gun,  without  finking  below  the  line  of  di- 

rection •,  or  how  far  it  will  go  in  a  direct  line. 
The  windage  of  a  gun,  is  the  difference  between 

the  diameter  of  the  ball  and  the  diameter  of  the  bore. 

The  parts  of  a  piece  of  ordnance  or  cannon,  are, 
the  caliber,  which  is  the  diameter  of  the  bore. 
Chamber,  the  part  where  the  powder  and  mot  lie. 

Bafe-ring,  the  ring  going  round  the  gun  at  the 
breech.  Muzzle-ring,  the  ring  at  the  muzzle. 
Trunnions,  the  two  knobs  or  pins  that  hold  the  gun 
in  the  carriage. 

Things  belonging  to  a  cannon  are,  ladles,  fponges, 
cartridges;  alfo  needles,  thread,  twine,  nails,  hand- 
fpikes,  crows  of  iron,  bafkets,  the  pick-ax,  mat- 
toe,  fhovel,  fpade,  &c   to  work  with. 

Thefe  things  are  to  be  (hot  out  of  a  cannon. 
Bombs,  which  are  hollow  balls  of  iron  ;  thefe  arc 

charged  with  powder  •,  and  a  fuzee  (which  is  a 
compofition  that  burns  flowly)  put  in  at  the  touch* 
hole,  to  laft  all  the  time  the  bomb  is  flying,  and 
after  it  falls,  fets  the  powder  in  fire,  which  burfts 
the  bomb. 

Granadoes,  are  fmall  bombs  or  (hells  of  iron  ; 
or  fometiiiies  made  of  wood  or  tin,  or  even  ofpafte- 
board.     Thefe  are  thrown  by  hand  amongft  men. 

Red  hot  bullets,  thefe  are  cannon-bails  heated  till 
they  have  a  flame  heac,  and  (hot  out  of  a  cannon, 
to  give  light  to  the  field,  or  to  fire  a  town. 

blaming  barrels,  or  fire  barrels,  called  alfo  than* 
dering  barrels.  Thefe  are  filled  with  granadoes  and 
fire-pots,  or  pots  filled  with  gun-powder  and  a 
granado  •,  theie  barrels  are  fhot  out  of  a  mortar- 
piece,  which  is  a  very  fhort  gun,  with  an  extraor- 

dinary wide  bore. 
Carcajfes,  are  boxes  full  of  powder,  made  with 

iron  hoops,  rilled  with  granadoes  and  pittol  barrels 

charged,  wrapt  up  in  oiled  tow,  or  other  combuf- 
T  4  tible 
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Fig  tible  matter,  and   fhot  out  of  a  mortar.     Thefe  • 
mortars  are  elevated  pretty  high,  that  the  bombs, 
&c.  may  fall  from  a  great  height. 

Pederero  or  petterero,  a  fmail  cannon  to  fire  ftones 
or  pieces  of  old  iron  out  of,  when  the  enemy  at- 

tempts to  board  a  lhip,  &x. 
Petard,  an  engine  to  fhoot  with,  in  form  of  a 

high  crowned  hat ;  about  8  inches  deep,  and  5 
diameter  at  the  mouth,  and  1  inch  or  2  at  the 
breech.  It  is  filled  with  powder,  and  covered  with 
a  plank  bound  down  with  ropes,  ufed  to  break 
down  gates,  bridges,  &c. 

Sau/ages9  are  pipes  made  of  tarred  cloth,  filled 
with  powder,  and  rolled  up  in  form  of  a  gut,  about 
2  inches  diameter,  it  is  to  burn  gradually,  and 
reaches  from  the  mine  to  the  engineer,  and  is  fet 
on  fire  when  the  mine  is  to  be  blown  up. 

Ammunition^  fignifies  all  forts  of  warlike  ftores, 
particularly  powder  and  ball. 

Artillery,  all  forts  of  ordnance,  or  guns  great 
and  fmall,  as  cannons,  mortars,  mufkets,  &c.  all 
fire  arms. 

Blunder hufs,  a  fhort  gun  with  a  very  wide  bore, 
to  carry  a  number  of  bullets,  to  fhoot  in  a  croud. 

Afuzee,  a  pipe  full  of  wild-fire  put  into  the 
touch- hole  of  a  bomb  to  fet  fire  to  it. 

Shot,  all  forts  of  bullets  for  fire  arms,  from  the 
cannon  to  the  piltol.  Thofe  for  cannon  are  of 

iron  •,  thofe  for  mufkets,  carbines,  and  piitols,  of 
lead.  Chain-foot  and  bar  foot,  are  two  half  bullets 
joined  by  a  chain  or  iron  bar,  which  cut  every 
thing  they  meet  with. 

Chace  guns,  are  thofe  guns  in  a  fhip  that  point 
directly  forward  or  backward. 

Swivel  guns,  guns  that  move  in  an  iron  frame 

that  goes  inco  the  (hip's  fide. 
Fire-ball,  this  is  made  of  powder  and  other  com- 

fcuftibles,  as  big  as  a  granado,  wrapt  up  in  tow 
and 
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and  covered  with  paper;  when  primed  and  fet  on  Fig, 
fire,  it  is  call  into  any  works   in  the  night  to  dis- 

cover them. 

To  nail  up  cannon^  is  to  drive  a  large  nail  into  the 

touch-hole,  or  pieces  of  (tones  •,  this  is  to  render 
them  ufelefs  to  the  enemy,  when  they  cannot  be 
carried  off.  The  remedy  for  this  is,  to  drill  a 
new  touch-hole. 

PROP.      I. 

To  defcribe  the  compcfiiicn,  the  nature  end  force  of 

gun-powder. 

Gun-powder  is  but  a  late  invention,  faid  to  be 
found  out  about  the  year  1340,  or  not  much  foon- 
er.  Before  this  invention  men  fought  with  bows 
and  arrows,  and  fuch  like  things,  which  did  not  do 
a  deal  of  execution.  But  the  dreadful  havock 
which  is  made  by  (hooting  balls  of  iron  and  lead  out 

of  guns  of  all  fizes,  by  the  force  of  gun-powder, 
cau(ed  all  the  former  fort  to  be  laid  afide. 

Gun-powder  is  a  mixture  of  charcoal,  brim- 
fione,  and  nitre ;  the  proportion  of  thefe  is  differ- 

ent in  different  authors.  But  powder  made  for  the 
government  is  compofed  of  10  pounds  of  brim- 
itone,  15  pounds  of  charcoal,  and  y$  pounds  of 
nitre.  Powder  made  for  the  ufe  of  merchants  has 
lefs  nitre  and  more  charcoal.  At  firft  powder  was 
made  fine  like  meal,  but  afterwards  made  into 
corns,  which  was  found  to  fire  quicker  than  the 
meal  powder.  To  corn  it,  it  muft  be  put  through 
two  or  three  fieves.  The  powder  is  to  be  moiften- 
ed  and  reduced  to  a  fort  of  pafte,  and  put  into  the 
firft  fieve,  which  has  large  holes,  it  is  broke  in 
pieces  by  a  piece  of  wood,  and  pafles  through  the 
jieve  while  it  is  working.  The  next  fieve  which  is 

Smaller  retains  the  corns,  but  lets  the  dull  go  thro'. The 
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Fig.  The  corns  paffed  through  this  fecond  fieve  are  ftopt 

at  the  third  fieve,  with  ft  ill  fmailer  holes.  The 

powder  which  only  goes  through  one  fieve  is  ufed 
by  great  guns,  and  called  cannon  powder.  The 
fmailer  fort,  which  pafTes  through  two  fieves,  is  ufed 

'by  fmall  guns,  and  called  piflol  powder.  To 
glaze  the  powder,  or  make  it  fhine,  they  fhake  it 
in  a  barrel  that  has  had  black  lead,  in  it. 

The  fudden  fulmination  of  nitre  with  fulphur  is 
the  principle  upon  which  the  action  of  gun-pow- 

der is  founded.  Sulphur  thrown  upon  melted  nitre 
caufes  an  inflammation  and  an  explofion.  The 
charcoal  is  only  ufed  to  fet  the  mixture  fuddenly 
on  fire. 

There  is  a  mixture  called  pulvis  fulminans%  whofe 

explofion  is  greater  than  gun-powder,  but  it  does 
not  fire  fo  quickly.  It  is  made  thus,  i  part  of 
brimftone,  2  parts  of  fait  of  tartar,  3  parts  of 
faltpetre ;  grind  them  very  fmall,  and  mix  them 
together  well. 

The  fudden  firing  of  gun- powder  is  owing  to 
the  nirre,  which  prodigioijly  increafes  the  inflam- 

mability of  combuftible  jubilances.  And  the  ve- 
hement explofion  arifes  from  the  great  quantity  of 

air  contained  in  the  gun  powder  into  which  it  is 
converted  by  firing.  But  if  gun-powder  .be  beat 
fmall,  it  will  not  explode  at  once,  but  burn  gra- 

dually ;  and  therefore  in  all  fire  works,  where  the 
powder  is  to  burn  gradually,  it  is  beat  into  duft. 

That  gun-powder  when  fired  produces  a  perma- 
nent elaftic  fluid,  has  been  proved  by  many  expe- 

riments. And  the  force  of  fired  gun- powder  is  the 
elafticity  or  preffure  of  the  fluid  produced  by  fir- 

ing it,  and  is  the  fame  as  the  elaftic  force  of  fo 
much  air  com^refTed  into  the  fame  fpace  with  the 

gun- powder.  Like  wife  the  elaftic  force  of  this 
fiery  fluid  is  proportional  to  its  denfuy,  as  is  proved 
by  many  experiments.     And  further  the  elafticity 

of 
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of  this  fluid  increafes  by  heat,  and  diminifhes  by  Fig* 
cold,  like  the  air ;  alfo  its  weight,  ceteris  paribusy 
is  equal  to  the  weight  of  an  equal  bulk  of  air.  If 
a  grain  of  common  powder  be  fired,  the  fluid  pro- 

duced by  it  will  be  230  or  240  times  its  bulk,  and 
fo  for  a  greater  quantity.  And  therefore  if  this 
fluid  was  confined  to  the  fpace  of  the  gun- powder, 
it  would  be  230  or  240  times  as  ftrong  as  common 
air;  that  is,  its  elaftic  force  would  be  230  or  240 
times  as  ftrong  as  the  preflure  of  the  atmofphere; 
and  that  without  confidering  any  augmentation  of 
that  force  by  heat.  But  if  air  be  heated  to  the  de- 

gree of  red  hot  iron,  its  elafticity  will  be  above  4 
times  as  great  at  that  of  common  air.  And  there- 

fore the  motive  elaftic  force  of  this  heated  rarified 

fluid,  produced  by  the  firing  of  gun-powder  is  1000 
times  as  great  as  the  preflure  of  the  atmofphere. 

It  has  been  difputed,  whether  gun-powder  fires 
inftantaneoufly,  or  requires  time  for  the  flame  to 
run  from  one  part  to  another.  To  decide  this 
queftion,  the  royal  fociety  made  feveral  experi- 

ments, the  refult  whereof  was,  that  out  of  a  very 
fhort  barrel  5  or  6  inches  long,  a  quantity  of  pow- 

der was  blown  out  unfired,  amounting  lometimes 
to  £  the  quantity  of  the  charge.  But  if  (he  was 
charged  with  a  ball,  the  quantity  was  lefs,  being 
~  or  -J-  of  the  charge,  and  this  was  owing  to  the 
time  being  prolonged  by  the  weight  of  the  ball. 
But  when  a  gun  of  the  length  of  3  or  4  feet  was 
tried,  hardly  ~  part  of  the  powder  was  unfired; 
and  when  loaded  with  a  ball,  the  quantity  was  far 
lefs,  and  for  the  molt  part  fo  inconfiderable  as  to  de- 
ferve  no  notice. 

It  is  evident,  being  confirmed  by  all  experience, 
that  dry  powder  fires  quicker  than  damp ;  and  is 
confequently  fo  much  the  ftronger.  And  powder 
may  be  fo  dry,  as  that  the  whole  may  fire  before 
the  bullet  gets  out  of  the  gun  ;  or  even  before  it be 
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Fig.be  fenfibly  moved.  Some  experiments  have  been 
made,  which  fhew,  that  dry  powder  will  moot  a 
ball  twice  as  far  as  the  fame  powder  ufed  when 
it  is  damp. 

PROP.      II. 

Ifo  find  the  velocity  of  a  ball  at  the  mouth  of  a 
gun,  fuppofmg  all  the  powder  to  fire  inftantaneoufly. 

Let  AD  be  the  hollow  cylinder  of  the  gun,  A3 

^"  =s  a  the  gun-powder,  the  length  AD  zz  /,  the  va,- 
riable  length  AC  zz  #,  d  zz  diameter  of  the  bore? 
c  zz  3. 141 6,  h  zz  16.1,  w  zz  weight  of  the  ball, 
p  zz  preflure  of  the  atmofpfyere  on  1  inch,  /  zz 
force  of  the  gun-powder  at  B,  v  zz  velocity  of  the 

ball  at  C ;  then  —   zz  area  of  the  fe&ion,  and 
4 

—£  zz  preflure  of  the  atmofphere  on  the  bullet. 
4 

Then / zz  looocddP.y  by  the  laft  Prop.     And  x  :  a 4 

:  :  /  :  f^  zz  force  on  the  bullet  at  C.     Then  (by 

F/ 

Cor.  Prob.  I.  Seel.  III.  Fluxions,)  vv  is  as  -r-« 

And  in  the  cafe  of  falling  bodies,  v  zz  %hy  v  zz  x, 

2nd  F  zz  w9  s  zz  x  \  therefore  ihx  :  —   :  :   vv  : b 

~  X   -7-.  or  ih  :  w  :  :  vv  :  — - ;  therefore  vv  zz x  if  x 

*-M£,  and  the  fluent  is  vl  =  ?M  X  b.  log.  *. 

But  in  B,  #  zz  a  ,  therefore  —  zz  — L  x  h.  log. 
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— ,  and  when  x  comes  to  be  equal  to  AD,  lE  zz     & 
a  2  54« 

2Mxh.  log.  1 5  therefore  vvzz*i£XL  log. w  £  w 

±,   and  v  =      I'M  x   h.   l.±  = 

J 
w  a 

±ha  x    looofifr   x    i#  log>  ±_    _ 
w   4           a 

liooochaddp   x  hyp_  lQg>  J_t 

Cor.  In  all  guns,  the  fquare  of  the  velocity  is  as 

a*i  x  log.  1,  or  4  X  log.  i. ^y  a  a  a 

Exam.     i. 

Let  the  length  of  the  gun  be  3  feet,  diameter 
of  a  leaden  ball  i  inch,  a  the  charge  of  powder  2 
inches,  then  wzz.214,  p  zz  14.7,  and  hyp.  log, 

JL  or  18  =  2.890,  then 
a 

log.  1000  3.00000 
log-  c  =  3.1416  0.49714 
log.  h  zzi6.i  1.20682 
log.  add  zz  .1666  —  1.22 182 
log.  p  z=  14.7  1. 16732 
log.  2.890  0.46089 

':  5.55399 
fub.  log.  w  z:  .214  z:     1. 33041 

6.22358 

half  —  3-IH79 
velocity         —  1296  feet  in  a  fecond. 

Exam.     2. 

Let  the  length  of  a  gun  be  9  feet,  the  diameter 
d  of  the  bore,  or  rather  of  the  iron  (hot  4  inches, its 
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Fig.  its  weight  w-  9  pounds,  a  zzS  inches  the  charge  of 

***  powder,  hyp.  log.  —  or  13.5  =  2.602, 

log.  IOOO 3,00000 
log.  c,  3.1416 
log.  £,  16.  V 

0.49714 

1.20682 

log-  h  l4-7 
log.  add,    10.66 

1. 16732 1.02775 

leg.  2.602 

0.41530 

7-31433 
log.w,  9 0.95424 

half            — 

velocity        — * 

6  36009 

3.18004 
1 5 14  feet  in  a  feconcf. 

PROP.      III. 

'To  find  the  velocity  of  a  ball  at  the  mouth  of  a  caH< 
non  or  any  gun  \  fuppojing  the  pozvder  to  fire  gradually- 
fo  as  to  be  all  fired  when  the  ball  is  at  the  mouth  of 
the  gun. 

We  muft  firft  find  the  relation  between  the  time 
and  fpace  defcYibed.  The  force  at  any  inftant  will 

be  as  the  quantity  of  powder  fired,  divided  by  the' 
fpace  it  is  contained  in-,  therefore  putting  the  quan- 

tities as  in  the  laft  Prop,  we  fliall  have  the  force  asr 

— ..     Now  fuppofe  x  OC  tn,  to  find  n.     By  Prob; x 

I.  Sect.  III.   Fluxions,  w  OC  Fx,  and  F  OC   — • x 

OC  ~  OC    -i-,  therefore  vv  OC       *  ,    and 

the 

1  n — 1 
#—  X   1 «  n 
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the  fluent  v"  OC  nx n .     Alio  x  OC  vt  OC  v  X  —  54, 

i_—  r  JL.  JL  —  1  £ria 
x«        x  CC  x2tt  X  x*        x  OG  x  2n    x,  and  the 

JL  -L 

fluent *  OC  #2*,  or  a?1  OC  #2*,    whence   equating 

the  indices,  1  zz  -JL,  and  in  zz  3,  and  n  zz  -?-; 2»  2 

Therefore  x  OC  /|.     This  being  known,  put£  zz 
whole  time  of  parting  through  AD; 

We  fhall  now  have/zz   1000cddP  as  in  the  laft 4 

Prop,  fof  the  force  at  the  firft  firing,  and   ̂ L    zz 

force  at  D  when  it  is  all  fired.     And  to  find  the 

force  at  C  •,  fince  it  is  generally  as  — ,    we   fliall x 

have  JL  (1™1  )  :  ■£  (force  at  D) : :  1  (*™1)  : /     Vipace/       /  x  Vipace' 

force  at  C  zz  jL.     Then  fince  vv  OC  Fi9  the  bo- 

gx 

dy  being  given ;  and  in  a  falling  body  v  zz  2&, 
vzi,    F  zz  w,  s  zz  x  ;    therefore    ihx  :  wx  :  : 

w  :  2£f.    Therefore  w  ~  !&£t      But  /•«! 

:  :  y  :  /I  zz  #H,  and  /  zz  C^I ;    therefore  vv  zz 
I  % 

abaf  x   gxix  _  2bafx-ix9     And  the  fluent  u 

w  =  2^|  _«*««  >andv=    /«£* 

And  when   #  zz  /,  then  v  zz   J  —^-    — 
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Fig.    jbba       looocddp   _v_      /•?- X   1000  chaddp. rig-    jbba       looocddp   _  v  _       I 

Several  Corollaries  follow  from  this  folution,  as 

Cor.  i .  The  laft  velocity  at  D  will  be  the  fame 
whatever  length  the  gun  be  of ,  provided  the  height 
of  the  charge  be  given*  and  the  powder  be  of  fuch  a 
goodnefs  as  to  be  all  fired*  jufi  when  the  ball  reaches  D. 

For  /does  not  come  into  the  computation,  and  a 
remaining  the  fame,  V  will  remain  the  fame. 

Cor.  2.  The  powder  being  the  fame*  the  final  velo- 
city will  be  as  the  fquare  root  of  the  height  of  the 

charge. 
For  the  reft  remaining,  the  velocity  will  be  a§ 

\/  a. 
Cor.  3-  If  I  be  the  length  of  gun*  wherein  ths 

charge  of  powder  will  all  be  fired  at  the  muzzle  D. 
Then  in  any  fhorter  gun  AC,  the  fame  powder  and 
charge  remaining*    the  ultimate  velocity  will  be  as 
3  /  v- 

— L°- Cor.  4.  And  in  this  lafi  cafe*  the  velocity  with 
the  charge  a  will  be  no  greater  than  with  the  charge 

— i  a  or  a     /  — , 

11  ^    // 
For  let  y  zz  the  charge  that  will  j Lift  be  fired  at  CI 

Then  by  fuppofition  a  :  y  :  :  g  :  t  :  :  l-i :  art,  whence 

■2. 

y  zz  — -•,  and  the  fuperfluous  powder  does  nothing. 

Cor.  5.  Suppofing  as  in  Cor.  3.   and  in  any  gun  x 

longer  than  I*  the  velocity  at  laft  will  alfo  be  as  J  — I 
Cor; 
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Cor.  6.  Inguns  of  different  bores,  the  reft  remain'  54. 
ing  as  before,  the  velocity  at  the  muzzle  will  be  as 

J-- 
For  it  is  as  J d±  or      /^f  or    J±\ 

Exam.      il 

Let  the  gun  be  3  feet  long,  d  =  1  inch,  the  dia- 
meter of  the  ball  of  lead,  azzz  inches  of  powder, 

then  w  zz  .214,  p  zz  14.7,     > 

log.  1000  3.00000 
log.  c,  3.1416  0.49714 
log.  b%  1 6. 1  1 ,20682 
log.  <ziiz  .1666  —  1. 22182 
log.  1.5  0.17609 
log.^>  14.7  1. 16732 

,»        ■ 
5.26919 

log.  w  .214  •  1  5  —  1.33041 

5.9387^ 
half  2»9^939 
velocity  at  D  zz  932  feet  per  fecondJ 

Exam.     %l 

If  the  length  of  a  gun  be  9  feet,  diameter  of  her 
Ihot  being  iron  z:  4  inches,  weight  w  =9  lb.  azz$. 
inches  the  charge. 

U  log; 
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Fig.         log.  1000  3.00000 
54-  log.  f,  3.1416  0.49714 

log.  b,   16. 1  1.20682 
log.p,   147  1. 16732 
log.  add,  10.66  1.02775 
leg.  1.5  0.17609 

7.07512 
log. .w,  9  0.95424 

6,12088 

half  3.06044 

velocity  r:  1 149  feet  />#•  fecond, 

PROP.      IV. 

Suppofing  the  powder  in  a  gun  to  fire  infiantaneoujly  • 
to  find  the  depth  of  the  charge,  to  produce  the  great  eft 
velocity  poffible. 

It  is  fhewn  in  Prop.  II.  that  the  velocity  in  fuch 

a  fuppofition  is  J  loooc^  X  h.log.  L   And 
fuppofing  all  things  given  except  the  charge  a, 

then  a  log.  —  will  be  a  maximum,  put  x  for  a  the a 

variable  quantity,  then  x  log.  — z:maximum,put x 

y  zzh  log.  -  ,  fhen  xy  —  max.  and  xy  +yx  —  o x 
I         /v  jL 

The  fluxion  of  —  is    ,  and   this  divided   by 
X  XX 

I  .  —  IX  X  mX  1  r 
_  •  gives     x   —   =    *    therefore  y  z: 
X  XX  I  x 

.   •,  and  xy  +  yx  zzxx    +yx  =  o,  or — x X  x 

+  n 
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4-  yx  zz  o,  and  y  zz  1  ==  h.  log.   ~  *    that  is,    'fj x  54* 

2.30258  x  com.  log.  —  2=  1,  and  com.   log.  -* 
X  X 

fe  .4343  •,  and  —  =  num.  of  log.  4343  =2.71 8  % x 
I 

:herefore  2.718  *:=:/,  and  x  zz    -  -  ...,    or  #  ££ 
2.718 3679  /,  when  the  velocity  generated  is  a  maximum. 

SCHOL, 

This  fcah  be  of  ho  ufe  in  any  gun,  except  they  be 
exceeding  fhort ;  for  fuch  a  charge  will  burft  i*ny 
gun,  of  a  moderate  length,  to  pieces. 

PROP.      V. 

To  find  the  due  quantity  of  powder  proper  for  the 

'barge  of  any  gun* 

This  mud  be  found  by  experiments  for  fome 
>articular  gun.  Take  any  gun,  and  a  ball  proper 
or  it,  and  firft  let  it  be  charged  with  a  quantity 
f  powder  equal  to  ̂   the  weight  of  the  ball,  and 
levating  the  piece  to  any  given  angle,  fuppofe  45 
egrees,  let  it  be  difcharged,  and  let  the  random 
r  diitance  of  the  fhot  be  meafured.  Again,  let  it 
>e  charged  with  powder  equal  to  half  the  weight 
f  the  fhot,  and  difcharged,  and  the  random  mea- 
ured.     And  laftly,  let  the  charge  of  powder  be 
the  weight  of  the  fhot,  and  the  random  alfo  mea- 
ared.  Then  the  feveral  diftances  or  randoms 
ompared,  will  fhew  which  is  the  mod  convenient 
harge.  For  though  the  greateft  charge  of  pow- 

er fhoots  the  furtheft,  yet  when  the  increafe  of 
iftance  is  but  fmall ;  it  is  better  to  take  up  with 
le  letter  charge,  becaufefo  much  powder  is  faved. 

U  2  Eut 
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Fig,  But  there  are  fo  many  irregularities  attends  this 
pra&ice,  that  it  is  proper  to  repeat  the  experiments 
6ver  and  over;   and  kftly,  to  take  a  mean  for  eac 
charge.     For   in  the  fame  piece,  with  the  fame 
charge,  and  placed  at  the  fame  angle  of  elevation, 
there  is  fuch  difference  in  the  diftances,  that  om 
cannot  but  be  furprized  at  it.     And  therefore  it 
neceflary  that  feveral  experiments  be  made  wit 
the  fame  charge.     By  comparing  many  experiment! 
together,  I  take  that  to  be  the  moil  proper  charge 
when  the  weight  of  the  powder  is  half  the  weigh 
of  the  bail. 

The  proper  charge  for  one  gun  being  known,  th< 
charge  for  any  other  gun  is  known  by  this  rule. 

Take  the  charges  of  powder  in  proportion  to  th 
cubes  of  the  diameters  of  the  balls,  or  as  the  cube 
of  the  diameters  of  the  bores  of  the  guns. 

Exam. 

If  a  ball  4   inches  diameter  requires  4l  lb. 
power*  how  much  powder  will  a  ball  6  inches  dia 
meter  require  ? 

4  6 
A  £ 
16  36 

A  _1 
64     :     4!     :  :     216 

44 

864 

108 

64)972(15 ,2  lb.  anfwer. 

64- 

320 

12 

Soul 
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Some  people  fay,  that  guns  ought  to  be  loaded  Fig. 

iccording  to  their  weight ;  and  give  it  as  a  rule, 
:hat  a  quarter  of  a  pound  of  powder  mould  be  al- 
owed  for  every  hundred  weight  of  the  gun,  if  it 

s  of  iron  •,  but  fomething  more  for  a  brafs  gun. 
But  the  quantity  of  powder  ought  to  be  io  pro- 

)ortioned  to  the  ball,  as  the  bufinefs  to  be  dene 
equires,  or  according  to  the  execution  to  be  done, 
^nd  modern  engineers,  that  have  had  a  deal  of 
xperience,  tell  us,  that  the  charge  of  powder 
ught  not  to  exceed  -f  the  weight  of  the  ball.  For 
lthough  greater  velocities  are  generated  by  greater 
harges,  yet  by  the  great  refinance  of  the  air,  thefe 
reater  velocities  are  foon  reduced  to  the  velocities 

enerated  by  the  leffer  charges. 
But  guns  may  be  charged  by  meafure  as  well  as 

y  weight.  For  a  pound  of  powder  fills  31.06  cu- 
ical  inches;  therefore  fay,  as  iL  to  31.06  inches; 
)  is  half,  or  a  third,  of  the  weight  of  the  ball,  to 
le  charge  in  cubical  inches. 
It  muft  beobferved,  that  there  is  great  difference 

the  goodnefs  of  powder  •,  and  even  the  fame 
owder  will  be  flronger  or  weaker,  according  as  it 

kept  dry  or  moift  •,  for  powder  will  imbibe  moif- 
;re,  and  that  abates  the  flrength  of  it.     And  if 
)wder  be  known  to  be  weaker  than  ordinary,  more 
it  mud  be  taken  for  a  charge. 
Note,  powder  for  proof,  (that  is,  for  trying  the 

•ength  and  goodnefs  of  guns)  muft  be  double  the 
lantity  of  powder  for  fervice,  as  fome  fay ;  and 
hers  fay,  as  3  to  2. 
When  a  gun  is  to  be  charged  with  a  cartridge. 
hich  is  a  bag,  or  roll  of  canvafs,  paper  or  parch- 

ent,  of  the  bignefs  of  the  gun's  bore,  to  hold 
a  charge) ;  having  the  weight  of  a  charge  of 

>wder  in  pounds,  multiply  it  by  31.06,  and  call 
product  p%     Let  d  zz  diameter  of  the  bore  in 

U  3  inches* 
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Fj§*  inches.      Then      / ••  _  =  length  of   the  car^ 
.7854^0 

tridge, 
Some  authors  tell  us,  the  charge  of  powder  foi 

great  guns  muft  be  2  diameters  of  the  ball  -,  ancj 
for  leffer  guns  3  diameters, 

PROP,     VI. 

$0  dejeribe  the  conftruttion  andufe  of  a  great  gun. 

A  gun  is  faid  to  be  well  fortified,  when  there  n 
fufficient  thicknefs  of  the  metal  at  the  breech,  anc 
in  every  other  place  For  if  a  giin  be  badly  for 
titled,  or  too  thin  of  metal,  it  will  endanger  burft 
ing,  and  in  fuch,  the  charge  ought  to  be  mode 
rate.  When  a  gun  is  well  fortified,  the  diametei 
of  the  bore  muft  be  to  the  diameter  of  the  gun  a 
the  breech,  as  2  to  7.  And  then  the  diameter  o 
the  bore  being  2,  the  thicknefs  of  the  metal  wil 
be  4  or  2^.  And  therefore  the  diameter  of  th 
bore  will  be  to  the  thicknefs  of  the  metal  as  I  {< 

1^,  or  as  4  to  5. 
Hepce  the  circumference  of  the  gun  at  th 

touch-hole,  is  1 1  diameters  of  the  bore.  For  i 
the  diameter  of  the  bore  be  2,  the  diameter  of  th 

gun  then  is  7,  and  the  circumference  22,  and  £^ 
to  22  as  1  to  11.  The  circumference  at  the  touch 

hole  being  11,  the  circumference  at  the  trunnion 
muft  be  9,  and  at  the  muzzle  7.  Arid  this  is  el 
teemed  the  true  fortification  for  an  iron  gun. 

But  for  brafs  guns,  the  circumference  at  th 
breech  muft  be  9  diameters  of  the  bore,  7  at  th 
trunnions,  and  5  at  the  muzzle.  Therefore  th 
thicknefs  of  the  metal  at  the  breech,  is  about  1 
the  diameter  of  the  bore. 

And  the  length  of  either  fort  is  to  be  7  diamc 
ters  of  the  gun  at  the  breech,  though  this  is  m 
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fo  material  for  the  length,  which  upon  occafionFig. 
may  be  different. 

But  the  rule  here  laid  down  for  a  gun  truly  for- 
tified  feems  only  to  be  proper  for  one  fort.  For 
the  thicknefs  of  the  metal  is  eftimated  the  ftrength 
of  the  gun,  and  ought  to  be  proportional  to  the 
force  within ;  but  that  force  is  as  the  quantity  of 
powder,  and  that  is  as  the  fquare  of  the  diameter 
of  the  bore.  Therefore  in  wider  pieces,  the  metal 
ought  to  be  thicker  than  the  rule  makes  it.  For  if 
the  bore  of  an  iron  gun  be  6  inches,  and  74.  inches 
(by  the  rule  above)  be  the  proper  thicknefs  of  the 
metal.  Then  for  a  bore  of  tf  inches,  10  inches 
would  be  the  thicknefs  of  the  metal,  which  is  too 

little.  For  it  fhould  be  as  36:  64  :  :  7i  :  134 
inches  for  the  true  thicknefs  of  the  metal,  for  8 
inches  bore. 

But  if  the  gun  be  thinner  on  one  fide  than  the 
other,  her  ftrength  muft  be  eftimated  by  the  thin- 
eft  fide.  Or  if  there  be  flaws  or  places  eaten  away 
with  ruft,  called  honey- combs ,  thele  weaken  a  gun 
very  much,  and  if  they  be  deep,  fuch  guns  ought 
not  to  be  ufed. 

To  adjuft  the  ball  to  the  piece,  you  muft  ufe 
fuch  a  ball,  that  the  difference  of  the  diameters  of 

the  ball  and  bore  may  be  about  —  the  diameter  of 
the  ball ;  and  this  ball  will  fuit  the  gun.  If  the 
difference  be  lefs  than  that,  the  ball  (being  of  iron) 
is  in  danger  of  flicking,  and  the  gun  burfting. 
And  if  it  be  more,  a  deal  of  the  ftrength  of  the 
powder  will  be  loft,  in  palling  by  the  ball.  This 
allowance  is  called  the  windage. 

How  great  guns  are  to  be  managed  in  (hooting. 
Firft  the  gun  being  placed  upon  her  carriage,  fhe 
muft  be  charged  with  powder  ;  to  do  which  the 
gunner  makes  ufe  of  a  ladle^  which  is  a  long  ftaff 
with  a  tin  box  at  the  end,  which  being  rilled  once, 

V  4  or 
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Fig.  or  oftener,  with  powder  taken  out  of  the  budge  bar± 
rel9  is  ajuft  charge  for  the  gun. 

Next  the  wad  is  to  be  put  in,  and  rammed  down 
with  the  rammer,  which  is  a  long  pole  on  purpofe. 

Then  the  fhot  mud  be  taken  and  tumbled  into 

the  gun,  going  clofe  to  the  wad. 
Then  by  help  of  the  quadrant  and  a  ftreight 

rule  laid  to  the  infide  of  the  bore,  the  piece  muft 
be  elevated  to  a  proper  angle. 

Then  by  help  of  a  priming  iron,  which  is  a  long 
fmall  piece  of  iron,  a  hole  is  made  through  the  car- 

tridge to  the  powder,  and  the  powder  is  to  be  pour- 
ed into  the  touch-hole  to  the  top,  and  covered 

with  a  thin  plate  of  lead,  called  the  apron. 
And  when  ihe  is  to  be  fired,  a  hot  iron  is  appli- 
ed to  the  touch-hole,  which  fets  the  powder  on  fire, 

by  which  fhe  is  difcharged 
Then  the  gun  is  to  be  fcoured  with  a  fponge, 

that  no  fire  remain  in  her.  A  fponge  is  a  long  ftaff 
with  a  roll  at  one  end,  covered  with  a  iheep  fkin, 

of  the  bignefs  of  the  gun's  bore.  Great  guns  muft 
be  cooled  leifurely  with  water  after  every  fhot ;  for 

being  much  heated  by  often  fhooting,  they  endan- 
ger burfting. 

The  platform  of  a  battery  ought  to  be  firm  j  for 
if  it  (hake  when  a  gun  is  fired,  the  fhot  will  be  very 
uncertain. 

In  every  battery,  there  muft  be  half  as  many 
fpare  guns,  as  there  are  mounted  ;  to  fupply  thofe 
that  are  difabled. 

It  is  a  very  important  improvement  in  gunnery, 
called  by  the  French,  fhooting  by  ricochet.  Which 
is,  to  fhoot  with  fmall  charges  of  powder,  and  ele- 

vating the  gun,  fo  that  the  fhot  may  juft  go  over 
the  parapet,  and  drop  into  their  works.  By  this 
means  more  mifchief  is  done  than  in  firing  direclly 
againft  the  works. 

Some 
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Some  authors  have  given  Tables  of  Gunnery, Fig. 

(hewing   the   name,  weight,    length,  diameter  .of 
the  bore,  weight  of  (hot  and  powder,  &c.  of  which 
the  following  is  one,  for  all  forts  of  ordnance. 

weight length diam. weight weigfit 

point 

name. 

gun. 
gun. 

bore [hot. 

powder. 

blank. 

Cwt. feet. inch. 

poun. 
poun. 

i'et:. 

cannon  8 

70 

12 
a 60 

3° 

9CO 

cannon  7 

6oi 
II 7 

42 

21 

QOO 
demi-cann. 5°i 

IO 

6f 

32 

16 

90O   ! 

culverin 

40 

12 
5? 

18 
10 

900 

demi-culv. 

3° 

IO 
4f 

II 8 890 
faker 20 9 3l 6 4 

800 

minion 
12 7 

0 o 

St 

2I- 

600 

falcon 6 7 0  3 + 

2f 

2t 

600 

falconet 

31 

6 

2t 
If 

IX 

520 

rabonet 

ti 

5i 

If of 

OA 

500 

bafe 

ii 

4f 

»t 
of 

OT 

400 
PROP.      VII. 

To  find  how  much  powder  will  fill  any  bomb  or  gra- 
nado  JhelU 

Rule. 

Cube  the  inner  diameter  of  the  (hell,  and  di- 

vide by  59.3,  the  quotient  will  be  the  pounds  of 
powder  that  will  fill  the  fhelh 

For  the  (hell  is  in  form  of  a  globe  or  fphere,  let 

d  zz  the  diameter;  then  11—  =z  folidicy  in  inches, 21 

and  therefore 
  llil — %  that  is,  _^L  (hews  tic 21  X  31.06  59.3 

pounds  of  powder. 

In  a  (lie  11  the  lowed  part  is  the  thickeft  and  hea- 
vieft,  and  therefore  will  fly  foremolt,  and  it  will 

tall 
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fig.  fall  upon  that  fide,  and  not  on  the  fuzee,  which 
would  put  it  out. 

Exam. 
Let  the  diameter  of  the  fliell  be  13  inches, 

13  59'3)2I-97(37-°5 lb- 
13  •  •  17  79      the  anfwer. 

39 

41^0 !£. 4151 
169 

29 

*3 

~ 

507 
169 

2197 

PROP.      VIII. 

Having  given  the  diameter  of  an  iron  or  leaden  ball% 

to  find  the  weight  of  it  -,  and  the  contrary* 
Rule. 

As  100  to  the  cube  of  the  diameter  in  inches ; 
fo  is  14  to  the  weight  in  pounds,  for  the  iron  balL 
And  the  leaden  ball  will  weigh  half  as  much  more. 

Exam.     i.. 

Suppofe  the  diameter  of  the  fhot  to  be  6  inches, 
6  100  :  14  :  :  216 
6  14 

36  864 
6  216 

216  100)3024(30.24 /£.  for  iron. 
   I5-J2 

45.36  for  lead. 
E  X  A  M. 
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Exam,     2: 

If  an  iron  ball  weigh  48/^  what  is  the  diameter  ? 
jl4  :  48  :  :  100  : 

14)4800(342.8,  whofe  cube  root  is  7, 

42   
•  * *—        fo  the  diameter  is  7  inches 60 

£i 

40 
28 

120 

Note,  the  weight  of  a  ball  of  ftone  is  |.  of  th£ 
weight  of  an  iron  ball. 

PROP.     IX. 

To  find  the  dijiance  to  any  fort  or  battery,  by  the 
Jiring  of  a  gun  there. 

Sound  is  known  to  move  1140  feet  in  a  fecond 
of  time,  but  the  motion  of  light  is  inftantaneous. 
Therefore  obferve  with  a  pendulum  how  many  fe- 
conds  there  are  between  the  flafh  of  fire  and  the  re» 

port  of  the  gun  5  this  number  of  feconds  multipli- 
ed by  1 140,  gives  the  number  of  feet  for  the  dil- 

tance  from  the  place  where  the  gun  is  fired. 
Or  thus,  count  how  many  double  beats  of  a  com- 

mon watch  paflTes  between  the  firing  of  the  gun,  and 
the  found  reaching  your  ear ;  multiply  this  by  490, 
gives  the  diftance  in  feet. 

Or  thus,  if  your  pulfe  be  regular,  count  the 
number  or  pulfes  between  the  flafh  and  the  re- 

port; which  multiply  by  970,  gives  the  diftance 
in  feet. 

Exam. 
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FiE-  T? E  X  A  M.       I. 

I  obfervcd  a  gun  fired  at  a  certain  place,  and  by 
obfervation  found,  that  feven  double   beats  (or  14 
fingle  ones)  of  my  watch  pafTed  between  the  firing 
and  the  found,  what  is  the  diftance  ? 

490 3430    feet  the  diftance* 

Exam.     2. 

Another  perfon  counted  the  number  of  pulfes  to 
be  3f.  970 

3i 

3395   feet  for  the  diftance. 

PROP.      X. 

Befides  the  reftjiance  of  the  air,  there  is  another  ir- 
regular force  by  which  a  projeclile  is  made  to  deflecl 

from  a  direcl  courfe.  To  explain  this  defleffiouy  and 
cure  it. 

It  is  hardly  poflible  for  a  ball  to  be  fhot  out  of  a 
gun,  without  its  rubbing  againft  one  fide  or  an- 

other of  the  barrel ;  and  the  friction  it  receives  by 

that  means,  gives  it 'a  whirling  motion  round  an 
axis,  which  is  always  perpendicular  to  the  axis  of 
the  barrel  or  to  the  tracl:  of  the  ball.  The  confe- 

quence  of  this  is,  that  one  fide  of  the  ball  meets 
with  a  greater  refiftance  of  the  air  than  the  other 

fide-,  and  the  air  acting  obliquely  againft  that  fide 
with  the  greater  refiftance,  will  force  it  to  move  to- wards 
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wards  that  fide  where  is  the  lead  refiftance  •,  and  Fig. 
the  quantity  of  this  deviation  will  be  as  the  differ- 

ence of  the  refiftance  of  one  fide  above  the  other. 

And  conlequently  the  ball  will  always  deflect  to- 
wards that  fide  of  the  barrel  where  the  friction  hap- 
pened ;  for  that  fide  of  the  ball  being  retarded  in 

its  motion,  meets  with  the  lead  refiftance.  But  it 

is  impoflible  to  know  before-hand,'  on  which  fide 
of  the  barrel  the  friction  will  happen.  But  when 
the  fhot  is  over  one  may  nearly  determine  on  which 
fide  it  was.  For  if  the  fhot  be  over  the  mark,  it 
is  on  the  upper  fide ;  if  fhort,  on  the  under  one. 
If  on  the  right  or  left,  it  is  on  the  right  or  left 
fide  refpectively.  And  befides,  this  tract  of  de- 

viation muft  be  a  curve  line.  For  as  this  difturb- 

ing  force  is  continual  -,  every  fucceeding  part  of  the 
tract  will  deviate  (the  fame  way)  from  the  former 
part ;  which  is  the  nature  of  a  curve  line. 

J  have  been  long  acquainted  with  this  irregular 
force  and  its  effects,  which  I  found  by  experience 
v/hen  I  ufed  to  practice  (hooting  ;  and  it  prefently 
occurred  to  me,  that  the  greater  refiftance  on  one 
fide  of  the  ball,  was  the  true  caufe  of  its  going 
out  of  the  line  of  direction.  And  to  fatisfy  myfelf 
about  it,  I  fufpended  a  wooden  ball  loaded  with 
lead,  in  a  firing,  and  tied  it  to  a  tree  that  hung 
over  a  river,  that  it  might  play  freely  in  the  ftream, 
and  noting  the  place  where  it  refted,  I  then  twifted 
the  firing,  by  turning  the  globe  often  about,  and 
putting  it  into  its  former  place,  it  refted  but  a  lit- 

tle while ;  for  as  the  firing  began  to  untwift,  it 
moved  gradually  towards  the  fide  which  confpired 
with  the  motion  of  the  water.  And  being  at  its 
furtheft  extent,  it  refted  till  the  motion  began  to 
diminifh,  and  then  it  came  gradually  back  to  its 
firft  place,  and  refted  there  till  the  motion  of  the 

globe  twifted  the  firing  the  contrary  way  •,  and 
then  it  moved  to  the  other  fide.     And  thus  it  made 

feveral 
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Fig.  feveral  vibrations  to  arid  fro,  till  the  motion  was 

fpent,  and  then  it  refted  in  the  firft  place.  This  I 
feveral  times  repeated. 

I  alfo  tried  the  fame  in  a  ftrong  wind,  with  the 
like  fuccefs ;  for  the  ball  always  deviated  frdm  the 
plane  of  the  winds  motion  towards  that  hand  where 
it  was  leaft  refilled. 

Now  to  remedy  this  reflection,  one  way  is,  to 
ufe  bullets  that  are  not  round,  but  oblong,  fome- 
thing  like  a  (lug.  But  then  they  ought  to  be  turn- 

ed in  a  lath  or  throw  •,  that  the  fore  end  may  be 
regular,  and  all  fides  alike  $  that  the  air  may  acl: 
equally  on  all  fides.  Such  a  body  as  this,  (hot 
out  of  a  gun,  cannot  by  friction  be  made  to  re* 
volve  about  an  axis,  and  therefore  that  irregular 
force  and  its  effect  will  be  prevented. 

Another  way  to  prevent  this  deflection  is  to  make 

the  guns  rifle  bored  •,  thefe  rifled  barrels  are  made 
with  feveral  threads  of  a  fcrew  running  fpiral  Ways 
on  the  in  fide  of  the  barrel  5  between  thefe  threads 
are  channels  cut  in  the  bore,  all  which  mutt  be  ex- 

actly parallel  to  one  another,  and  make  about  one 
revolution  in  the  length  of  the  barrel,  going  uni* 
formly  about.  The  number  of  thefe  threads  are 
different,  according  to  the  widenefs  of  the  barrel. 

There  are  different  methods  of  charging  thefg 
pieces,  one  is  this.  After  the  powder  is  put  in, 
they  take  a  bullet  fcmething  bigger  than  the  bore 
of  the  gun,  and  greafe  it  well,  and  putting  it  into 
the  mouth  of  the  piece,  they  ram  it  down  with  an 

iron  rammer,  hollow  at  the  end  •,  in  ramming 
down  the  bullet  the  fpiral  threads  enter  and  cut  in- 

to the  bullet,  and  caule  it  to  turn  round  in  going 
down,  and  being  (hot  out,  it  follows  the  fame  di- 

rection of  the  rifles  ♦,  which  caufes  it  to  turn  round 

an  axis  parallel  to  the  gun's  bore. 
Another  way  is  to  charge  them  at  the  breech, 

where  there  is  a  hole  to  put  in  the  powder  and  ball, 

and 
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and  then  a  fcrew  fcrews  in  to  fill  up  the  hole.     But  Fig* 
fome  barrels  fcrew  off  at  the  breech,  to  be  charged. 
Thefc  guns  are  made  ftronger  at  the  breech  than 
common  •,  and  it  is  plain  they  can  only  be  ufed 
for  lead  bullets,  for  iron  will  receive  no  imprefllon. 

And  thus  a  bullet  (hot  out  of  a  rifled  barrel,  be- 
fides  its  diredt  motion,  gains  a  motion  round  the 
axis  of  the  gun,  by  which  the  refiftance  on  the 
forefide  of  the  bullet  will  be  the  fame  on  all  fides  ; 
for  if  it  mould  be  greater  on  one  part  than  another ; 
that  part,  by  the  circular  motion,  is  prefently 
transferred  to  the  oppofite  fide,  and  then  it  a£ts  the 
contrary  way ;  and  fuch  irregularities  re&ify  one 
another;  fo  that  the  ball  will  always  go  right 
forwards. 

This  may  be  explained  by  the  motion  of  an  ar- 
row -,  for  if  an  arrow  that  is  not  feathered,  be  fhot 

from  a  bow>  its  motion  will  be  very  irregular  ;  for 
if  it  be  the  leaft  crooked  imaginable,  it  will  move 
towards  that  hand  where  the  concave  fide  lies.  Bu£ 
when  it  is  feathered  truly,  to  give  it  a  circular  mo- 

tion and  make  it  fpin,  the  concave  part  is  turned 
every  way,  fo  that  it  will  always  My  (freight  for- 

ward. See  Exam.  36th  Fig.  220,  of  my  Me- 
chanics, 4to. 

But  in  your  common  guns  that  are  not  rifled,  I 
know  no  way  to  prevent  that  deflexion,  but  to  po- 
lifli  the  infide  of  the  barrel,  and  oil  the  bullet  when 

it  is  charged  •,  for  by  this  means  the  friclion  within 
the  barrel  will  be  made  as  fmali  as  poffible  •,  ex- 

cept you  chufe  to  (hoot  with  an  oblong  bullet  as 
before-mentioned. 

PROP.      XT. 

Let  d  ~  diameter  of  an  iron  ball,  q  zz  7,  its  den- 
fity*  p  zz  .001 17,  the  denjity  of  air,  b  zz  the  velo- 

city of  the  ball  at  firft>  v  zz  velocity  after  it  has  de- 

ferred 
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Yx*fcribed  the  /pace  x.    T  =  *A  zr  l6oood.   Then  if 

3fy  b x  be  any  /pace  which  the  bullet  describes  after  it  is 

fired,  —  is  the  number  of  the  logarithm 

all  in  feet. 
36841^/ 

This  is  demonftrated  in  Cor.  2.  Prdb.  XIII.  SeftJ 

III.  Fluxions.  Suppofing  the  refiftance  of  the  air 
to  be  as  the  fquare  of  the  velocity,  and  fuppofing 
the  elevation  to  be  fmall,  that  the  tract  may  not  dif- 

fer much  from  a  right  line. 
Suppofe  the  diameter  d  of  the  ball  to  be  6  inches  ; 

x 
then  d~i,  and  — is  the  number  of  the  log. b  18420 
And  fuppofe  the  fpace  deicribed  x  to  be  200,  400, 
600,  800,  1000,  &c.  feet,  and  b  thefirft  velocity 
to  be  1.  To  find  the  velocity  at  the  end  of  thefe 
feveral  diflances.     The  quantities  reduced,  we  fhall 
,    X  .       1842O   X    r         A        , 
have  «— — -  zz  —  1  +  _z    for  the  loea- 

18420  18420  °  ' 

rithm,  and  the  number  of  it  —  or  v. 

X. 

feet  2C0 
.Logarithm. —  1.98914 

400 

—  I.97829 

600 
—  I.96743 

800 

~1'95657 

1000 
—  I.94571 

1200 
—  I.93485 

1400 
—  I.924OO 

1600 —  I.91314 

1800 —  1*90228 
2000 

—  1. 89143 

2200 —  I.88056 

2400 
—  I.8697O 

&c 

Number  <v. 
•9753 

.9512 

.9277 

.9048 

.8825 

.8607 •8395 

.8187 

•7985 

.7788 
■759^ 

.7408 
H 
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By  this  computation  it  appears,  that  if  thefpaccsFig. 

defcribed  be  taken  in  arithmetical  progrefiion,  in- 
creafing ;  the  logarithms  of  the  velocities  will  be 
in  arithmetical  progrefiion  decreafing.  For  the  dif- 

ferences of  the  numbers  in  the  firft  col.  #,  are  all 
equal ;  and  fo  are  the  differences  of  the  logarithms 
in  the  2d  column.  And  of  confequence  the  num- 

bers (y)  in  the  third  column,  are  in  geometrical  pro- 
grefiion. And  this  is  agreeable  to  what  Sir  J.  New- 

ton has  laid  down  in  Prop.  V.  Book  II.  Principia. 
Hence  let  the  firft  velocity  be  what  it  will,  an 

iron  ball  6  inches  diameter,  after  having  moved 
800  feet  in  the  air,  will  proceed  with  £?  its  firft  ve- 

locity, having  fcarce  loft  T^.  of  that  velocity.  And 
after  moving  through  2400  feet,  will  have  loft  lit- 

tle more  than  a  quarter  of  its  firft  velocity. 

"When  x  zz  18420,  then  the  log.  is  1.00000,  and the  number  of  it  v  zz  TV«  So  after  it  has  moved 
18420  feet,  it  (till  has  -^  its  firft  velocity. 

If  x   be  greater  than  18420,  as  fuppofe  it  be 

looooo,    then   the  logarithm   is  —  1  —     l$  ° 5  18420 

zz —  1.44289;  that  is  —  2.557 1 1,  and  the  num- 
ber v  zz  .03607.  So  that  except  x  be  infinite,  the 

velocity  cannot  be  quite  taken  away. 

Again, 
Suppofe  the  diameter  of  the  ball  8  inches  zz  ~  ; 

then  will    -*  ,  =  ZZfL  =-  1+  2456l~* 36641^  2456l  2456l 
for  the  logarithm  of  the  velocity.  If  x  be  1067, 

then  the  logarithm  is  —  1 .95657,  and  the  velo- 
city v  —  .9048. 

Again, 

If  the  diameter  of  the  ball  be  2  inches  zz  J-, 

then  -co — 1  =  -z     =  —  1  +  — ;   >   tor 
30841**         6140  6140 

X  the 
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Fig.  the  logarithm ;  put  x  zz  267  ;  then  the  logarithm 

is  —  1.95656  j  and  the  number  of  it,  or  v  —.9048 
for  the  velocity. 

By  all  which  it  appears,  that  the  fame  velocity 
remains  in  each  ball,  after  defcribing  fpaces  pro- 

portional to  their  diameters  •,  as  it  ought  to  be  by 
this  law  of  refiftance. 

For  the  time. 

The  time  may  alfo  be  had  from  the  fame  CoroL 

For  v  zz    ,  and  Tv  +  tv  zz  Tb+  and  tv  zz 
T  +  / 

Tb —  Tv,  whence/zz     T. v 

Exam. 

Let  the  diameter  of  the  ball  be  6  inches  as  be- 

fore ;  then  T  =   l6oGcd  =  8000.     And   let  the b 

velocity, be  .8607,  then  b  —  vzi-iiz  «i393> 
.  I  2Q9 

and  t  zz  — — ^  X  8000  zz  129 4"  zz  21^  minutes 

.8607  y 
for  the  time  of  flight,  through   1200  feet.     But 
this  is  upon  fuppofuion,  that  the  firfl  velocity  is  1. 
But  if  the  firfl  velocity  be   1000  zz  b,  then  T  zz 

^z8,  and  then  t  zz  lI2£3  X  8  zz  l'Wzz: 
1000  .8607 1  . 

",  the  time  of  deferring  1200  feet. 
In  this  Prop.  1  have  (hewn  the  motion  of  an  iron 

ball  through  the  air,  when  its  tract  is  not  much 
different  from  a  right  line  ;  and  how  much  motion 
k  has  loft  in  moving  through  any  given  fpace,  by 

the  air's  refiflance,  and  likewife  the  time  of  de- 
fcribing that  fpace;  all  which  is  founded  upon  the 

theory  of  refinance  laid  down  by  Sir  J.  Newton* 
Therefore  the  refiftance  and  retardation  of  a  pro- 

jectile cannot  be  much  greater  than  is  here  deter- mined ; 
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mined ;  from  whence  it  will  follow,  that  confider-  Fia. 
ing  the  fmall  retardation  made  in  the  motion  of  an 
iron  ball,  the  path  defcribed  by  a  projectile  cannot 
differ  very  far  from  a  parabola,  efpecially  in  flow 
motions. 

In  Prob.  XIX.  Sect.  III.  Fluxions,  I  have  calcu- 
lated the  tract  or  curve  in  which  a  projectile  moves 

in  a  refifting  medium  ;  by  this  Prob.  its  place  may 
be  found  in  that  tract,  its  velocity,  and  time  of 
moving,  if  any  body  will  be  at  the  pains  to  go 
through  the  computation.  But  as  it  can  be  of  no 
manner  of  ufe  in  gunnery,  by  reafon  of  its  diffi- 

culty, I  fhall  fay  no  more  about  it. 
The  line  defcribed  by  a  ball  in  the  air,  is  a  curve 

of  the  hyperbolic  kind,  one  of  the  afymptotes  is 
parallel  to  the  line  of  projection,  and  the  other  is 
perpendicular  to  the  horizon.  But  the  calculation 
of  fuch  a  curve  is  difficult,  which  makes  it  alfo  ufe- 
lefs  in  Gunnery.  And  although  by  the  refiftance 
of  the  air,  the  curve  defcribed  by  a  ball  may  differ 
confiderably  from  a  parabola ;  yet  fince  the  com- 

putations by  it  are  fo  fimple,  and  fo  eafily  done, 
we  ought  not  to  fet  the  rules  afide  as  ufelefs,  but 
rather  try  to  correct  them  from  experiments,  efpe- 

cially as  we  have  no  other  fixt  rules  to  go  by. 
For  this  end  the  following  Prop,  will  be  of  ufe. 

PROP.      XII. 

To  conflrutt  iahles  for  folving  the  common  Problem 
cf  Gunnery. 

To  do  this,  we  mud  have  a  competent  number 
of  experiments,  made  with  all  iorts  of  guns  at  all 

elevations,  to  get  their  randoms,  in  manner  fol- 
lowing. Take  any  gun,  of  which  you  know  the 

proper  charge,  and  elevate  her  to  5  degrees,  and 
fire  her  off,  and  meafure  the  random,  which  fee 

X  z  down. 
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Fig. down.     Then  elevate  her  to  10,  15,  20,  25,  &c, 
degrees,  as  far  as  90,  and  find  the  random  for  each 
elevation  as  before  ;  all  which  muft  be  fet  down  in 
a  Table.  But  one  (hot  for  each  cannot  be  relied 
on,  but  feveral  muft  be  made,  in  order  to  take  a 

mean  among  them  •,  fo  that  the  Table  may  be  as 
perfect  as  poflible. 

This  being  made  for  one  fort  of  guns,  you  mult 
do  the  fame  for  guns  of  all  fizes,  and  make  a  Ta- 

ble for  each,  and  then  you  will  have  a  fet  of  Ta- 
bles, as  compleat  as  the  nature  of  the  thing  will 

admit  of.  It  is  true  this  requires  a  great  deal  of 
labour  and  time. 

When  any  Problem  in  Gunnery  is  propofed,  and 
refolved  by  the  rules  derived  from  the  parabola, 
and  the  folution  compared  with  a  fimilar  one, 

which  may  be  had  from  thefe  Tables  •,  the  error  of 
thefe  rules  will  appear,  and  afford  means  to  thole 
that  are  poffeffed  of  fuch  Tables,  of  correcting 
the  parabolic  theory,  which  is  the  only  one  we 
have  to  calculate  by.  Therefore  fince  we  have  no 
methods  of  computation,  but  what  are  founded  on 
the  parabola,  and  fince  they  are  fo  extremely  eafy 
in  themfelves,  and  may  be  corrected  fo  as  to  come 
near  the  truth.  I  fhall  here  therefore  folve  the 

common  Problems  of  Gunnery  by  the  parabolic 
hypothecs,  and  (hew  how  to  proceed  with  fuch 
Tables  for  a  folution,  with  which  1  fhall  conclude 
this  Article, 

P  R  O  B.    I. 

The  random  or  horizontal  projections  at  any  eleva- 
tion being  given  ;  to  find  the  random  at  any  other  ele- 

vation>  the  charge  remaining  the  fame, 

R   U  L  z. 
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Rule, 
 Flg' 

The  horizontal  randoms ',  made  with  the  fame  vela- 
city ,  at  different  elevations  ;  are  as  the  fines  of  the 
doubled  angles  of  elevation. 

Exam. 

Suppofe  the  random  at  20  degrees  elevation,  be 
3058  feet,  to  find  the  random  at  62  degrees. 

As  S.  400  —  0.80806 
to  3058  —  3-48543 
S.  S.  124  (or  56)  9-9l%57 

13.40400 
to  3944  (anf.)  3.59594 

To  folve  it  by  the  Tables  of  random.  Seek 
among  the  Tables,  till  you  find  one  that  has  the 
fame  elevation  and  random,  or  the  neareft  thereto ; 
then  in  that  Table  againft  the  other  elevation,  you 
have  the  random  fought.  This  random  you  may 
compare  with  the  other  found  by  calculation,  the 
difference  will  be  the  error. 

Cor.  1.  The  great  ell  random  is  at  the  elevation 

of  45°. 
For  the  fine  of  90  (2  X  45,)  is  the  greateft  fine. 

Cor,  2.  The  greateft  random  is  equal  to  the  latus  55* 
return  of  the  parabola. 

Fqr  let  L  zz  latus  rectum,  then  fince  the  angle 

BAE  zz  450,  AB  =  BE  =2  2BD,  but  LxDBz 
ABs  that  is  L  x  iAB  =  AB%  or  Lz=  2ABzz AC. 

Or  thus,  fince  DB  —  iAC,  B  is  the  focus,  and 
AC  the  latus  rectum. 

SCHO  L, 

It  is  obferved,  that  the  greateft  random  is  not 
quite  450,  in  the  air,  but  only  about  44V. 
^  X  2  FROB, 
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Fig. 
5  P  R  O  B.     II. 

The  greateft  random  being  given  -9  to  find  the  random 
at  any  given  elevation. 

Exam. 

Suppofe  the  greateft  random  5080  feet,  to  find 
the  random  at  25  degrees  elevation. 

As  radius  —  10. 

to  5080  —*  370586 
S.  50  —         — *       9.88425 

Anf.  3$92  —  359°11 

P  R  O  B.      III. 

Having  the  random  and  elevation  of  the  piece  given  5 
to  find  the  elevation  proper  for  hitting  a  mark,  at  a 
given  dijtance* 

Exam.       i. 

Suppofe  the  random  4900  feet,  and  elevation; 

420  j  and  the  diftance  of  the  mark  3520  feet. 
As  4900  —  3.69019 
S.  84         —  —        9.99761 
fo  3520  —  3-51654 

13.54415 
Anf.  S.  45  36,  or  134  25      9.85396 

Half  is  22  48,  or  6y   12,  which  are  the  two  ele* 
vations,  at  either  of  which  the  mark  will  be  hit. 

Exam.      2. 

Suppofe  the  greateft  random  5080  feet,  and  the 
mark  3520  feet  diftant. The 
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3** 

The  greatefl  random  is  at  45°,  therefore  Fig, 
as  5080  —  3*70856 
to  rad.  —  10. 

fo  3520  —  3-54654 

S.  43  52  or  136  8,  9.84068 

Half  of  which  is  2 1  $6,  or  68  4  •,  fo  that  the  mark 
may  be  hit,  either  at  the  elevation  of  21  56,  or 
the  elevation  64  4. 

By  the  Tables  j  find  the  given  diftance  and  ele- 
vation in  fome  Table,  in  which,  againft  the  given 

diftance,  is  the  elevation. 

Cor.  Hence  the  randoms  are  equal,  when  the  eleva- 
tions are  equally  difiant  above  and  below  45 %  being 

the  complements  to  one  another. 

S    C    H    O    L. 

It  has  been  obferved,  that  in  the  air,  the  lower 
randoms  go  a  little  farther  than  the  correfpondent 
upper  randoms.  Alfo  when  the  greateft  random  is 
given  from  experiments,  the  randoms  at  leffer  ele- 

vations, being  computed  by  the  fines  of  the  dou- 
bled arches,  always  come  out  lefs,  than  the  ran- 
doms obtained  from  experiments. 

PROB,      IV; 

Having  the  greateft  random  upon  a  horizontal  plane ; 
to  find  the  greateft  random  on  an  inclined  plane. 

Rule. 

The  projections  or  randoms  made  on  different 
planes,  with  the  fame  velocity,  are  in  the  compli- 

cate ratio  of  the  fines  of  the  angles  which  the  lines 
of  direction  make  with  the  plane  and  zenith  •,  and 

the  fquares  of  the  cofines  of  the  plane's  elevations 
reciprocally. 

X  4  And 
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Fig,  And  the  greateft  randoms  on  different  planes,1 
are  as  the  verfed  fines  of  the  angles  between  the 
plane  and  zenith  directly,  and  the  verfed  fines  of 
double  thefe  angles  reciprocally ;  either  for  afcents 
or  defcents. 

Or  rather  thus ;  the  randoms  are  reciprocally  as 
the  verfed  fines  of  the  fupplements  of  the  angles 
between  the  plane  and  zenith. 

Exam. 

Suppofe  the  greateft  horizontal  random  3990, 
what  is  the  greateft  random  on  a  plane  elevated  or 
depreffed  9  degrees. 

For  the  a/cent* 

Herein.  =•    and  therefore   '■    vM ?m8o  v.162 

3990  :  random  fought  =  2  X  v'*l°  *  '99Q,  for 
v.162 

the  afcent. 

Log.  2.  **m  0.30103 
verf.  81  (.84357)  —  1.92611 
299°        —•  —        3-60097 

3.82811 
verf.  162  (1.95105)  0.29027 

Anf.  3450  —  3-53784 

For  the  defeent. 

The  random  fought  =  «X«-99°X3
99° 

^.198  or  162 
Log.  2.  —  0.30103 
ver.  99(1.15643)  0.063 1 1 
399°  —  3-60097 
i    

3-96511 verf.  198  (1.951)  0.29027 

Anf.  4730        —  3-67484 
Or. 
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Or  thus. 

E    R  Y. 

Iff 

Fig. 

Rad. 

399° 
~ ■" 

10. 
3.60097 

verf.  99° 
— 

13.60097 

10.06312 

>•» 

345° *— 
— 

3-537*5 

verf.  8 1 
mmm 

13.60097 

9.92612 

4730 
— 

3-67485 

Cor.  T#<?  greateft  random  on  an  inclined  plain*  is 
when  the  line  of  direction  biffecls  the  angle  between 
the  zenith  and  the  plain.  And  the  randoms  are  equal 
which  are  made  at  equal  dijlances  above  and  below 
this  line. 

P  R  O  B.     V. 

Having  the  greateft  horizontal  random*  to  find  the 
elevation  to  hit  an  objecl  with  the  leaft  force,  whofe 
height  and  dijlance  are  given. 

The  angle  of  elevation  is  found  thus ;  fay  as 
the  diftance,  to  radius  ;  fo  the  altitude  of  the  ob- 
jed,  to  the  tangent  of  its  elevation.  But  this  ele- 

vation may  be  more  eafily  had  by  obfervation. 
Then  fuppofe  a  line  drawn  from  the  place  to  the 
objecl ;  then  the  line  of  diredion  fought  mud  bif- 

fed the  angle  between  this  line  or  the  objed,  and 
the  zenith.  And  this  will  be  fo  whether  the  objed 
be  above  or  below  the  plain  of  the  horizon. 

Cor.  To  hit  an  objecl  with  the  leaft  force*  the  line 
of  direclion  muft  biffecl  the  angle  between  the  zenith 
and  the  objecl. 

P  R  O  B. 
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Fig. 

P  R  O  B.      VI. 

The  velocity  in  feet,  and  the  elevation  being  given  5 
to  find  the  horizontal  random. 

Rule. 

Let  fzz  16.1  feet,  A  zz  fine  of  double  the  an- 

ole  of  elevation,  vzz  the  velocity.     Then  —   
0  J  2/x  rad. 
sc  horizontal  random. 

Exam. 

Let  the  elevation  be  30  degrees,  and  the  velo- 
city 350. 
350  —  2.5440.6 
35°     T      2.54406  , 
S.  60     —     9-93753 

15.02565 

32.2     —      1.5078.5 
rad.     —      10. 

11.50785 

Anf.  3295    —   3-5i78o 

Cor.  1.  The  elevations  being  the  fame \  the  horizon- 
tal randoms  are  as  the  fquares  of  the  velocities. 

56.      Cor.  2.  The  velocity  is  a  mean  proportional  between 
1 6. 1  and  the  parameter  to  AF,  at  the  point  of  pro- 

jeclion. For  if  AG  be  the  velocity,  or  fpace  moved  in  a 
fecond  i  then  GH  zz  16.1,  the  ipace  defcended  in 

a  fecond.     But  _—.  zz  parameter  to  AF  =  ~. GH  f 

Cor. 
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Cor.  3.  the  horizontal  velocity  is  confiantly  AI.  §' 
And  the  principal  latus  refium  of  the  parabola  —  5 6. 

Al* 

~r 

Cor.  4.  The  velocity  at  any  point  A  of  the  fame  pa- 
rabola* is  as  the  fecant  of  the  angle  I  AG,,  or  recipro- 

cally as  the  cofine  of  the  elevation. 
For  AI  being  conftant,  A I :  AG  :  :  rad.  :  fecant 

of  lAG  :  :  cof.  iAG  :  to  radius. 

Cor.  5.  If  DE  be  made  equal  to  ~  the  latus  return*  5J* 
and  the  horizontal  line  GEH  drawn  *  the  velocity  at 
any  point  F  in  the  curve,  is  that  which  a  body  acquires 
by  falling  from  the  line  GF  to  that  point  F.  Thus  the 
velocity  at  D,  is  that  by  falling  through  ED,  and  at 
F  through  GF,  &V. 

For  if  DE  r=  DO  ±  -J  the  latus  re&um,  then  O 
is  the  focus,  and  OK  or  DI  =  2DE  z=  2IK.  The 
velocity  in  falling  through  ED  is  the  fame  as  in 
falling  through  DO  ;  but  in  an  equal  time  it  will 
defcribe  2DO  or  DI,  or  OK,  and  therefore  will 

pafs  through  the  point  K  of  the  parabola.  And 
therefore  the  body  will  defcribe  the  parabola  whofe 
focus  is  O,  and  ~  the  latus  reclum  ED ;  and  con- 
fequently  the  velocity  at  F  is  that  which  is  acquired 
by  falling  through  GF.  But  (by  the  Conic  Sections) 
GF  is  ~  the  latus  redtum  to  the  diameter  FN. 

Cor.  6.  A  body  projetled  perpendicularly  upwards* 
with  the  velocity  at  F  in  the  parabola  DFA,  will  af- 
cend  to  the  height  FG  or  PE. 

P  R  O  B.     VII. 

Having  the  random  made  with  a  certain  charge  of 
powder*  at  a  given  elevation ,  to  find  the  charge  of 

powder '*  for  any  other  random*  with  the  fame  elevation. 
Rule. 

\ 
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Fig-  ^ 
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The  charges  of  powder  will  be  nearly  as  the  ran- 
doms, excepting  that  the  charge  is  fomething  too 

great,  when  it  is  lefs  than  the  given  charge ;  and 
too  little,  when  it  is  bigger.  See  Cor.  Prop.  II. 
But  if  Prop.  III.  be  admitted,  the  random  will  be 
exactly  as  the  charge. 

Exam. 

If  8/£.  of  powder  throw  a  ball  4010  feet  j  how 
much  powder  will  throw  it  5700  feet? 

4010/  :  Ba'  :  :  5700/ 8 

4010)45600(11.3^-  anfwer. 

4010' 
5500     (but  fomething 
4010    too  little  by  Prop.  II.) 

1490 

P  R  O  B.     VIII. 

*£he  height  of  the  'perpendicular  projection  and  ele- 
vation, being  given  \  to  find  the  height  of  the  fhoh 

Rule. 

The  altitudes  of  projections  are  as  the  verfed 
fines  of  the  doubled  angles  of  elevation,  when  the 
velocities  are  given  •,  and  as  the  fquares  of  the  ven 
locities,  when  the  elevation  is  given. 

Exam. 

Let  the  height  of  the  perpendicular  projection 
be  3420  feet,  what  is  the  height  when  the  eleva- 

tion is  25  degrees  ? 
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As  verf.  180        — 

3420  —  — 

verf.  70  — 

alt.  1 125 

&    K  Y. 
10.30103 

3-534Q2 
9.81821 

3*7 Fig; 

57* 
I3-35223 

3.05120 

Cor.  1 .  If  P  =  perpendicular  projection  in  feet, 

then  v  r=  2^/^f  the  velocity. 
For  y/f  (height)  :  2/  (velocity)  :  :  y/P  :  v. 

Cor.   2.    if  B  =  verf.   of  twice  the  elevation £ 

8/         2  r#^. 

Cor.  3.  The  perpendicular  projection  is  the  great  eft 
altitude. 

For  the  verf.  of  180  =3  2  radius. 

PROB:     IX. 

G/vm  the  height  of  the perpendicular  projection,  and, 
the  elevation ;  to  find  the  random. 

Rule. 

As  radius,  to  the  perpendicular  proje&ion  ;  fo 
the  fine  of  twice  the  elevation,  to  half  the  random. 

T^  1.  
2AP For  the  random  z=    . r 

Exam. 

Let  the  perpendicular  projeftion  be  3420,  and 

the  elevation  350. 
Rad.  —  10. 

3420  —  3-53402 
s.  70         —  9-97298 

^random,  3214,                  3-50700 

random  6428  ■   
Cori 
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Fig*     Cor.  The  perpendicular  projection  is  half  the  great- 
57*  eft  random. 

S    C    H    O    L. 

It  has  been  obferved,  that  from  the  refiftance  of 

the  air,  the  perpendicular  projection  is  fomething 
more  than  half  the  greateft  random. 

P  R  O  B.      X. 

The  random  and  elevation  given  \  to  find  the  height 

of  the  Jhot. 
Rule. 

As  radius,  to  the  tangent  of  elevation  :  :  ̂   the 
random,  to  the  height  of  the  projection. 

>fi       For  AB  :  BE  or  2BD  :  :  rad.  :  tan.   BAE  :  s 
£b*  -1AB  :  BD. 

Exam. 

Let  the  random  be  6428,  and  elevation  35* 
Rad.            ■  10. 

tan.  35         —         —  9.84522 
4  tan.   1607             —  3.20601 

height,  1125*         —  3-°5I^B 

PROB.     XL 

The  random  and  height  of  the  foot  being  given  %  id 
find  the  perpendicular  projection. 

Rule. 

Let  D  ~  random,  and  d  rz  7D,  h  =:  height  of 

the  projection  ;  then  h  +    —  =  height  of  the  per- 

pendicular projection. 
This  appears  by  Cor.  6.  Prob.  VI. 

Exam.1 
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Exam.  Fi& 

Suppofe  the  random  be  6428,  and  height  1125, 
Then  d  —     160 j 

1607 

1 1249 

9642 
1607 

1125)2582449(2295 
•  • •  2250  ••     1 1 25 

3324      3420    anf. 

2250        
107 

101 

~6 

Cor.  1.  The  principal Zatus  return  of  theparabola 
DD 

tS      r-# 

Cor.  2.  The  velocity  of  projection  is  2^/fb. 

PROB,      XII. 

Given  the  elevation,  and  random ;  to  find  the  time 

if  flight. 

Rule. 

The  times  of  flight  are  as  the  fines  of  the  angles 
of  elevation. 

Or  thus,  as  rad.  :  tan.  elevation  :  :  random  :  Q. 

Then  J  —  zz  time  in  feconds. 
E   X    A    Ml 
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Fig- 

Exam. 

Let  the  elevation  be  35,  and  random  642 8< 
Rad.  —  —         10. 

tan.  35  —  9.84522 
6428         —  —         3.80807 

Q  —         —  3-65329 
f—  16.1  —  1.20682 2.44647 

Anf.  16.7"  —  1.22323 

Cor.  T'he  height  of  thejhot  is  ?Q>  being  the  height 
cf  the  parabola. 

S    C    H   O   L. 

58*  The  rules  here  laid  down  are  moftly  derived  from 
the  motion  of  projectiles  in  my  Mechanics.  But 
befides  the  arithmetical  calculations,  the  feveral 
Problems  may  be  lblved  geometrically,  after  this 
manner.  Let  AB  be  the  perpendicular  projection. 
About  AB  defcribe  the  femicircle  ACB.  Make 

AK  =  2AB,  which  will  be  the  greateft  random. 
Let  AH  be  any  other  random,  and  make  AE  zz 

-J;AH,  and  erect  EO  perpendicular  to  AH  to  cut 
the  femicircle  in  C,  c  -9  and  draw  ACD,  kcd. 
Make  AF  zz  f  AH,  and  raife  FDd  perpendicular 
to  AH.  Biffed  FD,  Yd  in  G  and  g9  which  will 
be  the  vertexes  of  two  parabolas  palling  through 
A,  H,  and  touching  the  lines  AD,  Ai,  and  whofe 
parameters  are  4BL,  4B/.  Therefore  if  EA.C, 
EAc  be  two  elevations,  fo  that  CR  —  rR,  the  pro- 

jections made  in  thefe  two  directions  will  defcribe 
thefe  parabolas,  and  both  pafs  through  H.  And 

if  Al  ~  <AK,  and  IR  touch  the  circle  in  R,  AR 
will  be  90°,  and  the  projection  made  along  AR  will 
pafs  through  the  point  K.  So  then  AGH,  A^H, 
will  be  the  paths  of  the  projectiles,  in  direction  AC 

or 
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or  Ac,  and  whofe  velocity  is  that  acquired  by  fal-  Fig. 
ling  through  BA.  And  the  angle  ACB  or  AcB  is  58. 
always  a  right  angle.  And  the  heights  of  the  pa- 

rabolas will  be  FG  =:  EC  or  AL,  and  F^  =z  E^  or 
A/,  being  the  verfed  fines  of  twice  the  elevation. 
And  the  time  of  afcent  and  defcent  in  AB,  to -the 
time  in  the  parabola  AGH  (or  A^H),  is  as  AB  to 
AC  (or  Ac).  Alfo  LC  (Ic)  is  the  fine  of  twice  the 
elevation  zz  7  the  random. 

When  any  place  is  to  be  bombarded,  it  may  be 
done  either  by  elevating  the  piece  to  a  certain  an- 

gle, and  increafing  or  diminifhing  the  quantity  of 
powder,  till  the  ball  be  juft  thrown  to  the  mark. 
Or  elfe  by  taking  a  proper  charge  of  powder,  and 
elevating  or  depreffing  the  piece  till  fhe  juit  moots 

to  the  place  •,  and  then  keep  to  that  charge  and  ele- 
vation. If  the  gun  is  elevated  to  45  degrees,  the 

leaft  charge  of  powder  will  then  do  the  bufinefsj 
and  by  this,  much  powder  will  be  faved.  In  bom- 

barding hoiiies,  it  is  bed  to  elevate  the  gun  above 

450,  for  then  the  bomb  rifes  to  a  greater  height, 
and  fo  will  do  more  mifchief.  But  where  the  bomb 

falls  in  the  ftreets,  or  is  (hot  among  a  parcel  of 

men,  it  is  better  to  elevate  below  450,  for  then  it 
will  not  bury  itlelf  in  the  ground.  And  at  fea, 

mortars  mould  be  elevated  above  450,  for  the  agi- 
tation of  the  fea  continually  changes  the  direction 

of  the  mortar,  and  would  otherwife  render  the  fhot 

very  uncertain •,  but  in  great  elevations,  feveral  de- 
grees alteration  make  very  little  difference  in  the 

effecl. 

Y  ART: 
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ART.        XIV. 

ARCHITECTURE; 

OR      THE 

ART      OF      BUILDING. 

THIS  art  teaches  how  to  erect  any  kind  of 
buildings,  as  palaces,  churches,  or  private 

houfes.  In  performing  of  which,  many  hands  are 
employed  of  various  branches  of  bufinefs,  as  ma- 
fons,  (tone- cutters,  bricklayers,  carpenters,  join- 

ers, fmiths,  plumbers,  glaziers,  tylers,  flaters,  &c. 
This  is  an  art  of  fuch  extenfive  ufe  and  benefit, 

that  there  is  no  fuch  thing  as  mankind  living  with- 
out it  •,  the  inhabitants  of  all  countries  have  con- 

trived methods  to  build  themfelves  houfes  to  live 

in  •,  by  which  they  are  preferved  from  cold,  fnow, 
froft,  rain,  and  all  inclemencies  of  weather  -,  and 
in  which  they  can  preferve  from  deftruction,  all 
their  victuals,  cloaths,  bedding,  and  all  other  ne- 
cedaries  they  make  ufe  of.  This  art  then  muft  be 
ranked  in  the  firft  place,  for  till  that  has  been  duly 

put  in  execution  to  procure  a  dwelling  for  any  per- 
ibn,  he  can  practife  no  other  art. 

In  every  building  three  things  mud  be  princi- 
pally confidered,  firength%  conveniency,  and  beauty. 

Strength  requires  good  materials  and  good  work. 
Convenience  requires,  that  the  feveral  parts  be  fo  or- 

dered and  difpoled  that  one  part  may  not  be  a  nui- 
fance  to  another ;  that  thofe  parts  which  one  has  the 
moftrecourfe  to,  fhould  be  the  neareftat  hand-,  that 
the  room  or  bignefs  of  every  part  be  according  to 
the  ufe  of  it,  or  the  bufinefs  to  be  done  in  it. Beauty 
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Beauty  arifes  from  the  form  of  it,  and  the  corref-Fig. 
pondence  of  all  the  parts  with  the  wholes  fo  as  to 
be  agreeable  to  nature. 
When  a  building  is  to  be  erected,  the  expence 

of  it  ought  to  be  carefully  calculated,  by  fome  ju- 
dicious perfon,  and  timely  provifion  made  for  mo- 

ney, that  the  workmen  may  not  ftay  for  their  wages 
beyond  the  due  time.  And  a  fufficient  (lock  of 
materials  mull  be  provided  and  got  in,  that  there 
be  no  flop  in  going  forward  with  the  building,  for 
it  is  an  advantage  to  the  work  to  be  carried  on  and 
finifhed  with  expedition.  The  materials  to  be  taken 
care  for  are  timber,  itone,  bricks,  lime,  fand,  and 
iron.  As  to  the  choice  or  goodnefs  of  thefe,  and 
the  manner  of  ufing  them,  I  fhall  explain  in  the 
following  Propofitions. 

PROP.      I. 

To  defcribe  the  fever al  materials^  as  timber *,  flow* 
2ime>  fand,  &c. 

The  forts  of  timber  moftly  ufed  in  building  are 
Oak,  elm,  afh,  and  fir.  The  oak  will  warp  and 
call,  except  it  be  many  years  old,  and  thoroughly 
dry,  but  the  elm  V'ill  call  more  than  any  other ; 
the  afh  not  fo  much.  But  fir  is  the  bed  wood  for 

ftanding  its  life,  for  it  is  of  a  fpringy  nature,  and 
will  caft  very  little.  All  fappy  parts  muft  be  cut 
out  of  wood  ufed  in  building,  for  it  foon  decays. 
The  mod  proper  time  of  felling  timber  is  the  win- 

ter feafon,  and  fome  fay  in  the  decreafe  of  the 
moon.  In  the  winrcr  the  fap  is  all  expended  in 
feeding  the  branches,  and  wood  felled  then  will 

neither  warp  nor  cleave-,  but  felled  in  fummer  ic 
will  rift  and  (brink.  It  is  therefore  a  wrong  me- 

thod of  felling  oak  in  the  fummer,  for  the  fake  of 
the  bark  \  for  the  wood  will  not  be  fo  ftrong  nor  fo 

Y  2  good, 
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Ficr.good.     A  better  way  is  to  bark  the  trees  in  the 
fummer  (landing,  and  let  them  ftand  till  the  winter. 
For  after  the  bark  is  taken  off,  the  trees  will  live 
and  thrive  till  winter.       The   timber  of  fuch  trees 

as  grow  in  open  fields,  is  better  than  fuch  as  grow 
in  clofe  woods  and  (hady  places.     Some  fay,  that 
the  fader  the  tree  grows,  the  dronger  the  timber 

will  be  •,  and  that  good  ground  produces  better 
timber  than  bad  ground.     The  age  of  a  tree  may 
be  known,  when  it  is  fawn  through,  by  the  num- 

ber of  rings  round  the  pith  •,  in  each  ring  there  is 
a  number  of  open  pipes,  which  convey  the  fap  up- 

wards.    As  many  of  thefe  rings,  fo  many  years  old 
the  tree  is.     If  you  obferve  whereabouts  the  rings 
are  wided ;  that  fide  of  the  tree  faces  the  fouth. 
No  timber  mould  be   ufed  in   building  till  it  be 
three  years  old.     Fir  wood   is  the   bed  for  roofs, 
and  joifts,  and  for  flooring  and  doors.     But  oak  is 
the  bed  for  window-frames  or  door-pods,  or  any 
part  that  faces  the  weather,  for  it  will  lad  beyond 
any  other  fort  of  wood. 

Stone  is  of  various  kinds,  as  marble,  alabafter, 
fire   done,    purbeck   done,    free   done,    common 
quarry    dones,  pebbles,  or  river  dones,  Portland 
done,  &c.     There  are  feveral  forts  of  marble,  as 

white,  black,  grey,  green,  veined  or  fpotted.     It 
is  a  very  hard  done,  and  capable  of  a  fine  polifh  5 
it  is  ufed  for  chimney-pieces,  hearths,  tables,  tomb- 
ftones,  and  datues.     Alabafter  is  a  foft,  white  fort 
of  marble;  it  is  ufed  for  monuments  and  carvec 
figures,  or  to  make  cement.     Fire  ftone,  called  alfa 
rigate  done,  is  ufed  for  hearths,  ovens,  doves,  &c 
Purbeck  fione  is  a  hard  grey  done,  ufed  for  pave 
nients,  they  may  be  cut  fquare  and  polifhed.     Fre 
ftone,  this  is  dug   out  of    quarries,  being   a  fof 
whitifh  done,  and  of  a  fine  fandy  greet,  and  ma 
be  fquared  and  wrought  into  any  form.     It  is  ufe 
for  flags,  jaumbs  for  windov/s   and  doors,  and  i 

buildin 
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building  the  fronts  of  houfes,  and  the  arches  ofFig. 
bridges,  &c. 

Quarry  ft  ones  ̂   are  dug  out  of  a  rock  or  quarry  ; 
they  will  not  work  to  any  form,  being  very  hard. 
They  are  very  good  for  building  common  walls. 
Pebbles  are  fuch  ttones  as  lie  loofe  in  the  bottom  of 

a  river,  of  all  forms,  and  very  hard.  They  are 
ufed  for  common  pavements  in  the  ftreets,  and  for 
coarfe  walls.  Portland  fione,  is  brought  from  Dor- 
fetlhire,  it  is  fofter  and  whiter  than  Purbeck,  and 
railed  in  greater  blocks  out  of  the  quarry.  This 
is  much  ufed  in  building,  but  it  will  not  en- 

dure fire. 

Lime,  this  is  made  of  burnt  ftones,  and  thefe 
ftones  are  either  dug  out  of  quarries,  or  gathered 
out  of  rivers.     The  quarries  proper  for  this  are 
called  lime-ftone  quarries.     That  lime  is  belt  which 
is  made  of  the  hardeft  ftone,  and  when  burnt  is  of 
a  blueifh  colour.     Quarry  ftones  are  better  than 
loofe  gathered   ftones.      Lime  may  be    made  of 
fhells,  as  cockles,  oyfters,  &c.     And  about  Lon- 

don they  frequently   burn  chalk  for  lime ;  but  it 
makes  very  weak  lime ;  and  is  fitted  for  plaifter- 
ing,  being  very  white.      When  the  lime  ftones  are 
well  burnt,  which  requires  two  days  or  more,  it  is 
taken  out  of  the  kiln,  and  led  away.     Then  it  is 
to  btjlakedy  which  is  done  by  turning  it  over  with 
a  fhovel,  and  throwing  as  much  water  upon  it,  lit- 

tle by  little,  as  will  make  it  fall  to  powder.     When 
it  is  all  thus  flaked,  it  mud  be  lightly  covered  with 
fand.     It  ought  to  lie  thus  for  a  week  at  leaft,  be- 

fore it  is  made  up  ;  but  if  it  lie  longer  it  is  better; 
for  it  requires  time  for  all  the  knots  to  diftblve. 
When   it  is  to  be  made  into  mortar,  it   muft  be 

mixed  with  fand  ;  if  it  be  river  land,  you  mult  put 
two  load  of  it  to  one  load  of  lime,  but  pit-fand  be- 

ing fofter,  take  three  load  of  it  to  a  load  of  lime. 
The  lime  and  fand  muft  be  well  mixed  together, 

Y  3  and 
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Fig.and  made  up  with  water.     But  it  is  not  to  be  ufed 
dire&ly,  but  muft  lie  fome  time. 

Sand,  this  is  had  feveral  ways ;  by  digging  in  the 
ground,  or  leading  it  out  of  the  rivers,  or  from 
the  fea.  The  river  fand  makes  the  ftrongeft  lime, 
but  lefs  of  it  is  ufed.  Sea  fand  is  reckoned  the 

worft,  by  reafon  the  fait  makes  it  moulder  away, 
therefore  not  fo  fit  to  make  lime  with.  Sand  is  bad 
when  dirt  is  mixed  with  it. 

Metals,  which  are  made  ufe  of  in  building,  are 
iron,  lead,  and  copper.  Iron  ferves  to  make  nails, 
crooks,  bars,  hinges,  grates,  &c.  Englifh  iron  is 
the  worft  for  making  nails  of,  &c.  for  it  is  fo  brittle 
the  nails  will  not  clinch.  Iron  is  good,  if  it  ap- 

pears of  a  fine  grey  colour  when  broken  -,  but  bad, 
when  many  glittering  fpecks  appear  in  it.  Lead 
ferves  for  glazing  with,  and  meet-lead  ferves  for  co- 

vering the  roofs  of  churches,  and  any  ftately 
buildings,  and  for  lead  gutters,  and  pipes  for  car- 

rying off  the  water.  And  is  ferviceable  for  fallen^ 
ing  any  iron  work  in  Hone.  Copper  is  ufed  for 
making  nails,  clafp?,  &c.  Alio  brafs  is  ufed  much 
in  the  fame  way. 

Bricks  are  a  fort  of  artificial  ftone.     They  are 
made  of  clay,  dug  ariel  feafoned  in  the  winter,  and 
burnt  in  the  fummer.      There  are  feveral  forts  of 

bricks,  as  common  tricks*  from  9  to  n  inches  long, 
Hollow  bricks,  flat  on  one   fide  and  hollow  on   the 
other,  when  the  hollows   are  laid   together,  they 
make  conduits  for  conveying  water  away.     Flemijh 
bricks,  a  fmall  fort  for  paving  with.     Feather-edged 
bricks,  are   thinner   on  one    fide    than    the   other. 

Paving  bricks,  or  paving   tiles,  of  different   form 
and  fizes,  for  laying  floors  with.     Place  brids  and 
Jiock   bricks,  for    walling.     Statute  bricks,  iuch   as 
are  made  about  London,  according  to  act  of  parlia- 

ment, they  are  to  be  9  inches  long.     Copeing  bricks^ 
for  the  tops  of  walls.     And  feveral  other  forts. 

PROP. 
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Fig- 
PROP.      II. 

To  lay  the  foundation  of  any  building. 

The  greateft  care  ought  to  be  taken  to  lay  a 
good  foundation,  for  if  that  fails,  the  fuper-druc- 
ture  cannot  be  fupported.  And  generally  fpeak- 
ing,  there  are  more  errors  committed  this  way, 
than  in  any  thing  elfe,  and  are  of  the  molt  perni- 

cious confequence,  being  often  attended  with  the 
ruin  of  the  whole  building.  Foundations  are  to 
be  laid  within  the  ground,  and  fo  much  the  deeper 

as  the  earth  is  fofter  and  loofer  •,  and  you  mud  dig 
till  you  come  at  firm  ground.  The  bed  foundation 
is  when  we  build  upon  a  rock,  the  next  is  a  hard 
and  firm  gravel ;  a  ftrong  ftiff  clay  is  alfo  very 

good  -y  but  foft  loofe  earth  is  bad  •,  and  the  word  is 
moorifh  foft  earth  ;  and  among  quick-fprings. 
Sound  ground  may  be  known  by  linking  forcibly 
with  a  heavy  body,  and  then  if  it  be  firm  it  will 
not  make  or  found,  or  move  the  water  in  a  veffel. 
The  foundation  mud  be  digged  wider  than  the 
thicknefs  of  the  wall,  to  make  offsets,  and  fo 
much  wider  as  the  ground  is  loofer ;  they  mud  be 
very  level  at  the  bottom  ;  and  in  laying  your  dones, 
place  the  flateft  fide  downwards  upon  the  level  earth, 
for  if  you  fet  an  angle  or  edge  of  it  downwards, 
the  weight  will  make  it  fink  into  the  earth  like  a 
wedge,  and  make  the  building  fhrink.  You  mud 
make  offsets  at  the  bottom  ;  fometimes  two  or  three 
mud  be  made.  But  never  lay  a  done  further  out 
for  an  offset  than  a  third  part  of  its  length.  The 
loofer  the  ground  is,  the  more  offsets  mud  be 
made ;  for  obferve,  the  greater  the  bafe  on  which 
your  foundation  dands,  and  the  more  points  the 
foundation  dones  touch  in,  the  firmer  it  is,  and 
the  more  weight  it  will  carry.     The  offsets  mud  all 

Y  4  be 
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Fig.be  lower  than  the  floor  within.  ABCDE  is  a  wall 
59.  with  its  offsets.  Some  workmen,  after  the  foun* 

dation  is  laid,  begin  directly  to  build  upon  it,  with* 
out  rilling  up  the  hollows  or  vacancies  at  the  bot- 
torn;  but  this  is  wrong;  for  when  the  outfide 
{tones  are  laid,  the  infide  muft  alfo  be  rilled  with 
Hones  truly  laid;  and  when  it  will  hold  no  more, 
earth  muft  be  rammed  in  between  them,  and  alfo 
under  fuch  (tones  as  will  not  lie  level,  and  the  earth 
well  beat.  If  this  is  not  done,  it  cannot  be  called 

a  good  foundation. 
In  foft  boggy  ground  which  finks  much,  piles 

muft  be  driven  into  all  the  foundations,  as  thick 
as  they  can  ftand,  and  then  planks  laid  over  them 
and  pinned  faft,  upon  thefe  you  begin  to  build  5 
and  this  is  abfolutely  neceffary  in  laying  the  foun- 

dations of  the  piers  of  bridges,  where  the  ground 
is  not  found.  And  the  piles  muft  be  driven  to  the 
found  ground. 

In  a  large  houfe  the  foundations  muft  be  twice 
as  thick  as  the  walls  ;  and  as  much  offset  made  on 

one  fide  as  on  the  other,  or  rather  fomething  more 
on  the  outfide. 

If  the  ground  is  bad  only  in  fome  particular 
places,  and  the  reft  good  ;  arches  may  be  turned 
over  the  bad  places,  which  will  take  off  the  weight, 

PROP.      Ill, 

To  defcribe  the  method  of  'walling. 

The  materials  for  walling  with  are  ftone  and 
brick,  and  mortar  made  of  lime;  and  in  walling 
with  either,  obferve  thefe  particular  directions. 
1.  The  walls  of  any  houfe  muft  be  exactly  perpen- 

dicular. 2.  The  ltrongcft  and  greateft  materials 
muft  be  at  the  bottom.  3.  The  walls  of  a  houfe 
muft  diminilh  proportionally  in  thicknefs,  every 

ftory 
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flory  in  height.  4.  That  for  every  foot  and  half,  Fig. 
or  two  feet  high,  a  courfe  of  throughs  be  laid  •,  59. 
thefe  throughs  go  quite  through  the  wall,  and  ferve 
to  bind  it  together,  which  otherwife  would  fplit. 
5.  The  corners  mult  be  well  tied  together,  with 
quoins  laid  crofs  and  crofs,  of  a  good  length,  thefe 
quoins  are  commonly  fquared  (lone.  6.  No  wail 
mould  be  wrought  above  three  feet  high  before  the 
next  adjoining  walls  be  brought  up,  and  thefe  in 
their  turn  muft  be  carried  above  the  reft,  but  not 
more  than  three  feet.  If  the  walls  are  not  thus 

bound  into  one  another,  they  will  crack  and  part. 
7.  In  walling,  obferve  to  break  the  joints,  that  is, 
not  to  make  one  joint  above  another,,  which  is  bad 

workmanfhip,  and  may  caufe  the  walls  to  crack  -, 
for  the  ftones  or  bricks  ought  all  to  be  tied  over  one 
another  as  much  as  they  can.  9.  Avoid  making 
great  joints,  but  lay  the  bricks  or  ftones  as  clofe  as 
they  can  be  pur,  with  narrow  joints  of  lime.  10.  In 
all  buildings,  the  folid  parts  muft  be  directly  over 
the  folid  parts,  and  the  vacant  parts  over  the  va- 

cant. Thus  pillars  muft  be  above  pillars,  windows 
and  doors  above  windows  and  doors,  and  walls 

above  walls,  partitions  above  partitions  5  to  make 
good  work. 

Brick  walls  are  built,  by  laying  the  bricks  length- 
ways upon  the  wall,  end  for  end,  in  a  due  quan- 

tity of  lime ;  this  is  called  2.  ftr etching  courfe.  And 
when  the  wall  is  railed  about  every  fix  courfes,  then 
a  courfe  of  bricks  is  laid  with  their  lengths  crofs 
the  wall,  called  a  heading  courfe.  This  binds  the 
wall  together.  But  when  a  brick  does  not  reach 
through  the  wall,  a  ftretching  courfe  more  is  laid 
on  one  fide  of  the  wall  than  on  the  other.  And 
then  two  bricks  laid  crofs  muft  tie  over  one  an- 

other, for  all  the  length  of  the  wall.  Sometimes 
the  wall  is  fo  thick,  that  3  or  4  bricks  muft  be 
thus   tied   together  crofs.     Stone  walls  are  built 

much 
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Fig,  much  after  the  fame  manner,  if  they  are  made  of 
59.  hewn  (tones.  Every  wall  confifts  of  two  walls  or 

two  parts,  an  outfide  and  an  infide  wall ;  then  the 
middle  part  is  filled  with  lime  and  rubbifh  ftones. 
Walls  built  of  pebbles  taken  out  of  rivers,  are 
built  by  no  certain  rule  ;  for  in  both  fides  of  the 
wall,  the  ftones  muft  be  laid  as  they  will  fit  the 

places  •,  and  the  infide  is  filled  with  mortar  and 
rubbifh,  called  filling  ftones.  And  ac  every  half 
yard  high  the  wall  is  levelled,  and  acourfe  of  throu^hs 
is  laid  on,  as  I  faid  before.  The  form  of  a  brick 

60t  wall,  fee  Fig.  60. 
When  cellars  are  to  be  made  ;  their  foundations 

muft  be  laid  7  feet  below  the  firft  floor  •,  for  the  top 
or  ceiling  muft  lie  level  with  the  ground  on  which 
the  houie  ftands,  or  very  little  higher.  They  ought 
to  be  entirely  within  ground,  and  to  be  fituated  on 
the  north  fide  of  a  houfe,  for  coolnefs.  They  are 
bcft  arched  over-head  ;  for  if  they  be  covered  above 
with  a  wooden  floor,  the  wood  foon  decays,  by 
the  great  dampnefs, 

PROP.      IV. 

Tofhew  the  method  of  laying  different  forts  of  floors* 

Ground  floors  are  made  various  ways,  as  with 
bricks,  flags,  or  marble.  Square  bricks  from  6 
to  12  inches,  are  made  on  purpofe  for  flooring, 
and  make  a  very  good  floor.  Common  bricks  are 
alfo  ufed  for  floors  j  they  are  laid  length-ways  crofs 
the  houfe  by  a  line,  one  courfe  after  another,  but 
fo  that  the  joints  at  the  ends  may  fall  about  the 
middle  of  each  brick  in  the  former  courfe;  this 

way  they  are  laid  flat,  but  they  may  be  fet  edge- 
ways, and  then  they  make  a  very  ftrong  floor,  but 

confume  twice  as  many  bricks.  Before  they  begin 
to  lay  them,  they  level  the  floor  very  exactly,  and 

then 
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then  lay  a  layer  of  fand  upon  it,  and  fpread  it  le~Fig. 
vel,  three  or  four  inches  thick.  Flags  are  laid  af- 

ter the  fame  manner ;  they  mud  firft  be  drefled  plain 
on  the  upper  fide,  and  then  made  fquare  on  ail 
fides,  and  they  muft  be  all  made  of  the  fame 

breadth  •,  and  then  they  are  laid  courfe  after  courfe 
by  a  line,  crofs  the  houie  \  lb  that  there  may  not 
fall  joint  upon  joint. 

Very  good  floors  are  laid  with  lime  and  gravel 
after  this  manner.  After  the  lime  has  been  flaked, 
and  has  laid  fome  time,  it  is  riddled  through  a 
wire  riddle,  to  take  all  the  lumps  out  of  it.  Then 
the  fharpeft  gravel  that  can  be  had  muft  be  got, 
and  all  the  roughed  part  taken  out  by  riddling  ; 
what  remains  confifts  of  very  coarfe  fand,  mixed 
with  very  fmall  ftones.  Put  an  equal  quantity  of 
this  gravel,  and  lime  together  \  and  make  it  up 
like  mortar.  Then  the  houfe  floor  is  to  be  level- 

led, and  fpread  over  with  this  mortar  to  the  thick- 
nefs  of  about  3  or  4  inches,  and  made  very  level. 
It  muft  be  left  thus  for  a  few  days  till  it  hardens ; 
and  when  a  perfon  can  walk  on  it  without  finking, 
he  muft  take  a  beater  made  of  a  piece  of  flat  board, 

and  beat  it  all  over  very  level  •,  and  when  it  begins 
to  crack  it  muft  be  beaten  again.  And  thus  it 
muft  be  beaten  fix  or  eight  times  over,  at  the  dil- 
tance  of  4  or  5  days,  or  a  week,  till  it  grows  hard, 
and  crack  no  more.  But  care  muft  be  taken  that 

nothing  comes  upon  it,  till  it  be  thoroughly  dry. 
Inftead  of  gravel  fome  mix  coals  with  the  lime, 
and  others  imiddy  gum  (being  the  flakes  that  fly 
off  hot  iron)  when  it  can  be  had.  But  the  belt 
thing  \sfparr  beat  fmall,  which  comes  out  of  the 
lead  mines. 

Flooring with marble is 
the mod: beautiful  as 

well  as  the mod coftly. It 
is 

laid   ir 1  one  entire 
{tone  before  chimnies.     And  it  is  often  laid  of  two 

colours  placed  chequerwifc  or  fquare,  Ode  by  fide  ; 
or 
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Fig.  or  arrafs  wife,  laid  angle  to  angle.  And  there  are 
feveral  forms  contrived  to  lay  pieces  of  different 
colours  among  one  another,  which  appear  very 
beautiful. 

The  cheapeft  flooring  is  that  made  with  common 
rough  (tones,  either  gathered  out  of  rivers,  or 
raifed  in  common  quarries.  This  is  proper  for  {ta- 

bles, courts,  common  high-ways,  &c. 
Floors  of  upper  rooms  are  laid  with  deal  boards 

or  fir  boards.  In  building  a  houfe,  joifts  mull  be 
laid  along  to  nail  the  boards  to.  Thele  joifts  mull 
be  made  deeper  than  broad,  for  the  greatell  part  of 
the  ftrength  lies  in  the  depth,  for  the  llrength  in- 
creafes  as  the  fquare  of  the  depth,  and  only  limply 
as  the  breadth.  The  depth  may  be  6  or  8  inches, 
or  more  if  they  are  long,  and  be  to  carry  a  great 
weight.  And  they  may  be  laid  a  foot  or  half  a 
yard  from  one  another,  but  not  more  than  2  feet. 
The  boards  mull  be  plained  and  fet  to  dry.  Thefe 
boards  ought  to  be  2  or  3  years  old,  or  elfe  they 
will  pine,  when  laid  in  a  floor ;  for  they  ought  to 
be  very  dry  when  laid.  And  the  broadell  boards 

will  pine  the  moll  -,  therefore  to  make  good  floors, 
fo  that  the  joints  may  not  appear,  they  ufe  narrow 
boards,  called  battens.  Thefe  boards  when  fhot 
ftreight  are  channelled  on  the  edges,  and  latted  ; 
and  driven  clofe  together,  and  nailed  down  with 
brads  or  unheaded  nails,  which  will  fink  into  the 

wood  -9  and  then  the  floor  is  plained  fmooth  and  even. 
No  dormants  mull  be  laid  over  the  heads  of 

doors  or  windows. 

PROP.      V. 

To  Jhew  the  proportion  of  the  feveral  parts  of  a 
room  to  one  another. 

An  entry  or  paffage  ought  to  be  fo  fituated,  as  to 
have  communication  with  all  the  other  parts  of  the houfe  i 
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houfe  •,  it  is  a  common  place  for  people  to  flay  in,pja 

who  are  waiting  to  negociate  any  bufmefs.     This  is     °* 
the  firft  part  of  the  houfe  that  one  enters  into.     It 
ferves  for  a  paflage  to  and  fro  betwixt  other  rooms, 
and  from  the  out-door  into  the  houfe.     Its  dimen- 
fions  depend  upon  the  other  parts  of  the  houfe. 

The  hall,  this  is  a  large  room,  which  ferves  for 
feafts,  afting  plays,  or  any  grand  entertainments. 
Thefe  places  ought  to  be  very  large,  to  entertain 
many  perfons.  The  length  of  a  hail  ought  at  leaft 
to  be  twice  the  breadth ;  or  in  large  buildings, 
thrice  the  breadth.  The  height  thereof  ought  to 
be  I- the  breadth,  or  it  maybe  16  or  18  feet  in 
large  buildings.  They  are  fometimes  arched  over, 
and  then  the  height  from  the  ground  to  the  top  of 
the  infide  of  the  arch  mult  be  4  the  breadth.  Like- 
wife  the  other  low  rooms  may  be  arched. 

Anti-chamber \  is  an  outer-chamber  in  great  houfes, 
where  any  perfons  are  to  wait  that  go  upon  bufi- 
nefs.  The  breadth  to  the  length  fhould  be  as  5  to 
7,  or  a  little  more  5  and  the  height  -J.  of  the  breadth, 
or  fome  fay  \  the  breadth.  But  if  it  be  arched, 
take  4  the  breadth. 

Anti-chambers  and  chambers  ought  to  be  fo  ti- 
tuated,  that  they  may  be  on  each  fide  of  the  entry 
and  hall ;  and  nearly  to  anfwer  alike  on  both  fides. 

Of  chambers,  all  the  rooms  above  the  firft  (lory 
are  called  chambers,  only  thofe  at  the  top  of  the 
houfe  are  called  garrets.  The  length  of  a  cham- 

ber ought  to  be  once  and  a  half  the  breadth,  ac 
the  mod.  And  the  height  muft  be  £  the  breadth. 

Some  fay  the  length  muft  be  i-^,  or  1-*-,  or  i-J.,  or 
1^  the  breadth  •,  fo  this  is  all  arbitrary.  But  if  the 
chambers  are  arched,  the  height  muft  be  -§-  the 
breadth,  meafuring  from  the  ground  to  the  top  of 
the  arch  within. 

Chambers  of  the  fecond  ftory  muft  be  a  twelfth 
part  lefs  in  height  than  the  chambers  below.     But 

if 
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Fig  if  they  be  arched,  they  muft  be  a  fixth  part  left 
than  thcfe  below.  In  chambers  of  the  third  (lory, 
the  height  muft  be  4  tne  height  of  the  fecond 
chamber,  or  that  below  it.  The  dimenfions  of 

garrets  are  left  to  the  judgment  and  fancy  of  the 
builder  ;  and  muft  be  contrived  according  to  the 
particular  occafions  and  ufes  they  are  defigned  for. 

In  the  building  of  chambers,  regard  muft  be 
had  to  the  fituation  of  the  chimney,  the  place  of 
the  bed,  the  places  of  the  windows  ;  fo  as  to  give 
them  all  fuch  fituations  as  may  beft  fuit  the  pur- 

pose. The  bignefs  and  place  of  the  paflage  muft 
alfo  be  confidered. 

Galleries  are  a  fort  of  chambers  made  out  of  the 

houfe,  commonly  in  the  front ;  and  are  built  upon 
pillars.  They  are  long  narrow  rooms,  made  for 
walking,  eating,  and  taking  diverfion  in,  Their 
length  muft  at  leaft  be  5  times  their  breadth,  but 
not  more  than  8  times.  The  lower  galleries  muft 
be  as  high  as  the  chambers  of  the  firft  ftory ;  fo 
that  one  may  walk  on  even  ground  out  of  the  cham- 

ber into  the  gallery.  Sometimes  galleries  are  made 
fo  that  one  may  go  into  them  out  of  the  court, 

without  coming  into  the  houfe-,  and  then  flairs  are 
made  to  afcend  into  them.  And  in  this  cafe  the 

galleries  may  be  lower  than  the  firft  ftory.  Upper 
galleries  muft  be  as  high  as  they  are  broad,  if  they 
be  flat ;  but  if  arched,  they  muft  be  a  third,  fourth, 
or  fifth  part  more. 

The  low  rooms,  as  the  entry,  hall,  &c.  are  all 
upon  a  level,  but  are  raifed  2  or  3  feet  higher  than 
the  court  before  the  houfe  •,  from  which  one  af- 
cends  into  the  entry  by  fteps  which  may  be  4,  5,  or 
6  inches  high,  but  not  more  j  and  a  foot  or  15 
inches  in  breadth. 

PROP. 
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PROP.      VI. 

To  defcrihe  the  bignefs  of  doors  and  windows^  and 
the  proportion  of  the  parts. 

The  out  doors  of  a  large  houfe  muft  be  propor- 
tioned to  the  bignefs  of  the  houfe.  Let  the  doors 

and  windows  in  any  houfe  be  as  few  in  number, 
and  of  no  greater  dimenfions  than  is  neceffary  for 
free  paflage,  and  giving  a  due  quantity  of  light. 
For  all  openings  are  fo  many  weakenings.  *And 
let  them  not  come  too  near  the  corners  of  the 
houfe,  for  then  the  corners  will  be  weakened, 
which  is  the  greateft  ftrength  of  the  houfe.  Let 
the  doors  be  over  doors,  and  windows  over  win- 

dows, for  it  makes  the  work  very  weak  to  have  a 
wall  over  a  void  place.  Some  fay  the  doors  ought 
to  be  placed  fo,  that  one  may  fee  through  them  all 
from  one  end  of  a  houfe  to  the  other,  but  this  can- 

not always  be  done  without  lofing  greater  conve- 
niences. It  makes  ftrong  work  to  turn  arches  over 

the  doors  and  windows,  which  will  difcharge  a  great 
deal  of  weight,  Inner  doors  muft  be  fix  feet  high, 
and  two  feet  and  a  half,  or  two  feet  nine  inches 

broad.  If  doors  be  three  feet  wide,  or  more,  they 
muft  be  twice  as  high  as  broad. 

Windows  muft  be  made  fo  as  to  give  a  due  quan- 
tity of  light,  for  a  room  may  have  too  much 

light  as  well  as  too  little.  A  great  room  requires 
more  light  than  a  little  room.  And  regard  mud 

be  had  to  the  fituation  of  the  place  •,  if  it  be  (had- 
ed, or  towards  the  north,  it  requires  the  more 

light.  In  large  houfes,  the  windows  muft  be  equal 
to  one  another  in  the  fame  ftory,  and  muft  ftand  in 
the  fame  rank  and  order  ;  and  fo  that  thofe  on  the 

right  may  anfwer  thole  on  the  left  -3  and  likewife 
thofe  above  to  thofe  below. 

In 
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Fig.  In  fmall  houfes  the  breadth  of  the  window* 
within,  may  be  2^-  feet,  or  3  feet,  and  the  height 
3I  feet  or  4  feet.  But  in  large  houfes,  they  may  be 
4  or  5  feet  within  the  jaumbs,  or  in  greater  build- 

ings 6  or  7  feet.  And  the  height  double  the  breadth, 
and  fometimes  a  third  or  fourth  part  more. 

Windows  of  the  fecond  flory  muft  have  the  fame 
breadth,  but  they  muft  be  lower  by  a  twelfth  part, 
but  fome  fay  they  muft  be  lower  by  a  third  part. 
And  the  windows  in  the  third  ftory  muft  be  a  fourth 
part  lower  than  thofe  in  the  fecond. 

The  height  of  the  window  ibles  muft  be  2  feet 
8  inches,  or  not  above  3  feet.  In  fmall  houfes  the 
window-frames  muft  be  2~  or  3  inches  thick,  which 
muft  be  of  oak.  But  in  large  houfes  they  are 
made  4  or  5  inches  thick.  When  a  window  is 
wide,  each  fhutter  muft  open  in  the  middle  with 
joints.  Door  pofts  of  oak  ought  to  be  6  or  8  inches 
fquare  in  large  houfes,  and  4  or  5  inches  in  fmall 
houfes. 

Pilafters  of  doors  and  windows  muft  be  f  or  -jj 
part  of  the  aperture,  and  muft  project  f  part  of 
the  thicknefs. 

There  are  feveral  ornaments  for  doors  and  win- 
dows, as  the  architrave,  frize,  and  cornice.  The 

architrave  ought  to  be  as  thick  as  the  pilafter ;  and 
the  frize  above  that  muft  be  £  the  height  of  the  ar- 

chitrave, and  the  cornice  at  the  top  muft  be  i^  the 
height  of  the  architrave.  Their  ornaments  and 

mouldings  are  made  according  to  that  order  of  co- 
lumns, which  the  builder  thinks  proper. 

PROP.    VII. 

To  give  an  account  of  the  conftruclion  of  chimnies, 
and  the  methods  attempted  to  cure  their  fmoaking. 

In  ordinary  houfes  the  breadth  of  a  chimney  may 
be  two  feet,  the  height  3  feet  8  inches,  or  2  feet  if 

01 
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or  2  inches  above  the  bars  5  and  the  depth  back- Fig; 
wards  15  inches  within.  The  top  or  mantle-tree 
to  project  5  inches  over  the  jaumbs,  and  the  bars  fet 
10  inches  further  out  than  the  jaumbs  :  thefe  are  con- 

venient meafures.  But  in  large  buildings,  hall 
chimnies  muft  be  6  or  7  feet  wide,  and  in  great 
buildings  8  feet  between  the  jaumbs  ;  their  height 
4  or  5  feet,  and  depth  backward  2  or  3  feet. 
Chamber  chimnies  muft  be  5,  6,  or  7  feet  wide, 
and  4  or  4^  feet  high,  and  2  or  2f  feet  deep. 
Letter  rooms  may  have  the  chimnies  4  or  5  feet 
broad,  4  feet  high,  and  2  feet  deep. 

If  it  can  be  done,  make  the  funnels  in  the  thick- 
nefs  of  the  walls,  which  will  fave  a  deal  of  room 
in  the  houfe  ;  and  thefe  funnels  muft  be  carried 

through  the  roof  3,  4,  or  5  feet,  to  convey  the 
fmoak  away.  They  muft  be  made  of  a  proper 
widenefs  •,  for  if  they  are  too  wide,  the  wind  will 
drive  the  fmoak  back  into  the  room  ;  and  if  they 
be  too  narrow,  the  fmoak  cannot  have  free  paf- 
fage.  No  chimney-fhaft  fhouldbe  ftraiter  than  id 
inches  •,  chamber  chimnies  may  be  10  inches  deep 
and  15  wide  j  and  hall  and  kitchen  chimnies  15 
inches  both  ways.  The  fhafts  muft  be  carried  up 
very  ftreight.  It  often  happens,  that  making  the 
chimney-piece  too  high  caufes  the  room  to  fmoak  5 
and  therefore  it  is  better  to  make  them  lower  than 
thefe  ftated  rules. 

There  are  feveral  caufes  for  the  fmoaking  of 
chimnies.  If  a  houfe  is  fo  fituated,  that  it  be  over- 

topped by  other  houfes,  or  by  trees,  hills,  &c. 
they  are  apt  to  fmoak,  for  the  goal  that  comes  be- 

hind thefe  obftacles,  will  ftrike  down  the  chimney ; 
except  thefe  obftacles  be  very  high  above  your 
chimney,  for  then  the  wind  flies  quite  over,  and 
does  no  damage.  But  if  it  happens  that  the  wind 
be  contrary,  and  blow  againft  another  houfe  higher 
than  yours,  and  beyond  yours,  and  very  near  it^ 

Z  it 
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Fjct.  it  is  hardly  poiTible  yours  fhould  avoid  fmoaking.- 
But  there  may  be  fome  fault  in  the  building,  by 
making  the  funnel  too  wide  or  too  narrow. 

Several  ways  have  been  tried  to  cure  fmoaky 
chimnies,  which  fometimes  fucceed.  One  way  is 
to  obferve  what  wind  makes  thehoufe  fmoak;  and 

on  that  fide,  make  a  hole  in  the  top  of  the  chim- 
ney about  the  middle,  in  which  fix  a  flat  flate, 

floaping  upwards!.  The  wind  blowing  in  there, 
will  go  out  of  the  chimney  top,  and  the  fmoak 
will  follow. 

Another  way  is  to  place  an  eolipile  in  the  chim- 
ney, where  it  can  be  heated,  and  the  vapour  going 

out  of  it  will  drive  the  fmoak  up  the  chimney. 
Sometimes  a  vane  is  put  at  the  top  of  the  chim- 

ney, which  carries  about  a  broad  piece  of  tin  lying 
aflant  from  the  wind.  This  tin  being  always  turn- 

ed againft  the  wind,  Ihelters  the  fmoak,  which 
goes  out  freely. 

Covering  the  top  of  the  chimney  with  a  broad 
Hone,  fet  5  or  6  inches  above  it,  being  fupported 
at  the  corners  by  four  pillars,  will  fometimes  pre- 

vent fmoaking,  when  the  wind  tends  directly  down; 
the  chimney.  And  fometimes  covering  the  top 
with  two  dates  lying  aflope  like  the  roof  of  a  houfe, 
leaving  two  oppofite  fides  open,  will  cure  it. 

Sometimes  the  doors  of  a  room  are  badly  fituated, 
and  the  fhifting  of  them  has  cured  the  fmoaking. 

When  the  fire-place  is  too  wide,  the  chimney  is 
apt  to  fmoak ;  and  then  it  is  prevented  by  build- 

ing two  cheeks  within  it,  to  make  the  paffage  nar- 
rower. For  the  ftraiter  the  paffage,  the  fwifter  the 

frefh  air  will  rum  in  towards  the  fire,  which  being 
rarified,  will  naturally  afcend  up  the  chimney,  and 
carry  the  fmoak  with  it. 

When  the  funnel  of  a  chimne*y  is  made  too  nar- 
row, there  is  no  remedy  for  the  fmoaking,  but  to 

keep  a  very  fmali  fire. 
When! 
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When  the  chimney  is  in  an  out-wall ;  making  aFig. 
hole  in  the  fire-place,  through  the  wall,  to  let  a 
frefh  fupply  of  air  come  in,  often  cures  it.  For 
the  clofenefs  of  a  room  is  often  the  occafion  of 

fmoaking,  for  if  a  frefh  fupply  of  air  does  not 
come  in,  to  make  up  for  what  is  expended  in  car- 

rying out  the  fmoak,  one  may  be  fure  the  fmoak 
cannot  pafs  off,  but  will  fill  the  houfe. 

Sometimes  the  fmoaking  may  be  cured  by  mak- 
ing two  oppofite  fides  of  the  chimney  top,  higher 

than  the  other  two,  by  a  courfe  or  two  of  bricks  ; 
which  is  to  be  done  according  to  the  pofition  of 
the  wind.  For  in  almoft  all  cafes  the  wind  has  a 

hand  in  the  fmoaking  of  chimnies.  A  funnel 
built  behind  the  fire  with  a  mouth  a  foot  fquare^ 
fometimes  cures  the  fmoaking. 

PROP.      VIII. 

To  defcribe  the  different  methods  of  making  flairs 
and  flair- cafes. 

A  flair-cafe  ought  to  be  fo  placed,  that  when 
the  flairs  are  made,  the  communication  with  all 
the  chambers  may  be  eafy  and  convenient ;  and  the. 
room  in  it  ought  to  be  proportioned  to  the  reft  of 
the  houfe ;  it  muft  have  a  due  quantity  of  light, 
therefore  if  it  have  but  one  window,  it  muft  be 
placed  in  the  middle,  to  enlighten  the  whole. 
There  ought  to  be  at  leaft  one  half  fpace  before 
one  come  at  the  landing-place  on  the  top.  For 
where  there  is  but  one  flight  of  flairs,  that  is,  where 
they  go  in  one  direction  to  the  top,  without  any 
refting-places,  it  is  very  dangerous  going  down. 
For  if  one  happens  to  flip  or  fall,  they  muft  go  to 
the  bottom  at  once,  there  being  no  turn,  or  any 
thing  to  flop  one.  Yet  fuch  flairs  are  forced  to  be 
made  fometimes  into  garrets  where  room  is  fcarce. 

Z  2  The 
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Fig.  The  landing  place  mud  be  large  enough  to  lead  to 

all  the  chambers.  In  fmall  houfes  the  height  of 
each  ftep  may  be  8  inches,  or  not  above  9;  and 
the  breadth  a  foot,  or  not  lefs  than  9  inches,  and 
the  length  three  feet.  But  in  large  houfes  the  height 
of  a  ftep  mud  not  be  more  than  6  inches,  nor  lefs 
than  4,  their  breadth  not  lefs  than  12  inches,  nor 
more  than  16.  And  the  length  4,  5,  or  6  feet. 
But  in  fome  very  great  buildings  they  are  made 
longer. 

As  to  the  form,  there  are  various  kinds,  deno- 
minated in  general  by  Itreight  flairs  and  winding 

Hairs.  The  ftreight  flairs  always  fly,  but  never 
wind ;  and  are  of  feveral  kinds,  as 

Dire 51  fliers,  thefe  go  directly  from  one  floor  to 
another,  without  turning  to  the  right  or  left,  fel- 
dom  ufed  but  for  cellars  or  garrets. 

Square  fliers*  thefe  fly  round  the  fides  of  a  fquare 
newel ;  and  at  every  corner  of  the  newel  there  is  a 
fquare  half-fpace,  after  which  the  next  flight  goes 
off  at  right  angles  to  the  former.  A  newel  is  the 

upright  poft,  about  which  a  pair  of  flairs  turns,  be- 
ing placed  in  the  middle  of  the  ftair-cafe.  Some- 

times the  newel  is  a  folid  pillar,  and  fometimes  an. 
open  fpace. 

Triangular  fliers,  thefe  fly  about  the  fides  of  a 
triangular  newel.  So  every  flight  goes  off  from 
the  laft  in  an  angle  of  120  degrees,  or  6o%  reck- 

oning backwards  -,  and  at  each  angle  is  a  half  pace. 
All  Itairs  in  general  that  go  directly  forward,  are 
called  fliers. 

French  fliers,  are  thofe  that  fly  firft  directly  for- 
ward to  the  half-fpace ;  and  then  directly  back 

again  to  the  top,,  or  to  another  half-fpace  ;  and  the 
next  flight  (if  there  be  any  more)  goes  over  the  firft, 
&c.     Thefe  flairs  are  in  common  ufe. 

IVinding  flair st  are  thofe  that  never  go  ftreight, 
but  continually  change  the  direction.      Of  thefe 

fome 
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fome  wind  round  about  a  circle,  fome  about  an  el- Fig. 
lipfis,  others  about  a  fquare  or  a  triangle.     And 
each  fort  may  either  go  about  a  folid  newel  or  an 
open  one.     In   all  winding  flairs,    the  fteps  are 
broader  at  one  end  than  the  other. 

Circular  winding  (lairs,  are  thofe  which  go  about 
a  folid  newel ;  here  the  edge  of  each  ftep  is  a  right 
line  pointing  to  the  center  of  the  newel.  They  are 
often  found  in  church-fleeples  and  cathedrals. 
The  fteps  are  of  the  fame  form,  if  the  newel  be 
open,  as  in  the  monument  at  London.  In  fome 
forts  of  thefe,  the  forefide  of  each  ftep  is  circular 
or  elliptical,  according  to  the  different  fancies  qf 
people. 

All  kinds  of  winding  flairs  take  up  lefs  room  than 
fquare  ones,  or  any  others. 

Where  there  is  much  room,  the  length  of  a  ftep 
muft  be  equal  to  the  diameter  of  the  newel.  In 

other  cafes  make  the  diameter  of  the  newel  ~,  y, 
or  4  the  diameter  of  the  whole  flair-cafe,  accord- 

ing as  the  ftair-cafe  is  great  or  fmall.  If  the  newel 
be  open,  make  the  newel  half  the  diameter  of  the 
ftair-cafe,  to  be  more  enlightened.  In  very  narrow 
places,  thefe  Hairs  may  be  made  without  a  newel. 

Elliptical  winding  flairs,  are  divided  like  the 
round ;  here  all  the  windows  and  doors  are  in  the 
middle  and  head  of  the  oval.  The  n^wel  here  is 
alio  an  ellipfis. 

Stairs  may  alfo  wind  round  a  fquare  or  a  triangle, 
and  many  other  ways  may  ta  invented. 

Double  winding  flairs  are  fo  contrived,  that  two 
perfons,  one  afcending  and  the  other  defcending, 
ihall  not  come  at  one  another.  The  foot  of  one  of 

thefe  flair-cafes  is  oppofite  to  the  foot  of  the  other. 
And  they  make  their  afcent  on  oppofite  fides.  The 
newel  in  the  middle  is  hollow  to  convey  light,  and 
very  large. 

Z  3  Quadruple 
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Fig.  Quadruple  winding  flairs  \  there  are  four  flair- 
cafes  which  have  four  entrances,  and  go  up  one  over 
the  other,  and  being  made  in  the  middle  of  a  build- 

ing, they  lead  to  four  chambers  ;  fo  that  the  inha- 
bitants of  one  need  not  come  upon  the  flairs  of 

the  others.  This  mull  have  a  very  large  newel, 

which  is  open,  to  give  light.  They  all  fee  one  an- 
other go  up  and  down,  without  hindering  one 

another. 

In  fquare  ftair- cafes,  when  you  are  forced  to  place 
fteps  in  the  angles  for  want  of  room  •,  you  cannot 
place  more  than  three  fteps  at  an  angle,  to  wind ; 
when  there  is  but  6  or  7  feet  in  breadth.  For  8 
feet  broad,  take  4  fteps  at  an  angle.  And  for  9  or 
10  feet  width,  take  5  fteps.  Thefe  forts  are  called 

mixed  flairs,  dog-legged  flairs,  and  fliers  and  winders. 
There  are  a  fort  of  ftone-ftairs,  going  up  into 

towers,  which  wind  ;  and  every  ftep  has  one  end 
in  the  wall,  and  is  fupported  by  the  lower  ftep, 
where  the  forefide  of  the  upper  ftep  lies  upon  the 
backfide  of  the  under  ftep,  all  the  way. 

The  landing-place  of  any  ftairs,  or  the  fpace  be- 
tween the  wall  and  the  fteps,  muft  be  in  breadth, 

the  length  of  a  ftep,  and  at  leaft  a  fourth  part  more. 

f     To  find  the  number  of  flairs. 

Having  pitched  upon  the  height  of  a  ftep  ;  di- 
vide the  height  of  the  room  (in  inches)  by  the 

height  of  a  ftep ;  the  quotient  is  the  number  of 
fteps. 

To  find  the  breadth  of  a  ftep,  divide  the  width 
or  fpace  (meafured  on  the  ground,)  by  the  number 
of  ftairs  j  the  quotient  fhews  the  breadth  of  a  ftep. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

To  find  the  twill  of  a  rail  in  a  flair-cafe.  Sup- 
pofe  the  feclion  of  the  rail  to  be  a  fquare  or  rect- 

angle, and  the  newel  to  be  circular,  and  that  the 
ftair$ 
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flairs  turn  round  in  a  circle.     Let  a  be  the  height  Fig. 
of  a  ftep,  b  the  breadth  ;  r  the  radius  of  the  new- 

el, or  the  diftance  from  the  center  to  the  infide  of 
the  rail,  R  the  diftance  to  the  outfide.     Then  the 
radius  of  curvature  of  any  part  of  the  rail  on  the 

infide  will  be  aa+ib  r ;  on  the  outfide  aa+ii  R. bb  bb 

Let  ABC  be  a  ftep,  AB  (*)  the  breadth,  BC  6u 
(a)  the  height,  A  =  degrees  in  the  angle  BAC, 
d  zz   hypothenufe  AC9  c  z=  3. 141 6.     Then   the 
twift  in  a  quadrant  will  be  A,  and  the  twift  in  every 2b 

foot  of  length  of  the  rail  is  —  A,    in  degrees ; 
cdr 

taken  on  the  infide.  But  it  is  the  fame  in  any  fide, 
as  the  Section  is  every  where  the  fame.  And  the 
twitting  lies  from  the  newel,  in  the  afcenc. 

The  upper  fide  in  the  afcent  is  concave,  and 
therefore  leaves  the  plain  (of  an  ellipfisj  which 
touches  it  at  firft.  But  the  deviation  is  fo  fmall, 

that  it  may  be  neglected.      The  length  of  a  qua- 

drant  of  the  rail  is  — .     And  the  deviation  in  J^ 

part  of  this  length  is  but  *.000  ̂   •  The  prac- 
tice may  be  thus,  take  a  piece  of  timber  as  dDHb, 

and  with  a  line  of  — .  r  feet  for  the  radius,  defcribe  z~ 

bb  62' 
with  chalk  the  arch  bfd  on  the  infide,  and  with  the 

radius  —  R,  the  arch   HFD  ;  the   part    between bb 

thefe  arches  is  the  rail.  Then  fince  the  twift  af- 
fects  every  fide  of  the  rail  alike  ;  lay  it  down  on  a 

plain  floor,  fo  as  the  upper  furface  at  D  be  paral- 
lel to  the  horizon,  and  make  DE,  EF,  FG,  GH, 

&c.  each  a  foot  -,  the  length  of  a  quadrant  or  the 
Z  4  rail 
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v^'rail  being  JL  •  and  drawing  Ee,  F/,  Gj,  H£,  &c^ 
perpendicular  to  the  fide  DH;  place  an  inftru-* 
ment  to  the  angles,  firft  upon  Dd  which  will  be 
level ;  and  then  upon  Eey  F/,  &c.  Now  the  up- 

per fide  is  to  be  fo  formed  or  cut  away,  that  the  in- 
ftrument  placed  upon  Ee  will  lean  to  the  right 

hand    A  ;  upon  F/,     A  ;   upon   Gr, 
i.tfdr  i-57dr 

_i —  A,  and  fo  on.  And  the  other  fides  muft 
l.tfidr  > 
be  cut  fquare  to  it,  in  every  place.     And  the  top 
fide  muft  be  a  very  little  concave. 

PROP.      IX. 

*to  defcribe  the  fever al  methods  of  roofing. 

The  infides  of  roofs  are  made  of  timber ;  ancj 
on  the  outfide  they  are  covered  with  tiles,  dates, 

lead,  ftraw  or  ling  •,  and  the  form  of  the  roof  will 
be  different  for  each  of  thefe.  There  are  two  forts 

of  roofs,  plain  roofs  and  hip  roofs ;  the  plain  roofs 
have  gable  ends,  and  the  hip  roofs  have  none. 

The  wood  work  of  a  plain  roof  is  made  thus ; 
if  a  room  be  above  12  feet  long,  there  is  placed 
in  the  middle  of  it  a  pair  of  files  ox  fufparsy  called 
the  principal  rafters^  on  the  top  is  laid  the  rigginr 
tree,  which  lies  horizontally  with  its  ends  on  the 

tops  of  the  gable- ends  of  the  room,  and  its  mid- 
dle on  the  fufpars.  On  the  fides  are  laid  the  ribs% 

or  purlins^  one  or  two  on  a  fide,  according  to  the 
widenefs  of  the  room ;  thefe  are  to  nail  the  fpars 
or  rafters  to,  which  are  to  be  laid  all  along,  at 
about  a  foot  and  half  diftance.  Then  the  lats  are 

nailed  crofs  the  fpars  at  about  1 1  inches  diftance 
for  tiles.     In  (hort  rooms  there  is  no  occafion  for 

fufpars^ 

\ 
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fufpars.     Sufpars  ought  not  to  lie  over  the  heads  of  Fig. 
windows  or  doors. 

For  the  pitch ;  let  AB  be  the  breadth  of  the  6$, 
houfe,  make  AC  and  CB  zz  £  AB,  to  meet  at  C, 
then  that  is  called  the  true  pitch.     And  when  the 

gable-end  ACB  is  built-,  two  fpars  or  rafters  AC 
and  BC,  of  a  juft  length,  are  nailed  together  at 
the  top  C,  and  fet  upon  the  walls  at  A  and  B ; 
and  the  gable-end  is  built  by  thefe.     Here  the 

AB 
perp.  CD  is  zz    v/5.     But  it  is  now  very  com- 4 
mon  to  make  roofs  under  pitch,  fo  as  the  angle 
ACB  may  be  a  right  angle  •,  and  then  the  perpen- 

dicular CD  is  equal  to  AD,  or  half  AB,  and  it  is 
called  the  fquare  pitch.  No  roof  mould  be  made 
lower  than  fquare,  for  then  it  will  rain  in.  Here 
CC  is  the  riggin-tree ;  FF,  FF  the  ribs.  In  the 
fquare  pitch  AC  is  a  mean  proportional  between 

AD  and  AB,  and  therefore  AC  z:  AB  X  ̂   zz 
2 

AB 
  .     In  fome  cafes  they  make  the  pitch,  fo  that 
V2 AC  zz  AB,  which  is  very  high. 
For  hip  roofs.  Let  LA  be  the  top  of  the  fide  64. 

wall  (or  you  may  lay  it  out  on  the  ground),  CN 
the  riggin-tree;  AB  the  breadth  of  the  houfe, 
AD  zz  DB,  and  CD  a  perpendicular,  then  the 
plane  ACB  will  be  perpendicular  to  the  horizon. 
And  ACB  will  reprefent  a  gable-end,  inftead  of 
which  the  hip-roof  is  to  be  made,  and  the  hips 
muft  meet  at  the  point  C.  Produce  LA  to  G,  fo 
that  AG  zz  AD,  and  draw  GK  parallel  to  AB ; 
and  make  the  two  fquares  GADH,  and  HDBK. 
Then  taking  AC  of  a  proper  length,  GC  and 
KC  will  be  the  two  hips,  whofe  length  will  be 

%/Ae  +  AG1,  or  v/ACz  +/J-ABT.  AB  is  a 
ftrong  dormant ,  or  fummer,  going  crofs  the  houfe, 
GD,  KD  the  dragon  beams,  for  the  hips  to  ftand 

on, 
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fig.  on,  being  framed  into  the  beam  AB  at  D.  The 
ribs  are  to  lie  along  upon  NL,  CA,  and  CG ; 
and  other  crofs  ribs  are  to  lie  upon  CG  and  CK, 
upon  all  thefe  the  fpars  are  to  be  nailed.  The 
length  of  CH  is  equal  to  CA,  The  back  of  the 
hip  is  the  angle  made  by  the  two  planes  CGLN 
and  CGK.  The  planes  CGD,  CKD  are  perpen- 

dicular to  the  horizon,  both  patting  through  the 

perpendicular  CD. 

The  practice  is  much  the  fame  for  bevel  roofs.' 
'A  bevel  boufe  or  roof  is  one  where  the  ends  are  not 
perpendicular  to  the  fides.  As  fuppofe  the  angle 
LAB  is  an  oblique  angle ;  then  G ADH  and  KBDH 

are  two  rhombus's.  And  the  length  of  GC  s# 

v/GD*  +  CD%  and  KC  zz  v/KDa  +  CD2. 
Tiling.  Of  tiles  there  are  various  forts,  as  com- 

mon or  pan  tiles,  plain  tiles,  riggin  tiles,  gutter 
tiles,  Flemifli  tiles,  hip  tiles,  Dutch  tiles,  &c.  In 
covering  a  houfe  with  pan  tiles,  one  mud  be  very 
exact  in  the  gage  for  placing  the  lats.  For  if  the 
gage  be  too  Ihort,  the  tiles  will  want  lap  on  the 
fides,  which  is  a  great  fault.  And  if  it  be  too 
long,  they  will  want  lap  on  the  tops,  but  this  is 
not  fo  material.  Flat  gutters  muft  be  laid  with 
lead,  and  fo  ihould  all  gutters,  but  floaping  gut- 

ters are  often  laid  with  gutter  tiles,  and  fomctimes 
-with  common  tiles.  Tiles  laid  on  a  houfe- fide  are 
laid  without  lime,  and  pointed  on  the  infide  with 
lime  mixt  with  hair.  The  riggin  is  covered  with 
riggin  tiles,  made  hollow  on  one  fide,  and  broader 
than  the  other  fort.  But  workmen  often  make 

Ihift  with  common  tiles,  cutting  off  the  roll,  thefa. 
are  laid  in  mortar.  A  fhort  length  fometimes  hap- 

pens at  the  bottom  of  the  roof ;  and  then  the 
workmen  cuts  away  the  fhoulder  of  the  tiles,  till 
they  will  fit  into  their  places.  In  hip  roofs,  the 
hips  are  covered  with  hip  tiles,  which  are  much 
like  riggin  tiles.     Hip  tiles  have  a  hole  in  one  end, 

to 
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to  nail  them  on  by.     Some  houfes  are  covered  with  Fig. 
plain  tiles,  which  hang  by  pins,  in  the  nature  of 
flates. 

Dutch  tiles  are  only  ufed  inftead  of  chimney 
corner  ftones. 

Jn  fiat  gutters  that  are  laid  with  lead,  take  care 
that  the  gutter  boards  have  a  good  defcent.  If 
one  (heet  of  lead  does  not  reach  the  length,  the 
plumbers  folder  another  to  it,  which  often  breaks 
in  the  joint,  and  lets  in  water.  A  better  way  is  to 
put  the  end  of  the  fecond  fheet  under  the  end  of 
the  firft,  making  a  proper  defcent  for  it  in  that  place. 

Slating.     Slates  are  flat  ftones  like  flags,  raifed 
out  of  a  quarry,  and  are  an  inch  or  two  thick,  ac- 

cording to  the  breadth  ;  they  are  drefTed  into  the 
form  of  a  parallelogram,  of  different  fizes  from  3 
feet  to  1  foot.     The  timber  here  muft  be  ftronger 
than  for  tiles,  and  the  lats  muft  be  oak,  and  laid 
wider  at  the  bottom  than  top  of  the  roof,  for  the 
biggeft  flates  come  on  firft.     The  flates  have  one  or 
two  holes  in  the  top.     The  roof  is  made  hollow, 
or  pretty  fharp  at  the  top  ;  otherwife  the  flates 
would  not  lie,  but  ride  upon  the  heads  of  one  an- 

other.    Tiles    are  laid  in  rows  upward  from  the 
bottom  to  the  top  of  the  roof;  but  flates  are  laid 
in  horizontal  rows,  beginning  at  the  bottom  with 
courfes  of  the  largeft  flates.     They  are  all  laid  in 
mofs,  and  hang  on  the  lats,  by  bones  or  oak  pins 
put  through  the  holes.     As  you  rife  higher,  the 
courfes  decreafe  gradually  to  the  top;  they  muft 
not  be  laid  joint  upon  joint,  the  flates  in  the  top 
courfe  are  toothed  or  notched  on  both  fides,  and 
the  riggin  flates  of  one  fide  of  the  roof  fixt  into 
thofe  on  the  other  fide,  io  that  they  cannot  blow 
off.     They  are  pointed    with  mortar  for  2  or  5 
courfes  at  top  and  bottom.     The  roof  is  3   tile 
thick  at   every  point,  if  right  laid.     To  try  the 
gpodnefs  of  flates,  hang  them  by  an  edge  in  your fingers. 
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Fig.  fingers,  and  ftrike  againft  them  with  a  (tone  or  with, 
a  finger;  if  they  ring  they  are  good  ;  but  if  they 
chatter,  they  are  foft,  or  cracked  in  fome  place, 
and  fo  are  ufelefs.     The  fame  way  tiles  are  tried. 

Leading,  When  houfes  or  churches  are  covered 
with  lead,  which  is  very  chargeable  ;  large  dor-, 
mans  of  oak  are  laid  crofs  the  building  at  9  or  10 
feet  diftance,  made  higheft  in  the  middle ;  and  on 
thefe,  as  many  ribs  as  are  fufficient,  and  fpars 
nailed  to  thefe,  all  of  oak  -,  and  inftead  of  lats, 
thin  oaken  boards  are  laid  clofe,  upon  the  fpars,  and 
nailed  down,  like  a  floor.  Then  the  meets  of  lead 
are  laid  clofe  by  one  another,  reaching  from  bottom 

to  top.  And  the  edges  are  turned  over  one  an- 
other, and  beat  down  round,  inclofing  one  another, 

fo  that  no  rain  can  get  in  at  the  joint.  When  a 
ftieet  is  too  fhort,  another  fheet  is  laid  on  below, 
and  its  end  put  3  or  4  inches  under  the  end  of  the 
firft.  They  muft  be  nailed  down  in  feveral  places, 
with  fhort  nails  with  broad  heads. 

Straw  is  another  covering.  It  is  laid  by  a  pool 
of  water  for  fome  days,  and  is  conftantly  watered. 
Then  it  is  drawn  into  (heaves,  and  led  away,  and 
muft  lie  for  a  month  at  leaft,  before  it  is  thatched  ; 
when  it  is  thatched,  there  is  firfl  made  a  deal  of 
bundles  of  dry  ftraw,  which  are  laid  all  the  way 
crofs  the  fpars,  and  tied  down  with  ropes  of  ftraw, 
going  round  the  ribs  and  lats.  Then  the  theaker 
begins  to  thatch  at  the  bottom,  and  carries  up  a 
courfe  of  thatch,  two  feet  wide,  to  the  top ;  and 
at  the  top  lays  fome  mortar  upon  it.  The  manner 
of  thatching  is  this,  the  workman  has  a  fhaff  of 
thatch  brought  up  ;  he  takes  a  part  of  it  and  makes 
a  wifp  of  it,  tying  the  top  faft  together  with  part 
of  the  ftraw,  to  keep  it  together ;  then  he  thrufts 
his  inftrument  (the  fprittle)  into  the  dry  bundles  of 
ftraw  (if  it  is  a  new  houfe,  or  into  the  old  cover- 

ing, if  it   is  an  old  one),  to  make  a  hole,   into which, 
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which  he  thruds  the  wifp  with  the  head  foremod,  Fig, 
with  the  fprittle,  as  far  as  he  can  get  it.  Then  he 

puts  in  another  by  the  fide  of  it,  and  another  by " the  fide  of  that  as  clofe  as  he  can  fqueeze  them  in, 
till  he  has  got  the  breadth  of  his  courfe ;  then  he 
works  in  another  crois  row  of  wifps,  and  above 
that  another,  and  fo  on  till  he  comes  at  the  top. 
The  ladder  he  ftands  on  to  work,  terminates  the 
breadth  of  each  courfe.  As  foon  as  each  courfe  is 

thatched,  he  takes  a  fwitching  knife  and  ftrikes  off 
the  top  of  the  courfe,  cutting  it  fmooth  all  the 
way  down,  and  cuts  the  eaves  flreight  at  the  bot- 

tom. In  fome  places  they  thatch  with  reeds  in- 
ftead  of  draw,  which  lads  many  years.  Thatching 
with  draw  requires  a  fharper  roof  than  tiles. 

Ling.  Here  the  pitch  mud  be  very  great,  and 
very  ftrong  timber  to  bear  a  coat  of  ling.  Ling  is 
thatched  by  only  laying  one  courfe  upon  another, 
horizontally*  all  the  length  of  fhe  houfe ;  it  mult 
be  laid  Hoping,  with  the  top  outward,  this  is  no 

more  than  making  a  hay  flack  •,  but  it  ought  to  be 
tied  on  here  and  there  with  ropes,  or  fadened  with 
fpelks.  To  make  the  riggin,  a  number  of  fods  is 
pared  of  a  proper  length,  and  laid  crois,  all  along 
the  riggin,  and  fpelked  or  pinned  down.  One  of 
thefe  roofs  requires  a  great  deal  of  ling,  and  rifes 
very  high. 

Lead  is  the  bed  cover,  but  is  immenfely  dear ; 
but  for  common  houfes,  dates  are  quite  the  bed 
covering ;  for  they  are  neither  hot  in  dimmer  nor 
cold  in  winter  \  but  tiles  are  both.  Neither  are 
they  fo  fubjecl:  to  rain  in  as  tiles.  A  date  roof  is 
eafily  repaired,  they  only  require  dopping  with  mofs 
once  in  5  or  6  years.  A  thatched  houfe  is  far 
warmer  than  a  tiled  houfe;  but  then  thatch  does 

not  lad  long  •,  and  is  fubjecl:  to  be  blown  od*  in 
high  winds.  Tiled  roofs  are  fo  cold  in  winter,  that 
mod  people  are  obliged  to  ceil  them  on  the  \nCidem 

And 
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Fig.  And  many  people  ceil  the  top  of  a  room,  on  thd 
underfide  of  the  joifts,  and  fometimes  on  the  boards. 
In  a  garret  there  are  joifts  laid  on  purpofe,  called 
ceiling  joifts.  Ceiling  of  rooms  makes  them  more 
lightfome,  and  lefTens  the  noife  above  head.  To 
ceil  a  room,  there  muft  be  ceiling  lats  nailed  all 
along  on  the  underfide  of  the  joifts,  as  rank  as 
may  be,  and  thefe  are  to  be  plaiftered  over  with 

lime,  made  up  with  hair  •,  as  all  plaiftering  is  made. 

PROP.      X. 

To  explain  the  fever al  orders  of  architefture* 

In  the  making  of  columns,  there  are  five  differ- 
ent forms  and  proportions,  called  the  five  orders* 

the  Tufcan,  Doric %  Ionic >  Corinthian  and  Compofite. 
A  column  confifts  of  three  parts,  the  pedeftal,  the 
column  or  body,  and  the  entablement.  The  parts  of 
the  pedeftal  are  the  bafe>  die,  and  cornice.  The 
parts  of  a  column  are  the  bafe,  fhaft,  and  capital. 
The  parts  of  the  entablement  are  the  architrave* 

frieze,  and  cornice.  Thefe  and  their  parts  are  cal- 
led ornaments  or  mouldings.  All  their  parts  are 

meafured,  and  fet  off  by  modules.  A  module  is  the 
diameter  of  a  column  taken  at  the  bafe,  and  is  di- 

vided into  60  parts  or  minutes.  ABC  is  a  column, 
65*  A  the  pedeftal,  B  the  fhaft,  C  the  capital,  above 

is  the  entablement.  Every  column  muft  be  fmaller 
towards  the  top  than  at  bottom,  taking  the  exam- 

ple from  the  boles  of  trees  that  taper  all  the  way 
up.  A  column  is  faid  to  be  more  beautiful,  if  it 
fwell  a  little  about  the  middle,  or  rather  at  about  a 
third  part  of  its  height. 

The  capitals  of  the  Tufcan  and  Doric  are  plain, 

that  of  the  Ionic  has  a  fcrol  or  volute  upon  it  -,  the 
Corinthian  and  Compofite  are  adorned  with  flowers, 

and  the  leaves  of  trees.      The  height  of  the  enta- 
blement,. 
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blement,  or  of  the  architrave,  frieze  and  cornifli,Fig. 
is  i  the  height  of  the  column,  in  the  Tufcan  and 
Doric  •,  and  4  the  height  in  the  Ionic,  Corinthian 
and  Compofite. 

An  account  of  the  ornaments  which  are  to  be 

found  in  fome  or  other  of  the  orders  ;  going  up- 
wards from  the  top  of  the  column. 

The  capital  is  the  head  of  the  column ;  near  the 
top  of  the  column  goes  a  round  lift. 

Architrave,  the  moulding  above  the  capital, 
made  upon  a  ftone  or  beam  of  wood  which  may  go 
over  feveral  columns. 

Annulet,  fillet  or  lift,  a  narrow  flat  moulding 
which  goes  round  the  column. 

Aftragal,  a  little  roundifli  moulding  moftly  at  the 
top  of  a  column. 

Frieze,  a  large  flat  member  above  the  architrave, 
Echine,  or  ovola,  a  part  above  the  frieze,  a  quar- 
ter round  on  the  lower  part. 

Valuta,  an  ornament  that  reprefents  the  barks  of 
trees  twifted  and  wreathed,  in  the  Corinthian  order. 

Abacus,  a  fquare  table  on  the  top  of  a  pillar. 
Cimace,  fcima  reel  a,  or  ogee,  a  member  confift- 

ing  of  a  round  below,  and  a  hollow  above,  like 
an  S. 

Scima  reverfa,  an  ogee  turned  upfide  down, 
Fafci<e,  broad  lifts,  belts,  or  fillets,  commonly 

made  in  the  architrave. 

Trygliffe,  part  of  a  frieze. 
Cavetto,  ovfeatia,  a  hollow  moulding. 
Crown,  the  finifhing  part  of  an  ornament. 

At  the  bottom  of  the  column  are, 

Annulets,  or  flat  rings. 
Afiragal,  as  before. 
Scotia,  or  cavetto. 
Torus,  a  round  member  going  about  the  bafe. 
Plinth,  a  fquare  part,  the  lowed  part  of  the  bafe. Cimace, 
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Cimace,  as  above. 
Die,  a  fquare  part  included  between  the  bafe  arid 

cornice. 
A  Table  fhewing  the  length  of  the  principal 

parts  in  the  five  orders,  in  modules  and  parts. body 

pedeft. 
bafe capital 

arch  it. frieze corn. 

m.    p. m.     p. m.    p. 
m,    p. 

Tufcan    6  15 2       O O   30 

SO 3° 

30 

35 Doric       7  30 

2  35 

3° 
30 

3° 

45 

40 

Ionic        8     0 2  50 

35 

22 

36 

32 

48
" 

Corinth.  8  10*3     0 

3° 

I     IO 
37 

35 

1   0 

Compof.  8  22 
3  *5 

30 

I       8 45 

42 

51 

The  diameters  of  the  columns  at  the  top,  are  to 
be  as  follows,  the  Tufcan  |  the  diameter  at  bot- 

tom. The  Doric  4 >  the  Ionic  4  •,  the  Corinthian 
~  •,  the  Compofite  f ;  the  diameter  below. 

The  Tufcan  column  is  the  ftrongeft  of  all  the 
orders ;  the  next  the  Doric,  then  the  Ionic,  the  Co- 

rinthian, the  Compofite.  And  in  building,  the 
ftrongeft  mult  be  let  loweft.  Therefore  the  Doric 
is  placed  under  the  Ionic  \  the  Ionic  under  the  Co- 

rinthian, &c.  The  Tufcan  is  feldom  ufed  but  un- 
der ground. 

The  inter-columns,  that  is,  the  fpaces  between1 
the  columns,  are  thus  regulated.  In  the  Tufcan, 
that  fpace  mull  be  4  diameters  at  the  bale,  in  the 

Doric  3  ;  in  the  Ionic  2  ;  the  Corinthian  2 '-,  Com- 
pofite 1^  diameters  below.  The  bafe  and  capital 

of  any  column  ought  to  project,  beyond  the  body 
4.  or  ■§.  the  diameter  at  bottom. 

Columns  placed  in  any  front  of  a  houfe  muft  be 
all  of  the  fame  fort,  of  the  fame  bignefs  and  height ; 
and  at  the  fame  diftance,  except  where  there  are 
doors,  and  there  they  muft  be  wider,  as  in  the 
middle  of  the  front,  where  the  main  door  is  gene- 

rally placed.  Pillars  are  frequently  placed  under 
piazzas  (or  P.  Hes)  and  doyfters. PikliorSi 
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Pilajlers,  or  half  pillars,  are  thofe  that  ufuallyFig. 
Hand  behind  columns  for  arches  to  ftand  on  ;  the 

whole  appear  like  double  or  clud  columns.  They 
are  often  made  to  jut  out  of  a  wail,  about  a  third 
part  of  their  diameter.  When  they  adjoin  to  a  co- 

lumn, they  have  the  very  fame  dimenfions,  capital 
and  bafe  with  the  column,  according  to  its  parti- 

cular order. 

The  height  of  the  pedeftal  of  any  column  mud 
be  a  third  part  of  the  whole  column  •,  or  more 
particularly,  ~  for  the  Tufcan  ;  i.  for  the  Doric ; 
_3T  for  the  Ionic  ;  -J-  for  the  Corinthian  ;  and  -r3T  for 

the  Compojite.  The  height  of  the  capital '  i.  dia- meter, in  the  Tufcan,  Doric,  and  Ionic  And  r 
diameter  in  the  Corinthian  and  Compofite. 

The  Per/tan  order  of  architecture,  is  to  have  the 
figures  of  men  and  wome.i  inftead  of  columns,  to 
fupport  any  building.  There  is  alfo  the  Attic  or- 

der, where  fmall  pillars,  &c.  are  placed  upon 

greater  works  *,  and  the  Gothic  order,  which  is  a 
itrong  and  coarfe  manner  of  building ;  and  the 
works  are  often  carved  with  the  figures  of  thiftles, 
coleworts,  &c.  And  Gothic  arches  are  thofe  that 
confift  of  two  arches,   making  an  angle  at  the  top. 

Arches  are  often  made  to  (tand  upon  pillars  as 

in  all  churches  •,  and  in  bridges,  where  the  piers 
are  made  exceeding  ftrong,  to  refift  the  water. 

Columns  are  often  mzdc  fluted,  that  is,  with  fern i-' 
circular  hollows  running  along  the  body  of  the  co- 

lumn, from  the  bafe  to  the  top,  24  in  number. 
In  the  Doric,  there  is  no  ipace  between  •,  in  the  reft, 
a  lift  runs  between  the  flutes. 

A  draught  of  the  feveral  parts  or  ornaments  will  ££ 
give  a  better  notion,  than  a  verbal  defcription  ;  as 
follows.  Aa  icima  recta,  Bb  fcima  inverfa,  Cc  the 

crown,  Dd  torus,  Ee  cavetto,  all  thefe  belong  to 
the  cornice.  Then  F/  is  the  freeze,  G#  the  archi- 

trave. In  the  capital,  Hh  the  cimatium,  li  the 
A  a  abacus. 
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Figo  abacus,  Kk  echinus,  LI  aftragal.     M  the  body  of 
the  column. 

6j.  In  the  bafe,  M  the  body  of  the  column,  Aa  lift, 
Bb  torus,  Cc  cavetto,  Dd  torus,  Etf  plinth.  In 

the  pedeftal,  F/  cimacium  and  lifts,  Gg-  cavetto,  H 
the  fquare,  1  bafe. 

I  lb  all  not  trouble  the  reader  with  the  meafures 

of  thefe  parts,  as  almoft  all  authors  differ  therein 
from  one  another ;  for  as  they  are  all  defigned  for 

beauty  and  ornament,  different  people  have  differ- 
ent  notions   of  what   is   beautiful  \   fome   people 

thinking  them  prettier  in  one  form  and  fome  in  an- 
other.    And  the  lame  obfervation  may  be  made 

concerning  the  ftated  lengths  and  thicknefs  of  co- 
lumns, for  all  thefe  canonical  proportions  are  mere- 

ly arbitrary,  and  given  them  for  the  fake  of  beau- 
ty.    But  true  mechanical  beauty  confifts  in  giving 

a  due  proportion  of  ftrength  to  every  thing,  and 
to  every  part  of  it.     And  the  bignefs  of  columns 
ought  to  depend  upon  the  hardnefs  and  ftrength 
of  the  matter  they  are  made  of.      If  a  folid  pillar 
of  brafs  or  iron  was   to  be  made,  of  the  ftated 
height  of  any  of  thefe  orders  defigned  for  ftone, 
it  is  evident,  it  need  not  have  its  diameter  fo  great, 
to  bear  the  fame  weight.     And  if  a  column  was  to 
be  made  of  the  fofteft  fort  of  ftone,  its  diameter 
would  require  to  be  made  much  greater,  or  elfe  it 
would  be  crufhed   to  pieces  with   the  incumbent 
weight.     So  that  it  is  abfolutely  neceftary  that  the 
dimenfions   muft  depend  upon  the  ftrength  and 
goodnefs  of  the  materials  *,  come  what  will  of  its 
beauty,  which  is  nothing  but  fancy. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

It  may  not  be  amifs  here  to  fhew  the  invefti- 
gation  of  tv/o  curious  mechanical  Problems,  con- 

cerning the  ftrength  and  preflure  of  walls  and 

pillars. Prob, 
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Prob.  I.  To  find  the  nature  of  the  curve  AEB  or^l& 

AFC,  in   the  form   of  which ,  a  wall  of  a  given  °°- 
thicknefs  being  built,  it  fa  all  be  of  equal  firengtb  every 
where  to  fuftain  the  weight  •,  or  fhall  not  be  fooner 
crufhed  to  pieces  in  one  part  than  another. 

Let  AD  zz  x,  DE  ±  y,  the  thicknefs  z  ij 
then  the  fluxion  of  the  figure  is  yx,  and  the  weight 
is  as  F/  :  yx.  Alfo  the  ftrength  at  D  is  as  DE  or 
y ;  therefore  VI  :  yx  is  as  j,  or  Fl  :yx  zz  ryy  and 

taking  the  fluxions  yx  zz  ry,  and  x  zz  H-,  and 
y 

x  zz  r  log.  jy,  which  denotes  the  logarithmic  curve, 
whofe  afymptote  is  AL.  Therefore  if  a  wall  ABC 
be  built,  whofe  two  fides  AB,  AC,  are  in  the  form 
of  the  logarithmic  curve,  of  infinite  length  AL, 
it  will  no  fooner  be  crufhed  to  pieces  in  one  part 
than  another. 

Cor.  If  the  wallEGHF  be  made  upon  EF,  whofe 
height  EG  is  the  fub tangent  to  the  curve  •,  and  the 
part  AEF  taken  away,  the  part  BEFC  will  jlill  be 
of  equal  ftrength  every  where. 

For  (Cor.  i.  Prop-  IV.  log.  curve)  the  area 
AEF  zz  GEFH,  and  the  weights  equal. 

Prob.  2.  To  find  the  nature  of  the  curve  AEB, 
that  being  turned  round  its  axis  AL,  fhall  generate  a 

folid  pillar ',  that  fhall  be  of  equal  ftrength  in  every  part. 
Let  AD  —  #,  DE  zz  y,  c  zz  3  14.16  ;  then  the 

fluxion  of  the  folid  is  cyyx,  and  the  folidity  or 

weight,  as  F/k:  cyyx.  Alfo  the  ftrength  at  D  is  as 
cyy  i  therefore  by  the  queftion,  F/ :  cyyx  is  as  cyy9 
lor  F/  :  cyyx  zz  rcyy,  in  fluxions  cyyx  zz  ircyy,  and 

i  zz  — Z,  and  x  zz  ir  log.  y,  whence  AEB  is  a  lo- 
y. 

garithmic  curve,  as  before,  and  its  afymptote  AL. 
Therefore  a  folid  pillar,   in  form  of  the  logarith- 

A  a  2  mic 
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Fig.  mic  curve  of  infinite  length,  will    no   fooner  be 

crufhed  to  pieces  in  one  part  than  another. 

Cor.  If  EG  z=  half  the  fub  tangent,  and  EGHF 
be  a  cylinder  placed  upon  EF,  inftead  of  the  folid 
AEF.  Then  the  part  BEFG  of  the  pillar  will  ftill 
be  every  where  of  equal  ftrength. 

For  (Prop.  V.  log.  curve)  the  folid  AEF  j=  cy- 
linder EGHF,  and  therefore  their  weights  are 

equal. And  hence  it  alio  follows,  that  if  the  wall  or 

pillar  be  made  of  any  glutinous  or  tenacious  mat- 
ter, and  turned  upfide  down,  and  fufpended  at  the 

thick  end  in  the  air ;  its  weight  will  no  fooner  pu 
it  in  pieces  in  one  part  than  in  another. 

PROP.      XI. 

¥0  Jhew  the  fituation  and  magnitude  of  gardens 
courts,  gates,  woods,  &c. 

No  houfe  mould  be  built  too  far  from  the  ftreet 

that  is,  too  far  back,  if  it  (land  in  a  town  *,  for 
caufes  a  great  deal  of  labour  going  back  and  fo: 
ward  to  the  houfe,  and  nothing  can  be  feen  in  th 
town.     And  when  it  happens  that  a  houfe  has  bee 
injudicioufly  placed  too  far  back,  this  fault  may 
part  be  remedied,  by  the  lofs  of  a  little  groun< 
and  that  is,  by  taking  away  the  fegment  of  a  ci 
cle  from  the  yard  or  court,  and  let  it  lie  to  t 
ftreet. 

An  area  or  court  before  a   houfe  ought  to 
as  broad  as  the  houfe,  and  muft   be  a  fquare 
rectangle ;  if  a  rectangle,  the  length   mult  be  1 
breadth  and  half,  but  not  more.     But  towards 
ftreet,  it  may  fometimes  be  terminated  by  the  ai 
of  a  circle  or  ellipfis.     And  no  trees  ought  to| 
placed  in  it,  but  only  fhrubs,  which  one  can 

01 
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over.     Gravel  walks  mud  be  laid,  ftreight  to  the  Fig- 
door,  and    round    about,  and    borders   of  flowers 
planted  to  beautify  it.     The  reft  to  be  grafs. 

Gardens  mud  be  made  large  enough  to  grow 
fuch  fruits  and  vegetables  as  are  fufficient  for  the 
family.  A  garden  ought  to  join  to  the  fouth 
fide,  or  the  warmed  fide  of  a  houfe,  which  will 

be  very  pleafant  and  beautiful  for  mod  part  of  the 
year  ;  being  placed  in  a  warm  fituation,  they  will 
be  the  better  defended  from  the  cold  blads  of  the 

fpring,  that  oftentimes  dedroy  all  fruit.  The 
north  and  north-ead  winds  do  endlefs  mifchief,  and 
mud  be  guarded  againd.  An  orchard  may  dand 
at  a  didance  from  a  houfe,  but  if  it  have  a  warm 
fituation  it  will  be  better.  It  is  commonly  placed 
on  the  backlide  of  a  building,  whatever  way  that 
happens  to  be. 

Large  trees  may  be  planted  at  fome  didance 
from  the  houfe,  to  defend  it  from  cold  and  ftormy 
weather.  But  by  no  means  let  them  be  placed 
fo  as  to  hinder  a  good  prolpecl  ;  and  a  profpect 
is  the  better,  as  it  is  the  more  extenfive,  and  con- 
fids  of  more  variety  of  objecls.  Hills  and  dales, 
and  a  mixture  of  land  and  water  are  very  pretty, 
as  are  woods  and  groves,  at  a  didance.  A  houfe 
is  bed  defended  by  trees,  when  they  are  placed  to- 

wards the  fouth- well:  or  north-ead  ;  for  the  drono;ed 
winds  come  from  the  former,  and  the  cold  weather 
from  the  latter ;  and  all  thefe  circumdances  ought 
to  be  confidered. 

Gates  for  foot  people  to  pafs  through  fhould  not 
be  lefs  than  four  feet  wide ;  nor  lefs  than  eight 
for  carriages.  And  in  large  buildings,  they  may 
be  10  or  12  feet  wide,  but  not  more.  The  prin- 

cipal gate  mud  face  the  main  door  of  the  houfe  ; 
a  fair  entrance  gives  a  great  grace  to  a  building. 
Some  fay  the  height  of  a  gate  mould  be  once  and 

A  a  3  a  half 
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Fig.  a  half  or  twice  the  width,  which  in  large  gates  is 
certainly  more  than  is  needful.  The  gate  mould 
be  loweft  in  the  middle ;  and  the  top,  of  a  cir- 

cular form.  Ornaments  are  often  placed  over  the 
tops  of  gates  and  out  doors,  which  makes  them 
look  very  pretty. 
Many  more  particulars  ought  to  be  taken  no? 

tice  of,  which,  for  fcarcity  of  room,  1  am  forced 
to  omit.  But  thefe  I  have  treated  on  are  the  prin« 
cipal. 

ART. 
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ART.       XV. 

MUSI        C. 

MY  defign  here  is  to  treat  of  this  delightful  art, 
fo  far  as  it  depends  on  mathematical  and 

philolophical  principles.  I  have  indeed  treated  up- 
on fome  parts  of  this  fubject  in  other  books,  and 

ib  have  partly  anticipated  the  fubiect.  But  I  (hall 
make  abftracts  of  thefe  things,  as  I  have  occafion, 
for  the  further  profecution  of  this  matter.  The 
practical  part  of  mufic  is  well  known,  and  in  great 

perfection  ;  b'lt  the  fpeculative  part  is  but  known 
to  few,  and  is  what  i  defign  to  treat  of  in  this 

paper. 

DEFINITIONS. 

Def.  i.  Mufic  is  the  fcience  of  pleafmg  founds, 
and  confifts  of  melody  and  harmony. 

Def.  2.  Melody  is  the  pleafure  arifing  from  hear- 
ing a  fucceffion  of  mufical  founds,  as  in  any  tune 

or  piece  of  mufic  ;  this  relates  only  to  a  finglc  part, 
and  is  the  fame  as  the  air  of  a  tune. 

Def.  3  Harmony  is  the  pleafure  arifing  upon 
hearing  a  compofuion  of  mufical  founds  in  con- 

junction, or  mufic  in  feveral  parts. 

Def.  4.  A  note  or  tone,  thefe  two  words  are  ufed 
promifcuouQy  either  to  fignify  the  degree  of  found, 
as  it  ftands  in  the  fcale ;  or  the  diftance  between  two 
of  them. 

Def.  5.  The  fcale  or  gamut  is  a  lift  or  catalogue 
of  all  the  notes  in  mufic,  placed  in  their  proper 
order. 

A  a* 4  Def. 

Fig. 
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F*g«      Def.  6.  Pitch  is  the  height  to  which  the  fcale  is 
fet ;  or  the  voice  or  any  inftrument. 

Def.  7.  Key  ox  key  note.,  is  the  loweft  or  ending 
note  of  a  piece  of  mufic.  There  are  two  of  thefe, 
the  flat  key  and  thefharp  key. 

Def.  8.  Cliffs  or  clefts  are  marks  fet  at  the  be- 
ginning of  every  piece  of  mufic,  to  denote  what 

part  it  is,  whether  treble,  bafe,  &c.  which  faves 
the  labour  of  writing  it  down. 

Def.  9.  Moods,  certain  marks  ufed  to  denote  the 
various  meafures  of  time. 

Def.  10.  Cadences  are  the  concords  and  difcords 

taken  at  the  clofe  or  conclufion  of  a  piece  of  mu« 
lie,  or  of  fome  part  of  it  •,  by  thefe  the  mufic  na- 

turally falls  into,  and  terminates  in  the  key. 

Def.  1 1.  Cords  or  Concords,  are  fuch  notes  as  pro- 
duce a  harmony,  when  they  found  together.  Dif- 
cords produce  none. 

Def.  12.  Mudulation,  is  the  alt  of  palling  out  of 
one  key  into  another. 

Def.  13.  Tranjition,  is  breaking  a  note  into  feve- 
ral  letter  notes,  to  iweeten  the  roughnefs  of  a  leap, 
by  gradually  pafling  from  that  note  to  the  next. 

PROP.     I. 

In  any  mufical  firing,  whofe  diameter  zz.  d,  length 
~  I,  weight  z=  w,  its  tenfion  or  weight  that  ftr etches 
it  zz  T,  and  f  zz  16.1  feet ;  then  the  time  of  its  vi- 

bration will  be     / — -*  infeconds. 

This  is  demonftrated  in  Prob.  II.  Seel:.  3.  Flux» 
ions,  to  which  I  muft  refer  the  reader,  for  the  proof 
of  it. 

Cor, 
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Cor.  I.  tfhe  number  of  vibrations  performed  in  a    l<& 
fecond,  is     / — -. v    pi 

Cor.  2.  Ihefquare  of  the  time  of  vibration  of  any 
mufual  firing  is  as  the  length  and  weight  direftly,  and 
fenfion  reciprocally. 

Cor.  3 .  //  the  matter  is  the  fame ;  the  times  of 

vibration  of  different  mufical  firings ,  are  as  the  dia~ 
meters  and  lengths  diretlly,  and  the  fquare  root  of  the 
tenfions  reciprocally. 

For  w  is  as  ddl9  and  therefore  the  time  is  as 
/    iddll  __\     dl 

W  T"  -)~7T' 
Cor.  4.  If  the  matter  is  the  fame,  the  number  of 

vibrations  in  a  fecond,  of  different  firings ,  are  as  ̂ ~ — • 
dl 

Cor.  5.  In  the  fame  firing  and  tenfion,  the  time  of 
vibration  will  be  as  the  length. 

Cor.  6.  In  the  fame  firing  and  tenfion>  the  number 
of  vibrations  in  a  ft con d,  will  be  reciprocally  as  the 
length. 

Cor.  7.  //  the  matter  be  the  fame,  and  the  tenfions 
as  the  fauares  of  the  diameters  -,  the  times  of  vibration 
will  be  as  the  lengths. 

Cor.  8.  If  the  matter  and  the  length  be  the  fame  % 
and  the  tenfions  as  the  fquares  of  the  diameters ;  the 
times  of  vibrations  will  be  equals  and  they  will  give 
the  fame  found. 

S    C    H    O    L. 

By  this  laft  Corol.  the  firings  ought  to  bear  the 
fame  pitch,  and  both  break  together.  But  I  always 
found  the  thickeft  to  break  fir  it,  and  the  fmalleft  to 
bear  the  higheft  pitch. 

It 
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Fig.     It  may  not  be  amifs  here  to  relate  fome  experi- 
ments I  macle  of  the  vibrations  of  firings. 

I  took  a  wire  firing  57.95  inches  long,  weighing 
S?T  grams>  which  fattened  to  a  virginal,  and 
flrained  with  jib.  weight  -9  a  quarter  of  it  was  uni- 
fon  with  EE  flat  in  the  bafe.  By  this  theory  it 
made  65  vibrations  in  a  fecond  ;  and  therefore 
4  X  65  or  260  is  the  number  of  vibrations  which 
the  firing  E  flat  (in  the  mean)  makes.  But  this  in- 
flrument  was  a  note  below  pitch. 

A  firing  52.9  inches  long,  weight  71  grains, 
flrained  with  io~lb»  onafpinet,  half  of  it  was  uni- 
fon  with  AA  in  the  bafe,  whence  the  whole  made 

86.7  vibrations  in  a  fecond.  And  4  x  86.7  or  347 
is  the  number  of  vibrations  which  A  (high  in  the 
bafe)  makes  in  a  fecond,  and  E  flat  makes  245. 

At  jib.  weight  it  was  with  F,  which  makes  280 
vibrations,  whence  A  would  make  ̂ 5h  anc*  E 
flat  250. 

At  gib.  weight  it  was  with  G,  which  makes  322 
vibrations,  whence  A  would  make  362,  and  E  flat 
255. 

By  a  former  experiment  E  flat  was  254.  There- 
fore at  a  mean  of  5  experiments,  E  flat  made  253 

vibrations,  and  C  below  made  212.7. 

PROP.      II. 

If  two  mufical  firings  be  made  to  vibrate  and  found 

together  •,  the  fweetnefs  of  the  harmony  will  be  greater 
or  lefs,  according  as  the  coincidence  of  their  vibrations 
are  many  or  few.  And  if  their  vibrations  never  co- 

incide, they  produce  the  moft  harfh  and  difagreeabk 
difcord. 

go.  Thefe  things  are  matter  of  experience.  For  let 
AB,  ab  be  two  firings  of  the  fame  matter  and  big- 
nefs  for  length  and  breadth,  and  flretched  with  the fame 
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fame  weight,  and  made  to  vibrate  ;  their  vibrations  Fig. 
will  be  compleated  in  the  fame  time,  by  Prop.  I.  59. 
and  they  will  both  give  the  fame  found,  whether 
they  found  together  or  feparate.  Here  their  vi- 

brations always  coincide,  and  their  united  found 
is  unifon,  which  is  the  moft  perfect  harmony  that 
can  be. 

Now  let  one  of  the  firings  ab  be  ftopt  in  the 
middle  at  r,  and  AB  and  cb  be  made  to  vibrate ; 
then  (Cor.  4.  Prop.  1.)  cb  will  vibrate  jufl  twice  as 
fail  as  AB  ;  and  their  vibrations  will  coincide  at 

every  vibration  of  AB,  and  at  every  other  of  cb\ 
and  this  is  the  fweeteft  harmony  that  can  be  made 
by  firings  of  different  lengths,  and  is  called  an 
oclave  or  eight.  And  there  is  fo  much  likenefs  in 
the  idea  or  perception  of  thefe  two  founds,  that 
muficians  do  not  fcruple  to  account  all  eights  the 
fame.  In  the  fame  manner  if  cb  was  flopt  in  the 
middle,  and  made  to  vibrate  with  AB,  it  would 
vibrate  four  times  as  fad,  and  every  4th  of  its  vi- 

brations would  coincide  with  every  vibration  of 

AB ;  and  the  fame  harmony,  and  the  fame  fimili- 
tude,  will  flill  remain. 

Again,  let  ad  be  a  third  part  of  ab ;  and  the 
firing  being  ftopt  at  d,  let  AB  and  db  vibrate  to- 

gether, then  every  third  vibration  of  db  will  coin- 
cide with  every  fecond  of  AB  ;  and  produce  a  de- 

lightful harmony,  which  is  the  next  agreeable  con- 
cord, and  is  called  a  fifth. 

In  like  manner  if  af  be  a  fourth  part  of  ab ; 
and  AB,  fb  vibrate  together ;  their  vibrations  will 
coincide  at  every  fourth  vibration  of  fb,  and  every 

third  of  AB  •,  which  produces  that  agreeable  har- 
mony called  a  fourth. 

After  the  fame  manner,  if  ag  be  a  fifth  part, 
and  ah  a  fixth  part  of  ab  \  and  £#  or  hb  be  made  to 
vibrate  with  AB  \  then  the  fifth  vibration  of  gb 
will  always  coincide  with  the  fourth  of  AB ;  and 

the 
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Fig.  the  fixth  vibration  of  bb9  with  the  fifth  of  AB  5 
and  they  will  ftill  produce  a  delightful  harmony, 
but  lefs  and  lefs  perfect.  Thefe  are  called  the 
greater  and  leffer  thirds. 

But  let  a  part  of  ab  be  ftopt,  which  is  incom- 
menfurable  to  AB,  the  found  of  thefe,  vibrating 
together,  will  produce  nothing  but  a  dilagreeable 
noife,  without  the  leafl:  harmony.  So  it  is  evident 
that  it  is  the  coincidence  of  the  vibrations  that 

caufes  the  harmony;  and  the  more  frequent  that 
coincidence  is,  the  greater  is  the  harmony ;  and 
where  there  is  no  coincidence,  there  is  no  harmony 
at  all. 

70#  Cor.  1 .  If  there  be  four  firings  of  equal  fize  and 
ten/ton,  whofe  lengths  are  ba,  bg>  bd,  be  \  and  all 
made  to  found  together,  they  will  produce  the  moft 
agreeable  harmony,  that  ispoffible  to  be  made  with  four 

firings ',  in  the  compafs  of  an  0 clave. 
Far  if  the  length  ba  be  1  ;  bg  will  be  -J--,  bd%  \ ; 

and  be,  ~.  Therefore  4  vibrations  of  ba  are  equal 
to  5  of  bg,  and  to  6  of  b d  •,  and  to  8  of  be. 

Cor.  2.  And  the  great  eft  harmony  that  can  be  made 
with  6  fuch  firings,  will  be  when  their  lengths  are 
1      *      *      *      ■     and  I J ,    -j,    -3-,     4-5    -3-,    unu  -g-. 

For  the  number  of  vibrations  will  be  reciprocally 
as  their  lengths ;  whence  1  vibration  of  the  firft, 

will  be  equal  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  vibrations  of  the  2(1, 
3J,  4rA,  5th,  6th,  refpectively.  And  after  thefe  pe- 

riods they  all  conftantly  coincide. 

Cor.  3.  If  fever al  parts  of  the  firing  ab  {which  de- 

note any  cords')  be  multiplied  together  \  the  product  will denote  the  cordy  which  is  the  fum  of  all  the  reft.  Or 
they  may  be  dij cords. 

For  if  gb  =  -*-,  and  db  =  -\,  then  •  x  £  =  £, 
that  is,  a  whole  tone  and  a  fourth,  make  a  fifth. 

For  the  firing  gb,  ftopt  at  d,  produces  a  fourth 
above 
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above  g>  or  a  fifth  above  a.     In  like  manner  -§.  x  T^ig. 
Xi-Zy,  that  is  a  lefler  third,  a  greater  third,  and 
a  fourth,  make  an  eight.     And  fo  of  others. 

(     PROP.      III. 

If  ZA  be  any  mufical  firing  ;  and  if  ZA,  Z£,  Zf,  71. 
Zi,  Z^,  & c.  be  taken  in  geometrical  progreffion  ;  and 
if  ZA  be  made  to  vibrate,  and  then  flopt  fucceffively 
at  £,  r,  d,  e,  /,  &V.     The  founds  produced  thereby 
will  afcend  equally,  or  rife  by  equal  degrees. 

That  the  found  of  any  mufical  firing  is  caufed 
by  the  vibrating  motion  thereof  ftriking  the  air,  is 

matter  of  experience •,  and  likewife  the  more  any 
firing  is  flretched,  the  fader  it  vibrates,  and  the 
acuter  the  found  will  be.  And  when  the  flretching 
force  or  tenfion  is  the  fame ;  the  fhorter  the  firing 
is,  the  more  acute  the  note  will  be,  and  the  vibra- 

tions quicker. 
It  is  alfo  known  by  experiments,  that  in  any 

firing  whatever,  if  it   be  flopt  in  the  middle,  it 
will  then  found  an  eighth  higher.      If  a  third  part 
be  flopt,  it  will  found  a  fifth  higher,     if  a  fourth 
part  be  flopt,  it  will  found  a  fourth  higher.     If  a 
fifth  part  be  flopt,  it  will  found  higher  by  a  greater 
third.     If  a  fixth  part  be  flopt,  it  will  found  high- 

er  by  a  leffer  third  •,  and  fo  on,  whatever   be  the 
length  of  the  firing:  for  the  acutenels  of  the  tone 
depends   upon    the   quicknefs   of    the   vibrations. 
Therefore  if  AZ,  £Z,  be  two  firings,  or  one  firing 
ftopt  at  b,  and  if  Ab  be  fome  determined  part  of 
AB  (as  -J.)  ;  then  the  found  of  bZ  is  raifed  a  deter- 

mined degree  (a  lefler  third) :  for  the  fame  reafon 

if"  bZmbt  a  firing,  and  be  the  fame  determined  part of  bZ  >  then  flopping  it  a:  <:,  will  alfo  raife  the 
found  by  the  fame  degree.     And  if  cZ  be  a  firing, 
and  cd  ft  ill  the  fame  determined  part  of  cZ  \  flop- ping 
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Fig, ping  at  d  will  alfo  raife  the  found  an  equal  degree 
71.  higher  ;  and  fo  on.  Now  Ab  is  the  fame  part  of 

AZ,  as  be  is  of  bZ,  and  as  cd  is  of  cZ,  &c.  be- 
cause ZA,  Zb,  Zf,  Zd,  &c\  are  in  geometrieal 

progreffion,  and  Ab,  be,  cd,  &c.  in  the  fame  geo- 
metrical progreffion.  Therefore  the  firing  AZ, 

ftopt  at  b,  e,  d,  e,  &c.  will  raife  the  found  gradu- 
ally by  equal  degrees. 

Cor.  1.  Hence  -—   zz  —   zz  —  &fr.  and  each 
AZ        bZ        cTL 

of  them  may  denote  that  given  degree*  the  found  h 
raifed,  or  elevated  in  flopping  at  b,  c,  d,  &c. 

Cor.  2.  And  confequently,  when  any  part  as  Ad  is 
but  finally  the  height  the  found  is  raifed  by  the  firings 

Ad 
AZ,  dZ,  is  nearly  as  — — . AZ 

For   then   Ab,    be,    cd,    will  be   nearly   equal. 
But  that  degree  of  afcent  will  be  more  exa&ly 

Ad 

4.  AZ  +  dZ 

Cor.  3.  If  Ab,  be,  cd,  de,  &rV.  be  taken  extreme- 
ly Jmall;  any  part  of  the  firing  as  Ag  will  be  analo- 

gous to  the  logarithmic  area  •,  and  the  rife  of  found,  t& 
the  logarithm  correfponding. 

For  Ab,  be,  cd,  &c.  being  in  geometrical  pro- 
greffion, and  the  correfpondent  afcentsof  found  ali 

equal,  or  the  whole  in  arithmetic  progreffion.  Thefe 
lad  will  be  the  logarithms,  and  the  former  will  fill 
up  the  logarithmic  fpace. 

Cor  4.  Let  AZzzi  the  length  of  the  whole  firing. 
Zg  zz  /,  any  other  firing, 

e  zz  elevation  of  its  tone  {above  ZA.) 
E  zz  elevation  of  tone  in  an  otlave. 

^hen  e  zz  —   ??!_  the  elevation  of  tone  when  flop  f 
.30103 

at  g. 
For 
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For  ZA,  Z£,  Zc,  Zd,  &c.  being  geometrical  FiS- 
proportionals  •,  and  the  correfpondent  elevations  of 
found,  arithmetical  proportionals  ;  the  former  will 
be  the  numbers,  and  the  latter  their  logarithms. 
And  fince  the  firing  \  is  an  o&ave  to  AZ,  and  E 
its  elevation  of  tone  ;  we  (hall  have  log.  ~  (.30103) 
:  E  :  :  log.  :  Zg  (log.  /)  :  e. 

Cor.  5.  //  two  firings  be  in  a  given  ratio*  or  if 
one  be  ft  opt  in  a  given  ratio  \  the  found  will  be  raifed 
a  given  height. 

For  a  firing  double  in  length  to  another,  or  ftopt 
in  the  middle,  the  found  will  rife  an  eighth.  If  f 
be  flopt,  it  rifes  a  fifth.  If  ~  be  ftopt,  it  rifes  a 
fourth  -,  if  ~  be  ftopt,  it  rifes  a  third,  &c. 

PROP.      IV. 

STtf  inveftigate  the  number  and  diftances  of  all  the  70i 
notes  in  an  okave*  and  therefore  in  the  whole  fc ale. 

This  is  to  be  done  by  Prop.  II.  and  its  Corolla- 
ries, but  moft  eafily  by  the  firft  Corol.  By  this 

Cor.  the  four  firings  whofe  lengths  are  1,  .J,  -J,  and 
~  founding  together,  give  the  moll  agreeable  har- 

mony. And  if  they  be  fo  delightful  when  taken  in 
conjunction,  they  cannot  be  otherwife  when  taken 

in  fucceffion  •,  therefore  we  may  be  afTured,  that 
thefe  four  notes  actually  exift  in  the  fcale.  Then 
our  next  bufinefs  is  to  rind  at  what  diftances  the  two 

founds  in  the  middle  (given  by  the  firings  £,  40  are 
placed  above  the  found  of  the  loweft  (given  by  i) 
which  is  the  ground  ;  for  that  given  by  the  firing 
i  is  fixt,  being  an  octave  higher.  The  four  firings 
founding  thefe  notes  are  ba>  bg,  bd<,  be  -9  then  cal- 

culating the  diftances  of  found  by  Cor.  4.  of  the 
laft  Prop,  we  fhall  find  tha;  the  firing  ba, ftopt 
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Fig.     fi;opt  at£,  raifes  the  found  .322  parts  of  an  oc* 
70.  tave  above  a. 

ftopt  at  d9  raifes  the  found  .263  parts  of  an  oc- 
tave above  g. 

flopt  at  c9  raifes  the  found  .415  parts  of  an  oc- 
tave above  d-9 

where  d  is  an  oclave  to  the  firft  at  a.     But  thefe  3. 
divifions  (if  they  were  all  equal)  would  only  make 
3  notes  in  an  odtave,  which  would  be  too  few  to 
exprefs  any  mufic,  as  there  could  be  no  variety 
therein.     Therefore  we  mud  fubdivide  thefe  divi- 

fions into  lefs  ones,  as  near  equal  as  we  can,  fo  as 
to  be  melodious  ;  for  that  is  the  ultimate  end  of  all 

our  enquiries.     If  the  leaft^d  zz  263  be  taken  for 
the  length  of  a  note,  ag  will  contain  about  17, 
which  does  not  anfwer  right.     If  gd  contains   2 
notes,  then  dc  will  contain  3^,  which  (till  does  not 
anfwer.     If  ag  contains  4,  then   dc   will   contain 
about  5,  and  gd  about  3.      This  is  the  neareft  di- 
vilion  we  can  get  in  fmall  numbers.     According  to 
which  there  will  be  12  divifions,  or  12  notes  in  the 

octave  almoft  equal  to  one  another  -,  only  thefe  in 
ag  will  be  fomething  lefs  than  the  reft.     But  here 
will  be  too  many  notes  here  in  the  compafs  of  an 
oclave;  for  if  12  fuch  firings  be  made  to  found  in 

iucceflion,  they  will  give  no  delight  at  all  •,  there- 
fore this  is  not  the  thing  that  nature  aims  at.    There- 
fore we  mud  try  to  reduce  them  to  a  leffer  num- 

ber •,  and  this  is  not  to  be  done  otherwife  than  by 
taking  half  of  ag  for  a  note;  then 

we  have  in  ag  2 
in  gd  if 
in  dc  2£ 

There  will  then  be  in  all  5  whole  fpaces  and  two- 
half  ones  •,  but  thefe  half  fpaces  cannot  be  both 
put  into  one,  to  make  a  whole  fpace,  becaufe  they 
happen  in  different  divifions,  one  being  in  gd,  the 

other  in  dc,  which  c-  with  one  an- 

other. 
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other.  Here  then  we  fhall  have  the  octave  divid-Fig. 
ed  into  7  parts,  5  of  them  greater,  and  nearly  70. 
equal  to  one  another;  and  2  lefler  alfo  nearly 
equal,  and  about  half  the  bignels  of  the  former. 
The  greater  may  be  properly  called  whole  notes ; 
and  the  leffer  half  notes.  And  nature  will  admit 
of  no  more,  without  the  utmoft  jangling  of  the 
founds,  which  cannot  be  called  mufic. 

The  next  thing  is  to  find  the  places  of  thefe  half 
notes,  fo  that  one  be  in  the  divifion  gd,  and  the 
other  in  the  divifion  dc.  And  fince  this  is  entirely 
arbitrary,  we  muft  call  in  nature  to  our  afiiftance. 
Let  them  then  be  combined  together  all  the  ways 
pofiible  by  the  laws  of  Permutation^  fo  that  the 
half  notes  keep  their  proper  divifions.  And  here 
they  can  only  be  combined  6  different  ways.  Then 
let  each  of  them  be  tried,  by  finging  or  playing 
them  gradually  down  from  the  higheft  to  the  loweft, 
in  the  nature  of  ringing  8  bells  ;  and  obferve  which 
mufic  is  the  mod  melodious  and  delightful,  and 
take  that  combination  for  the  true  order  of  the 
notes  in  an  octave;  and  that  will  be  found  to  be 

f,  1,  1,  1,  f,  1,  1  •,  no  other  combination  being 
fo  mufical.  So  that  here  nature  and  art  have  jointly 

confpired  to  find  out  the  true  fyftem  of  notes  con- 
tained in  the  gamut,  on  which  all  mufic  is  built. 

If  the  notes  and  half  notes  be  continued  through 
feveral  octaves,  the  notes  will  Hand  thus, 

where  the  twp  half  notes  are  fo  placed,  that  there 
are  always  two  and  three  whole  notes  alternately  be- 

tween them.  And  this  is  an  effential  property  of  the 
fcak  or  gamut.  And  I  affirm,  that  all  tunes,  or 
pieces  of  mufic  whatfoever,  mud  be  played  by  a 
fcale  thus  conftructed  \  and  tiiat  nature  allows  of 
no  other  fo  perfect  and  melodious. 

Indeed  it  is  almoft  felf-evident,  that  to  have  the 
fcries  of  notes  as  melodious  as  pofiible,  that  the 

B  b  half 
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Fig, half  notes  be  placed  as  far  off  one  another  as  they 
70.  poflibly  can ;  fo  that  there  muft  be  two  and  three 

whole  notes  alternately  placed  between  every  two 
half  notes.  For  any  body  may  find,  by  trying  it 
upon  an  inftrument,  how  difagreeable  the  mufic  is 
when  the  half  notes  are  placed  together,  or  only 

parted  by  one  note. 
Further,  thefe  half  notes  muft:  keep  their  places, 

in  refpect  of  the  lowed  note,  which  note  therefore 
is  the  key.  For  let  as  many  changes  as  you  will 
be  rung  on  8  bells  ;  the  mufic  naturally  tends  to 
end  upon  the  loweft  note ;  and  it  is  the  fame  thing 
for  any  tune.  That  note  then  is  the  key,  that  has 
two  whole  notes  above  it,  and  then  a  half  note ; 
and  a  half  note  below  it. 

The  half  notes  give  a  charming  and  pleating  va- 
riety in  all  mufic.  If  all  the  notes  had  been  by 

nature  equal,  there  would  not  have  been  that  variety 
and  fweetnefs,  which  the  mixture  of  whole  notes 
and  half  notes  affords. 

Now  for  diftinction,  names  muft  be  given  to 

thefe  7  notes  •,  and  they  are  denoted  by  the  feven 
letters  of  the  alphabet  -9  and  that  which  is  the  key 
is  called  C,  and  the  reft  in  order ;  which  being 
placed  in  proper  order,  and  at  their  due  diftances 

to  (hew  the  half  notes  •,  the  gamut  will  be  as  follows, 
C  D  EF  G  A  BC  DEFGABCD  EF  &c. 

So  every  eight  has  the  fame  letters  repeated  •,  how 
the  notes,  that  they  reprefent,  are  to  be  written 

for  the  practice  of  playing,  will  be  fhewn  after- 
wards^ If  the  notes  in  an  octave  be  reduced  to 

numbers,  they  will  ftand  thus, 
E  G 

c±xJLx15xJLxJLx±xHc 
9       10     16      9       10      9       16 

But  ~  and  -^G-  may  change  places,  in  the  period  01 
divifion  CE  •,  and  alfo  in  the  divifion  Gc.  Theft 
fractional  numbers  denote  the  parts  of  the  firing? 

tc 
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to  found  the  notes  in  progrefiion,  each  part  taken  Fig. 
from  the  laft  length.  That  is  (if  Z  A  be  the  firing,  72. 

Fig.  72.)  •  of  AZ,  A  of  JZ,  41  of  rZ,  &c.  are 
the  parts.  Or  the  whole  lengths  founding  the  fe- 

veral  notes  will  be  1,  |,  ♦,  4,  {-,  4,  ̂   is  that 
is  ZA  =  i,  Zb  =  4,  Zr  =  ♦,  Z</  =  £,  &c.  of 
ZA,  the  whole  firing.  And  hence  f,  ̂   ~T,  f9 
tV »  f  >  tV>  reprefent  the  length  of  the  notes,  from 
the  key,  being  equal  to  Ab>  be,  cd,  de,  &c. 

Cor.  1.  //  is  an  effential  property  of  the  fcale  of 
mufic,  that  through  the  whole,  there  are  placed  al- 

ternately two  and  three  whole  notes,  between  every  tzva 
half  notes. 

Cor.  2.  7/  follows  from  what  has  been  faid,  that 
C  is  the  true  key  of  all  mufical  compofitions  that  are 
gay,  lively  and  merry ;  or  that  fuch  pieces  of  mufic 
will  all  naturally  end  in  that  note,  and  is  called  the 
fharp  key, 

S    C    H    O    L. 

It  may  be  obferved,  that  another  feries  of  notes 
might  have  been  taken  to  make  up  an  octave  ;  and 
that  is,  initead  of  half  notes,  to  join  them  to  the 
next  whole  notes  ;  and  then  we  mould  have  5  notes 

in  the  octave  -,  3  leffer  nearly  equal,  and  two  great- 
er, being  half  as  much  more  as  the  other-,  and  this 

fcale  may  be  faid  to  be  the  former  fcale  abridged  or 
contracted.     And  they  will  (land  as  follows, 

CDE  GA  C  de  g&c. 
in  numbers  4  ̂   4  TV  4 

Here  one  and  two  of  the  proper  notes  ftand  alter- 
nately between  each  two  of  the  double  notes.  It 

cannot  be  denied,  but  that  mufic  may  be  compofed 

from  this  fyftem  •,  but  by  reafon  of  too  few  notes 
in  the  octave,  the  mufic  will  not  have  compafs  and 

variety  enough  •,  nor  will  it  have  that  fweetnefs 
which  it  would  have  by  the  fyftem  of  7  notes  ;  as 

B  b  2  any 
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Fig. any  one  may  experience  upon  an  inftrument,  by 
72.  ftriking  thefe  5  notes  like  ringing  5  bells. 

What  has  been  faid  here,  relates  to  the  gay  key 
4     which  ends  in  C  ;  but  there  is  another  key  in  which 

all  grave  and  folemn  pieces  of  mufic  always  end, 
which  is  A,  as  will  be  fhewn  in  the  next  Prop. 
But  the  fyftem  of  notes  is  the  fame  for  both  keys. 

Notwithftanding  the  imperfection  of  this  fcale, 
yet  fix  bells  made  to  ftrike  thefe  notes,  would  go 
very  prettily. 

PROP.      V. 

As  the  note  C  in  the  gamuts  is  the  key  in  which  all 
merry  and  joyful  mufic  ends ;  fo  the  note  A  is  the  key 
in  which  all  flat  and  forrowful  mufic  ends,  and  to 
which  it  tends  as  to  a  center. 

This  is  proved  by  experiments,  for  the  flat  key, 
in  the  fame  manner  as  was  done  for  the  (harp  key. 
For  let  any  tune  or  piece  or  mufic,  which  ex- 

cites grief  or  pity  be  tried,  and  it  will  be  found  al- 
ways to  tend  to  A  at  its  conclufion,  and  to  end 

there.  And  as  this  is  found  always  to  hold  good  ; 
then  this  is  naturally  the  key  to  all  thefe  foft  move- 

ments. I  confefs  I  can  give  no  reafon  for  this,  no 
more  than  1  can  give  a  reafon  why  fugar  is  fweet, 

and  wormwood  bitter  •,  experience  mews  both. 
But  I  think  it  is  no  wonder  at  all  to  find  that  thefe 

pieces  of  mufic  which  are  fprightly,  and  thofe  that 
are  doleful  fhould  tend  to  different  points,  and 
have  different  conclufions.  When  a  perfon  in  dif- 
trefs  is  complaining,  or  lamenting  in  tears,  the 
voice  naturally  rifes  from  B  to  C,  and  then  drops 
into  A.  This  is  the  mufic  of  a  mournful  lan- 
guilhing  voice,  as  in  the  crying  of  a  child. .  And 
as  grief  by  fome  mechanifm  in  nature,  excites  this 
fort  of  vocal  mufic ;  fo  on  the  contrary,  this  kind 

of 
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of  mufic  excites  grief,  forrow,  melancholy,  flatnefs,Fig. 
and  uneafinefs  in  the  mind. 

Cor.  r.  Mufic  in  the  (harp  key,  or  in  C,  is  gay, 

lively,  chearful,  fprightly,  merry  -,  and  infpires  joy 
and  gladnefs.  It  is  known  by  having  a  greater  third 

above  it  -,'  or  only  two  whole  notes  above,  and  a  half 
note  below, 

Cor.  2.  Mufic  in  the  flat  key  A  is  foft,  grave,  fo- 
lemn,  dull,  penfive,  forrowful,  melancholy,  doleful  ; 
and  excites  grief \  pity,  woe,  fadnefs,  mourning,  &c. 
It  is  known  by  having  a  lejfer  third  above  it ;  or  a 
whole  note  above  it,  and  2  whole  notes  below. 

S    C    H    O    L. 

Thefe  two  keys  are  fo  different  in  their  nature, 
that  one  infpires  mirth  and  the  other  fadnefs ;  and 
that  in  different  degrees.  There  are  certain  founds 
natural  to  joy,  others  to  forrow  and  defpair  ;  others 
to  love  and  compaffion,  &c.  And  a  fkiiful  artift 
in  mufic  can  make  fuch  compositions,  or  combina- 

tions of  notes,  as  can  raife  any  of  the  paffions  of 
the  human  foul.  Various  combinations  of  founds 

have  various  effects  upon  the  imagination.  Some 
compofitions  infpire  courage,  others  terror.  Some 
incline  to  love,  joy,  and  mirth  ;  others  to  anger, 
forrow,  defpair,  &c.  A  judicious  mixture  of  con- 

cords and  difcords  have  fo  bewitching  and  magical 
effects  upon  the  paffions,  and  fo  powerfully  excite 
them,  and  work  upon  the  imagination  fo  ftrongly, 
that  men  frequently  run  into  actions  of  a  corref- 
pondent  nature,  or  fuch  as  re  the  natural  refult  of 

courage,  anger,  love,  defpair,  &c.  So  furpriz- 
ingly  do  thefe  artful  compofitions  in  mufic  raiie 
or  deprefs  the  fpirits. 

B  b  3  PROP. 
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Fig. 
PROP.      VI; 

To  determine  the  number  of  concords  and  difcords* 

It  has  been  obferved  (Prop.  II.)  that  a  concord  is 
caufed  by  the  frequent  coincidence  of  the  vibrations 
of  two  firings ;  and  a  difcord  by  their  feldom  or 
never  coinciding.  This  being  allowed,  we  muft 
confider  how  many  cafes  can  happen  where  the 
lengths  of  two  firings  can  be  exprefled  by  fmall 
numbers  ;  for  their  ratio  denotes  fome  concord. 

i.  The  length  of  two  firings  being  i  and  2,  -*• 
denotes  an  eighth. 

2.  The  lengths  being  2  and  3,  then  ~  exprefles 
a  fifth. 

3.  The  lengths  being  3  and  4,  then  ~  denotes 
a  fourth. 

4.  If  the  lengths  be  4-  and  5,  then  4-  is  the, 
greater  third. 

All  thefe  have  been  fhewn  in  Prop.  II. 
5.  If  the  lengths  be  3  and  5,  then  4  is  the  con- 

cord, and  (by  Cor.  3.  Prop,  11.)  that  is  equal  to 
JXp  confequently  \  is  a  greater  fixth,  being 
equal  to  a  fourth,  and  a  greater  third  ;  ~  is  too  lit- 

tle, being  lefs  than  ~,  which  denotes  an  eighth. 
6.  If  the  lengths  be  5  and  6,  then  \  denotes  a 

]efTer  third  (Prop.  II.)  If  the  lengths  be  4  and  6, 

then  -J-  =  t>  which  we  had  before.  And  -J-  is  -J- 
as  before. 

7.  If  the  lengths  are  6  and  7,  or  5  and  7,  or  4 
and  7  *,  I  doubt  not  but  thefe  would  make  imper- 

fect concords.  But  they  can  be  of  no  ufe  in  our 
fcale,  as  they  would  be  incommenfurable  to  the  reft 
of  the  notes. 

8.  If  the  lengths  be  7  and  8,  this  concord  would 
alio  be  incommenfurable  and  ufelefs.  And  4  is 

tqual   to  £,  which    we   had    before.     But  if  the 
lengths 
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lengths  be  5  and  8,  then  4  will  be  a  concord,  be- Fig. 
ing  zz  4  X  -I  =  4  X  4>  and  is  equal  to  a  leffer 
third  and  a  fourth,  and  therefore  is  a  lefTer  fixth. 

9.  If  we  take  8  and  9,  we  come  among  the  dif- 
cords ;  for  J-  is  but  the  diftance  of  a  note,  and  T% 
another  note,  alfo  a  difcord ;  and  all  beyond  are 

difcords  •,  till  you  come  at  44*  which  is  (till  a  great- 
er difcord.  Yet  notwithfianding  thefe  go  under 

the  name  of  difcords,  they  are  not  properly  fuch  ; 
for  they  produce  a  fort  of  harmony,  for  in  the 
firings  8  and  9,  the  vibrations  coincide  at  every 
8th  of  one,  and  every  9th  of  the  other ;  and  that 
coincidence  is  the  criterion  of  the  degree  of  har- 

mony. But  thefe  that  have  no  fuch  coincidence  are 
properly  difcords..  And  hence  it  comes  that  thefe 

difcords  ~,  T9^,  &c.  mixt  with  concords,  make  the 
moft  agreeable  mufic. 

The  number  of  concords  will  now  appear  to  be, 

1.  The  lejfer  third  (4),  confiding  of  a  note  and 
a  half. 

2.  The  greater  third  (4),  containing  two  notes. 
3.  The  fourth  (4),  contains  two  notes  and  a  half. 
4.  The  fifth  (4),  confifts  of  3  notes  and  a  half. 
5.  The  lejjer  fixth  (4),  contains  4  notes,  or  3 

notes  and  two  half  notes. 

6.  The  greater  fixth  (4)  confifts  of  4  notes  and 
a  half. 

7.  The  eighth  (4),  confifts  of  6  notes,  or  5  notes 
and  2  half  notes. 

The   number  of  difcords   are,  the  lejjer  jecond 

/1|),  the  greater  jecond  (_-  or  -2_),  the  lejfer  je- 
\  16'  V  9  10/ 

venth  flS.  —  JL\  the  greater  jeventh  (—  c  — ). 

The  greater  fourth  is  a  difcord  when  it  confifts  of 
3  notes,  and  is  the  fame  as  a  flat  fifth,  as  from  B 
to  F.     So  that  the  number  of  concords  is  7  ;  and 

B  b  4  the 
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Fig.  the  number  of  difcords  5.  If  we  go  without  the 
compafs  of  an  eighth,  it  comes  to  the  fame  thing  ; 
for  an  eighth,  ninth,  tenth,  &c.  are  the  fame  as 
the  unifon,  fecond,  third,  &c.  The  8th  and  5th 

are  called  perfect  concords  -,  the  reft  imperfect. 

Cor.  1.  The  kjferfixth  is  equal  to  a  leffer  third  and 
a  fourth;  a  greater  fixth  is  equal  to  a  greater  third 
and  a  fourth.  An  eighth  is  equal  to  a  fifth  and  a 
fourth,  and  to  a  leffer  third  and  greater  Jixth,  and  to 
a  greater  third  and  lefjer  fixth ,  and  to  a  fecond  and 

feventh  -9  which  may  be  called  complements  to  one  an- other* 

Cor.  2.  Of  concords,  the  8th  is  moft  per  feci,  then 
the  $th,  and  next  the  thirds,  and  then  the  fixths. 

Cor.  3.  Of  difcords,  the  leffer  feventh  and  greater 
fecond  are  the  fweeteji,  being  complements.  And  the 
greater  feventh  and  lefs  fecond  the  moft  harfh,  being 
alfo  complements,     The  fourth  (greater)  is  alfo  harfh. 

PROP.     VII. 

To  find  the  divifions  cf  a  monocord  to  found  the  con- 
cords, according  to  the  number  of  notes  contained  in 

each  \  upon  fuppofition,  that  all  the  notes  in  the  gamut 

rift  by  equal  degrees  •,  and  tofhew  the  difference  between 
thefe  and  the  harmonic  divifions  -,  or  between  the  ifotq* 
nic  and  harmonic  Jcale. 

This  Problem  is  folved  at  large  in  Prob.  XXL 
Algebra,  and  in  Ex.  108,  of  the  Mechan.  410.  The 
particulars  of  which  I  (hall  here  put  down.  There 
are  6  notes  contained  in  an  octave,  or  12  half  notes. 
But  thefe  notes  are  not  all  of  a  bignefs  in  all  the 
concords,  as  is  fhewn  in  the  Mechanics ;  fo  the 
notes  do  not  rife  therein  by  equal  intervals  of 
fcund,  according  to  that  harmonic  divifion.    Lee 
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ZA  be  the  firing  zz  i,  Zh  zz  4.  And  let  Z£,  Zr,Fig# 
Zd9  &c.  found  the  half  notes,  and  put  Zb  zzx,  jt. 
then  Zb  is  the  firft  of  1 2  geometrical  proportionals ; 

whence  is  found  x  zz  */  4  zz  .9439  for  half  a  note  ; 

and  Zf  zz  *#  zz  8909  for  a  note.  And  x*  zz  8409 
zz  14  notes,  x+  zz  .7937  zz  2  notes,  **  zz  .74915 

zz  24  notes  ;  ̂ " zz. 66742  zz  34  notes,  #8zz. 62996 
zz  4  notes,  #9  zz  .5946  zz  44.  notes,  xiz  zz  .5  zz  6 
notes.  Thefe  are  the  divifions  for  each  of  the 

concords  in  order,  for  afcending  equally. 
But  the  harmonic  divifions  will  be  .84,  .8,  .75, 

!-,  .625,  .6,  4.  Thefe  put  into  decimals,  and  fet 
down  in  a  Table  with  the  former,  will  be  as 
follows. 

names  of  the 
cords. 

pure 

concord
s. 

equal afcents. 

errors. 

wh.  firing I. OOOOO I. OOOOO O 

lefTer  third 

greater  third 
fourth 
fifth 

^3333 

.80000 

.75000 .66666 

.84090 

.79370 .749 *5 

.66742 

fe  tV 

1  A 

*     T5-3- 

fc-rW 

lefler  fixth 

greater  fixth 

.62500 

.60000 

.62996 

.59460 

texT 

eighth .50000 .50000 

0        I 

Then  to  find  the  errors  or  variations  of  the  cor- 

refpondent  cords.  Among  the  methods  made  ufe 
of  in  the  Algebra,  we  have  this  (which  is  alfo  in 

the  Mechanics)  •,  Ac  or  the  length  of  a  note  at  A 
is  zz  1  — xx  zz  .1091  ;  and  the  length  of  a  note 
at  any  other  place  as  d,  that  is  de  zz  Zd  x  .1091 
zz  P.  And  let  Zd  rep  re  fen  t  any  of  the  numbers 
in  the  third  column,  and  j  that  in  the  fecond,  cor- 

refponding Then  the  error  will  be 
for 

that  concord.    As  in  the  fourth,  Zd  zz  .74915, 
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Fig,  s  zz  .75000,    and  P  zz  .74915  X  .1091  zz  .0817 ; 

71'  and  ZJ-j  =  .ooo8,   then  ̂ =£  =  -222!  = P  .0817 

~-J-o-  nearly,  the  error  in  the  fourth.     The  errors  in 
all  the  concords  being  thus  computed,  are  fet  down 
in  the  Table,  col.  4th.     This  lad  column  fhews 
the  quantity  of  the  error,  or  what  part  of  a  note 
it  is;  and  the  mark  $  fhews  the   note  (by  equal 
afcent)  to  be  too  (harp,  and  the  mark  fe  fhews  when 
it  is  too  flat.      Here  thefe  concords  that  are  the 

complements  to  one  another  have  the  fame  errort 
but  of  different  denominations. 

Cor.  i-  Hence,  in  this  ifotonic  fcale,  fmce  an  eighth 

contains  6  whole  tones  ;  then  computing  from  the  num- 
ber of  notes  in  each  concord,  as  found  in  the  lafi 

Prop,  we  fhall  find  4  lejfer  thirds  zz  an  eighth,  3 
greater  thirds  zz  an  eighth^  1 2  fourths  zz  5  otlaves, 
1 2  fifths  zz  7  otlaves,  3  lejfer  Jixths  zz  2  oclavesy 
and  4  greater  fix ths  zz  3  otlaves. 

Cor.  2.  The  ifotonic  fcale,  as  here  defcribed,  is  the 
left  fcale  for  pr a tlice,  that  can  be  contrived. 

For  in  the  fcale  defcribed  in  Prop.  IV.  which  is 
the  natural  fcale,  and  the  only  one  that  nature  has 
laid  down  ;  the  notes  are  not  all  equal,  fome  are 
denoted  by  £  and  fome  by  ,%,  tne  difference  is  T6, 

or  a  tenth  part  of  one  of  them  *,  which  makes  no 
fenfible  difference  in  playing  upon  a  fingle  inftru- 
ment.  But  in  compofition,  it  does  not  aniwer  ;  for 
if  a  concord  can  be  taken  perfect  from  fome  of  the 
notes,  it  will  be  imperfect  when  taken  from  others, 
which  occafions  great  confufion;  but  the  ifotonic 

fcale  anfwers  equally  for  all  •,  and  the  difference 
from  the  true  fcale  is  infenfible.  For  the  greateft 
error  is  in  the  leffer  third  and  greater  fixth,  which 
amounts  but  to  the  thirteenth  part  of  a  note,  which 
makes  an  imperceptible  variation  from  the  true cord, 
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cord,  when  played  in  confort ;  and  which  no  ear  canFig* 
difcover.  For  fuch  an  error  is  not  fo  difcoverable 
in  a  third  or  fixth,  as  in  a  fifth  or  eighth  ;  for  the 
fweeter  the  cord,  the  fooner  an  imperfection  is 
difcovered.  But  the  error  in  a  fifth  muft  be  quite 
infenfible,  being  but  the  hundred  part  of  a  note. 
And  although  thefe  trifling  errors  will  a  little  di- 
minim  the  fweetnefs  of  the  harmony,  yet  there  is 
no  remedy,  but  what  is  worfe  than  the  difeafe. 

In  the  natural  fcale,  the  difference  of  a  fourth 

and  fifth  is  fJL  —  Ji.)  -£-,  for  the  firing  *  •  or 
V  4  3  J  I2 

£  for  the  firing  1  ;  therefore  ~  will  be  a  note,  and 

8~l6 
theref

ore  
—    mould

  
be  zr  ̂ ,  but  it  is  only  *4933.

" 

For  there  are  6  notes  in  the  octave. 

Again,  take  the  difference  between  the  fourth  and 
leffer  third,  and  we  mail  have  -^  for  a  tone.     But 
—16 

—     z=  ,5214  inflead  of  ~.     So  that  neither  ~  nor 10 

t-o  is  an  exact  tone. 
AlefTer  third,  a  greater  third,  and  a  fourth,  dif- 

fer by  half  a  tone,  and   there  mould  be  1 2  in  the 

octave.     In  the  firft  we  have  (  5-  —  4_\   ̂   for 

the  firing  |  or  ~  for  the  firing  1,  and  the  firing 

half  a  note  above  is  14,  but  -i1     —  .6127,  which 

25 

mould  
be  

{.     
And  

in  the  
fecond   

(—  
—  

A.)    
Tio_ 

V  5  4y 
for  the  firing  ±,  or  ̂   for  the  firing   1.     And hi 

-2      zz  .4609,  which  fhould  be  £.     Therefore  the 16 

firft  is  too  little,  and  the  lad  too  big,  for  a  half  note. 
As  none  of  thefe  notes  or  half  notes  will  make 

up  an  octave,  fo  neither  will  any  number  of  thirds, 
fourths. 
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Ficr  fourths,  or  fifths,  make  one  or  more  octaves.    Fot 

then  (by  Cor.  i.)  we  fhould  have  JL  ,  or  —  ,  or 
6  5 

— iii        — yt 
JL  5 ,  or  -2.  7   — -^  but  none  of  thefe  are  fo5 

and  therefore  we  may  conclude,  that  no  fcale  made 

up  of  fuch  notes  or  half  notes,  or  any  combina- 
tions of  them,  or  of  perfect  thirds,  fourths,  fifths, 

&c.  can  be  perfectly  exact.  And  therefore  the  ifo- 
tonic  fcale,  whofe  numbers  are  in  the  third  column 
of  the  Table,  mud  be  the  bed  and  moft  practical 

fyftem. 
They  that  from  the  divifion  of  the  monocord 

infift,  that  all  inftruments  fhould  be  turned  accord- 

ing to  that  divifion,  which  is  —  B  JL  *  *JL  »   —  . 
9      io     16       9 

JL  .  —  .  if,  don't  confider,  that  thereby  they  bring io      9      16 
the  practice  of  mufic  into  a  very  narrow  compafs. 
For  it  muft  always  be  performed  only  upon  one 
key.  For  the  notes  can  never  have  the  fame  pofi- 
tion,  but  in  that  fituation  of  the  key. 

Cor.  3.  Therefore  all  inftruments  ought  to  be  tuned 
according  to  the  if 0 tonic  fcale.  And  in  the  harp  ft- 
chord,  &c.  when  tuned  by  fifths,  the  upper  note  mulh 
be  taken  as  flat  as  the  ear  will  bear,  and  alfo  leffer 
thirds  \  but  greater  thirds  muft  be  taken  as  /harp  as 
they  will  bear. 

It  is  the  practice  of  moft  people  in  tuning,  to 
take  the  fifths  perfect,  till  the  lad,  which  they 
leave  imperfect ;  and  fuch  imperfect  notes  they  call 
bearing  notes.  But  this  fpoils  the  mufic,  for  a  fifth 
taken  on  that  note  is  no  better  than  a  difcord,  and 
therefore  ought  to  be  avoided  in  compofition,  which 
will  cramp  the  mufic,  and  perhaps  quite  fpoil  the 
air  of  the  piece.    For  ther^e  will  be  12  removes 

QV 
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or  repetitions  before  one  comes  to  the  fame  note  Fig. 
again  ;  and  fince  in  one  fifth  there  is  T terror,  in 
1 2  fifths  there  will  be  T^.  or  ̂   of  a  note  at  the 
laft,  which  will  be  very  fenfible  in  a  fifth  ;  and  the 
errors  will  be  far  greater  in  a  third  or  a  fixth. 
Therefore  thofe  that  chufe  to  have  fome  of  the 

concords  perfect,  muft  be  forced  to  make  others  as 
imperfect,  and  often  fo  bad,  as  to  be  no  better  than 
dilcords. 

Another  difadvantage  would  be,  that  the  mufic 
could  not  be  tranfpofed  upon  any  other  key,  as  oc- 
cafion  required  ;  but  tied  down  to  a  very  few ;  and 
upon  theie  the  fame  inconveniencies  would  happen. 

Some  people,  to  cure  the  imperfection  of  the 
fcale,  have  invented  quarter  notes,  which  makes 
the  mufic  hard  to  play,  and  does  not  take  away  the 
difeafe  neither.  Therefore  all  things  confidered,  I 
am  perfuaded  that  the  ifotonic  fcale  is  the  beft  for 
practice,  as  it  is  attended  with  no  inconveniencies 
at  all.  The  errors  arifing  by  ufing  that  fcale,  does 
not  amount  to  fo  much  as  the  alteration  of  the  wea- 

ther, by  heat  or  cold,  drought  or  moifture,  caufes 
in  a  little  time,  either  upon  ftrings  or  pipes.  There- 

fore the  beft  way  to  remedy  thefe  errors,  is  to  di- 
vide the  defect  equally  among  the  notes  of  the  in- 

ftrurnent;  fo  that  what  might  be  fenfible  in  one 
note,  may  efcape  the  fenfes  when  divided  among 
many. 

The  proper  way  to  tune  then  is  this;  begin  at 
the  middle  of  the  inftrument,  and  firit  tune  the 

fifth  perfect,  then  lower  the  upper  note  a  fmall  mat- 
ter; do  the  fame  with  all  the  reft  till  the  octave  be 

finifhed.  Then  if  the  laft  note  be  either  too  high 
or  too  low,  begin  anew,  and  accordingly  alter  all 
the  notes  a  little,  till  the  laft  does  agree;  but  this 
art  is  gained  by  practice.  This  octave  ought  to  be 
tuned  exactly,  for  the  reft  depend  upon  that ;  and 

there 
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Fig.  there  is  no  more  to  do,  but  to  make  them  perfect 
octaves  to  thefe,  both  above  and  below. 

Cor.  4.  V  A,  B,  C,  D,  E,  F,  be  the  length  of 
the  firings,  to  found  the  kjfer  third,  greater  thirds 
fourth,  fifths  leffer  fixth,  greater  fixth,  r  effectively  \ 

then  A  =  I}\  B  =  jJ\  C  =  I'*,    D  = 2  2  2 

IW\  E  =  D\  F  =  lli. 2  2  2 

For  thefe  are  refpectively  zzx*,  #*+,  xs,  a:?,*8,  *?• 

S  c  h  o  t. 

The  gamut  or  fyftem  of  notes  is  the  alphabet  of 
mufic.     For  as  the  alphabet  contains  all  the  letters 
ufed  in  writing ;  fo  the  gamut  contains  all  the  notes 
ufed  in  muiic. 

PROP.      VIII. 

To  enlarge  the  fcale  *  and  make  it  more  comprehen* 
five  \  and  to  [hew  the  ufe  of  it. 

This  is  done  by  dividing  all  the  whole  notes  into 

half  notes  •,  fo  that  inftead  of  7  notes,  in  the  natu- 
ral fcale,  there  will  be  now  12  notes  in  this  artifi- 

cial fcale. 

By  the  laft  Prop,  we  found  x  zz  l*/i  zz  .94390, 
which  is  the  firft  of  the  half  notes  -,  then  we  muft 
find  xz9  x\  &c.  to  tf1',  for  the  reft  of  the  half 
notes-,  and  thefe  will  be  as  in  the  following 
Table. 

The 
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notes. ifotonic  fcale. 

ground fi  fecond 

%  fecond 
lefTer  third 

greater  third 
fourth 

%  fourth 

I.OOOOO 

•94387 
.89090 

.84090 

.79370 
•749.15 

.70711 
fifth 
lefTer  fixth 

greater  fixth 
S  feventh 

$  feventh 
eighth 

.66742 

.62996 

.59460 .56123 •52973 

.50000 

383 
Fig. 

The  fcale  will  now  ftand  thus, 
A.Aft.B.C.Cf  .D.D$.E.F.F$.G.G|.A 

orA.Bfe.B.C.Db.D.Efe.E.F.Gtj.G.Afe.A 

Thefe  repeated  make  up  the  whole  fcale,  or  uni- 
verfal  gamut,  by  which  all  mufic  that  ever  was,  or 
can  be,  in  the  world  muft  be  pricked  or  written. 

But  notwithstanding  this  pompous  fhew  of  notes, 
no  more  of  them  can  be  made  ufe  of  in  playing, 
than  was  before  uied  in  the  natural  fcale  of  7  notes, 
laid  down  in  the  4th  Propofition.  It  may  be  afked 
then,  what  ufe  thefe  additional  notes  are  of,  and 
for  what  purpofe  are  they  put  in  ?  The  ufe  of  them 
is  to  fill  up  the  vacancies  of  the  common  fcale,  and 
to  make  it  uniform,  fo  that  any  piece  of  mufic  may 
be  pricked  as  high  or  as  low  upon  it  as  one  will. 
A  tune  in  the  (harp  key  can  only  be  pricked  upon 
the  natural  fcale,  to  end  on  C  ;  becaufe  the  two 
half  notes  mud  be  confined  to  their  places,  fo  far 
above  or  below  C.  But  in  this  fcale  there  are  half 

notes  every  where  ;  fo  that  the  tune  may  be  fet  to 
end  upon  any  key,  and  the  fituation  of  the  half 

notes 
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Fig. notes  remain  as  before.  But  then  the  reft  of  thd 
half  notes  are  not  to  be  played,  and  are  in  that 
cafe  ufelefs ;  for  in  every  cafe  there  are  only  7 
notes  to  be  played  in  every  o&ave,  the  reft  having 
nothing  to  do  in  the  mufic.  For  fuppofe  there  is 
a  tune  that  ends  in  C,  or  has  its  key  in  C ;  then 
all  the  flats  and  fharps,  you  fee  there  are  ufelefs, 
and  mud  be  omitted.  But  fuppofe  that  tune  to 
have  its  key  in  D,  then  you  muft  have  CJ  the 
next  note  below,  and  C  muft  be  left  out.  Like- 
wife  you  have  F$,  and  F  muft  be  left  out;  and 
moreover  all  the  other  flats  and  fharps  that  you  fee, 
muft  be  left  out,  for  they  have  no  bufinefs.  And 
thus  the  proper  fituation  of  the  two  half  notes  is 
preferved  the  fame  as  before,  when  the  key  was 
in  C. 

In  modulation,  or  pafling  from  one  key  to  an- 
other, nothing  can  be  done  without  proper  flats  or 

fharps.  For  by  the  judicious  ufe  of  forne  of  thefe, 
the  mufician  paffes  almoft  imperceptibly  from  one 
key  to  another;  and  then  he  ufes  fuch  flats  or 
fharps  as  are  proper  for  that  key,  and  all  the  reft 

muft  be  let  alone  •,  and  alfo  the  proper  notes  be- 
longing to  fuch  flats  and  fharps  as  he  ufes,  muft 

be  omitted.  This  modulation,  or  pafling  from 
one  key  to  another  in  playing,  is  the  fame  thing  as 
tranfpofition,  or  removing  a  tune  from  one  key  to 
another  in  writing  or  pricking.  The  rules  whereof 
1  fhall  fhew  in  the  next  Prop. 

PROP.      IX. 

Tojhew  the  nature,  reafon,  and  practice  of  tranf- 

pofition. 

Tranfpofition  is  the  writing  any  piece  of  mufic 
higher  or  lower  upon  the  fcale,  fo  as  to  anfwer  the 
fame  purpofc  in  playing.     The  art  of  tranfpofing 

confifts 
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confifts  in  fetting  fuch  a  number  of  flats  or  (harps  Fig. 
as  (hall  keep  the  two  half  notes  at  fuch  a  height 
and  diftance  above  the  new  key,  as  they  had  in  the 
former.  And  the  fiats  or  fharps  mull  be  fo  placed, 
and  no  otherwife,  that  there  may  be  always  two 
and  three  whole  notes  alternately  between  every 
two  half  notes,  which  is  to  be  done  after  the  man- 

ner I  am  now  going  to  (hew.  The  notes  in  the 
natural  fcale  Hand  thus  (n.  1) ;  and  where  the  half 
notes  are,  the  letters  are  fet  clofe  together. 

1.  A  BC  D  EF    G     A  EC  D  EF    G  &c. 
2.  A  BC  D  E    FG     A  BC  D  E    FG 

Then  it  is  impoflible  I  can  obferve  that  law  any 
otherwife,  than  either  by  putting  F  up  towards  G 
with  a  (harp,  as  in  n.  2.     Or  elfe  bringing  B  down 
towards  A  with  a  flat,  n.  3. 

1.  A     BC  D  EF  G  A     BC  D  EF  G  &c. 
2.  AB     CD  EF  G  AB     C  D  EF  G 

In  the  firft  cafe  {n.  2.)  we  have  3  notes,  and  2 
alternately,  which  anfwers  one  property  ;  then  we 
fhall  find  the  (harp  key  to  be  in  G,  becaufe  there 
is  a  half  note  below  it  and  two  whole  notes  above 

it,  which  anfwers  another  property.  See  Prop.  IV. 
Cor.  1.  and  Prop.  V.  Cor.  1.  and  2. 

In  the  fecond  cafe  (».  3.)  we  have  alfo  2  and  3 
notes  alternately ;  and  the  fharp  key  will  now  be  in 
F,  becaufe  there  is  a  half  note  below  it,  and  two 
whole  notes  above  it.  And  it  is  impolTible  in  either 
cafe,  that  the  key  can  have  any  other  fituation. 

What  is  here  faid  of  the  fharp  key,  is  equally 
true  of  the  flat  key,  becaufe  it  is  always  a  note  and 
a  half  below  the  (harp  key.  For  if  A  be  the  flat 
key  (»,  1.)  then  E  will  be  the  flat  key  (n.  2) ;  for 
according  to  its  property,  it  has  a  whole  note  above 
it,  and  two  whole  notes  below  it.  And  (0.  3.) 
where  B  is  flat,  the  key  will  be  in  D  ;  for  there 
alfo  it  has  one  whole  note  above  it,  and  two  be- 

low it. 
C  c  This 
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Fig.  This  foundation  being  laid,  I  fhall  proceed  to 
fhew  where  the  key  falls  for  one,  two,  three,  four, 

&c.  flats  or  fharps,  being  given.  And  on  the  con- 
trary, the  key  being  given  ;  to  find  what  flats  or 

iharps  it  muft  have  :  and  fir  It  for  the  fharps. 
i.  A  BC  D  EF  G  A  BC  D  EF  G   &c. 
2.  A  BC  D  E  FG  A  BC  D  E  FG   &c 
3.  A  B  CD   E  FG  A  B  CD  E  FG   &c. 
4.  A  B  CD  E  F   GA  B  CD  E  F   G  &c. 
5.  A  B  C  DE  F  GA  B  C  DE  F   G  &c. 
6.  AB  C  DE   F   G  AB   C  DE   F   G  &c. 
7.  AB  C  D   EF  G  AB   C  D   EF   G  &c. 

And  fo  on  till  all  the  notes  be  fharped,  but  the 

practice  never  goes  fo  far  •,  but  it  ferves  to  fhew 
how  nature  directs  the  whole  procefs. 

N.  1.  is  the  natural  fcale  for  either  key,  no  mat- 
ter which  ;  they  are  now  in  A  and  C.  All  the  reft 

follow  from  one  another,  thus  ; 
N.  2.  F  mult  be  fharp,  and  the  keys  fall  in  E 

and  G. 
N.  3.  C  mud  be  fharo,  and  the  keys  are  in  B 

and  D. 

N.  4.  G  muft  be  fharp,  and  the  keys  are  in  F$ 
and  A. 

N.  5.  D  muft  be  fharp,  and  the  keys  fall  in  C$ 
and  E. 

N.  6.  A  muft  be  fharp,  and  the  keys  are  in  G_f 
and  B. 

N.  7.  E  muft  be  fharp,  and  the  keys  are  in  D^ 
and  Ff. 

Here  it  is  evident  the  notes  muft  be  fharped  in 
this  order  only,  F,  C,  G,  D,  A,  E,  &c.  Again 
for  the  fiats. 

1.   A BC  D EF  G  A BC  D  EF  G&c. 
2.   AB C  D EF  G  AB C  D  EF  G  &c. 

3.   AB 
C  DE F  G  AB C  DE  F  G  &c. 

4.  A  B C  DE F  GA  B C  DE  F  G  &c. 

5.  A  B 
CD  E F  GA  B CD   E  F  G&c. 

6.  A  B CD  E FG  A  B CD   E  FG   &c. 

7,  A  BC D  E FG  A  BC D   E  FG   &c. 

N.  1. 
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N.  1.  is  the   natural  fcale,  the  keys  being  in  A  Fig* 
and  C  •,  and  each  number  follows  from  the  fore- 

going one. 
N.  2.  B  mnft  be  fiat,  and  the  keys  fall  in  D  and  F. 
N.  3.  E  mud  be  flat,  and  the  keys  fall  in  GandBfr. 
N.  4.  A  muft  be  flat,  and  the  keys  are  in  C  and  Eix*     - 
N .  5.  D  mud  be  fiat,  and  the  keys  are  in  F  and  Afe* 
N.  6.  G  muft  be  fiat,  and  the  keys  are  in  Bfe 

and  Db. 

N.  7.  C  muft  be  fiat,  and  the  keys  fall  in  Efe 
and  G   . 

Here  it  is  plain  the  notes  muft  be  flatted  in  the 
order  B,  E,  A,  D,  G,  C,  &c.  and  in  no  other. 

It  has  now  been  (hewn  where  the  key  falls  for 
any  number  of  flats  and  (harps.  Now  I  fhall  (hew 
how  to  find  what  flats  or  (harps  belong  to  a  tune, 
when  the  key  is  given  ;  or  which  is  the  fame  thing, 
when  a  tune  is  to  be  tranipofed  fo  manynotes  high- 

er or  lower  as  one  (hall  choofe.  And  this  is  to  be 

done  by  the  reverfe  method,  and  is  beft  (hewn  by- 
examples. 

Suppofe  I  have  a  tune  with  two  flats,  and  I  want 
to  tranfpoie  it  to  have  no  flats.  Look  in  the  Jaft 
catalogue  for  two  fiats,  and  the  fiat  key  will  be  in 

G  •,  but  where  there  are  no  fiats,  the  lame  key  is 
in  A,  which  is  a  note  higher.  Therefore  the  tune 
muft  be  fet  a  note  higher.  But  fuppoie  you  want 
to  fet  it  fo  many  notes  higher  or  lower,  as  fuppofe 
two  notes  lower.  Look  for  two  fiats  in  the  latter 

catalogue,  and  you  will  find  the  key  in  G  •,  then 
to  have  it  two  notes  lower,  the  fame  key  muft  be  in 
E  j  therefore  looking  for  E,  you  will  find  it  with 
6  fiats ;  but  this  will  not  aniwer  the  purpofe  ; 
therefore  look  for  E  (the  flat  key)  among  the 

lharps  (in  the  firft  catalogue)  •,  and  you  will  find  it 
to  have  one  (harp,  which  muft  be  in  F  ;  fo  that  the 
tune  may  be  fet  tv/o  notes  lower  by  putting  F 
(harp. 

C  c  2  Again, 
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Fig.  Again,  if  a  tune  has  3  (harps,  and  I  want  it 
with  only  one.  With  3  (harps,  the  (harp  key  will 
be  in  A  *,  and  with  one  (harp  in  G  -,  fo  the  tune 
muft  be  fet  a  note  lower.  But  if  I  want  it  two 
notes  lower,  then  the  fame  key  mull  be  in  F,  which 

requires  6  (harps,  which  will  do  nothing  ;  there- 
fore we  muft  take  one  flat,  to  have  it  in  F. 

jo  But  the  general  fcale,  derived  from  the  forego- 
ing procefs,  will  be  more  expeditious.  By  this 

any  tune  may  be  fet  as  many  notes  higher  or  lower, 
as  we  pleafe ;  or  to  have  as  many  flats  or  (harps  as 
we  will*  not  exceeding  four. 

To  fet  a  tune  higher  or  lower.  Seek  the  flats  or 
iharps  given  in  your  tune,  and  obferve  the  note  in 
the  fame  bar.  Then  find  the  note  that  is  fo  much 

higher  or  lower ;  and  the  fiats  or  (harps  that  are 
joined  with  it,  muft  be  fet  to  the  tune. 

To  fet  a  tune  to  have  any  number  of  fiats  or  fharps. 
Find  the  flats  or  (harps  given  in  the  tune,  and  then 
the  flats  or  (harps  to  be  fet  to  it.  Then  the  two 
correfpondent  notes  will  (hew  how  much  higher  or 
lower  the  tune  is  to  be  pricked. 

For  example.  Suppofe  a  tune  that  has  2  flats,  is 
to  be  fet  2  notes  lower.  Here  G  is  the  note  along 
with  2  flats,  therefore  E  (which  is  two  notes  lower) 
is  the  note  fought,  with  which  there  is  one  (harp  ̂ 

which  an'wers  the  queftion. 
Again,  if  a  tune  with  3  (harps  is  to  be  tranfpofed 

to  have  but  one.  Find  3  (harps,  which  is  at  F  ; 
then  find  one  (harp,  which  is  at  F,  and  that  is  one 
note  lower  than  F.  Therefore  the  tune  rs  to  be 

pricked  one  note  lower.  But  if  I  want  it  2  notes 
lower,  find  D,   which  gives  one  flat. 

Many  Corols.  may  be  drawn  from  this  Prop.  I 
(hall  mention  fome. 

Cor.  1.  Hence  any  tune  may  be  tranfpofed,  fo  as  to 
have  either  fiats  or  fharps  upon  it.     And  therefore, 

Cor. 
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Cor.  2.  A  tune  is  not  f aid  to  be  on  a  flat  or  (harp^l&* 
key,  becaufe  of  the  flats  or  Jharps  fet  before  it.     But  73 • 
it  is  faid  to  be  in  aflat  key,  when  it  has  the  lejfer  third 
above  it  \  and  in  a  fharp  key  when  it  has  the  greater 
third. 

Cor.  3.  If  a  tune  requires  a  jingle  Jharps  it  can  be 
no  way  but  in  F.  If  it  requires  two,  they  muft  be  in 
F  and  C.  If  three,  in  F,  C,  and  G,  &c.  and  no 
way  elfe. 

Cor.  4.  If  a  tune  requires  one  flat,  it  muft  necef- 
farily  be  in  B.  If  it  requires  two,  they  muft  be  in  B 
and  E.  If  three,  in  B,  E,  and  A,  &c.  and  no 
where  elfe. 

Cor.  5.  In  modulation,  or  p offing  from  one  key  to 

another  -,  the  mufician  muft  play  fuch  flats  and  /harps 
as  are  proper  to  this  laft  key,  while  he  continues  in  it  -, 
emitting  the  proper  notes* 

For  playing  in  another  key,  is  juft  the  fame 
thing,  as  when  a  perfon  has  been  ringing  a-while ; 
and  then  another  perfon  with  a  voice  fo  much 
fmaller,  mould  begin  to  fmg  fome  divifion  of  the 
fame  tune.  It  is  evident  he  muft  keep  the  fame 
air,  i.  e.  obferve  the  fame  flats  or  fharps. 

Cor.  6.  Let  a  tune  be  tranfpofed  how  it  may,  ft  ill 
there  can  be  no  more  notes  played  but  feven  in  an 
ctlave. 

For  in  the  natural  fcale  there  are  but  7  notes  ; 
and  there  are  no  more  .when  tranfpofed  ;  though 
fome  notes  are  changed  for  others,  flat  or  fharp. 

PROP.      X. 

To  explain  the  gamut,  or  the  method  of  writing 
down  notes  for  the  practice  of  mufic. 

I  have  already  demonftrated  the  natural  confli- 
tution  of  the  fcale  of  mufical   notes,  how   many 

C  c  3  notes 
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Fig.  notes  and  half  notes  are  in  an  octave,  and  in  what 
order  they  are  placed.  I  am  now  to  fhew  how  they 
mud  be  written  down,  fo  as  every  written  note 
may  be  diftinctly  known,  and  may  fitly  reprefent 
the  feveral  founds  they  dand  for ;  fo  that  the  prac- 

titioner may  readily  play  them  when  he  fees  them 
upon  paper,  which  is  the  defign  and  perfection  of 
this  art. 

The  gamut  for  any  fingle  part  of  mufic  is  made 
by  writing  the  notes  upon  a  ftaff  of  five  lines,  for- 

merly they  ufed  fix  lines ;  and  giving  names  to 

every  line  and  every  fpace  •,  and  upon  thefe  lines 
and  ipaces  all  the  different  notes  are  written  in  or- 

74.  der.  But  to  take  in  the  whole  compafs  of  mufic. 
The  ancients  invented  a  gamut  confifting  of  ele- 

ven lines,  as  PQ,  and  as  many  additional  lines,  as 
they  had  occafion  for,  above  or  below  ̂   and  upon 
this  (lave  of  lines,  they  writ  all  the  notes  that  can 
be  ufed  in  mufic,  as  g,  a,  b,  cy  d,  &c.  The  firft, 
or  higher!  Have  of  five  lines  RS,  they  allotted  to 
the  treble  ;  the  lowed  five  lines  TV  to  the  bafe ; 
and  the  middle  line,  and  two  on  each  fide,  to  the 
tenor :  and  upon  each  part,  they  placed  the  three 
cliffs  to  diftinguifh  them  ;  and  placed  the  notes  in 
all  the  lines  and  fpaces,  with  their  names,  Thefe 
cliffs,  and  the  names  placed  where  the  notes  are  to 
itand,  are  fet  down  in  the  figure.  And  this  fcale 
is  ufed  to  this  day. 

But  certainly  the  inventors  were  very  unlucky 
in  forming  fuch  a  gamut,  and  the  moderns  are 
more  fo,  for  continuing  the  ufe  of  it.  There  is  no 
manner  of  advantage  by  having  it  in  this  form  ; 
for  no  body  ever  played  a  fingle  part,  off  a  fcale 
of  eleven  lines.  For  mufic  is  always  divided  into 
parts,  and  each  part  is  feparately  pricked  upon  five 
lines.  Bift  the  difadvantage  of  this  fcale  is  enor- 

mous, and  is  the  word  fchemethat  any  body  could 
have  fallen  into.      For  taking  all  the  parts  of  it, 

cor- 
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correfponding  to  the  feveral  parts  of  mufic,  and  Fig. 
there  are  no  two  parts  of  it  alike.     For  the  treble  74. 
five  lines  has  the  higheft  line  F  ;  the  bale  five  lines 
has  the  higheft  line  A  ;  the  tenor  five  lines  has  the 
higheft  line  G,  and  fometimes  B  and  E,  according 
as  the  tenor  cliff  is  placed,  which  by  this  contriv- 

ance mult   always   be  C.     Nay,  it  is   fometimes  75. 
placed   upon  the  higheft  and  loweft  lines.     The 
confequence  of  all   this    is,  that   whoever   would 
learn  to  play  upon  the  harpfichord  or  fpinet,  mult 
be  obliged  to  learn  5,  6,  or  7,  different  gamuts, 
when  one  might  have  done  the  bufinefs.     But  who 
can  ever  have  the  patience,  or  fpare  the  time  to  do 

this  •,  certainly  none  but  fuch  as  have  nothing  elfe 
to  do,  or  make  it  their  bufinefs.     Now  had  but  the 
inventors  made  their  fcale  of  12  lines   inftead  of 
11,   and  had  taken   the  loweft  five  for  the  bale;  it 
would  have    been   uniform   with  the  treble ;  and 

then  there  would  only  have   been   one  gamut  to 
learn,  inftead   of  two,  now  in  ufe,  for  thefe  two 
parts,  the  treble  and  bafe,  which  are  the  principal 
parts.     But  they  had  not  even  the  good  fortune  to 
do  this.     Would  not  any  body  wonder  at  the  pati- 

ence of  a  peribn,  that  for  variety,  mould  make-a 
new  alphabet,  by  making  b  found  as  a^  c  as  £,  d 
as  c,  &c.  and  fo  learn  to  write  and  read  that  way  ; 
any  perfon  acquainted  with  the  prefent  alphabet, 
would  hardly  think  that  the  word  pof  was  defigned 
to  exprefs  one.     This  fcheme  of  five  or  fix  different 
gamuts  is  of  a  fimilar  nature.     But  I  am  not  the 
rirft  that  has  taken  notice  of  this  abfurditv. 

It  is  certain,  that  the  authors  of  this  confufed 
and  intricate  fcheme  had  never  confulted  nature, 
which  in  all  phylical  enquiries  ought  to  be  our 
chief  guide ;  if  they  had,  (he  could  have  pointed 
out  a  plain  and  dire£t  method,  which  would  have 
prevented  the  infinite  perplexity  which  a  learner  is 
thrown  into,  by  fo  many  inconfiftent  and  contra- 

C  c  4  diftory 
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Fig.  dictory*  methods  of  notation.     For  can  there  be  a 
75,  greater  abfurdity,  than  to   make  the  fame  line  or 

fpace,  fometimes  to  ftand  for  one  bote  or  letter, 
and  fometimes  for  another,  even  through  the  whole 
alphabet  of  notes.      And  1  have  often  wondered, 
that  they  did  not  even  ufe  different  letters  for  the 
correfpondent  notes  in  different  octaves.     And  this 
fhews  that  mufic  has  not  met  with  the  fame  im- 

provements, that  other  arts  and  fciences  have  done, 
I   fhall   now  defcribe  that  method  of  notation 

which  nature  has  laid  down,  and  which  prevents 
all   that   nonfenfical  inconfiftency,  confufion,  and 
puzzling,  which   has  been  fo  juftly  complained  of. 
It  is  acknowledged  by  all  perfons  that  know  any 
thing  of  mufic,  that  all  octaves  are  the  fame,  and 
have  all  the  fame  properties,  and  the  fame  fimili- 
tude  throughout ;  all  octaves  then,  being  fo  near 
akin,  ought  to  be  fo  pricked  down  or  written,  that 
the  lchemes  or  draughts  may  have  the  fame  fimi- 
litude  or  agreement,  as  their  originals.     Therefore 

76*  let  the  higheft  octave,  or  the  treble  part  be  fet  up- 
on a  (lave  of  five  lines,  with  the  higheft  line  F,  as 

we  have  it  now.     Let  the  fecond  octave  or  tenor  be 

77*  alfo  fet  upon  another  ftave  of  five  lines,  and  let 
fi  the  higheft  line  be  F,  as  before,  but  an  eighth  be- 

'   *  low  the  firft.     Laftly,  let  the  lowed  octave  or  bafe 
be  fet  upon   another  ftave  of  five  lines,  and  the 
higheft  line  F,  which  is  two  eighths  below  the  firft. 
Then  let  the  proper  cliffs  be  let  upon  each ;  the 
treble  cliff  upon  G,  the  tenor  cliff  upon  C,  the 
bafe  cliff  upon  F.     So  there  will  be  but  one  gamut, 

or  one  order  of  notes,  for  all  three  •,  each  an  eighth 
below  the  other.     I   make  no  alterations  with  the 
treble,  but  make  it  the  fame  as  before,  becaufe  it 

is  univerfally  known  -,  and  therefore  1  accommo- 
date the  reft  to  that,  which  are  but  known  to  few. 

1  defign  each  of  thefe  to  be  further  extended  than 
five  lines,  by  drawing  occafionally  other  lines  ei- ther 
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ther  above  or  below,  as  is  practifed  now.  This  Fig- 
method  is  agreeable  to  the  nature  of  things,  con-  78. 
iiltent  with  itfelf,and  theeafieft  that  can  be  thought 
of.  And  I  will  venture  to  fay,  that  whoever  has 
a  defire  to  play  upon  the  harpfichord,  will  learn 
in  a  quarter  of  the  time,  that  the  common  way  re- 

quires. And  that  many  people  are  deterred  from 
learning,  from  the  apparent  difficulties  in  the  com- 

mon formidable  fcheme. 

The  only  objection  I  can  think  of,  is  this ;  all 
our  mufic  is  written  according  to  the  vulgar  me- 

thod ;  and  in  that  form  can  be  of  no  ufe.  But 

that  is  eafily  remedied,  by  tranfpofing  it,  as  occa- 
fion  requires;  as  I  have  often  done  myfelf -,  which 
will  not  be  a  great  deal  of  trouble  •,  and  will,  be- 
fides5  teach  the  fcholar  to  write  mufic. 

I  do  not  mean  by  this,  that  any  perfon  who  has 
had  pains  and  patience  enough  to  learn  the  com- 

mon way,  mould  lay  it  afide  to  take  this-,  for  he 
need  not  have  two  methods,  to  do  one  thing.  Yet 
thofe  penons,  if  they  know  the  common  way  ne- 

ver lb  well,  would  fall  into  this  method,  without 
the  lead  trouble  or  difficulty.  And  I  believe  if 
this  method  was  once  begun,  it  would  foon  become 
univerfal.  You  have  this  gamut  in  Fig.  82.  where  82* 
A,  B,  C,  D,  &c.  are  let  to  the  notes  belonging 
to  them,  and  whole  places  are  invariable.  1  have 
not  put  the  names  at  length,  A  lamire,  B  fabemi, 
C  iblrant,  Sec.  becaufe  the  letters  A,  B,  C,  &c, 
ferve  my  turn  as  well. 

There  is  a  like  abfurd  pra&ice  made  ufe  of  in 

finging  •,  which  is,  that  when  B  is  flat,  then  Mi 
(whofe  true  place  is  B),  and  the  whole  train  of 

notes  attending  it,  are  to  change  their  places-,  and 
Mi  is  to  fall  in  E.  Then  if  a  flat  happens  in  E, 
they  are  all  to  change  their  places  again,  and  Mi 
mult  fall  in  A,  and  lb  on  for  more  flats.  As  if 

Mi,  or  any  other  fyllable,  could  not  be  applied  to 

any 
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Pig. any  found,  or  mufical  note,  flat  or  iharp.  A  me- 
thod io  abfurd  and  irrational)  that  no  reafon  can  be 

given  for  fuch  a  practice,  but  the  humour  of  mak- 
ing every  thing  as  obfcure  and  difficult  as  it  can 

poffibly  be  made.  And  fome  do  not  fcrupleto  fay, 
that  mufic  has  been  defignedly  involved  in  all  this 
darknefs  and  obfcurity  by  the  profefibrs  of  this  art, 
in  order  to  keep  the  fecret  to  themfelves  ;  for  it  is 
certain  they  go  the  furtheft  way  about.  As  to  fing- 
ing,  there  can  be  no  cccafion  for  any  names  for  the 
feven  notes,  but  the  feven  letters  A,  B,  C,  D,  E, 
F,  whole  places  are  eternally  fixt.  What  then  is 
all  this  pother  about  ?  Such  are  the  inconfiftencies 
men  run  into,  when  they  forfake  the  plain  paths 
of  nature,  to  follow  precarious  methods,  that  have 
no  foundation  in  the  nature  of  things. 

PROP.      XL 

To  defcribe  the  fever  a!  forts  of  notes  ufed  in  mu- 
Jic,  and  other  marks  and  characters  ufed  therein  j 
and  of  time. 

79'  Notes  are  of  feveral  forms,  according  to  rhe 
lengths  of  the  founds  they  are  to  exprefs.  A  a  brief  % 

B  a  femi  briefs  C  a  minnim,  D  a  crotchet,  E  quavers ', 
F  femi- quavers,  G  dimi  femi- quavers.  Their  length 
in  time  of  playing  is,  a  brief  (now  out  of  ufe)  two 
femi- briefs.  A  femi-brief,  two  minums.  A  min- 
nim,  two  crotchets.  A  crotchet,  two  quavers.  A 

quaver,  two  femi- quavers.  A  femi-quaver,  two 
cemi-iemi-quavers  \  their  tails  are  often  tied  toge- 

ther, for  the  benefit  of  the  eye.  A  prick  let  after 
a  note  makes  it  half  as  long  again.  The  heads  of 

the  notes  mult  rtand  in  the  proper  places  -,  the  tails 
may  be  turned  any  way  for  convenience. 

80.      Kelts  are  marks  to  fhew,  that  the  mufic  flops  for 
a  certain  length  of  time,  exprefTed  by  the  length 

of 
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of  fome  note.     The  refts  are  fet  along  with  the  Fig. 
notes  of  the  fame  length. 

A  flat  (A)  is  a  mark  fet  before  a  note,  to  (hew  Sl- 
it is  to  be  played  half  a  note  lower. 
A  fJjarp  (B)  mews,  that  the  note  before  which  it 

is  fet,  is  to  be  played  half  a  note  higher. 
A  natural  (XI)  let  before  a  note,  (hews  the  note 

mutt  be  played  without  flat  or  (harp. 
When  any  flats  or  {harps  are  fet  at  the  beginning 

of  a  leflfon,  every  note  upon  fuch  lines  and  fpaces 
mud  accordingly  be  played  flat  or  (harp  through- 

out •,  and  all  their  octaves. 
A  repeat  (A)  (hews,  that  the  tune  is  to  be  played  83. 

over  again  from  that  mark  to  the  end  of  the  drain, 
or  to  the  clofe  E. 

A  dire 8  (B)  placed  at  the  end  of  a  ftave,  (hews 
what  note  begins  the  next  ftave. 

AJhake  (C)  is  performed  by  making  the  note 
above. 

A  beat  (D)  is  performed  by  making  the  note 
below. 

A  ftave,  or  ftaff,  is  the  five  lines  drawn  to  wrire 
the  mufic  on,  as  in  Fig.  76,  77,  &c.  The  addi- 

tional lines  above  or  below  are  called  ledger-lines. 
Bars,  are  lines  drawn  acrofs  the  ftave  5  a  tingle 

bar  is  a  Angle  line  ;  and  thefe  go  quite  through  the 
tune,  and  are  to  divide  the  time  equally  through 
the  whole  part.  For  every  bar  (contained  between 
one  crofs  line  and  another)  is  of  the  fame  length, 
and  muft  confift  of  the  fame  number  of  any  one 
fort  of  notes.  The  double  bars  have  two  crofs 

lines,  and  are  only  let  at  the  end  of  a  ftrain,  or 
part  of  the  mufic, 

Time,  is  that  kind  of  movement  which  is  proper 
to  the  tune,  and  is  of  two  kinds,  common  time 
and  tripple  time. 

Common  time,  is  when  the  notes  move  by  two 
and  two.     In  a  tune,  or  ieilon  in  common  time,  a 

bar 
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Fig*  bar  contains  the  length  of  fome  particular  note,  as 
a  femi-brief,  minum,  See.  which  may  be  divided 

84.  at  pleafure.  There  are  feveral  moods  in  common 
time,  denoting  a  fwifter  or  a  flower  motion.  The 
floweft  is  marked  as  you  fee  at  A  9  the  next  mark- 

ed at  B  is  fafter ;  third  atC  is  the  quickeft  •,  fome- 
times  they  are  marked  as  at  D  and  E,  and  are  of 
the  fame  meafure  as  C,  and  have  but  two  crotchets 
in  a  bar,  while  the  reft  have  four.  The  length  of 
a  bar  in  the  fwifteft  (C)  is  a  fecond  9  and  in  the 
floweft,  two  feconds. 

Tripple  time 9  here  the  motion  is  by  three  and 
three  ,  and  there  are  always  three  in  a  bar  of  fome 
fort  of  notes ;  or  twice  three,  or  fome  number  of 

three's.     The  moods  are  as  follow. 
The  floweft  kind  is  marked  thus  -J,  and  has  3 

minums  in  a  bar,  the  next  is  3  or  4  >  here  is  a 
pricked  minum  in  a  bar. 

The  quickeft  is  marked  -§->  nere  is  a  pricked 
crotchet  in  a  bar.  There  are  alfo  fome  compound 
moods,  as  ~  and  -f- ,  here  the  crotchets  or  quavers 

go  by  3  doubled,  that  is,  two  three's  in  a  bar. 
Alio  in  the  moods  ~  and  -J,  the  crotchets  or 

quavers  go  by  3  trebled,  that  is,  by  three  three's in  a  bar. 

Laftly,  there  is  the  mood  ~,  in  which  the  qua- 

vers go  by  3  quadrupled,  that  is,  by  four  three's in  a  bar. 

A  general  rule  to  know  the  movement  belonging 
to  any  of  thefe  moods,  or  how  it  is  barred.  Let 

a  femi-brief  be  the  integer,  and  then  the  fraction 
denoting  the  mood,  will  tell  you  what  part  or  parts 
of  it  are  in  one  bar.  Or  which  is  the  fame  thing, 
take  the  part  of  a  femi-brief  denoted  by  the  lower 
number  ,  and  the  upper  number  will  tell  you  how 
many  of  thefe  parts  are  in  a  bar.  Thus  in  -J,  the 
4th  part  of  a  femi-brief  is  a  crotchety  therefore 
there  are  9  crotchets  in  a  bar. 

The 
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The  diflinguifhing  mark  of  common  time  is,Fig. 

that  all  notes  go  by  two's •,  and  that  of  tripple 
time,  that  fome  particular  note  goes  by  three's, 
whilfl  all  the  rell  go  by  two's.  And  in  all  forts  of 
time,  the  movement  is  compleated  at  the  end  of 

every  bar-,  at  which,  there  is  a  kind  of  intermif- 
fion  or  flop,  which  divides  the  tune  regularly  into 
fimilar  parts  or  elements.  And  it  is  probable,  that 
the  compound  moods  in  triple  time  have  been 
contrived  to  anfwer  fome  forts  of  meafures  in  poetry, 
or  verfe  ;  as  we  have  fongs  in  many  different  forts 
of  meafures,  or  number  of  fyllables  in  a  verfe. 
And  thefe  moods  have  been  fitted  to  anfwer  them. 

There  are  feveral  other  marks  ufed  in  mufic, 
but  thefe  are  the  principal. 

PROP.      XII. 

<To  explain  the  -phenomena  of  communicating  founds 
from  one  firing  to  another. 

1.  If  two  firings  of  any  inflrument  be  tuned  uni- 
fon,  and  one  of  them  ftruck,  and  made  to  found  ; 
the  other  will  give  a  found  alio.  Or  if  the  firings 
be  upon  different  inflruments,  the  effect  will  be 
the  fame,  if  they  are  placed  near  together. 

The  reafon  of  this  is,  that  if  the  firing  AB  be  g.- 

ftruck,  and  made  to  vibrate,  the  other  firing,  D* though  at  refl  at  firft,  will  receive  all  thefe  impulfes 
of  the  air,  which  mufl  neceflarily  put  it  into  mo- 

tion •,  for  every  force  acling  upon  a  body  at  liberty, 
will  excite  a  certain  degree  of  motion  •,  and  this 
mud  be  the  fame  vibrating  motion  which  the  air 
has  j  and  that  is  the  fame  it  receives  from  the  vi- 

brating firing.  And  having  the  fame  vibrating 
motion,  it  mull  give  the  fame  found.  This  is  the 
cafe  with  the  drum  of  the  ear,  when  it  receives  the 
impreffion  from  the  tremulous  air,  and  caufes  the 

found 
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Fig,  found  to  be  heard.     For  as  the  vibrating  motion 
85*  of  a  firing  communicates  a  like  motion  to  the  air  -9 

fo,  viceverfcii  the  vibrating  motion  of  the  air  com- 
municates a  motion  to  a  firing,  that  is,  in  a  proper 

difpofition  to  receive  it. 
R£       2.  If  two  firings  be  tuned  to  an  octave,  and  the 

"  higher  firing  be  flruck,  the  lower  will  give  the 
fame  found  ;  as  may  be  tried  on  a  fiddle.     If  AB 
be  an  octave  above  AC,  and  AB  flruck,  then  AC 
will  give  the  fame  found.     But  then  it  is  not  the 
whole  of  the  firing  AC  that  trembles,  but  the  two 
equal  parts  AD,  DC,  which  are  in  unifon  with  the 
firfl  AB.     The  reafon  here  is  the  fame,  for  the  im- 
pulfes  of  air  from  the  firing  AB,  cannot  give  the 
fame  motion  to  the  whole  firing  AC,  becaufe  it 
can  naturally  vibrate  only  half  as  fafl,  and  there- 

fore one  impulfe  deflroys  the  effect  of  another,  for 
producing   this  motion.     Therefore  the  effect  of 
thefe  feveral  impulfes  will  at  lafl  be  this,  that  the 
firing  will  be  forced  into  two  vibrations  of  the  two 
equal   parts  AD,  DC  ;  which  are  in  unifon  with 
AB.     For  the  middle  point  is   at  reft,  for  a  fmall 
piece  of  paper  laid  on  D,  will  be  unmoved  ;  but 
fhifting  it  gradually  towards  either  end,  it  will  be 
thrown  off,  or  made  to  tremble. 

87.      Likewife  if  the  firing  EF   be  a  twelfth   below 
AB,  or  a  fifth  below  AC,  and  EF  be  divided  into 

3  equal  parts,  thefe  three  parts  will  vibrate,  whilft 
the  points  of  divifion  are  at  reft.     For  the  vibra- 

tions of  the  air,  acting  on  the  firing,  will  move 
the  parts  feparately,  being  each  in  unifon  with  AB. 
And   if  EF  was   two  eights  below  AB,  then  the 

four  parts  of  EF  would  move  -,  but  the  motion 
at  lafl  grows  fo  languid  and  faint,  that  it  cannot  be 

perceived. 
But  if  any  of  thefe  firings  are  flruck  at  the  points 

of  divifion,  it  will  only  give  a  confufed  found  ; 
for  the  motions  are  then  inconfillent,  by  reafon  the 

points 
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points  are  difturbed  that  mould  be  at  red.     A  pipe  Fig. 
will  alfo  caufe  the  like  vibrations  and  found  in  a 

ftring,  that  is  unifon  with  it. 

3."  If  a  ftring  be  tuned  a  perfect  twelfth  to  the bafe,  and  another  ftring  a  17th  to  it,  or  a  greater 
fixth  to  the  other  note.  And  if  the  bafe  be  (Iruck, 

the  two  others  will  found  •,  but  it  is  only  a  good  ear 
can  perceive  them.  I  take  it  for  granted,  that  the 
impulfes  of  the  air  acting  equally  on  both  fides  of 
a  ftring,  will  give  it  no  motion  ;  but  acting  more 
on  one  fide  than  the  other,  will  give  it  a  motion 
proportional  to  that  excefs.  Here  in  the  firft  cafe, 
the  lengths  of  the  firings  are  1  and  4,  therefore  the 
upper  firing  vibrates  3  times  for  the  lower  once. 
Divide  the  time  into  3  equal  parts,  each  equal  to 
one  vibration  of  the  upper  firing ;  and  let  the  vi- 

brations of  each,  towards  the  right  and  left,  be 
denoted  by  r  and  /,  and  their  confpiring  or  oppof- 
ing  one  another,  that  is,  the  add  diminution 
of  motion  of  the  upper  ftring,  by  a  and  d.     Then 
their  motions  will  ftand  thus, 

lower       rrr      III      rrr      III 

upper      rlr      Irl      rlr      Irl 
ada    ada     ada    add 

In   this  comparifon,  it  appears  there  are  2  a's 
for  1  d\  and  confequently  f  of  the  vibrations  con- 
fpire  to  move  the  upper  firing,  the  remaining  two 
deftroy  one  another.     Therefore  the  upper  firing 
will  be  made  to  vibrate,  by  the  vibrations  of  the 
lower. 

The  other  firing  ( the  1  yth)  is  4.  in  length,  which 
will  give  5  vibrations  for  one  of  the  bale.  Then 
noting  down  as  before,  which  way  thefe  vibrations 
(or  parts  of  vibrations)  lie ;  they  will  ftand  thus* 

lower       rrrrr      lllll      rrrrr      lllll 

upper      rlrlr      Irlrl      rlrlr      I  rlr  I 
ada  da   ad  ada    adada  a  da  da 

By 
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Fig.  By  this  it  appears,  there  are  3  a's  for  2  d% 
therefore  -f  part  is  fpent  in  giving  motion  to  the 
upper  firing  ;  for  it  is  certain,  where  the  motions 

confpire  (the  a's),  it  will  be  accelerated,  and  where 
they  oppofe  (the  <fs),  it  will  be  retarded.  And  in 
the  whole,  it  will  be  made  to  vibrate.  The  firing 
£  will  alfo  be  made  to  vibrate  a  little;  but  all  of 
them  give  fo  fmall  a  found,  as  only  a  good  ear  can 

perceive.  But  none  befides,  as  4,  £,  4,  4.,  *.,  ♦., 
&c.  can  be  made  to  vibrate  upon  this  account,  from 
the  vibrations  of  the  bafe ;  as  may  be  eafily  com- 

puted after  the  fame  manner. 
There  are  many  more  fuch  phenomena  of  mu- 

fical  founds,  which  my  room  will  not  admit  of.  I 
mail  only  obferve,  that  fome  founds  excite  others 
as  has  been  (hewn,  and  thefe  again  create  others, 
and  thefe  produce  more ;  and  all  by  fetting  fuch 
firings  a  vibrating  as  are  in  a  difpofition  to  receive 
the  motion,  that  is,  whofe  vibrations  any  way  fall 
in  with  the  others.  So  that,  at  lafl  there  is  a  flrange 
medley  of  mufical  founds,  chiming  one  with  an- 

other, as  may  be  obferved  in  any  full  ftrung  in- 
ftrument  of  mufic. 

PROP.      XIII. 

To  lay  down  the  general  rules  of  taking  concords  and 
difcords  in  compofition. 

It  has  been  fhewn  before  what  notes  founding  to- 
gether  are  concords,  and  what  are  difcords  ;  we 
mud  now  fhew  how  they  mud  be  put  together  fo 
as  to  make  the  bed  harmony.  For  if  they  be  put: 
together  at  random,  they  will  but  make  indifferent 
forrof  mufic  ;  therefore  muficians  have,  by  trials 
and  experiments,  found  out  and  laid  down  rules 
how  they  are  to  be  managed,  to  make  the  mufic 
as  fweet  as  poffible.     In  the  firfl  place  a  bafe  is  to be 
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be  framed,  which  muft  exprefs  the  air  of  the  tune,  Fig. 

and  muft  move,  not  fo  much  by  degrees,  as  by- 
leaps  of  a  3d,  4th,  or  5th.  h  muft  have  proper 
doles,  and  end  at  laft  in  its  proper  key.  Then 
the  other  parts  are  made  from  this,  by  taking  to 
each  note  thereof  its  proper  concord,  according  to 
the  following  rules.  But  fometimes  a  treble  is 
firft  made,  and  abafe  put  to  it;  and  then  you  muft 
reckon  your  concords  downwards,  as  before  you 
did  upwards  from  the  bafe.  In  compofition,  good 
air  as  well  as  good  harmony  ought  to  be  main- 

tained quite  through  the  piece,  to  which  all  ftrict 
rules  muft  give  way.  For  in  all  cafes  the  ear  mud 
be  umpire  of  the  fweetnefs  of  the  mufic,  which 
ought  to  be  attended  to  before  any  fervile  fixe 
rules.  The  art  of  compofing  mufic  in  parts  is 
called  defcant,  but  formerly  counterpoint,  whofe 
rules  here  follow.  In  compofing,  ftrive  to  make 
one  part  imitate  another  in  the  notes.  And  in  tak- 

ing the  concords,  note  muft  be  fet  againft  note, 
according  to  the  following  rules;  and  the  parts 
may  be  allowed  to  pals  through  one  another.  And 
in  mufic  of  many  parts*  the  Upper  parts  ought  to 
be  joined  together  as  clofe  as  pDfiible. 

Paffages  of  Concords. 

Rule  1.  Two  fifths  or  two  eighths  are  not  al- 
lowed to  go  together,  in  any  two  parts ;  for  they 

are  too  lufcious  for  the  ear  ;  and  playing  an  eighth 
to  the  whole  tune  may  as  well  be  admitted.  Yet 
they  may  be  allowed  when  one  part  ftands  ftill,  or 
rifes  or  falls  an  eighth,  or  when  they  pais  by  con- 

trary motion. 

Rule  2.  One  may  take  as  many  concords  (of  one 
fort)  as  one  will,  the  bafe  (landing  ftill.  Or  may 
move  to  any  concords. 

Rule  3.    One  may  change  from  any  one,  to  any 
other  concord  j  but  more  elegantly  to  fome  than 

D   d  others. 
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Fig. others.  Not  fo  well  from  one  perfect  to  another. 
Nor  when  the  higher  part  fkips  to  a  perfect,  and 
the  bafe  moves  but  a  note.  Nor  when  both  (kip 
to  a  perfect.  Nor  to  rife  with  the  bafe  from  a  fixth 
to  an  eighth,  and  the  contrary. 

Rule  4.  You  may  take  as  many  thirds  or  fixths 

together  as  you  will,  efpecially  if  they  are  alter- 
nately greater  and  lefs.  For  the  mufic  is  the  beft, 

where  there  is  the  moil  variety  of  concords. 

Rule  5.  Take  fuch  concords  as  are  had  with 
the  lead  remove.  Therefore  the  lefTer  fixth  paflfes 
beft  into  a  fifth,  and  the  greater  fixth  into  an 

eighth. 
Rule  6,  Moving  by  leaps  is  beft  done  into  im- 

perfect concords. 
Rule  7.  In  a  (harp  key,  a  fixth  is  required  to 

the  fecond  and  third,  both  above  and  below  the 
key,  becaufe  the  bafe  commonly  wants  a  third  to 
its  full  compafs. 

Rule  8.  When  the  parts  move  gradually,  one 
may  take  two  or  three  thirds  and  fixths,  or  a  fifth 
and  fixth  by  way  of  binding. 

Rule  9.  In  compofing  feveral  parts,  fet  not  the 
fame  cord  twice  over,  or  between  any  two  different 
parts.  For  they  muft  vary  thus,  3d,  5th,  8th  j 
or  4th,  6th,  8th. 

Rule  10.  When  a  pafiage  is  difputed,  the  ear 
muft  be  judge.  For  by  that  criterion  were  all  the 
rules  found  out. 

Pajfages  of  "Difcords. Rule  1.  Difcords  are  allowed  in  tranfition  or 

breaking  of  notes  -9  provided  the  leading  note  be  a 
concord. 

Rule  2.  Difcords  are  allowed  in  binding  notes  \ 
that  is,  when  a  note  of  one  part  breaks  off  in  the 

middle 
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middle  of  a  note  of  another  part.      Thefe  are  cal  Fig. 
led  notes  of  fyncopation^  or  driving  notes.     Here  a 
difcord  is  allowed  in  half  the  binding  note. 

Rule  3.  Difcords  mull  only  be  upon  fhort  notes* 
that  foon  pafs  the  ear. 

Rule  4.  Difcords  are  allowed  when  the  bafe  (lands 
Hill,  and  the  other  parts  move  gradually  ;  here 
they  muft  needs  fall  upon  difcords. 

Rule  5.  Difcords  are  allowed  at  a  clofe,  and  are 

generally  refolved  into  the  neareft  concords.  Dif- 
cords are  prepared  by  concords,  and  refolved  into 

concords.     Thus  a  lelfer  7th  is  refolved  into  a  fifth. 
Although  difcords  are  difagreeable  in  themfelves, 

yet  when  they  pafs  into  concords  it  makes  the  mu- 
fic  very  delightful ;  and  is  like  a  fweet  cordial  af- 

ter a  bitter  potion. 
Cadences. 

Rule  1.  The  bafe  intends  a  clofe,  when  it  falls  a 
fifth,  after  rifmg  or  falling  one  or  two  notes.  And 
in  falling  a  fifth  (or  rifing  a  fourth),  the  former 
note  requires  a  greater  third.  At  a  clofe  the  bafe 
is  to  fall  a  fifth. 

Rule  2.  The  clofes  in  any  key,  are  the  key,  the 
5th,  the  2d,  and  the  6th  and  3d. 

Rule  3*  The  clofes  in  any  key,  fell  naturally  in 
the  order  fet  down  in  the  lall  rule. 

Rule  4.  At  a  clofe,  you  may  remove  by  leap  to 
any  concord. 

Rule  5.  At  a  clofe,  difcords  are  ufed  both  by 
pafs,  and  binding,  promifcuoufly  according  to  the 
former  rules. 

This  mixture  of  concords  and  difcords  do  very 
much  delight  the  ear,  and  keep  it  in  fufpence,  till 
a  perfect  concord  comes  to  compleat  the  harmony. 

Though  the  doles  naturally  come  in  due  courfe 
one  after  another,  yet  a  judicious  mufician,  by  the 

D  d  2  artful 
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Fig.  artful  introducing  fiats  and  (harps,  can  fkip  over 

fome  and  take  others  out  of  courfe  ;  but  then  it  is 

a  little  painful  to  the  ear  *  and  fo,  indeed,  in  fome 
degree,  is  every  fhifting  of  the  key. 

There  are  feveral  particular  rules  of  the  pafTages 
of  concords  and  difcords  which  I  have  not  mention- 

ed, but  they  all  depend  on  what  has  been  delivered. 

In  phy'mgfyured  or  thorough  bafe^  where  nothing is  marked,  common  cords  mull  be  played,  which  are 
the  3d,  5th,  and  8th.  The  other  cords  are  mark- 

ed with  their  proper  figures.  A  flat  or  fharp  kt 
among  the  figures,  fignifies  a  flat  or  fharp  third  to 
be  played.  To  play  a  good  thorough  bafe,  and  ma- 

nage difcords  rightly,  one  mud  know,  1.  How  to 
prepare  them.  2.  How  to  accompany  them.  3. 
How  to  refolve  them.  Accompaniments  are  cords 
taken  in,  to  fill  up  the  harmony.  But  I  have  no 
defign  of  meddling  with  the  practical  part  of  mu- 
fic  i  I  have  treated  of  it  fo  far  as  mathematics  have 

any  concern  in  it,  and  I  promifed  no  more. 

A  R  T. 
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A  general  Method  of  Philofophifng ;  or,   Rules 
to  be  obferved  in  Philofophical  Rnquiries. 

THE  defign  of  philofophy  is  to  find  out  the 
nature  and  caufes  of  things  from  their  vifi- 

ble  effects  ;  and  thefe  effects  are  the  phcenomena 
which  are  made  known  to  us  by  obfervation  and 
experiments.     In  order  to  philofophize  aright. 

1.  We  muft  make  a  competent  number  of  ob- 
servations and  experiments,  whereby  we  may  know 

that  the  effect  we  reafon  about  is  certainly  true. 
2.  We  muft  find  out  all  the  caufes,  as  far  as 

poffibly  we  can,  that  can  produce  this  effect ;  and 
the  truth  of  them  muft  be  mathematically  demon- 
ftrated,  when  necefTary.  This  is  the  moft  difficult 
part  of  the  bufinefs  •,  for  it  is  hard  to  know  when 
we  have  got  all  thefe  caufes.  And  therefore  a  phi- 
lofopher  ought  to  have  a  very  extenfive  view  of 
things,  and  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  fubiect 
he  enquires  after.  It  we  be  not  lure  that  we  have 
enumerated  all  the  caufes,  then  the  effect  may  pro- 

ceed from  fome  caufe  we  have  omitted  ;  and  fo  far 
the  propofition  will  remain  doubtful. 

3.  Sometimes  it  is  necefTary  to  (hew  and  demon- 
flrate  what  caufe  cannot  produce  the  erTecl: ;  efpe- 
cially  when  that  effect  has  been  vulgarly  and  er- 
roneoufly  attributed  to  fuch  imaginary  caufe. 

4.  To  proceed,  we  muft  compare  all  the  poffible 
caufes  of  any  two  of  thefe  effects  (or  phoenomena) 
and  referve  fuch  as  are  common  to  both.  Again, 
compare  thefe  with  all  the  poftibie  caufes  of  a  third  . 
phcenomenon,  and  referve  the  caufes  that  are  com- 

mon to  both.     In  like  manner  compare  thefe  with 
D  d  3  all 
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Fig.  all  the  caufes  of  a  fourth  phenomenon,  &c.  Pro- 
ceed thus  till  there  be  but  one  caufe  at  lad  com* 

mon  to  both  •,  then  it  is  evident  this  is  the  caufe 
fought  after,  for  all  the  reft  are  exhaufted. 

5.  After  the  true  caufe  is  found  out,  the  fame 

principle  mud  be  applied  to  the  folving  all  phceno- 
m?na  of  the  fame  kind-,  and  if  the  explications 
given  thereby  thoroughly  agree,  it  will  confirm 
the  truth  of  the  principle  from  whence  thefe  folu- 
tions  are  had.  For  if  they  be  true,  they  mutt 
Hand  the  rigour  of  mathematical  calculation.  But 
if  they  cannot  do  this,  we  mutt  take  it  for  granted, 
that  we  have  fallen  upon  fome  wrong  principle ; 
and  therefore  we  mutt  look  out  for  fome  other. 
That  this  coincides  with  the  Newtonian  method  of 

proceeding,  1  fhall  fhew  in  the  following  Examples. 

Exam.     i. 

7*0  find  the  caufe  of  the  revolution  of  the  heavenly 
loaies?  and  of  retaining  them  in  their  orbits. 

Phenomena, 

j.  The  fatellitesof  Jupiter  and  Saturn,  defcribe 
areas  proportional  to  the  times  of  defcription  about 
their  primary  planets. 

2.  The  primary  planets  defcribe  areas  propor- 
tional to  the  times  of  defcription,  about  the  fun  j 

but  not  about  the  earth. 

3.  The  periodic  times  of  the  fatellites  about  the 
primary  planets,  or  of  the  primary  planets  about 
the  fun,  are  in  the  fefquiplicate  ratio  of  the  mean 
difiances  from  their  refpe&ive  centers. 

4.  The  moon  defcribes  areas  round  the  earth, 
proportional  to  the  times  of  defcription  nearly. 

Propofi 'lions. 
I.     Every    body   that   defcribes   areas    propor- 

tional to  the  times  of  defcription  about  a  point, 

is 
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is  urged  by  a  centripetal   force   tending   to   that  Fig. 

point. 
2.  If  the  periodic  times  of  revolving  bodies  are 

in  the  fcfquiplicate  ratio  of  the  radii ;  the  centri- 
petal forces  will  be  reciprocally  in  the  duplicate  ra- 

tio of  the  radii. 

3.  If  a  body  moving  in  a  fluid  revolve  round  a 
center,  it  will  be  retarded,  and  the  area  will  not  be 
as  the  time. 

4.  A  fphrrical  body  revolving  round  its  axis  in 
an  immenle  fluid,  will  caufe  the  parts  of  the  fluid 
to  revolve,  fo  as  the  periodic  times  will  be  as  the 
fquares  of  the  distances,  from  the  center  of  the 
fphere.  And  this  will  conftitute  a  vortex  ;  and  bo- 

dies revolving  in  it  mult  be  of  the  fame  denfity, 
and  obferve  the  fame  laws  of  revolution. 

5.  If  the  moon  is  retained  in  its  orbit  by  a  force 
reciprocally  as  the  fquares  of  the  diftances.  That 

very  force  at  the  earth's  furface  will  make  bodies defcend  16.1  feet  in  a  fecond. 

Solution. 

From  phcenomena  1  ft  and  2d,  the  revolving  body 
mull  be  carried  round,  and  continued  in  its  orbit, 
either  by  fome  force  perpetuall/  acting  towards  the 
center,  in  free  fpace.  Or  eiie  it  mult  be  carried 
round  in  a  vortex.  For  it  cannot  move  in  a  refill- 

ing medium  by  Prop.  II f. 
And  by  phoen.  3d,  the  revolving  body  is  retain- 
ed in  its  orbit  by  a  force  acting  towards  the  center, 

which  is  reciprocally  as  the  fquares  of  the  dif- 
tances, by  Prop.  11.  For  it  cannot  be  carried  in  a 

vortex  by  Prop.  IV. 
By  phoen.  4th,  and  Prop.  I.  the  moon  is  retained 

in  its  orbit  by  a  force  acting  towards  the  earth, 
which  is  reciprocally  as  the  fquare  of  its  diltance. 
And  by  Prop.  V.  this  is  the  force  by  which  bodies 
defcend,  called  gravity  or  weight. 

D  d  4  No./ 
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Fig,  Now  any  other  caufes  than  thefe  we  have  men- 
tioned cannot  be  thought  on.  And  therefore  the 

true  caufe  fought  is  difcovered  to  be  a  gravitating 
force,  with  which  all  bodies  in  the  univerfe  are  en- 

dued. And  therefore  the  planets,  comets,  and  all 
the  fatellites  are  retained  in  their  orbits  by  this  force, 
and  all  move  in  free  fpace,  or  at  lead  in  a  medium 
fo  extremely  rare,  as  to  make  no  fenfible  difference 
in  a  long  fpace  of  time. 

This  caufe  or  principle  being  found  out,  when 
duly  applied,  will  explain  all  the  phcenomena  re- 

lating to  the  moon's  motions,  the  preccftion  of  the 
equinoxes,  the  motion  of  the  fea,  &c,  as  may  be 
fcen  in  the  Principia,  Lib.  Ill, 

Exam.     2. 

To  invefiigate  the  caufe  of  the  refraction  of  light. 

Phcenomena. 

1.  If  the  fun's  rays  come  through  a  hole  in  a 
window  fhut,  and  be  refracled  by  a  glafs  prifm  ; 
an  oblong  image  will  be  formed  on  a  paper,  or  the 
oppofite  wall,  confiding  of  feveral  colours,  whofe 
length  is  perpendicular  to  the  axis  of  the  prifm. 

2.  If  another  prifm  be  placed  behind  the  former, 
and  with  its  axis  perpendicular  to  it ;  it  will  refract 
the  image  fideways,  of  the  fame  length  as  before, 
but  of  no  greater  breadth. 

3.  If  a  imall  part  of  the  light  of  any  one  co- 
lour, be  again  refracled  through  one  or  more 

prifms,  the  image  will  always  be  round,  and  of  the 
lame  colour  as  before. 

Propofitiom. 
1.  If  light  con  fids  of  heterogeneous  parts, 

which  are  differently  refrangible ;  being  refracled 
through  a  prifm,  it  will  paint  an  oblong  image  on 
the  oppofite  wall. 

2.  If 
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2.  If  light  confifts  of  homogeneous  parts,  and  Fig* 
pafs   through  a  prifm,    fo    that  the   angle  of  in- 

cidence and  emergence  may  be  equal  in  the  two 

refracting  planes  •,  the  image  will  be  nearly  circular. 
3.  If  light  be  of  fuch  a  nature,  that  its  rays 

will  fplit  or  dilate  when  refracted  ;  then  a  prifm 
will  refract  the  light  into  fuch  an  image,  that  the 
breadth  will  be  as  great  as  the  length ;  and  this  al- 

ways, by  all  fuccefiive  refractions  -,  and  the  image 
will  be  enlarged  by  every  refraction. 

Solution. 

From  phcen.  1  and  2,  it  appears,  that  light  is 
made  up  of  heterogeneous  parts,  which  are  differ- 

ently refrangible.  For  it  cannot  confifl:  of  homo- 
geneous parts,  by  Prop.  II.  Nor  does  its  rays 

fplit  or  dilate,  by  Prop.  III.  Moreover  from 
phcen.  3,  that  fmail  part  of  light,  which  conti- 

nues of  the  fame  colour,  mutt  be  homogeneous, 
by  Prop.  II.  Hence  light  is  difcovered  to  confifl: 
of  heterogeneous  parts  all  mixt  together,  but  ca- 

pable of  being  feparated  from  one  another  by  re- 
fraction, into  the  compounding  homogeneous  parts. 

And  the  properties  of  thefc  homogeneous  parts  are 
innate  and  eflential  to  them,  and  cannot  be  altered 
by  any  reflections  or  refractions  whatever.  T  he  na- 

ture of  light  thus  found  out,  may  be  applied  to 
explain  other  phcenomena  of  the  like  nature. 

Exam.     3. 

To  find  out  the  caufe  of  the  a/cent  cf  water  in  a  fy~ 
j)bon  or  pump, 

Phcenomena. 

1.  If  the  end  of  a  fyringe   be  put  in  water,  or 
any    fluid,  and    the  pillon   drawn    up,    the    fluid 
will  follow   and  rile   with    the  pifton.     Or  if  the 
mouth   be  applied  to  the  top  of  a  tube  immerfed 

in 
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Fio-.in   a  fluid,    fucking   at   the    top   will   draw  the 
D  fluid  up. 

2»  Cement  a  brafs  cock  in  one  end  of  a  clofe 

tube,  exhauft  the  air  andfhuc  the  cock.  Then  put 
the  end  with  the  cock  into  the  water,  and  open  the 
cock,  and  the  water  will  afcend  into  the  tube. 

3.  Cement  a  fyringe  in  the  mouth  of  a  glafs 
bottle,  quite  full  of  water ;  and  draw  up  the  pif- 
ton,  but  no  water  will  follow. 

Proportions. 
1.  If  a  vacuum  be  impoflible  in  nature;  then 

any  fluid  having  free  liberty,  will  move  towards 
fuch  a  vacuous  place  to  prevent  it. 

2.  If  there  be  a  greater  preflfure  upon  one  part 
of  a  fluid  than  on  another  •,  the  fluid  will  move  to- 

wards the  part  having  the  leaft  preflure. 

3.  Whatever  fluid  is  drawn  or  moved  by  the 
force  of  fuclion,  will  always  be  drawn  or  moved  by 
that  force  when  applied,  if  the  way  be  clear. 

Solution, 

By  phcen.  1  and  3,  water  afcends  up  a  tube  ei- 

ther by  the  preflure  of  an  external  fluid,  or  by  na- 
ture's fuga  vacui  -9  for  it  cannot  afcend  by  fudion, 

by  Prop.  III. 
By  phcen,  2,  the  water  afcends  the  tube  by  the 

preflure  of  an  external  fluid  *  for  it  is  not  by  any 

fuga  vacui,  by  Prop.  I. 
Hence  water  afcends  into  cyphons  and  pumps  by 

the  preflure  of  fome  external  fluid  ;  and  we  know 
of  no  fuch  fluid  but  the  air  or  atmolphere. 

Exam.      4. 

<To  find  whether  the  diurnal  revolution  belongs  to 

the  fun  or  to  the  earth. 

Phenomenon* 
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Phenomenon.  pjo.# 

The  body  of  the  earth  is  never  in  the  plane  of 

the  fun's  diurnal  orbit  all  the  year ;  except  at  the 
equinoxes,  when  it  paffes  through  that  plane. 

Proportion. 

Every  body  moving  round   another  body  as  its 
center,  to  which  it  is  continually  drawn  or  impel- 

led j  mnft  move  in  a  plane  pafilng  through  that 
central  body. 

Solution. 

Hence  the  apparent  diurnal  revolution  of  the 
fun,  proceeds  from  the  real  revolution  of  the  earth 
round  its  axis.  For  if  the  fun  did  really  move 

round  the  earth  •,  then  would  the  earth  always  be 

in  the  plane  of  the  fun's  orbit,  by  the  Prop.  But 
by  the  phcen.  fhe  is  not  fo.  Therefore  the  fun 
moves  not  round  the  earth. 

The  phcenomenon  is  proved  thus,  the  fibadow  of 
the  end  of  a  gnomon  erected  on  any  plane,  de- 

scribes always  a  curve  line  on  that  plane,  except 
at  the  equinoxes. 

Exam.     5. 

<To  find  whether  the  annual  revolution  belongs  to  the 
earth  or  to  the  fun. 

Phenomena. 

1.  The  fun  and  planets  don't  defcribe  areas  round 
the  earth  proportional  to  the  times. 

2.  The  periodic  times  of  the  fun  and  planets 
round  the  earth,  are  not  in  the  fefquiplicate  ratio 
of  their  diftances  from  the  earth. 

3.  The  earth  and  planets  defcribe  areas  round 
the  fun,  which  are  as  the  times  of  defcription. 

4.  The  periodic  times  of  the  earth,  and  other 
planets  round  the  fun,  are  in  the  fefquiplicate  ratio 
of  their  diftances  from  the  fun, 

Proportions. 
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Propofitions. 
1.  Bodies  that  dcfcribe  areas  porportional  to  the 

times  of  defcription,  round  another  body ;  are 
urged  by  forces  directed  to  that  other  body, 

2.  If  feveral  bodies  revolve  round  another  body, 
and  their  periodic  times  be  in  the  fefquiplicate  ratio 
of  the  diftances,  they  are  urged  to  that  body  by 
forces  reciprocally  proportional  to  the  fquares  of 
the  diftances. 

Solution. 

By  Prop.  I.  and  phcen.  I,  the  planets  don't  re- 
volve round  the  earth.  But  by  phcen.  3,  and 

Prop.  I.  the  earth  and  planets  revolve  round  the 
fun.  Alfo  by  phcen.  2,  4,  and  Prop.  II.  the 
earth  and  other  planets  are  urged  by  forces,  reci- 

procally as  the  fquares  of  the  diftances  from  the 
fun,  but  not  from  the  earth.  Therefore  the  annual 
motion  belongs  to  the  earth. 

ART. 
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ART.      XVII. 

Optics,  being  a  Tranjlation  of  feme  Papers  of 

Sir  J.  Newton's  Optical  Lectures,  Part  II. 
never  Englifted  before,  p.  239,  &c. 

BEFORE  I  proceed  to  another  kind  of  expe- 
riments, it  is  neceflary  that  we  look  more  par- 

ticularly into  the  form  of  the  coloured  image ; 
which  the  light  coming  in  at  a  ftrait  round  hole  in- 

to a  darkened  room,  and  patting  through  a  prifm, 
paints  there ;  and  carefully  take  the  dimenfions  of 
all  the  colours,  and  their  diftances  from  one  an- 

other, and  alio  the  feveral  degrees  of  refrangibi- 
lity,  correfponding  to  all  kinds  of  rays. 

It  was  (hewn  before,  that  when  a  prifm  (whofe 
vertical  angle  is  about  63  degrees)  projects  the 
image  at  the  diftance  of  22  feet,  its  length  was 
13^  inches,  and  breadth  2-f-.  And  therefore  the 
centers  of  the  outmoft  circles,  of  which  difpofed 
in  length,  that  image  confifts,  were  diftant  idf- 
inches.  Now  to  this  diftance  or  contracted  longi- 

tude of  the  image  it  is  proper  to  refer  the  other 
dimenfions  thereof,  becaufe  they  have  no  certain 
relation  to  its  abfolute  length  (which  depends  on 
the  magnitude  of  the  compounding  circles).  And 
by  this  i  could  inveftigate  with  more  exactnefs  the 
places  where  the  colours  were  the  mod  perfect  in 
their  kind  •,  and  their  confines,  falling  upon  a  crofs 
paper,  which  I  noted  with  a  pen,  and  by  many  re- 

peated obfervations  of  this  fort  compared  together  ; 
I  at  laft  gained  thefe  particular  conclufions. 

1.  The  blue  and  violet  on  one  hand,  and  the 
green  and  red  on  the  other ;  take  up  on  each  hand 
half  the  image ;  fo  that  the  confine  of  the  green 

and 
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Fig.and  blue  (which  I  may  call  a  fea-green)  lies  in  the 
middle. 

2.  The  place  where  the  leeky  or  brightest  green 
appeared,  divided  the  contracted  length  of  the 
image  in  the  ratio  of  3  to  5  ;  fo  that  the  length 
being  divided  into  8  parts,  that  green  was  3  parts 
diftant  from  the  extremity  of  the  red,  and  5  parts 
from  that  of  the  purple. 

3.  The  fpace  taken  up  by  all  the  green,  as  far  as 
the  confines  of  the  blue  and  yellow,  was  about  the 
fixth  part  of  the  whole  contracted  image. 

4.  The  confine  of  the  blue  and  purple,  or  the 
molt  perfect  indigo,  was  diftant  from  the  confine 
of  red  and  yellow,  or  the  moft  perfect  orange, 
about  XV  of  the  whole  contracted  image. 

5.  Laftly,  this  diftance  of  the  indigo  and  orange, 
was  divided  by  the  confine  of  green  and  blue  in  the 

ratio  of  2  to  3  •,  fo  that  this  confine,  or  the  middle 
of  the  image,  was  diftant  from  the  indigo  ̂   parts 
of  the  whole  contracted  length,  and  -J4  parts  from 
the  orange. 

When  I  had  obferved  thefe  things  as  carefully  as 
I  could,  not  altogether  trufting  to  my  own  fenfes, 
but  (on  account  of  the  great  difficulty  of  precifely 
diftinguiihing  the  confines  of  the  colours,  and  the 
places  of  greateft  perfection)  taking  the  judgment 
of  other  people  •,  1  drew  out  the  dimenfions  of  the 
image  according  as  I  had  found  them  •,  as  may  be 

gg  feen  in  the  figure.  That  is,  with  the  centers  X 

*  and  Y  io|  inches  diftant,  and  wifh  the  femi-dia- 
meters  iT5T  inches,  I  defcribed  two  femi  circles  APC 
and  BTD,  and  drew  the  tangents  AB,  CD. 

Then  I  divided  the  line  XY  ('which  I  before 
called  the  contracted  length  of  the  image)  into  60 
equal  parts,  and  made  LY  zz  9,  1Y  zz  20,  HY  zz 
30,  and  FY  zz  44  parts  thereof.  And  erecting 
perpendiculars  at  thefe  points,  I  diftinguilhed  the 
image  into  five  parts,  correfponding  to  the  five 

more 
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more  eminent  colours  •,  the  part  PF  (hewing  the  Fig, 
fpace  of  the  violet,  and  FH  the  fpace  of  the  blue,  88. 
&c.  which  being  done,  I  projected  the  coloured 
light  upon  this  figure,  that  it  might  again  appear, 
whether  every  colour  continued  ftill  within  the  align- 

ed limits ;  and  when  the  whole  image  filled  the 
whole  figure,  the  feveral  colours  with  their  feveral 
parts  very  well  agreed  ;  and  in  the  mean  while,  I 
obferved  the  places  in  thefe  fpaces  (which  were 
marked  out  by  points  in  this  fcheme)  where  the 
feveral  colours  in  their  kinds  appeared  full  and 
brighteft. 

Now  it  is  evident  there  can  be  no  other  intervals 

of  thefe  places  and  limits,  terminating  the  colours; 
although,  by  the  methods  often  mentioned  before, 
you  never  fo  much  diminifh  the  circles,  which 
compofe  the  image,  keeping  itill  the  fame  centers. 
And  for  this  realbn,  that  the  heterogeneous  rays 
will  be  more  feparated,  and  the  colours  come  out 
more  fimple.  For  fince,  in  the  very  terminating 
right  lines  AB  and  CD,  the  colours  are  quite  fim- 

ple ;  and  the  colours  in  the  middle  of  the  image 
near  the  line  XY,  appear  to  be  of  the  fame  kind 
with  thofe  lying  between  that  and  the  margin  ; 
reafon  tells  us,  that  a  mixture  of  heterogeneous 
rays  does  not  fenfibly  change  the  place  of  any  co- 

lour, fince  their  coming  from  this  fide  and  that, 
they  temper  one  another.  Thus  the  green  and 
purple  rays  are  equivalent  to  the  blue,  and  there- 

fore when  mixt  with  it,  don't  alter  that  colour  -9 
but  it  appears  the  fame  as  if  no  purple  rays  had 
been  mixt  therewith.  But  here  we  mull  except 
the  terminating  circles  AC,  BD>  where  the  tem- 

perament on  the  outfide  gradually  decays,  and  be- 
comes of  a  full  red,  on  one  fide,  where  it  runs  in- 

to the  terminating  circle.  But  if  any  one  mould  0 

ftick  here,  he  may  try  new  experiments,  and  con-  y# 
traft  the  breadth  of  the  image,  that  the  circles  may 

be 
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Fig.be  lefs,  the  reft  remaining;  and  I  doubt  not  but 
89.  every  thing  will  anfwer. 

But  although  the  confines  of  the  colours,  fell  in 
the  lines  pafling  through  the  points  F,  H,  I,  L  ; 
yet  the  places  where  they  appear  the  mod  full  and 
intenfe,  do  not  always  fall  in  the  middle  of  the  in- 

cluded fpace  ;  for  the  blue,  which  in  its  kind  was 
the  brighteit,  and  no  way  tinged  with  purple,  falls 
nearer  F  than  H,  and  the  intenfeft  yellow  was  a 
little  nearer  L  than  I.     And  thus  the  red  and  pur- 

ple appeared  intenfe  a  little  nearer  the  centers  X 
and  Y,  than  to  the  other  limits ;  only  the  greeh 
was  brighter!:  in  the  middle  between  the  limits  I 
and  H.     Whence  appears  the  reafon,  that  although 
the  yellow   and  blue  by  their  mixture  compofe  a 
green,  yet  the  red  and  green,  by  reafon  of  their 

too  great  diftance,  don't  well  compofe  a  yellow, 
nor  the  green  and  purple  a  blue.     Therefore  feeing 
the  colours  are  more  ciofe  about  the  middle,  fo  as 
between  the  yellow  and  red,  as  likewife  between 
the  blue  and  purple,  there  is  about  a  third  part 
more  interval  than  between  the  green  and  yellow, 
or   blue,  terminated  on  both  fides  •,  by  this  the 
image  is  elegantly  diftinguifhed  into  parts,  propor- 

tional among  themfelves,  containing  five  principal 
colours,  and  two  more  which  we  (hall  take  in,  and 
thefe  are,  orange  between  the  red  and  yellow,  and 
indigo  between  the  blue  and  violet ;  and  that  be- 
caufe  next  to  thefe  five  principal  colours,  thefe  two 
eminently  appear,  and  the  fpaces  afligned  them  are 
large  enough  for  the  degree  of  perfection  of  each  ; 
and  thus  the  too  great  expanfion  of  the  outer  ad- 

joining colours  is  fnortened,  and  they  are  all  made 
in  a  neater  proportion  to  the  quantity  of  the  green. 

Thefe  colours  being  inferted,  I  begun  again  to 
make  obfervations,  and  (in  a  word;  all   things  ap- 

peared, as  if  the  parts  of  the  image,  which   con* 
tain  the  colours,  were  proportional  to  a  firing  di- 

vided 
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vided,  To  as  to  give  the  found  of  the  feveral  de-Fig. 
grees  or  notes  in  an  octave.  When  I  found  this,  89. 
I  divided  the  figure  of  the  image  into  like  parts, 
as  may  be  feen  in  the  fcheme.  And  then  I  tried 
how  well  the  colours  agreed  with  thefe  parts. 
Thus,  produce  the  contracted  length  of  the  image 
XY  to  Z,  fo  that  YZ  rz  XY,  and  fuppofe  the 
firing  to  be  XZ,  and  that  XY  be  fo  divided,  that 
all  the  fegments  extended  to  Z,  may  found  the  fe- 

veral notes  of  an  octave  {fol,  la,  fa9  ut^  re^  mi>  fa% 
fo!).  And  that  is  done  by  biiTecling  XY  in  H, 
and  triiecting  it  in  G  and  I,  and  again  trifecling 
XI  in  F,  and  taking  KY  a  fifth  part,  and  MY  an 

eighth  part  of  XY.  And  the  femi-tones  FG  and 
KM  will  reprefent  the  indigo  and  orange  ;  and  the 
other  five  tones  XF,  GH,  HI,  IK,  MY,  the  five 
eminent  colours ;  all  of  which  in  particular,  and 
the  whole  train  of  colours,  falls  exactly  into  the 
whole  figure,  and  were  contained  refpecti/ely  in 
the  feveral  parts.  And  about  the  middle  of  thefe 
parts,  each  colour  in  its  kind  appeared  the  bright- 
eft  and  mod  intenfe-,  even  the  purple  and  red,  be- 

yond P  and  T,  abounded  with  light,  gradually  va- 
nifhing. 

But  I  could  not  obferve  thefe  things  fo  precifely, 
but  I  muft  confefs  they  may  be  contrived  a  little 
different,  To  which  purpofe,  if  there  be  taken 
eleven  mean  proportionals,  ben  ween  XZ  and  YZ, 
of  which  FZ  isthefecond,  GZ  the  third,  HZ  the 
fifth,  IZ  thefeventh,  and  KZ  the  ninth  ;  then  this 
divifion  of  the  image  feems  to  agree  very  well  with 
the  expanfions  of  the  colours.  For  fuch  minute 
differences  as  arife  between  this  and  the  former  di- 

vifion, can  hardly  be  accounted  errors  by  the  judg- 
ment of  the  rnoft  acute  fenfe. 

How  thefe  divifions  differ-  will  appear  by  the 
adjoining  numbers,  where  the  former  exprefs  the 
parts  of  the  cord,  divided  in  the  mufical  ratio  ;  and 

E  e  the 
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Fig.  the  lower,  the  like  parts,  divided  in  a  geometrical 
89.  ratio.     The  card  being  divided  into  360  parts. 

360.  320,  300,  270,  240,  216,  202^,  180,  (by 
rnufical  divifion)  and 

360,  321,  303,  270,  240,  214,  202,  180,  (by 
geometrical  divifion). 

And  I  chufed  to  lay  down  the  former  divifion, 
not  only  becaufe  it  agrees  very  well  with  the  phce- 
nomena,  but  becaufe  it  may  perhaps  contain  fome- 
thing  about  the  harmony  of  colours,  analogous  to 
the  concords  of  founds,  which  the  painters  are  not 
quite  ignorant  of,  but  I  am  unacquainted  with. 
Wherefore  it  feems  likely  to  a  confidering  perfon, 
that  the  affinity  which  is  between  the  outfide.  pur- 

ple and  the  red,  the  extremities  of  the  colours,  is 
found  likewife  between  the  terms  of  an  octave, 
which  in  a  manner  give  the  fame  found. 

Hence  at  lad  the  proportions  of  theiines  of  re- 
fraction, belonging  to  all  kinds  of  rays,  are  (me- 

chanically) determined.  Since  in  glafs  contiguous 
to  air,  the  fines  of  the  extreme  rays  are  as  68  and 
69  ;  divide  the  intermediate  1,  in  the  ratio  of  the 
parts  of  this  image,  and  there  will  arife  68,  68^-, 

684-,  68t,  684-,  68*,  68£,  69,  for  the  fines  at  the 
confines  and  limits  of  the  feven  colours,  in  refpect 
of  the  common  fine  of  incidence  444,  when  the 
refraction  is  made  out  of  glafs.  But  when  it  is 
made  into  glafs,  for  thefe  fines  take  the  numbers, 

63,  68-*,  68i,  68i,  68*,  68*,  68-^  69;  the 
common  fine  of  incidence  being  106.  And  for 
the  fines  for  thofe  rays,  where  the  colours  are  the 
molt  perfect  in  their  kind,  intermediate  numbers 
may  be  found  between  thefe. 

Thus  in  water  contiguous  to  air,  where  the  ex- 
treme fines  of  refraction  are  as  90  to  91,  one  may 

find  the  intermediate  fines  by  a  like  diffection  of 
the  intermediate  unity  (by  making  them  as  90,  90^, 

90;,  &c.  or  90,  90*,  90;,  &c.)     But  note,  thefe 
divifions 
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divifions  are  not  precifeiy  geometrical,  but  yet  as  Fig. 
nearly  accurate  as  any  practice  requires;  and  to  toil  89. 
any    further,  beiides   the  tediouineis  of  computa- 

tion, would  prove  nothing  but  an  affected  and  vain 
curiofny. 

There  are  other  circumftances  concerning  thefe 
colours,  which  I  could  now  determine ;  fuch  as  the 

various  forms  and  expanlions  thereof,  for  the  vari- 
ous pofitions  of  the  prifm  revolving  about  its  axis ; 

or  for  the  various  refractive  matter,  of  which  the 
prifm  is  made,  and  with  which  it  is  encompaffed  ; 
and  alfo  for  the  various  magnitude  of  the  vertical 
angle.  But  all  thefe  things  will  appear  plain  enough^ 
from  what  is  (hewn  in  the  firft  part,  comparing 

them  with  the  foregoing  explications  •,  io  that  all 
effects,  as  far  as  I  know,  may  be  found  out,  either 
for  one  fingle  refraction,  or  for  more,  and  for  any 
termination  of  light. 

/  have  corrected  a  great  many  errors  in  this  paper  5 
how  they  have  happened  I  do  not  know. 

A  tranjlation  of  part  of  a  paper  in  the  optical  lee* 
tures,  intituled  thus.  Of  the  phenomena  of  light 

pajfing  through  a  refrafling  medium,  terminated  by  pa* 
rallel planes.     Fart  II.  Sect.  2.  p.  261,  &c. 

Having  gone  through  the  phcenomena  of  trian- 
gular prifms,  thofe  made  by  quadrangular  ones, 

which  are  compofed  of  parallel  plains,  come  now 

properly  to  be  fpoken  of.  And  I  the  more  wil- 

lingly engage  in  it,  as  the  philofophers  have  hi- 
therto believed,  that  no  colours  can  be  generated 

after  this  manner,  fuppofing  that  the  latter  furfacC 
deftroys  all  the  effects  of  the  rays  by  a  contrary 

refraction,  to  what  the  former  produced  •,  and  they 
take  it  for  a  matter  of  experience,  becaufe  in  glafs 
windows,  and  fuch  like,  they  fee  none  produced. 
But  in  this  they  are  deceived,  becaufe  the  quantity 

E  e  2  and 
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Fig.  and  perfection  of  the  colours,  depends  upon  the 
di  it  a  nee   of  the    parallel    furfaces.       For  in    glafs 

plates,  by  ieaion  of  the  fmall  diftance  of  the  fur- 
races,  the  colours   are  very    thin  and   weak,  and 
contained  in  fuch  a  narrow  fpace,  as  to  efcape  the 
fenfes  -,  but  in  glafs  of  a  greater  thicknefs,  or  ra- 

ther in  glafs  veffels  or  parallelopipedons  full  of  clear 
water,  the  colours  are  plainly  feen  to  be  generated, 

co.      tor  let  ABCD  be  a  glafs,  or  water  parallelopi- 
pedons inclofed  with  air,  whofe  parallel    furfaces 

are  denoted  by  the  two  lines  AC  and  BD.     And 

let  the  fun  Ihine  through  it,  palling  obliquely  thro* 
the  fmall  hole  F.     Then  the  rays,  by  the  former 
furface  at  H,  ought  to  be  fo  unequally  refracted, 
that  they  will  diverge  from  one  another,  till  they 
fall  upon  the  latter  furface  at  PT,  and  there  paint 
all  kinds  of  colours,  as  has  been  abundantly  ex- 

plained  before.      Now  fince  by  the  parallelifm  of 
the  refracting  furfaces,  the  rays   are  only  bent  at 
the  latter  furface,  juft  as  much  as  they  were  at  the 
former.     It  is  necefTary  that  they  emerge  in  the  air 
parallel  to  one  another,  and  to  the  incident  rays 
SH  -,  and  therefore  the  diftances  and  pofitions  they 
have    acquired,  they  will  preferve  ad   infinitum  *, 
and  the  colours  produced  will  always  remain  the 
fame  without  any  variation.     Wherefore  if  HP  be 
the  purple  ray,  and  HT  the  red  ray,  refracted  at 
H,  the  rays   P/>,  T/,  being  again  refracted,  will 
emerge  parallel  to  the  incident  rays  SH,  and  to 
one  another-,  and  therefore  they  transfer  the  pur- 

ple and  red,  which  they  give  at  P  and  T,  to  any 
diftance  unchanged,  and  preferve  them  every  where 

without  any  variation-,  the  purple  being  tranQated 
from  P  to  />,  and   the  red  from  T  to  / ;  and  the 
reft  of  the  rays  into  their  correfpondent  intermedi- 

ate places. 
And  this  mult  exactly  happen  when  the  rays  fall 

Upon  this  prifm  in  lines  parallel  to  the  fame  line 

SF, 
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SF,  and  they  emerge  parallel ;  but  when  they  arc  Fig. 
inclined  to  one  another,  as  happens  when  they  pro-  oc. 
cecd  from  different  parts  of  the  fojar  diik ;  then 
indeed  they  emerge  inclined  to  one  another,  and  in 
their  la(t  tranflations  they  undergo  feme  change. 
Becaufe  the  circles  afjc&ed  with  all  kinds  of  rays, 
by  which  (being  difpofed  in  length)  the  coloured 
image  of  the  fun  is  made,  by  falling  on  the  furface 
ED  ;  by  reafon  of  the  diverging  of  the  rays,  crof- 
fing  one  another  in  the  hole  at  F,  come  out  the 
more  dilated,  as  the  rays  are  further  from  the  point 
of  emergence;  whilft  their  centers,  which  are  illu- 

minated by  rays  from  the  fun's  center,  moving  in 
any  direction  before  refraction,  after  refraction  pre- 
ferve  the  fame  diftances  and  pofkions  for  ever. 
And  hence  it  is,  that  the  fpace  prt  illuminated  by 
the  folar  light  immitted  into  a  dark  room,  is  the 
more  dilated  by  that,  and  drawn  into  an  orbicular 
form,  as  its  termination  is  further  from  the  prifm  ; 
and  the  greennefs  in  the  middle  R,  if  there  is  any, 

is  gradually  changed  into  whitenefs  •,  but  if  there 
is  none  but  by  the  narrownefs  of  the  prifm,  or 
v/idenefs  of  the  hole  letcing  in  the  light,  the  white- 

nefs pofiefTes  the  middle  of  the  colours  •,  the  fame 
whitenefs  is  fenfibly  dilated.  But  yet  the  colours 
are  not  thereby  dilated,  nor  drawn  into  a  lefler 
fpace,  however  lefs  luminous  they  appear  by  the 
dilatation  of  the  image. 

If  we  view  any  vifible  objects  through  this  pa- 
rallelopipedon,  they  are  no  otherwife  tinged  with 
colours,  than  as  a  triangular  prifm,  efpecially  if 
the  parallelopipedon  be  oblique  enough  to  the 
tranfient  rays,  that  it  may  refract  much,  and  that 
the  objects  be  fuffjciently  near.  For  if  the  objects 
are  far  off,  whether  that  diitance  lies  between  the 

parallelopipedon  and  objects,  or  the  parallelopipe- 
don and  the  eye-,  how  great  foever  the  refraction 

is,  by  the  obliquity  of  the  parallelopipedon,  yet 
E  e  3  n.o 
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Fig.no  colours  are  produced.     If  X  be  a  lucid  point, 
91.  fending  rays  to  the  eye  at  S,  through  the  refracting 

planes  AC  and  BD  of  the  parallelopipedon  ;  it  is 
plain,  that  drawing  S/NX  the  path  of  the  red  ray, 
and  SpMX  that  of  the  purple  ray,  thefe  rays  are 

equally  refracted  at  both  furfaces  •,  and  therefore 
the  triangles  pSt,  MXN  are  fimilar ;  the  purple 
ray,  by  reafon  of  the  greater  refrangibility  on  both 
fides  at  p  and  M,  deviating  more  from  the  direct 

path  than  the  red  •,  whence  they  muft  needs  cut 
one   another  within   the  prifm,  as  appears  at  O, 
making  again  the  triangles  pOt,  MON,  fimilar, 
or  the  trapezium   SpOt  fimilar  to  the  trapezium 
XMON,  and  therefore  they  come  to  the  eye,  as  if 
they  had  at  firft  proceeded  from  the  fame  point  O, 
and  had  only  been  refracted  at  one  of  the  furfaces. 
And  hence  it  follows,  not  only  that  the  colours 
will  be  generated,  but  alfo  that  the  angle  pS/,  or 
the  apparent  breadth  of  the  colours,  and  other  cir- 
cumftances,  may  be  determined  for   any  pofition 
of  the  eye.     And  therefore   it  will  be  plainer,  by 
making  experiments,  that  objects  deeply  immerfed 
in  water,  will  appear  a  little  tinctured  with  colours, 
by  the  refraction  of  the  upper  furface,  to  an  eye 
beholding  them  obliquely.     For  AC  may  reprefent 
the  furface  of  the  ftagnant  water,  and  O  any  ob- 

ject immerfed  in  it,  which  the  fpectator  at  S  be-> 
holds.     And  O  is  eafily  found  by  drawing  the  right 
line  SX,  cutting  the  refracting  furfaces  in  K  and 
L  •,  and  dividing  it  in  O,  fo  that  SK  be  to  LX  as 
SO  to  OX,  or  as  KO  to  OL. 

A  tranjlation  of  part  of  the  laft  paper  in  the  optical 
leftures^  concerning  the  rainbow^  p.  285,  &c. 

There  ftill  remains  that  wonderful  fpectacle  of 
the  celeftial  arch,  to  the  explication  of  which  Cartes 

has  paved  the  way  •,  for  to  him  it  is  owing,  that  we 
know  that  it  is  formed  in  the  drops  of  falling  rain  ; 

which 
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which  is  plain  from  this,  that  it  is  never  feen  but  Fig. 
in   rainy  weather,  where  the   fun   illuminates  the 
falling  rain  •,  and  appears  fometimes  in  places  very 
near,  as  if  it  was  not  placed  in  the  air,  being  fixt 
upon  the  walls  of  the  oppofite  houfes,  or  rather  in 
the  intermediate  fpace;  that  water  by  fome  fort  of 
artifice  being  thrown  out  in  drops  mows  the  rain- 

bow, and   the  grafs  in  a  dewy  morning,  full  of 
fmall   drops,  gives  the   colours   of   the   rainbow. 
To  him  is  alio  owing  the  nroft  ingenious  invention 
of  the  refractions  of  a  drop,  and  the  limits  thereof, 
but  the  phyfical  caule  he  did  not  fo  happily  find 
out.     That  you  may  underdand  this,  fuppofe  a  ray 
AN  to  fail  upon  the  globe  NFG   at  N,  and   be  q2. 
thence  refracted  towards  F,  where  again  it  is  either 
refracted   towards  V,  or  perhaps  reflected   to  G. 
And  if  it  afterwards  emerge,  it  is  refracted  again 
to  R,  or  reflected  to  H,  and  fo  on;  fo  that  fome 
of  the  rays  entering  the  globe,  as  NFV  prefently 
go  out,  differing   no  reflection  ;  others  as    FGR, 
after  one  reflection  ;  and  others  as  GHS  after  two  f 
others  after  three,  or  even  more.      Now  fince  the 
drops  of  rain,  in  regard  to  the  diftance  from  the 
eye   of  the   fpectator,  are   exceeding  fmall ;  they 
may  be  taken   for  phyfical  points  \  and  therefore 
there  is  no  occafion  for  confldering  their  ma^ni- 
tudes,  but  only  the  angles  which  the  incident  rays 
make  with  the  emergent  ones ;  for  where  thefe  an- 

gles are  the  greated  or  lead,  the  emergent  rays  are 
each  of  them  denfer  •,  and  becaufe  for  divers  forts 
of  rays,  there  are  alfo  divers  of  thefe  greateft  or 
lead  angles;  each, of  them  thus  denfe  tending  to 
different  points,  will  prevail  and  exhibit  their  pro- 

per colours.     Therefore  we  mud  determine  thefe 
greateft  or  lead  angles,  which  the  emerging  rays 
of  all   forts,  contain   with   the  incident   rays,  that 

we  may  rightly  perceive  the  reafon  of  thefe  phec- 
pomena. 

E  e  4  It 
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Fig.  It  is  (hewn  in  Ccr.  1.  and  2.  Prop.  35.  (Part.  1.) 
92.  that  the  emergent  ray  GR  is  the  lead  inclined  to 

the  incident  ray  AN,  when  3RR  :  II  —  RR  :  : 

CN2  :  ND2.  And  I  :  2R  :  :  ND  :  NE,  putting  I 
to  R  as  the  fine  of  incidence  to  the  fine  of  refrac- 

tion ;  and  ND  and  NE  being  thus  found,  GR  will 
be  given  in  poiition. 

For  example,  in  the  moil  refrangible  rays,  the 
fine  of  incidence  is  to  the  fine  of  refraction,  or  I 
to  R,  as  185  to  138,  as  is  found  the  nearcfl  in  rain 

water-,  and  it  will  be,  57132  :  15181  :  :  (3RR  : 
II  —RR  :  :)  CNZ   :   ND\     Therefore   DN   =3 

VJl8'   xCNz  ,5'55  CN.     Whence  by  the 
57132  ICOCO 

table  of  fines,  there  is  given  the  arch  NL  62  deg. 
4  min.     Further,  fince  I  :  2R  :  :  ND  :  NE  :  :  ibg 

:  276  :  :    51™   CN  :  NE,  NE  will  be  =  1^1 10000  10000 

CN.  And  then  by  the  table  of  fines  there  is  given 
the  arch  NF  100  deg.  32  min.  Then  fubtraci: 
twice  the  arch  NF  from  the  fum  of  the  arches  NL, 

and  180  deg.  or  a  femi-circle,  and  there  will  re- 
main 41  deg.  o  min.  for  the  inclination  of  the  rays 

RG  and  AN,  or  for  the  angle  AXR  ;  that  is,  pro- 
ducing AN  and  NG  to  meet  in  X,  and  this  is  the 

angle  under  which  the  inner  or  blue  border  of  this 
bow  ought  to  appear,  or  its  lead  femi-diameter. 

After  the  fame  manner  for  the  lead  refrangible 
rays,  putting  the  fine  of  incidence  to  the  fide  of 
refraction,  as   182   to   138,  as   I   meafured  them, 

there  will  be  found  ND  =    5°28   CN,  and  NE 10000 

—    75^3   CN  •,  and  thence  by  the  table  of  fines, IOOCO 

NL  will  be  60  deg.  22  min.  And  the  arch  NF 
98  deg.  38  min.  And  therefore  the  angle  AXR 

43  deg.  6  minutes  •,  under  which  the  external,  or 
red 
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red  edge  of  the  bow,  will  appear.  Therefore  its  Fig, 
greateft  femi-diameter  is  43  deg.  6  min.  From  92. 
which  take  the  lead  femi-diameter  41  deg.  o  min. 
there  remains  the  breadth  of  the  bow  about  2  deg. 

6  min.  Or  rather,  by  adding  the  fun's  diameter 
(which  is  3  1  min.)  2  deg.  37  min.  But  as  the  co- 

lours at  both  edges  of  the  bow,  are  fo  weak  as  not 
to  be  feen  for  the  fplendor  pf  the  adjoining  clouds, 
its  breadth  as  to  fenfe,  fcarce  exceeds  2  degrees. 

The  dimenfions  of  the  exterior  bow  are  deter- 
mined in  a  manner  no  way  different.  For  it  is 

fhewn  in  Cor.  1.  and  2.  Prop.  36.  (Part.  I.)  that 
the  inclination  of  the  emergent  and  incident  rays 
HS  and  AN,  is  the  greateil,  when  it  is  8RR  :  II 

—  RR  :  :  NC*  :  ND*.  And  1 :  3R  :  :  ND  :  NE. 
Wherefore  putting  the  numbers  185  and  138  for 
the  fines  of  the  moft  refrangible  rays  I  and  R,  as 

before ;  we  fhall  get  ND  =  Jl£L  CN,  and  NE 
lOOOO 

zz  1°.  \  CN,  whence,  by  the  table  of  fines,  the IOOOO 

arch  NL  zz  $6  deg.  48  min.  and  the  arch  NF  ~ 
89  deg.  53  min.  And  therefore  the  angle  AYS  — 
52  deg.  51  min.  which  will  be  the  greateft  femi- 
diameter  of  this  bow.  And  likewife  for  the  fines 

of  the  lead  refrangible  rays,  I  and  R,  putting  the 
numbers  183  and   138,  there  comes  out  ND  zz. 

3079  CN,  and  NE  zz    6^5  CN#     whence  by j 0000  10000 

the  table  of  fines,  we  fhall  get  the  arch  NL  =  35 
deg.  52  min.  And  the  arch  NF  zz  88  deg.  18 
min.  And  therefore  the  angle  AYS  will  be  49 
deg.  2  min.  the  lead  femi-diameter  of  the  bow. 
Therefore  if  from  the  greateft  femi-diameter  52 
deg.  51  min.  there  be  fubtracled  the  lead  49  deg. 
2  min.  and  to  the  remainder  be  added  the  fun's 
diameter,  3 1  min*     The  breadth  of  this  bow  will 

come 
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Fig.  come  out  4  deg.  20  min      But  by  reafon  of  the 
92.  greater  obfcurity  of  this  than  of  the  interior  bow, 

I  imagine  the  colours  will  fcarce  appear  further  than 
the  breadth  of  three,  or  three  and  a  half  degrees. 

That  1  may  diftinctly  reprefent  to  view  the  rea- 
fon of  thefe  bows,  let  E,  F,  G,  be  the  drops  any 

way  thrown  into  the  air.     SE,  SF,  SG,  the  pa- 
rallel rays  of  the  fun  falling  on  thefe  drops;  EM, 

EN,  EO,  the  different  refrangible   rays,  coming 
out  of  the  drop  E,  after  one  reflection  ;  and  FN, 
FO,  FP,  and  alfo  GO,  GP,  GQ,  like  rays  com- 

ing out  of  the  drops  F  and  G  ;  that  is,  EO,  FP, 
GQ,  the  mod   refrangible   ray?,    and  EM,  FN, 
GO,  the  lead:  refrangible,  &c.     Nov/  if  the  eye 
of  the  fpectator  be  placed  at  O,  it  is  plain  from  the 
hypothecs,  that  among  the  rays  which  the  drop  E 
emits  after  one  reflection,  only  the  mod  refrangible 

or  blue,  as  EO  fall  upon  the  eye  •,  the  reft  as  EN 
and  EM,  palling  by  from  the  leflfer  refraction  *,  and 
therefore  the  blue  colour  is  feen  at  E.     But  among 
the  rays  which  G  emits  after  one  reflection,  the 
mod  refrangible,  as  GQ,  pafs  by  the  eye,  becaufe 

they  are  parallel  to  the  ray  EO  ;  and  the  rays  of' 
another  fort,  fuppofe  the  lead  refrangible,  or  red 
rays  as  GO,  fail  upon  it  \  whence  the  red  appears 

at  G  •,  and  by  the  like  argument  the  drop  F,  in 
the  middle  between  E  and  G,  fends  the  mean  re- 

frangible rays,  as  FO  to  the  eye  j  the  reft  as  FN, 

FP,  pafling  by  on  each  fide  •,  and  therefore  the 
green  is  feen  at  F.     The  reafon  is  the  fame  for  all 
drops   placed  at  the  fame  apparent  diftances  from 
the  axis  OR,  which  panes  through  the  fun  and  the 

eye  •,  and   therefore   the  colours   will  every  where 
appear  at  thefe  diftances-     That  is,  this   coloured 
bow,  whofe  inner  fide  is  blue,  and  outer  fide  red, 
and  the  middle   parts  of  the   middle  colours,  will 
then  appear,  the  angle  OGQ  or  GOE  remaining  j 
and  the  breadth  of  this  bow  will  be  about  two  de- 

grees, 
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grees,  as  I  have  fhewn  before ;  and  the  like  rea-Fi^. 
foning  holds  good  concerning  the  outer  bow  •,  ex-  92. 
cept  that  the  order  of  the  colours  is  contrary,  by 
reafon  of  the  contrary  inflection  of  the  rays.  But 
the  drops  which  are  fituated  out  of  thefe  bows  on 
any  fide,  can  throw  no  rays  at  all  upon  the  eye, 
after  one  or  two  reflections,  and  two  refractions ; 
for  on  the  other  fide,  they  are  all  mixt  together, 
and  become  infenfible  •,  and  therefore  can  exhibit 
no  phenomena  of  that  kind  j  but  the  Iky  in  thefe 
places  will  appear  as  ufual. 

Befides  the  phcenomena  of  colours  of  which  wc 
have  been  treating,  there  are  ftill  many  other  things 
(efpecially  about  the  colours  of  very  thin  tranfpa- 
rent  plates,  fuch  as  bubbles  of  water,  and  air  com- 
prefled  between  two  planes,  and  the  very  thin  fkins 
of  feveral  things),  the  caufe  and  meafure  of  which 
can  hardly  be  accurately  determined  without  ma- 

thematical reafoning  ;  but  in  thefe  things  I  feem  to 
have  enlarged  too  much,  and  therefore  I  now  be- 

take myfelf  to  the  more  abftrafted  parts  of  the 
methematics.     The  end. 

ART. 
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A  ColleSHon  of  curious,  ufefuh  and  important 
Problems. 

P  R  O  B.      I. 

Given  an  equation  of  x  and  y9  as  xayb  -f  xcyd  4- 
xeyf  4-  xzyh  zz  o\  to  find  how  many  ways  it  may  be 
transformed ,  that  there  may  always  be  one  term  withr 

cut  x,  and  another  without  y. 

ln  T~XIVIDE  all  the  terms  by  #",  then  the  equa- 
\j  tion  is/  4-  xc—ayd  +  xe-ayf  4-  x&~*jb  zz  o, 

which  is  one  way  where  one  term  is  without  x.  In 

like  manner,  divide  all  by  x°9  and  the  fecond  term 
will  be  without  x ,  which  is  a  fecond  way.  Again 

divide  all  by  xe9  and  the  third  term  will  be  without 
x.  Alfo  divide  all  by  X&9  and  the  fourth  term  will 
be  without  x.  Hence  the  equation  admits  of  as 
many  different  forms  as  there  are  terms,  wherein 
there  are  always  one  term  without  x. 

2.  Again,  in  the  equation / 4- ^^J  4-  xe—ajf+ 
#s— *y,  letting  afide  the  firft  term  j*,  the  equation 
xc—aydjimXe-~ayfj^x&--ayk  wji|  admit  of  as  many  forms, 
where  one  term  wants  y9  as  there  are  terms  left,  as 

appears  by  proceeding  as  in  Art.  I.  Therefore  if  f 
be  the  number  of  terras  in  the  given  equation  ;  the 
whole  number  of  forms,  where  one  term  is  without 

x,  and  another  without  y9  is  zz,  t  X  t —  1. 

S  c  h  o  L. 

This  fuppofes  that  all  the  indices  are  different 
from  one  another  •,  but  if  feveral  indices  be  the fame, 
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fame,  the  number  of  transformations  will  be  lefs.Ficr. 
Therefore  in  fuch  cafes,  the  number  will   never 
amount  to  //  —  /. 

P  R  O  B.      IL 

A  and  B  have  each  a  number  of  fitillings  -,  and  A's 
number  is  to  B's,  in  the  ratio  of  17,501501501  &c. 
ad  infinitum,  to  31-917171717  &c.  ad  infinitum  ; 
and  they  are  the  leajt  in  that  ratio :  what  are  the 
numbers  ? 

By  Prop.  LVL  Chap.  III.  B.  II.  Arithmetic,  the 

circulating    part  501   &c.  zz  vulgar  fraction  £21. 999 

Alfo  the  circulating  part   17  &c.  zz  IZ.     There- 

99 
fore   17,501501  &c.  zz  17  £21-,  and  31.917  &c. 

~2i.q  — .     Therefore  A's  number  is  to  B's,  as °         99 

17  £21  to  31.0  IZ,  or  as  153  +  -—  to  287.1  -f- 
'    999  '    *   99  J^  i"  ' 
'7  '7484.  ^17^-1       a.   .    • 
— ,  or  as  -iur  to   — — •,   that  is,  as  J  02  2  240  to 
11  111  11  y   o    *t 

3507378,  which  in  the  kail  numbers  will  be  as 
320540  to  584563. 

P  R  O  B.      III. 

J  ufurer  lends  out  2000/.  which  the  borrower  is  to 
clear  off  by  quarterly  payments,  viz.  il.  at  the  end  of 
the  fir ji  quarter,  2/  at  the  end  of  the  fecond,  3/.  at 
the  end  of  the  third,  and  fo  on.  In  what  time  will 
the  debt  be  cleared,  reckoning  5  per  cent.  comp.  inter- 
ejt  for  all. 

htt  p  zz  2000  the  principal,  r  zz  1/.  and  its  in* 

terett  at  a  quarter's  end,  e  zz  intertft  alone,  x  zz time 
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Fig. time  required  ;  then  the  money  due  at  the  end  of 
the  ieveral  quarters  will  be  as  follows. 

by 

reftitution. 

zz  rp  —  i 
=r.  rrp  —  r  — -  2 
zzr^p  —  rz  —  2r  —  3 
z±  r*p  —  r*+ —  2rz  —  3r  —  4 
~  rsp — r± — 2r3 — ir% — 4^ — g 

&c. 

—  4^—4   a; 

Then  per  queft.  H  or  r*p  — rx— l  —  2r*~2  —  3^-3 
&c.  —  o, 

that  is,  rx  X  :  p  —  —  —  —  —  JL  —  _±   &c* 

to  r  terms  z=  o. 

But  by  Prop.  30.  Increments  (ScholJ  the  fum 

of  x  terms  of  the  feries  JL    +  il  +  JL  &c.    z= 

quarters' 

money 

by  fub- expired.' then  due. 
ftitution. 

lfrA— 1 
=  A 

2!rB  —2 =  B 

3'B— 3 =  C 
4rC— 4 =  D 

5rD-5 
=  E 

&C. &c. 
* rG — x =  H 

rr 

r> 

=1  —  —    X   - 
1  rx  r 

+ r 

ee 
r  —  i  rA  r  —  1         r  —  1 

ex  +  r.     Therefore  pr*  —  rxX   —   +  — '  +  *  '3L r  rr  rl 
eer* &c.  zzpr 

r*4-i     .    ex  +  r + 
ee 

ee 

zz  o,  and  peerx  — 

rrx  +  ex  +r  zz  o,  reduced  rx  zz  r  +  ex .  and*  x r — pee 

.  r  -f  ex 

log,  r  t=  log. ,  and  x  zz 

•pee 

log.  r 
r — pee 

log.  ,  +  .01 72^ }  which  is  eafi,     found 
•005395 

by 
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by  trial  and  error.     Here  r  zz  1. 01 2273,  and  e  zz  Fig* 
.01227,  and  x  will  come  out  85.3;  fo  that  after 

85!  quarters  the  debt  will  be  paid,  that  is  in  214- 

years. 
S  C  H  O  L. 

If  the  queftion  had  been  to  find  when  the  debt 

is  the  greater!  pofiible  •,  then  the  two  fucceeding 

quarters  H  and  K  are  equal  -,  that  is,  HzK- 

^H  —  *  +  1,  whence  9Ltl  =  HzzrxXp  —  L e  r 

_L  —  -5-  &c.    to  x   terms    zz  prx  —  VL   -f 
rr  P*  *e 

And  ex  +  ezz  peer*  —  rrx  +  ex  +  r,  and ee 

___    r—  e 

ex  -h  r 

r  _—  pee  x  r*  zz  r  —  £,  whence  r-  zz r 

•^ 

,     '       •,  and  x  -  Zjgfr  r- ^-  =  27.8  }  there- r  —  />^  log.  r 
fore  in  near  28  months,  or  7  years,  the  debt  is 

the   greateft. 

P  R  O  B.      IV. 

A  lends  B  2000/.  at  5  /^r  cent.fimple  inter  eft  ̂  and 

is  to  pay  it  back,  thus%  iL  at  1  year's  end,  2/.  at  2 
y<?<3r.y  *»i,  3/.  tf*  3  jtftfrj  *»i,  £s?f.  To  find  when  the 
debt  will  be  great eft ,  when  it  will  be  85I.  15s.  and 
when  all  paid.     (Lad.  Diary,   1769.) 

Put  x  zz  time,  r  zz  intereft  of  1/.  zz  .05  -,  then 
at  the  end  of  x  years,  he  would  owe  2000  4-2000 
X  rx>  if  he  paid  nothing.  But  fince  he  pays  1,  2,  3, 
&c.  pounds  in  x  years,  that  with  its  intereft  muft  be 

deducted  j  which  is  1  +  r  X  * —  1  +  2  +  2r  X 

#  —  2 
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Fig.  x   2  4-  3  4-  y  X  * —  3  &c.  to  x  terms.     But 

by  arith.  progrefiion, 

!  4.  2  +  3  .  . .  #  —    *•     And z 

       „  #X* — 1  i 

x  +  2  +  3  . . .  to  x  —  1  :  Xrxzz   rx,  and z 

14-4  +  9...* —  i*  :  X  r  zc  # —  i*—   X 

g*~  *    &  ?**  — 3*  +  i  r*,  by  Exam.  7.  Proo. 

3  6 
10.  diff.  method. 

Therefore  at  the  end  of  x  years  he  owes 
x  +  1  ##  —  #         ... 

2000  +  2000  rx  —  — ■ —  x  —     rx  + 2  2 

^xx^^xjrj^  rx  .  tjiat  jSj  pUtting  j  =  20o"o,  and 6    
,     .           ,                rx* -\- ixx -\-  2  —  r.x   __  ,1- 

reducing  s  +  srx  —    H2 — Z^   _    zz  the 

debt  at  #  years  end.     Therefore  per  queft* 

,.  ,  +  sr*  **  r*,  +  3**+r=r^*  =  max.  In 6 

Fluxions, 

jrx  —  ?2^f  -a.  #x  +  ̂       r  izo,  whence  rzz 2  6 

46  very  near.   ^ 
rx*  +  satf  +2  —  r.x  _  1  0-7  3 

2.  5  +  srx —    -US — -L-2    =+.85/.T. 6 

And  the  roots  extracted  x  zz  fomething  lefs  than 

94,  in  the  firft  cafe  •,  and  fomething  more  than  94 
years,  in  the  fecond.    

rx*  4  oxx  4-2  —  r.tf  _  ̂      onj 
3.  j  4-  srx  —    —^ — -^—?   o,    ana 6 

extracting  the  root,  x  zz  94  years  very  near,  when 
all  the  debt  is  paid. 

PROB, 
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Fig, 

P  R  O  B.      V. 

To  find  the  value  of  J  a  +  ̂b  +  v 'a  +  %/ &c.  ad  infinitum* 

V 

Let   x    zz    that    value,    then    xx    zz   a    + 

>  a  -h  v  a  4-  ̂ a  +  V  a   &c.    and   xx  —  a  zz 

J  a-\-  v  a  +  v  0  +  v/  #  &c.  zz  #  the  firft  va- 
lue, becaufe  it  reverts  to  the  fame  quantity  •,  then 

xx  —  x  zz  a  and  x7-  —  #  +  ̂   zz  #  +  ~,  and  x  —  i 
zz  \/a  +  ̂ ,  and  x  zz  ̂   +  v/tf  -}-  ̂ . 

P  R  O  B.      VI. 

7i/»</  the  value  of  J  a  X  ̂b  X  ̂  X  VJ  Gfo 
*i  infinitum. 

Let    #  zz  its    value,    then    xx  zz  a  X 

^bx^ax  \/ b  &c.  and  —  zz  *Sbx*Saxs/b% a 

and  ■£   ̂ Jax^bx  ~^a  X  s/~b  &c.    zz  #, 
#4-    

whence  — 7  zz  #,  and  #?  zz  tftf£,  and  x  zz  l/aab. aab 
S    C    H    O    L. 

Thefe  two  Problems  and  their  folutions  are  J. 

Bernoulli's ;  but  the  folutions  are  certainly  wrong, 
for  both  the  quantities  are  infinite. 

P  R  O  B.     VII. 

To  find  the  fpecific  gravity  of  a  fluid: 

Take  two  bodies  A,  B,  of  unequal  fpecific  gra- 
F  f  vities, 
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Fig.  vines,  but  both  greater  than  that  of  the  fluid  ; 
make  them  of  equal  weights  in  vacuo.  Sufpend 
them  by  threads  to  a  pair  of  fcales  as  ufual,  and 
immerfe  them  both  in  the  fluid,  and  get  the  differ- 

ence of  the  weights.  Then  this  difference  of 
weight  zz.  weight  of  a  quantity  of  the  fluid,  equal 
to  the  difference  of  the  magnitudes  of  the  bo- 

dies A,  B. 
For  let  A  be  the  bulk  of  that  fpecifically  heavier, 

B  that  of  the  lighter  •,.  x  =  what  A  lofes  in  the 
fluid,  y  zz  what  B  lofes.  And  when  they  are  im- 
nierfed,  (put  w  zz  weight  of  A  or  B,  d  zz  diff. 
weights  in  the  fluid.) 

w  —  x  jgz  A's  weight  in  the  fluid. 
w  — y  zz  B's  weight  in  the  fluid. 

Then  fince  B  is  bigger,  it  lofes  more  than  A, 

and  A  is  heavier  in  the  fluid  ;  whence  w  —  x  — 

tv — y)  or  y  — x,  or  d  zz  difference  of  the  weights 
of  the  bulks  of  water  A  and  B  •,  that  is,  d  zz  a 
bulk  of  water  zz  B  —  A. 

Or  thus. 

If  two  fuch  bodies  be  made  in  equilibrio  in  the 

fluid-,  and  weighing  them  in  vacuo-,  the  differ- 
ence of  the  weights  will  be  equal  to  the  weight  of 

a  quantity  of  the  fluid,  equal  to  the  difference  of 
the  bulks  of  the  two  bodies. 

Note,  the  more  unequal  the  fpecific  gravities  of 
A  and  B  are,  the  more  exactly  that  of  the  fluid 
will  be  found. 

P  R  O  B.     VIII. 

Two  known  metals  being  mixt  together*  as  gold  and 
copper \  to  find  the  quantity  of  each. 

Let  magnitude  of  the  mixture  zr  A,  fp.  grav.  zr  a 

of  the  copper  ~  B,  fp.  grav.  —  b 
of  the  gold  ~A~~  B,  fp.  grav.  —g 

Then 
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Then  the  weights  of  *=>' 
the  gold  ~JfA — gB 
copper  or  allay     zz£B 
mixture  zz  aA 

Then^A— £B+£BzitfA,  reduced  B  zz  ClL-  A. 
o 

Here  the  magnitude  is  known,  by  the  weight  of 
as  much  water,  which  is  zz  abfolute  weight  — « 
weight  in  water. 

Cor.  Weight  A  :  weight  B  :  :  ( ha  :  Bb  :  :)  a  % 

g  —  b  :  bx  g  —  a< 
Or  thus. 

Let  x  zz  weight  of  gold, 
y  zz  weight  of  copper, 
a  zz:  weight  of  the  compound, 
b  zz  weight  of  the  compound  in  water , 
c  zz  fpecific  gravity  of  gold, 
d  zz  fpecific  gravity  of  copper, 

then  c  :  1  :  :  x  :  —    zz  weight  of  water  of  the 
f 

bulk  of  #.  fc 
y 

d :  1  :  :  y  :  — r  zz  weight  of  water  of  the a 
bulk  of  y. 

x 
then  x  —  —  zz  weight  in  water  of  the  gold, 

y 
y  — *  —r  zz  weighfcift  water  of  the  copper. 

i 

whence  x  —  _  +  y  —  2-  =z  l>,  or  ?■*""  *'*  + c  a  e 
d—i 

y  =  *.  $» 

therefore  <• —  i,dx  +  </ — i.cy  zz  fo/.  but/zz* — xl F  f  2  therefore 
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Fig. therefore  c  —  i.dx  +  d  —  i.c  X  a  —  x  zz  led, 

reduced  x  zz  ̂   —  acd  +  ac   =  a  —  dXa  —  b  ̂ c  —  d  c  —  d 

i  c.a  —  b  —  a   i 
and  y  zz  _  d. c  —  a 

Cur.  Let  g  zz  fpecific  gravity  of  the  mixture,  then 

Z  zz    ,  and  a  —  b  zz  — ,  therefore  xzz.  *        , 
6        a  —  b  g  J  c  —  d 

X  — ,  andy  zz  *    x  — .     Whence  c  —  d.g  : 
g             c  —  d         g 

)  Z  —  d,c  :  x. 
'  I  c—g.d  :  y- 

PROB.     IX. 

If  a  piece  of  ground  is  to  be  planted  with  trees% 
Jo  that  they  may  be  at  a  certain  diftance  from  one  an- 

other.    To  find  the  order  they  muft  be  planted  in,  to 
have  the  moft  trees  pcjfible. 

Since  there  are  only  3  regular  figures  which  can 
fill  a  fpace,  viz.  equilateral  triangles,  fquares,  and 

hexagons  -,  therefore  if  the  trees  be  planted  in  any 
regular  order,  it  muft  be  in  the  centers  of  fome  of 
thefc.  Now  let  r  zz  radius  of  a  circle  wherein  a 

tree  (lands,  and  fpreads  itielf  to  that  diftance  every 
way.  Now  whatever  figure  a  tree  (lands  in,  the 
inferibed  circle  mull  be  the  fame  in  all  of  them, 

whether  a  triangle,  fquare  or  hexagon.  Therefore 
we  muft  enquire  what  proportion  each  of  thefe  fi- 

gures have  to  the  inferibed  circle. 
An  equilateral  triangle  being  inferibed  in  a  circle, 

the  Cidc  is  zzrs/3  (by  Prop.  XLI.  B.  IV.  Geo- 
metry), and  ̂ by  Cor.  2.)  the  perpendicular  zr^r, 

and  the  fides  being  3,  the  area  zz  3  x  irr\/3  p 
■Jrry/j.     And  iince  the  perp.  to  the  fide  of  the 

circum- 
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circumfcribing  triangle  is  twice  as  much  being  zz  r,Ficy. 
therefore  the  area  of  the  circumfcribing  circle  is  4 

times  as  great  ~  3*7*^3  ;  and  this  is  to  contain one  tree. 

The  area  of  the  circumfcribing  fqnare,  it  is  evi- 
dent, is  zz  47T,  which  alfo  contains  a  tree. 

In  the  hexagon,  the  fide  of  the  infcribed  fi- 

gure being  r,  the  perpendicular  is  y/rr  —  ̂ rr  zr 

—  v/3,  and  its  area  =  6  x  —  s/z    =  —  y/i. 
2  42 
But  the  perpendicular  on  a  fide  of  the  circumfcrib- 

ing hexagon  being  r  \  it  will  be  as  \rr  :  rr  :  :  area 
orr    

infcribed  - — v/3  :  2rr\/ 3>    f°r   tne   ar^a  of  the 2 

circumfcribing  hexagon,  which  likewife  contains  a 
tree.  Hence  the  areas  of  the  triangle,  fquare,  and 
hexagon,  (that  each  may  contain  a  tree)  are  as 
3v/3>  4,  and  is/ $  \  and  thefe  are  as  the  numbers 
3,  2-f  and  2  nearly.  Hence  the  hexagons  are  moil 
advantageous,  as  taking  up  lefs  ground,  the  trian* 
gles  lean:  proper. 

Hence  for  every  3  trees  planted  in  hexagons, 
there  will  but  be  2  planted  in  triangles,  in  a  given 
quantity  of  ground.  And  for  every  7  planted  in 
hexagons,  there  will  but  be  about  6  planted  in 
fquares,  in  the  fame  ground. 

Cor.  By  the  above  reafoning  it  appears,  that  if 
the  trees  be  placed  at  the  angular  points  of  the  fi- 

gures, the  advantage  lies  the  contrary  way  ;  trian- 
gles the  bed,  fquares  the  next,  and  hexagons  the 

lean: ;  and  in  proportion  as  above.  -For  a  hexagon 
is  compofed  of  equilateral  triangles,  whofe  angu- 

lar points  meet  in  the  center  of  it.  And  the  an- 
gular points  of  hexagons  may  be  confidered  as  the 

centers  of  triangles ;  the  angular  points  of  which 
triangles  meet  in  the  centers  of  the  hexagons. 

F  f  3  Ana 
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Fig.  And  perhaps  this  is  an  eafier  way  in  the  pra&ice  of 
planting. 

The  fame  rules  may   be  applied  to  any  other 
things,  which  are  to  be  placed  at  equal  ditlances. 

PROB.      X. 

To. place  a  number  of  /mall  fpherical  bodies,  in  the 

•    leaft  Jo  lid  /pace. 

94.       1.  If  feveral  of  thefe  fpheres  be  fo  placed,  that 
all  their  centers  may  be  in  the  fame  plane,  and  all 
touch  one  another  ;  then  if  the  centers  of  any  three 
touching  fpheres,  be  joined   by   right   lines,  they 
will  form  an  equilateral  triangle  as  abc.     Now  if 
upon   this   bed,  or   layer  of  bodies,  another   like 
layer  be  placed,  fo  that  the  fpheres  may  fall  into 
the  alternate  fpaces  of  the  former  layer,  and  fo  on 
for  more  layers ;  then   it  is  evident,  that  every  4 
fpheres  that  touch  one  another,  will  have  their  cen- 
ters  at  the  4  angles  of  a  tetrahedron  ;  and  this  is 
the   conftitution  of  a  fyftem  ot  fpheres,  difpofed 
after  this  manner. 

o£,      2.  If  the  fpheres  are  fo  difpofed  in  fquares,  fo 
that  any  4  touching  fpheres,  having  their  centers 
joined  by  right  lines,  they  will  form  a  fquare  abdc. 
And  if  upon   this  layer  or  bed  another  fuch  layer 

be  placed,  fo  that  the  fpheres  may  lie  in  the  hol- 
lows or  fpaces  of  the  former,  and  fo  on  for  other 

layers.     Then  it  will  appear,  that  any  6  fpheres 
touching  one  another  (and  lying  in  3  beds  or  layers) 
will  have  their  centers  at  the  6  angles  of  the  octae- 
dron  •,  or,  which   is  the  fame  thing,  any  5  touch- 

ing fpheres  (in  2  layers)  will  have  their  centers  in 
the  5  angles  of  a  half  ottaedron.     And  this  is  the 
conftitution  of  a  fyftem  of  fpheres,  difpofed  after 
this  manner. 

3.  To  find  the  folid  fpace  taken  up  by  any  num- 
ber of  thefe  fpheres,  we  mull:  firft  find  the  area  of 

the 
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the  bafc  for  containing  two  rows.     When  the  length Fio-. 
of  the  fpace  is  given,  the  number  of  fphe res  in  any  94^, 
row  is  the  fame  in  both  fyftems ;  but  the  breadth  95. 
of  two  rows  will  differ  in  the  two  fyftems.     The 
breadth  of  the  fpace  in  the  firft  fyftem  zz  height  of 
the  equilateral  triangle  zz  ry/^  (r  being  the  radiu$ 
of  a  fphere)  ;  and  the  breadth  of  two  rows  jn  the 
fecond  iyitem  zz  2r,  as  appears  by  the  figures  ;  this 
is  reckoning  from  the  centers  ;  but  reckoning  from 
the  outfides  of  two  rows,  the  breadth  zz  2r+  r^/% 
in  the  firft  fyftem,  and  breadth  zz  \r  in  the  fecond 
fyftem. 

Again  for  the  height,  the  diftance  of  the  center 
of  a  fphere,  in  a  row  of  the  fecond  layer  zz  height 

of  the  regular  pyramid  zz  %T^'\  in  the  firft  iyf- 
tern;  and  the  diftance  in  the  fecond  fyftem  zz 
height  of  half  the  oclaedron  zz  r^/i ;  but  this  is 
alfo  reckoning  from  the  centers.  Therefore  reck- 

oning from  the  outfides,  the  height  of  two  rows, 

in  the  firft  fyftem  =z  2r  +  z'V't*  and  m  tne  fecond 
fyftem  height  zz  2r  +  ry/%. 

4.  Hence,  taking  two  rows  in  each  layer  ;  and 
the  4  rows  will  be  included  in  a  fpace  in  form  of  a 
parallelopipedon,  whofe  length  in  both  -fyftems  is 
the  fame,  but  the  bafe  in  the  firft  fyftem  zz  r  x 

2  +  y/%  X  r  x  2  -4-  2v/t,  and  in  the  fecond  fyf- 
tem z  4^  X  r  X  2  -f  /2  ;  therefore  the  fpaces  ro 

contain  the  fame  number  of  fpheres  in  the  firft  and 
fecond  fyftems,  are  as  13.557^  to  rr  X  13.656; 
therefore  thefe  fpaces  are  as  137  to  138;  being 
nearly  equal,  but  the  firft  fyftem  has  rather  the  ad- 
vantage. 

5.  In  equal  fpaces  the  denfity  by  the  pyramidal 
method  (Fig.  94.)  is  to  the  denfity  by  the  octagonal 
way  (Fig.  95.)  is  as  138  to  137.  For  the  denfity  is 
reciprocally  as  the  fpace  taken  up  by  a  given  quan- 

tity of  matter. 
F  f  4  6.  If 
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Fig.  6.  If  the  fpheres  are  fo  difpofed  that  b  of  them 
94.  having  their  centers  connected  with  right  lines, 
g$.  thefe  lines  will  form  a  cube ;  then  the  bafe  or  fec- 

tion  of  fuch  a  fyftem  will  be  ̂ r  x  Ar  or  i6rr,  which 

give  a  fpace  greater  than  the  former,  in  the  ra- 
tio of  16  to  13. 5 57  or  13^6 56,  for  the  fame  num- 
ber of  fpheres. 

7.  Denfity  of  fol id  fpace  :  denfity  fyft.  art.  6  :  : 
cube  of  the  diameter  :  to  the  fphere,  that  is,  as 
8a*  :  4-tf1  X3.1416. 

And  denf.  fyftem  art.  6  :  denfity  pyram.  fyftem 
:  :  13557  :  16,  therefore  denfity  of  fol  id  fpace  : 
denfity  of  the  pyramidal  fyftem  :  :  3a*  X  13-557 
:  16  X  ̂   X  3-I4i6  :  :  4  X  13-557  :  3*«4i6  :  : 
5.084:  3.1416. 

8.  If  a  great  heap  of  fmall  fpheres  be  (haken  to- 
gether in  a  box ;  they  will  difpofe  of  themfelves, 

according  to  one  of  the  two  firft  fyftems,  and  moil 
probably  according  to  the  firft  or  pyramidal  one, 
where  all  their  centers  are  at  the  angles  of  regular 

pyramids. 
9.  If  the  fpheres  arefo  difpofed,  that  each  fphere 

in  the  upper  layer  lies  between  2  fpheres  in  the  un- 
der one,  fo  that  all  the  three  centers  may  be  in  a 

perp.  plane,  and  make  an  equilateral  triangle ; 
then  the  breadth  zzi  2r,  and  height  rz  r^/3  ;  and 

whole  breadth  ±1  4?*,  and  whole  height  zz  2r  +. 
r^/  3.     Therefore  the  bafe  rr  ̂ r  X  2r  +  r^/3  zz 

8rr  +  4n\/3  z=  rr  X  8  +  6.923  zzrr  X  14.928  j 
which  is  a  greater  fpace  than  either  of  the  firft. 

10.  Hence  the  denfitiesin  the  4  fyftems  art.  1,  2, 

9,  6-,  are  reflectively  as   ,    „-,    , 
13-557    I3-656    i4>928 

and  — ,  and  of  folid  fpace   1    zz  — -   , 
16  r       |x  3-1416        8.3776 

by  Art.  7. 

PROB, 
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Fig. 

P  R  O  B.     XI. 

A  SB  is  a  compound,  pendulum,  made  of  the  two  96". bodies  A  and  B,  moving  about  the  center  of  motion 
S,  and  vibrating  in  afeccnd.  To  place  them  fo  that 
the  contraclion  or  expanfion  of  the  rods  Sa,  $b,  (made 
of  different  metals)  Jh  all  caufeno  difference  in  the  time 

of  vibration  •,  if  it  be  poffble. 

It  is  plain,  the  bodies  A,  B,  muft  be  on  differ- 
ent fides  of  S  -,  for  if  they  be  on  one  fide  ;  when 

one  rod  is  expanded  the  other  will  be  expanded, 
and  the  pendulum  becomes  longer,  and  the  time 
of  vibration  longer.  And  the  contrary  when  they 
both  contract. 

Let  d  zz  diftance  of  the  center  of  Cfcillation 

from  S  =  39.2  a  zz  SA,  b  zz  SB. 

Then  by  Mechanics,  ..aa~*~      zz  d.      Now '  Aa  —  U 

let  a  expand  to  #',  and  b  to  b'9  both  increafing 
their  length:  then  to  find  whether    ^LlL   

be  ftill  zz  d9  put  A  zz^>B,  p  being  a  fixt  number; 

then  we  have,  by  the  firft  equation,  £   i   , 
7  *       ̂   pBa  —  Bb 

zz  d9  or  *..aa  "*"       zz  d9  now  fince  both  a  and  b  are 
pa  —  b increafed,  the  whole  paa  4-  bb  is  greater  than  be- 

fore, being  increafed  as  the  fquare  of  a  and  b. 

But  pa  —  b  cannot  be  increafed  in  the  fame  propor- 
tion, either  of  them  being  only  increafed  as  a  or  b. 

Let  qa  =  b,  then  faa  +  W  =  J,  t±Jl  a   - 
pa  —  qa  p  —  a 

AT  +  jjg,  and  t±M  a'  is  greater  than  J,  fincc 
Aa  —  Bb  p  —a  to 

f>  and  a  are  fixt  numbers.      And  the  fame  thing 
will 
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.1;  will  follow  in  contractions,  for  then    ~  V  will 
90.  p — q 

be  lefs  than  d. 

Hence  it  is  impoflible  to  make  a  compound  pen- 
dulum of  two  bodies,  and  with  two  rods  of  any 

different  metals,  fo  as  to  keep  time  truly,  when 
they  expand  or  contract. 

Otherwife  thus, 

paa  +  bb 
Since    ~  zz  d>  let  the  expanfion  of  a  and 

pa —  b 

b,  bcxzn&y,  then  ̂ ^M'+M?  _^  if p  Xa  +  x  —  b — y 

it  can  be  done  ;  that  is,  g£g+ff«*  +  **+2fr  &c. 
pa  +  px  —  b  ~y 

s  *  but  fince  Pf±±^  =  rf,    therefore  the  re- 

mainder    *&L  +  *%   =   J,    let  y   -  nx,    then 
px — y 

2pax  +  inlx_  __  2/>a  +  znb  __    ,         />/j^  +  ££  _ 
^>#  —  ##  p  —  n  pa  —  b 

J-   ,  but  no  numbers  can   be  found  that 
p  —  n will  make  them  equal,  for  the  latter  will  always 

begreater.  For  if  bzza,  then  will    *  X  2a,  zzd* 

p  —  n which  is  greater  than  ggg  +  ̂   an^  j£  ̂    ̂ e   jn- 

p«  —  a creafed  n  will  be  increased,  and  p  diminifhed  5  yet 
this  quantity  will  always  be  the  greater. 

PROB. 
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Fig. 

P  R  O  B.    XII. 

DF  is  a  water  barometer,  wherein  the  water  ft ands  97« 
at  the  height  AO  in  the  tube  at  the  fur  face  of  the 
earth  \  then  fuppofe  it  carried  to  the  top  of  a  hill, 
where  the  water  rifes  to  B  ;  to  find  the  height  of 
the  hill. 

Suppofe  the  veflel  DF  and  pipe  BA,  to  be  cy- 
linders ;  the  diameter  of  the  veifel  DF  zz  D,  dia- 

meter of  the  pipe  —  d,  and  p  zz  ED  the  height  of 
the  internal  air,  n  zz  AO  the  height  of  the  water 
in  the  pipe,  x  zzz  OB  the  afcent  of  the  water,  all 
in  inches.  And  /  zz  34  fctt  the  height  of  a  co- 

lumn of  water  of  equal  weight  with  the  atmof- 
pherej  then  850/  zz  height  of  a  uniform  atrnof- 
phere,  y  zz  altitude  of  the  hill. 

Suppofe,  in  going  to  the  top  of  the  hill,  it  rifes 
from  O  to  B  in  the  pipe,  and  falls  from  E  to  C  in 
the  velTel.  Then  the  cylinders  OB  and  CF  are 

equal,  therefore  EC  X  DD  zz  xdd  -f-  EC  x  ddy  and 

EC  zz        *dd  J3  zz  xq.     Now  OB  or  *  would  be DD  —  dd 
the  height  of  the  hill,  if  air  was  as  heavy  as  water, 

therefore  850^  zz  its  height  in  air,  and     zz 1.2 

height  in  air  -,  that  is  7  zz  71*  in  feet.  But  this  is 
on  fuppofition,  that  the  preffure  at  C  is  as  great  as 
at  E,  by  which  it  is  raifed  through  the  height  x\ 
but  the  prelTure  at  C  being  lefs  \  the  height  mi! ft 
be  increafed  in  the  ratio  of  the  prelTures  at  firft 
and  laft,  that  is  as  DC  to  DE,  and  moreover  in- 

creafed by  the  addition  of  EC,  by  which  the  pipe 
of  water  is    increafed.       Whence   the   height    zz 

jg  +  EC  X  71*  =  DEJ:KC  +  EC  x  71*  = DL  '  PL 

1  + 
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x  +  25  +qxx  71*: 

isjzzi+*+I,X P 
height  in  feet. 

C  T  I  O  N 
OF 

qxX7i*i 

71^   the 

Fig. 
3r P 

ddx        ̂  

DD  —  dd 

that 

true 

Cor.  if  D  is  very  large>  the  quantity  qx  may  be 
negkftedy  and  then y  zzyix,  very  near* 

P  R  O  B.      XIII. 

To  find  to  what  diftance  a  fowling  piece  will  kill% 
having  the  diftance  to  which  one  of  a  given  length 
will  kilL 

Let  /  zz  force  of  the  powder,  s  zz  fpace  de- 
fcribed,  v  zz  velocity  generated,  t  zz  time,  b  zz 
body  moved,  or  the  fhot.     Then  (Prob.  I.  Sect.  III. 

Fluxions,)  vv  is  as  LL.    Then* b 

1.  Suppofe/the  force  of  the  powder  within  the 
barrel  to  be  uniform  ;  then  the  velocity  will  be 
viniformly  accelerated  to  the  mouth  of  the  barrel ; 

vv     .  fs 
and /and  b  being  given,  —  will  be  as  — ,  and  v 

as. 

b 

V4-.     Therefore  put  V  zz  v,  P  zz/,  L  zzj, 
^    b 

the  length  of  the  barrel  \  and  S  zz  b  the  charge  of 

/PL 
fliot,  and  we  have  V  as  ,J  — -.      And    therefore o 

P,  S,  being  given,  the  velocity  at  the  muzzle  will 
be  as  the  fquare  root  of  the  length. 

Let  #zz  diftance  the  mot  flies,  Vzz  velocity  at  the 

gun's  mouth, ^zz  killing  velocity.  Then  (Prob.XIII. 
7px  V 

Sect.  III.  Fluxions,)  — -  zz  2.3025  log,  — ,  and 
cdg  v 
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  m   ,  =log.  I;  whence *=M*»^5 Fig. 
2.3025x8*^  v  2p 

V 
log.   — ,  where  d  is  the  diam.  of  a  pellet  of  lhot, 

q  r=  denfity  of  lead,  ±  ioooo,  p  zz  denfity  of  air 

:=  1.     Therefore  x  zz  61402^  x  log.  — ,  or  x  zz v 
V 

51 1yd  log.   —  in  feet,  J  being  inches.     Therefore 

V  and  v  being  known  <%■  is  had. 
Since  V  the  velocity  at  the  muzzle  is  found  to 

be  as  ,J  — _;  let  V  =  a  J  —5  then  xzz^nyd 

/FL  -,,  PL Jog. «  ,/  — - ,  or  x  =  2558*2  log.  <m  x  — ->  put- 

ting  v  zz  1,  Then  put  P,  L,  S  z=  1,  for  a  gun 
that  can  kill/(#)  feet;  to  be  found  by  experience. 
Then/zz  511yd x  log.  a,  and  a  zz  number  of  the 

logarithm     -.     Then  a  being  known,  x  will  be 
511yd 

known  for  any  values  of  P,  L,  S, 
Note,  if  one  fort  of  powder  be  flronger  than  an- 

other, P  mud  be  increafed  in  that  ratio.  Note  alfo9 
the  different  diameters  of  the  bores  of  guns,  make 
no  difference  as  to  the  killing  diftance. 

Exam.     i. 

If/  zz  90,  d-zi-rn  then  log.  a  zz  .211,  and  azz /PL 

163;  whence  x  zz  426  x  log.  1*63  x  «/  -^->     for o 

any  values  of  P,  L,  S. 

Exam.     2. 

Let  d  zz  -*-,  f  zz  90,  then    5117^  =  640,  and losr. 



is  as  . 
b 
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Fig.log.  a  =c  .1407,  and  a  tz  1.3825,  and  x  zz  640 
5  /PL log.  1.382  J  — . 

2.  If  the  force  of  the  powder  decreafes  to  a 
certain  distance,  fo  as  to  be  as  the  diftance  from 
the  extremity.  Put  /  zz  length  of  that  fpace  of 
diftance,  y  zz  diftance  from  the  breach,  then  the 

force  will  be  as  / — y.      Then  vvjfc  as  (*  or] 

T5A  =  lJ  ~ff ,  and  **  as  »-^2,  whence  v b  b  b 

I  tZ  ~y?  ;  and  when  y  zz /,  then  v  is  as b 

— ,  when  /  is  the  length  of  the  bore  %  but  if  g  zz 

length  of  the  bore,  then  the  velocity  at  the  muzzle 

/*& '  "***££     f    or  s/ilg  —  ggf  when  b  is 

given. 
Having  got  V  —  y/'ilg  —gg  the  velocity  at  the V 

muzzle,  then  x  zz  giJ7^xl0g.  — as  before,  which v 

determines  the  diftance  to  kill,  upon  this  law  of 
force. 

3.  If  the  force  of  the  powder  within  the  gun, 
be  reciprocally  as  the  expanfion  or  fpace,  which  at 
firing  is  zz  cy  the  fpace  taken  up  by  the  powder  v 

lee y  zz  diftance  from  the  breach  as  before,  then  vv 
y 

is  as  -^--,  and  vz  as  log.  jy,  and  corrected  vz  is  as  log. 

y  y 
— ,  and  v  as  y/  log.  — .      Whence  the  diftance c  c 
x  will  be  had  as  before. 

But 
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But  as  to  the  force,  which  of  thefe  laws  obtains,  Fig. 
is  uncertain  •,  and  different  fuppofitions,  give  differ- 

ent conclufions.     And  this  is  a  matter  thatmuft  be 

determined  by  experiments.     But  the  law   being 
known,  every  thing  elfe  becomes  known, 

S    C    H    O    L. 

To  find  the  ftrength  of  a  gun  barrel  in  every 
point.  The  ftrength  mud  be  as  the  force,  and 
time  of  acting.  In  the  firft  cafe  before  laid  down, 
the  force  is  uniform,  and  therefore  the  ftrength  is 
as  the  time  of  acting,  and  that  ftrength  is  as  the 
thicknefs  of  the  metal.  The  time  of  defcribing 
the  whole  length  of  the  barrel,  to  the  time  of  de- 

fcribing the  length  y  is  as  y/l  to  ̂ /y.  Therefore 
the  time  of  acting  on  a  point  at  the  diftance^  from 
the  breach  is  </l  —  s/y  ;  therefore  the  thicknefs  of 
the  metal  at  the  diftance  y  from  the  breach  is  as 

*/  /—  ̂ /y ;  upon  the  fuppofition  of  uniform  force. 

And  the  force  will  be  nearly  fo,  if  the  powder  don't 
fire  all  at  once,  but  gradually. 

P  R  O  B.      XIV. 

DCFB  are  two  tubes  or  cylindric  wejfels  that  com-    g 
municate  ;  DC  is  clofe  at  top,  FB  open  at  top.     Wa-  ̂  
ter  fiands  in  both  at  the  level  CR,  -and  DC  contains 
inclofed  air  of  the  fame  denfty  as  the  external  air. 
If  the  tube  BF  be  filled  with  water  as  high  as  B,  to 
find  the  fpace  BO  it  will  defend  in  BR. 

When  the  quantity  of  water  BR  is  put  into  the 
tube  BR,  it  will  rife  to  E  in   the  tube  DC.     To 
find  BO  or  EC.     Let  BO  =z  x,  EC  zzy,  EA=D, 
AF  £5  d,     Then  the  cylinder  QO  zz  cylinder  CE. 

ddx 
Whence  DDjy  zz  ddx,  and^y  zz  — -  zz  qx.    Let  the 

horizontal 
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Fig.  horizontal  line  EF  be  drawn.     Let/  —  height  of 
98.  water  34  feet,  the  weight  of  the  atmofpRere,  p  zz 

DC,  QRr^. 
Then  the  prefTure  at  EA  zz  prefTure  at  AF,  to 

preferve  an  equilibrium.     The  prefTure  on  EA  zz 
DC 
— :/,  by  the  comprefTing  force  of  the  air.     The DE 

DC 

prefTure  on  AF  zz  /  +  AO ;  therefore  -— /,  or r  DE 

^+3£f-f+  AO,  or/+  —  /zz/+AO, 
DE       J      J  J        l)EJ      J 
EC 

and  —  /  zz  AO,  and  EC  x/=DEx  AO,  or DE fy   _ 

yfzzp  —  yXb —  #— -  v,  and    zz  £— # —  y, 
r       '  *  P  — ^ 

and  *  zz£-— j  —     -^    ,  put  q  zz  -— ,  rzri+^j 

then   the  equation  reduced  is  /^  -f-  £j  4-/>r.#— - 
£?**#  zz  pb,  and  ̂   zz  j#. 

pb 

Cor.
  

In  fmal
l  

heigh
ts  

^  x  zz  — ,  nearl
y. 

k 

PROB,    XV. 

^  #  common  man  2  yards  high  can  juft  bear  2  61b* 

at  arm's  end^  and  the  weight  of  his  arm9  there  be  \lb. 
to  find  the  fize  of  that  man  that  can  bear  the  great  eft 

weight  poffible  at  arm's  end. 

Let  d  zz  whole  weight  at  arm's  end  zz  30/&  and 
the  arm  being  zz  half  the  length  of  the  body  zz  a, 

the  body  zz  20,  a:  zz  length  of  the  ftrong  man's 
arm,  y  zz  the  additional  weight  it  can  b6ar  at  arm's 
end,  b  zz  \lb. 

The 
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The  weights  of  fimilar  folids,  are  as  the  cubes  Fig- 
bx*  98. 

of  the  lengths,  therefore  a*  :  x*  :  :  b  :  —  —weight 

of  the  ftrong  man's  arm,  at  arm's  end ;  to  which 
add  the  additional  weighty,  which  is  to  be  a  maxi- 

bxl 
mum  -,  then   \-y  =  total  weight  at  arm's  end. 

a1 

The  ftrefs  on  the  mufcles  at  the  fhoulder,  is  as 
the  weight  and  length  of  the  arm  (or  leaver) ; 
divided  by  the  diftance  of  the  fulcrum ;  therefore 

the  ftrefs  is  as  the  weight  -,  becaufe  the  length  of 
the  arm,  and  diftance  of  the  fulcrum,  is  in  a 
given  ratio. 

And  the  ftrength  of  the  mufcles  is  bur.  as  the 

fquare  of  the  diameter-,  or  as  aa  and  xx,  But  the 
ftrefs  is  as  the  ftrength,    therefore  aa  :  xx  :  :  d  : 

bx* 
  Vy->  for   tne   common   man,  and  the  ftrong 
a1 

bx* 
man  5  therefore   J-  aay  z=  dxx,  and  aayzidxx  — a 

bxl  „yl  .    .         Qtlxxx —  zz  max.     Whence  2dxx  —     zz  o,  and a  a 

obx  zz  2ad,  and  x  zz    —   zz  — _J£  a  zz    
3b  3X4  12 

zz  50  ;  therefore  the  ftrongeft  man  will  be  5  times 
higher  than  the  common  man. 

S  c  h  o  L. 

In  Prob.  187,  Algebra,  I  have  computed  the 

height  of  a  man  that  can  lift  nothing,  to  be  — b 

a  zz  y^a.     Therefore  the  height  of  the  common 
man,  the  ftrong  man,  and  the  great  man,  will  be 
a>  $a9  and  7^. 

G  g  PROB. 
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Fig, 

PROB,      XVI. 

5 rwo  animals  of  the  fame  kind  being  giv  en  y  a  greater 
and  a  leffcr  -,  to  find  the  proportion  of  the  velocities  they 
can  move  with9  injumping9  running  9  &c. 

Let  M,  m9  be  the  matter  or  weight  of  the  two 
bodies ;  L?  /,  their  lengths  or  heights  9  V,  v9  the 
velocities  of  motion. 

By  Mechanics  (fee  Prob.  I.  Seel.  III.  Fluxions.) 

vv  is  as -if,  and  vv  as  li.  The  force  (/or)  ftrength 

of  the  mufcles,  is  as  the  fquares  of  their  diame- 
ters, or  as  LL  to  //.  And  (s  or)  the  contraction 

of  the  mufcles,  is  as  their  lengths,  or  as  L  to  1 9 
and  (b  or)  the  weight  of  the  bodies  are  as  M  to 

m9   that   is   as  L*   to  Ik      Therefore  V2  :  vx  :': 
LL  X  L      //  X  /    _      .  ,      r      xr 
. —    :  — ; — ,  that  is  as  i  to  i  ;  therefore  V  =.v. 
L*  /J 

And  the  velocities  generated  are  the  fame  in  both,- 

fs 

by  this  law  of  motion,  expreiTed  by  vv  OC   — . b 
Therefore  the  different  fize  of  bodies  make  no 

difference  in  the  degree  of  motion  they  are  ca- 
pable of  performing. 

PROB.      XVII. 

If  tv&o  weights  a  and  b,  be  fufpended  at  a  rope  go* 

ing  over  a  pulley.  "To  find  thefpace  through  which  the 
greater  body  a  defcends9  or  the  lejfer  b  afcends9  in  a 
fecond  of  time. 

By  Schol.  Prop.  VI.   Mechanics,  we  find  s  00 

— -,  for  uniformly  accelerated  motion.      Let  h  zz b 
16.1 
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16.1  the  feet  defcribed  in  a  fecond  by  one  bodyFig. 
falling  freely,  as  a.    F  zz  weight  of  that  body  zz  a>  99. 
s  zz  b.     Alfo  in  the  two  bodies  x  zz  fpace  defcribed 
in  a  fecond,  F  zz  a  —  b,  and  b  zz  a  +  b9  therefore 

we  have  h  :  —  :  :  x  :      ~     //,    whence  #  zz a  a  +  b 

  £,  /  bein.q;  the  fame  in  both. 
a  +  b 

E    X    A    M. 

If  a  zz  2b,  then  ,y  zz  £  zz  \h. 2b  +  b 

If  tf  zz  3*,  then  *  zz  $h~~\  hzz^hzz  \b.     . 
3*  +  b 

If  #0  zz  w£,  then  x  zz     /&. m  +  » 
Sghol, 

If  it  was  required  to  find  the  time  of  defcribing 

any  given  fpace  S.     Having  found  the  fpace  x  de- 
fcribed in  1  fecond,  it  will  be  x  :  iz  :  :  S  :  fquarc S  /  S 

of  the   time  zz  — .,    and   the   time  zz     /  —  zz 
x  v    x 

j S.  a  +b 

h.a—b 
P  R  O  B.     XVIII. 

In  the  fire  engine^  given  the  weight  or  ftrength  of lQOt 
the  atmofphere  upon  the  pifton,  and  the  length  of  the 

ftroke  ;  to  find  the  water  to  be  drawn  at  a  firoke  •,  fo 
that  the  greateft  quantity  fhall  be  drawn  in  a  given 
time;  fuppojing  the  force  uniform. 

Let  a  zz  weight  of  the  atmofphere,  y  zz  weight 

of  the  water,  AB  zz  BC,  t  zz  time  of  C's  defend- 
ing to  gain  a  new  ftroke. 

Then  the  force  by  which  the  water  is  drawn  up 
is  a — y9  and   the   weight  zz^;  and   (by  Schol. 

G  g  2  Prop. 
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Fig.  Prop.  VI.  Mechanics),  the  time  of  raifing  y  thro* 

IOO'a  given  height  will  be  Jh^l  (/  OC  J^thzt 

is  as    /    J      •,  then  /  +      /— 2. —  zz  time  of  raif- 
v  a — y  V  a  —  y 

ing  y,  or  the   whole  time  of  making   a   ftroke. 
Then  to  find  how  much  will  be  drawn  up  in  the 

Given  time  i,  /  +  J — —  (time)  :y  (weight) :  :  i 

•V      a    y 

y 
(time)  :    -- — —  the  weight   required  zz  max. 

t  +  \/a\z- 
put  x  zz      /  — - — ,  then  xx  zz  ~2- — ,  and  2xx  zz 

v    a__ .y  a  _y 

JL,  and  x  zz  ?   Whence 

a—  y  a—y    X   2/^ 

'  *      zz  w,  and  ty      xy  ~  ̂   ==  o,  and  ty  +  xy l '  -J-  x  t  -1-  x 

—  yx  zz  o,  that   is,  ty  +  y  J — —   zz  yx  zz 

^  a — y 

ayy  ayy  , 
-£l      zz    —     JJ  whence 

*  —  /*_  Wa ..Ls  2\/yxa  —f   
2/v/y  X  a  — y]l  +  ly  x  a — yzzay,  and  2tV/yXa-—y[i 
zz  2jy  —  ay,  and  4//  x  a  — f  zz  2y  —  a  Xy  ;  and 
the  root  of  this  cubic  equation  will  be  the  value  of 
y  for  the  weight. 

If  we  confider  only  the  time  of  alcent,  then  /  is 

fet  afide,  and  then  y  /  a~2.  zz  max.  and  ay  ~y* 
V  y  y 

or  ay — yy  zz  mr>  and  ay —  7yy  zz  o,  and  a  zz  2y, 
or  j  zz  >. 

P  R  O  B. 
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Fig; 

P  R  O  B.      XIX. 

A  pendulous  body  or  door   BE,  whofe  weight  is  101. 
given  \  being  pot  at  with  a  bullet,  whofe  weight  is 
given,  and  the  arch  the  door  defcribes  after  the  ftroke^ 
being  alfo  given  \  to  find  the  velocity  of  the  bullet* 

Let  weight  of  the  pendulum  BDzz«k;  zz  56^-Jb. 

weight  of  the  bullet  zz  m  '  zz  ~lb. 
the  cord  of  the  arch  defcribed  by  E  zz  p  zz 

17^  inches, 
dift.  center  of  gravity  BD  zz  b  zz  52  inch, 
dift.  center  of  gyration  BR zzrzz/^.cSzrv/fo. 
dill,  center  of  olcillation  BA  zz  c  zz.  6i~t 
did.  center  of  the  pendulum  BC-i=  66. 
velocity  bullet  impinging  at  C  zz  zz  x. 

BEzzg  zz  71  *  *  /—  16.1  feet. 

cp 

g  :  p  :  :  c  :  —  zz  cord  of  the  arch  defcribed  by <5 

the  center  of  ofcillation  A,  and   — —  rz  verfed l  2  X   2gg 

p  ifc fine  of  that  arch  in  feet;  and  —  \/  —  zz  vejoci- 

g         12 ty  of  A,  by  falling  through  that  arch  zz  v. 
rv 

Bv  the  motion  of  the  pendulum,  —   zz  velocity c 

of  the  point  R.     And  (Cor.  5.  Prop.  59.  Mecha- 
wrv 

nics),  — -   zz  momentum  of  the  pendulum  at  R. c 

And  mx  zz  momentum  of  the   bullet    againfl   C, 

where   it  impinges.     And   (Cor.  5.   ib.)   -*—    zz 

force  df  the  bullet  againft  R,  to  give  the  fame  mo- 

;  theref G83 tion  to  the  pendulum  ;  therefore     zz  r — ,  and 
re 
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Fig.       _  wrrv  __  wbcv     wbv  __  pwb     *  2fc      
loi.  dmc  dmc  dm         dmg         12 

1672  feet  in  a  fecond. 
Note,  I  fuppofe  the  bullet  to  be  at  reft  after  the 

ftroke,  tho1  it  really  moves  along  with  the  door  or 
pendulum.    But  this  makes  but  a  trifling  difference. 

S  C  H  O  L. 

To  find  the  weight  of  a  pendulum  placed  in  C,  $n 
which  the  bullet  impinging,  Jhall  caufe  it  to  defcribe 
the  fame  angle  about  JB. 

Let  Z  zz  weight  fought,  then  c  :  d :  :  v  :  v  X  — c 

zz  velocity  of  the  body  Z,  at  the  point  C. 

And  the  momentum  of  Z  at  C,  is  zz  Zv  X  — 

wbv 
zzmx  zz  — y-  the  momentum  of  the  bullet.  There- d 

_        wbc 
fore  Z  zz    —  zz  42Ty£. 

da 

P  R  O  B.      XX. 

102.      To  find  the  center   of  gravity   of  the  logarithmic 
fpace  ABC  ;  AB  being  parallel  to  the  afymptote  FE, 

Let  GFzz  1,  ADzz^,  FDzz£,  DEorAB=^ 

BC  zzy,  t  =  fubtangent  •,  then   by   nature  of  the 

curve,  a  +  y  x  x  zz  ty,  and  y  x  zz  ty  —  ax,  and  fl. 
yx  zz  ty  —  ax  zz  area  ABC. 

But yxx  zz  fluxion  of  the  momentum  of  ABC 

zztxy — axx,  and  fl.  yxx  or  fl.  txy  —  axx  zz  txy  — p 

axz 
 
 

This
  

in  fluxi
ons  

is  txy  -f-  tyx  — p — axx 

zz  txy  —  axx,    therefore  p  zz  tyx  zz  tty  —  tax, 
whence  p  zz  tty  —  tax.     Therefore  fl.  yxx  zz  txy  — 

tty 
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axz  .  Fi«\ 
tty  +  tax   =  momentum  of  ABC.  Whence,^ 

d9  the  diftance  of  the  center  of  gravity  from  A,  is 

Z  txy  —  *ty  +  tax  —  iax\  ox  d  zz 
ty  —  ax 

tyX  x—t  +  /  — i-.vx  ax^ 
ty  —  ax 

Cor.  i.  When  azzi,  dzz  fyXx  —  t+t—jxX
x^ 

ty  —  x Cor.  2.  The  di fiance  of  the  center  of  gravity  from 

BC,  is  zzt   . 
ty  — ax 

For  x  -d  =  *  —  9  X  *-/+/- War  
_ 

/y  —  ax 
tty  —  tax  —  \axx  j^  .  ̂        t**** 

ty  —  #  #  /y  —  <z  # 
Again,  to  find  the  diftance  from  the  axis  of  fuf- 

penfion  AB.  The  fluxion  of  the  momentum  ~  ~y 

Xyx  zz  jy  x  ty  —  ak  zz  ftyy  —  iayx  zz  \tyy  —  \a 

X  ty  — ax  zr  ~tyy  —  \aty  +  \aax.     And  the  fluent 
=  —    +  — ,  the  momentum ;  therefore 
422 

ty1  —  laty  -}-  2aax  ,.«  1    i  c ~    —   =:    diftance   of  the  center  of 

4X(y—  ax. 
gravity  from  AB. 

P  R  O  B.      XXI. 

To  find  the  nature  of  the  curve  ADE,  which  lying 

with  its  plane  parallel  to  the  horizon,  and  fuppofed  to  l0*' 
be  of  a  given  thicknefs  q  ;  and  being  fixt  with  its  end 
in  the  wall  ER  ;  it  [hall  be  equally  jlrong  every  where 
to  fupport  its  own  weight. 

The  meaning  of  the  queftion  is  this,  let  C  be  the 

G  g  4  center 
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Fig.  center  of  gravity  of  the  area  ABD,  in  the  axis 

103.  AB.     Then  the  area  BAD  xBC-BDx  qq. 
Let  AB  zz  x,  BD  zzy,  then  area  BAD  zz  R.yx* 

And  by  the  nature  of  the  center  of  gravity,  AC  == 

■        .  ,  the  point  of  fufpenfion  being  at  A.  There- R.yx 

fore  BC  zz  x  —     '  ̂f ',  and  therefore  BAD  x  BC fi.yx 

„      .'  fl.  yxx  . or  A.yx  X  x  —  -5 — r-  =y  Xqq  »  that  is,  x  n.  yx n*yx 

—  fi.yxx  zz  qqy.     This  in  fluxions  is  x  fl.  yx+yxx 

—  yxx  =  qqy  ',  that  is,  #  fl.  yx  zz  yjy.  This  put 
into  fluxions  making  x  conftant,  will  be  yxx  zz 

qqy  ;  multiply  by  j/,  thenjyj/xa  zz  jyyjj,  and  the  flu- 
ent is  y%xz  zz  qqy\  and  yx  zz  qy,  which  is  the  pro- 

perty of  the  logarithmic  curve,  whofe  fubtangent  \sq. 
But  it  is  not  any  portion  of  the  logarithmic 

curve  which  will  anfwer  the  queftion,  but  only  a 

part  at  the  very  fmall  end,  where  the  curve  is  inde- 
finitely near  the  aflymptote,  which  fuppofe  to  be- 

gin at  A\\  the  weight  of  the  reft  beyond,  being 
fuppofed  of  no  confequence.  But  by  Cor.  2.  of 
the  laft  Prob.  when  a  is  inconfiderable,  the  diftance 

cf  the  center  of  gravity  from  B,  that  is,  BC  zz 

,  _  jaxx  \  t  an(J  the  area  ARD  .  : 
V  ty  —  ax      ' 
therefore  /  X  tyy  which  is  the  ftrefs  at  B,  is  as  qqy^ 
which  is  the  ftrength  at  B;  that  is,  they  are  in  a 
given  ratio  as  required.  And  this  is  all  the  folu- 
tion  the  queftion  is  capable  of. 

PROB.      XXII. 

<To  conftrutl  the  f olid  of  haft  refiftance,for  the  figure 
cf  a  /hip  that  will  fail  the  fad  eft  poffible. 

Let  x  zz  abfcifla,  y  zz  ordinate,  and  z  zz  curve  ; 

then  (by  Ex.  17.  Prob.  I.  Seel.  II.  Fluxions),  the 

equation 
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equation  of  the  curve  generating  (by  its  revolution  Fig. 
about  it  axis)  the  folid  of  leaft  refiftance  is  yy^x  zz  103, 

az\  that  is,  yy*x  zflXi+  +  2xzyz  +  jK     Here 
x  one  of  the  variable  quantities  is  wanting.    There- 

fore by  Rule  VI.  Seel:.  I.  Fluxions,  (fee  Ex.  39.) 

sy 

afiume  

—  
zzx%  

and  
expunging  

x>  
we  

have  

easy 
a 

zz  j+  +  laass  +  a*.    Whence y  zz  —   +  2s  +  ̂  aa  s 

and  y  zz  ̂ f  +  2s»   — ,    therefore  sl  or  x  zz aa  ss  a 

3£!f  +  2Jf  —  fL.     Whence  the  Buent  is  *  = #J  a  s 

ii-  +  ii.  —  a  x  2,30258  log.  s.     Therefore^  be- 
4#5  a 
ing  known  s  will  be  known  (by  the  equation  y  zz 

  j_  2s  +   — ),  and  confequently  #  by  the  laft 
aa  1  ' 
equation. 

Now  for  constructing  the  curve,  fuppofe  x  zz  30 
feet,  the  length  of  the  midfhip,  and  y  zz  10  feet, 
half  the  greateft  breadth  of  the  fhip;  then  from 
the  two  equations, 

—    -I   a  x  2.3025  log.  s  zz  30, 
4a1  a 

.  j1  aa 
and  —    +  2s  +  -—    zz  10, aa  s 

we  fhall  find  s  zz  .519543,  and  a  zz  .125311  :  for 

taking  s  at  pleafure,  finds  a  zz     , — — — •     And 
ViOJ  —  tf 

by  correcting  the  aflumption,  a  and  s  are  found  by 
degrees,  as  above.  Now  the  value  of  a  being  fub- 
ftituted  in  the  equations  abo^e,  gives  thefe  two  fol- 

lowing equations, 

1.  x 
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Fig. 
103. 
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J*  ,  SS 

2.  y 

,002643 

s* 

1253 

O  F 

—  .2885  log.  jt 

+  2S  + 

.OI57 

.0157  s 
Inftead  of  .2885  log.  j,  you  may  take  .1442  log. 
ss.  When  x  or  y  is  a  minimum,  we  fhall  find  s  zz 
a  -  r  a 

s/% 
,  whence  x  zz  ̂   a  —  a  X  2-3025  log. 

6a 

•3 

Andy=     ;  or  #  =  .38125,  and jr  =.385858. 

From  the  foregoing  equations,  the  values  of  at,  s* 
and  y,  will  be  found  as  in  the  following  Table  ; 
by  the  help  of  which  numbers,  the  curve  may  be 
eafily  conftructed. 

SS X 

1 

y 
.904 

SS X 

1 1 
4.869 

SS 

X 

21 

y 

.03630 
.15883 

.22393 

7-73° 

.05944 2 
1.485 

.16643 

12 

5-1/9 .22948 
22 

7-993 

.07650 3 

1-957 
•»7372 n 5-4*3 

.23489 

23 

8.25a 

.09057 4 2.390 
.18071 H 

5.780 

.24020 

24 

8.510 
.10290 5 

6 

2.793 .18747 

if 16 
6  072 

•24537 

25 

26, 

8.764 

.1 1400 
3->74 

.19401 
6.360 

.25045 

9.016 

.12420 7 
3. 53* 

.20033 

>7 

6.641 
.25544 

27 

9.265 
•*3363 8 

3.886 

.20643 

18 
6.917 

.26033 

28 

9.511 

.142^2 9 4.224 
.21244. 

'9 

7.191 

.26514 

29 

9.756 •  ij;o8o 10 
4.552 

.21827 

20 

7-463 .26986 

30 

10. 

The  procefs  is  thus  ;  for  the  given  value  of  xy 
find  s  by  the  firil  equation,  which  would  be  a  qua- 

dratic equation,  if  the  logarithmic  quantity  was 
wanting.  Therefore  it  will  be  the  eafieft  way  to 
find  s  by  trial  and  error.  When  s  is  had,  y  will 
be  found  directly. 

PROS; 
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P  R  O  B.      XXIII. 

If  A  A  and  BB  be  the  pofition  of  the  fails  of  a  wind-  I04» 
mill,  making  an  angle  of  54.4-  with  the  axis  of  the 
mill  XC  ;  the  arms  of  the  fails  being  perp.  to  the  ho- 

rizon at  C.  To  determine  the  angle  WCX  of  the 
winds  direttion  WC,  fo  as  to  have  the  great  eft  force 
on  the  fails. 

Here  we  fuppofe  BB  to  be  the  top  of  one  fail, 
and  AA  the  bottom  of  the  other;  and  that  BCA 

=:  an  angle  of  twice  544-.  The  common  fnuation 
of  a  windmill  is  that  XC  is  the  direction  of  the 
wind  ;  here  WC  is  the  direction. 

Suppofe  r  *±  C A  zz  radius •,  and  put  s  zs  AE  or 
BE  the  S.  ACE  ̂      S.  WCE  zz  x  =:  OX,  CE 

=  b%  CO  =  z.     Then  (Trig.  I.   5.)  s±±Jl  zz r 

An  the  S.  ACW,  and  (ib.  6.)  sz  —  b*   =    BF. r 

Then  (Mechanics,  CII.)  An7-  5=  force  on  the  fail 
CA,  and  (ib.  Cor.  2.)  Anz  X  b  zz  force  of  the 
wind  on  the  fail  SA,  to  move  it  in  direction  CH. 

Likewife  BFZ  X  b  zz  force  on*  the  fail  CB  to  move 
it  in  the  fame  direction  CH.     But  the  fum  of  thefe 

T>    #  •      sszz  +  2szbx+bbxx  7    , is  a  maximum.     That  is,    1   !   b  + 
rr 

SSZZ—ZSzbx  +  bbx*  ̂ _max<  that  JS>  2JJZZ  +  2M**  , 

—  max.  and  jjzz  -f-  bbxx  —  max.  or  jjrr  — ssxx  + 
£te  ~  max.  (becauie  rr  —  xx  zz  zz),  therefore 
—  issxx  +  ibbxx  zz  o,  and  bbx  zr  J/*,  whence 

y-o,  and  therefore  the  wind  has  the  greated  force 
poffible  upon  the  fails  of  a  windmill,  to  turn  them 
round  when  it  blows  in  the  fame  direction  with  the 
axis  of  the  mill  XC. 

S    C    H    O   L. 
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Fig. 
104,  S  C  H  O  L. 

If  AE  =  CE,  (that  is,  if  the  fail  makes  an  an- 
gle of  45  with  the  axis),  then  the  fum  of  the  forces 

sszz  +  bbxx,  will  be  sszz  +  ssxx9  becaufe  b  zz  s. 
Therefore  SSZX  +  ssxx  zz  max.  and  zz+xx  rr  max. 
that  is,  rr —  xx  +  xx  zz  max.  zr  rr,  whofe  fluxion 
is  o,  and  rr  the  fum  of  the  forces  is  a  Handing 
quantity.  And  therefore  the  force  will  be  the  fame, 
in  all  directions,  between  AC  and  BC. 

P  R  O  B.    XXIV. 

Having  given  the  angle  of  the  fails  of  a  windmill 

with  the  axis  54°i,  the  velocity  of  the  wind  14  feet 
in  a  fecond,  and  the  time  of  one  revolution  of  the  fails 

6  feconds.  To  find  that  -point  of  the  arm  or  fail^  which 
is  not  at  all  atled  on  by  the  wind. 

105.  Let  AB  be  the  top  of  the  fail,  draw  AD  for  the 
way  of  the  wind,  pcrp.  to  BD  the  way  of  the  fail, 
and  let  AB  zz  b,  the  breadth  of  the  fajl.  S.  DAB, 

54t  zz  j,  its  cofine  ~  />,  velocity  of  the  wind  zz 
vzz  14/,  and  time  of  the  fails  revolution  zz  t  zz6/f9 
x  zz  CA,   A  being  the  point  required,  c~$  141 6. 

Now  that  the  wind  may  not  act  on  the  fail,  the 
point  B  muft  move  through  BD,  in  the  fame  time 
the  wind  moves  through  AD.  For  then  the  fame 
I  irticle  of  air  will  Aide  along  AB  without  acting 
on  it.  Now  if  AB  zz  b,  BD  zz  sb,  and  ADzzpb ; 
then  2 ex  zz  circumference  defcribed  by  A  or  B  in 

one  revolution.     And  v  :  1"  :  :  pb  (AD)  :  £—   zz v 

time  of  defcribing  AD  by  the  wind.      Alfo  icx  :  t tsb 

(6")  :  :  sb  (BD)  :  —  zz  time  oi  defcribing  BD  by icx 

the 
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the  motion.     Whence  *L  zz  — -,  and  2cpbxzztsbv9  IOZ- 

whence  *  zz  —   zz  18.74. 
ICp 

Cor.  /&#^  the  fails  of  a  windmill  Ihould  never  be 
wade  longer  than  x  ,  for  if  they  bey  what  is  beyond 
will  Jtrike  the  back  wind,  and  retard  their  motion. 
Nor  (ho u Id  they  be  made  quite  fo  long  ,  for  a  part  near 
the  end  will  be  in  a  manner  ufelefs9 

P  R  O  B.      XXV. 

To  find  the  weight  of  a  pillar  of  marble  infinitely 
high,  whofe  bafe  is  B. 

Let  r  zz  radius  of  the  earth,  x  zz  any  height 

above  it,  and  a'  any  fmali  height,  and  Bx  zz 'weight 
of  a  fmall  part  of  the  cylinder  or  pillar,  at  the 

earth's  furface.     And  by  the  laws  of  gravity  — 

:  Bx'  :  :        *        :    rrBx  ,  the  weight  of  the  pare 
r  +  x*      r  +  x 

Bx\  at  the  height  x.     Therefore  the  fluxion  of  the 
rrBx    

weight  is  z  zz  rrBx  X  r  +  x~~z 9  and  the  flu- r  +  x 
— — —  _  fyR 

cnt  is  —  rrB  X  r  +  x""1  or     •,  and  corrected, 
r  -r-tf 

the  true  fluent  is  —  —  — — ,  for  the  weight  of 
r  r  4-  x 

the  pillar  whofe  height  is  x.     That  is,  the  weight 

zz  rrB  x  -i-  —   —  =  rrB  X    ==  =  rB  x 
r  r  +  x  rXr+x 

  —  X  fpec.  gravity  of  marble. 
r  -f-# 

Therefore 
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Fig.     Therefore  when  x  is  infinite,  the  weight  of  the 
105.  ,  x 

infinite  pillar  of  marble  is  ~rBx  —  zzrB  x  fpec. 

gravity. 

Cor.  The  weight  of  an  infinite  pillar  of  any  matter 
is  zz  weight  of  the  folid  hyperboloid,  generated  by  an 
hyperbola  revolving  about  the  afymptote  ;  whofe  bafe  is 
B,  and  inferibed  parallelogram  is  rd,  where  d  zz  ra- 

dius of  the  bafe  of  the  pillar \  and  the.  gravity  un- 
dimini/hed. 

By  Ex.  9.  Prob.  XIV.  Seft.  II.  Fluxions, 

PRO  B.      XXVI. 

To  find  the  jirength  of  a  piece  of  iron  and  a  pitte  of 
wood,  of  the  fame  lengthy  and  of  equal  w eight.  Alfo 

to  find  the  weights ',  when  the  jirength  is  the  fame* 

106.  *•  ̂ c  ̂ a^  fuPP°fe  t^efe  t0  De  two  fquare  pieces 
of  equal  length.  Let  A  be  a  beam  of  iron,  B  a 

beam  of  wood  of  the  fame  bignefs,  C  a  -beam  of 
iron  of  the  fame  weight  as  B.  Let y  zz  fide  of  the 
fquare  of  A  and  B,  x  zz  that  of  C,  w  zz  the  ftrength 
of  wood,  n  zz  ftrength  of  iron,  s  and  /  zz  fpecific 
gravities  of  wood  and  iron.  Now  that  B  and  C 
may  have  the  fame  weight,  syy  zz  txx ;  and  ftrength 
of  the  wood  B  :  ftrength  iron  A  :  :  w  :  n ;  and 

ftrength  of  iron  A  :  ftrength  of  iron  C  :  :  y*  :  x\ 
Whence    ftrength  of  wood  B  :   ftrength  of  iron 
^  ,  fr  c  jtxx\wtxx      .txx 
C  :  :  wy* :  nx*  : :  (  becaufe  y  zz     /  —  J   -y/  — V  v     s  '      s  s 

:  nx>  :  :  —  ̂ /  —  :  n  :  :  wt^/t  :  ns^/s.      That   is, s  s 

ftrength  of  the  wood  B  :  to  the  ftrength  of  the  iron 

C,  of  the  fame  weight  :  :    :   . 
Sy/S      ts/t 

Suppofc 
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Suppofe  elm  or  afh  whofe  fpecific  gravity  is  .8,Fio-. 
and  iron  is  j.6.     Alfo  8f  and  107  are  the  ftrength  106. 
of  this  wood  and  iron.     Therefore  w  zz  8f,  n  zz 
107,  and  $  zz  .8,  *  zz  j.6.     Therefore  ftrength  of 
the  wood  :  ftrength  of  iron  of  the  fame  weight ;  as 

to   .    }°J     ■  or  as   1 1.8  to  5.1  ;  therefore 

this  wood  is  twice  as  ftrong  for  the  weight  as  iron. 
2.  Suppofe  B  and  C  of  the  fame  ftrength,  in 

which  cafe  wy*  zz  nx\  and^y  zz  x  ,J  —.But weight w 

I  nn 

txx 
3  I  tin 

of  B  :  weight  of  C  :  :  syy  :  txx  :  :  sxx   J   
WW 

:  :  s  3/m    :  /  :  :       j_  :      *_> 
v  ww  Vw~w      Vnn 

Suppofe  the  wood  to  be  oak,  then  s  zz  .8,  /  zz 
7.6,  andze;  zz  11,  n  zz  107.  Therefore  the  weight 
of  oak  :  to  the  weight  of  iron  of  the  fame  ftrength 

:  :  is  as  — ' —  :  to  — Z: —  :  :  that  is,  as  16  to  241 

therefore  a  piece  of  iron  of  the  fame  ftrength  as  a 
piece  of  oak,  weighs  as  much  more. 

P  R  O  B.      XXVII. 

Suppofe  a  ftream  of  water  to  run  down  the  plane 

AC,  whofe  elevation  above  the  horizon  GCH  is  30* ;  j 
and  the  perp.  BC  be  8  feet. 

To  find  the  radius  of  the  water  wheel  DBF,/0  that 
the  effetl  of  the  whed^  driven  by  this  ftream  of  water \ 
Jhall  be  a  maximum. 

Let  E  be  the  center  of  the  wheel,  and  draw  EB, 
ED,  perpendicular  to  AC,  CG,  and  draw  CE. 
Since  the  angles  at  D  and  B  are  right,  the  angle 
DEB  =  ACdL  zz  CAP,  fuppofing  APF  a  horizon- 

tal line  ;  and  the  angle  CEB  zz  tCAP  zz  150. Let 
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Fig-      Let  EB=y,/=  tan.  BEC  zz  tan.   15%  AC 
107.  =2  *,  PC  zz  p,  Si  PAC  zz  S ;  then  radius  (1) :  EB 

(x)  :  :  tan.  BEC  (/)  :  tx  zz  CB^  and  AB  zz  a  —  tx. 

Alfo  AC  {a)  :  CB  (p)  :  :  AB  (a  —  tx)  :  p  —  tJJL a 

zz  the  depth  at  B.     But  the  effect  of  the  wheel, 
will  be  as  the  velocity  of  the  water  on  the  floats  at 
B,  and  as  the  radius  of  the  wheel  EB,  or  as  x  x 

^t-Uli  therefore  *  V>-£f*  -  max<  and  xx a  a 

X  * —  tx  or  axx  —  W  2=  max.     In  fluxions  laxx 

—  ptfx  zz  o,  or  2a~£tx,  whence  x  zz  —  zz 

_,  becaufe  a  zz  — ,  therefore  x  zz  20.8  feet. 
$u  s 

Cor.  If  ¥ kC  be  a  right  angle  ̂  or  the  water  de- 

fiend  perpendicularly  down  PC  ;  then  tzz  tan.  45°zz  1, 
a  zz  PC  zz  p  ;  then  xzz^azz  *PC  zz  5f  feet. 

P  R  O  B.      XXVIII. 

Given  the  length  of  a  cylinder  CB,  and  its  inclu 

nation  to  the  horizon  ;  to  find  the  time  of  its  failing 
to  the  ground  CE. 

}8.  The  time  of  its  falling  will  be  the  fame  as  the 

time  of  a  body's  falling  through  the  arch  DE  of  a 
circle,  whofe  radius  CD  zz^CB,  D  being  the  cen- 

ter of  ofcillatiori.  Therefore  to  find  the  time  of 
defcent  of  D  through  the  arch  DE. 

Draw  DF,  gl9  perp.  and  Dh  parallel  to  AC, 
where  AC  is  perp.  to  the  horizon;  and  let  CDzzr, 

AFzz^,  FC  zzj,  Dh-x,  g\  =y,  Dl  zz*,  £zz 
r  -f  j,  /  zz  time  of  defcending  through  DI,  d  zz 
j  6. 1  feet;  then  id  zz  velocity  acquired  by  a  falling 

body  in  1".     Alfo  <S~d  (height)  :  zd  (velocity)  :  : 

yfX 
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v/#  (height)  :  y/idx  =  velocity  at  h  or  I.     Alfo,  Fig, 

2d  (fpace)  :  1"  (time)  :  :  x  (fpace)  :  —  =  time  of 

defcribing  #'.     But  (Fluxions,  Prob.  I.  Sedt.  III.) 

i  OC  -1,  and  therefore  ̂ L  (time)  :  —^   (f^El) v  2d  id    \  vel,  / 

i  :  t1  (time)  :        , ,    ;  therefore  /  =  — -r^-    But 
V  '       2y/dx*  2^/dX rx 

£  :  x  :  :  r  :  y%  and  2;  =  — ,  and  yy  zz  a  +  x  X 

£  —  #•       Therefore  / rx 

Vy/dx    ~ 
# 

r  x—ix  A  ,       a zz  — *-=  x   '  y  %  ■"   ui      And   the  fluent 
iy/d        v  ab  -+•  2  j*  —  *# 

found  by  infinite  feries,  will  give  /. 
And  if  t  be  given,  then  by  reverfion  of  feries, 

x  may  be  found. 

PROB.     XXIX. 

Suppofing  afbip  without  lee  way\  and  WS  be  the lQQ^ 

direction  of  the  wind,  SA  thepofition  of  the  fail;  SD      "" 
the  pqfition  of  the  keel,  or  /hip's  way.     Any  one  of  the 
angles  WSA,  ASD,  or  WSD,  being  given-,  to  find 
the  reft,  fo  that  the  (hip  may  gain  the  mofi  pojjible  to 
windward  in  a  given  time. 

Let  the  S. WSA  -=  s>  its  cof.  ASG  =  r,  S.  ASD 
zz  xt  cof.  WSD  or  S.  DSQ  zz  z,  iuppofing  SGP 
perp.  to  WS  >  r  zz  radius. 

Then  (by  Cor.  5,  Prop.  CVI.  Mechanics,)  the 
velocity  of  the  (hip  to  windward  is  as  S.  WSA  X 

v'Su  ASD  X  cof.  WSD  ;  that  is,  as  sx*z.    Then, 
H  h  I.  Sup- 
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Fig.      i.  Suppofe  WSA  or  s  to  be  given;  then  xlz,or  xzz 
109.  — a  maximum.  Whence  xzz  -f-  2zzx  zzo,  and  zx  ■+• 

2xz  zz  o.     But  (by  Prop.  VI.  B.  I.  Trigonometry,) 

Cy/rr—xx—sx   _  ̂   and    .  —  cxx  ,  <Zf*    -  £, 
r  ry/Vr — xx      r 

therefore    *x    +    2x.    X       ~CXX     —  -  =  o, rvrr — xx         r 

i                  2f*^         ,    £^f     <vVr — xx  —  sx ana  %  —       •    -f-  -    ■  — .  * 
rV  rr — xx  r  r 

2  cxx  . 

and     *     +  2sx  =  fy/rr — xx9  and  2#w  + yr      if  XX 

^sxy/rr — xx  zz  err  —  cxx,  or  ̂ sxy/rr — xx  zz  err 
—  %cxx*  involved  is  gssrrxx  —  gssx^zzczr *  —  6ccrrxx 
■4-  $ccx\  which  reduced  f putting  rr  zz  jj  +  cc)9 
then  9^+  —  9.WW  —  6ccxx  4-  ccrr  zz  o ;  which 
equation  contains  4  roots,  two  affirmative  and  two 
negative.  And  the  angle  DSG  will  be  about  double 
to  ASD,  or  their  fines. 

Hence   if  WSA  zz  o,  30,  45,  60,  90;    then 
ASD  will  be  zz  ̂ 59  22,  16,  io,  o,  refpe&ively. 

2.  Suppofe  x  or  the  angle  ASD  to  be  given  ; 
then  sz  zz  max.  and  sz  +zs  zz  o,  or  zs  zz  — sz. 

Let  d  zz  cof.  ASD  zz  s/rr — xx9  and  c  zz  y/rr — ss 
rr.  cof-  ASW  zz  S.  ASG.  Therefore  inftead  of 

<hfrr-TW-.Sx  _  we  haye  ds/rr-ss-sx r  r 

and  z  zz  — ~ —  ~  .   zz  o,   whence  zs  zz 
rV  rr — ss  r 

— feL  +  ™,  and  2zz  dss  +  JSL  zz rvrrss  r  ry/rr_ss  r 
d\/rr—ss  —  sx    „.       c  dss 
—   — ,  therefore    -7   -    +    2^    zz y  v  rr — ss 

ds/rr—ss,  and  <Jw  +  zsxi/rr—ss  zz  </rr  —  dss9  and 
2.W 
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isx^/yy — ss  zz  drr  —  2dss,  and  ̂ ssvyxx  —  tycxs*  zz    '£• 

dd  x  rr — 2j/,  and  puting  rr  —  xx  for  di,  and  re-     ̂ * 
ducing,  we  have  \rrs^  —  4r*ss  —  r*xz  +  r6  zz  o, 
and  4J+  —  4rr.w  +  r4  zz  rr##,  and   extracting  the 
root,  2ss  —  rr  zz  r#,  or  ?r —  2.w  zz  rx.    But  (by 

YY"** -2  SS 

Trigonometry)     zz  is  the  cofine  of  2WSA3 

and  fince  x  zz  S.DSA  zz  cof.  VV6A  +  DSG,  there- 
fore 2WSA  zz  WSA  +  DSG,  therefore  WSA 

zz  DSG ;  and  either  of  them  zz  4-  comp.  of 
ASD. 

3.  If  WSD  or  z  be  given,  then  put  n  zz  S.WSD, 
Then  s>/x  or  ssx  zz  max.  and  issx  +  ssx  zz  o,  and 

.     ™     /1     r^  •  ,^  n\/rY—ss — zj 
2wzz  —  sx.   But  (by  Trigonometry)  —   r 

«  • 

—  ̂    and  . —         ■  —  _  zz  x9  whence   ixs  zz 
t\/yy—ss         r 

+  5*    and  x  zz        »"         +  £2   = 
r\/Vr — «         r  2ry/rr — w         2r 

nvrr—ss  —  zs         1  **JJ 
and  — -t=?=  +  7Zszz2n</YY— ss v-Vrr — ss 

and   nss  +  ̂ zs^/yy —  ss  zz  myy  —   2ns 'j,    and 
3zsy/rr — ss  --  2nYr —  3»w,  and  22;  X  9^jj  —  9J4 
zz4»V4 — i2»V«+9»*jS  and  putting  rr  —  »» 
for  zz,  and   reducing  95+  —  grrss  +  4rr»»  zz  o, —  3»a 

from  which  equation  s  will  be  found. 
If  WSD  be  between  45  and  60  degrees,  then 

WSA  is  nearly  twice  ASD. 

H  h  2  P  R  O  B, 
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Fig, 

P  R  O  B.      XXX. 

1 1  o.  There  is  a  river  £  KD  runs  due  eaft,  and  fever -al 
ftbimmers  of  equal  fwiftnefs,  fet  off  from  a  point  A 
in  the  north  fide  \  and  move  in  all  directions ',  or  all 
degrees  of  the  arch  KBD.  To  find  which  fwimmer 
kill  land  on  the  oppofite  fide,  the  fur  theft  up  the  river. 

Let  b  zz  breadth  AD  or  AB,  and  let  b  reprefent 
the  iwimmers  motion,  and  d  zz  BC  the  currents 
motion,  AE  zz  x9  EB  zzy.  Then  the  fwimmer 

going  off  in  direction  AB,  by  the  compound  mo- 
tion, goes  in  the  line  AC,  and  lands  at  H,  fo  that 

'  HD  is  a  minimum,  by  fimilar  triangles,  AE  (#)  : 

EC  (d  —  v)  :  :  AD  (b)  :  DH  zz  —  x~d~^~y  zz 
x 

d — y                   .           —  xy — d — yXX mm.  and    zz  mm.  whence    £   ill- 
X  XX 

zz  o,  and  —  xy  zz  d  — y  X  x,  but  xx  +  yy  zz  bb, 
X  DC  XXX 

and  xx  zz  — yy,  or  — y  zz  — ;    therefore    - y  y 

zz  dx  — yx9  and  xx  zz  dy  — yy  zz  bb  — yy9  there- 
bb 

fore  dy  zz  bb%  and  y  zz  — -. d 

Cor.  i.  The  direclion  AC  will  touch  the  circle 

GCH,  equal  to  the  circle  KBD  ;  for  all  the  lines  GK, 

CB,  cb,  &c,  are  equal  -9  d  being  greater  than  b. 

Cor.  2.  If  b  is  equal  or  greater  than  d,  the  fwim* 
mers  direction  is  extremely  near  AK. 

Cor.  3.  I  ID  zz  s/dd—bb. 

Cor.  4.  If  the  time  of  paffmg  through  AB  be  zz  t  j dt 

the  time  of  arriving  at  H  will  be 

x/dd—bb 
For 
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/  ^4  \  i  Fig 

For  at  (v/^  —  -7w  :  **  :  *b  :  tmie  fought.  &" 

Sc    H    O    L. 

The  river  will  be  crofted  in  the  lead  time,  by 
moving  in  the  perpendicular  direction  AD. 

P  R  O  B.      XXXI. 

Let  CD  be  an  exponential  curvey  wh&fe  equation  is  nu 
y  zr  xx,  putting  AB  zz  xy  BD  zz  y.     To  find  the  area, 
and  the  leafi  ordinate. 

i.  Let  X  — :  hyp.  log.  »,Yz  hyp.  log.  v.  Then 
fince  y  zz  x*9  therefore  Y  zz  xX  ;  and  by  the  na- 

ture of  logarithms  (fee  Schol.  2.  Prob.  II.  Sect.  II. 
Yz         Y*  Y+ 

Fluxions,)  y  zz  1  +  Y  +   h    -7-  -\   &c. 2  6  24 

xzXz        #>X? 
zz  1  +  xX  +     +    ,  &c.  and  the  fluxion 

2              3 

of  the  area  yx  or  x*x  zz  x  +  Xxx  +    <    -+• 

Sfi 

XWx        XWx   0  •    :     .      a —   1   f  &c.     And   the   fluent   zz  x  + 
6  24 

xxX        x*Xz        #00  fl     +  -— -  -\   &c.  —  s.     And  proceed- 
2  6  24 

xz        #;X 
ing  by  Rule  3,  Sect.  I.  Fluxions,  j=  —  H   i 4  9 

+      &c. —  /.     And  /  zz   —  +  —  otc.—u. 
32  27         43 

x* 
And 

 
u  zz  — ,  and 

 
fo  on ;  ther

efor
e  

fluen
t  

xxx 
 
zz: 

44 

#*X  
     

#'X* 
     

 
#00

 
#  H   1   -   1   and  —  s  + 1  — u  &c. 

2  6  24 
Or  the  area 

&  h  3  z= 
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cxX    ,    x*Xz    ,    #*x 
—  +  "77"  +    
2  6*  24 
xz         2^X        x*X! 

I1I»  2  6*  24 

4  18  32 

j^         *
*X 

27         ~ "  ~4*" 

t-;,    *Y         *Y*    .     *Y*    ft 
■r:  #  +   r-  —7   h      Sec- 2  6  24 

2£Y         **Y2 4  18  32 
*3  *'Y 

+  —  +  — r 
27         45 

44 

But  when  #  zr  o,  the  area  Sc  o,  and  X  zz  — 
infinity,  but  aX,  x*X*f  x'X*,  &c.  are  each  =  o. 
Therefore  the  arra  above  is  correft. 

Cor.  When  xz:i,  then  Xzzo,  and  the  area  zzx 
1  .  1  I  1         o 

r-~    H   !-  —   &c. 
2*  3*  4*  5s 

2.  For  the  leaft  ordinate,  when  y  or  xx  is  a  mi- 
nimum, then^  or#X  z=  minimum  ;  whence  *X+ 

xx 
X#  z=.  o,  that  is,  —   +  Xx  —  o,  and  X  zz  —  1, x 

the  hyp.  log.  x ;  and  the  common  log.  x  =.   
,  2.3025 

—  «434294  —  —  1*565706,  and  x  zz  .36788,  and 
y  =:  .6922. 

PROB.      XXXII. 
If  two  bodies  pi  <?,  befufpended  by  ropes  on  the  axis 

in  periirochio  \  to  find  the  prejfure  on  the  axis,  when 
the  bodies  are  left  at  liberty  to  defcend. 

Let 
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Let  rad.  wheel  Kb  zz  *z,  rad.  of  the  axis  CB:z£,Fig, 
^  =  16.1,  the  height  defcended  in  a  fecond  bygra-112. 
vity  •,  and  fuppofe  p  outweighs  q  on  the  machine, 
divide  the  weighty  into  two  parts  n  and  r,  fo  that 

bq 

CA  
or  Cb  X  r  =  CB  

X  j,  or  r  zz  — ,  thenp  
z= 

n  +  — -  ;  and  hence  it  is  plain  the  weight  r  acting a 

at  A,  and  the  weight  r  acting  at  b  (or  j  acting  at 
B>  will  keep  the  machine  in  equilibrio,  and  it  will 
remain  at  reft,     Suppofe  then   (inftead  of  q)  that 
the  weight  ?;  +  r  hangs  at  A,  and  r  at  b  ;  the  force 
that  gives  motion  to  the  wheel  is  the  part  n  acting 
at  A.     Now  to  find  the  fpace  x  through  which  thefe 
bodies   are   drawn   in    a   fecond,    by    that   force. 
When  the  time  is  given,  the  fpace  is  as  the  force 

divided  by  the   body  (by  Mechanics)  -s  therefore 
n   /force \       ,   /r       .  n       ̂ torce\ 
—  ( - — —  )  :  b  (fpace)  :  :     /   )  :  x   zz 
n   Vbody/  p  +  r  Vbody/ 
nh  p  —  r 
   —     £    the  fpace  through  which  r  is 
p  +  r        p  +  r  r  ° 
raifed  upwards.     But  when  the  time  is  given,  the 
fpace  is  as  the  force  that  generates  it,  b  (fpace)  :  r 

YX 
(force)  :  :  x  (fpace)  :  —.   zz  force  acting  at  A  and b 

b,  that  drives  r  up.     But  the  force  acting  at  B  to 

drive  q  up,  is  -~  X    -r ;    and   both   thefe   forces b  b 

mud  be  fupported  by  the  axis  at  C,  or  elfe  they 

could  not  act  againft  one  another  ;  therefore 

rx 

arx 
—  is  the  preffure  upon  the  axis  by  the  motion  of 

the   machine  •,  to  which  we  mud  add   the  dead 
weight  which  the  machine  fupported  when  it  was 

Hh  4  *t 
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Fig.  at  reft ;  and  this  additional  weight  is  q  +  r,  be- 
U2.caufe  r  (fufpended  at  A)  balances  q  (fufpended  at 

B).     Whence  the  whole  prefiure  upon  the  axis  is 
a  +  b       rx    ,       ,  a  +  b  ̂    p  —  r, 

b            h  bb          p  +  r            * 
a  +b  p  —  r                                     bq 

+  r  z=  — —  r  X  — :   \-q  +  r9  where  rzz  -2. 
b  p+r       2                           a 

Exam. 

Suppofe  a  zz  5,    £  zz  2,   ̂ >  zz  4,    #  zz  9,   then 
r         ,   ,         .  .          25.2        4 —  3.6 r  zz  3.6;  and  the  weight  zz  -r_  x   —   4- 

2  4  +  3.6 
9  +  3.6  zz  »66  +  9  +  3.6  zz  13.26. 

P  R  O  B.     XXXIII. 

xi  3.  /»  /fe  /^.  $/>*/  A/3,  2/  the  ordinates  CA,  CB, 
#<?  given,  and  the  angle  ACB.  To  find  the  angle  of 
the  fpiral,  or  angle  B. 

Draw  the  arch  of  the  circle  Apq  9  and  let  there 
be  an  indefinite  number  (n  —  1)  of  mean  propor- 

tionals Cc,  Cd,  Ce,  &c.  between  AC  and  BC.  And 

let  AC  zz  a>    BC  zz  b9  Cc  zz  *,  arch  Apq  zz  H  i 

then  4  :  #  :  —  :  —  :  —  :  —  ....    •  zz  b ; 

whence  Qc  is  the  firft  of  n  —  1  mean  proportion- 

als, between  AC  and  CB  :  and  the  arch  Kr  zz  — 
n 

xtt  b  "v"l* of  the  arch  Apq.    Then  —   zz  — ,  and  log.   -LI 
1  an  a  to     a  ! 

h 

zz  log.  —  zz  log.  b  —  log.  a  zz  B  —  A,  (putting a 

B,  A,  for  thefe  lags.)  that  is  0  x  log.  —    zz  B a 

-A, 
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x        B  — A  _  *  Fig. 
—  A,  and  log.  —  zz     zz  L  \  whence  — ,  ° 

L  Lz zz  num.  of  the  log.  L  zz  1  +  •   (-   h 

   &c.  by  the  nature  of  logarithms :  where mz=.i% 
6tn* 
for  the  hyp.  logarithms,  or  m  zz  .43429  for  the 

common  logarithms.      Whence  x  zz  a  +  < —   + m 

aLz  ..  ala 
—  &c.  but  as  n  is  exceeding  great,  x  zz  a  -\   , 
2mz  m 

aL*  A     A  H  T and  x  —  a  zz  — ,  and  hr  zz  — .      Let  n  zz m  n 
a  B  — A 

1000  000,  then  will  re  zz  —  x     >    ■■     ■■-,  and m         1000  000 

Ar  zz    ;  and  the  triangle  Arr,  may   be 
1000  000 

looked  on  as  a  right  angled  plain  triangle.     And 

hr it  will  be,  as  c r  :  Ar  :  :  rad.  (1)  :  —  zz  tan.  < 

cr 
Afr  or  <:  B  required  zz    _ 

Cor.  When  the  angle  at  B  is  founds  it  will  be,  as 
cof.  B  :  BC  :  :  rW.  (1)  :  length  of  the  fpiral 
BAQC,  fSc. 

„      BC  X  rad.  ' 
  r"p      =  tangent  at  B,  and  (Prop.  I  v. COl.   S3 

Log.  Spiral,)  that  tangent  zz  whole  length  of  the 
fpiral. 

P  R  O  B.      XXXIV, 

To  find  a  point  P  within  a  parallelogram ;  through  114, 
which%  if  two  lines  AB,  CD,  be  drawn  parallel  to 
the  fides >  the  fegments  fhall  be  in  continual  proportion 
AP  :  CP  :  PB  :  PD. 

Let 
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,!!'     Let  AP  =  *;  PC  =y,  then  PB  =  ̂ ,  PD  = 
X 

—,  AB  zz  a,  CD  zz  b.     Then  ̂   +  —    =  *,  or 

y*  -   
aw  -J-jgr  zz  *z#.     And^  H   zz  £,  or^  X  xx+yy 

zz  te.     Hence  y  xax  zz  te,  and  *zj  zz  £#,  and 
bx      .       r  bbxx 

y  zz  —  ;  therefore  <z,v  zz  ##  +  yy  zz  xx  +    > a  aa 

and  # ?#  zz  <ztf##  +  bbxx>  or  <?##  +  bbx  zz  #*,  and 
^?  ##£ 

#  zz    — ,  and  y  zz    ~. 
##+££  aa+bb 

P  R  O  B.      XXXV. 

A  ftoip  failed  direttly fouth,  with  a  uniform  motion* 

from  lat.  sy°9  to  lat.  370  48',  in  £2  Wrjj  tftt 
/fo  i;^^^  #//  /#£  while  was  kept  in  the  fame  pofition^ 

N.  E.  by  E.  by  a  wind  which  moved  20  miles ',  or  mi- 
Tiutes  an  hour.    I  demand  the  true  point  of  the  wind. 

•  T  r      Let  m  zz  48',  s  zz  !_  zz  ~,  the  fhip's  motion **->•  22        22 

in  an  hour,  w  zz  20,  the  wind's  motion  in  an  hour. 
Let  AB  be  the  fhip's  way,  AC  the  pofition  of  the vane,  AD  the  dire&ion  of  the  wind.  Draw  CD 
parallel  to  AB,  and  DB  parallel  to  AC.  Becaufe 
the  vane  is  at  reft  as  it  moves  through  the  wind, 
it  a&s  upon  neither  fide  5  and  therefore  the  parti- 

cles of  wind  that  were  in  contaft  with  the  vane  at 
A,  in  the  pofition  CA ;  will  alfo  be  in  contad  with 
the  vane  at  D,  in  the  pofition  DB ;  becaufe  thefe 
particles  neither  approach  nor  recede  from  the 
vane ;  otherwife  they  would  move  the  vane  one  way 
or  other. 

The 
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The  angle  CAB  is  given,  and  therefore  DBA  is  Fig. 

given,  and  in  the  triangle  ADB,  AD^w)  :  AB  (s)n$, 
:  :  S.ABD  (5  points  or  560  15')  :  S.ADB  or  CAD 
zz    °  :  12'.     From  CAB,  1230  45',  take  50  12' zz 
CAD,  then  DAB  =  1180  33',  the  point  of  the wind. 

Cor.  Hence  this  rule,  as  the  velocity  of  the  wind 
AD  :  to  the  velocity  of  the  fhip  AB  :  :  fo  the  fine  of 

the  angle  between  the  (hip's  way  and  the  fofition  of  the 
vane  :  to  the  fine  of  the  difference  between  the  true  and 
apparent  place  of  the  wind* 

P  R  O  B.      XXXVI. 

The  circumference  of  the  circle  ABQ^  is  21 5  anS. 
firing  is  put  about  it,  and  knotted  at  P,  whofe  length 
is  25.     To  find  the  area  defer ibed  by  drawing  the  knot 
P  round  about. 

It  is  plain  that  P  will  defcribe  a  circle,  whofe 
center  is  C,  the  center  of  the  flrfL     Draw  CD 
perp,  to  ACP,  and  CB  perp.  to  BP  the*tangent  at 
B.     Then  AD  is  a  quadrant  zz  54,      Radius  CD 

10  z 
or  CB  zz  r  zz    —-.      Let  arch  DB  =  a>  then 

3.1416 
DBP  zz  fum  of  the  arch  and  cotangent  zz  y~  zzn ; 

but  the  cotan.  BPzz!I__f._^L--£fL 
<*  3  45^"        945^ 

&c.     Therefore  —  +  —  a —  -f_  — 
4725r  a         3  45** 

-■   zz  n.      And   by   reverfion  a  zz 
94*r*        4725r° 
1.8493 ;  then  21  :  360  :  :  1.849  :  3l*7  degrees  zz 
310  42'  =  <  DCB,  or  BPC.  Then  S.BPC  (31° 
42')  :  CB  (3.3422)  :  :  rad.  :  CP  —  6.551,  the  ra- 

dius of  the  circle  defcribed  by  P.  Then  CPZ  X 
3. 141 6  zz  134.82  the  area  of  that  circle. 

P  R  O  B. 
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Fig. 
P  R  O  B.     XXXVII. 

117.  If  ADF  be  the  arch  of  a  circle,  and  fuppofing  the 
arch  AD  continually  evolves,  beginning  at  A,  tht 
point  A  defcribing  the  curve  ABG.  To  find  the  length 
AG,  and  area  FAG. 

Let  the  radius  CA  =  r,  arch  AD  =  z.  Take 
Dd  infinitely  fmall,  and  draw  the  tangents  DB,  db  ; 
and  make  AB  =:  v9  Bb  =  v,  Dd  zz  z,  then  DB  ± 
arch  DA,  and  the  angle  BDb  =  DCd,  and  the  fec- 
tors  DCd  and  BDb  are  fimilar ;  whence  CD  (r)  : 

•  zz 

DB  (p)  :  :  Di  (z)  :  B£  (v)  =  — ,  and  9  Qf  AB  = 

   r 
S,  andAG=IHE. 

Again,  DB  being  perp.  to  AB,  the  fluxion  of 

the  area  ABD  is  zz  —  zz  —  j  and  the  area  ABD 
2  2 

31        ̂             An?         AF* =z  — ,  and  area  AGF  zz    . 
6r  6r 

PROB,    XXXVIIL 

Suppofe  the  value  of  a  moor  to  be  4/.  8  s.  an  aker  ; 
and  walling  will  coft  6s.  a  rod,  or  7  yards  in  length. 
To  find  the  quantity  of  ground  (in  form  of  a  fquare,) 
to  be  taken  in,  fo  that  the  walling  may  bejufi  equal  to 
its  value. 

Let  x  zz  fide  of  the  fqnare  in  yards,  rzi  rod, 
or  7  yards  long,  p  zz  price  of  walling  a  rod,  a  zz 
an  acre,  m  zz  value  of  it.     Then  r  :  p  :  :  circum- 

ference  4*  :  —  zz  whole  price  of  walling.    And 
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a  ;  tn  :  :  xx  :     —  whole  value  of  the  ground ;    Jf* a  I17* 

then,    per  quell.     zz  3£-,    and   x  zz  v£f  zz a  r  rm 

fl_  x  i?i2  =  188.6  yards.      And 
20  X  7  4«4  4840 
==  7*35  acres- 

PROB,      XXXIX. 

Tofnd  a  number  (x)9  by  which  multiplying  the  dif- 
ference of  the  bung  and  head  diameters  of  a  fpheroidal 

cajki  and  then  added  to  the  lejfer  will  be  the  mean  dia- 
meter y  or  the  diameter  of  a  cylinder  equal  to  the  cajk. 

Let  D  zz  bung  diameter,  d  zz  head  diameter, 
then  D  —  d  x  x  +  d  zz  mean  diameter.     Then  the 

folidity  of   the  calk  zz  2U   +  a    X  .78546  as 

D  —  dx  x  +  d  X  .7845X,  and  D — dxx+d   zz 

2l>  +  d\  and  D^d.x  +dzz  v/^DD  +  \dd* 

and  D  —  ̂.x1  zz  v/t^D  +  t^ —  ̂   whence  x  zz 

^DD  +  idd  —  d   D3T2 

Cor.  ̂ /-JDD  4-  4-^  w  /#*  *»&*»  diameter  fought. 
And  x  is  always  between  \  and  y/J,  or  between  .666 
W  .816. 

SCHOL 

After  the  lame  manner     /   _   Z —   zz 

mean  diameter  for  the  fruftum  of  a  cone.     And  x 

always  between  £  and  v/;,  or  between  .5  and  .578. 
P  R  O  B. 
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Fig. 

PROB,      XL. 

1 1 8.     Fo  find  the  fur  face  of  the  f olid  generated  by  a  cycloid 
AMG  revolving  about  itsfhorter  axis  AR. 

Let  AR  =  a,  AP  r=  *,  arch  AB  =  s9  PB  =  v 

zz  y/ax  —  xx9  PM  zzy9  Sz  furface  required, 
AM  =  z.     By  the  nature  of  the  cycloid,  zzzz^ax, 

•  iax 
and  2zz  zz  \ax9  or  zz  zz  2ax9  whence  z  =2    

z 

=  J^L  zz,v  J ±%   and  j  =■*  +  *.     Then 

v/^ — *#  -h^  s/  TT  =  <V^  Xx>/a  —  x  +c</a x 

X  J*— i*.  And  the  fluent  S  =  cy/a  x^lX 

<? —  **  +  A.  ̂v/^  X  J*— 2^  =  —  t  fy/a  X  #  —  *  * 

+fV^  X  2*#*  +  *\/*  X  lay/ a  —  x  9  becaufe  s  £? 

££.     And  the  fluent  corrected,  or  S  =  c^/a  x  into  : 
2V 

4.a  +  2X 
y/a  —  x  +  2S\/x :  and  the  whole  furface 

=  ica  X  ABR  —  ?  a. 

PROB.      XLI. 

1 l9*  Let  ABE  be  a  femicircle  whofe  center  is  C  j  MD, 
DQ,  /wo  7?i^  0/  a  fquare.  And  let  the  fquare  re~ 
volve  about  the  circle9  fo  that  the  fide  DM  may  al- 

ways pafs  through  the  point  E  at  the  end  of  the  dia- 
meter 9  whilft  the  other  fide  DQjzlways  touches  the  cir- 
cle.    "To  find  the  locus  of  the  angular  point  D. 

Upon  the  radius  CE  of  the  given  circle,  de- 
fciibe  the  femicircle  CHE  9  and  from  the  center  C 

draw 
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draw  CB  to  the  point  of  contact  B,  which  will  be  Fi<r. 
perp.  to  the  tan.  DB  ;  and  D  being  a  right  angle,  ng. 
CB  and  ED  are  parallel.  Through  the  center  O, 
draw  OHP  parallel  to  ED  or  CB ;  then  the  angle 
EOH  =  ECB ;  and  drawing  HF  perp.  to  EF  -, 
HF  and  BD  will  be  tangents  to  the  two  circles, 
and  parallel  to  one  another.  Therefore  the  figures 
EOHF,  ECBD,  are  fimilar.  And  finceEOz=.J 
EC,  EF  =  i ED  =  FD9  and  EH  =  DH,  Make 
HP  =  HO,  and  draw  DP. 

The  triangles  EHO,  DHP,  are  fimilar  and 
equal ;  for  DH  =  EH,  and  PH  =  OH,  and  <:, 
DHP  =  EHO,  (they  being  the  complements  of 
the  equal  angles  DHF,  EHF),  therefore  PD  =z 
EO  =  PH.  Whence  if  the  circle  DHNB  be  de- 
fcribed  with  the  radius  PH  or  PD ;  the  arches 
DH,  EH,  will  be  equal,  becaufe  their  cords  are 
equal.  And  confequently  if  the  arch  DH  revolves 
upon  the  equal  arch  EH,  it  will  defcribe  an  epi- 

cycloid parling  through  D ;  or  the  point  D  in  the 
fquare,  will  defcribe  the  fame  epicycloid,  which 
will  be  the  locus  of  all  the  points  D. 

P  R  O  B.     XLII. 

tfofind  the  length  of  the  curve  of  the  epicycloid  VD.  120. 

Let  AB  =  b,  AC  =  0,  AV  zi,VB=  2r, 
arch  WD  or  GE,  or  BE  zz  s.  Sine  Dm  ~:  v, 
verf.  Wm  zz  x,  AD  —  jy,  Do  zzEe  zzFfzz  s7  a/xh 
VD  =  z,  then  d  zz  b  +  2r,  and  n  zz  b  +  r. 

With  the  radius  Arf,  defcribe  the  arch  nod.  Then 
whilft  the  point  of  contact  E  is  carried  through  the 
arch  Ee,  the  line  Ao  is  carried  through  the  arc  h 
F/  zz  E<?,  and  therefore  AD  through  the  angl^ 
DAd.  Draw  CP  perp.  to  AD.  By  the  nature  orT 

the  circle  vv  zz  zrx  — « xx9  and  yy  zsz  d  —  x"  +  vv 
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Fig.  rr.  dd —  inx.     And  vs  zz  rx.    The  triangles  ADffi 
I20.and  ACP  are  fimilar,  alfo  CDP  andDno:  there- 

fore  AD  (y)  :  Am  (d  —  x)  :  :  AC  (n)  :  AP  zz 

  h*  #.     And  DP  zzy—*     n  zz    * 
y  y  y  . 

Again,  CD  (r) :  DP  (ri~^)  :  :  t>*  (i  of  ~) 

:  no  zz  rJ—!!z  x.    Alfo  AF  (b)  :  A*  0)  :  :  F/ 

(i  or  rA\  xodzzfl-  x.      Then  nd  zz  rZ  x  + \  v  J  bv  bv 

*d~nx  x  zz  ryy  +  brd  —  bnx  \  =  2r  —  *  ̂  

Alfo  /zD  zzy  zz  ~***  5    whence  T)dz   or  &*  == 

2r-*   j*#  +  ̂!  zz  v^zi^tz^ln^ bzvzy%  yy  bzv^yz 

_  2r—x.dd  +  bbx  ̂   =  irdd—^nrx  ^  _ 

ff-a»*  x  2™***  zz  HzSl      Therefore  *  zz 
##      /2r  j    _  _^_    2#       y —         2#  +  2r 

and   2  z  ~-  vAr*  zz    r      * 
t?   **    x  b  b 

cord  WD. 

PROB,     XLIII. 

121.     5^  find  the  place  of  a  planet  in  its  orbit ,  or  the  an- 
gle at  the  other  focus  F,  having  the  diftance  FN  given. 

Let  S  be  the  fun,  AC  zz  a9  CE  zz  r,  CF  zz  », 
SN  zzy,  FN  zz  v,  M  zz  mean  motion,  F  zz  mo- 

tion round  F,  N  the  planet's  plac^  x  zz  perp. 
from  n  upon  SN,  and  FN, 

Then 
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Then  (by  Prop.  II.  Sett.  V.  Aftronomy,)  M  =Fig- 

£  andF=  ±     And   M  =  area  A§N       To"1* c  v  c 

CI  X 
find  the  fluent  of  —  ;  draw  FD  perp.  to  the  tan- v 

gent  NT  5  then  (by  Cor.  2.  Prop.  XXXVI,  Ellip- 
CI) 

fis,)  ̂ /vy  :  c  :  :  v  :  FD  zz  — - — ;  and  the  triangles 

Nw,  NDF,  are  fimilar,  and   ND  (\A>*>  —  £f5\ 

.    nn    /   cv    \  -  •  ^ 
:  DF  f   )    :    :   v   :   a;   zz    -7   r-^    zz 

\y/vy'  Vvy —  cc 

  cv  -        *#          acv 
- — ,  and  For  —  zz  —7 — 

v2^— nxu   <T  v         vV2av — vv — cc 
acv — 2V  r 

,    put   z  for  v,    to 
\/ —  1  +  2av—1  —  ccv—- 

agree    with    the    forms,     then    F   zz 

^-=^-_ — I_ ,  which  comes  under  the 
v/=T+ 2az~l  —  ccZ' 

aa  nn 
27th   Form,   where  p  zz  _  —  ir  — ,  v  zz cc  cc 

a  —  cc     az — cc        ,    .        ac  v>  w|~~*  . —  zz.(   ,  and  then  -    X  p —  — |       v z  z  cc  cc 

=  aJL  x  -  —  —     *=         "*       .      And   this c  cc         cc  s/nn — vv 
comes  under  the  10th  Form,     Put  z  again  for  v\ 

az 
then  <p  zz  — = —   ;  and  by  Form    ioth,  <p  zz 

^/nn  —  zz 

a  X  t  ie  arc     whofe  fine  is  z%  radius  #.     And  re- ft 

ftoring  v,  <p  zzaX  i!!L  (fine  zz  v).     But  becaufe n 
I  i  1;  waa 
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1"'  v  was  zz  a  —  — ,  reftore  this,  and  <p  zz  a  X   a— • 121.  z  n 

Sine  zz  a —  — .     And  reftoring  the  firft  v,  P  zc 

-f-  X  arch,  fine  zz  4  —  — ,  rad.  zz  n.     But  in  A, 
n  v 

where  Fzo,  i;  zz  *z  —  7/,  and  fine  zzza  —  — CJL~ a —  n 

~  — f  and  the  arch  is  a  (negative)  quadrant  -, 

therefore   by    correction,  F  zz  —  x  arch,    whofe n 
cc 

cofine  is   —  —  0,  and  rad.  zz  n, v 

P  R  O  B.     XLIV, 

121.  Having  given  the  dijiance  FN  of  a  planet  from  the 
upper  focus  F  ;  to  find  the  time  of  moving  from  the 
aphelion,  from  A  to  N,  and  the  angle  at  F. 

Let  AC  zza,  CE  zz  c3  CF  zz  0,  SN  zz  jy,  FN 
zz  v.     Then    (by    Prop.  I.   Sect.  V.   Aftronomy,) 

the  area  PSN  zz  - — Zz2   —  _  ̂ /lay — yy — cc, 2  2 

where   D  zz  degrees   in   the  arch  whofe   cofine   is 
a  —  y 
  ,  rad.  zz  1.     But  half  the  area  of  the  ellip- n 

fis,  PEA  zz  i8oftf  x  »oi745  •,  therefore    the   area 
oaxt  _.    i8of«  x  *oi745         .oi745<:tfD    ,      c 

2  2  2 

v/acy— J,?-**  zz  "**  -"'/^  x  180  — D  +   Z, 2 

%/2ay—yy—cc  zz   ^ —  <*+  -  y/%ay—yy—cc% 

where  */  zz  degrees  in  the  arch,  whofe  cofine  is 

y  —  a 
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y  —  a        a  —  v  Fie. 
   or    .     Butarea  AEPB(i8o^X.oi74)TOf 

:  periodical  time  (/)  :  :  area  SAN  (ca  X  'OI74  d 

H   ^/lay—yy— cc)   -  time  of  defcribing  SAN. 

Or   360  :  /  :  :   d  +    v^SZLffZlif 
^X.0174 

^+  V^2^— jy— gf  x  j^  Qr  d+  x/2av—vv-ccy 
-°i74-53a  36°  -017453** 

— -  p  time  of  defcribing  SAN. 

360 Again,  If  z  =z  cof.  PSN,  then(Aftron.  ib.) y  ot 

2a-vzz  _££_,  from  whence  *==  <*-*—*** 4+*»  20 —  vxn 
And   (by   Trigonometry )   NF    (  v )    :   S.  FSN 

(v/i— zz)  :  :  NS  (2*— v)  :  S.  angle  SFN  or  AFN 
2  a — v         

s/ \ — zz. V 

Hence  if  v  be  given,  the  time  of  defcribing  AN 
from  the  aphelion  will  be  found. 

And  from  v  being  given,  z  is  found  5  and  then 
the  angle  at  the  upper  focus  F. 

Cor.  If  you  fay  as  t  the  periodic  time  :  360  :  :  fo 
the  time  in  SAN,  before  found :  to  the  angle  AFN  ; 
then  it  will  appear  how  much  this  value  of  AFN, 
differs  from  the  true  value  before  found. 

PROB,      XLV. 

Given  the  two  fides  of  the  triangle  ACB,  AC=  i6M  22> 
AB  =25.     To  find  CB  fo  that  a  body  may  defcend 
through  it,  in  the  leaft  time  poffible. 

I  i  2  I  et 
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Fig.      Let  AB  zz  b9  AC  zz  d,  AB   being  parallel  to 
1 2 z.  the  horizon,  draw  COD  perp.  to  AB,  x  zz  S.CAB, 

y  zz  its  cofine.     Then  rad.  (i)  :  AC  (d)  :  :  S.ACB 
(y)  :  AG  zz  dy.     And  rad.  (i)  :  AC  (d)  :  :  S.CAB 

(x)  :  CO  =  dx.     Then  CK  zz  ̂ /bb  +  dd  —  *bdy, 

CBa 

let   BD    be   perp.    to    BC,    then   CD  zz       zz 

bb+dd— %bdy  ■  .     •; 
  .     Now  a  body  will  delcend  through 

CD   in  the  fame  time  it  defcends   through  CB ; 

therefore  CD  is   a  minimum,  or  — _ —       2    ̂ 

'dx 

zz  m,    in    Fluxions,    —   dx    X    2bdy  —   dx    X 

bb  +  dd — 2b dy  zz  o,  or  — -  2bdxy  zz  bb+dd  —  2^ 
X  X  ;  but  *#  +  yy  zz  1,  and  jw  +  j?y  ~  o,  and 

y  zz  ~^.,  therefore  — — -    zz  bb+dd — 2bdyxx> 

and  2bdxx  zz  bb  +  dd — 2b dy  X  jy,  or  2 bdxx  zz 

bb  +  ddy/i  —  **  —  2i>Jx  1 —  xx  zz  bb  +  ddy  — 
2bd  +  2bdxx,    and   ̂   +  dd.y  zz  2W,    and  jy  zz 

  2^      zz  cof.  240  46'.      And  the  angle  C  will bb  +  dd 
be  obtufe. 

PROB,      XLVL 

l2o.  'There  is  given  the  bafe  AB  ̂ /  the  ifoceles  triangle 

ADB,  end  the  part  DG  as  far  as  the  perp.  AG.  1'$ 
fnd  the  fides  AD,  DB. 

Let  AD  or  DB  zz  x,  AE  or  EB  zz  b,  DE  be- 

ing  perp  to  AB,  and  GD  zz  a.  Then  AB1  zz 
j\[y  +  DB1  4-  2GDB,  or  4hh  zz  2xx  +  2ax,  and 
xx  +  ax  zz  2hh.  And  #  -f-  %a  zz  V^/b+i^  or 

'x  zz  s/ ihh  +  \aa  —  \&* 

PROB. 
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PROS.      XLVII.
  F,g' 

y  x         xmx 
To  find  the  fluent  of  -   —  :   1 

y  x  ayn 

Multiply    by  y\    then  y"~y  —  y—   zz  — ' x  a 

yn  sx& Affume  the  fluent  —  zz  — \  this  in  Fluxions  is xr  ap 

J. — =£  —  _^ —   zz    -,  multiply  this  by  — , 

thtnf^y-^zz^^^- 

compare  this  with  yH—*y  — 

nx  na 

ynx    __     xmx 
x  a 

to  make  them  the  fame,  then  —  z  i  or  r  z  «. n 
s 
—  zi    or   jz»j  laftly,  p  +  r  —  i  zz  m>  and n 

p  zzm  —  r+i  zzm  —  n  -\-  i.     Whence  the  fluent 
yn          nxm — *+*          ayn        nxm—n+i is  -^-   zz    ,  or  ̂ L  zz    _. 
x*  ap  xn         m — n-\-i 

And  when  x  and  y  zz  a>  then  a  zz    ,  or m — n+i 

an-n  ̂   m  —  n+  1 n 

P  R  O  B.      XLVIII. 

If  the  curve  RDB  be  of  fucb  a  nature*  that  the  124. 
tangent  DT  revolving  uniformly  about  the  curve \  the 
particle  of  the  curve,  at  any  place  D,  may  be  as  the 

fquare  of  the  fine  of  the  angle  AD/.     To  find  the  na- 
ture of  the  curve. 

Let  RA  zz  x,  AD  zzjy,  RD  zz  x.      Then  fince 
DT  is  fuppofed  to  change  its  direction  uniformly, 

I  1  3  there- 
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Fig.  therefore  the  angle  of  contaft  is  given,  and  there- 
1 24.  fore  2/  is  as  the  radius  of  curvature.    But  S.  <Z 

AD/  zz  -r-;    therefore  z  OC    — ;    whence  -^ 
z  _  zz  %z 

zy 

OC  
rad.  

curvature  

~  (z  
being  

given).     

Whence 
x 

z*y 

(afluming  
the  given  quantity  

#)  (xzx  zz  — ,  and a 

x*         z]y 
the  fluent  is  —  zz  -^  which  is  correct,  for  in  R, 

3  a z  I  a 

y  zzo,  and  x  zz  o,  whence  #  ̂ y  —  rz  z]/y.    For 

brevity's  fake  put  —  zz  1,    then   x  zz  yiz.     But 

xz  zzy\z%  =  y!#*  +  jyly'j  and  \—y\  X  x%  zz y\y\ 
yiy 

therefore  x  zz  Put  v  zzyl,  andv^zzy, 
x/i  — yj 

QV^V 
then  x  zz    ••*  \  and  the  fluent  is  x  zz  2  — 

VI— -VV 

2  +  t*z;     y   
•    vi — vv,  for  the  nature  of  the  curve  RDB. 
1  

■ 

Reduced  4*  —  xx  zz  31^  +  v&  _-  ̂ |  4.  4^. 
Cor.  1 .  If  Q  be  the  center  of  the  curve,  then  CR 

zz  2CB.  For  when  y  is  greateft,  x  zz  z,  and  there- 
fore x  (z)  zzy\z,  andyi  zz  1,  or  y  zz  1.  Whence 

v  zz  1,  tfffJ  v/i  — vv  zz.  o,  therefore  x  zz  2  -,  /^/ 
?V,  CB  zz  1,  CRzz  2. 

Cor.  2.  CB  zz  \a. 

Cor.  3.  To  conftrucl  the  curve,  take  any  angle,  find 
x 

its  fine  -7-,  or  y\  zz  v,     Then  we  have  y  zz  v*,  and 

2  +  vv 
x  zz2   Vi—vv  j    and  finding  thcfe  for 

any 



JFig .  7/r 

3lisce//<mie<s m.JK./ia.tfi 
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any  feries  of  angles ,  a  table  may  be  made  of '  x  and y  plo-m from  thefe  angles,  and  the  curve  conftrufted. 
Otberwife  ajfuming  any  value  for  y  finds  v,  and  v 

finds  x. 
P  R  O  B.      XLIX. 

Suppofc  AC,  Ac,  to  be  curves  of  the  fame  kind,  12$, 
whofe  vertices  are  in  A,  and  their  axes  AF.     To  find 
the  nature  of  the  curve  FCE,  that  fh all  cut  all  thefe 
curves  AC,  Ac,  &c.  at  right  angles. 

Let  two  curves  AC,  Ar,  be  infinitely  near,  Cc 
a  particle  of  the  curve  FC,  between  them.  Draw 
the  ordinates  BC,  be ;  and  alio  DC,  dc. 

Let  AB  or  DC  zz  *,  BC  or  AD  zzy,  ED  ±  v, 

AE  zz  d,  oC  z:  v,  oc  zz  x.  Draw  the  tangent  CT 
to  the  curve  CF,  and  the  tangent  CQ  to  the  curve 
AC.      Then  the  triangles  Coc,  CBQ  are  iimilar, 

and  fubtangent  QB  /"—)  :  BC  (y  or  d  —  v)  :  :  Co 

(v)  :  oc  (x),  whence  - — ,   —  d  — ■  v  X  v>  and  dv 

'    y  ' —  fw  zz ;  fl.  of  ̂L. 
y 

Exam.     i. 

Let  AC,  Ar,  be  parabola's.     Then  BQ  =  V 

zz  2X,  and  dv* — iyv  zz  fluent  of  2xx  zz  xx,  or 
xx  zz  f  X  2dv  —  vv,  an  equation  to  an  ellipfis, 
therefore  FCE  is  an  ellipfis.     And  if  AE  zz  10, 

10 
then  AF  zz  — - -  zz  7  nearly. 

v  2 
Exam.     2. 

Let  AC,  Ac,  be   ellipfes,   whofe   tranfverfe   is 

given  zz  2a,  then  2ax  —  xx  zz  byy,  and  ax  —  #* 
Ii  4  = 
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I fj  =  M,    whence  &*  =  !****  -  'M    k lz5*  y  ax — xx  a — x 
2ax  —  xx    •  aa 

x  —     x  —  ax  +  xx,  and  the  flu- a  —  a  a — x 

ent  is  dv — ^vv  =z  2.302 $aa  X  log.  - — -   —  ax 
a  —  x 

+  ixx9  f°r  tne  equation  of  the  curve. 

In  the  hyperbola  ̂ 5  =  2ax  +  xx  x~.ax  + 
y  a  +  x aax  -.in  i  vv 

xx  *—    $  anci  the  fluent,  dv   zz  ax  + 
a  -j-  #  2 

,_  <*+# 
^  —  2.3025^  X  log.    . a 

P  R  O  B.      L. 

5T<?  find  the  fum  of  the  feries  z—  —  +  IL  — * 3  5 

  h  &c. 
7 

Here  fome  value  muft  be  put  for  z,  as  fuppofe 

1.     Then  the  feries  isi   ^   &c. 
3  5  7 

that  is,  (collecting   two   terms    into   one)  —  + 

— 1  +     &c.  or  2  x  into  —    -f  —  +  -JL 
57        9'11  1.3         5.7        9.11 
&c.     But  by  Prob.  XXVIII.  Increments,  the  fum 

of  the  feries  —  +  —  +  _L_   &c.  =  T  +  -L 
1.3         5-7         9-11  4^ 

+  ±  A  +  ̂ 1   B  +  &c.   =  T  +    —  + 
4^  6.v  4.41 

^-A+iL4B+  J±±  C  &cf  where  T  = 4»45  6.49  8  x  53 
the 
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the  fum  of  10  terms  zz  .38644,  v  zz  41,  v  zz  45,  Fig- 1  125. 

v  zz  49,  &c.  and  the  whole  fum  zz  .39270,  and 

2  x  .39270  zz  .7854,  the  fum  of  the  given  feries. 

P  R  O  B.      LI. 

To  find  the  fum  of  the  feries   2s/d  X  into  1  + 

IiA+^B+iiC+  tlL  D,  fifc.  few 
2.5  4-9      6.13  8.17 

the  fluent  of  dd — ##  2~X^#  *x,whenxzzd  -,  which  is 
the  time  of  defcent  of  a  body  in  a  quadrants  whofe  ra- 

dius is  d> 

Here  the  z*  term  is  —   1  X  4*  ~  7   5  - 
22  —  2         42—^    • 

2;  _  JL  2;   — 

    X      J  J  zz  j ;  putjy  =  z— 1,  or  2  zz 
z —  1         z —  J  • 
^  +  1,  then  z  zz y  zz  I.     And  the  equation  is  now 

l—i.  x  ̂ -=4  s  zz  *Z_i  X  i£li  s,   s  beinff 
7   y  +  t  ■        J        J  — ▼  •    * 

the  z  -f  ifA  term ;  according  to  the   directions  in 
Prop.  XV.  Increments. 

To  find  the  integral,  compare  this  with  Ex.  26. 
Prop.  XIII.  Increments,  and  we  have  m  zz  ̂ ,  #zz £, 
z  zz  ̂   zz  1.      And   we   mall    have    the   integral 

-  P 

z  —  n%  s  x  into  »—  -L  +  JL     -+-  &c.      Now 
m  m  +  1 

this  feries  being  negative,  does  not  give  the  fum  of 
the  feries  to  the  zth  term,  but  the  fum  of  all  the 
terms,  ad  infinitum^  beyond  the  zth  term.  For  the 
greater  z  is,  the  lefs  the  fum  will  be.  Therefore 
fum  up  4  terms  of  the  feries  zz  1.16570,  and  the 
5rA  term  will  be  .01608  ;  and  writing  y  for  z,  we 
fhall  have  for  4  terms  1.16570,  and  the  reft  ad  in- 

finitum 
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Fig. 

ll5*jinitum  z=.y —  n  X  s 

l±iR 
m         m  -j-  1          w  +  2 

+  y  +  2       &c.  that is  (putting JZZ5)  44.x. 01608 J_  p 

X     \    +  *'*        +  1 oi.             If 
&c. 

2§            31              41 

P  zz  .06834 

Q^zz  .01025 
R  zz        299 

2P  =  .13668 

10.=       683 ±R  =        ,i9 
S    zz        117 tS   =         33 
T  zz          55 
Uzz          29 

iT=         12 
rVU  =                5 

Xzz          17 AX  =           3 
Y  zz           10 AY=            2 

fum  =  .14525 

feries 
add  the  firft  4  terms  1 

•14525 
.16570 

total  fum   1. 
multiply  by 

31095 

2v/i 
2. 62190^  for  the  fum  of  all. 

Otherwife. 

It  may  likewife  be  folved   by  Sterling's  Series, 
Prop.  VIII.     Here  the  equation   of  the  feries   is 

T'  zz   1  X     i  T,  and  the  fucceffive  va- z  %  +  it 
lues  of  z  are  I,  2,  3,  4,  &c.  and  m  zz  4,  »  zz  -§., 
fum  up  the  4  firft  terms  of  the  feries  zz  1.16570, 
and  the  fifth   term   or   T  —  .01609,  and  z  zz  5. 

Then  A  zz  4;T,  B  zz  -1  A,  Czz-Lb,  Dzz 
4.5  4«6 

11 
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11  C,  E  =  i|  D,  &c.  and  S  zz  2A+  *B+  lCFlg' 4.7  4.8 
+  |D  +  |E,  &c.  which  brings  out  the  fame  an- 
fwer  as  before. 

P  R  O  B.      LIL 

Suppofe  the  bob  of  a  pendulum  ABC  to  be  in  the  126. 
form  of  a  paraboloid^  whofe  axis  is  BD.     To  find  the 
center  of  of  dilation. 

Let  BD  zz  x,  AD  =jr,  2rx  zzyy.     And  fuppofe 
BD  parallel  to  the  axis  of  motion  XY.     Alfo  let 
r  =  3.1416,  D/=z.     Then   (by   Prob.   XVIII. 
Seft.  II.  Fluxions,)  in  the  circle  DA  the  fluxion  of 

the  figure  is  ic  x  D/x  D/1  js  202%  and  the  fluent 
zz  \cz*  zz  §«*,  at  laft,   zz  §*  x  47T#tf,  and  G  zz 
2crrxxx,  and  G  1=  ̂ crrxK     But  the  folidity  of  the 

cyvx 
paraboloid  ABC  =  —    z  B  z  crxx ;  therefore 

£  =  ™£fl  =lXrJL=yi,    And  the  diftance dB         $crxxd       3        d         3d 
l  yy 

from  the  axis  of  motion  zz  d-\   X  -7. 

3         d PROB.      LIII. 

To  find  the  denfity  of  the  fun,  compared  with  that 
of  the  earth. 

Let  D  zz  denfity  of  the  fun,  d  zz  denfity  of  the 

earth,  P  zz  earth's  parallax  as  feen  from  the  fun 
zz  fun's  apparent  diameter  feen  from  the  earth, 
p  zz  moon's  mean  horizontal  parallax,  T  zz  a  year, 
or  the  earth's  periodical  time,  /  zz  moon's  periodi- 

cal time.  Then  (by  Prop.  XIX.  Centripetal 
Forces)  the  denfities  of  central  bodies  are  recipro- 

cally as  the  cubes  of  the  parallaxes,  and  fquares  of 
the 
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12^the  periodical  times;   that  is,  D  :  d  :  :  — --  f 

i  :  :  put :  P*T\  and  D  zz  g^. 

Cor.  /&#£<?  the  denfity  of  the  fun  is  had,  without 

either  the  fun's  diftance  or  his  parallax. 
P  R  O  B.      LIV. 

tfhe  latitude  of  the  place  being  given  ,  to  find  the 
time  of  Jhortefi  twilight. 

It  is  found  by  obfervation,  that  the  time  of  day- 
break is  when  the  fun  is  18  degrees  below  the 

horizon. 

127.  Let  ZHNO  be  the  meridian,  HO  the  horizon, 
EQjhe  equinoctial,  BD  the  parallel  of  day- break, 

Vp  the  earth's  axis,  Z  the  zenith,  N  the  nadir,  os 
the  fun's  parallel  of  declination  when  twilight  is 
fliorteft.  Draw  the  parallel  rv  infinitely  near  os9 
and  draw  the  hour  circles  op,  rap,  tsp,  vp.  Now 
when  the  portion  of  the  parallel  os9  comprehended 
between  HO  and  BD  is  the  fliorteft,  it  will  be  equal 
to  the  portion  rv ,  becaufe  when  it  is  the  lead,  it 
neither  increafes  nor  decreafes ;  therefore  oa  the 
decreafe  at  0,  is  equal  to  tv  the  increafe  at  s.  But 
in  the  triangles  oar,  tsv,  ar  zz  st,  and  oa  zz  tv,  and 
the  angles  at  a  and  /  are  right,  therefore  the  angle 

roa  —  angle  tvs.  But  by  Trigonometry  the  angle 
poN  of  the  fpherical  triangle  poN  is  zz  roa.  And 
the  angle  pvN,  of  the  fpherical  triangle  pvN  is 
zz  tvs.  Therefore  to  find  the  angles  of  theie  fphe- 

rical triangles.  Let  rad.  zz  1,  x  zz  s.  declination 
zz  cof.  po,  or  pv,  y  zz  s.  po,  or  pv,  I  zz  s.  latitude 
zz  cof.  />N,  j  z  j.  180  z  cof  Nv,  c  zz  s.  Nv. 
Then  (by  Cafe  11'*,    Spherical  Trigonometry,)  cof. 

flflN  for  roa)  zz      ,  becaufe  the  cofine  of  N0 v  i  xy 
(being 
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(being  a  quadrant)  is  0.    Alfo  the  cof.  pvN  (or  /w)Fig. 

=  tUf;  therefore  L  -  LzIH,  and cl=l-sx,I27- 
cy  y  cy 

1  — ̂  •  r 
therefore  sx  zzl —  c/,  and  #  z:    /  \  but  i   r 

j-
 

is  the  verfed  fine  of  iS°.     Therefore  as  s.  i8°  : 
verf.   1 8°  :  :  s.  latitude  :  s.  declination  of   the   fun 
fouth,  when  twilight  is  the  fhorteft. 

Cor.  Hence  1  as  radius  :  tan,  g°  :  :  s.  latitude  : 

s.  fun's  declination  fouth)  when  twilight  is  fhorteft. 
For  (by  Cor.  i,  Prop.  II.  Trigonometry)  radius 

:  tangent  of  an  arch  :  :  Cine  of  2  arch  :  verf.  twice 

the  arch;  that  is,  rad.  :  tan.  90  :  :  J.180  :  verf.  180 
:  :  s.  latitude  :  j.  declination. 

It  is  faid  J.  Bernoulli  was  5  years  in  folving  this 
Problem,  and  did  it  but  very  audwardly  at  laft. 

PROB;      LV. 

To  find  the  proportional  heat  of  the  fun  in  all  lati- 
tudes, for  any  day. 

The  action  of  the  fun's  rays  is,  as  all  other  im- 
pulfes  or  ftrokes,  more  or  lefs  forcible,  according 
to  the  fines  of  the  angles  of  incidence;  whence  the 
vertical  ray  (giving  the  greateft  heat)  being  put 
equal  to  radius,  the  force  of  any  other  ray,  upon 

the  horizon,  will  always  be  as  the  fine  of  the  fun's 
altitude.  This  being  granted,  it  will  follow,  that 

the  time  of  continuance  of  the  fun's  fhining  being 
taken  for  a  bafisy  and  the  fines  of  the  fun's  altitudes 
creeled  thereon  as  perpendiculars,  and  a  curve 
drawn  through  their  extremities ;  the  area  of  that 
curve  will  be  proportional  to  the  heat  of  the  fun  in 
that  time. 

Let  AB  be  the  length  of  a  winter  day,  EQ  the  [2g, 
length  of  an  equinoctial  day,  CD  the  length  of  a 
fummer  day.     Or  we  may  fuppofe  CD  the  diurnal 

arch, 
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Fig.  arch,  reckoned  on  the  equinoctial,  to  reprefent  the 
128. time. 

Let  /,  m  zz  fine  and  cofine  of  latitude ;  d9  c  zz 

the  fine  and  cofine  of  the  fun's  declination ;  z  zz 
PF  the  arch  from  noon,  y,  x  zz  fine  and  cofine  of 

PF  *  rad.  —  1.  Then  by  Aftronomy,  rad.  :  tan. 
latitude  :  :  tan.  declination  :  s,  afcenfional  differ- 

ence EA  (or  EC)  j  then  AF  the  femidiurnal  arch  is 
known  =  EF  —  EA,  (ox  EF  +  EC)  let  n  zz 
s.  AF,  or  CF. 

Then  GF  is  the  fine  of  the  meridian  altitude. 
And  to  find  MP  the  fine  of  the  altitude,  at  the 
diftance  of  time  FP  from  noon,  we  have  two  fides 
and  the  included  angle  of  a  fpherical  triangle,  to 
find  the  third  fide,  therefore  (by  Cafe  $th9  Spheri- 

cal Trigonometry)  mcx  +  ld  zz  cof.  zenith  diftance 
—  ̂ .altitude  MP.  Then  MP  X  z  or  mexz  +  Idzzz 
flux,  of  the  area  GFPM.  But  by  the  nature  of 
the  circle  xz  zz  ry  zzy  ,  whence  the  flux,  area  zz 
mcy  +  Mz,  and  mcy  ±_ldz  zz  area  FGMP.  And 
men  +.  W  X  AF  zz  area  AGF  ;  and  mc  x  n  — y  + 
Id  x  AP  zz  area  AMP,  the  heat  generated  in  the 
time  AP,  ufing  +  forfummer,  and  —  for  winter. 

Hence  the  heat  generated  in  the  whole  day  is  zz 
2tncn  +  Id  x  CD,  for  fummeri  and  2mcn  — Id  X 
AB  for  winter. 

Cor.  1.  Under  the  equinoclial  the  heat  is  icrr  ,  and 
when  the  fun  has  no  declination,  the  heat  is  2rK 

Cor.  2.  Under  the  pole  the  heat  of  a  fummer  day  is 
rdx  2EQL 

Cor.  3.  Under  the  frigid  zones,  where  the  fun  fets 
not,  the  heat  is  Id  x  2EQ  ;  and  therefore  is  zEQj< 

fine  of  the  fun's  altitude  at  6. 
Cor,  4.  In  any  latitude  when  the  fun  is  in  the  equi~ 

ncllial,  the  heat  is  imrr. 

Cor.  5.  ci rhe  great eft  heat  under  the  equinoclial,  to 
the  great  eft  heat  under  the  poles  ,  is  as  2r*  to  rd  X 2AE, 
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2AE,  or  as  r  to  d  X  3.14*6  »  or  as  r  to  .3987  x  Fig. 
3. 141 6  \  that  is,  as  4  to  5.  128. 

Cor.  6.  In  the  latitude  of  London,  the  heat  of  the 

hngeft  fummer*  s  day,  to  that  of  the  floor  teft  winter  day  % 
is  as  6^  to  1. 

S    C    H    O    L. 

Dr.  Halley,  in  folving  this  Problem,  remarks, 
that  fince  the  nature  of  heat  is  to  remain  in  the  fub- 
ject,  after  the  caufe  that  heated  it  is  removed  ;  and 
particularly  in  the  air  under  the  equinoctial,  the 
12  hours  abfence  of  the  fun,  does  very  little  (till 
the  motion  imprefTed,  by  the  pad  action  of  the 
rays  wherein  heat  confifts,  before  he  arife  again. 
But  under  the  pole,  the  long  abfence  of  the  fun 
for  6  months,  wherein  the  extremity  of  cold  does 
obtain,  has  fo  chilled  the  air,  that  it  is  as  it  were 

frozen,  and  cannot,  before  the  fun  has  got  far  to- 
wards it,  be  any  way  fenfible  of  his  prefence  ;  his 

beams  being  obftrudted  by  the  thick  clouds,  and 
perpetual  fogs  and  mifts,  and  by  that  atmofphere  of 
cold,  as  the  late  honourable  Mr.  Boyle  was  pleafed 
to  term  it,  proceeding  from  the  everlafting  ice9 
which  in  immenfe  quantities  does  chill  the  neigh- 

bouring air,  and  which  the  too  foon  retreat  of  the  fun 
leaves  unthawed,  to  encreafe  again  during  the  long 
winter  that  follows  this  fhort  interval  of  fummer. 

But  the  different  degrees  of  heat  and  cold  in 
different  places,  depend  in  a  great  meafure  upon 
the  accidents  of  the  neighbourhood  of.  high  moun- 

tains, whofe  height  exceedingly  chills  the  air  brought 
by  the  winds  over  them  ;  and  of  the  nature  of  the 
foil,  which  varioufly  retains  the  heat;  particularly  the 
fandy,  which  in  Africa,  Arabia,  and  generally  where 
fuch  iandy  defarts  are  found,  do  make  the  heat  of 
the  fummer  incredible  to  thofe  that  have  not  felt  it. 

To  which  I  may  add,  that  the  fine  of  the  angle 
of  incidence,  or  obliquity  of  the  rays,  is  not  the fole 
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Fig.  folc  caufe  of  the  proportion  of  heat.  But  the 
1 28. quantity  of  atmofphere  through  which  the  light 

paffes,  has  got  a  great  effect  upon  it ;  for  the  more 
atmofphere  it  comes  through  the  more  light  will  be 
deftroyed,  and  confequently  the  heat  diminifhed 
upon  that  account,  though  the  angle  of  incidence 
was  to  remain  the  fame.  Therefore  it  will  follow 

that  the  quantity  of  heat  will  be  lefs,  when  the 
fun  is  lower  than  in  the  ratio  of  the  fine  of  in- 

cidence, as  fuppofed  in  this  calculation.  See 
Prop.  XVIII.  B.  I.  Optics. 

P  R  O  B.      LVL 

¥0  find  the  proportional  heat  of  the  fun  for  a  year 
in  any  latitude^  as  London* 

Take  a  fummer  and  a  winter  day  where  the  fun's 
declination  is  the  fame  *  then  by  the  lad  Prob.  the 
heat  of  the 

128.         fummer  day  zz  2mcn  +  Idx  CD 
winter  day  zz  2tncn  —  Idx  AB 

fum  4mm  +  Idx 4-AE,  or  taking  a 

quarter  thereof,  the  heat  for  thefe  two  days  is  zz 
mcx  cof.  AE  4  Idx  AE,  where  AE  is  the  afcen- 
fional  difference.  And  if  this  be  done  every  day 
from  the  equinox  to  the  folftice,  the  fum  of  all  is 
the  heat,  for  half  a  year. 
Now  to  approximate  to  the  fum  of  thefe,  find 

the  afccnfional  difference  for  every  10  or  15  degrees 
of  the  ecliptic  thus;  let  t  zz  tan.  latitude,  s  zz 

j.  fun's  longitude,  p  zz  5.23 1-  the  obliquity  of  the 
ecliptic  ;  then  rad.  (1)  :  s  :  :  p  :  ps  zz  d  the  j. decli- 

nation, and  rad.  (1)  :  /  : :  tan.  decl    (™\  :  *—  : 
j.afcen.  difference,  which  gives  AE  and  its  cofine. 
Thus  for  o,  15,  30,  45,  &c.  degrees  of  the  eclip- 

tic, the   declination,    and   afcenl.   difference,  add 

the 
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the  other  requifites  will  be  as  in   the  followingFig. 
Table.  128. 

©lon- decli- 
afcen. col",  decl. S.decl. 

gitude. 
O 

nation. differ. 

O 

X  cof.  acf. 

I. OOOO 

X  afc. 
0       / O 15 

5  55 7.483 
.9862 

•7723 

3° 

11   30 
14.816 

•9473 

2<9537 

45 16  23 21.68 
.8915 

6.1128 

60 20   12 
*7-55 

.8321 

9*5»38 75 

22  39 
3l-63 

-7*57 
12.1827 

90 

23  30 
33  13 

-7505 13.2107 

x/x.01745 

Then  by  the  rule  for  7  ordinates  (Cor.  1.  Prop, 
IX.  Differential  Method)  we  have, 

A  =  1.7505*}    and  A  =13.2107' B  ==1.7719/  B  -12.9550 

C  =  1.7794-f        '  C  =12.46/5 
D=    .8915J  D=  6.1128, 

A  nd  the  fum  of  the  firft  feries  =  50. 1 4 1  where  L  = 
And  fum  of  the  fecond  feries  =    7.99  J    91  days. 

total  58.13,  and  this  x8, 

for  the  reafons  before  given,  gives  465.04  the  heat 

in  a  whole  year  in  lat.  5i°i. 
Cor.  1 .  Under  the  equinotlial,  /  =  o,  02  =  r,  and 

cof  AE  =  r.  Therefore  only  the  fum  of  all  the  err 
muft  be  calculated. 

0  Ion. ©decl. 
cof.  decl. 

O 
o°    ' 

I.OOOO 

15 

5  55 .9946 

30 

11  30 
•9799 

45 16  23 •9594 

60 20  12 -91*5 
75 

22  39 
.9229 

90 

23  30 .9170 

K  k Then 



c  o 
Then 

LLECTION      OF 

A  tz  1.9170I 
B  z=.  1.9175L  v 

C=  ic9i84r  x D  =    .Q594J 

rr  or  1, 

■9594. 

Then  by  the  forefaid  rule,  the  fum  of  all  is  88.48, 
which  X  by  8,  gives  697.8  for  the  equinoctial 
heat  in  a  year.  And  hence  the  heat  under  the 

equinoctial,  to  that  at  London,  is  as  3  to  2. 
Cor.  2.  Under  the  poles,  wzo,  and  I  z 

AE  muft  be  fuppofed  a  quadrant  zz  q  — 

Therefore  we  muft  find  the  fum  of  all  the  rqd. 

r,  and 

3.1416 

0  Ion. Odecl. S,  declin. 

O O O 

l5 

5  55 
.1031 

3° 

11   30 

•'993 

45 
16  23 

.2821 
60 20  12 

•3453 

75 

22  39 

•3851 

90 

U3  3°  I   -3987 

X  ry  X  8. 

Then  Az:  .3987^ 
B  =  .4882  f 
C  =  .5446( 
Dz=  ,2821) 

And  by  the  faid  Rule  the  fum  of  all  =  67.375 
X  4  ~  269.5,  for  the  polar  heat  in  a  year ;  or  if 

you  will  in  half  a  year-,  for  in  the  other  half  year, 
it  crets  none.  And  therefore  the  heat  at  London,  to 
that  under  the  Pole,  is  nearly  as  12  to  7. 

Cor.  3 .  And  hence  the  equinoctial  heat  is  to  the  polar 
heat,  as  1 3  to  5  nearly. 

P  R  O  B.      LVIL 

In  the  ftereographic  projection  of  thefphere,  to  dram 
a  leffer  circle  perpendicular  to  the  plane  of  projection* 
which  lies  very  near  its  parallel  great  circle* 

When 
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When  the  fcheme  is  large,  as  in  the  drawing  ofFig. 
maps,  and  the  circle  lies  very  near  its  primitive 
great  circle,  it  is  not  practicable  to  draw  fuch  a 
circle  with  a  pair  of  compaiTes,  as  directed  by  the 
rules  of  that  projection.  And  therefore  it  mud  be 
done  after  fome  other  manner,  as  follows, 

i  IV ay, 

Let  ADBE  be  the  primitive,  DCE  the  parallel  129. 
great  circle,  GHI  the  circle  to  be  drawn.  Draw 
GN,  \n  perp.  to  DE.  It  is  plain  by  the  nature  of 
this  projection,  that  NG  or  n\  is  the  fine  of  DG, 

the  circle's  diftance  from  its  parallel  great  circle 
DE  -,  alfo  CH  is  the  tangent  of  half  DG  ;  and  thefe 
being  fet  off  from  DE  will  give  the  three  points  G, 
H,  I,  through  which  defcribe  the  portion  of  the 
circle  GHI  with  a  bow,  as  directed  in  the  Scholium 
to  Prop.  XII.  of  the  Projection. 

2  Way. 

But  when  moreexactnefs  is  required,  feveral  points 
mud  be  found,  through  which  to  draw  the  circle. 

Let  s  zz  nat.  fine,  /  zz  tangent,  f  zz  fecant  of 
the  arch  G  A,  rad.  zz  1.  Then  rad.  FH  zz ,',  FC 
zz/,  by  Prop.  V.  Projection.  And  in  the  trhngle 
FGC,  FG  (0  :  S.GA  or  <  C  (sj  :  :  GC  (1) : 
S.GFC  or  arch  HG  io  degrees.  Then  let  zzz  line, 
V  zz  verfed  fine,  of  any  arch  Hg  lefs  than  HG  ; 

then  tz  zz  fine,  and  vz  zz  verfed  fine  of  Hg-  to  the 
radius  /,  let  m  zz  tan.  of  half  DG.  Then  make 

C/  zz  /z,  and  perp.  thereto  make  Igzzm  -}-  /i>,  and 
g  will  be  in  the  curve.  And  thus  find  as  many 

points  £  as  you  will,  and  draw  a  curve  line  Lhro* them. 

3  Way. 
Draw  the  tangent  HO,  and  put  H/>zz  n,  pg~x9 

and  diameter   2FH  zz  2/,  then  by  the  p  of 

the  circle  H/>a  zzfgx  2FH — pg%  that  is,  X 
2/  —  x,  or  itx  —  xx  zz  tin,  and  /:  —  ?  fz 

K  k  2  //  —  %n  \ 
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Fig.  .  /- — —        nn    .     »4 T^  //  —  »»  ;  whence  x  zz  t  ~*-V it — nn  z=  —  +  _ 
I29-  2/         8/5 

rr  pg^  and  £  is  in  the  curve ;  in  mod  cafes  —  may 

be  left  out.     And  thus  any  number  of  points  may 

be  found,  thro'  which  the  curve  muft  be  drawn. 

4  Way. 

130.  This  may  be  performed  mechanically  thus.  Hav- 
ing found  as  before,  the  3  points  G,  H,  I,  take  a 

thin  plane,  as  a  ftrong  paper  or  pafteboard,  PQR, 
whole  edge  PR  is  very  ftreight,  lay  that  edge  to  the 
three  points  UiD,  and  (fuppofing  the  lines  DH, 

HG,  drawn;  make  the  angle"  PST  zz  DHG,  and cut  off  the  part  PST.  Then  apply  the  fide  ST 
(of  the  inftrument  TSRQ)  to  the  point  G,  and  the 
fide  SR  to  the  point  I,  and  where  the  angle  S  falls, 
make  a  point  g.  Then  fhifting  the  inftrument,  ftill 

keeping  the  points  G,  I,  in  the  fides  ST,  SR  -9 
the  angle  S  will  find  another  pointy;  and  by  thrs 
means  you  may  find  as  many  points  as  you  will, 
through  which  to  draw  the  curve. 

Note,  the  curve  maybe  drawn '--by  a  continued 
motion,  thus.  Stick  up  two  pins  at  G  and  I,  and 
move  the  inftrument  about,  fo  that  the  fide  ST  may 
continually  Aide  by  the  pin  G,  and  the  fide  SR  by 

the  pin  I  •,  then  the  point  b  will  defcribe  the  curve 
required. 

By  this  method  there  will  be  required  a  new  in- 
ftrument to  be  made  for  every  parallel.  And  this 

method  will  defcribe  any  parallel,  whether  near  to 
the  parallel  great  circle,  or  far  off. 

P  R  O  B.      LVIII. 

j  ?!t  Having  given  the  curve  ZFO,  by  the  revolution  of 
tvhicb  about  its  axis  ZH,  a  dome  or  cupolo  is  formed. 
To  find  the  exterior  curve  SG£,  fo  that  all  the  arch 

(tones 

/ 
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ft  ones  lying  aft  ope  y  the  joints  may  be  perpendicular  to  the  Fig. 
inner  curve  ZF  ;  and  the  whole  may  ft  and in  equilibrio.  131. 

Let  HZFO,  HZL0,  be  two  plains  intercepting 
a  portion  of  the  cupolo,  which  is  conftrucled  upon 
this  fuppofition,  that  the  arch  flfones,  as  IF,  run 
quite  through  the  thicknefs  of  the  arch  \  in  that  po- 

rtion, and  may  freely  Aide  up  or  down  upon  the  joint. 
1.  When  the  joints   meet  in  one  point  H,  the 

curve  ZF  being  a  circle.     Suppofe  the  plane  NDB 
drawn  parallel  to  the  horizon.     The  weight  of  the 
arch  ftone  FG//,  by  its  weight  tends  in  a  line  pa- 

rallel to  ZH  •,  and  the  prefTures  againft  the  joints 
FH,/H,  are  perpendicular  to  thefe  joints.     There- 

fore thefe  three  forces,  the  weight  and  two  preflures, 
will  be  as  three  lines  drawn  perpendicular  to  their 
directions  •,  that  is,  as  Dd,  DH,  dH.     And   this 
would   be  fo  every  where,   if  the   depth  FL  was 
every  where  the  fame,  but  it  grows  lefs  towards  Z  ; 
in  proportion  to  FM,  or  DB,  or  nd,  which  is  the 
depth  of  the  pyramid  HF/  at  d.     Therefore  if  the 

curve  SGg-  be  fuch,  that  the   iblid  or  arch  ftone 
FGrtf  be  always  equal  to  the  correfpondent  pyramid 

HDdn-y  then  G  will  be  in  the  curve  required.    But 
the  three  pyramids  HD»,  HF/,  and  HG/,  are  as 
HD',  HF*,  and    HG' ;    whence   HD'  :  HG'  — 
HF3  :  :  pyramid  FJD/z  :  folidFGr//.     Therefore  if 

HD'  -  HG'  —  HF'  (or  HG  z=  yHD'  +  HF^ 
then  the  pyramid    HDn  zz  arch  ttone  F/.     Confe- 

quently  taking  FG  ~  ̂ /HD'  +  HF'  —  HF,  then 

G  will  be  in  the  curve  •,  and  if  ZSz^j/HB'+HZ' 
—  HZ,  then  S  is  in  the  curve.     Or  if  the  point  S 

be  given,  then  taking  HB  —  yHS^^HZ*,  then 
the  point  B  is  given,  thro'  which  BN  is  to  be  drawn 
parallel  ro  the  horizon,  by  which  the  points  G,  g, 
&c.  will  be  found. 

2.  Let  ZFO   be  any  curve,  FH  the  radius  ofj~2, 
curvature  at  F5  draw  BN  parallel  to  the  horizon, and 
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Fig.  and  PD,  Pi,  Ptf,  parallel  to  HF,  H/,  H/.  And 
132. if  Ddfexprefs  the  weight  of  the  arch  ftone  FGrtfy 

then  PD,  lJd,  will  be  the  prefiure  of  the  joints  FH, 
/H.  Therefore  by  reafoning  as  before,  if  the  py- 

ramid PD#  be  equal  to  the  arch  ftone  FG//,  then 
G  will  be  in  the  curve.  Whence  if  PD5  zz  HG* 

—  J  IF3,  or  HG  zz  yPD*  +HF*,  then  G  is  in  the 
curve.  Therefore  if  the  point  S  be  given,  take  PB 

zz  (/HS5  —  HZ%  HZ  being  the  radius  of  curva- 
ture in  Z.  Then  BN  being  drawn  parallel  to  the 

horizon  ;  from  this  all  the  points  G  will  be  found, 
as  before  mentioned. 

Exam.     i. 

133.     Let  ZO  be  a  circle,  HZ  n "i,  ZS  z:  — -,  then IV 

HB  zz  .69  •,  then  if  ZF  zz  3odeg.  then  FG  —.14. 
If  ZF  zz  60  deg.  then  FG  =  .55,  &c.  for  defcrib- 
ing  the  curve  SGG. 

Exam.     2. 

i34«     Let  ZF/bea  parabola,  ZAzzAO  =  1,  ZS=|, 

M  the  focus,  ZM  =  ̂ ,  rLm  zz  4,  rad.  curvature  at 
Z  zz  4.,  at   F  zz  1.41  zz  FH,  at  /  zz  2.6  zz  fb. 

Then  (PB  or)  AB  zz  ̂ J —  zz  .49;  then  HG  zz 

^/AD'  +  hF?  zz  1.47,  and  FG  zz  .06;  and  bg  zz 

l/Adt+bf*  zz  2.63,  and  7^  zz  .03  ;  through  which 
points,  the  curve  SGg  is  to  be  described. 

P  R  O  B.      LIX. 

To  find  the  fluent  of  cx*x  -\-yx  zz  ay. 

cxlx        yx 
This  reduced  is  y  zz      +  — ,   and  the  fluent J  a  a 

is  eafily  found  by  Sir  J.  Newton's  method  (Prob. 
II.  Cafe  IJ.)  as  follows. 

cxzx 
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134. 
a 

+  y
x a 

,    cx3x     ,    cx*x     .    cx5x -r      H-       +   
3#a          4##          4-5^3 

y 

y zn 

     +         +  &c. 

cxl  _^    ex4-    _|_      cx$      ̂       ex        ^c 
30        3.4*0        3.4-5**        3.4.5-6*' 

y 1Z 
icaa  X             +                -f-                    &c. 

2.3^        2.3.4a4-        2. 3.4.5** 

tf  2tfrt  2«3«3  2.3.4a4  2.3.4.5a5 

—  2raa  X  :  1  •  +  —  4-    a  2aa 

x 
rr  icaa x  numb,  of  hyp.  log   2ra* — 2a?tf — exx a 

X 

—  icaa  X  Ml    —  2f*0  —  icax  —  cxz. 

Where  M  =  2.7182b,    the  number  whofe   hpy. 
log.   is  1. 

P  R  O  B.      LX. 

Ta  find  the  line  of  the  firft  fatellite  of  Jupiter's 
moving  through  the  penumbra  of  Jupiter. 

The  apparent  diameter  of  the  fun  is  32'  n'1  at 
the  earth,  and  at  Jupiter  it  is  reciprocally  as  the 

diftance.  But  Jupiter's  mean  diftance  is  to  the 
earth's  mean  diftance  from  the  fun,  as  5  2  to  1. 
Therefore  as  5.2  :  1  :  :  32'  12"  or  1932"  :  371.5^5 
and  this  is  the  angle  that  the  penumbra  makes  at 

Jupiter. 
The  periodic  time  of  the  firft  fatellite  is  i^  18* 

27'  34"  and  that  is  zr  152854  feconds.  And  the 
angle   of    the    penumbra    being    371.5    feconds. 

There- 
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Fig.  Therefore  as  360  deg,  or  129600Q"  the  whole  cir- 
i34.cumference  :  to  152854"  the  whole  time  of  revo- 

lution :  :  fo  is  37i/;.5  the  angle  of  the  penumbra  : 
to  447/  of  time  nearly.  And  therefore  all  the  time 
the  fatellite  Hays  in  the  penumbra,  amounts  only  to 
44  feconds  of  time. 

Cor.  The  difference  of  time,  between  the  fatellite* s 
appearing  after  its  emerging  out  of  Jupiter's  (hadow, 
when  obferved  by  the  be  ft  and  the  worft  telefcopes^  can 
never  amount  to  44  feconds  ;  and  very  probably  not  to 
half  as  much. 

This  matter  is  eafily  tried  with  two  telefcopes  of 
different  goodnefs.  But  there  may  be  as  much  dif- 

ference in  the  goodnefs  of  eyes,  as  in  the  goodnefs 
of  telefcopes ;  and  reafon  tells  us  not  to  apply  bad 
ones  of  either  fort. 
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